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Preface
The 24. International Conference on Database Theory (ICDT 2021) was held in Nicosia,
Cyprus, from March 23 to 26, 2021. The Program Committee has selected 20 research papers
out of 42 submissions for publication at the conference. It has further decided to give the
Best Paper Award to Answer Counting Under Guarded TGDs by Cristina Feier, Carsten
Lutz, and Marcin Przybyłko. We congratulate the winners! Apart from the 20 regular
papers, these proceedings include abstracts for the invited (shared) EDBT/ICDT keynotes
by Pablo Barceló (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile) and by Julia Stoyanovich (New
York University).
A committee formed by Yael Amsterdamer, Rasmus Pagh, and Pierre Senellart has
decided to give the Test of Time Award for ICDT 2021 to the ICDT 2011 paper Knowledge
compilation meets database theory: compiling queries to decision diagrams by Abhay Jha
and Dan Suciu. We congratulate also the winners of this award!
We would like to thank all people who contributed to the success of ICDT 2021, including
the authors of all submitted papers, keynote and invited talk speakers, and, of course, all
members of the Program Committee as well as the external reviewers, for the very substantial
work that they have invested over the two submission cycles of ICDT 2021. Their commitment
and sagacity were crucial to ensure that the final program of the conference satisfies the
highest standards. We would also like to thank the ICDT Council members for their support
on a wide variety of matters, the local organizers of the EDBT/ICDT 2021 conference, led by
General Chairs Demetris Zeinalipour and Panos K. Chrysanthis, for the great job they did in
organizing the conference and co-located events. Finally, we wish to acknowledge Dagstuhl
Publishing for their support with the publication of the proceedings in the LIPIcs (Leibniz
International Proceedings in Informatics) series.
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ICDT 2021 Test of Time Award
In 2013, the International Conference on Database Theory (ICDT) began awarding the
ICDT test-of-time (ToT) award, with the goal of recognizing one paper, or a small number
of papers, presented at ICDT a decade earlier that have best met the “test of time". In 2021,
the award recognizes a paper from the ICDT 2011 proceedings that has had the most impact
in terms of research, methodology, conceptual contribution, or transfer to practice over the
past decade. The award is to be presented during the EDBT/ICDT 2021 Joint Conference,
March 23–26, 2021 in Nicosia, Cyprus.
The ICDT 2021 Test of Time Award committee consists of Yael Amsterdamer (Chair),
Rasmus Pagh, and Pierre Senellart. After careful consideration and soliciting external
assessments, the committee has chosen the following recipient of the 2021 ICDT Test of Time
Award:

Knowledge compilation meets database theory: compiling queries to decision diagrams
Abhay Jha and Dan Suciu
There are two main approaches to computing the probability of a query result over
probabilistic databases: the extensional approach exploits the structure of the query for
efficient evaluation for some classes of queries; the intensional approach first tractably
computes a representation of the lineage of the query and then attempts to compute the
probability of this Boolean function. This paper shows that a number of cases known to be
tractable in the extensional method lead to tractablity in the intensional method because
lineages can be produced in specific tractable formalisms (such as OBDDs, FBDDs, d-DNNFs)
which are well-studied target compilation classes in knowledge compilation, and for which
weighted model counting is tractable. The paper leaves open the major question of whether
all tractable cases can be explained in the same manner.
With their work, Jha and Suciu established a strong connection between the fields of
knowledge compilation and probabilistic databases, which was both foundational and entirely
original. This has sparked research in and across different areas: in database theory in
the form of further refinements of the results and progress towards the resolution of the
question left open; in database systems by demonstrating that the intensional approach and
the use of knowledge compilation techniques are viable for probabilistic query evaluation;
and in knowledge compilation by further motivating and reviving interest for the study of
the weighted variant of the model counting problem.

Yael Amsterdamer

Rasmus Pagh

Pierre Senellart

Bar-Ilan University

University of Copenhagen

ENS, PSL University

The ICDT Test-of-Time Award Committee for 2021
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Explainability Queries for ML Models and its
Connections with Data Management Problems
!
Universidad Católica de Chile, Macul, Chile

Pablo Barceló
Abstract

In this talk I will present two recent examples of my research on explainability problems over machine
learning (ML) models. In rough terms, these explainability problems deal with specific queries
one poses over a ML model in order to obtain meaningful justifications for their results. Both of
the examples I will present deal with “local” and “post-hoc” explainability queries. Here “local”
means that we intend to explain the output of the ML model for a particular input, while “post-hoc”
refers to the fact that the explanation is obtained after the model is trained. In the process I will
also establish connections with problems studied in data management. This with the intention of
suggesting new possibilities for cross-fertilization between the area and ML.
The first example I will present refers to computing explanations with scores based on Shapley
values, in particular with the recently proposed, and already influential, SHAP-score. This score
provides a measure of how different features in the input contribute to the output of the ML model.
We provide a detailed analysis of the complexity of this problem for different classes of Boolean
circuits. In particular, we show that the problem of computing SHAP-scores is tractable as long as
the circuit is deterministic and decomposable, but becomes computationally hard if any of these
restrictions is lifted. The tractability part of this result provides a generalization of a recent result
stating that, for Boolean hierarchical conjunctive queries, the Shapley-value of the contribution of a
tuple in the database to the final result can be computed in polynomial time.
The second example I will present refers to the comparison of different ML models in terms of
important families of (local and post-hoc) explainability queries. For the models, I will consider multilayer perceptrons and binary decision diagrams. The main object of study will be the computational
complexity of the aforementioned queries over such models. The obtained results will show an
interesting theoretical counterpart to wisdom’s claims on interpretability. This work also suggests
the need for developing query languages that support the process of retrieving explanations from
ML models, and also for obtaining general tractability results for such languages over specific classes
of models.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Theory of computation → Models of learning
Keywords and phrases ML models, Explainability, Shapley values, decision trees, OBDDs, deterministic and decomposable Boolean circuits
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.ICDT.2021.1
Category Invited Talk

Short Bio. Pablo Barceló is a Full Professor at Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile,
where he also acts as Director of the Institute for Mathematical and Computational Engineering. He is the author of more than 80 technical papers, has chaired ICDT 2019, will be
chairing ACM PODS 2022, and is currently a member of the editorial committee of Logical
Methods in Computer Science. From 2011 to 2014 he was the editor of the database theory
column of SIGMOD Record. His areas of interest are database theory, logic in computer
science, and the emerging relationship between these areas and machine learning.

© Pablo Barceló;
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Comparing Apples and Oranges: Fairness and
Diversity in Ranking
!
New York University, NY, USA

Julia Stoyanovich
Abstract

Algorithmic rankers take a collection of candidates as input and produce a ranking (permutation) of
the candidates as output. The simplest kind of ranker is score-based; it computes a score of each
candidate independently and returns the candidates in score order. Another common kind of ranker
is learning-to-rank, where supervised learning is used to predict the ranking of unseen candidates.
For both kinds of rankers, we may output the entire permutation or only the highest scoring k
candidates, the top-k. Set selection is a special case of ranking that ignores the relative order among
the top-k.
In the past few years, there has been much work on incorporating fairness and diversity
requirements into algorithmic rankers, with contributions coming from the data management,
algorithms, information retrieval, and recommender systems communities. In my talk I will offer
a broad perspective that connects formalizations and algorithmic approaches across subfields,
grounding them in a common narrative around the value frameworks that motivate specific fairnessand diversity-enhancing interventions. I will discuss some recent and ongoing work, and will outline
future research directions where the data management community is well-positioned to make lasting
impact, especially if we attack these problems with our rich theory-meets-systems toolkit.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Information systems → Data management systems; Theory of
computation → Theory and algorithms for application domains; Social and professional topics →
Computing / technology policy
Keywords and phrases fairness, diversity, ranking, set selection, responsible data management
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.ICDT.2021.2
Category Invited Talk
Funding This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation (NSF) awards No.
1926250, 1934464, 1916505, and 1922658.

Short Bio. Julia Stoyanovich is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Computer
Science and Engineering at the Tandon School of Engineering, and the Center for Data Science.
She is a recipient of an NSF CAREER award and of an NSF/CRA CI Fellowship. Julia’s
research focuses on responsible data management and analysis practices: on operationalizing
fairness, diversity, transparency, and data protection in all stages of the data acquisition
and processing lifecycle. She established the Data, Responsibly consortium, and serves on
the New York City Automated Decision Systems Task Force (by appointment by Mayor de
Blasio). In addition to data ethics, Julia works on management and analysis of preference
data, and on querying large evolving graphs. She holds M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Computer
Science from Columbia University, and a B.S. in Computer Science and in Mathematics and
Statistics from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
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Box Covers and Domain Orderings for Beyond
Worst-Case Join Processing
!
University of Waterloo, Canada

Kaleb Alway

Eric Blais !
University of Waterloo, Canada
!
University of Waterloo, Canada

Semih Salihoglu
Abstract

Recent beyond worst-case optimal join algorithms Minesweeper and its generalization Tetris have
brought the theory of indexing and join processing together by developing a geometric framework for
joins. These algorithms take as input an index B, referred to as a box cover, that stores output gaps
that can be inferred from traditional indexes, such as B+ trees or tries, on the input relations. The
performances of these algorithms highly depend on the certificate of B, which is the smallest subset
of gaps in B whose union covers all of the gaps in the output space of a query Q. Different box covers
can have different size certificates and the sizes of both the box covers and certificates highly depend
on the ordering of the domain values of the attributes in Q. We study how to generate box covers
that contain small size certificates to guarantee efficient runtimes for these algorithms. First, given
a query Q over a set of relations of size N and a fixed set of domain orderings for the attributes, we
e )-time algorithm called GAMB which generates a box cover for Q that is guaranteed
give a O(N
to contain the smallest size certificate across any box cover for Q. Second, we show that finding
a domain ordering to minimize the box cover size and certificate is NP-hard through a reduction
from the 2 consecutive block minimization problem on boolean matrices. Our third contribution is a
e )-time approximation algorithm called ADORA to compute domain orderings, under which one
O(N
e r ), where K is the minimum box cover for Q under any domain
can compute a box cover of size O(K
e r ). We
ordering and r is the maximum arity of any relation. This guarantees certificates of size O(K
combine ADORA and GAMB with Tetris to form a new algorithm we call TetrisReordered, which
provides several new beyond worst-case bounds. On infinite families of queries, TetrisReordered’s
runtimes are unboundedly better than the bounds stated in prior work.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Information systems → Database query processing; Theory of
computation → Database query processing and optimization (theory)
Keywords and phrases Beyond worst-case join algorithms, Tetris, Box covers, Domain orderings
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.ICDT.2021.3
Related Version Full Version: https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.12102 [4]

1

Introduction

Performing the natural join of a set of relational tables is a core operation in relational
database management systems. After the celebrated result of Atserias, Grohe and Marx [5]
that provided a tight bound on the maximum (or worst-case) size of natural join queries, now
known as the AGM bound, a new class of worst-case optimal join algorithms were introduced
whose runtimes are asymptotically bounded by the AGM bound. More recently, Ngo et al.
and Abo Khamis et al., respectively, introduced the Minesweeper [24] algorithm, and its
generalization Tetris [1, 2], which adopt a geometric framework for joins and provide beyond
worst-case guarantees that are closer to the highest algorithmic goal of instance optimality.
Henceforth, we focus on the Tetris algorithm, the more general of these two algorithms.
© Kaleb Alway, Eric Blais, and Semih Salihoglu;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY 4.0
24th International Conference on Database Theory (ICDT 2021).
Editors: Ke Yi and Zhewei Wei; Article No. 3; pp. 3:1–3:23
Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics
Schloss Dagstuhl – Leibniz-Zentrum für Informatik, Dagstuhl Publishing, Germany
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Figure 1 Box cover and certificates of the query R(A, B) ▷◁ S(A, C). Red boxes form a box
certificate. Red and black boxes together form a box cover.

Let Q be a query over m relations R and n attributes A. Let N be the total number of
e
tuples in R. Throughout this paper, to match the notation of reference [1], we use O-notation
to hide polylogarithmic factors in N as well as the query dependent factors m and n. Unlike
traditional join algorithms that operate on input tuples, Tetris takes as input a box cover
B = ∪R∈R BR , where each BR is a set of gap boxes (i.e., tuple-free regions) of the relation R
whose union covers the complement of R. These boxes imply regions in the output space
of queries where output tuples cannot exist. Tetris operates on these gaps by performing
geometric resolutions,

 which generate new gap boxes. The runtime of Tetris is bounded by
e C□ (B) w+1 + Z 1 where: (i) C□ (B) is the size of the box certificate for B, which is the
O
smallest subset of boxes in B that cover the gaps in the output, i.e., the complement of the
output tuples of the join; (ii) w is the treewidth of Q; and (iii) Z is the number of output
tuples. Figure 1 shows an example of this geometric framework on query R(A, B) ▷◁ S(A, C).
Purple unit boxes indicate input tuples, the boxes in the box cover are shown with rectangles,
and the boxes in the certificate are drawn as red rectangles. This Tetris result is analogous to
Yannakakis’s data-optimal algorithm for acyclic queries and its combination with worst-case
e fhtw + Z), where fhtw is the
optimal join algorithms, which yields results of the form O(N
fractional hypertree width [15] and N is the number of tuples in the input. The performance
of Tetris’s results can be significantly better than Yannakakis-based algorithms, as the
e ) and can be o(N ), e.g. constant size, on some inputs.
certificates are always O(N
In references [1] and [24], a box cover was assumed to be inferred from the available
indexes on the relations. Consider a B+ tree index on a relation R(A, B) with sort order
(A, B) and two consecutive tuples (a1 , b1 ) and (a1 , b2 ).2 From these two tuples, a system
can infer a gap box (a1 , [b1 + 1, b2 − 1]) in the output space of any join query that involves
R. The boxes in Figure 1 are inferred from B+ tree indexes on R and S with sort orders
(A, B) and (A, C), respectively. Using different indexes can result in box covers with vastly
different certificate sizes. This motivates the first question we study in this paper:
Question 1: How can a system efficiently generate a good box cover for a set of relations?
Given a query Q, let C□ (Q) be the minimum certificate size across all possible box covers
for the relations in Q.3 An ideal goal for a system would be to efficiently generate a box
cover whose certificate is of size C□ (Q), ensuring performance as a function of C□ (Q). We
refer to this problem as BoxMinC. We present a surprisingly positive result for BoxMinC:

1
2
3

A second upper bound that depends on the number of attributes instead of w is also provided in [1].
This example is borrowed from reference [1].
Note that our use of the notation C□ (Q) is different from reference [1], where B was assumed to be
given, and C□ (Q) was used to indicate the certificate size for B. Since we drop this assumption, C□ (B)
here denotes the certificate size for B and C□ (Q) denotes the certificate size over all possible box covers.
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(a) Q = R ⋉
⋊S⋉
⋊ T.

S′

T′

101 110

101 110

101 110

110 011
100 010

A, σ(A)

B, σ(B)

111 111

101 110

011 101

001 100

110 011

100 010

010 001

000 000

111 111

101 110

011 101

000 000

001 100

000 000
110 011

010 001

000 000
100 010

010 001

010 001

010 001

111 111

100 010

001 100

101 110

100 010

110 011

011 101

100 010

110 011

001 100

010 001

001 100

011 101

000 000

011 101

C, σ(C)

111 111

C, σ(C)

111 111

000 000

B, σ(B)

R′
111 111

A, σ(A)

⋊ T ′ = σ(R) ⋉
⋊ σ(S) ⋉
⋊ σ(T ).
(b) Q′ = R′ ⋉
⋊ S′ ⋉

Figure 2 Two equivalent queries (up to attribute reorderings) with different box certificate sizes.

e )-time algorithm that can generate a box
▶ Theorem 1. Given a database D, there is a O(N
e ) that contains a certificate of size O(C
e □ (Q)) for any join query
cover B of size at most O(N
Q over any subset of relations in D.
e ) time and space, a system can generate a globally good box cover (an
Therefore, in O(N
index) for all possible join queries over a database.4 We achieve this result by observing that
the set of all maximal gap boxes in the complements of the relations contains a certificate
e )-time algorithm called GAMB that generates all
of size |C□ (Q)| and we provide an O(N
maximal dyadic gap boxes (and possibly some non-maximal ones) from the relations.
In the second question we study, we consider evaluating a single query Q. There are simple
queries which can be geometrically complex and require large box covers and certificates.
In many cases, these queries can be modified by reordering each attribute’s domain so that
smaller covers and certificates are possible. Figure 2 shows an example. In the example, the
queries Q and Q′ are both triangle queries joining three binary relations. These queries are
equivalent up to reordering the domains of each attribute. That is, it is possible to reorder
the rows and columns of the grid in Figure 2a to obtain Figure 2b. Let σ be the set of three
permutations on the domains of A, B, and C which transforms Q into Q′ . Specifically, for
each attribute, σ maps the even values to values between 000 and 011, and the odd values
to values between 100 and 111. Despite their equivalence up to reorderings, Q requires a
box cover of size 96, as each white grid cell in Figure 2a must have a unit gap box covering

4

e factor of any
Since any system has to spend Ω(N ) time to index its tuples, this time is within an O(1)
other indexing approach. Appendix B shows that a box cover index can also be maintained efficiently.
e ) indexing component because it is assumed that
The Tetris runtimes in reference [1] do not add a O(N
indexes are given. In practice, this cost must be paid at some point by the database to answer queries.
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it, while Q′ only requires a box cover size 6. The same also applies to the certificate sizes,
as every gap box in the box cover must also be part of the box certificate in this case. By
extending the domains of the attributes, the difference in box cover and certificate sizes
can be made arbitrarily large. Therefore, a system could improve the performance of Tetris
significantly by reordering the domains of attributes. This motivates our second question:
Question 2: How can a system efficiently reorder the domains to obtain a small box cover?
We refer to the problem of finding a domain ordering σ such that the minimum box
cover size under σ is minimized as DomOrBoxMinB . Let B ∗ be the minimum size box cover for
a query under any domain ordering, K = |B ∗ |, and σ ∗ be the ordering under which B ∗ is
achieved. We first provide a hardness result showing that computing σ ∗ is NP-hard through
a reduction from the 2 consecutive block minimization problem on boolean matrices [17]. We
then provide an approximation algorithm, which we refer to as ADORA, for Approximate
Domain Ordering Algorithm, to obtain the following result:
▶ Theorem 2. Let r be the maximum arity of any relation in the query Q and let K be the
e )-time algorithm
minimum box cover size for Q under any domain ordering. There is a O(N
that computes a domain ordering σ for Q, under which one can compute a box cover of size
e r ), guaranteeing a certificate of size O(K
e r ).
O(K
After σ is obtained with ADORA, a system can run GAMB, which has the same asymptotic
e r ). ADORA is based
runtime, to obtain a box cover that guarantees certificates of size O(K
on an intuitive and powerful heuristic that groups the domain values in an attribute that
have identical value combinations in the remaining attributes across the relations and makes
the values in each group consecutive. Our approximation ratio does not depend on any other
parameters of the query, such as different notions of width or the number of relations. Once an
ordering is obtained, Tetris can be executed on the reordered query and the results converted
back to the original domain. This technique is formalized in our algorithm TetrisReordered.
We construct families of queries for which Tetris on a default ordering has a polynomial
e ) time.
runtime with an arbitrarily high degree, but for which TetrisReordered runs in O(N

2

Notation and Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, we work with a fixed database D. A query Q is an equi-join over a set
of m fixed relations R and a set of n attributes A from D. We do not differentiate between a
query and a query instance, so Q refers to the instance of Q in D. As in reference [1], for ease
of presentation we assume the domains of each attribute A ∈ A consist of all d bit integers
but our results only require domain values to be discrete and ordered. For R ∈ R and A ∈ A,
the attribute set of R is denoted attr(R) and the domain of A is denoted dom(A).
Tetris takes as input a box cover B that contains dyadic gap boxes, which are boxes whose
span over each attribute is encoded as a binary prefix. Let R ∈ R contain nR attributes.
Formally, a dyadic gap box in BR is an nR -tuple b = ⟨s1 , s2 , . . . , snR ⟩ where each si is a
binary string of length at most d. We use ∗ to denote the empty string. We sometimes
use b.A to denote the prefix in b corresponding to attribute A. For example, if d is 3, the
dyadic box ⟨01, 1⟩ for R(A1 , A2 ) is the box whose A1 and A2 dimensions include all values
with prefix 01 and 1, respectively, i.e., it is the rectangle with sides ⟨[010 − 011], [100 − 111]⟩.
Using dyadic boxes allows Tetris to perform geometric resolutions (explained momentarily)
efficiently, which is needed to prove the runtime bounds of Tetris.
Although the details of how Tetris works are not necessary to understand our techniques
and contributions, we give a brief overview as background and refer the reader to reference [1]
for details. Assume each box in B, say those coming from BR , are extended, with prefix ∗,
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to every attribute not in attr(R). This allows us to think of B as a single gap box index
over the output space. The core of Tetris is a recursive subroutine that determines whether
the set of boxes in B covers the entire n-dimensional output space ⟨∗, ∗, . . . , ∗⟩ and returns
either YES or NO with an output tuple o as a witness. The witnesses are inserted into
B. During the execution, this subroutine performs geometric resolutions that take two
boxes that are adjacent in one dimension and construct a new box that consists of the
union of the intervals in this dimension (and the intersection in all others). When boxes
e
are dyadic, geometric resolution can be done in O(1)
time. This recursive subroutine is
called as many times as there are output tuples until it finally returns YES. Two variants
e □ (B)w+1 + Z)
of Tetris, called Tetris-Preloaded and Tetris-LoadBalanced run in time O(C
n/2
e
and O(C□ (B)
+ Z), respectively (see Theorems 4.9 and 4.11 in reference [1]). C□ (B) in
Tetris’s runtime is the box certificate size of B, which is the size of the smallest subset B ′ of
B, such that the union of boxes in B ′ and the union of boxes in B cover exactly the same
space. Equivalently, C□ (B) is the size of the smallest subset B ′ of B whose extended boxes
(with ∗’s as described above) cover all of the gaps in the output space.
We end this section with a note on dyadic vs. general boxes. The notions of certificate,
box cover, and the problems we study can be defined in terms of dyadic or general boxes.
Except in Section 4, the term box refers to general boxes, and our optimization problems
are defined over general box covers and certificates. For both certificates and box covers,
e
the minimum size obtained with dyadic boxes and general boxes are within O(1)
of each
other. This is because a dyadic box is a general box by definition and any general box can be
e
partitioned into O(1)
dyadic boxes (Proposition B.14 in reference [1]). Our approximation
e
results for general boxes imply approximation results for dyadic boxes up to O(1)
factors.
However, a hardness result for one version does not imply hardness of the other. Our hardness
results apply only to general boxes. However, we use dyadic boxes extensively because they
are a powerful analytical tool which the results of this paper and reference [1] rely on.

3
3.1

Related Work
Box Cover Problems

The complement of a relation R with k attributes can be represented geometrically as a
set of axis-aligned, rectilinear polytopes in k-dimensional space, which may have holes (the
tuples in R form the exteriors of the polytopes). The number of vertices in these polytopes is
bounded (up to a constant factor) by the number of tuples in the relation.Therefore our work
is closely related to covering rectilinear polytopes with a minimum number of rectangles in
geometry. This problem has been previously studied in the 2-dimensional setting, i.e., for
polygons. The problem is known to be NP-complete, even when the polygon is hole-free [10]
and MaxSNP-hard for polygons with holes [6]. There are several approximation algorithms
for the problem. Franzblau [12] designed an algorithm that approximates the optimal solution
to a factor of O(log n), where n is the number of vertices in the polygon. If the polygon
is hole-free, the approximation factor improves to 2. Anil Kumar and Ramesh [20] showed
√
a tighter approximation ratio of O( log n) for the same algorithm on polygons with holes.
Franzblau et al. [13] also showed the problem is solvable in polynomial time in the special
case when polygons are vertically convex. All of these results are limited to 2D and little is
known about the problem in higher dimensions.
The approximation algorithms above can be used to generate box covers for the complement of a binary relation R. This is a special case of BoxMinC, where the input is a
trivial query with a single binary relation R. Outside of this limited setting, the connection
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of covering axis-aligned and rectilinear polygons to BoxMinC breaks. This is because the
certificate of a query in this case is the smallest number of boxes that cover the complement
of the output, using boxes from the relations. In this case, because the output is not yet
computed, it is not known a priori which polytopes should be covered.
There are variants of covering polygons that are less directly related to our problems.
Reference [16] studies the more general problem of covering polygons with only obtuse interior
angles, and provides approximation algorithms. Reference [21] studies covering the input
polygon with squares instead of rectangles. For a survey of geometric covering and packing
problems, including shapes beyond polytopes, we refer the reader to references [9] and [28].

3.2

Orderings in Matrices

There are several problems related to ordering the rows and columns of boolean matrices
to achieve different optimization goals. The closest to our work is the consecutive block
minimization problem (CBMP) [19]. Our hardness results are based on a variant of CBMP,
called 2 consecutive block minimization [17], which we review in Section 5.1. There are two
other ordering problems for boolean matrices, which are less related to our work: (i) the
consecutive ones property test determines whether there is a column ordering such that each
row has only one consecutive block of ones [8]; (ii) the doubly lexical ordering problem finds a
row and column ordering such that both rows and columns are in lexicographic order [22].
Both problems have polynomial time solutions.

3.3

Worst-Case and Beyond Worst-Case Join Algorithms

e
A join algorithm is said to be worst-case optimal if it runs in time O(AGM(Q)),
where
the AGM bound [5] is the worst-case upper bound on the number of output tuples for a
query based on its shape and the number of input tuples. Examples of worst-case optimal
join algorithms are Leapfrog Triejoin [29], NPRR [25], and Generic Join [26]. A survey on
worst-case optimal join algorithms can be found in reference [23]. There are several results
that consider other properties of the query and provide worst-case upper bounds on the size
of query outputs that are better than the AGM bound. Olteanu and Závodný [27] show that
worst-case sizes of queries in factorized representations can be asymptotically smaller than
the AGM bound and provide algorithms that meet these factorized bounds. Joglekar and
Ré [18] developed an algorithm which provides degree-based worst-case results that assume
knowledge of degree information for the values in the query. Similarly, references [3] and [14]
provide worst-case bounds based on information theoretical bounds that take into account,
respectively, more general degree constraints and functional dependencies.
Several results go beyond worst-case bounds and are closer to the notion of instance
optimality. The earliest example is Yannakakis’ data-optimal algorithm [30] for acyclic
queries that runs in time O(N + Z). This was later generalized to an algorithm [11] for
e f htw + Z), where f htw is the query’s fractional
arbitrary queries which runs in time O(N
hypertree width [15]. The Minesweeper algorithm [24] developed the measure of comparison
certificate Ccomp for comparison-based join algorithms, which captures the minimum number
of comparisons needed to prove the output of a join query is correct. Minesweeper runs in time
e comp |w+1 + Z), where Z is the number of output tuples and w is the query’s treewidth.
O(|C
The Tetris algorithm [1], which motivates our work, generalizes comparison certificates to the
geometric notion of a box certificate, reviewed in Section 1. For every comparison certificate
Ccomp , there is a box certificate of size at most |Ccomp |. In this sense, box certificates are
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Algorithm 1 GAMB(R): Generates all maximal dyadic gap boxes of R.
1: B := ∅, B := ∅
2: for t ∈ R do
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

for every dyadic box b such that t ∈ b do
B := B ∪ {b}
for A ∈ attr(R) such that b.A ̸= ∗ do
Let b′ be the box when the last bit of b.A is flipped
B := B ∪ {b′ }

8: return B \ B

stronger than comparison certificates, and Tetris subsumes the certificate-based results of
Minesweeper. Our results on finding box covers with small certificates and domain orderings
with small box covers improve the bounds provided by Tetris.

4

Generating a Box Cover

Since the runtime of Tetris depends on the certificate size of its input box cover, an important
preprocessing step for the algorithm is to generate a box cover with a small certificate. Ideally,
a system should generate a box cover that contains a certificate of minimum size, across all
box covers. We defined this quantity as C□ (Q) in Section 1. The following lemma states two
facts about dyadic boxes that are crucial for our results and the results in reference [1].
e
▶ Lemma 3. (Propositions B.12 and B.14 [1]) Let b be any dyadic box. Then there are O(1)
′
′
dyadic boxes which contain b. Let b be any (not necessarily dyadic) box. Then b can be
e
partitioned into a set of O(1)
disjoint dyadic boxes whose union is equal to b′ .
Let a dyadic gap box b for a relation R be maximal if b cannot be enlarged in any
of its dimensions and still remain a dyadic gap box, i.e., not include an input tuple of R.
e □ (Q)) can be done by generating the set
Generating a box cover with certificate size O(C
of all maximal dyadic gap boxes in the input relations. This is because: (1) any general
e
box can be decomposed into O(1)
dyadic boxes by Lemma 3, so decomposing a general box
e
cover into a dyadic one can increase its certificate size by at most a factor of O(1);
and (2)
expanding any non-maximal dyadic boxes to make them maximal can only decrease the size
of the certificate. We will show that given any query Q with N input tuples, we can generate
e ) time. This also implies
all maximal dyadic gap boxes over all of the relations in Q in O(N
e
that the number of maximal dyadic boxes is O(N ). Interestingly, this is not true for general
gap boxes, of which there can be a super-linear number (see Appendix A for an example).
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for our algorithm GAMB that generates all maximal
e ) time. GAMB loops over each dyadic box b
dyadic gap boxes for a relation R in O(N
covering each tuple t in R, explores boxes that are adjacent to b (which may or may not
be gap boxes) and inserts these into a set B. Then it subtracts the set of all dyadic boxes
covering any tuples from B to obtain a set of gap boxes. As we argue, this set contains every
maximal dyadic gap box (and possibly some non-maximal ones). To generate all maximal
boxes for a query Q = (R, A), we can simply iterate over each R ∈ R and invoke GAMB.
e ) time.
▶ Theorem 4. GAMB generates all maximal dyadic gap boxes of a relation R in O(N
Proof. Let b′ be a maximal dyadic gap box for R. Let A be an attribute of R for which b′
specifies at least one bit (so b′ .A =
̸ ∗). Let b be the dyadic box obtained from b′ by flipping
′
′
the last bit of b .A. Since b is maximal, b contains at least one tuple t ∈ R. Since b is a
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dyadic box containing t, some iteration of the for-loop on line 3 will reach box b. Then the
for-loop on line 5 at some iteration will loop over A and generate exactly b′ on line 6. Thus
b′ is added to B and since b′ is a gap box, GAMB will not add it to B (which only contains
non-gap boxes). Therefore b′ will be in the output of GAMB. Note that the returned set
does not contain any non-gap boxes of R, since every box which contains any tuple of R
e
is added to B. The outer-most for loop has N iterations. The for loop on line 3 has O(1)
e
iterations by Lemma 3. The for-loop on line 5 has n, so O(1), iterations. Finally, the set
difference on line 8 can be done by sorting both B and B and iterating lockstep through the
e ).
sorted boxes. Therefore, the total runtime of GAMB is O(N
◀
By our earlier observation based on Lemma 3, running GAMB as a preprocessing step
e □ (Q)). Combined with
is sufficient to generate a box cover with a certificate of size O(C
runtime upper bounds of Tetris from reference [1], we can state the following corollary:
e ) preprocessing
▶ Corollary 5. Given a database D of relations with N total tuples, in O(N

w+1
e
time, one can generate a box cover B such that running Tetris on B yields O C□ (Q)
+Z


e C□ (Q) n/2 + Z runtimes for any query Q over D.
or O
e ) preprocessing time, a system can generate
One interpretation of this result is that in O(N
a single global index that will make Tetris efficient on all possible join queries over a database
D. In fact, using the bounds from reference [1], these are the best bounds we can obtain up
e
to an O(1)
factor when Q is fixed, since C□ (Q) is the minimum certificate size for any box
e )
cover of Q. This is surprisingly achieved with the same index for all queries, so the O(N
preprocessing cost need only be incurred once for a workload of any number of joins. To
improve on these bounds, we must modify Q to reduce the box certificate size. We next
explore domain orderings as a method to improve these bounds.

5

Domain Ordering Problems

We next study the DomOrBoxMinB problem. Given a query Q, our goal is to find the minimum
size box cover possible under any domain ordering for Q and to find the domain ordering σ ∗
that yields this minimum possible box cover size. We begin by defining a domain ordering.
▶ Definition 6 (Domain ordering). A domain ordering for a query Q = (R, A) is a tuple of
|A| permutations σ = (σA )A∈A where each σA is a permutation of dom(A).
▶ Example 7. Let A and B be attributes over 2-bit domains. Let R(A, B) be the following
relation presented under the default domain ordering [00, 01, 10, 11] for both A and B:

R(A, B) = ⟨00, 00⟩, ⟨01, 11⟩, ⟨10, 00⟩, ⟨11, 11⟩
Consider the domain ordering σ where σA =σB ={00 7→ 00, 01 7→ 10, 10 7→ 11, 11 7→ 01}. We
write σ as σA = σB = [00, 11, 01, 10] to indicate the new “locations” of the previous domain
values in the new ordering. Then σ(R) denotes the following relation:

σ(R)(A, B) = ⟨00, 00⟩, ⟨10, 01⟩, ⟨11, 00⟩, ⟨01, 01⟩
The choice of domain ordering can have a significant effect on box cover sizes and their
certificates. We show in Section 5.3 that given a query Q over n attributes, we can construct
an infinite family of queries over n attributes which require arbitrarily large box covers and
certificates under a default domain ordering, but under another domain ordering, have box
covers and certificates of the same size as Q. Our specific problem is this:
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▶ Definition 8 (DomOrBoxMinB ). Let K□ (σ(Q)) be the minimum box cover size one can obtain
for the query σ(Q) obtained from Q by ordering the domains according to σ. Given a query
Q, output a domain ordering σ ∗ such that K□ (σ ∗ (Q)) = minσ K□ (σ(Q)).
In Section 5.1, we show that DomOrBoxMinB is NP-hard. In Section 5.2, we present ADORA,
an approximation algorithm for DomOrBoxMinB . Section 5.3 combines ADORA, GAMB, and
Tetris in an algorithm we call TetrisReordered, which has new beyond worst-case bounds.
In Section 5.3 we also present infinite classes of queries for which TetrisReordered runs
unboundedly faster than the versions of Tetris from reference [1].

5.1

DomOrBoxMinB is NP-hard

Our reduction is from the 2 consecutive block minimization problem (2CBMP) on boolean
matrices [17].5 In a boolean matrix M , a consecutive block is a maximal consecutive run
of 1-cells in a single row of M , which is bounded on the left by either the beginning of
the row or a 0-cell, and bounded on the right by either the end of the row or a 0-cell. We
use cb(M ) to denote the total number of consecutive blocks in M over all rows. Let M
be a boolean matrix stored as a 2D dense array, each row of which contains at most 2
1-cells. 2CBMP is the problem of finding an ordering σc∗ on the columns of M such that
cb(σc∗ (M )) = minσc cb(σc (M )). 2CBMP was shown to be NP-hard in reference [17].
▶ Theorem 9. DomOrBoxMinB is NP-hard.
Proof. We focus on the special case where Q contains a single relation R(A, B) over exactly 2
attributes and show that DomOrBoxMinB is NP-hard even in this case. This implies DomOrBoxMinB
is NP-hard for any number of attributes and relations, since one can duplicate R to another
relation S with the same schema, and extend R and S to a third attribute C, taking
R′ = R × dom(C). The ordering that solves DomOrBoxMinB on R′ ▷◁ S ′ (a trivial intersection
query) also minimizes the box cover size for R. For the purposes of the proof, we model R as
a boolean matrix M ′ , with a row for each value in dom(B) and a column for each value in
dom(A). Each cell of the matrix corresponds to a possible tuple in dom(A) × dom(B). The
matrix M ′ contains a 0-cell in column i and row j if the tuple t = ⟨i, j⟩ ∈ R, and a 1-cell
otherwise. This means that a box cover B for R corresponds directly to a set of rectangles
which cover all of the 1-cells of M ′ , and vice-versa. Readers can assume M ′ is given to
DomOrBoxMinB as a dense matrix or a list of tuples, i.e., (i, j) indices for the 0 cells.
Let M be an n×m boolean matrix input to 2CBMP. We construct a (4n)×(m+2n) matrix
M ′ for input to DomOrBoxMinB . For each row ri of M , we create 4 rows in M ′ : ri,1 , ri,2 , pi,1 ,
and pi,2 . ri,1 and ri,2 are duplicates of the original row ri , and pi,1 and pi,2 are the padding
rows of ri . We also add 2 padding columns that contain 1-cells in the 4 rows of ri and 2n−2
columns that contain only 0-cells for the 4 rows for of ri . Let Si be the set of columns with
1-cells in row ri of M . Let eS be the row vector of length m + 2n with value 1 on all indices
in S ⊆ [m + 2n], and 0 everywhere else. The new rows are defined as: (i) pi,1 = e{m+2i−1} ;
(ii) ri,1 = eSi ∪{m+2i−1} ; (iii) ri,2 = eSi ∪{m+2i} ; and (iv) pi,2 = e{m+2i} . We insert these
rows in the (i)-(iv) order, for r1 , ..., rn , and refer to this order as the default row ordering of
M ′ . We refer to the column ordering of M ′ after this transformation as the default column
ordering of M ′ . An example transformation from M to M ′ is shown in Figure 3.
5

In this section, we use the informal convention of discussing the NP-hardness of minimization problems.
Since NP-hardness is defined for decision problems, when we state that a minimization problem like
2CBMP is NP-hard, we are implicitly referring to the decision problem which takes as input an additional
positive integer k and accepts if and only if the minimum value of the objective function is at most k.
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Figure 3 An example of the 2CBMP input matrix M and its corresponding M ′ matrix.

To prove this theorem, it suffices to prove that there exists an ordering σc on the columns
of M such that cb(σc (M )) ≤ k if and only if there exist orderings σ ′ = (σr′ , σc′ ) on the rows
and columns of M ′ such that σ ′ (M ′ ) admits a box cover of size ≤ k + 2n. Proving one
direction of this claim is simple. If there exists an ordering σc on the columns of M such
that cb(σc (M )) ≤ k, then set σr′ equal to the default row ordering of M ′ . Also, set the last
2n columns in σc′ equal to the default column ordering of the last 2n columns of M ′ . Then,
set the first m columns in σc′ equal to σc . Then, the 1-cells in the first m columns of σ ′ (M ′ )
can be covered by at most k boxes, and the 1-cells in the last 2n columns can be covered by
2n boxes, for a total box cover size of at most k + 2n.
Proving the converse is significantly more involved. Let σ ′ = (σr′ , σc′ ) be an ordering on
the rows and columns of M ′ such that σ ′ (M ′ ) admits a box cover B of size ≤ k + 2n. We start
with two definitions. Two rows ri,j and rk,ℓ in M ′ (i, k ∈ [n] and j, ℓ ∈ {1, 2}) are equivalent
if ri and rk are equal rows in M (ie. ri and rk have 1-cells in the same columns in M ). A
run of equivalent rows is a sequence E of one or more ri,j rows which are consecutive in σr′
such that all rows in E are equivalent to one another. We show a sequence of 6 steps that
transform σ ′ to match the default row ordering and except in the first m columns also the
default column ordering. For each step, we prove that we can reorder σ ′ without increasing
the number of boxes such that a claim is true of the reordered σ ′ (M ′ ), assuming that all of
the previous claims hold. The proofs of these claims are provided in Appendices C.1-C.6.
1. Every ri,j row can be made adjacent to some equivalent rk,ℓ row. (App. C.1)
2. Every run of equivalent ri,j rows can be made to have even length. (App. C.2)
3. Every run of equivalent ri,j rows can be made to have length 2. (App. C.3)
4. The padding rows pi,j can be made adjacent to their matching ri,j rows. (App. C.4)
5. The row order σr′ can be made to exactly match the default row order of M ′ . (App. C.5)
6. The column order σc′ can be made to exactly match the default column order of M ′ on
the last 2n columns. (App. C.6)
Two 1-cells c1 , c2 are independent in σ ′ (M ′ ) if there is no box containing c1 , c2 that contains
only 1-cells. An independent set is a set of pairwise independent 1-cells. An independent set
in σ ′ (M ′ ) of size S implies that the minimum box cover size of σ ′ (M ′ ) is at least S. We will
proceed by constructing a sufficiently large independent set in σ ′ (M ′ ). After the above 6
steps, M ′ and σ ′ (M ′ ) differ only by the ordering of the first m columns. In σ ′ (M ′ ), the last
2n columns contain an independent set of size 2n, by taking the single 1-cell from each of
the pi,j rows. These 2n 1-cells are independent from all 1-cells in the first m columns of σc′ .
Let σc be the ordering of the first m columns in σc′ . We claim the first m columns contain
an independent set of size cb(σc (M )). First, any two 1-cells in separate 4-row units are
independent from one another, because the padding rows between them contain only 0-cells
on the first m columns. If a row of σc (M ) has only one consecutive block, add a 1-cell from
the corresponding 4-row unit to the independent set. If a row of σc (M ) has two consecutive
blocks, there are two 1-cells in the first m columns of the corresponding 4-row unit which are
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independent from one another. Add both to the independent set. Combining the independent
sets from the first m columns and the last 2n columns, we get an independent set of size
cb(σc (M )) + 2n. Therefore any box cover of σ ′ (M ′ ) has at least cb(σc (M )) + 2n boxes. We
assumed σ ′ (M ′ ) has a box cover of size ≤ k + 2n, which implies cb(σc (M )) + 2n ≤ k + 2n,
so cb(σc (M )) ≤ k, completing the reduction.
◀

5.2

Approximating DomOrBoxMinB

e )-time approximation algorithm for DomOrBoxMinB . SecIn this section, we provide a O(N
tion 5.2.1 develops some machinery necessary to prove our approximation ratio, and Section 5.2.2 presents our approximation algorithm, ADORA. Section 5.3 combines ADORA,
GAMB, and Tetris to state new beyond worst-case bounds for join processing.

5.2.1

Dividing Relations into Hyperplanes

In the simplest case, suppose the best domain ordering σ ∗ for Q yields a minimum box cover
of size 1. Then there is a single gap box b in some relation σ ∗ (R) such that B = {b} forms a
box cover for σ ∗ (Q). Fix an arbitrary attribute A ∈ attr(R). We can partition dom(A) into
two sets: values which are in the A-range spanned by b, and values which are not. Consider
the domain ordering σA obtained by placing all the domain values spanned by b first (in any
order), followed by all other values. Doing this for each A ∈ A yields a domain ordering
σ which recovers the box b to attain a box cover of size 1. Intuitively, any domain values
for A which lie in the span of the same set of boxes in the minimum box cover should be
placed next to one another. This can be generalized to an approximation algorithm for any
minimum box cover size. We begin with definitions needed to formalize this approach.
▶ Definition 10 (A-hyperplane). Let R ∈ R be over a set of attributes attr(R). Let A ∈
attr(R) and a ∈ dom(A). The A-hyperplane of R defined by a is the relation H(R, A, a) =
πattr(R)\{A} (σA=a (R)) if |attr(R)| > 1 and H(R, A, a) = {|σA=a (R)|} if |attr(R)| = 1.
Let nR = |attr(R)|. The A-hyperplane defined by a in R can be thought of as the “slice”
of the nR -dimensional space occupied by R containing only the (nR −1)-dimensional subspace
where the attribute A is fixed to the value a. This is a natural generalization of “rows” and
“columns” which were useful for discussing 2-dimensional relations in Section 5.1.
▶ Definition 11 (Equivalent domain values). Let Q = (R, A) be a query, let A ∈ A, and let
a1 , a2 ∈ dom(A). a1 and a2 are equivalent in Q if for all R ∈ R we have H(R, A, a1 ) =
H(R, A, a2 ). In this case, we write a1 ∼ a2 .
For a ∈ dom(A), the subset of domain values Eq(a) = {a′ ∈ dom(A) : a ∼ a′ } ⊆ dom(A)
is called the equivalence class of a. The equivalence classes for all of the values in dom(A)
form a partition of dom(A). The next lemma bounds the number of these equivalence classes
as a function of the minimum box cover size of any domain ordering σ.
▶ Lemma 12. Let σ be a domain ordering for Q = (R, A). Let A be an attribute in A and
h be the number of equivalence classes of the values in dom(A). Then h ≤ 2 · K□ (σ(Q)) + 1.
Proof. Let A ∈ A and let a1 , a2 ∈ dom(A) be such that a1 directly precedes a2 in σA
and a1 ̸∼ a2 . We refer to the a1 , a2 boundary as a “switch” along A. Observe that there
are at least h−1 switches along A. This minimum is attained when the values in each
equivalence class are placed in a single consecutive run in σA . Since a1 ̸∼ a2 , there is some
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A
(b) Grid boxes.

Figure 4 An illustration of how A-hyperplane switches form the boundaries of the gap boxes of R
(left) and how dividing R into grid cells defined by hyperplane switches induces a box cover (right).

relation R ∈ R such that H1 = H(R, A, a1 ) ̸= H(R, A, a2 ) = H2 . Then there is some tuple
t which is in H1 but not H2 or vice versa. Assume w.l.o.g. that t ∈ H1 and t ̸∈ H2 . Let
t1 = ⟨a1 , t⟩ and t2 = ⟨a2 , t⟩ be the tuples that extend t to attribute A with values a1 and
a2 , respectively. This means that t1 ∈ R and t2 ̸∈ R. Let B be a box cover for σ(Q) with
K□ (σ(Q)) boxes. Let BR be the set of boxes in B that are from R and cover the complement
of R (so |BR | ≤ K□ (σ(Q))). Let b ∈ BR be a box covering t2 (and not t1 since b is a gap
box). In this context, a face of b along the A axis is one of the two distinct portions of the
boundary of b contained in a hyperplane orthogonal to the A axis that does not contain any
interior points of b. Since a1 and a2 are adjacent in σA , one face of b along the A axis is the
(a1 , a2 ) switch, i.e. one face of b lies on the boundary between H1 and H2 . Every box b has
exactly two faces along A, so there are ≤ 2K□ (σ(Q)) faces of boxes in B along the A axis.
Two different switches cannot correspond to the same face of the same box. As an example,
Figure 4a shows the switches in attribute A and the faces of gap boxes that these switches
correspond to, which are highlighted in colour. This completes the argument that each (a1 ,
a2 ) switch corresponds to a distinct face of some box along the A axis. There are at least
h−1 switches and at most 2K□ (σ(Q)) box faces, so h ≤ 2K□ (σ(Q))+1.
◀

5.2.2

ADORA

Lemma 12 inspires an approximation algorithm for DomOrBoxMinB . Let σ ∗ be the optimal
domain ordering for DomOrBoxMinB on Q. Let K = K□ (σ ∗ (Q)) throughout this section.
Algorithm 2 presents the pseudocode for our Approximate Domain Ordering Algorithm
(ADORA). ADORA uses Algorithm 3 as a subroutine to produce an ordering σA for dom(A)
that contains each equivalence class in dom(A) as a consecutive run.
▶ Theorem 13. Let Q = (R, A) be a query and σ ∗ be an optimal domain ordering for
DomOrBoxMinB on Q. Let K = K□ (σ ∗ (Q)). Then ADORA produces a domain ordering σ in
e ) time such that K□ (σ(Q)) = O(K
e r ), where r is the maximum arity of a relation in R.
O(N
Proof. We defer the runtime analysis of ADORA to Appendix D and prove the approximation
ratio here. We begin by arguing that given an attribute A, the ordering returned by
Algorithm 3 places every equivalence class of dom(A) in one consecutive run. The for-loop
on line 5 iterates over each a ∈ dom(A) that appears in Q and constructs an array T [a].
T [a] is the result of appending the A-hyperplanes H(R, A, a) for each R ∈ S in a fixed
order. Line 4 sorts each relation lexicographically starting with A (notice that the order ϕ is
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Algorithm 2 ADORA(Q = (R, A)): Computes a domain ordering.
1: for A ∈ A do
2:

σA := OrderAttr(Q, A)

3: return σ = {σA }A∈A

defined to place A first). These two facts ensure that after the for-loop on line 5 has finished,
T [a1 ] = T [a2 ] if and only if a1 ∼ a2 . The final sort of D on line 9 sorts values of dom(A), say
ai and aj , according to the lexicographic order of T [ai ] and T [aj ], so the lists are compared
item by item from start to end, with each item compared using attribute ordering ϕ. This
ensures all A values in the same equivalence class will be in one consecutive run in σA .
The output of ADORA is a domain ordering σ, which orders each attribute A ∈ A
according to the σA returned by Algorithm 3. We next prove there exists a box cover for σ(Q)
e r ). Let R ∈ R. Suppose |attr(R)| = nR and note that nR ≤ r. Let A ∈ attr(R).
of size O(K
Lemma 12 states that dom(A) contains at most 2K + 1 equivalence classes, which we proved
are placed consecutively in σA . By definition, if a1 ∼ a2 , then H(R, A, a1 ) = H(R, A, a2 ).
Therefore σA consists of a sequence of at most 2K + 1 consecutive runs of A-values where
the values in each run have identical A-hyperplanes in R. This holds for all A ∈ attr(R).
The runs of identical hyperplanes partition the nR -dimensional space of σ(R) into at most
(2K + 1)nR many nR -dimensional grid boxes. Each dimension of a grid box is formed by
one of the (at most) 2K + 1 runs from one attribute. By construction, these grid boxes
form a partition of the nR -dimensional space as each grid box is a distinct combination of
equivalence classes for the attributes and the orderings returned by Algorithm 3 cover all the
values in dom(A). Figure 4b demonstrates the grid boxes implied by the equivalence classes
in the orderings of a relation. In the figure, there are two equivalence classes for attribute A
and three for B, dividing the relation into 6 grid boxes.
We argue that each grid box is completely full of either gaps or tuples. Let t ∈ R, let g be
the grid box containing t, and let t′ be another point in g. Two points t1 , t2 are adjacent if
for some attribute A, t1 .A and t2 .A are adjacent in σA . Consider moving from t to t′ through
any sequence of adjacent points in g. When we pass through a point we are moving from one
A-hyperplane to an identical A-hyperplane for some attribute A. Thus every point along this
path must also be a tuple in R. A similar argument for gaps implies that every point in a
grid box that contains one gap must also be a gap. Since the grid boxes partition the domain
of R, constructing one box for each gap grid box results in a box cover BR for R. Since there
are at most (2K + 1)nR grid boxes, |BR | ≤ (2K + 1)nR . We can construct such a box cover for
P
e r ),
each R ∈ R to obtain a box cover for σ(Q) of size R∈R (2K + 1)nR ≤ m(2K + 1)r = O(K
completing the proof of ADORA’s approximation ratio.
◀
Appendix E shows that our analysis of ADORA’s approximation factor is asymptotically
tight by defining a family of queries over binary relations which have orderings with box
covers of size K, whereas the orderings that ADORA returns require Ω(K 2 ) boxes.

5.3

TetrisReordered

We next combine ADORA, GAMB, and Tetris in a new join algorithm we call TetrisReordered
to obtain new beyond worst-case optimal results for join queries. Algorithm 4 presents the
pseudocode of TetrisReordered. Corollary 14 immediately follows from Theorems 4 and 13
from this paper, and Theorems 4.9 and 4.11 from reference [1].
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Algorithm 3 OrderAttr(Q, A): Groups equivalence classes for A into consecutive runs.
1: ϕ := any attribute ordering of A which places A first
2: S := {R ∈ R : A ∈ attr(R)}, D :=

S

R∈S

πA (R), T := ∅

3: for R ∈ S do
4:

Sort R lexicographically according to ϕ

5: for a ∈ D do
6:
7:
8:

T [a] := []
for R ∈ S in a fixed order do
T [a].append(H(R, A, a))

9: Sort D by ordering ai and aj according to the lexicographic order of T [ai ] and T [aj ]
10: return σA = D (append a ̸∈ D to σA in arbitrary order)

▶ Corollary 14. Let Q = (R, A) be a join query. Let w be the treewidth of Q, n = |A|, and
r the maximum arity of a relation in R. Let σ ∗ be an optimal solution to DomOrBoxMinB on Q
e
and let K = K□ (σ ∗ (Q)). TetrisReordered computes Q in O(N
+ K r(w+1) + Z) time by using
rn/2
e
Tetris-Reloaded or in O(N + K
+ Z) time by using Tetris-LoadBalanced as a subroutine.
Algorithm 4 TetrisReordered(Q).
1: σ := ADORA(Q) (Algorithm 2)
2: for R ∈ R do
3:

BR := GAMB(σ(Q)) (Algorithm 1)

4: return σ −1 (Tetris(B = {BR }R∈R ))

We next show that there are infinite families of queries for which these bounds are
arbitrarily smaller than prior bounds stated for Tetris in reference [1]. In fact, given
an arbitrary query Q with any number of output tuples and any certificate size, and a
default domain ordering σ, we can generate families of queries for which TetrisReordered is
unboundedly faster than Tetris on σ. Our method can be seen as a generalization of the
“checkerboard” example in Figure 2.6 Take an arbitrary query Q = (R, A) with N input
tuples and Z output tuples. Recall that the minimum certificate size for Q under its default
ordering is denoted C□ (Q). Let σADR be the ordering ADORA generates on Q and let U be
the corresponding upper bound on K□ (σADR (Q)) provided by Theorem 13. Recall that U
depends on r, the maximum arity of a relation in R, and is an upper bound on the minimum
box cover and certificate size for σADR (Q). We generate a family of queries Qp from Q for
p = 1, 2, ..., whose minimum certificate size (under σ) increases to 2rp C□ (Q) but the upper
bound provided by ADORA according to Theorem 13 remains at U .
Let Ap be the attribute set obtained from A by adding, for each A ∈ A, an additional p
bits as a prefix to the d bits of A. For every relation R ∈ R, construct a relation Rp with
attr(Rp ) ⊆ Ap corresponding to attr(R). For each t ∈ R, add the following tuples to Rp :
{⟨pA t.A⟩A∈attr(R) : pA ∈ {0, 1}p ∀A ∈ attr(R)}

6

The example in Figure 2 is a simplified version of the one used to prove Lemma J.1 in reference [1], which
shows that general resolutions, which are logical operations on two DNF clauses, are more powerful
than geometric resolutions, which are constrained to contiguous geometric boxes.
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The p bits added to each attribute do not affect the structure of the query, since these bits
vary over all possible valuations for each tuple from the original query. For each attribute
A, these bits effectively create 2p “copies” of each A-hyperplane. This increases the size
of the query’s input, output, and box certificate under the default ordering. The query
Qp = (Rp , Ap ) has input size 2rp N , output size 2np Z, and minimum box certificate size
2rp C□ (Q), where r is the maximum arity of a relation in R and n = |A|. However, this
construction does not affect the number of equivalence classes on any dimension. Instead, it
increases the size of each equivalence class by a factor of 2p . To see this, consider two values
of an attribute A ∈ A, a1 and a2 , that were in the same equivalence class in Q. That is, they
had the same A-hyperplanes for every relation R ∈ R such that A ∈ attr(R). After adding
the p bits, there will be 2p “copies” of a1 and a2 , one for each p-bit prefix that was appended
to tuples that contained a1 and a2 . Each copy will have the same (but larger) A-hyperplane.
The number of equivalence classes on each attribute will remain the same, so the bound
of Theorem 13 on K□ (σADR (Q)) will remain at U . As p increases, the performance gap
between TetrisReordered and prior versions of Tetris becomes arbitrarily large.

6

Open Problems

The problems defined in this paper are ripe for further study. Beyond NP-hardness, we know
little about DomOrBoxMinC . Even if the domain ordering is fixed, we do not know of a way to
approximate the minimum certificate size that is asymptotically faster than computing the
join. Appendix B.3 in reference [1] describes how to use a variant of Minesweeper to compute
a certificate. In Appendix G of the online version of this paper [4], we show a variant of Tetris
can do the same. These approaches effectively compute the join to compute a certificate.
A difficult aspect of this problem is that a certificate is a box cover for the output relation
using boxes from the input relations. However, since the output tuples are not known a
priori, the exact space that needs to be covered is not known at domain reordering time. It
is also not known a priori which input tuples are part of the output and therefore which gap
boxes from the input relations are part of the certificate.
Similarly, little is known about the following problems: (1) determining whether a specific
gap box is in the minimum-size certificate under a fixed domain ordering; (2) verifying that a
given domain ordering induces a box cover or certificate of minimum size; and (3) variants of
DomOrBoxMinB and DomOrBoxMinC under additional assumptions about the structure of the input
relations. As an example, Appendix F shows that if the input relations are fully semi-join
reduced (a problem known to be hard for cyclic queries [7]), so all input tuples are part of
the output and all gap boxes are relevant to the certificate, then the minimum box cover
e
and certificate sizes are within an O(1)
factor of one another. In this special case, ADORA
approximates DomOrBoxMinC .
Each of these open problems can be defined over general or dyadic boxes, creating two
related but distinct problems. Sufficiently strong hardness of approximation results for
either version of a problem would imply the difference is negligible, since the solutions
e
would be within an O(1)-factor
of one another by Lemma 3. Theorem 9 shows that the
general box versions of DomOrBoxMinB and DomOrBoxMinC are NP-hard, but this theorem does
not imply a hardness result about the dyadic versions of these problems. Proving a hardness
of approximation result is a direction for future study. Until such a result is known, the
distinction between general and dyadic boxes is crucial to studying these problems.
Developing an ADORA-like preprocessing algorithm that provides similar results but is
query-independent, or has a better approximation ratio, is also a direction for future research.
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e ) time, so its query-dependence precludes the possibility of a sub-linear
ADORA runs in O(N
time join algorithm using ADORA. The domain ordering must be computed from scratch for
each different query, even if the relations in the database have not changed. Sharing some of
this computation between different queries would improve on our results.

7

Conclusions

e )-time algorithm GAMB to
For queries with fixed domain orderings, we established a O(N
create a single globally good box cover index which is guaranteed to contain a certificate
e
at most a O(1)
factor larger than the minimum size certificate for any box cover. We then
studied DomOrBoxMinB , the problem of finding a domain ordering that yields the smallest
possible box cover size for a given query Q. We proved that DomOrBoxMinB is NP-hard and
e )-time approximation algorithm ADORA that computes an ordering which
presented a O(N
e r ), where K is the minimum box cover size under any ordering
yields a box cover of size O(K
and r is the maximum arity of any relation in Q. We combined ADORA, GAMB, and Tetris
in an algorithm we call TetrisReordered and stated new beyond worst-case optimal runtimes
for join processing in Corollary 14. TetrisReordered can improve the known performance
bounds of prior versions of Tetris (on any fixed ordering) on infinite families of queries.
Our work leaves several interesting problems open as discussed in Section 6. Our results
are limited to the problems DomOrBoxMinB and DomOrBoxMinC , and there are several interesting
variants of these problems for which little is known.
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Example with ω(N ) Maximal General Gap Boxes

e ) time. The use of
In Section 4, GAMB generates all maximal dyadic gap boxes in O(N
dyadic boxes instead of general boxes in GAMB is necessary, because there are relations for
which the number of maximal general gap boxes is asymptotically greater than the number
of tuples in the relation. Our construction generalizes the example in Figure 15 in Appendix
B.3 of reference [1]. Let N be an even number, A and B be attributes over domains of size
N , and RN be the following relation.
RN (A, B) = {⟨i, N/2−i−1⟩ : 0 ≤ i < N/2} ∪ {⟨N/2+i, N −i−1⟩ : 0 ≤ i < N/2}
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A
Figure 5 Example of a relation R8 (A, B) with ω(N ) maximal general gap boxes.
Algorithm 5 InsertMDBCI(R, B, t): Update B after t is inserted to R.
1: for each b ∈ B such that t ∈ b do
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

B := B \ {b}
for each b′ such that t ∈ b′ ⊆ b do
for A ∈ attr(R) such that |b.A| < d do
Let b′′ be the box when one bit is added to b′ .A such that t ̸∈ b′′
B := B ∪ {b′′ }

Consider the following sets of tuples which are not in RN .
TN = {ti = ⟨i, N/2−i⟩ : 0 ≤ i ≤ N/2}
SN = {si = ⟨N/2+i−1, N −i−1⟩ : 0 ≤ i ≤ N/2}
Figure 5 depicts R8 , T8 , and S8 . In this diagram, a set of 5 maximal general gap boxes
with bottom left corners at t2 is depicted. The top right corners of these boxes are the 5
tuples in S8 . In fact, for each 0 ≤ i ≤ 4, there are 4 or 5 maximal general gap boxes in R8
with their bottom left corner at ti . This property generalizes from R8 to any value of N .
For each 0 ≤ i ≤ N/2, there are at least N/2 maximal general gap boxes in RN with their
bottom left corner at ti . Since there are N/2 + 1 tuples in TN , the total number of maximal
general gap boxes in RN is at least (N/2 + 1)(N/2) = Θ(N 2 ) = ω(N ).

B

Incremental Maintenance of a Maximal Box Cover Index

Theorem 4 states that running GAMB on a relation R produces a set of dyadic gap boxes
containing all maximal dyadic gap boxes of R. In this section, we refer to such a set as
a maximal dyadic box cover index (MDBCI) for R. An MDBCI can be thought of as an
index for R that can be computed once and used in any query over R. Traditional database
indexes are useful because they are easy to incrementally maintain when tuples are added
to or removed from a relation, so the index does not need to be computed from scratch
every time the relation is modified. The following results show that efficient incremental
maintenance is also possible with MDBCIs. The proofs of Theorems 15, 16, and 17 can be
found in Appendix B of the online version of this paper [4].
▶ Theorem 15. Suppose that R is a relation with MDBCI B. Let t ̸∈ R. Let R′ = R ∪ {t}
and let B ′ be the result of running Algorithm 5 with R′ , B and t as input. Then B ′ is an
MDBCI for R′ .
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Algorithm 6 DeleteMDBCI(R, B, t): Update B after t is deleted from R.
1: for every dyadic box b such that t ∈ b do
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

addb := True
for each b′ such that t ∈ b′ ⊂ b do
for A ∈ attr(R) such that b′ .A ̸= ∗ do
Let b′′ be the box when the last bit of b′ .A is flipped
if there is no box in B that contains b′′ then addb := False
if addb then
B := B ∪ {b}

▶ Theorem 16. Suppose that R is a relation with maximal dyadic box cover index B. Let
t ∈ R. Let R′ = R \ {t} and let B ′ be the result of running Algorithm 6 with R′ , B and t as
input. Then B ′ is an MDBCI for R′ .
e
▶ Theorem 17. Algorithms 5 and 6 run in O(1)
time.

C

Proof that DomOrBoxMinB is NP-hard

This section contains proofs of the 6 transformation steps we used in the proof of Theorem 9.

C.1

Proof of Step 1

▷ Claim. Every ri,j row can be made adjacent to some equivalent rk,ℓ row.
Let r1 := ri,j be a row which is not adjacent to any equivalent row. Let r2 := rk,ℓ be
any row equivalent to r1 (at least one such row exists because we duplicate each row of M
when constructing M ′ ). Since r1 is not adjacent to any equivalent row and there are an even
number of rows equivalent to r1 , there must be some run E of rows equivalent to r1 with odd
length. If E has length 1, we assume r2 is the one row in E, and therefore r2 is not adjacent
to any equivalent row. If E has length at least 3, we assume r2 is the second row in E, and
therefore r2 is not adjacent to pk,ℓ . Let p1 := pi,j and let p2 := pk,ℓ . Let cp1 be the column
where p1 has a 1-cell, and let cp2 be the column where p2 has a 1-cell. Let c1 and c2 be the
columns where r1 and r2 both have 1-cells. Let b1 ∈ B be the box covering the padding
column in r1 with greatest width. Let b2 ∈ B be the box covering the padding column in r2
with greatest width. Let b3 ∈ B be the box covering the padding column in p1 . Let b4 ∈ B
be the box covering the padding column in p2 . Our approach will be to remove the rows
r1 , r2 , p1 , and p2 from M ′ , then insert them in the order (p1 , r1 , r2 , p2 ) at the bottom of M ′ .
In this order, the 1-cells of these rows can be covered by 4 boxes, regardless of the column
ordering. A box of width 1 and height 2 can be used to cover the two 1-cells in each of the
columns in {c1 , c2 , cp1 , cp2 }. To show that this modification does not increase the number of
boxes in B, it suffices to show that there are at least 4 boxes which can be removed from B
when we remove these 4 rows from M ′ . We split our analysis into four cases.
1. b1 ̸= b3 and b2 ̸= b4 . In this case, all of {b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 } are distinct and all 4 of these boxes
are removed when we remove the rows r1 , r2 , p1 , p2 .
2. b1 ̸= b3 and b2 = b4 . Since b2 = b4 , r2 is adjacent to p2 . By our previous assumptions
about r2 , r2 is not adjacent to any equivalent row. W.l.o.g., assume that p2 is directly
below r2 . Let r3 be the row directly above r2 . r3 is not equivalent to r2 , so there exists
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a box b5 covering at least one of c1 or c2 in r2 with height 1, since it cannot extend
vertically to either p2 or r3 . b5 is not equal to b2 , because b2 has height 2. {b1 , b2 , b3 , b5 }
is a set of 4 distinct boxes which are removed when we remove the rows {r1 , r2 , p1 , p2 }.
3. b1 = b3 and b2 ̸= b4 . Since b1 = b3 , r1 is adjacent to p1 . Suppose w.l.o.g. that p1 is
directly above r1 . Let r3 be the row directly below r1 . Since r1 is not adjacent to any
equivalent rows, r3 is not equivalent to r1 . Therefore, there is a box b6 ∈ B covering at
least one of c1 or c2 in r1 which has height 1, since it cannot extend vertically to either
p1 or r3 . b6 is not equal to b1 , since b1 has height 2. Now the set of boxes {b1 , b2 , b4 , b6 }
is a set of 4 distinct boxes which are removed when we remove the rows {r1 , r2 , p1 , p2 }.
4. b1 = b3 and b2 = b4 . This case can be proven by combining the arguments from the
previous two cases. Since b2 = b4 , we can define the box b5 exactly as in case 2. Since
b1 = b3 , we can define the box b6 exactly as in case 3. Then, {b1 , b2 , b5 , b6 } is a set of 4
distinct boxes which are removed from B when we remove the rows {r1 , r2 , p1 , p2 }.

C.2

Proof of Step 2

▷ Claim. Every run of equivalent ri,j rows can be made to have even length.
Let E1 be a run of equivalent ri,j rows of odd length. By the claim of step 1, E1 has
length ≥ 3. Let r1 be the second row in E1 . Since E1 has odd length and there are an even
number of rows equivalent to r1 , there exists another run E2 of rows equivalent to r1 with
odd length. E2 also has length ≥ 3. Let cp1 be the column which has a 1-cell only in r1 and
its corresponding padding row. Let b ∈ B be the box which covers cp1 in r1 . Since r1 is not
adjacent to its padding row, b has height 1. If we remove r1 from M ′ , b can be removed. By
inserting r1 directly below the first row in E2 , a unit box can be used to cover cp1 in r1 . Let
r2 be the first row in E2 . Let c1 and c2 be the two columns of M ′ where r1 and r2 share
1-cells. To cover these two 1-cells in r1 , we can extend vertically the boxes covering c1 and
c2 in r2 . We may assume these boxes can be extended vertically, because at most two of
the rows in E2 have their c1 (or c2 ) cell covered by a box which stretches horizontally from
a padding column. That is, there is some row in E2 where the box covering the c1 (or c2 )
cell can be extended vertically to cover the c1 (or c2 ) cell of r1 . Hence, this transformation
can be made without increasing the size of B. After this, both E1 and E2 have even length.
Continue this process until every run of equivalent ri,j rows have even length.

C.3

Proof of Step 3

▷ Claim. Every run of equivalent ri,j rows can be made to have length 2.
Let E be a run of equivalent ri,j rows of even length greater than 2. So E has a length
of at least 4. Let r1 be the second row in E and let r2 be the third row in E. Since E has
length at least 4, neither r1 nor r2 are adjacent to their respective padding rows, p1 and p2 .
We claim the boxes covering the padding columns in r1 and r2 have width 1. We split our
analysis into two cases. Let c1 and c2 be the two columns where r1 and r2 both have 1-cells.
1. c1 and c2 are adjacent. At most 2 of the rows in E have their padding columns adjacent
to (c1 , c2 ) on either side. This means there is some row r3 in E where the box b covering
c1 and c2 does not also cover its padding column. b can be extended vertically to cover
c1 and c2 in all rows of E. Any boxes covering padding columns for rows in E can be
replaced with boxes of width 1, and all of the 1-cells in the rows of E remain covered.
2. c1 and c2 are not adjacent. At most 2 rows in E have their padding columns adjacent to
c1 on either side. This means there is some row r3 in E where the box b covering c1 does
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not also cover its padding column. b can be extended vertically to cover c1 in all rows of
E. The same argument applies for c2 . Any boxes covering padding columns for rows in
E can be replaced with boxes of width 1, and all 1-cells in the rows of E remain covered.
Now, removing p1 and p2 removes two boxes from B, since unit boxes must be covering
the single 1-cells in p1 and p2 . Inserting (p1 , p2 ) in order in between r1 and r2 , we can cover
the 1-cells in (cp1 , p1 ) and (cp2 , p2 ) by extending vertically the width 1 boxes covering (cp1 , r1 )
and (cp2 , r2 ). This splits any boxes which vertically streched from r1 to r2 into two. There
were at most two such boxes, so the total number of boxes in B does not increase. Now E
is split into two distinct runs of equivalent rows, one of length 2 and one of length |E| − 2.
This process can be repeated until all runs have length exactly 2.

C.4

Proof of Step 4

▷ Claim. The padding rows pi,j can be made adjacent to their matching ri,j rows.
Let r1 := ri,j be a row which is not adjacent to its padding row p1 := pi,j . By the claim
of step 3, we know r1 is adjacent to exactly one row, r2 , that is equivalent to r1 . Let p2 be
the padding row matching r2 . Let c1 and c2 be the columns where r1 and r2 share 1-cells.
Let cp1 be the column which has 1-cells only in r1 and p1 . Let cp2 be the column which has
1-cells only in r2 and p2 . Let b1 be the box which covers the 1-cell in row r1 and column
cp1 of greatest width. Let b2 be the box which covers the 1-cell in row r2 and column cp2
of greatest width. Let b3 be the box which covers the 1-cell in p1 . Let b4 be the box which
covers the 1-cell in p2 . We split our analysis into two cases.
1. r2 is adjacent to p2 . In this case, similar to our argument in step 1, there exists a box
b5 ∈ B with height 1 which covers c1 or c2 (or both) in r2 . By removing the rows
{r1 , r2 , p1 , p2 }, the 4 distinct boxes {b1 , b2 , b3 , b5 } are all removed from B. By inserting
the rows (p1 , r1 , r2 , p2 ) in order at the bottom of the matrix, we can cover their 1-cells
with at most 4 boxes, so the total number of boxes in B does not increase.
2. r2 is not adjacent to p2 . In this case, r1 is not adjacent to p1 and r2 is not adjacent
to p2 , so {b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 } are 4 distinct boxes in B which are removed if we remove rows
{r1 , r2 , p1 , p2 }. By inserting (p1 , r1 , r2 , p2 ) in order at the bottom of the matrix, we can
cover their 1-cells with at most 4 boxes, so the size of B does not increase.
We can repeat this process until all ri,j rows are adjacent to their matching pi,j rows.

C.5

Proof of Step 5

▷ Claim. The row order σr′ can be made to exactly match the default row order of M ′ .
By the claims of steps 3 and 4, all of the rows are now divided into separate 4-row units
containing a run of two equivalent ri,j rows surrounded by their two matching padding rows.
There are no boxes in B which can stretch vertically across two or more of these separate
units, because there are no two pi,j rows which share a 1-cell. Thus, we are free to reorder
these units arbitrarily. Order the units so that for all i, the i-th unit contains two ri,j rows
which correspond to the i-th row of the original matrix M . The resulting row order σr′ is
then equal to the default row ordering of M ′ , modulo any equivalent rows which are swapped
from their default positions. Since equivalent rows are equal up to reordering the columns
of M ′ , there exists an ordering on the columns of M ′ that transforms σr′ (M ′ ) back to the
original matrix M ′ . In other words, the row ordering σr′ is now equivalent to the default row
ordering of M ′ up to a relabelling of the rows. This is sufficient for our purposes, since we
can relabel the rows accordingly and move on to modifying the column ordering only.
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C.6

Proof of Step 6

▷ Claim. The column order σc′ can be made to exactly match the default column order of
M ′ on the last 2n columns.
For each padding row pi,j , the box b covering the single 1-cell in pi,j has width 1. By
step 4, each padding row is adjacent to its corresponding ri,j row. This means b extends
vertically to also cover the only other 1-cell in its column. Therefore, by moving this column
to the right side of the matrix, we do not increase the total number of boxes in B. Once
all of these padding columns have been moved to the right, the boxes covering all of their
1-cells all have width 1. Thus, we can reorder them to exactly match the last 2n columns in
the default column ordering of M ′ without modifying any boxes in B.

D

ADORA’s Runtime Analysis

e
ADORA calls Algorithm 3 n, so O(1),
times. In Algorithm 3, the sorting of m relations
e
according to ϕ on line 4 takes O(N ) time. The for-loop beginning on line 5 iterates over each
domain value a ∈ D and each R ∈ S and appends H(R, A, a) to T [a]. Since R was sorted
lexicographically according to ϕ, which places A as the first relation, all tuples with the same
A-value are now consecutive in R. Therefore, with a single linear pass through R, we can
compute all of the hyperplanes H(R, A, a). We do this for each relation, so the runtime is
e ). For the final sorting of D on line 9 observe that the total size
bounded by O(mN ) = O(N
of the array T , summed over all domain values a, is at most N . Thus, we are sorting an
e ), which can be done in O(N
e )
array of arrays where the total amount of data is of size O(N
e
time (e.g., with a merge-sort algorithm that merges two sorted sub-arrays in O(N ) time),
e ) as claimed in Theorem 13.
completing the proof that ADORA’s runtime is O(N

E

The ADORA Approximation Bound Is Tight

Theorem 13 proved that ADORA produces a domain ordering σ for Q such that K□ (σ(Q)) =
e r ), where K is the minimum box cover size under any domain ordering and r is the
O(K
maximum arity of a relation in Q. We will show that this bound is tight by presenting
a class of 2D relations Rd for which ADORA returns a domain ordering σ such that
K□ (σ(Rd )) = Ω(K 2 ), where K is the minimum box cover size for Rd under any ordering.
For any integer d > 0, let Rd (A, B) be the relation over 2 d-bit attributes A and B given by
Rd (A, B) = {⟨0a, 0b⟩ : a, b ∈ {0, 1}d−1 , a ̸= b} ∪ {⟨1a, 1b⟩ : a, b ∈ {0, 1}d−1 , a ̸= b}
As an example, R3 is illustrated in Appendix E of the online version of this paper [4].
The default ordering of Rd has a minimum box cover of size K = 2d + 1. However, there is a
bad ordering σd such that σd (Rd ) has a minimum box cover size of Ω(22d ) = Ω(K 2 ). The key
observation about this example is that no rows or columns in Rd are equal, so ADORA may
return σd as a solution. Since Rd has arity 2, the bound of Theorem 13 is tight in this case.

F

Approximating DomOrBoxMinC On Fully Semi-join Reduced Queries

This section serves to illustrate that if the input relations of a query Q are fully semi-join
reduced, so we know a priori that all of the input tuples contribute to the query’s output,
then DomOrBoxMinC can be approximated with ADORA. We use the term “dangling” (input)
tuple as follows. Assume the domain ordering σ is fixed. Given a query Q = (R, A) (under
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σ) and a relation R ∈ R, the tuple t ∈ R is a dangling tuple if there is no tuple t′ in the
output of Q such that πattr(R) (t′ ) = t. Q is said to be fully semi-join reduced [7] if there
are no dangling tuples in any of the relations in R. The problem of fully semi-join reducing
a query by removing all of the dangling tuples is known to be hard for cyclic queries [7].
Proposition 18 (proven in Appendix F of the online version of this paper [4]) shows that an
oracle which computes the full semi-join reduction of a query Q would allow us to bridge the
gap between minimizing the box cover size and certificate size for Q.
▶ Proposition 18. Q be a fully semi-join reduced query under σ. Let K□ (Q) be the size of
the minimum box cover for Q under σ. Let C□ (Q) be the size of the minimum certificate of
e □ (Q)).
Q under σ. Then K□ (Q) = Θ(C
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Introduction

The information extraction framework of document spanners has been introduced by Fagin,
Kimelfeld, Reiss, and Vansummeren [4] as a formalisation of the query language AQL, which
is used in IBM’s information extraction engine SystemT. A document spanner performs
information extraction by mapping a document, formalised as a word w over a finite alphabet
Σ, to a relation over so-called spans of w, which are intervals [i, j⟩ with 0 ⩽ i < j ⩽ |w| + 1.
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The document spanners (or simply spanners, for short) introduced in [4] follow a two-stage
approach: Primitive spanners extract relations directly from the input document, which
are then further manipulated by using some relational algebra. As primitive spanners, [4]
introduces vset-automata and regex-formulas, which are variants of nondeterministic finite
automata and regular expressions, respectively, that can use meta-symbols x▷ and ◁x , where
x is a variable from a set X of variables, in order to bind those variables to start and end
positions of spans, therefore extracting an |X |-ary span-relation, or a table with columns
labelled by the variables X . For example, α = ( x▷ (a ∨ b)∗ ◁x ) · ( y▷ (a∗ ∨ b∗ )◁y )c∗ is a regexformula and it describes a spanner JαK by considering for a given word w all possibilities of
how w can be generated by α and for each such generation of w, the variables x and y extract
the spans that correspond to those subwords of w that are generated by the subexpressions
x
▷ (a ∨ b)∗ ◁x and y▷ (a∗ ∨ b∗ )◁y , respectively. For example, on input w = abaac, we have
JαK(w) = {([1, 3⟩, [3, 5⟩), ([1, 4⟩, [4, 5⟩), ([1, 5⟩, [5, 5⟩)}, since α can generate x▷ ab ◁x y▷ aa ◁y c,
x
▷ aba ◁x y▷ a ◁y c and x▷ abaa ◁x y▷ ◁y c. The vset-automata follow the same principle, but
take the form of nondeterministic finite automata. Since these primitive spanners are based
on formal language description mechanisms, they are also called regular spanners and, for
the sake of presentation, we denote this class of regular spanners by reg-S for the remainder
of this introduction (there are different ways of characterising regular spanners and also
different semantics (see [12, 4]); these aspects shall be discussed in more detail below).
The considered algebraic operations are union ∪, natural join ▷◁, projection π (with the
obvious meaning) and string-equality selection ςZ= , which is a unary operator parameterised
by a set Z ⊆ X of variables, and it selects exactly those rows of the table for which all spans
of columns Z refer to (potentially different occurrences of) the same subwords of w.
The core spanners (capturing the core of SystemT’s query language AQL) introduced
=
in [4] are defined as reg-S{∪,▷◁,π,ς } , i. e., the closure of regular spanners under the operations
∪, ▷◁, π and ς = (these relational operations are interpreted as operations on spanners in
the natural way). A central result of [4] is that the operations ∪, ▷◁ and π can be directly
incorporated into the regular spanners, i. e., reg-S{∪,▷◁,π} = reg-S. This is due to the fact
that regular spanners are represented by finite automata and therefore the closure properties
for regular languages carry over to regular spanners by similar automaton constructions.
This also holds in the case of so-called schemaless semantics (see [12]). However, as soon as
we also consider the operator of string-equality selection, the picture changes considerably.
In terms of expressive power, it can be easily seen that not all core spanners are regular
spanners, simply because for all regular spanners S the language {w ∈ Σ∗ | S(w) ̸= ∅}
is regular, which is not necessarily the case for core spanners. As shown in [4], we can
=
nevertheless represent any core spanner S ∈ reg-S{∪,▷◁,π,ς } in the form πY ςZ=1 ςZ=2 . . . ςZ=k (S ′ )
for a regular spanner S ′ (this is called the core-simplification lemma in [4]).
Regular spanners have excellent algorithmic properties: enumerating S(w) can be done
with linear preprocessing and constant delay, even if the spanner is given as vset-automaton
(see [1, 6]), while spanner containment or inclusion can be decided efficiently if the spanner
is represented by a certain deterministic vset-automaton (see [3]). However, in terms of
complexity, we have to pay a substantial price for adding string-equality selections to regular
spanners. It has been shown in [8] that for core spanners the typical problems of query
evaluation and static analysis are NP- or PSpace-hard, or even undecidable (see Table 1).
The results from [8] identify features that are, from an intuitive point of view, sources of
complexity for core spanners. Thus, the question arises whether tractability can be achieved
by restricting core spanners respectively. We shall illustrate this with some examples.
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Table 1 Comparison of decision problems of regular spanners, core spanners and refl-spanners.
A formal definition of the problems can be found in Section 5. In the case of regular spanners and
refl-spanners, the input spanner is represented by an NFA M . The abbreviation “str. ref.” means
strongly reference extracting, a restriction for refl-spanners to be formally defined in Section 5. The
authors are not aware of a (non-trivial) upper bound for ModelChecking for regular spanners (note
that since regular spanners are covered by refl-spanners, the upper bound for refl-spanners applies).

Evaluation
problems
Static
analysis
problems

Problem
ModelChecking
NonEmptiness
Satisfiability
Containment
Equivalence
Hierarchicality

Regular sp.
?
O(|M ||w|)
O(|M |)
PSpace-c [12]
PSpace-c [12]
O(|M ||X |3 )

Refl-sp.
poly(|M |)(|w| + (2|X |)!) [T. 5.1]
NP-c
[T. 5.2]
O(|M |)
[T. 5.3]
ExpSpace (for str. ref.) [T. 5.10]
ExpSpace (for str. ref.) [T. 5.10]
O(|M ||X |3 )
[T. 5.3]

Core sp. [8]
NP-c
NP-h
PSpace-c
undec.
undec.
PSpace-c

Consider a regex formula α = x1 ▷ Σ∗ ◁x1 x2 ▷ Σ∗ ◁x2 . . . xn ▷ Σ∗ ◁xn . Then checking, for some
Z1 , Z2 , . . . , Zk ⊆ {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, whether the empty tuple is in (π∅ ςZ=1 ςZ=2 . . . ςZ=k (JαK))(w),
is identical to checking whether w can be factorised into n factors such that for each Zi all
factors that correspond to the variables in Zi are the same. This is the pattern matching
problem with variables (or the membership problem for pattern languages), a well-known
NP-complete problem (see, e. g., [11]). However, checking for a (non-empty) span-tuple t
whether it is in (ςZ=1 ςZ=2 . . . ςZ=k (JαK))(w) can be easily done in polynomial time, since the
task of checking the existence of a suitable factorisation boils down to the task of evaluating
a factorisation that is implicitly given by t. Hence, instead of blaming the string-equality
selections for intractability, we could as well blame the projection operator. Can we achieve
tractability by restricting projections instead of string-equality selections?
Another feature that yields intractability is that we can use string-equality selections in
order to concisely express the intersection non-emptiness of regular languages (a well-known
PSpace-complete problem). For example, let r1 , r2 , . . . , rn be some regular expressions, and let
=
α = x1 ▷ r1 ◁x1 x2 ▷ r2 ◁x2 . . . xn ▷ rn ◁xn . Then there is a word w with (ς{x
(JαK))(w) ̸= ∅
1 ,x2 ,...,xn }
Tn
if and only if i=1 L(ri ) ̸= ∅. So string-equality selections do not only check whether the
same subword has several occurrences, but also, as a “side-effect”, check membership of this
repeated subword in the intersection of several regular languages. Can we achieve tractability
by somehow limiting the power of string-equality selections to the former task?
A third observation is that by using string-equality selections on overlapping spans, we
can use core spanners to express rather complex word-combinatorial properties. In fact,
we can even express word equations as core spanners (see [8, Proposition 3.7, Example 3.8,
Theorem 3.13] for details). Can we achieve tractability by requiring all variables that are
subject to string-equality selections to extract only pairwise non-overlapping spans?

1.1

Our Contribution

We introduce refl-spanners (based on regular ref-languages), a new formalism for spanners
that properly extends regular spanners, describes a large class of core spanners, and has better
upper complexity bounds than core spanners. Moreover, the formalism is purely based on
regular language description mechanisms. The main idea is a paradigm shift in the two-stage
approach of core spanners: instead of extracting a span-relation with a regular spanner and
then applying string-equality selections on it, we handle string-equality selections directly
with the finite automaton (or regular expression) that describes the regular spanner. However,
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checking the equality of unbounded factors in strings is a task that, in most formalisms,
can be considered highly “non-regular” (the well-known copy-language {ww | w ∈ Σ∗ } is a
textbook example for demonstrating the limits of regular languages in this regard). We deal
with this obstacle by representing the factors that are subject to string-equality selections as
variables in the regular language. For example, while L = {an ban | n ⩾ 0} is non-regular, the
language L′ = { x▷ an ◁x bx | n ⩾ 0} can be interpreted as a regular description of L by means
of meta-symbols x▷ and ◁x to capture a factor, and a meta-symbol x to copy or reference the
captured factor. In particular, all words of L can be easily obtained from the words of L′ by
simply replacing the occurrence of x with the factor it refers to. As long as core spanners
use string equality selections in a not too complicated way, this simple formalism seems also
=
=
to be suited for describing core spanners, e. g., the core spanner π{x,y} ς{x,x
′ } ς{y,y′ } (JαK) with
′

′

′

′

α = x▷ a∗ b y▷ c ◁x b∗ x ▷ a∗ bc ◁x ◁y y ▷ cb∗ a∗ bc◁y could be represented as J x▷ a∗ b y▷ c ◁x b∗ x ◁y yK.
The class of refl-spanners can now informally be described as the class of all spanners that
can be represented by a regular language over the alphabet Σ ∪ X ∪ { x▷ , ◁x | x ∈ X } that has
the additional property that the meta-symbols X ∪ { x▷ , ◁x | x ∈ X } are “well-behaved” in the
sense that each word describes a valid span-tuple (one of our main conceptional contributions
is to formalise this idea in a sound way).
The refl-spanner formalism automatically avoids exactly the features of core spanners that
we claimed above to be sources of complexity. More precisely, refl-spanners cannot project
out variables, which means that they cannot describe the task of checking the existence of
some complicated factorisation. Furthermore, it can be easily seen that in the refl-spanner
formalism, we cannot describe intersection non-emptiness of regular languages in a concise
way, as is possible by core spanners. Finally, we can only have overlaps with respect to the
spans captured by x▷ . . . ◁x , but all references x represent pairwise non-overlapping factors,
which immediately shows that we cannot express word equations as core spanners can. This
indicates that refl-spanners are restricted in terms of expressive power, but it also gives hope
that for refl-spanners we can achieve better upper complexity bounds of the typical decision
problems compared to core spanners, and, in fact, this is the case (see Table 1).
It is obvious that not all core spanners can be represented as refl-spanners, but we can
nevertheless show that a surprisingly large class of core spanners can be handled by the reflspanner formalism. Recall that the core simplification lemma from [4] states that in every core
=
spanner S ∈ reg-S{∪,π,▷◁,ς } , we can “push” all applications of ∪ and ▷◁ into the automaton
that represents the regular spanner, leaving us with an expression πY ςZ=1 ςZ=2 . . . ςZ=k (M ) for
an automaton M that represents a regular spanner. We can show that if the string-equality
selections ςZ=1 ςZ=2 . . . ςZ=k apply to a set of variables that never capture overlapping spans,
then we can further “push” even all string-equality selections into M , turning it into a
representation of a refl-spanner that “almost” describes S: in order to get S, we only have to
merge certain columns into a single one by creating the fusion of the corresponding spans.

1.2

Related Work

Spanners have recently received a lot of attention [4, 9, 15, 1, 12, 6, 16, 7, 8, 10, 13]. However,
as it seems, most of the recent progress on document spanners concerns regular spanners.
For example, it has recently been shown that results of regular spanners can be enumerated
with linear preprocessing and constant delay [1, 6], the paper [12] is concerned with different
semantics of regular spanners and their expressive power, and [15] investigates the evaluation
of algebraic expressions over regular spanners.
Papers that are concerned with string-equality selection are [8] in which many negative
results for core spanner evaluation are shown, [7] which, by presenting a logic that exactly
covers core spanners, answers question on the expressive power of core spanners, [16] that
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shows that datalog over regular spanners covers the whole class of core spanners, and [9]
which investigates conjunctive queries on top of regular spanners and, among mostly negative
results, also contains the positive result that such queries with equality-selections can be
evaluated efficiently if the number of string equalities is bounded by a constant. The
paper [10] investigates the dynamic descriptive complexity of regular spanners and core
spanners. While all these papers contribute deep insights with respect to document spanners,
positive algorithmic results for the original core spanners from [4] seem scarce and the huge
gap in terms of tractability between regular and core spanners seems insufficiently bridged
by tractable fragments of core spanners.
A rather recent paper that also deals with non-regular document spanners is [14]. However,
the non-regular aspect of [14] does not consist in string-equality selections, but rather that
spanners are represented by context-free language descriptors (in particular grammars)
instead of regular ones.

1.3

Organisation

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 fixes the basic notation concerning
spanners and lifts the core-simplification lemma of [4] to the schemaless case. In Section 3,
we develop a simple declarative approach to spanners by establishing a natural one-to-one
correspondence between spanners and so-called subword-marked languages. In Section 4
we extend the concept of subword-marked languages in order to describe spanners with
string-equality selections which we call refl-spanners. Section 5 is devoted to the complexity
of evaluation and static analysis problems for refl-spanners. Section 6 studies the expressive
power of refl-spanners. We conclude the paper in Section 7. Due to space constraints, most
proof details are omitted, although we give proof sketches for some results; detailed proofs
can be found in the preliminary full version of this paper [18].

2

Preliminaries

Let N = {1, 2, 3, . . .} and [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} for n ∈ N. For a (partial) mapping f : X → Y ,
we write f (x) =⊥ for some x ∈ X to denote that f (x) is not defined; we also set dom(f ) =
{x | f (x) ̸=⊥}. By P(A) we denote the power set of a set A, and A+ denotes the set of
non-empty words over A, and A∗ = A+ ∪ {ε}, where ε is the empty word. For a word w ∈ A∗ ,
|w| denotes its length (in particular, | ε | = 0), and for every b ∈ A, |w|b denotes the number
of occurrences of b in w. Let A and B be alphabets with B ⊆ A, and let w ∈ A∗ . Then
eB : A → A ∪ {ε} is a mapping with eB (b) = ε if b ∈ B and eB (b) = b if b ∈ A \ B; we also use
eB to denote the natural extension of eB to the morphism A∗ → A∗ . Technically, eB depends
on the alphabet A, but whenever we use eB (w) we always assume that eB : A → A ∪ {ε} for
some alphabet A with w ∈ A∗ .

2.1

Regular Language Descriptors

For an alphabet Σ, the set REΣ of regular expressions (over Σ) is defined as usual: every
a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} is in REΣ with L(a) = {a}, and, for r, s ∈ REΣ , (r · s), (r ∨ s), (r)+ ∈ REΣ with
L((r · s)) = L(r) · L(s), L((r ∨ s)) = L(r) ∪ L(s), L((r)+ ) = (L(r))+ . For r ∈ REΣ , we
use r∗ as a shorthand form for (r)+ ∨ ε, and we usually omit the operator “·”, i. e., we use
juxtaposition. For the sake of readability, we often omit parentheses, if this does not cause
ambiguities.
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A nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA for short) is a tuple M = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F ) with
a set Q of states, a finite alphabet Σ, a start state q0 , a set F of accepting states and a
transition function δ : Q×(Σ∪{ε}) → P(Q). We also interpret NFA as directed, edge-labelled
graphs in the obvious way. A word w ∈ Σ∗ is accepted by M if there is a path from q0
to some qf ∈ F that is labelled by w; L(M ) is the accepted language, i. e., the set of all
accepted words. The size |M | of an NFA is measured in |Q| + |δ|. However, we will mostly
consider NFA with constant out-degree, which means that |M | = O(|Q|). For a language
descriptor D (e. g., an NFA or a regular expression), we denote by L(D) the language defined
by D. The class of languages described by NFA or regular expressions is the class of regular
languages, denoted by reg-L.

2.2

Spans and Spanners

For a word w ∈ Σ∗ and for every i, j ∈ [|w|+1] with i ⩽ j, [i, j⟩ is a span of w and its
value, denoted by w[i, j⟩, is the substring of w from symbol i to symbol j−1. In particular,
w[i, i⟩ = ε (this is called empty span) and w[1, |w|+1⟩ = w. By Spans(w), we denote the set of
spans of w, and by Spans we denote the set of spans for any word (elements from Spans shall
simply be called spans). A span [i, j⟩ can also be interpreted as the set {i, i+1, . . . , j−1} and
therefore we can use set-theoretical notions for spans. Two spans s = [i, j⟩ and s′ = [i′ , j ′ ⟩
are equal if s = s′ , they are disjoint if j ⩽ i′ or j ′ ⩽ i and they are quasi-disjoint if they
are equal or disjoint. Note that s and s′ being disjoint is sufficient, but not necessary for
s ∩ s′ = ∅, e. g., [3, 6⟩ and [5, 5⟩ are not disjoint, but [3, 6⟩ ∩ [5, 5⟩ = ∅.
For a finite set of variables X , an (X , w)-tuple (also simply called span-tuple) is a partial
function X → Spans(w), and a (X , w)-relation is a set of (X , w)-tuples. For simplicity, we
usually denote (X , w)-tuples in tuple-notation, for which we assume an order on X and use the
symbol “⊥” for undefined variables, e. g., ([1, 5⟩, ⊥, [5, 7⟩) describes a ({x1 , x2 , x3 }, w)-tuple
that maps x1 to [1, 5⟩, x3 to [5, 7⟩, and is undefined for x2 .
An (X , w)-tuple t is functional if it is a total function, t is hierarchical if, for every
x, y ∈ dom(t), t(x) ⊆ t(y) or t(y) ⊆ t(x) or t(x) ∩ t(y) = ∅, and t is quasi-disjoint if, for every
x, y ∈ dom(t), t(x) and t(y) are quasi-disjoint. An (X , w)-relation is functional, hierarchical
or quasi-disjoint, if all its elements are functional, hierarchical or quasi-disjoint, respectively.
A spanner (over terminal alphabet Σ and variables X ) is a function that maps every
w ∈ Σ∗ to an (X , w)-relation (note that the empty relation ∅ is also a valid image of a
spanner). Since the dependency on the word w is often negligible, we also use the term
X -tuple or X -relation to denote an (X , w)-tuple or (X , w)-relation, respectively.
▶ Example 2.1. Let Σ = {a, b} and let X = {x, y, z}. Then the function S that maps words
w ∈ Σ∗ to the (X , w)-relation {([1, i⟩, [i, i + 1⟩, [i + 1, |w| + 1⟩) | 1 ⩽ i < |w|, w[i, i + 1⟩ = b}
is a spanner. For example, S(ababbab) = {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 } with t1 = ([1, 2⟩, [2, 3⟩, [3, 8⟩),
t2 = ([1, 4⟩, [4, 5⟩, [5, 8⟩), t3 = ([1, 5⟩, [5, 6⟩, [6, 8⟩) and t4 = ([1, 7⟩, [7, 8⟩, [8, 8⟩).
Let S1 and S2 be spanners over Σ and X . Then S1 and S2 are said to be equal if, for every
w ∈ Σ∗ , S1 (w) = S2 (w) (this coincides with the usual equality of functions and shall also be
denoted by S1 = S2 ). We say that S2 contains S1 , written as S1 ⊆ S2 , if, for every w ∈ Σ∗ ,
S1 (w) ⊆ S2 (w). A spanner S over Σ and X is functional, hierarchical or quasi-disjoint if,
for every w, S(w) is functional, hierarchical or quasi-disjoint, respectively. Note that, for
span-tuples, span-relations and spanners, quasi-disjointness implies hierarchicality.
Next, we define operations on spanners. The union S1 ∪ S2 of two spanners S1 and S2
over Σ and X is defined via (S1 ∪ S2 )(w) = S1 (w) ∪ S2 (w) for all w ∈ Σ∗ .
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The natural join S1 ▷◁ S2 is defined via (S1 ▷◁ S2 )(w) = S1 (w) ▷◁ S2 (w) for all w ∈ Σ∗ .
Here, for two (X , w)-relations R1 , R2 we let R1 ▷◁ R2 = {t1 ▷◁ t2 | t1 ∈ R1 , t2 ∈ R2 , t1 ∼ t2 }.
Two (X , w)-tuples t1 and t2 are compatible (denoted by t1 ∼ t2 ) if t1 (x) = t2 (x) for every
x ∈ dom(t1 ) ∩ dom(t2 ), and for compatible (X , w)-tuples t1 and t2 , the (X , w)-tuple t1 ▷◁ t2
is defined by (t1 ▷◁ t2 )(x) = ti (x) if x ∈ dom(ti ) for i ∈ {1, 2}.
The projection πY (S1 ) for a set Y ⊆ X is defined by letting (πY (S1 ))(w) = {t|Y : t ∈
S1 (w)}, where t|Y is the restriction of t to domain dom(t) ∩ Y.
The string-equality selection ςY= (S1 ) for a set Y ⊆ X is defined by letting (ςY= (S1 ))(w)
contain all t ∈ S1 (w) such that, for every x, y ∈ Y ∩ dom(t), if t(x) = [i, j⟩ and t(y) = [i′ , j ′ ⟩,
then w[i, j⟩ = w[i′ , j ′ ⟩. Further below, we will discuss why we only require w[i, j⟩ = w[i′ , j ′ ⟩
for x, y ∈ Y ∩ dom(t) instead of x, y ∈ Y.
For convenience, we omit the parentheses if we apply sequences of unary operations of spanners, e. g., we write πZ ςY=1 ςZ=1 (S) instead of πZ (ςY=1 (ςZ=1 (S))). For any E = {Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Yℓ } ⊆
=
=
P(X ), we also write ςE
(S) instead of ςY=1 ςY=2 . . . ςY=ℓ (S), and in this case we will call ςE
a
generalised string-equality selection, or also just string-equality selection if it is clear from
=
the context that E ⊆ P(X ). For generalised string-equality selections ςE
, we will always
assume that all sets of E are pairwise disjoint. For a class S of spanners and set P of spanner
operations, SP (or Sp if P = {p}) denotes the closure of S under the operations from P .
Whenever formulating complexity bounds, we consider the terminal alphabet Σ to be
constant, but we always explicitly state any dependency on |X |.

2.3

Regular Spanners and Core Spanners

In [4], the class of regular spanners, denoted by reg-S, is defined as the class of spanners repres=
ented by vset-automata, and the class of core spanners is defined as core-S = JRGXK{∪,π,▷◁,ς } ,
where RGX is the class of so-called regex-formulas (we refer to [4] for a formal definition of
vset-automata and regex-formulas). A crucial result from [4] is the core-simplification lemma:
=
every S ∈ core-S can be represented as πY ςE
(S ′ ), where S ′ is a regular spanner. The setting
in [4] uses a function semantics for spanners, i. e., (X , w)-tuples are always functional. In
our definitions above, we allow variables in span-tuples and spanners to be undefined, i. e.,
we use partial mappings as introduced in [12], and in the terminology of [15], we consider
the schemaless semantics.
In [12], it is shown that the classical framework for regular spanners with function
semantics introduced in [4] can be extended to the schemaless case, i. e., vset-automata and
regex-formula are extended to the case of schemaless semantics, and it is shown that the
basic results still hold (e. g., vset-automata are equally powerful as regex-formulas (or vstackautomata) equipped with union, natural join and projection). However, the string-equality
selection operator – which turns regular spanners into the more powerful core spanners – is not
treated in [12]. Our definition of the string-equality selection operator given above extends
the definition from [4] from the functional to the schemaless case by interpreting ςY= to apply
only to those variables from Y that are in the domain of the span-tuple. This way of treating
undefined variables is natural and also corresponds to how the join operator is extended to
the schemaless case in [12]. Due to [12], we can also in the schemaless case define reg-S
as the class of spanners defined by vset-automata (with schemaless semantics), and we can
=
also define the class of core spanners with schemaless semantics as core-S = JRGXK{∪,π,▷◁,ς } .
However, to the knowledge of the authors, the core-simplification lemma from [4] has so far
not been extended to the schemaless semantics. Since we wish to apply the core-simplification
lemma in the context of our results (for schemaless semantics), and since this seems to be
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a worthwhile task in its own right, we show that the core-simplification lemma from [4]
holds verbatim for the schemaless case. For those parts of the proof’s argument that are not
concerned with string-equality selections, we heavily rely on the results from [12].
▶ Lemma 2.2 (Core Simplification Lemma). For every S ∈ core-S over X there are S ′ ∈ reg-S,
=
Y ⊆ X and E ⊆ P(X ) such that S = πY ςE
(S ′ ).

3

A Declarative Approach to Spanners

In this section, we develop a simple declarative approach to spanners by establishing a
natural one-to-one correspondence between spanners over Σ and so-called subword-marked
languages over Σ.1 This approach conveniently allows to investigate or define non-algorithmic
properties of spanners completely independently from any machine model or other description
mechanisms (e. g., types of regular expressions, automata, etc.), while at the same time we
can use the existing algorithmic toolbox for formal languages whenever required (instead of
inventing special-purpose variants of automata or regular expressions to this end).
In particular, this declarative approach is rather versatile and provides some modularity
in the sense that we could replace “regular languages” by any kind of language class (e. g.,
(subclasses of) context-free languages, context-sensitive languages, etc.) to directly obtain
(i. e., without any need to adopt our definitions) a formally sound class of document spanners
and also have the full technical machinery that exists for this language class at our disposal.
Note that the idea of using non-regular languages from the Chomsky hierarchy to define
more powerful classes of document spanners has been recently used in [14].
In the context of this paper, however, the main benefit is that this approach provides a
suitable angle to treat string-equality selections in a regular way.

3.1

Subword-Marked Words

For any set X of variables, we shall use the set ΓX = { x▷ , ◁x | x ∈ X } as an alphabet of
meta-symbols. In particular, for every x ∈ X , we interpret the pair of symbols x▷ and ◁x as
a pair of opening and closing parentheses.
▶ Definition 3.1 (Subword-Marked Words). A subword-marked word ( over terminal alphabet
Σ and variables X ) is a word w ∈ (Σ ∪ ΓX )∗ such that, for every x ∈ X , eΣ∪ΓX \{x} (w) ∈
{ε, x▷ ◁x }. A subword-marked word is functional, if |w| x▷ = 1 for every x ∈ X . For a
subword-marked word w over Σ and X , we set e(w) = eΓX (w).
A subword-marked word w can be interpreted as a word over Σ, i. e., the word e(w), in
which some subwords are marked by means of the parentheses x▷ and ◁x . In this way, it
represents an (X , e(w))-tuple, i. e., every x ∈ X is mapped to [i, j⟩ ∈ Spans(e(w)), where
w = w1 x▷ w2 ◁x w3 with i = |e(w1 )| + 1 and j = |e(w1 w2 )| + 1. In the following, the
(X , e(w))-tuple defined by a subword-marked word w is denoted by st(w). We note that st(w)
is a total function if and only if w is functional. Moreover, we say that a subword-marked
word w is hierarchical or quasi-disjoint, if st(w) is hierarchical or quasi-disjoint, respectively.
1

In the literature on spanners, subword-marked words have previously been used as a tool to define
the semantics of regex-formulas or vset-automata (see, e. g., [3, 7, 9, 10]). However, in these papers,
the term ref-word is used instead of subword-marked word, which is a bit of a misnomer due to the
following reasons. Ref-words have originally been used in [17] (in a different context) as words that
contain references to some of their subwords, which are explicitly marked. In the context of spanners,
only ref-words with marked subwords, but without any references have been used so far. Since in this
work we wish to use ref-words in the sense of [17], i. e., with actual references, but also the variants
without references, we introduce the term subword-marked word for the latter.
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▶ Example 3.2. Let X = {x, y, z} and Σ = {a, b, c}. Then x▷ aa ◁x ab y▷ z▷ ca ◁z a◁y is a
functional and hierarchical subword-marked word. The subword-marked word u = b x▷ a y▷
aba z▷ a ◁z c ◁x ab ◁y c is functional, but not hierarchical, while v = x▷ a y▷ ba ◁y cab ◁x caa is a
non-functional, but hierarchical subword-marked word. Moreover, st(u) = ([2, 8⟩, [3, 10⟩, [6, 7⟩)
and st(v) = ([1, 7⟩, [2, 4⟩, ⊥). On the other hand, neither x▷ aa ◁x ab y▷ x▷ ca ◁x a◁y nor
x
▷ a y▷ ba ◁x c are valid subword-marked words.

3.2

Subword-Marked Languages and Spanners

A set L of subword-marked words (over Σ and X ) is a subword-marked language (over Σ
and X ); a subword-marked language L is called functional, hierarchical or quasi-disjoint if
all w ∈ L are functional, hierarchical or quasi-disjoint, respectively. Since every subwordmarked word w over Σ and X describes a (X , e(w))-tuple, subword-marked languages can be
interpreted as spanners as follows.
▶ Definition 3.3. Let L be a subword-marked language (over Σ and X ). Then the spanner JLK
(over Σ and X ) is defined as follows: for every w ∈ Σ∗ , JLK(w) = {st(v) | v ∈ L, e(v) = w}.
For a class L of subword-marked languages, we set JLK = {JLK | L ∈ L}.
▶ Example 3.4. Let Σ = {a, b} and X = {x1 , x2 , x3 }. Let α = x1 ▷ (a ∨ b)∗ ◁x1 x2 ▷ b ◁x2 x3 ▷
(a ∨ b)∗ ◁x3 be a regular expression over the alphabet Σ ∪ ΓX . We can note that L(α) is a
subword-marked language (over terminal alphabet Σ and variables X ) and therefore JL(α)K
is a spanner over X . In fact, JL(α)K is exactly the spanner described by the function S in
Example 2.1.

In this way, every subword-marked language L over Σ and X describes a spanner JLK over
Σ and X , and since it is also easy to transform any (X , w)-tuple t into a subword-marked
word v with e(v) = w and st(v) = t, also every spanner S over Σ and X can be represented
by a subword-marked language over Σ and X . Moreover, for a subword-marked language
L over Σ and X , JLK is a functional, hierarchical or quasi-disjoint spanner if and only if L
is functional, hierarchical or quasi-disjoint, respectively. This justifies that we can use the
concepts of spanners (over Σ and X ) and the concept of subword-marked languages (over Σ
and X ) completely interchangeably. By considering only regular subword-marked languages,
we automatically obtain the class of regular spanners (usually defined as the class of spanners
that can be described by vset-automata [4, 12]). More formally, let reg-swm-LΣ,X be the class
S
of regular subword-marked languages over Σ and X and let reg-swm-L = Σ,X reg-swm-LΣ,X .
▶ Proposition 3.5. reg-S = Jreg-swm-LK.
It is a straightforward, but important observation that for any given NFA over Σ ∪ ΓX , we
can efficiently check whether L(M ) is a subword-marked language. Since most description
mechanisms for regular languages (e. g., expressions, grammars, logics, etc.) easily translate
into NFA, they can potentially all be used for defining regular spanners.
▶ Proposition 3.6. Given an NFA M over alphabet Σ∪ΓX , we can decide in time O(|M ||X |2 )
if L(M ) is a subword-marked language, and, if so, whether L(M ) is functional in time
O(|M ||X |2 ), and whether it is hierarchical or quasi-disjoint in time O(|M ||X |3 ).

4

Refl-Spanners: Spanners with Built-In String-Equality Selections

In this section, we extend the concept of subword-marked words and languages in order to
describe spanners with string-equality selections.
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4.1

Ref-Words and Ref-Languages

We consider subword-marked words with extended terminal alphabet Σ ∪ X , i. e., in addition
to symbols from Σ, also variables from X can appear as terminal symbols (the marking of
subwords with symbols ΓX remains unchanged).
▶ Definition 4.1 (Ref-Words). A ref-word over Σ and X is a subword-marked word over
terminal alphabet Σ ∪ X and variables X , such that, for every x ∈ X , if w = w1 xw2 , then
there exist words v1 , v2 , v3 such that w1 = v1 x▷ v2 ◁x v3 .
Since ref-words are subword-marked words, the properties “functional”, “hierarchical”
and “quasi-disjoint” are well-defined.
▶ Example 4.2. Let Σ = {a, b, c} and X = {x, y}. The subword-marked word u =
ab x▷ ab ◁x c y▷ xaa ◁y y and v = a x▷ ab y▷ ab ◁x a ◁y xy (over terminal alphabet Σ ∪ X and
variables X ) are valid ref-words (over terminal alphabet Σ and variables X ). Note that
both u and v are functional, and u is also hierarchical, while v is not. On the other hand,
axb x▷ ab ◁x c y▷ xaa ◁y y and aa x▷ ab ◁x c y▷ ya◁y are subword-marked words (over terminal
alphabet Σ ∪ X and variables X ), but not ref-words.
The idea of ref-words is that occurrences of x ∈ X are interpreted as references to the
subword x▷ v◁x , which we will call definition of x. Note that while a single variable can have
several references, there is at most one definition per variable, and if there is no definition for
a variable, then it also has no references. Variable definitions may contain other references
or definitions of other variables, i. e., there may be chains of references, e. g., the definition of
x contains references of y, and the definition of y contains references of z and so on. Next,
we formally define this nested referencing process encoded by ref-words. Recall that for a
subword-marked word w by e(w) we denote the word obtained by removing all meta-symbols
from ΓX from w (however, if w is a ref-word, then e(w) is a word over Σ ∪ X ).
▶ Definition 4.3 (Deref-Function). For a ref-word w over Σ and X , the subword-marked
word d(w) over Σ and X is obtained from w by repeating the following steps until we have a
subword-marked word over Σ and X :
1. Let x▷ vx ◁x be a definition such that e(vx ) ∈ Σ∗ .
2. Replace all occurrences of x in w by e(vx ).
It is straightforward to verify that the function d(·) is well-defined. By using this function
and because ref-words encode subword-marked words, they can be interpreted as span-tuples.
More precisely, for every ref-word w over Σ and X , d(w) is a subword-marked word over Σ
and X , e(d(w)) ∈ Σ∗ and st(d(w)) is an (X , e(d(w)))-tuple.
▶ Example 4.4. Let Σ = {a, b, c}, let X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 } and let
w = aa x1 ▷ ab x2 ▷ acc ◁x2 ax2 ◁x1

x4

▷ x1 ax2 ◁x4 x4 bx1 .

Due to the definition x2 ▷ acc◁x2 , the procedure of Definition 4.3 will initially replace all
references of x2 by acc. Then, the definition for variable x1 is x1 ▷ ab x2 ▷ acc ◁x2 aacc◁x1 , so
abaccaacc can be substituted for the references of x1 . After replacing the last variable x4 ,
we obtain
d(w) = aa x1 ▷ ab x2 ▷ acc ◁x2 aacc ◁x1

x4

▷ abaccaaccaacc ◁x4 abaccaaccaaccbabaccaacc .

Moreover, we have st(d(w)) = ([3, 12⟩, [5, 8⟩, ⊥, [12, 25⟩).
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As a non-hierarchical example, consider u = x1 ▷ a x2 ▷ aa ◁x1 cx1 x3 ▷ ac ◁x2 x2 ax1 ◁x3 . It
can be easily verified that d(u) = x1 ▷ a x2 ▷ aa ◁x1 caaa x3 ▷ ac ◁x2 aacaaaacaaaa◁x3 and
st(d(u)) = ([1, 4⟩, [2, 10⟩, [8, 22⟩, ⊥).
A set L of ref-words is called ref-language and we extend the d(·)-function to ref-languages
L in the obvious way, i. e., d(L) = {d(w) | w ∈ L}. As for subword-marked languages, we are
especially interested in ref-languages that are regular. By reg-ref-LΣ,X we denote the class
S
of regular ref-languages over Σ and X , and we set reg-ref-L = Σ,X reg-ref-LΣ,X .
In analogy to Proposition 3.6, we can easily check for a given NFA over alphabet Σ∪ΓX ∪X
whether it accepts a ref-language over Σ and X .
▶ Proposition 4.5. Given an NFA M where L(M ) is a subword-marked language over Σ ∪ X
and X , we can decide in time O(|M ||X |2 ) if L(M ) is a ref-language over Σ and X .

4.2

Refl-Spanners

We shall now define spanners based on regular ref-languages.
▶ Definition 4.6 (Refl-Spanners). Let L be a ref-language (over Σ and X ). Then the reflspanner JLKd (over Σ and X ) is defined by JLKd = Jd(L)K. For a class L of ref-languages,
we set JLKd = {JLKd | L ∈ L}, and the class of refl-spanners is refl-S = Jreg-ref-LKd .
Since any regular ref-language L over Σ and X is also a regular subword-marked language
over Σ ∪ X and X , JLK is, according to Definition 3.3, also a well-defined spanner (but over
Σ ∪ X and X ). However, whenever we are concerned with a ref-language L over Σ and X that
is not also a subword-marked language over Σ and X (i. e., L contains actual occurrences of
symbols from X ), then we are never interested in JLK, but always in JLKd . Consequently, by
a slight abuse of notation, we denote in this case JLKd simply by JLK.
For a regular ref-language L the corresponding refl-spanner JLK produces for a given
w ∈ Σ∗ all (X , w)-tuples t that are represented by some u ∈ d(L) with e(u) = w, or,
equivalently, all (X , w)-tuples t with t = st(d(v)) and e(d(v)) = w for some v ∈ L. It is
intuitively clear that the use of variable references of refl-spanners provide a functionality
that resembles string-equality selections for core spanners. However, there are also obvious
differences between these two spanner formalisms (as already mentioned in the introduction
and as investigated in full detail in Section 6).
Before moving on to the actual results about refl-spanners, we shall briefly discuss another
example.
▶ Example 4.7. Assume that we have a document w = p1 #p2 # . . . #pn , where each pi ∈ Σ∗
is the title page of a scientific paper and # ∈
/ Σ is some separator symbol (e. g., a list
of all title pages of papers in the issues of Journal of the ACM from 2000 to 2010). Let
Σ′ = Σ ∪ {#}. We define a refl-spanner
α = Σ′∗ # Σ∗ email:

x

▷ Σ+ ◁x @ rdom Σ∗ # Σ′∗ email: x @ rdom Σ∗ # Σ′∗ ,

where rdom = hu-berlin.de ∨ tu-berlin.de ∨ fu-berlin.de is a regular expressions that matches the
email-domains of the three universities in Berlin. It can be easily seen that JαK(w) contains
the first parts of the email-addresses of authors that have at least two JACM-papers between
year 2000 and 2010 while working at a university in Berlin.
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5

Evaluation and Static Analysis of Refl-Spanners

The problem ModelChecking is to decide whether t ∈ S(w) for given spanner S over Σ and X ,
w ∈ Σ∗ and (X , w)-tuple t, and NonEmptiness is to decide S(w) ̸= ∅ for given S and w. For
the problems Satisfiability, Hierarchicality and Functionality, we get a single spanner S as input
and ask whether there is a w ∈ Σ∗ with S(w) ̸= ∅, whether S is hierarchical, or whether S is
functional, respectively. Finally, Containment and Equivalence is to decide whether S1 ⊆ S2
or S1 = S2 , respectively, for given spanners S1 and S2 . The input refl-spanners are always
given as NFA. Recall that a summary of our results is provided by Table 1 in the introduction.
▶ Theorem 5.1. ModelChecking for refl-S can be solved in time poly(|M |)(|w| + (2|X |)!),
where M is an NFA that represents a refl-spanner S = JL(M )K over Σ and X , w ∈ Σ∗ ,
and t is an (X , w)-tuple. In case that S is functional or M is normalised (in the sense of
Definition 5.4 that follows further below), this can be improved to poly(|M |)(|w| + |X |) and
O(|M |(|w| + |X |)), respectively.
Proof Sketch. To check t ∈ JL(M )K(w) it is sufficient to check whether there is some
v ∈ L(M ) with st(d(v)) = t and e(d(v)) = w. To this end, we turn w into a subword-marked
word w̃ by inserting the symbols ΓX according to t, but, since we do not know in which
order the factors over ΓX are read by M , we represent the maximal factors over ΓX as sets
(represented as single symbols) rather than words over ΓX . Moreover, for every x ∈ X , let
ux be the factor of w that corresponds to t(x), if defined. Then we check whether M can
accept w̃, but we treat x-transitions with x ∈ X of M as labelled with ux , and whenever we
encounter a symbol that represents a subset of ΓX , then we have to compute in a brute-force
manner which states are reachable by a path that reads exactly the symbols from this set
(which causes the factor (2|X |)! in the running-time). Moreover, in order to not introduce
another |w| factor, we use a longest common extension data-structure to be able to consume
prefixes ux from w̃, i. e., to handle the x-transitions, in constant time.
If S is functional, then each two states q, q ′ of M uniquely determine which u ∈ (ΓX )∗ , if
any, can be read while moving from q to q ′ (this observation has been used in a similar way
by Freydenberger, Kimelfeld, and Peterfreund [9] for vset-automata). If M is normalised, we
know exactly in which order the symbols from ΓX have to be inserted into w in order to
construct w̃. In both cases, this means that the brute-force part is not necessary.
◀
We discuss a few particularities about Theorem 5.1. The mentioned general running-time
is not polynomial (in combined complexity), but nevertheless fixed-parameter tractable with
respect to parameter |X |. This is worth mentioning since for core spanners ModelChecking is
W[1]-hard with respect to parameter |X | (this can be concluded from [8] and [5]). If M is
already normalised (in the sense of Definition 5.4), then, in the likely case that |X | ∈ O(|w|),
we obtain a running-time of O(|M ||w|) which is also known to be a lower-bound (subject to
the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis SETH) for regular expression matching (see [2] for
further details), which obviously reduces to ModelChecking for refl-S.
We further obtain the following two theorems, which are proved by standard methods.
▶ Theorem 5.2. NonEmptiness for refl-S is NP-complete.
▶ Theorem 5.3.
(a) Satisfiability for refl-S can be solved in time O(|M |),
(b) Hierarchicality for refl-S can be solved in time O(|M ||X |3 ), and
(c) Functionality for refl-S can be solved in time O(|M ||X |2 ),
where M is an NFA that describes a refl-spanner over Σ and X .
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For core spanners, Satisfiability and Hierarchicality are PSpace-complete, even for restricted
classes of core spanners (see [8]), and Containment and Equivalence are not semi-decidable
(see [8]). We now show that for refl-spanners we can achieve decidability of Containment and
Equivalence by imposing suitable restrictions. The goal is to reduce the containment of reflspanners to the containment of their corresponding ref-languages, but the problem is that the
correspondence between ref-words and the span-tuples they describe is not unique in 2 ways.
(1): Different subword-marked words w and w′ with e(w) = e(w′ ) can nevertheless describe
the same span-tuple, i. e., st(w) = st(w′ ), since the order of consecutive occurrences of symbols
from ΓX has no impact on the represented span-tuple. And (2): The same subword-marked
word can be the d(·)-image of two different ref-words v and v ′ , i. e., d(v) = d(v ′ ), e. g., the
ref-words w1 = x▷ ab ◁x b y▷ abb ◁y yab, w2 = x▷ ab ◁x b y▷ xb ◁y xbx and w3 = x▷ ab ◁x b y▷ abb ◁y yx
are all ⪯-normalised (in the sense of Definition 5.4 that follows further below), where
x
▷ ⪯ ◁x ⪯ y▷ ⪯ ◁y . However, d(w1 ) = d(w2 ) = d(w3 ) = x▷ ab ◁x b y▷ abb ◁y abbab.
We can deal with issue (1) by requiring for any two subword-marked languages L and L′
that all consecutive occurrences of symbols from ΓX are ordered in the same way, since then
JLK ⊆ JL′ K is characterised by L ⊆ L′ . This is actually a rephrasing of an analogous result
about vset-automata from [3]. However, issue (2) is independent of the order of symbols
from ΓX , i. e., even if we assume that the symbols from ΓX are ordered in the same way in
two ref-languages L and L′ , it is still not necessarily the case that JLK ⊆ JL′ K is characterised
by L ⊆ L′ . In order to deal with issue (2) we need to impose some actual restrictions on
ref-languages. Intuitively speaking, we require all variable references to be extracted by their
own private extraction variable, i. e., in the ref-words we encounter all variable references
x in the form yx ▷ x◁yx , where yx has in all ref-words the sole purpose of extracting the
content of some reference of variable x. With this requirement, the positions of the repeating
factors described by variables and their references must be explicitly present as spans in the
span-tuples. This seems like a strong restriction for refl-spanners, but we should note that
for core spanners we necessarily have a rather similar situation: if we want to use string
equality selections on some spans, we have to explicitly extract them by variables first.
Before we formally define the restriction of ref-languages mentioned above, we first develop
some technical tools on the level of subword-marked languages.
▶ Definition 5.4. A linear order ⪯ on ΓX is valid if, for every x ∈ X , x▷ ⪯ ◁x . A subwordmarked word w over Σ and X is ⪯-normalised for a valid linear order ⪯ on ΓX , if, for every
σ1 , σ2 ∈ ΓX and every factor σ1 σ2 in w, we have that σ1 ⪯ σ2 . A subword-marked word over
Σ and X is normalised, if it is ⪯-normalised for some valid linear order ⪯ on ΓX .
▶ Example 5.5. Let X = {x, y, z} and let ⪯ be the valid order on ΓX with x▷ ⪯ y▷ ⪯ z▷ ⪯
◁x ⪯ ◁y ⪯ ◁z . Then a x▷ y▷ ab ◁y z▷ ◁x b◁z and z▷ x▷ ab ◁z a◁x are not ⪯-normalised. On
the other hand, a x▷ y▷ ab z▷ ◁x ◁y b◁z and z▷ a x▷ ab ◁z a◁x are ⪯-normalised.
▶ Lemma 5.6. Let w1 and w2 be subword-marked words over Σ and X that are ⪯-normalised
for a valid linear order ⪯ and that satisfy e(w1 ) = e(w2 ). Then st(w1 ) = st(w2 ) if and only
if w1 = w2 .
This concept of normalised subword-marked words directly carries over to subwordmarked languages: a subword-marked language L over Σ and X is ⪯-normalised, if every
w ∈ L is ⪯-normalised; and a subword-marked language over Σ and X is normalised, if it
is ⪯-normalised for some valid linear order ⪯ on ΓX . Note that we do not only require all
words of L to be normalised, but to be normalised with respect to the same valid order
⪯. And since ref-words are subword-marked words (and ref-languages are subword-marked
languages), the concept of ⪯-normalisation also applies to ref-words and ref-languages.
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Obviously, if L and K are ⪯-normalised subword-marked languages over Σ and X , then
L ∪ K is a ⪯-normalised subword-marked languages over Σ and X .
For a given subword-marked language L over Σ and X , and a valid order ⪯, we can
obtain a ⪯-normalised subword-marked language L′ over Σ and X with JLK = JL′ K by simply
reordering all maximal factors over ΓX in the words of L according to ⪯. The next lemma
shows how to effectively do this if L is regular and represented by an NFA M .
▶ Lemma 5.7. Let M be an NFA that accepts a subword-marked language over Σ and X ,
and let ⪯ be a valid linear order on ΓX . Then we can compute in time O(2|ΓX | |M |) an
NFA M ′ of size O(2|ΓX | |M |) such that JL(M )K = JL(M ′ )K and L(M ′ ) is a ⪯-normalised
subword-marked language over Σ and X .
The general idea for the lemma’s proof is that whenever M reads a sequence of symbols
from ΓX , then M ′ instead stores the letters of this sequence in the finite state control and
makes ε-transitions instead. Whenever M stops reading the ΓX -sequence and makes the
next Σ-transition, then M ′ first reads the recorded symbols from ΓX from the input, but
according to the order ⪯, and then reads the next Σ-transition.
From Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, we can directly derive a procedure for deciding Containment
for regular spanners: given S1 , S2 ∈ reg-SΣ,X represented by NFA M1 and M2 , choose an
arbitrary valid order ⪯ on X and compute NFA M1′ and M2′ according to Lemma 5.7. Now
Lemma 5.6 directly implies that JL(M1 )K ⊆ JL(M2 )K if and only if L(M1 ) ⊆ L(M2 ). An
analogue of Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 on the level of vset-automata is given in [3], although
without stating an explicit upper complexity bound for the construction (moreover, a similar
construction (without complexity bounds) is also used in [4] to show that regular spanners
are closed under the join operator).
We next turn to the problem that different ref-words w1 and w2 , even though both
⪯-normalised, can describe the same span-tuple, simply because d(w1 ) = d(w2 ). For
example, the ref-words w1 = x▷ ab ◁x b y▷ abb ◁y yab, w2 = x▷ ab ◁x b y▷ xb ◁y xbx and
w3 = x▷ ab ◁x b y▷ abb ◁y yx are all ⪯-normalised, where x▷ ⪯ ◁x ⪯ y▷ ⪯ ◁y . However,
d(w1 ) = d(w2 ) = d(w3 ) = x▷ ab ◁x b y▷ abb ◁y abbab.
It is our goal to restrict ref-words in such a way that w1 ̸= w2 implies d(w1 ) ̸= d(w2 ). We
first explain this restriction on an intuitive level. The set of variables X is partitioned into a
set Xr of reference-variables and, for each such reference-variable x ∈ Xr , into a set Xe,x of
extraction-variables. For every x ∈ X , every reference of x is extracted by some y ∈ Xe,x , i. e.,
it occurs between y▷ and ◁y ; moreover, every y ∈ Xe,x either does not occur at all, or it is
used as extractor for x, i. e., y’s definition contains exactly one occurrence of a symbol Σ ∪ X
which is x. In addition, we also require that for every x ∈ Xr with at least one reference,
the image of x under d(·) is non-empty (otherwise the deref-function may turn normalised
ref-words into non-normalised ones by joining two previously separate factors over ΓX ).
▶ Definition 5.8. A ref-word w over Σ and X is a strongly reference extracting ref-word
over Σ and (Xr , {Xe,x | x ∈ Xr }), if it satisfies the following:
S
X = Xr ∪ x∈Xr Xe,x , where all sets Xr and Xe,x with x ∈ Xr are pairwise disjoint.
Each reference of an x ∈ Xr in w occurs in a factor y▷ γxδ◁y with y ∈ Xe,x , γ, δ ∈ (ΓX )∗ .
If an y ∈ Xe,x has a definition in w, then it has the form y▷ γxδ◁y with γ, δ ∈ (ΓX )∗ , and
|w|y = 0.
For every x ∈ Xr with |w|x ̸= 0, st(d(w))(x) = [i, j⟩ with j − i ⩾ 2.
A ref-language L over Σ and X is a strongly reference extracting ref-language over Σ and
(Xr , {Xe,x | x ∈ Xr }) if every ref-word w ∈ L is a strongly reference extracting ref-word over
Σ and (Xr , {Xe,x | x ∈ Xr }). By a series of intermediate results we obtain:
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▶ Lemma 5.9. Let L, K be two strongly reference extracting and ⪯-normalised ref-languages
over Σ and (Xr , {Xe,x | x ∈ Xr }). Then JLK ⊆ JKK if and only if L ⊆ K.
Let sre-refl-SΣ,(Xr ,{Xe,x |x∈Xr }) be the class of strongly reference extracting refl-spanners
over Σ and (Xr , {Xe,x | x ∈ Xr }).
▶ Theorem 5.10. Containment and Equivalence for sre-refl-SΣ,(Xr ,{Xe,x |x∈Xr }) is in ExpSpace
if the refl-spanners are given as NFA, in PSpace if the refl-spanners are given as ⪯-normalised
NFA, and in NLogSpace if the refl-spanners S1 and S2 are given as ⪯-normalised DFA.
Proof Sketch. Let M1 and M2 be the NFA that represent S1 and S2 . For deciding
Containment we first turn M1 and M2 into normalised variants M1′ and M2′ with Lemma 5.7
(which requires exponential space) and then check whether L(M1 ) ⊆ L(M2 ) (which is known
to be possible in polynomial space for NFA and nondeterministic logarithmic space for DFA).
The correctness is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.9. This also shows the other bounds. ◀

6

Expressive Power of Refl-Spanners

It is a straightfoward observation that the expressive power of refl-spanners properly exceeds
the one of regular spanners, but it is less clear which refl-spanners are also core spanners and
which core spanners are refl-spanners. We first briefly discuss the former question.
A ref-language L over Σ and X is reference-bounded if there is a number k with |w|x ⩽ k
for every x ∈ X and every w ∈ L. A refl-spanner is reference-bounded if it is represented by
a reference-bounded ref-language. The following is an easy exercise.
▶ Theorem 6.1. Every reference-bounded refl-spanner is a core spanner.
It is interesting to note that the not reference-bounded refl-spanner JL(a+ x▷ b+ ◁x
(a x)∗ a+ )K is provably not a core spanner (see [4, Theorem 6.1])).
The question which core spanners can be represented as refl-spanners is a much more
difficult one and we shall investigate it in more detail. There are simple core spanners which
=
translate to refl-spanners in an obvious way, e. g., π{x} ς{x,y}
JLK with L = L( x▷ (a∗ ∨ b∗ ) ◁x
∗
∗ y
′
′
x
y
c ▷ (a ∨ b )◁ ) can be represented as JL K where L = L( ▷ (a∗ ∨ b∗ ) ◁x cx). However, if we
change L to L( x▷ Σ∗ aΣ∗ ◁x c y▷ Σ∗ bΣ∗ ◁y ), then neither ref-language L( x▷ Σ∗ aΣ∗ ◁x cx) nor
L( x▷ Σ∗ bΣ∗ ◁x cx) yield an equivalent refl-spanner and we have to use L( x▷ r ◁x cx), where
r is a regular expression for L(Σ∗ aΣ∗ ) ∩ L(Σ∗ bΣ∗ ).
Another problem is that core spanners can also use string-equality selections on spans
that contain start or end positions of other spans. For example, it seems difficult to transform
=
ς{x,y}
JL( x▷ a∗ ◁x y▷ z▷ a∗ ◁z a∗ ◁y )K into a refl-spanner. The situation gets even more involved
if we use the string-equality selections directly on overlapping spans, e. g., as in core spanners
=
of the form ς{x,y}
(JL( x▷ . . . y▷ . . . ◁x . . . ◁y )K). For an in-depth analysis of the capability of
core spanners to describe word-combinatorial properties, we refer to [8, 7].
These considerations suggest that the refl-spanner formalism is much less powerful than
core spanners, which is to be expected, since we have to pay a price for the fact that we
can solve many problems for refl-spanners much more efficiently than for core spanners
(see our results presented in Section 5 and summarised in Table 1). However, we can show
that a surprisingly large class of core spanners can nevertheless be represented by a single
refl-spanner along with the application of a simple spanner operation (to be defined next)
that just combines several variables (or columns in the spanner result) into one variable (or
column) in a natural way, and a projection.
+
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The span-fusion ⊎ is a binary operation Spans × Spans → Spans defined by [i, j⟩ ⊎[i′ , j ′ ⟩ =
[min{i, i′ }, max{j, j ′ }⟩ and [i, j⟩ ⊎ ⊥=⊥ ⊎[i, j⟩ = [i, j⟩. For a set K ⊆ Spans(w), we define
U
U
U
(K) =⊥ if K = ∅ and (K) = (K \ {s}) ⊎ s if s ∈ K. Intuitively speaking, the operation
⊎ constructs the set-union of two spans and fills in the gaps to turn it into a valid span.
We next lift this operation to an operation on spanners with the following intended
meaning. In a table S(w) for some spanner S over Σ and X , and w ∈ Σ∗ , we want to replace
a specified set of columns {y1 , y2 , . . . , yk } ⊆ X by a single new column x that, for each row s
U
(i. e., span-tuple s) in S(w), contains the span ({s(yi ) | i ∈ [k]}).
/ X \ λ. For any X ▶ Definition 6.2. Let λ ⊆ X and let x be a new variable with x ∈
U
U
U
tuple t, λ→x (t) is the ((X \ λ) ∪ {x})-tuple with ( λ→x (t))(x) = ({t(y) | y ∈ λ}) and
U
U
U
( λ→x (t))(z) = t(z) for every z ∈ X \ λ. For a set R of X -tuples, λ→x (R) = { λ→x (t) | t ∈
U
R}. Moreover, for a spanner S over Σ and X , the spanner λ→x (S) over Σ and (X ∪ {x})
U
U
is defined by ( λ→x (S))(w) = λ→x (S(w)) for every word w.
U
We use the following generalised application of the operation λ→x . For Λ = {λ1 , λ2 , . . . ,
λk } ⊆ P(X ) such that all λi with i ∈ [k] are pairwise disjoint, a spanner S over X and fresh
U
U
U
U
variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xk , we define {λi →xi |i∈[k]} (S) = λ1 →x1 ( λ2 →x2 (. . . λk →xk (S) . . .)). If
U
U
the new variables xi are negligible or clear from the context, we also write λ or {λi |i∈[k]}
U
U
instead of λ→x or {λi →xi |i∈[k]} .
▶ Example 6.3. Let L = L( x▷ a∗ y▷ b∗ ◁x a∗ ◁y ) be a non-hierarchical subword-marked
language over Σ = {a, b} and X = {x, y, z}. For w = aabaaa, we have JLK(w) =
{([1, 4⟩, [3, 7⟩)}. Moreover, let L′ = L( x▷ a∗ ◁x y▷ b∗ ◁y z▷ a∗ ◁z ) be a hierarchical subwordU
marked language, and let λ1 = {x, y}, λ2 = {y, z} and Λ = {λ1 , λ2 }. Then Λ JL′ K(w) =
U
U
{ Λ (([1, 3⟩, [3, 4⟩, [4, 7⟩))} = JLK(w). In fact, it can be easily verified that Λ JL′ K = JLK.
Two variables x, y ∈ X are overlapping in a spanner S over Σ and X if there is a w ∈ Σ∗
=
and t ∈ S(w) such that t(x) ∩ t(y) ̸= ∅. A string equality-selection ςE
over X is overlapping
S
with respect to S if there are variables x, y ∈ Z∈E Z with x ̸= y that are overlapping in S.
=
A string-equality selection ςE
is non-overlapping with respect to S if it is not overlapping
with respect to S. We are now able to state the main result of this section:
=
(S ′ ), where S ′ is a regular spanner
▶ Theorem 6.4. For every core spanner S with S = πY ςE
=
over Σ and X , Y ⊆ X and E ⊆ P(X ) such that ςE
is a string-equality selection over X that
′
is non-overlapping with respect to S , there is a reference-bounded refl-spanner S ′′ over Σ
U
and X ′ with |X ′ | = O(|X |3 ) and a set Λ ⊆ P(X ′ ) such that S = πY Λ (S ′′ ).

We discuss this result before giving a proof sketch. The core simplification lemma states
=
that in every core spanner S ∈ reg-S{∪,π,▷◁,ς } , we can “push” all applications of ∪ and ▷◁
=
into the NFA that represents the regular spanner, leaving us with an expression πY ςE
(L(M ))
for an NFA M that accepts a subword-marked language. Theorem 6.4 now assures that if
=
ςE
is non-overlapping with respect to S, then we can further “push” even all string-equality
selections into the NFA M , which then accepts a (reference-bounded) ref-language instead
of a subword-marked language, i. e., we can represent the string-equality selections as mere
variable references in the regular spanner representation. However, the construction will add
(a polynomial number of) new variables, which have to be translated back by an application
of the span-fusion.
A main building block for the proof of Theorem 6.4, which also constitutes an interesting
result about core spanners in its own right, is the following normal-form result.
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U = ′
▶ Theorem 6.5. Every core spanner S over Σ and X can be represented as πY ( Λ (ςE
(S ))),
where S ′ is a quasi-disjoint regular spanner over Σ and X ′ with |X ′ | = O(|X |3 ), Y ⊆ X ,
E, Λ ⊆ P(X ′ ).
Proof Sketch. Due to the core-simplification lemma (Lemma 2.2), we can assume that
=
S = πY ς E
(S ′ ) for some regular spanner S ′ over Σ and X , and E = {Z1 , Z2 , . . . , Zℓ } ⊆ P(X ).
Let M be an NFA with JL(M )K = S ′ . We first transform M into M ′ by replacing every
x ∈ X by m = |X |2 new variables SV m (x) = {[x, 1], [x, 2], . . . , [x, m]}, i. e., M ′ has variable set
Sx∈X
X′ =
SV m (x). Whenever M reads a factor x▷ wx ◁x , then M ′ nondeterministically reads
[x,1]
a factor
▷ wx,1 ◁[x,1] [x,2]▷ wx,2 ◁[x,2] . . . [x,m]▷ wx,m ◁[x,m] instead, where wx,1 wx,2 . . . wx,m
is a factorisation of wx , such that, for every j ∈ [m], wx,j ∈ (ΓX ′ )∗ Σ∗ (ΓX ′ )∗ . This can be
done by keeping track in the finite state control for which j ∈ [m] we have already read [x,j]▷
and then allowing M ′ to nondeterministically read factors ◁[x,j] [x,j+1]▷ while reading wx . In
order to make sure that wx,j ∈ (ΓX ′ )∗ Σ∗ (ΓX ′ )∗ for every j ∈ [m], we have to require that at
least one such ◁[x,j] [x,j+1]▷ factor is read in every maximal factor of symbols from ΓX \{x} .
It can be shown that L(M ′ ) is in fact a quasi-disjoint subword-marked language over Σ
and X ′ . Moreover, we can express ςZ=1 ςZ=2 . . . ςZ=ℓ (JL(M )K) by turning each ςZ=i into string=
equality selections ςE
with Ei = {{[x, 1] | x ∈ Zi }, {[x, 2] | x ∈ Zi }, . . . , {[x, m] | x ∈ Zi }}
i
and applying them to JL(M )K, followed by a span-fusion that will combine back all variables
from SV m (x) into the single original variable x. More precisely, ςZ=1 ςZ=2 . . . ςZ=ℓ (JL(M )K) =
U = =
=
′
◀
Λ ςE1 ςE2 . . . ςEℓ (JL(M )K), where Λ = {SV m (x) → x | x ∈ X }.
We are now ready to give a proof sketch for Theorem 6.4:
=
Proof Sketch of Theorem 6.4. Let S = πY ςE
(S ′ ), where S ′ is a regular spanner over Σ and
=
X , Y ⊆ X and E = {Z1 , Z2 , . . . , Zℓ } ⊆ P(X ) such that ςE
is non-overlapping with respect
′
′
to S . Let M be an NFA with JL(M )K = S . The proof heavily relies on Theorem 6.5 in the
= =
=
sense that we only have to show that ςE
ς . . . ςE
(JL(M ′ )K) is a refl-spanner, where M ′ is
1 E2
ℓ
obtained from M via the construction of the proof of Theorem 6.5. In particular, L(M ′ ) is
=
=
=
quasi-disjoint and the string-equality selections ςE
, ςE
, . . . , ςE
have been obtained from a
1
2
ℓ
=
string-equality selection ςE that is non-overlapping with respect to S ′ .
We recall that, for every i ∈ [ℓ], Ei = {{[x, 1] | x ∈ Zi }, {[x, 2] | x ∈ Zi }, . . . , {[x, m] | x ∈
=
Zi }}. The idea is to inductively incorporate all these string-equality selections ς{[x,j]|x∈Z
i}
one by one directly into the NFA M ′ by introducing variable references for the variables
{[x, j] | x ∈ Zi } (note that this changes the accepted language from M into a ref-language).
We sketch one individual step of this construction. Any ref-word accepted by (the current
version of) M ′ contains (possibly zero) factors of the form [x,j]▷ v[x,j] ◁[x,j] with x ∈ Zi . It
can be shown that v[x,j] = γu[x,j] δ, where u[x,j] ∈ Σ∗ and γ and δ contain neither symbols
from Σ nor variable references (the former is a consequence from the fact that L(M ′ ) is
=
quasi-disjoint, the latter follows from the non-overlapping property of ςE
). Moreover, these
factors are pairwise non-overlapping. Now we want to check whether all these u[x,j] are the
=
same, since this is required by ς{[x,j]|x∈Z
. This property is non-regular and can therefore
i}
not be checked directly. Instead, we only check whether the first [x,j]▷ γu[x,j] δ◁[x,j] that we
encounter is such that we can potentially read the exact same word u[x,j] between all the
remaining pairs of brackets [y,j]▷ . . . ◁[y,j] for y ∈ Zi \ {x}. To this end, we guess the state
pairs between which these factors will be read and then check, while reading u[x,j] from the
input, whether we can also read u[x,j] between these states. For such words, we can then
on-the-fly just read the variable reference [x, j] instead u[y,j] when we reach the right states
between which we have already checked that potentially u[x,j] could be read here.
◀
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Theorem 6.5 says that if we allow an application of the span-fusion between the projection
and the string-equality selections in the representation of the core-simplification lemma, then
we can assume the regular spanner to be quasi-disjoint. Hence, we get the following:
▶ Corollary 6.6. reg-S = JRGXK{∪,▷◁,π} = JRGXK{⊎,π} and core-S = JRGXK{∪,▷◁,π,ς
=
JRGXK{⊎,π,ς } .

7

=

}

=

Conclusion

In this work, we introduced reference-bounded refl-spanners, a new fragment of core spanners.
In terms of expressive power, this fragment is slightly less powerful than the class of core
spanners, but has lower evaluation complexity (see Table 1, and note further that these
upper bounds even hold for refl-spanners that are not necessarily reference-bounded). If
we add the span-fusion – a natural binary operation on spanners – to reference-bounded
refl-spanners (see Section 6) then they have the same expressive power as core spanners
with non-overlapping string equality selections. This demonstrates that our formalism covers
all aspects of core spanners except for the possibility of applying string equality selections
on variables with overlapping spans. Moreover, since we achieve better complexities for
refl-spanners compared to core spanners, this also shows that overlapping string equality
selections are a source of complexity for core spanners.
From a conceptional point of view, our new angle was to treat the classical two-stage
approach of core spanners, i. e., first producing the output table of a regular spanner and
then filtering it by applying the string equality selections, as a single NFA. This is achieved
by using ref-words in order to represent a document along with a span-tuple that satisfies
the string equality selections, instead of just using subword-marked words to represent a
document along with a span-tuple, which might not satisfy the string equality selections and
therefore will be filtered out later in the second evaluation stage.
A question that is left open for further research is about constant delay enumeration for
some fragment of core spanners strictly more powerful than the regular spanners. In this
regard, we note that for efficient enumeration for (some fragments of) core spanners, we must
overcome the general intractability of NonEmptiness (which we have for core spanners as
well as for (reference bounded) refl-spanners). We believe that refl-spanners are a promising
candidate for further restrictions that may lead to a fragment of core spanners with constant
delay enumeration.
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1

Introduction

For many data processing applications, enumerating query results according to an order
given by a ranking function is a fundamental task. For example, [44, 10] consider a setting
where users want to extract the top patterns from an edge-weighted graph, where the rank
of each pattern is the sum of the weights of the edges in the pattern. Ranked enumeration
also occurs in SQL queries with an ORDER BY clause [37, 26]. In the above scenarios, the user
often wants to see the first k results in the query as quickly as possible, but the value of k
may not be predetermined. Hence, it is critical to construct algorithms that can output the
first tuple of the result as fast as possible, and then output the next tuple in the order with a
very small delay. In this paper, we study the algorithmic problem of enumerating the result
of a Conjunctive Query (CQ, for short) against a relational database where the tuples must
be output in order given by a ranking function.
The simplest way to enumerate the output is to materialize the result Q(D) and sort the
tuples based on the score of each tuple. Although this approach is conceptually simple, it
requires that |Q(D)| tuples are materialized; moreover, the time from when the user submits
the query to when she receives the first output tuples is Ω(|Q(D)| · log |Q(D)|). Further, the
space and delay guarantees do not depend on the number of tuples that the user wants to
actually see. More sophisticated approaches to this problem construct optimizers that exploit
properties such as the monotonicity of the ranking function, allowing for join evaluation on
a subset of the input relations (see [25] and references within). In spite of the significant
progress, all of the known techniques suffer from large worst-case space requirements, no
dependence on k, and provide no formal guarantees on the delay during enumeration, with
the exception of a few cases where the ranking function is of a special form. Fagin et al. [21]
© Shaleen Deep and Paraschos Koutris;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY 4.0
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initiated a long line of study related to aggregation over sorted lists. However, [21] and
subsequent works also suffer from the above mentioned limitations as we do not have the
materialized output Q(D) that can be used as sorted lists.
In this paper, we construct algorithms that remedy some of these issues. Our algorithms
are divided into two phases: the preprocessing phase, where the system constructs a data
structure that can be used later and the enumeration phase, when the results are generated.
All of our algorithms aim to minimize the time of the preprocessing phase, and guarantee
a logarithmic delay O(log |D|) during enumeration. Although we cannot hope to perform
efficient ranked enumeration for an arbitrary ranking function, we show that our techniques
apply for most ranking functions of practical interest, including lexicographic ordering, and
sum (also product or max) of weights of input tuples among others.
▶ Example 1. Consider a weighted graph G, where an edge (a, b) with weight w is represented
by the relation R(a, b, w). Suppose that the user is interested in finding the (directed) paths of
length 3 in the graph with the lowest score, where the score is a (weighted) sum of the weights
of the edges. The user query in this case can be specified as: Q(x, y, z, u, w1 , w2 , w3 , ) =
R(x, y, w1 ), R(y, z, w2 ), R(z, u, w3 ) where the ranking of the output tuples is specified for
example by the score 5w1 + 2w2 + 4w3 . If the graph has N edges, the naïve algorithm that
computes and ranks all tuples needs Ω(N 2 log N ) preprocessing time. We show that it is
possible to design an algorithm with O(N ) preprocessing time, such that the delay during
enumeration is O(log N ). This algorithm outputs the first k tuples by materializing O(N + k)
data, even if the full output is much larger.
The problem of ranked enumeration for CQs has been studied both theoretically [28, 12, 36]
and practically [44, 10, 5]. Theoretically, [28] establishes the tractability of enumerating
answers in sorted order with polynomial delay (combined complexity), albeit with suboptimal
space and delay factors for two classes of ranking functions. [44] presents an anytime
enumeration algorithm restricted to acyclic queries on graphs that uses Θ(|Q(D)| + |D|)
space in the worst case, has a Θ(|D|) delay guarantee, and supports only simple ranking
functions. As we will see, both of these guarantees are suboptimal and can be improved
upon.
Ranked enumeration has also been studied for the class of lexicographic orderings. In [3],
the authors show that free-connex acyclic CQs can be enumerated in constant delay after
only linear time preprocessing. Here, the lexicographic order is chosen by the algorithm
and not the user. Factorized databases [5, 36] can also support constant delay ranked
enumeration, but only when the lexicographic ordering agrees with the order of the query
decomposition. In contrast, our results imply that we can achieve a logarithmic delay with
the same preprocessing time for any lexicographic order.
Our Contribution. In this work, we show how to obtain logarithmic delay guarantees with
small preprocessing time for ranking results of full (projection free) CQs. We summarize our
technical contributions below:
1. Our main contribution (Theorem 12) is a novel algorithm that uses query decomposition
techniques in conjunction with structure of the ranking function. The preprocessing phase
sets up priority queues that maintain partial tuples at each node of the decomposition.
During the enumeration phase, the algorithm materializes the output of the subquery
formed by the subtree rooted at each node of the decomposition on-the-fly, in sorted
order according to the ranking function. In order to define the rank of the partial tuples,
we require that the ranking function can be decomposed with respect to the particular
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decomposition at hand. Theorem 12 then shows that with O(|D|fhw ) preprocessing time,
where fhw is the fractional hypertree width of the decomposition, we can enumerate
with delay O(log |D|). We then discuss how to apply our main result to commonly used
classes of ranking functions. Our work thoroughly resolves an open problem stated at the
Dagstuhl Seminar 19211 [8] on ranked enumeration (see Question 4.6).
2. We propose two extensions of Theorem 12 that improve the preprocessing time to
O(|D|subw ), polynomial improvement over Theorem 12 where subw is the submodular
width of the query Q. The result is based on a simple but powerful corollary of the
main result that can be applied to any full UCQ Q combined with the PANDA algorithm
proposed by Abo Khamis et al. [1].
3. Finally, we show lower bounds (conditional and unconditional) for our algorithmic results.
In particular, we show that subject to a popular conjecture, the logarithmic factor in
delay cannot be removed. Additionally, we show that for two particular classes of ranking
functions, we can characterize for which acyclic queries it is possible to achieve logarithmic
delay with linear preprocessing time, and for which it is not.

2

Problem Setting

In this section we present the basic notions and terminology, and then discuss our framework.

2.1

Conjunctive Queries

In this paper we will focus on the class of Conjunctive Queries (CQs), which are expressed
as Q(y) = R1 (x1 ), R2 (x2 ), . . . , Rn (xn ) Here, the symbols y, x1 , . . . , xn are vectors that
contain variables or constants, the atom Q(y) is the head of the query, and the atoms
R1 (x1 ), R2 (x2 ), . . . , Rn (xn ) form the body. The variables in the head are a subset of the
variables that appear in the body. A CQ is full if every variable in the body appears also in
the head, and it is boolean if the head contains no variables, i.e. it is of the form Q(). We will
typically use the symbols x, y, z, . . . to denote variables, and a, b, c, . . . to denote constants.
We use Q(D) to denote the result of the query Q over input database D. A valuation θ over
a set V of variables is a total function that maps each variable x ∈ V to a value θ(x) ∈ dom,
where dom is a domain of constants. We will often use dom(x) to denote the constants
that the valuations over variable x can take. It is implicitly understood that a valuation is
the identity function on constants. If U ⊆ V , then θ[U ] denotes the restriction of θ to U . A
S
Union of Conjunctive Queries φ = i∈{1,...,ℓ} φi is a set of CQs where head(φi1 ) = head(φi2 )
S
for all 1 ≤ i1 , i2 ≤ ℓ. Semantically, φ(D) = i∈{1,...,ℓ} φi (D). A UCQ is said to be full if
each φi is full.
Natural Joins. If a CQ is full, has no constants and no repeated variables in the same
atom, then we say it is a natural join query. For instance, the 3-path query Q(x, y, z, w) =
R(x, y), S(y, z), T (z, w) is a natural join query. A natural join can be represented equivalently
as a hypergraph HQ = (VQ , EQ ), where VQ is the set of variables, and for each hyperedge
F ∈ EQ there exists a relation RF with variables F . We will write the join as ⋊
⋉F ∈EQ RF .
We denote the size of relation RF by |RF |. Given two tuples t1 and t2 over a set of variables
V1 and V2 where V1 ∩ V2 = ∅, we will use t1 ◦ t2 to denote the tuple formed over the variables
V1 ∪ V2 . If V1 ∩ V2 ̸= ∅, then t1 ◦ t2 will perform a join over the common variables.
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Join Size Bounds. Let H = (V, E) be a hypergraph, and S ⊆ V. A weight assignment
u = (uF )F ∈E is called a fractional edge cover of S if (i) for every F ∈ E, uF ≥ 0 and (ii) for
P
every x ∈ S, F :x∈F uF ≥ 1. The fractional edge cover number of S, denoted by ρ∗H (S) is
P
the minimum of F ∈E uF over all fractional edge covers of S. We write ρ∗ (H) = ρ∗H (V).
In a celebrated result, Atserias, Grohe and Marx [2] proved that for every fractional edge
cover u of V, the size of a natural join is bounded using the AGM inequality: | ⋊
⋉F ∈E RF | ≤
Q
uF
The
above
bound
is
constructive
[34,
33]:
there
exist
worst-case
algorithms
|R
|
F
F ∈E
Q
that compute the join ⋊
⋉F ∈E RF in time O( F ∈E |RF |uF ) for every fractional edge cover u
of V.
Tree Decompositions. Let H = (V, E) be a hypergraph of a natural join query Q. A tree
decomposition of H is a tuple (T, (Bt )t∈V (T) ) where T is a tree, and every Bt is a subset of V,
called the bag of t, such that
1. each edge in E is contained in some bag; and
2. for each variable x ∈ V, the set of nodes {t | x ∈ Bt } is connected in T.
Given a rooted tree decomposition, we use p(t) to denote the (unique) parent of node
t ∈ V (T). Then, we define key(t) = Bt ∩ Bp(t) to be the common variables that occur in the
bag Bt and its parent, and value(t) = Bt \ key(t) the remaining variables of the bag. We
also use Bt≺ to denote the union of all bags in the subtree rooted at t (including Bt ).
The fractional hypertree width of a decomposition is defined as maxt∈V (T) ρ∗ (Bt ), where
∗
ρ (Bt ) is the minimum fractional edge cover of the vertices in Bt . The fractional hypertree
width of a query Q, denoted fhw(Q), is the minimum fractional hypertree width among all
tree decompositions of its hypergraph. We say that a query is acyclic if fhw(Q) = 1. The
depth of a rooted tree decomposition is the largest distance over all root to leaf paths in T.
Computational Model. To measure the running time of our algorithms, we use the uniformcost RAM model [24], where data values as well as pointers to databases are of constant size.
Throughout the paper, all complexity results are with respect to data complexity (unless
explicitly mentioned), where the query is assumed fixed.

2.2

Ranking Functions

Consider a natural join query Q and a database D. Our goal is to enumerate all the tuples of
Q(D) according to an order that is specified by a ranking function. In practice, this ordering
could be specified, for instance, in the ORDER BY clause of a SQL query.
Formally, we assume a total order ⪰ of the valuations θ over the variables of Q. The
total order is induced by a ranking function rank that maps each valuation θ to a number
rank(θ) ∈ R. In particular, for two valuations θ1 , θ2 , we have θ1 ⪰ θ2 if and only if
rank(θ1 ) ≥ rank(θ2 ). Throughout the paper, we will assume that rank is a computable
function that takes times linear in the input size to the function . We present below two
concrete examples of ranking functions.
▶ Example 2. For every constant c ∈ dom, we associate a weight w(c) ∈ R. Then, for each
P
valuation θ, we can define rank(θ) := x∈V w(θ(x)). This ranking function sums the weights
of each value in the tuple.
▶ Example 3. For every input tuple t ∈ RF , we associate a weight wF (t) ∈ R. Then, for
P
each valuation θ, we can define rank(θ) = F ∈E wF (θ[xF ]) where xF is the set of variables
in F . In this case, the ranking function sums the weights of each contributing input tuple to
the output tuple t (we can extend the ranking function to all valuations by associating a
weight of 0 to tuples that are not contained in a relation).
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Decomposable Rankings. As we will see later, not all ranking functions are amenable to
efficient evaluation. Intuitively, an arbitrary ranking function will require that we look across
all tuples to even find the smallest or largest element. We next present several restrictions
which are satisfied by ranking functions seen in practical settings.
▶ Definition 4 (Decomposable Ranking). Let rank be a ranking function over V and S ⊆ V.
We say that rank is S-decomposable if there exists a total order for all valuations over S,
such that for every valuation φ over V \ S, and any two valuations θ1 , θ2 over S we have:
θ1 ⪰ θ2 ⇒ rank(φ ◦ θ1 ) ≥ rank(φ ◦ θ2 ).
We say that a ranking function is totally decomposable if it is S-decomposable for every
subset S ⊆ V, and that it is coordinate decomposable if it is S-decomposable for any singleton
set. Additionally, we say that it is edge decomposable for a query Q if it is S-decomposable
for every set S that is a hyperedge in the query hypergraph. We point out here that totally
decomposable functions are equivalent to monotonic orders as defined in [28].
P
▶ Example 5. The ranking function rank(θ) =
x∈V w(θ(x)) defined in Example 2 is
totally decomposable, and hence also coordinate decomposable. Indeed, pick any set S ⊆ V.
P
We construct a total order on valuations θ over S by using the value x∈S w(θ(x)). Now,
P
P
consider valuations θ1 , θ2 over S such that x∈S w(θ1 (x)) ≥ x∈S w(θ2 (x)). Then, for any
valuation φ over V \ S we have:
X
X
X
X
rank(φ ◦ θ1 ) =
w(φ(x)) +
w(θ1 (x)) ≥
w(φ(x)) +
w(θ2 (x))
x∈V\S

x∈S

x∈V\S

x∈S

= rank(φ ◦ θ2 )
Next, we construct a function that is coordinate-decomposable but it is not totally decomposable. Consider the query
Q(x1 . . . , xd , y1 , . . . , yd ) = R(x1 , . . . , xd ), S(y1 , . . . , yd )
Pd
where dom = {−1, 1}, and define rank(θ) := i=1 θ(xi ) · θ(yi ). This ranking function
corresponds to taking the inner product of the input tuples if viewed as binary vectors. The
total order for dom is −1 ≺ 1. It can be shown that for d = 2, the function is not {x1 , x2 }decomposable. For instance, if we define (1, 1) ⪰ (1, −1), then inner product ranking function
over x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 for φ = (1, −1) is rank(1, 1, 1, −1) < rank(1, −1, 1, −1) but if we define
(1, −1) ⪰ (1, 1), then for φ = (−1, −1) we get rank(1, −1, −1, −1) < rank(1, 1, −1, −1). This
shows that there exists no total ordering over the valuations of variables {x1 , x2 }.
▶ Definition 6. Let rank be a ranking function over a set of variables V, and S, T ⊆ V such
that S ∩ T = ∅. We say that rank is T -decomposable conditioned on S if for every valuation
θ over S, the function rankθ (φ) := rank(θ ◦ φ) defined over V \ S is T -decomposable.
The next lemma connects the notion of conditioned decomposability with decomposability.
▶ Lemma 7. Let rank be a ranking function over a set of variables V, and T ⊆ V. If rank
is T -decomposable, then it is also T -decomposable conditioned on S for any S ⊆ V \ T .
It is also easy to check that if a function is (S ∪ T )-decomposable, then it is also
T -decomposable conditioned on S.
▶ Definition 8 (Compatible Ranking). Let T be a rooted tree decomposition of hypergraph H
of a natural join query. We say that a ranking function is compatible with T if for every
node t it is (Bt≺ \ key(t))-decomposable conditioned on key(t).
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▶ Example 9. Consider the join query Q(x, y, z) = R(x, y), S(y, z), and the ranking function
from Example 3, rank(θ) = wR (θ(x), θ(y)) + wS (θ(y), θ(z)). This function is not {z}decomposable, but it is {z}-decomposable conditioned on {y}.
Consider a decomposition of the hypergraph of Q that has two nodes: the root node
r with Br = {x, y}, and its child t with Bt = {y, z}. Since Bt≺ = {y, z} and key(t) = {y},
the condition of compatibility holds for node t. Similarly, for the root node Bt≺ = {x, y, z}
and key(t) = {}, hence the condition is trivially true as well. Thus, the ranking function is
compatible with the decomposition.

2.3

Problem Parameters

Given a natural join query Q and a database D, we want to enumerate the tuples of Q(D)
according to the order specified by rank. We will study this problem in the enumeration
framework similar to that of [41], where an algorithm can be decomposed into two phases:
a preprocessing phase that takes time Tp and computes a data structure of size Sp ,
an enumeration phase that outputs Q(D) with no repetitions. The enumeration phase
has full access to any data structures constructed in the preprocessing phase and can also
use additional space of size Se . The delay δ is defined as the maximum time to output
any two consecutive tuples (and also the time to output the first tuple, and the time to
notify that the enumeration has completed).
It is straightforward to perform ranked enumeration for any ranking function by computing
Q(D), storing the tuples in an ordered list, and finally enumerating by scanning the ordered
list with constant delay. This simple strategy implies the following result.
▶ Proposition 10. Let Q be a natural join query with hypergraph H = (V, E). Let T be a tree
decomposition with fractional hypertree-width fhw, and rank be a ranking function. Then,
for any input database D, we can preprocess D in time Tp = O(log D · |D|fhw + |Q(D)|) and
space Sp = O(|Q(D)|), such that for any k, we can enumerate the top-k results of Q(D) with
delay δ = O(1) and space Se = O(1)
The drawback of Proposition 10 is that the user will have to wait Ω(|Q(D)| · log |Q(D)|)
time to even obtain the first tuple in the output. Moreover, even when we are interested
in a few tuples, the whole output result will have to be materialized. Instead, we want to
design algorithms that minimize the preprocessing time and space, while guaranteeing a
small delay δ. Interestingly, as we will see in Section 5, the above result is essentially the
best we can do if the ranking function is completely arbitrary; thus, we need to consider
reasonable restrictions of rank.
To see what it is possible to achieve in this framework, it will be useful to keep in mind
what we can do in the case where there is no ordering of the output.
▶ Theorem 11 (due to [36]). Let Q be a natural join query with hypergraph H = (V, E). Let
T be a tree decomposition with fractional hypertree-width fhw. Then, for any input database
D, we can pre-process D in time Tp = O(|D|fhw ) and space Sp = O(|D|fhw ) such that we can
enumerate the results of Q(D) with delay δ = O(1) and space Se = O(1)
For acyclic queries, fhw = 1, and hence the preprocessing phase takes only linear time
and space in the size of the input.
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Main Result

In this section, we present our first main result.
▶ Theorem 12 (Main Theorem). Let Q be a natural join query with hypergraph H = (V, E).
Let T be a fixed tree decomposition with fractional hypertree-width fhw, and rank be a ranking
function that is compatible with T. Then, for any database D, we can preprocess D with
Tp = O(|D|fhw )

Sp = O(|D|fhw )

such that for any k, we can enumerate the top-k tuples of Q(D) with
delay δ = O(log |D|)

space Se = O(min{k, |Q(D)|})

In the above theorem, the preprocessing step is independent of the value of k: we perform
exactly the same preprocessing if the user only wants to obtain the first tuple, or all tuples in
the result. However, if the user decides to stop after having obtained the first k results, the
space used during enumeration will be bound by O(k). We should also note that all of our
algorithms work in the case where the ordering of the tuples/valuations is instead expressed
through a comparable function that, given two valuations, returns the largest one.
It is instructive to compare Theorem 12 with Theorem 11, where no ranking is used when
enumerating the results. There are two major differences. First, the delay δ has an additional
logarithmic factor. As we will discuss later in Section 5, this logarithmic factor is a result
of doing ranked enumeration, and it is most likely unavoidable. The second difference is
that the space Se used during enumeration blows up from constant O(1) to O(|Q(D)|) in
the worst case (when all results are enumerated).
In the remainder of this section, we will present a few applications of Theorem 12, and
then sketch the construction for the proof of the theorem.

3.1

Applications

We show here how to apply Theorem 12 to obtain algorithms for different ranking functions.
Vertex-Based Ranking. A vertex-based ranking function over V is of the form: rank(θ) :=
L
x∈V fx (θ(x)) where fx maps values from dom to some set U ⊆ R, and ⟨U, ⊕⟩ forms a
commutative monoid. Recall that this means that ⊕ is a binary operator that is commutative,
associative, and has an identity element in U . We say that the function is monotone if a ≥ b
implies that a ⊕ c ≥ b ⊕ c for every c. Such examples are ⟨R, +⟩, ⟨R, ∗⟩, and ⟨U, max⟩, where
U is bounded.
▶ Lemma 13. Let rank be a monotone vertex-based ranking function over V. Then, rank is
totally decomposable, and hence compatible with any tree decomposition of a hypergraph with
vertices V.
Tuple-Based Ranking. Given a query hypergraph H, a tuple-based ranking function assigns
for every valuation θ over the variables xF of relation RF a weight wF (θ) ∈ U ⊆ R. Then, it
L
takes the following form: rank(θ) := F ∈E wF (θ[xF ]) where ⟨U, ⊕⟩ forms a commutative
monoid. In other words, a tuple-based ranking function assigns a weight to each input tuple,
and then combines the weights through ⊕.
▶ Lemma 14. Let rank be a monotone tuple-based ranking function over V. Then, rank is
compatible with any tree decomposition of a hypergraph with vertices V.
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Since both monotone tuple-based and vertex-based ranking functions are compatible with
any tree decomposition we choose, the following result is immediate.
▶ Proposition 15. Let Q be a natural join query with optimal fractional hypertree-width fhw.
Let rank be a ranking function that can be either (i) monotone vertex-based, (ii) monotone
tuple-based. Then, for any input D, we can pre-process D in time Tp = O(|D|fhw ) and
space Sp = O(|D|fhw ) such that for any k, we can enumerate the top-k results of Q(D) with
δ = O(log |D|) and Se = O(min{k, |Q(D)|})
For instance, if the query is acyclic, hence fhw = 1, the above theorem gives an algorithm
with linear preprocessing time O(|D|) and O(log |D|) delay.
Lexicographic Ranking. A typical ordering of the output valuations is according to a
lexicographic order. In this case, each dom(x) is equipped with a total order. If V =
{x1 , . . . , xk }, a lexicographic order ⟨xi1 , . . . , xiℓ ⟩ for ℓ ≤ k means that two valuations θ1 , θ2
are first ranked on xi1 , and if they have the same rank on xi1 , then they are ranked on xi2 , and
so on. This ordering can be naturally encoded by first taking a function fx : dom(x) → R
P
that captures the total order for variable x, and then defining rank(θ) := x wx fx (θ(x)),
where wx are appropriately chosen constants. Since this ranking function is a monotone
vertex-based ranking, Proposition 15 applies here as well.
We should note here that lexicographic ordering has been previously considered in the
context of factorized databases.
▶ Proposition 16 (due to [36, 5]). Let Q be a natural join query with hypergraph H = (V, E),
and ⟨xi1 , . . . , xiℓ ⟩ a lexicographic ordering of the variables in V.
Let T be a tree decomposition with fractional hypertree-width fhw-lex such that
⟨xi1 , . . . , xiℓ ⟩ forms a prefix in the topological ordering of the variables in the decomposition. Then, for any input database D, we can pre-process D with Tp = O(|D|fhw-lex ) and
Sp = O(|D|fhw-lex ) such that results of Q(D) can be enumerated with delay δ = O(1) and
space Se = O(1).
In other words, if the lexicographic order “agrees” with the tree decomposition (in
the sense that whenever xi is before xj in the lexicographic order, xj can never be in
a bag higher than the bag where xi is), then it is possible to get an even better result
than Theorem 12, by achieving constant delay O(1), and constant space Se . However,
given a tree decomposition, Theorem 12 applies for any lexicographic ordering - in contrast
to Proposition 16. As an example, consider the join query Q(x, y, z) = R(x, y), S(y, z) and
the lexicographic ordering ⟨z, x, y⟩. Since fhw = 1, our result implies that we can achieve
O(|D|) time preprocessing with delay O(log |D|). On the other hand, the optimal width of a
tree decomposition that agrees with ⟨z, x, y⟩ is fhw-lex = 2; hence, Proposition 16 implies
O(|D|2 ) preprocessing time and space. Thus, variable orderings in a decomposition fail to
capture the additional challenge of user chosen lexicographic orderings. It is also not clear
whether further restrictions on variable orderings in Proposition 16 are sufficient to capture
ordered enumeration for other ranking functions (such as sum).
Bounded Ranking. A ranking function is c-bounded if there exists a subset S ⊆ V of size
|S| = c, such that the value of rank depends only on the variables from S. A c-bounded
ranking is related to c-determined ranking functions [28]: c-determined implies c-bounded,
but not vice versa. For c-bounded ranking functions, we can show the following result:
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▶ Proposition 17. Let Q be a natural join query with optimal fractional hypertree-width fhw.
If rank is a c-bounded ranking function, then for any input D, we can pre-process D in time
Tp = O(|D|fhw+c ) and space Sp = O(|D|fhw+c ) such that for any k, we can enumerate the
top-k results of Q(D) with δ = O(log |D|) and Se = O(min{k, |Q(D)|})

3.2

The Algorithm for the Main Theorem

At a high level, each node t in the tree decomposition will materialize in an incremental
fashion all valuations over Bt≺ that satisfy the query that corresponds to the subtree rooted
at t. We do not store explicitly each valuation θ over Bt≺ at every node t, but instead we
use a simple recursive structure C(v) that we call a cell. If t is a leaf, then C(θ) = ⟨θ, [], ⊥⟩,
where ⊥ is used to denote a null pointer. Otherwise, suppose that t has n children t1 , . . . , tn .
Then, C(θ) = ⟨θ[Bt ], [p1 , . . . , pn ], q⟩, where pi is a pointer to the cell C(θ[Bt≺i ]) stored at node
ti , and q is a pointer to a cell stored at node t (intuitively representing the “next” valuation
in the order). It is easy to see that, given a cell C(θ), one can reconstruct θ in constant time
(dependent only on the query). Additionally, each node t maintains one hash map Qt , which
maps each valuation u over key(Bt ) to a priority queue Qt [u]. The elements of Qt are cells
C(θ), where θ is a valuation over Bt≺ such that u = θ[key(Bt )]. The priority queues will be
the data structure that performs the comparison and ordering between different tuples. We
will use an implementation of a priority queue (e.g., a Fibonacci heap [13]) with the following
properties: (i) we can insert an element in constant time O(1), (ii) we can obtain the min
element (top) in time O(1), and (iii) we can delete the min element (pop) in time O(log n).
Notice that it is not straightforward to rank the cells according to the valuations, since
the ranking function is defined over all variables V. However, here we can use the fact
that the ranking function is compatible with the decomposition at hand. Indeed, given a
fixed valuation u over key(Bt ), we will order the valuations θ over Bt≺ that agree with u
according to the score: rank(vt⋆ ◦ θ) where vt⋆ is a valuation over V \ Bt≺ chosen according to
the definition of decomposability. The key intuition is that the compatibility of the ranking
function with the decomposition implies that the ordering of the tuples in the priority queue
Qt [u] will not change if we replace vt⋆ with any other valuation. Thus, the comparator can
use vt⋆ to calculate the score which is used by the priority queue internally. We next discuss
the preprocessing and enumeration phase of the algorithm.

Preprocessing. Algorithm 1 consists of two steps. The first step works exactly as in the
case where there is no ranking function: each bag Bt is computed and materialized, and then
we apply a full reducer pass to remove all tuples from the materialized bags that will not join
in the final result. The second step initializes the hash map with the priority queues for every
bag in the tree. We traverse the decomposition in a bottom up fashion (post-order traversal),
and do the following. For a leaf node t, notice that the algorithm does not enter the loop in
line 10, so each valuation θ over Bt is added to the corresponding queue as the triple ⟨θ, [], ⊥⟩.
For each non-leaf node t, we take each valuation v over Bt and form a valuation (in the form
of a cell) over Bt≺ by using the valuations with the largest rank from its children (we do this
by accessing the top of the corresponding queues in line 10). The cell is then added to the
corresponding priority queue of the bag. Observe that the root node r has only one priority
queue, since key(r) = {}.
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x, y

y, z

4

⟨2, [ ], ⊥⟩

5

QB1 [()]

⟨1, [ ], ⊥⟩ 3 QB2 [1]

z, w

QB3 [1]

⟨1, [ ], ⊥⟩

z, u

⟨1, [], ⊥⟩

1

⟨2, [], ⊥⟩

4

QB4 [1]

⟨1, [], ⊥⟩

1

⟨2, [], ⊥⟩

5

(a) Priority queue state (mirroring the decomposition) after preprocessing phase.
first popped tuple
⟨1, [ ], ⊥⟩

4

⟨1, [ ], ⟩ 3

⟨2, [ ], ⊥⟩

5

⟨1, [ ], ⊥⟩

7

⟨1, [ ], ⊥⟩ 6
⟨1, [ ], ⊥⟩ 7

QB3 [1]

⟨1, [], ⟩

1

⟨2, [], ⊥⟩

4

QB1 [()]

QB2 [1]

QB4 [1]

⟨1, [], ⟩

1

⟨2, [], ⊥⟩

5

(b) Priority queue state after one iteration of loop in procedure ENUM().

⟨1, [ ], ⟩ 3

⟨1, [ ], ⟩ 6

⟨1, [ ], ⟩ 7

⟨1, [ ], ⊥⟩ 10

⟨1, [], ⟩

1

⟨1, [], ⟩

1

⟨2, [], ⊥⟩

4

⟨2, [], ⊥⟩

5

(c) The materialized output stored at subtree rooted at B2 after enumeration is complete.

Figure 1 Preprocessing and enumeration phase for Example 1. Each memory location is shown
with a different color. Pointers in cells are denoted using which means that the it points to a
memory location with the corresponding color (shown using pointed arrows). Root bag priority
queue cells are not color coded as nobody points to them.
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Algorithm 1 Preprocessing Phase.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

foreach t ∈ V (T) do
materialize the bag Bt
full reducer pass on materialized bags in T
forall t ∈ V (T) in post-order traversal do
foreach valuation θ in bag Bt do
u ← θ[key(Bt )]
if Qt [u] is NULL then
Qt [u] ← new priority queue
ℓ ← []
/* ℓ is a list of pointers
*/
foreach child s of t do
ℓ.insert(Qs [θ[key(Bs )]].top())
Qt [u].insert(⟨θ, ℓ, ⊥⟩) /* ranking function uses θ, ℓ, vt⋆ to calculate score used
by priority queue
*/

Algorithm 2 Enumeration Phase.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

procedure enum()
while Qr [()] is not empty do
output Qr [()].top()
topdown(Qr [()].top(), r)
procedure topdown(c, t)
/* c = ⟨θ, [p1 , . . . , pk ], next⟩ */
u ← θ[key(Bt )]
if next = ⊥ then
Qt [u].pop()
foreach child ti of t do
p′i ← topdown(∗pi , ti )
if p′i ̸= ⊥ then
Qt [u].insert(⟨θ, [p1 , . . . , p′i , . . . pk ], ⊥⟩) /* insert new candidate(s)
if t is not the root then
next ← Qt [u].top()
return next

*/

▶ Example 18. As a running example, we consider the natural join query Q(x, y, z, w) =
R1 (x, y), R2 (y, z), R3 (z, w), R4 (z, u) where the ranking function is the sum of the weights of
each input tuple. Consider the following instance D and decomposition T for our running
example.
R1

R2

R3

id

w1

x

y

id

w2

y

z

id

w3

z

w

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
1

1
2

1
1

1
3

1
1

1
2

1
4

1
1

1
2
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R4

id

w3

z

u

Broot = B1

x, y

1
2

1
5

1
1

1
2

B2

y, z

z, w

z, u

B3

B4

For the instance shown above and the query decomposition that we have fixed, relation
Ri covers bag Bi , i ∈ [4]. Each relation has size N = 2. Since the relations are already
materialized, we only need to perform a full reducer pass, which can be done in linear time.
This step removes tuple (3, 1) from relation R2 as it does not join with any tuple in R1 .
Figure 1a shows the state of priority queues after the pre-processing step. For convenience,
θ in each cell ⟨θ, [p1 , . . . , pk ], next⟩ is shown using the primary key of the tuple and pointers
pi and next are shown using colored dots representing the memory location it points to.
The cell in a memory location is followed by the partial aggregated score of the tuple formed
by creating the tuple from the pointers in the cell recursively. For instance, the score of the
tuple formed by joining (y = 1, z = 1) ∈ R2 with (z = 1, w = 1) from R3 and (z = 1, u = 1)
in R4 is 1 + 1 + 1 = 3 (shown as ⟨1, [ ], ⊥⟩ 3 in the figure). Each cell in every priority queue
points to the top element of the priority queue of child nodes that are joinable. Note that
since both tuples in R1 join with the sole tuple from R2 , they point to the same cell.
Enumeration. Algorithm 2 presents the algorithm for the enumeration phase. The heart of
the algorithm is the procedure TOPDOWN(c, t). The key idea of the procedure is that whenever
we want to output a new tuple, we can simply obtain it from the top of the priority queue in
the root node (node r is the root node of the tree decomposition). Once we do that, we need
to update the priority queue by popping the top, and inserting (if necessary) new valuations
in the priority queue. This will be recursively propagated in the tree until it reaches the
leaf nodes. Observe that once the new candidates have been inserted, the next pointer of
cell c is updated by pointing to the topmost element in the priority queue. This chaining
materializes the answers for the particular bag that can be reused.
▶ Example 19. Figure 1b shows the state of the data structure after one iteration in ENUM().
The first answer returned to the user is the topmost tuple from QB1 [()] (shown in top left of
the figure). Cell ⟨1, [ ], ⊥⟩ 4 is popped from QB1 [()] (after satisfying if condition on line 8 as
next is ⊥). Since nothing is pointing to this cell, it is garbage collected (denoted by greying
out the cell). We recursively call TOPDOWN for child node B2 and cell ⟨1, [ ], ⊥⟩ 3 . The next
for this cell is also ⊥ and we pop it from QB2 [1]. At this point, QB2 [1] is empty. The next
recursive call is for B3 with ⟨1, [], ⊥⟩ 1 . The least ranked tuple but larger than ⟨1, [], ⊥⟩ 1
in QB3 [1] is the cell at address . Thus, next for ⟨1, [], ⊥⟩ 1 is updated to and cell at
is returned which leads to creation and insertion of ⟨1, [ ], ⊥⟩ 6 cell in QB2 [1]. Similarly,
we get the other cell in QB2 [1] by recursive call for B4 . After both the calls are over for
node B2 , the topmost cell at QB2 [1] is ,which is set as the next for ⟨1, [ ], ⊥⟩ 3 (changing
into ⟨1, [ ], ⟩ 3 ), terminating one full iteration. ⟨1, [ ], ⟩ 3 is not garbage collected as
⟨2, [ ], ⊥⟩ 5
is pointing to it.
Let us now look at the second iteration of ENUM(). The tuple returned is top element of
QB1 [()] which is ⟨2, [ ], ⊥⟩ 5 . However, the function TOPDOWN() with ⟨2, [ ], ⊥⟩ 5 does not
recursively go all the way down to leaf nodes. Since ⟨1, [ ], ⟩ 3 already has next populated,
we insert ⟨2, [ ], ⊥⟩ 5 in QB1 [()] completing the iteration. This demonstrates the benefit of
materializing ranked answers at each node in the tree. As the enumeration continues, we are
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materializing the output of each subtree on-the-fly that can be reused by other tuples in the
root bag. Figure 1c shows the eventual sequence of pointers at node B2 which is the ranked
materialized output of the subtree rooted at B2 . ⟨2, [ ], ⊥⟩ 5 is garbage collected.

4

Extensions

In this section, we describe two extensions of Theorem 12 and how it can be used to further
improve the main result.

4.1

Ranked Enumeration of UCQs

We begin by discussing how ranked enumeration of full UCQs can be done. The first
observation is that given a full UCQ φ = φ1 ∪ . . . φℓ , if the ranked enumeration of each
φi can be performed efficiently, then we can perform ranked enumeration for the union of
query results. This can be achieved by applying Theorem 12 to each φi and introducing
another priority queue that compares the score of the answer tuples of each φi , pops the
smallest result, and fetches the next smallest tuple from the data structure of φi accordingly.
Although each φi (D) does not contain duplicates, it may be the case that the same tuple
is generated by multiple φi . Thus, we need to introduce a mechanism to ensure that all
tuples with the same weight are enumerated in a specific order. Fortunately, this is easy
to accomplish by modifying Algorithm 2 to enumerate all tuples with the same score in
lexicographic increasing order. This ensures that tuples from each φi also arrive in the same
order. Since each φi is enumerable in ranked order with delay O(log |D|) and the overhead of
the priority queue is O(ℓ) (priority queue contains at most one tuple from each φi ), the total
delay guarantee is bounded by O(ℓ · log |D|) = O(log |D|) as the query size is a constant. The
space usage is determined by the largest fractional hypertree-width across all decompositions
of subqueries in φ. This immediately leads to the following corollary of the main result.
▶ Corollary 20. Let φ = φ1 ∪ . . . φℓ be a full UCQ. Let fhw denote the fractional hypertreewidth of all decompositions across all CQs φi , and rank be a ranking function that is
compatible with the decomposition of each φi . Then, for any input database D, we can
pre-process D in time and space,
Tp = O(|D|fhw )

Sp = O(|D|fhw )

such that for any k, we can enumerate the top-k tuples of φ(D) with
delay δ = O(log |D|)

4.2

space Se = O(min{k, |φ(D)|})

Improving The Main Result

Although Corollary 20 is a straightforward extension of Theorem 12, it is powerful enough to
improve the pre-processing time and space of Theorem 12 by using Corollary 20 in conjunction
with data-dependent tree decompositions. It is well known that the query result for any
CQ can be answered in time O(|D|fhw + |Q(D)|) time and this is asymptotically tight [2].
However, there exists another notion of width known as the submodular width (denoted
subw) [31]. It is also known that for any CQ, it holds that subw ≤ fhw. Recent work by
Abo Khamis et al. [1] presented an elegant algorithm called PANDA that constructs multiple
decompositions by partitioning the input database to minimize the intermediate join size
result. PANDA computes the output of any full CQ in time O(|D|subw · log |D| + |Q(D)|). In
other words, PANDA takes a CQ query Q and a database D as input and produces multiple
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tree decompositions in time O(|D|subw · log |D|) such that each answer tuple is generated
by at least one decomposition. The number of decompositions depends only on size of the
query and not on D. Thus, when the query size is a constant, the number of decompositions
constructed is also a constant. We can now apply Corollary 20 by setting φi as the tree
decompositions produced by PANDA to get the following result. [17] describes the details of
the enumeration algorithm and the tie-breaking comparison function.
▶ Theorem 21. Let φ be a natural join query with hypergraph H = (V, E), submodular width
subw, and rank be a ranking function that is compatible with each tree decomposition of φ.
Then, for any input database D, we can pre-process D in time and space,
Tp = O(|D|subw · log |D|)

Sp = O(|D|subw )

such that for any k, we can enumerate the top-k tuples of φ(D) with
delay δ = O(log |D|)

5

space Se = O(min{k, |φ(D)|})

Lower Bounds

In this section, we provide evidence for the near optimality of our results.

5.1

The Choice of Ranking Function

We first consider the impact of the ranking function on the performance of ranked enumeration.
We start with a simple observation that deals with the case where rank has no structure,
and can be accessed only through a blackbox that, given a tuple/valuation, returns its score:
we call this a blackbox 1 ranking function. Note that all of our algorithms work under the
blackbox assumption.
▶ Proposition 22. Let Q be a natural join query, and rank a blackbox ranking function.
Then, any enumeration algorithm on a database D needs Ω(|Q(D)|) calls to rank– and worst
∗
case Ω(|D|ρ ) calls – in order to output the smallest tuple.
Indeed, if the algorithm does not examine the rank of an output tuple, then we can always
assign a value to the ranking function such that the tuple is the smallest one. Hence, in the
case where there is no restriction on the ranking function, the simple result in Proposition 10
that materializes and sorts the output is essentially optimal. Thus, it is necessary to exploit
properties of the ranking function in order to construct better algorithms. Unfortunately,
even for natural restrictions of ranking functions, it is not possible to do much better than
∗
the |D|ρ bound for certain queries.
Such a natural restriction is that of coordinate decomposable functions, where we can
show the following lower bound result:
▶ Lemma 23. Consider the query Q(x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 ) = R(x1 , y1 ), S(x2 , y2 ) and let rank be a
blackbox coordinate decomposable ranking function. Then, there exists an instance of size N
such that the time required to find the smallest tuple is Ω(N 2 ).
Lemma 23 shows that for coordinate decomposable functions, there exist queries where
obtaining constant (or almost constant) delay requires the algorithm to spend superlinear
time during the preprocessing step. Given this result, the immediate question is to see
whether we can extend the lower bound to other CQs.
1

Blackbox implies that the score rank(θ) is revealed only upon querying the function.
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We first show a dichotomy result for coordinate

▶ Theorem 24. Consider a full acyclic query Q and a coordinate decomposable blackbox
ranking function. There exists an algorithm that enumerates the result of Q in ranked order
with O(log |D|) delay guarantee and Tp = O(|D|) preprocessing time if and only if there are
no atoms R and S in Q such that vars(R) \ vars(S) ≥ 2 and vars(S) \ vars(R) ≥ 2.
For example, the query Q(x, y, z) = R(x, y), S(y, z) satisfies the condition of Theorem 24,
while the Cartesian product query defined in Lemma 23 does not.
Dichotomy for edge decomposable. We will show a dichotomy result for edge decomposable
ranking functions: these are functions that are S-decomposable for any S that is a hyperedge
in the query hypergraph. Before we present the result, we need to formally define the notion
of path and diameter in a hypergraph.
▶ Definition 25. Given a connected hypergraph H = (V, E), a path P in H from vertex x1 to
xs+1 is a vertex-edge alternate set x1 E1 x2 E2 . . . xs Es xs+1 such that {xi , xi+1 } ⊆ Ei (i ∈ [s])
and xi =
̸ xj , E i =
̸ Ej for i ̸= j. Here, s is the length of the path P . The distance between any
two vertices u and v, denoted d(u, v), is the length of the shortest path connecting u and v.
The diameter of a hypergraph, dia(H), is the maximum distance between all pairs of vertices.
▶ Theorem 26. Consider a full connected acyclic join query Q and a blackbox edge decomposable ranking function. Then, there exists an algorithm that enumerates the result of Q
in ranked order with O(log |D|) delay and Tp = O(|D|) preprocessing time if and only if
dia(Q) ≤ 3.
For example, Q(x, y, z, w) = R(x, y), S(y, z), T (z, w) has diameter 3, and thus we can
enumerate the result with linear preprocessing time and logarithmic delay for any edge
decomposable ranking function. On the other hand, for the 4-path query Q(x, y, z, w, t) =
R(x, y), S(y, z), T (z, w), U (w, t), it is not possible to achieve this.
When the query is not connected, the characterization must be slightly modified: an
acyclic query can be enumerated with O(log |D|) delay and Tp = O(|D|) if and only if each
connected subquery has diameter at most 3.

5.2

Beyond Logarithmic Delay

Next, we examine whether the logarithmic factor that we obtain in the delay of Theorem 12
can be removed for ranked enumeration. In other words, is it possible to achieve constant
delay enumeration while keeping the preprocessing time small, even for simple ranking
functions? To reason about this, we need to describe the X + Y sorting problem.
Given two lists of n numbers, X = ⟨x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ⟩ and Y = ⟨y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ⟩, we want to
enumerate all n2 pairs (xi , yj ) in ascending order of their sum xi + yj . This classic problem
has a trivial O(n2 log n) algorithm that materializes all n2 pairs and sorts them. However, it
remains an open problem whether the pairs can be enumerated faster in the RAM model.
Fredman [22] showed that O(n2 ) comparisons suffice in the nonuniform linear decision tree
model, but it remains open whether this can be converted into an O(n2 )-time algorithm in
the real RAM model. Steiger and Streinu [43] gave a simple algorithm that takes O(n2 log n)
time while using only O(n2 ) comparisons.
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▶ Conjecture 27 ([9, 18]). X + Y sorting does not admit an O(n2 ) time algorithm.
In our setting, X + Y sorting can be expressed as enumerating the output of the cartesian
product Q(x, y) = R(x), S(y), where relations R and S correspond to the sets X and Y
respectively. The ranking function is rank(x, y) = x + y. Conjecture 27 implies that it is
not possible to achieve constant delay for the cartesian product query and the sum ranking
function; otherwise, a full enumeration would produce a sorted order in time O(n2 ).

6

Related Work

Top-k ranked enumeration of join queries has been studied extensively by the database
community for both certain [29, 37, 26, 30] and uncertain databases [38, 45]. Most of these
works exploit the monotonicity property of scoring functions, building offline indexes and
integrate the function into the cost model of the query optimizer in order to bound the number
of operations required per answer tuple. We refer the reader to [25] for a comprehensive
survey of top-k processing techniques. More recent work [10, 23] has focused on enumerating
twig-pattern queries over graphs. Our work departs from this line of work in two aspects: (i)
use of novel techniques that use query decompositions and clever tricks to achieve strictly
better space requirement and formal delay guarantees; (ii) our algorithms are applicable to
arbitrary hypergraphs as compared to simple graph patterns over binary relations. Most
closely related to our setting are [28] and [44]. Algorithm in [28] is fundamentally different
from ours. It uses an adaptation of Lawler-Murty’s procedure to generate candidate output
tuples which is also a source of inefficiency given that it ignores query structure. [44] presented
a novel anytime algorithm for enumerating homomorphic tree patterns with worst case delay
and space guarantees where the ranking function is sum of weights of input tuples that
contribute to an output tuple. Their algorithm also generates candidate output tuples with
different scores and sorts them via a priority queue. However, the candidate generation phase
is expensive and can be improved substantially, as we show in this paper. Our algorithm
also generalizes the approach of prior work that showed how to find k shortest paths in a
graph [19] and may be useful to other problems in DP [39] and DGM [11] where ranked
enumeration is useful.
Rank aggregation algorithms. Top-k processing over ranked lists of objects has a rich
history. The problem was first studied by Fagin et al. [20, 21] where the database consists of
N objects and m ranked streams, each containing a ranking of the N objects with the goal
of finding the top-k results for coordinate monotone functions. The authors proposed Fagin’s
algorithm (FA) and Threshold algorithm (TA), both of which were shown to be instance
optimal for database access cost under sorted list access and random access model. This
model would be applicable to our setting only if Q(D) is already computed and materialized.
More importantly, TA can only give O(N ) delay guarantee using O(N ) space. [32] extended
the problem setting to the case where we want to enumerate top-k answers for t-path query.
The first proposed algorithm J ∗ uses an iterative deepening mechanism that pushes the most
promising candidates into a priority queue. Unfortunately, even though the algorithm is
instance optimal with respect to number of sorted access over each list, the delay guarantee
is Ω(|Q(D)|) with space requirement S = Ω(|Q(D)|). A second proposed algorithm JP∗ A
allows random access over each sorted list. JP∗ A uses a dynamic threshold to decide when to
use random access over other lists to find joining tuples versus sorted access but does not
improve formal guarantees.
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Query enumeration. The notion of constant delay query enumeration was introduced by
Bagan, Durand and Grandjean in [3]. In this setting, preprocessing time is supposed to be
much smaller than the time needed to evaluate the query (usually, linear in the size of the
database), and the delay between two output tuples may depend on the query, but not on the
database. This notion captures the intrinsic hardness of query structure. For an introduction
to this topic and an overview of the state-of-the-art we refer the reader to the survey [40, 42].
Most of the results in existing works focus only on lexicographic enumeration of query results
where the ordering of variables cannot be arbitrarily chosen. Transferring the static setting
enumeration results to under updates has also been a subject of recent interest [7, 6].
Factorized databases. Following the landmark result of [36] which introduced the notion
of using the logical structure of the query for efficient join evaluation, a long line of research
has benefited from its application to learning problems and broader classes of queries [5, 4,
35, 16, 27, 14, 15]. The core idea of factorized databases is to convert an arbitrary query into
an acyclic query by finding a query decomposition of small width. This width parameter
controls the space and pre-processing time required in order to build indexes allowing for
constant delay enumeration. We build on top of factorized representations and integrate
ranking functions in the framework to enable enumeration beyond lexicographic orders.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we study the problem of CQ result enumeration in ranked order. We combine
the notion of query decompositions with certain desirable properties of ranking functions
to enable logarithmic delay enumeration with small preprocessing time. The most natural
open problem is to prove space lower bounds to see if our algorithms are optimal at least for
certain classes of CQs. An intriguing question is to explore the full continuum of time-space
tradeoffs. For instance, for any compatible ranking function with the 4-path query and
TP = O(N ), we can achieve δ = O(N 3/2 ) with space Se = O(N ) and δ = O(log N ) with
space Se = O(N 2 ). The precise tradeoff between these two points and its generalization
to arbitrary CQs is unknown. There also remain several open question regarding how the
structure of ranking functions influences the efficiency of the algorithms. In particular, it
would be interesting to find fine-grained classes of ranking functions which are more expressive
than totally decomposable, but less expressive than coordinate decomposable. For instance,
the ranking function f (x, y) = |x − y| is not coordinate decomposable, but it is piecewise
coordinate decomposable on either side of the global minimum critical point for each x
valuation.
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Abstract
In ICDT’19, Kara, Ngo, Nikolic, Olteanu, and Zhang gave a structure which maintains the number
T of triangles in an undirected graph G = (V, E) along with the edge insertions/deletions in G.
√
Using O(m) space (m = |E|), their structure supports an update in O( m log m) amortized time
which is optimal (up to polylog factors) subject to the OMv-conjecture (Henzinger, Krinninger,
Nanongkai, and Saranurak, STOC’15). Aiming to improve the update efficiency, we study:
the optimal tradeoff between update time and approximation quality. We require a structure to
provide the (ϵ, Γ)-guarantee: when queried, it should return an estimate t of T that has relative
error at most ϵ if T ≥ Γ, or an absolute error at most ϵ · Γ, otherwise. We prove that, under any
ϵ ≤ 0.49 and subject to the OMv-conjecture, no structure can guarantee O(m0.5−δ /Γ) expected
amortized update time and O(m2/3−δ ) query time simultaneously for any constant δ > 0; this is
true for Γ = mc of any constant c in [0, 1/2). We match the lower bound with a structure that
√
ensures Õ((1/ϵ)3 · m/Γ) amortized update time with high probability, and O(1) query time.
√
(for exact counting) how to achieve arboricity-sensitive update time. For any 1 ≤ Γ ≤ m, we
describe a structure of O(min{αm + m log m, (m/Γ)2 }) space that maintains T precisely, and
√
supports an update in Õ(min{α + Γ, m}) amortized time, where α is the largest arboricity of
G in history (and does not need to be known). Our structure reconstructs the aforementioned
√
ICDT’19 result up to polylog factors by setting Γ = m, but achieves Õ(m0.5−δ ) update time
as long as α = O(m0.5−δ ).
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Introduction

In the dynamic approximate triangle counting (DATC) problem, we want to maintain a data
structure on an undirected graph G = (V, E) to support
update(e): either adds a new edge e or removes an existing edge e;
query: returns an estimate t of the number T of triangles (i.e., 3-cliques) in G. Specifically,
setting m = |E|, we require that the estimate t should satisfy an (ϵ, Γ(m))-guarantee:

ϵ·T
if T ≥ Γ(m)
|t − T | ≤
(1)
ϵ · Γ(m)

otherwise

where ϵ is a parameter of the structure satisfying 0 < ϵ ≤ 1, and Γ(m) a non-descending
function of m satisfying
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Γ(m) ≥ 1
Γ(c · m) = O(Γ(m)) for any constant c > 1.
The query is allowed to fail with probability at most 1/m2 .
Unless there is a need to emphasize on the parameter m, we will write function Γ(m) simply
as Γ. The (ϵ, Γ)-guarantee, phrased differently, requires that the estimate t should have a
relative error at most ϵ or an absolute error at most ϵ · Γ.
The dynamic exact triangle counting (DETC) problem is defined analogously except that
the value t returned by a query should always be equal to T .
Notations and math conventions. Throughout the paper, N is the set of integers, [x]
denotes the set {1, 2, ..., x} for an integer x ≥ 1, Õ(.) suppresses a polylog m factor, {u, v}
represents an undirected edge between vertices u and v, while a directed edge from u to v is
represented as (u, v). An event occurs with high probability (w.h.p.) if its probability is at
least 1 − 1/m2 .

1.1

Motivation

Triangle counting is equivalent to computing the output size of the conjunctive query
ans(a, b, c)

=

R1 (a, b), R2 (a, c), R3 (b, c).

(2)

DETC can be easily reduced to the above query by duplicating E three times. Conversely,
query (2) can be reduced to DETC as follows. Suppose that relations R1 , R2 , R3 have
schemes {A, B}, {A, C}, and {B, C}, respectively, where attributes A, B, and C have disjoint
domains. Create a graph G = (V, E) such that (i) V contains a vertex for every distinct
value of A, B, C, and (ii) E has an edge {u, v} for every tuple (u, v) of R1 , R2 , R3 . It is easy
to verify that each tuple (a, b, c) in the query result corresponds to a unique triangle in G,
and vice versa. Inserting/deleting a tuple is translated to an edge update in G.
Our initial motivation stemmed from two recent results on DETC. Subject to the OMv
conjecture (Section 1.2), Henzinger, Krinninger, Nanongkai, and Saranurak showed [20] (long
version [21]) that no structure with O(m0.5−δ ) amortized update time can guarantee O(m1−δ )
query time, for any constant δ > 0. Kara, Ngo, Nikolic, Olteanu, and Zhang [27] matched
√
this lower bound with a linear-space structure of O( m log m) amortized update time1 and
O(1) query time.
√
O( m log m) update time is rather expensive for practical applications. We thus ask:
Question 1: How much loss of accuracy is necessary, if we want to (significantly)
reduce the update cost of [27]?
Question 2: If we insist on exact counting, how to derive an update bound using
√
certain intrinsic parameters of G which can be o( m) for many practical inputs?

1.2

Related Work

Upper Bounds. Kopelowitz et al. [28] studied the following dynamic set intersection size
problem. Define C as a collection of non-empty sets S1 , S2 , ..., Sℓ for some ℓ ≥ 1 (the domain
P
of the elements therein is unimportant). Set m = S∈C |S|. Given distinct i, j ∈ [ℓ], a query
1

√
In [27], the amortized update complexity was stated as O( m), assuming that dictionary search on a
set of elements can be performed in constant time by a structure that can be updated also in constant
time. Removing the assumption with hashing would degrade the update guarantee into an expected
bound; doing so with a binary search tree would introduce a logarithmic factor.
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reports the number of elements in Si ∩ Sj . We want to maintain a structure to support not
only queries and also updates (element insertions/deletions) in the sets of C. The structure
√
√
of [28] uses O(m) space, performs an update in Õ( m) time, and answers a query in Õ( m)
time.2 This structure can be deployed to perform DETC with the same guarantees as [27],
up to polylog factors.
Eppstein and Spiro [17] described a DETC structure that supports a query in O(1) time,
and an update in O(h log m) time, where h is the h-index of G at the time of the update.3
The update cost compares favorably with the structure of [27] (Section 1.1) because h is
√
√
always O( m) but can be far less than m. However, the structure of [17] consumes O(mh)
space, while that of [27] needs only O(m) space.
The DETC problem – equivalently, conjunctive query (2) – is a special form of the
first-order queries studied by Berkholz et al. [8]. When applied to DETC, their structure
performs an update in Õ(1) time and a query in constant time, when the maximum degree d
O(1)
of the vertices is a constant. In general, however, the update time of [8] is 2d
which is
√
much higher than m even for moderate d. Note that the objective of [8] is to achieve results
of this form over a broad class of queries on sparse databases (rather than just DETC).
In the static scenario where no updates are allowed, the fastest algorithm for exact triangle
counting is still the classic O(m2ω/(ω+1) )-time algorithm of Alon, Yuster, and Zwick [1],
where ω < 2.373 is the exponent of matrix multiplication. Chiba and Nishizeki [13] described
an algorithm of time O(αm) where α is the arboricity of G, which is the smallest number of
√
edge-disjoint forests that cover all the edges in G; in general, α is between 1 and ⌈ m⌉. For
approximate counting up to relative error ϵ, Eden, Levi, Ron, and Seshadhri [16] gave an
algorithm of Õ((1/ϵ)2 · m1.5 /T ) time. This result can be generalized to counting arbitrary
subgraphs; see the work of Assadi, Kapralov, and Khanna [2] and of Chen and Yi [12].
There is a line of research on approximate triangle counting with a stream algorithm
that makes one or constant passes over E (see [3–5, 9, 11, 15, 18, 23–25, 31, 34, 35, 37] and
the references therein). The main purpose there is to minimize the amount of space used.
One-pass algorithms on arbitrarily-ordered streams (i.e., edges arriving in any order) can
be used to deal with DATC when only insertions are present. However, in that scenario,
Braverman, Ostrovsky, and Vilenchik [9] showed that Ω(m) space is compulsory even to
distinguish between T = 0 and T = Ω(|V |). This implies the necessity of retaining E entirely
in the worst case. Our DATC problem complements [9] by asking: as E must be stored
anyway, how to organize it properly to permit fast updates?
There have been works on approximate triangle counting on a dynamic stream (arbitrary
edges insertions and deletions). Bulteau, Froese, Kutzkov, and Pagh [10] developed a structure
√
of Õ((1/ϵ)2 · m · P2 /T ) space that has constant query time but Õ((1/ϵ)2 · P2 /T ) update time,
where P2 is the number of 2-paths in G. Another structure due to Manjunath, Mehlhorn,
Panagiotou, and Sun [30] uses Õ(poly(1/ϵ) · m3 /T 2 ) space, and achieves constant query time
and Õ(poly(1/ϵ) · m3 /T 2 ) update time (see also [26]). These structures are applicable to
DATC, but their update time is quite large compared to our results (Section 1.3). It should
be noted, however, that the focus of [10, 26, 30] is to understand when the space can be made
o(m), rather than the update-query tradeoff.

2

3

Precisely speaking, Kopelowitz et al. [28] considered a different type of queries, which return whether
Si ∩ Sj is empty (as opposed to |Si ∩ Sj |). However, their structure can be easily adapted to achieve
the stated guarantees on the dynamic set intersection size problem.
The h-index is the maximum integer x such that G has x vertices of degree at least x.
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A natural attempt to perform DATC on G = (V, E) is to take a random subset E ′ ⊆ E,
build an exact counting structure to monitor the number T ′ of triangles in G′ = (V, E ′ ), and
then scale T ′ up appropriately to estimate the number of triangles in G. To our knowledge,
the most promising approach in this direction is the colorful triangle sampling technique by
Pagh and Tsourakakis [32], originally proposed for parallel computation. In our contexts, the
technique is applicable if Γ is sufficiently large. This can be best illustrated by fixing ϵ to a
constant; when Γ ≥ c|V | log2 |V | for some constant c, the technique (combined with [27]) gives
√
|1.5
1
a structure supporting a query in constant time and an update in Õ( m · max{ |VΓ1.5
, Γ0.75
})
time w.h.p. This bound will be strictly improved by our methods.
Lower bounds. In the online boolean matrix-vector multiplication (OMv) problem, an
algorithm first spends poly(n) time preprocessesing an n × n boolean matrix M , and is then
required to compute M v i (i ∈ [n]) where each v i is an n × 1 boolean vector.4 Vector v i+1
(i ≥ 1) is revealed only after the algorithm has output M v i . The cost is the total time spent
on the n vectors.
OMv-conjecture [21]: no algorithm can solve the problem with probability at
least 2/3 using subcubic cost O(n3−δ ) for any constant δ > 0.
The conjecture explains in a remarkable manner the computational hardness of a great
variety of problems [21], and gives rise to the tight (conditional) lower bound on DETC
mentioned in Section 1.1 (see [7] for the conjecture’s implications on conjunctive queries
when the update time has to be Õ(1)).
It has been shown [21] that the OMv conjecture implies another well-known conjecture
formulated by Patrascu [33] on the multiphase problem (namely, if the former is correct,
so is the latter, which means that the former is at least as hard to prove as the latter).
Patrascu’s conjecture has been utilized to establish (conditional) lower bounds on dynamic
set intersection emptiness [19, 28, 29], which can be converted to lower bounds on DETC,
but they are not tight (we will elaborate on this in Section 2). Indeed, many of the lower
bounds obtained from Patrascu’s conjecture can be strengthened with OMv (see [21] for a
comprehensive list); the same phenomenon also applies to the DATC lower bound (Theorem 1)
developed in this paper (more details in Section 2).

1.3

Our Results

DATC.

Regarding Question 1 (Section 1.1), we first prove a conditional lower bound:

▶ Theorem 1. Consider the DATC problem where ϵ ≤ 0.49 and Γ = mc for an arbitrary
constant c satisfying 0 ≤ c < 1/2. Subject to the OMv-conjecture, no DATC structure can
2
ensure O(m0.5−δ /Γ) amortized update time and O(m 3 −δ ) query time simultaneously, where
δ > 0 is an arbitrary constant. This is true even if the amortized update time holds only in
expectation.
We are able to match the lower bound with:
√
▶ Theorem 2. There is a DATC structure that ensures Õ((1/ϵ)3 · m/Γ) amortized update
time w.h.p. and O(1) query time. The space of the structure is Õ(m + (1/ϵ)2 · m1.5 /Γ).

4

Additions and multiplications are as in the boolean semi-ring.
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For constant ϵ ≤ 0.49, Theorems 1 and 2 together give the full tradeoff between update time
and the approximation quality (subject to the OMv-conjecture). As a pleasant implication,
for constant ϵ Theorem 2 shows that one can achieve Õ(1) amortized update time and O(1)
√
√
query time by setting Γ = m; in other words, we never have to worry about Γ > m
√
(simply lower such Γ to m). It is interesting to note, in retrospect, that the constant c in
Theorem 1 does not reach 1/2.
DETC. We address Question 2 by giving a new structure whose performance depends on
the arboricity of G (Section 1.2):
√
▶ Theorem 3. For any monotonic function Γ(m) satisfying 1 ≤ Γ(m) ≤ m and Γ(c · m) =
m
O(Γ(m)), there is a DETC structure of O(min{αm + m log m, ( Γ(m)
)2 }) space that supports
√
an update in Õ(min{α + Γ(m), m}) amortized time, and a query in O(1) time, where α is
the largest arboricity of G in history. This holds even if α is unknown.
√
By setting Γ = m, we reconstruct the result of [27] up to polylog factors; on the other
hand, we can do significantly better when α is small, i.e., G is sparse. In particular, when G
is a planar graph, α = O(1); thus our structure achieves O(m log m) space, Õ(1) amortized
update time, and constant query time. The arboricity of a graph is always bounded by the
√
h-index, but can be considerably lower, e.g., a planar graph can have an h-index of Θ( m);
our structure is, therefore, not subsumed by [17] (Section 1.2). Similarly, even a planar
graph can have a maximum vertex degree of Θ(|V |); our result is, therefore, not subsumed
by [8] either. Interestingly, if α is known in advance, by setting Γ = α, we obtain a structure
occupying Õ(min{αm, m2 /α2 }) = Õ(m4/3 ) space that supports an update in Õ(α) time and
ensures constant query time.

2

Hardness of Dynamic Approximate Triangle Counting

In this section, we will prove:
▶ Lemma 4. Consider the DATC problem with ϵ = 0.49 and Γ = mc for an arbitrary
constant c satisfying 0 ≤ c < 1/2. Subject to the OMv-conjecture, no structure can guarantee
O(m0.5−δ−c ) expected amortized update time and O(m1−2c/3−δ ) query time, where δ > 0 can
be an arbitrarily small constant.
Theorem 1 is a corollary of Lemma 4, noticing that (i) 1 − 2c/3 > 2/3 for c < 1/2, and
(ii) any solution that works for ϵ < 0.49 must also work for ϵ = 0.49. To prove the lemma,
we will consider the dynamic triangle detection (DTD) problem, where we want to store G in
a data structure to support:
update(e): either adds a new edge e or removes an existing edge e;
query: returns a single bit indicating whether G has any triangles at all. The query is
allowed to fail with probability at most 1/m2 .
The lemma below was first established in [21]:
▶ Lemma 5 ( [21]). Subject to the OMv-conjecture, no DTD structure can guarantee
O(m0.5−δ ) amortized update time and O(m1−δ ) query time, where δ > 0 can be an arbitrarily
small constant. This is true even if the amortized update time holds only in expectation.5
5

The statement in [21] (see Corollary 3.4 therein) does not contain the second sentence. Furthermore,
the DTD query in [21] is not allowed to fail. However, it is easy to extend their argument to prove
Lemma 5. We provide a complete proof in the full version of this paper, which can be found on the
homepage of the second author.
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Suppose that algorithm A is able to maintain a DATC structure – on our instance where
′
′
ϵ = 0.49 and Γ = mc – which supports an update in O(m0.5−δ /Γ) = O(m0.5−δ −c ) expected
′
amortized time and a query in O(m1−2c/3−δ ) time for some δ ′ > 0. We will deploy A to
obtain a DTD structure that contradicts Lemma 5.
Establishing Lemma 4. Henceforth, denote by G the input graph to the DTD problem,
and by m the number of edges in G. Given an integer parameter x ≥ 1, we define an image
graph [15] G′ as follows:
for each vertex u in G, create x image vertices in G′ ;
for each edge {u, v} in G, create x2 image edges in G′ by connecting every image vertex
of u and every image vertex of v.
The total number of edges in G′ equals m′ = x2 m. Observe that if G has T triangles, then
the number of triangles in G′ is T ′ = x3 T .
We now proceed to explain how to support updates and DTD queries on G. For this
purpose, let us first assume that M ≤ m ≤ 2M for some integer M ≥ 1. The assumption
will be removed with global rebuilding, as explained later.
We choose:
x

=

c

(2M ) 3−2c .

(3)
3

with which m′ = x2 m = Θ(m 3−2c ).
We apply A to build a DATC structure on G′ (with ϵ = 0.49 and Γ = m′c ). Given an
update(e) on G, we use A to insert/delete all the x2 image edges of e in G′ in expected
amortized time
′

2c

3

1

′

1

3δ ′

O(m′0.5−δ −c · x2 ) = O(m 3−2c + 3−2c ( 2 −δ −c) ) = O(m 2 − 3−2c ).
To explain how to answer a DTD query, we will need:
▶ Proposition 6. ϵm′c < x3 /2.
2c

3

Proof. First note that m′ = x2 m ≤ (2M ) 3−2c · (2M ) = (2M ) 3−2c . Hence, ϵm′c is at most
3c
0.49 · (2M ) 3−2c < x3 /2.
◀
G has a triangle if and only if G′ has at least T ′ ≥ x3 triangles. Given a DTD query on
G, we run A to detect whether T ′ ≥ x3 . For this purpose, it suffices to issue a DATC query
on G′ . The output t of the DATC query is greater than x3 /2 if and only if T ′ ≥ x3 . This is
because
when T ′ < x3 , it must hold that T ′ = 0, in which case t can be at most ϵ · Γ(m′ ) =
ϵm′c < x3 /2 (Proposition 6);
when T ′ ≥ x3 , t ≥ (1 − ϵ)T ′ ≥ (1 − ϵ)x3 > x3 /2.
By our assumptions on A, the DATC query runs in time
2c

′

3

2c

′

3δ ′

O(m′1− 3 −δ ) = O(m 3−2c (1− 3 −δ ) ) = O(m1− 3−2c ).
It remains to remove the assumption M ≤ m ≤ 2M . For this purpose, it suffices to
destroy and rebuild the DATC structure whenever m reaches M or 2M . The value of M for
the new structure is set to 2m/3. This makes sure Ω(M ) updates on G must have happened
before the next reconstruction. Standard amortization arguments show that the amortized
1
3δ ′
update time is still O(m 2 − 3−2c ) in expectation.
We thus have obtained a DTD structure with expected amortized update time O(m0.5−δ )
3δ ′
and query time O(m1−δ ) with δ = 3−2c
, contradicting Lemma 5. This completes the proof
of Lemma 4.
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Remarks. A weaker lower bound would result from Patrascu’s multiphase conjecture [33].
Consider, for simplicity, c = 0 (essentially, exact counting) in which case the strongest lower
bound derived with that conjecture [28,29] asserts that no structure can guarantee O(m1/3−δ )
update and query time simultaneously6 . This is also the best we can prove by executing our
argument on the multiphase conjecture, but is worse than Theorem 1 by a polynomial factor.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that our argument actually works for any ϵ < 0.5.

3

A Structure for Dynamic Approximate Triangle Counting

This section presents a DATC structure which achieves the performance in Theorem 2.

3.1

Overview

We will start by describing a “folklore” algorithm (see Section 3.6 for a discussion) for
approximate triangle counting on a static graph G = (V, E). Denote by d(u) the degree of
vertex u ∈ V . Define an ordering ≺ on V : u ≺ v if d(u) < d(v), breaking ties by id. Orient
G by pointing each edge {u, v} ∈ E from u to v where u ≺ v. Let E + be the set of directed
edges thus obtained, and define G+ = (V, E + ) as the resulting directed graph. Denote by
√
d+ (u) the out-degree of u ∈ V in G+ ; it must hold that d+ (u) = O( m).
To estimate the number T of triangles, initialize Λ = 0, and repeat the following
s = Õ((1/ϵ)2 · m1.5 /T ) times:
1. Take an edge (u, v) ∈ E + and then an out-neighbor w of u, both uniformly at random
(note that v may be w). We will refer to (u, v, w) as a random tuple.
2. Add the contribution of (u, v, w) to Λ, which is d+ (u) if (v, w) ∈ E + , or 0 otherwise.
Finally, return Λ · (m/s) as the estimate, guaranteed to enjoy a relative error at most ϵ w.h.p.
Our structure dynamizes the above algorithm, as outlined next.
Standard ideas. We can replace T with Γ (Section 1), and maintain a set S of s = Õ((1/ϵ)2 ·
m1.5 /Γ) random tuples, as well as the sum Λ of their contributions. Inserting/deleting an edge
{u, v} may flip the directions of many edges, rendering it expensive to keep G+ up-to-date.
But the issue can be easily remedied: it suffices to flip an edge only after Ω(min{d(u), d(v)})
updates. For this purpose, we introduce a function D such that D(u) approximates d(u) up
to a small constant factor for every u ∈ V . Accordingly, ≺ is redefined with respect to D:
u ≺ v if D(u) < D(v), breaking ties by id. We can then afford to materialize G+ explicitly
by updating it only when D changes.
D(u) is adjusted when it ceases to approximate d(u). When this happens, some edges
of u in G+ have their directions flipped, e.g., (u, v) becomes (v, u). A major challenge now
enters the picture: the altering of d+ (v) may affect all the contributions of the random
tuples (x, y, z) with x = v! Specifically, each (v, y, z) ∈ S may have already registered in Λ a
contribution d+ (v), which therefore must be modified. Unfortunately, we cannot afford to do
so for all neighbors v of u.
New ideas. We overcome the above challenge by introducing another function D+ such
that D+ (u) approximates d+ (u) up to some small factor for every u ∈ V . For each random
tuple (u, v, w) ∈ S, its contribution is either D+ (u) – as opposed to d+ (u) – or 0. Only

6

A DETC structure with O(m1/3−δ ) update and query time will lead to ti = O(N 1/3−δ ) and tq =
O(N 1/3−δ ) in the context of Theorem 9 of [28], causing a contradiction there.
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when D+ (u) ceases to approximate d+ (u) will we adjust the tuple’s contribution in Λ. This
“two-level approximation” (i.e., D and D+ ) is the key in our solution to DATC. We will
argue that D, D+ , S, and Λ can be maintained efficiently along with the edge updates.

3.2

Structure

Our discussion will assume that the number m of edges in G satisfies M ≤ m ≤ 2M for some
integer M ≥ 1. The assumption can be removed by reconstructing our structure periodically.
Main structure.

=2
D(u)
1

Let D : V → N be a function such that for every u ∈ V :

∈ [ 2 d(u), 32 d(u)]

if d(u) ≤ 1
otherwise.

(4)

As mentioned, for two distinct vertices u, v ∈ V , u ≺ v if D(u) < D(v), breaking ties by id.
This gives rise to the directed graph G+ = (V, E + ) as defined in Section 3.1. Let D+ : V → N
be another function such that for every u ∈ V :
h
i
D+ (u) ∈ (1 − ϵ/2) · d+ (u), (1 + ϵ/2) · d+ (u) .
(5)
During an edge insertion/deletion, function D (or D+ , resp.) may temporarily violate (4)
(or (5), resp.), in which case we say that the function is bad. D (or D+ , resp.) is good when
no violation occurs. At the beginning or right after reconstruction, D+ (u) = d+ (u) for all
u ∈ V ; and D(u) = d(u) if d(u) ≥ 2, or 2 otherwise.
Set s = Õ((1/ϵ)2 · M 1.5 /Γ(M )); note that the function Γ(.) is parameterized for the
smallest possible m = M . Define S to be a set of s independent random tuples drawn from
G+ (Section 3.1). Each tuple (x, y, z) ∈ S makes a contribution
 +
D (x) if (y, z) ∈ E +
f (x, y, z) =
(6)
0

otherwise.

Set
Λ

=

X

f (x, y, z).

(7)

(x,y,z)∈S

Given vertices u, v ∈ V , define:
X
Ξu,v =
D+ (x)

(8)

(x,u,v)∈S

where the summation is over the random tuples (x, y, z) satisfying y = u, z = v. The pair
(u, v) is active if at least one such random tuple exists.
Our structure can be summarized as: (i) graphs G and G+ , (ii) functions D and D+ ,
(iii) the set S of random tuples, and (iv) the value of Λ, and values of Ξu,v ’s for all active
(u, v). It is worth pointing out that Λ and the Ξu,v ’s do not imply the need to maintain the
contribution function f in (6).
Filtered subsets of S. We will use “⊥” to denote a wildcard, and define the boolean
expression “u = ⊥” to be true for any u ∈ V . Given q1 , q2 , and q3 where each qi (1 ≤ i ≤ 3)
is either a vertex or a wildcard, we introduce:
Sq1 ,q2 ,q3

=

{(x, y, z) ∈ S | x = q1 , y = q2 , z = q3 }

namely, the subset obtained by filtering S using q1 , q2 , q3 .
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▶ Lemma 7. All the statements below are true:
For any u ∈ V , |Su,⊥,⊥ | = Õ(d+ (u) · s/m) w.h.p.
For any u, v ∈ V such that (u, v) ∈ E + , |Su,v,⊥ | = Õ(s/m) w.h.p.
For any u, v ∈ V such that (u, v) ∈ E + , |Su,⊥,v | = Õ(s/m) w.h.p.
Proof. A random tuple (x, y, z) satisfies x = u if and only if (x, y) is an out-edge of u in G+ .
As (x, y) is a random edge in G+ , it is an out-edge of u with probability d+ (u)/m. Due to
independence, |Su,⊥,⊥ | is Õ(s · d+ (u)/m) w.h.p., as stated in the first bullet.
To prove the 2nd (or 3rd, resp.) bullet, it suffices to show that (x, y, z) belongs to |Su,v,⊥ |
(or |Su,⊥,v |, resp.) with probability 1/m. This is obvious for Su,v,⊥ . For (x, y, z) to appear
in Su,⊥,v :
(x, y) must be an out-edge of u, which happens with probability d+ (u)/m;
z chooses v, which happens with probability 1/d+ (u).
Therefore, Pr[(x, y, z) ∈ Su,⊥,v ] = 1/m.
◀
Auxiliary structures. We assume the availability of auxiliary structures for:
Given any q1 , q2 and q3 , retrieve the size of Sq1 ,q2 ,q3 in Õ(1) time.
Given any q1 , q2 , q3 and an integer k between 1 and |Sq1 ,q2 ,q3 |, uniformly sample k tuples
without replacement (WoR) from Sq1 ,q2 ,q3 in Õ(k) time. By setting k = |Sq1 ,q2 ,q3 |, we can
use the operation to extract the entire Sq1 ,q2 ,q3 .
Given any u, v ∈ V , in Õ(1) time either retrieve Ξu,v or assert that (u, v) is not active.
Generate a random tuple from G+ in Õ(1) time.
All the auxiliary structures can be implemented as simple variants of binary search trees (see
Chapter 14 of [14]).
Space. The overall space consumption is clearly O(m + s) = Õ(m + (1/ϵ)2 · m1.5 /Γ(m)),
using the fact that Γ(m) ≤ Γ(2M ) = O(Γ(M )).
Query.

We will prove in Appendix B:

▶ Lemma 8. With probability at least 1 − 1/m3 , the value Λ · (M/s) is an estimate satisfying
the (ϵ, Γ(m)) guarantee.
A query can therefore be answered in constant time.
Remarks. The following subsections will explain how to support insertions. The deletion
algorithm is similar, with details duly presented in Appendix C.
Our discussion will ignore the auxiliary structures because they are rudimentary; and
their maintenance cost can be higher than that of S and {Ξu,v | active (u, v)} by at most a
logarithmic factor. Furthermore, when a tuple (x, y, z) is inserted/deleted in S, Λ and Ξy,z
can be updated accordingly in logarithmic time. We will, therefore, not discuss explicitly the
modifications to Λ and {Ξu,v | active (u, v)} caused by insertions/deletions in S.

3.3

Insertion: When D Will Still Be Good

Suppose that we are inserting an edge {u∗ , v ∗ } in G. After the insertion, d(u∗ ) and d(v ∗ ) both
increase by 1. In this section, we consider that D is still good for the new d(u∗ ) and d(v ∗ ).
Consequently, every existing edge in G+ retains its direction. Without loss of generality,
assume that {u∗ , v ∗ } points from u∗ to v ∗ in G+ .
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Rationale. How would this affect a random tuple (x, y, z) ∈ S? Recall that (x, y) is supposed
to be drawn uniformly at random from E + . Now that m has increased by 1, (x, y) should be
replaced by (u∗ , v ∗ ) with probability 1/m (reservoir sampling [38]). If the replacement occurs,
(x, y, z) is said to be edge-replaced; in this case, we take a (uniformly) random out-neighbor
w of u∗ , delete (x, y, z) from S, and add (u∗ , v ∗ , w).
For a tuple (x, y, z) that is not edge-replaced, further processing is necessary in two cases:
Case 1: x = u∗ . Since u∗ has got a new out-neighbor v ∗ , z (which is supposedly a random
out-neighbor of x) should be replaced by v ∗ with probability 1/d+ (u∗ ). If the replacement
happens, (x, y, z) is said to be outneighbor-replaced; in this case, we delete (x, y, z) from
S and add (u∗ , y, v ∗ ) instead.
Case 2: y = u∗ , z = v ∗ . The new edge (u∗ , v ∗ ) completes the triangle formed by x, u∗ , v ∗ .
We should therefore increase Λ (see (7)) by f (x, y, z) = D+ (x).
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the insertion algorithm.

algorithm insert (u∗ , v ∗ ) /* a new edge (u∗ , v ∗ ) has just been added to G+ */
1. generate an integer k1 following the binomial distribution B(|S|, 1/m)
2. S1 ← a size-k1 WoR sample set of S; remove S1 from S
3. generate an integer k2 following the binomial distribution B(|Su∗ ,⊥,⊥ |, 1/d+ (u∗ ))
4. S2 ← a size-k2 WoR sample set of Su∗ ,⊥,⊥ ; remove S2 from S
/* the removal of each (x, y, z) ∈ S1 ∪ S2 requires updating Λ and Ξy,z */
5. increase Λ by Ξu∗ ,v∗
6. repeat k1 times
7.
add (u∗ , v ∗ , w) into S where w is a (uniformly) random out-neighbor of u∗
/* requires updating Λ and Ξv∗ ,w */
8. for each (u∗ , y, z) ∈ S2 do
9.
add (u∗ , y, v ∗ ) to S /* requires updating Λ and Ξy,v∗ */

Insertion algorithm. Algorithm 1 presents the algorithm in pesudocode. To find the edgereplaced tuples, we cannot afford to toss a coin for each tuple in S. However, we do not
have to; because the tuples in S are independent, it suffices generate how many – say k1 –
edge-replaced tuples there should be, and draw a WoR sample set S1 of size k1 from S. Here,
k1 follows the binomial distribution B(|S|, 1/m), and can be generated in Õ(1) time (see,
e.g., [38]). Using the auxiliary structures, we can extract S1 and remove the tuples therein
from S (Lines 1-2) in Õ(k1 ) time where k1 = Õ(|S|/m) = Õ(s/m) w.h.p. The same idea also
applies to outneighbor-replaced tuples in Case 1. The number k2 of such tuples follows the
1
+ ∗
binomial distribution B(|Su∗ ,⊥,⊥ |, d+ (u
∗ ) ); hence, k2 = Õ(|Su∗ ,⊥,⊥ |/d (u )) = Õ(s/m) w.h.p.
(Lemma 7). From Su∗ ,⊥,⊥ , we extract a WoR sample set S2 of size k2 in Õ(k2 ) = Õ(s/m)
time using the auxiliary structures; S2 can be regarded as the set of outneighbor-replaced
tuples, which are then removed from S in Õ(s/m) time (Line 3-4). Increasing the value of Λ
due to Case 2 can be accomplished by simply adding Ξu∗ ,v∗ (defined in (8)) to Λ (Line 5).
The value of Ξu∗ ,v∗ can be retrieved in Õ(1) time from the auxiliary structures. Lines 6-9
then replenish S for the random tuples in S1 ∪ S2 removed earlier.
After the insertion, the out-degree d+ (u∗ ) of u∗ increases by 1. If D+ (u∗ ) still satisfies
(5), the insertion is complete. Otherwise, we call fix-Dplus(u∗ ) (introduced below) and
finish. In summary, the insertion runs in Õ(s/m) time, plus the cost of fix-Dplus(u∗ ).
Algorithm fix-Dplus(u).

This algorithm has the following constraint:

Invariant: when called, D+ (u) violates (5).
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fix-Dplus(u) first makes a copy of the current D+ (u) – denote the copy as D+
old – and then
resets D+ (u) to d+ (u). Accordingly, for every (x, y, z) ∈ S with x = u, its contribution
+
f (x, y, z) may change from D+
old to d (u). This may affect Λ and every Ξv,w where v and
+
w are out-neighbors of u in G . To remedy all these, we first retrieve Su,⊥,⊥ , and then for
every (u, y, z) ∈ Su,⊥,⊥ :
if (y, z) ∈ E + , increase Λ by d+ (u) − D+
old ;
+
+
increase Ξy,z by d (u) − Dold .
By Lemma 7, Su,⊥,⊥ = Õ(d+ (u) · s/m) w.h.p. This implies:
+
▶ Lemma 9. The cost of fix-Dplus(u) is Õ(|D+
old − d (u)| · s/(ϵm)) w.h.p.

Proof. The cost of fix-Dplus(u) is Õ(d+ (u) · s/m). Next, we show d+ (u) = O(|D+
old −
+
+
+
d (u)|/ϵ). Consider the two possibilities of how D (u) can violate (5). If Dold > (1 + ϵ/2) ·
+
+
+
d+ (u), then d+ (u) < (D+
old − d (u)) · (2/ϵ). On the other hand, if Dold < (1 − ϵ/2) · d (u),
+
+
+
we have d (u) < (d (u) − Dold ) · (2/ϵ).
◀

3.4

Insertion: When D Will Go Bad

Again, denote by {u∗ , v ∗ } the edge to be inserted. This time, we consider that D will be bad
after d(u∗ ) and d(v ∗ ) increase by 1. In other words, D will cease to satisfy (4) with respect
to u∗ , v ∗ , or both. Our strategy is not to perform the insertion immediately. Instead, we will
first modify D to make sure that D will still be good after the insertion. Then, the insertion
can be processed by the algorithm in Section 3.3.
Next, we will introduce an algorithm named fix-D which takes a vertex u as the parameter,
and has the following constraint:
Invariant: when called:
D is good
D(u) < d(u) and d(u) = O(D(u)), and
d(u) − D(u) = Ω(D(u)).
At the end of fix-D(u), D(u) = d(u), which ensures that D(u) will still satisfy (4) even after
d(u) grows by 1. Thus, for the aforementioned insertion, we can simply invoke fix-D(u∗ )
and/or fix-D(v ∗ ), depending on which will cause D to go bad.
Rationale behind fix-D(u). We increase D(u) to d(u). Recall that, for each neighbor v
of u in G, the edge {u, v} is given a direction in G+ . The increase of D(u) may affect the
direction: if the direction was (u, v) before, it may now be flipped to (v, u); on the other
hand, if the direction was (v, u), it remains the same.
The direction flipping can invalidate S because a tuple in S may stop being a random
tuple, or its contribution as in (6) may change (which will further affect Λ). To explain, fix
a tuple (x, y, z) ∈ S, and suppose that an edge (u, v) is to be flipped to (v, u). Next, we
enumerate all possible cases where modifications are necessary:
Case 1: x ̸= u and x ̸= v. (x, y, z) will remain as a random tuple. However, its
contribution f (x, y, z) is affected in two subcases:
Case 1.1: y = u and z = v. f (x, y, z) will drop from D+ (x) to 0. Accordingly, Λ needs
to be decreased by D+ (x). See Figure 1(a).
Case 1.2: y = v and z = u. f (x, y, z) will grow from 0 to D+ (x). Accordingly, Λ needs
to be increased by D+ (x). See Figure 1(b).
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Figure 1 Different cases of fix-D.

Case 2: x = u and y = v. (x, y, z) will become invalid due to the disappearance of
(x, y). The tuple (u, v, z) should be replaced by (v, u, w) where w is a (uniformly) random
out-neighbor of v. See Figure 1(c).
Case 3: x = u, y ̸= v, and z = v. (x, y, z) will become invalid due to the disappearance of
(x, z). The tuple (u, y, v) should be replaced by (u, y, w) where w is a (uniformly) random
out-neighbor of u. See Figure 1(d).
Case 4: x = v (which implies y ̸= u and z =
̸ u). Since v has gained a new out-neighbor
u, (x, y, z) may no longer be random. To remedy this, z should be replaced by u
with probability 1/d+ (v). If the replacement occurs, the tuple (v, y, z) is said to be
outneighbor-replaced. See Figure 1(e).
Algorithm fix-D(u). We start by setting D(u) = d(u), flipping the edges of u in G+
wherever needed.
Given each neighbor v of u in G such that {u, v} was flipped, we
(for Case 1) retrieve Ξu,v and Ξv,u (from the auxiliary structures), and increase Λ by
Ξv,u − Ξu,v .
(for Case 2) retrieve Su,v,⊥ ; and then for each (u, v, z) ∈ Su,v,⊥ , delete (u, v, z) from S,
pick an out-neighbor w of v uniformly at random, and add (v, u, w) to S.
(for Case 3) retrieve Su,⊥,v ; and then for each (u, y, v) ∈ Su,⊥,v with y ̸= v, delete (u, y, v)
from S, pick an out-neighbor w of u uniformly at random, and add (u, y, w) to S.
By Lemma 7, Su,v,⊥ and Su,⊥,v both have size Õ(s/m) w.h.p. Thus, Cases 1-3 can be
handled in Õ(d(u) · s/m)) time w.h.p.
Next, we focus on Case 4. Let v be a neighbor of u with {u, v} flipped. The number
kv of outneighbor-replaced tuples (x, y, z) with x = v follows the binomial distribution
B(|Sv,⊥,⊥ |, 1/d+ (v)). Combining this with (the first bullet of) Lemma 7 shows that kv =
s
Õ(d+ (v) · m
· d+1(v) ) = Õ(s/m) w.h.p. We extract a WoR sample set of size kv from Sv,⊥,⊥ 7 ,
which takes Õ(kv ) = Õ(s/m) time using the auxiliary structures. Every tuple (v, y, z)
extracted is then modified to (v, y, u) in Õ(1) time. Therefore, the total cost of Case 4 is
again Õ(d(u) · s/m) w.h.p.

7

Precisely speaking, this should be the Sv,⊥,⊥ at the beginning of fix-D(u).
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Now, let us worry about the function D+ . Compared to before fix-D(u) was called,
d (u) may have changed abruptly (by as much as d(u) in the worst case). If D+ (u) now
violates (5), we invoke fix-Dplus(u). Finally, for each neighbor v of u in G, d+ (v) may have
changed by 1, compared to before fix-D(u) was called. D+ (v) may no longer satisfy (5); if
so, call fix-Dplus(v).
In summary, fix-D(u) runs in Õ(d(u) · s/m) time w.h.p., plus the cost of all the calls
to fix-Dplus at the end. It is worth pointing out that the invariant of fix-D(u) ensures
d(u) = O(Dold ), where Dold is the value of D(u) at the beginning of fix-D(u).
+

3.5

Analysis

Section 3.3 has shown that an insertion finishes in Õ(s/m) time w.h.p. if no calls to fix-Dplus
or fix-D are made. It remains to discuss the time spent on fix-Dplus and fix-D.
Let us start with fix-D. Consider its execution on a node u. Denote by Dold the value
of D(u) at the beginning of fix-D(u). Recall that fix-D(u) has cost Õ(Dold · s/m) w.h.p.,
plus the cost of some calls to fix-Dplus at the end. We will account for the Õ(Dold · s/m)
cost first, and worry about fix-Dplus later. The invariant of fix-D (Section 3.4) makes
sure that Ω(Dold ) edges incident on u must have been inserted since the last time fix-D was
invoked on u. We can therefore charge the Õ(Dold · s/m) cost over those insertions, each of
which bears only Õ(s/m).
Let us now turn attention to fix-Dplus, for which we use a token-based analysis. A
token is generated in two scenarios:
Case 1: in Section 3.3, when an edge (u∗ , v ∗ ) is added to G+ , we give a token to u∗
because its out-degree will increase by 1.
Case 2: during the execution of fix-D(u), when we flip an in/out-edge of u with respect
to an in/out-neighbor v, we give both u and v a token because their out-degrees will
change by 1.
▶ Lemma 10. If the total number of edge insertions is nins , the number of tokens generated
is O(nins ).
Proof. The number of tokens in Case 1 is clearly nins . Next, we focus on Case 2. Let Dold
be the value of D(u) at the beginning of fix-D(u). Case 2 can generate at most 2d(u) tokens,
while 2d(u) is O(Dold ) due to the invariant of fix-D. As mentioned, Ω(Dold ) edges incident
on u must have been inserted since the last fix-D(u). Thus, after amortization, each of
those insertions generates O(1) tokens in Case 2.
◀
+
Consider a call to fix-Dplus(u). Let D+
old be the value of D (u) at the beginning of the
+
call. Clearly, u must have received at least |Dold − d+ (u)| tokens since the last fix-Dplus(u).
+
We can charge the cost Õ(|D+
old − d (u)| · s/(ϵm)) of fix-Dplus(u) over those tokens, each
of which is amortized only Õ(s/(ϵm)). Combined with Lemma 10, this means that each
insertion is amortized a share of Õ(s/(ϵm)).
√
In summary, each insertion runs in Õ(s/(ϵm)) = Õ((1/ϵ)3 · m/Γ) amortized time w.h.p.
This, together with the deletion algorithm in Appendix C, establishes Theorem 2.

3.6

Discussion

There is a rich literature on approximate triangle counting; for entry points into the literature,
see [2–5, 9–12, 15, 18, 23–26, 30–32, 34, 35, 37]. The presented data structure reflects our efforts
in identifying the existing techniques suitable for DACT. Strictly speaking, the “folklore”
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static-counting algorithm in Section 3.1 has not been formally documented; however, its
underlying ideas are already known. First, orienting the edges in the way described is a
standard approach (e.g., [2, 4, 13, 16, 22, 31]). Second, the sampling procedure for acquiring
“random tuples” is commonly known as wedge sampling, and is an important method behind
many algorithms (e.g., [2,4,10,16,18,23,31,34,35]). Third, the notion of contribution (defined
in (6)) is what makes wedge sampling work in our context, and was inspired by a subroutine
inside an algorithm developed in [16] (see the Heavy subroutine therein). Our contributions,
on the other hand, are in maintaining the information needed by the static algorithm under
updates. The two-level approximation idea – manifested by the functions D and D+ – is
unlikely the only way to make things work, but has helped considerably in making our
arguments as clean as possible.

4

A Structure for Dynamic Exact Triangle Counting

This section presents a DETC structure that achieves the performance in Theorem 3. Our
algorithms and analysis can be regarded as a fine-grained version of those in [27].

4.1

Structure

We assume that the number m of edges in G = (V, E) satisfies M ≤ m ≤ 2M for some
integer M ≥ 1; the assumption can be removed by standard global rebuilding. As stated
in Theorem 3, our structure takes a function Γ(.) as a parameter. Set λ = Γ(M ) in the
following discussion.
Graph orientation. At any moment, we orient G by giving each edge {u, v} in G a direction.
Let E + be the set of directed edges obtained, and denote by G+ = (V, E + ) the resulting
directed graph. Denote by d+ (u) the out-degree of u ∈ V . The orientation is done according
to:
▶ Lemma 11 ( [6]). By spending O(log m) worst-case time on an (edge) insertion/deletion
in G, we can maintain G+ such that d+ (u) = O(α + log m) for every u ∈ V , where α is
the largest arboricity of G in history. Furthermore, each insertion/deletion in G flips the
directions of O(log m) edges in G+ . The above statements are true even if α is unknown.
√
√
Since M ≤ m ≤ 2M holds at all times, we must have α = O( M ) = O( m). Note that
G+ can contain cycles (it differs from the G+ in Section 3.2). For each u ∈ V , denote by
N + (u) the set of out-neighbors of u, and by N − (u) the set of its in-neighbors.
Light, heavy, and active H-combos. We classify each vertex u ∈ V as light or heavy based
on its degree d(u) in G according to the rules below:
if d(u) ≤ λ/2, always light, whereas if d(u) ≥ λ, always heavy;
when our data structure is just constructed, u is heavy if d(u) ≥ 3λ/4 or light otherwise;
if u is heavy, it switches to light only when d(u) has dropped to λ/2;
if u is light, it switches to heavy only when d(u) has increased to λ.
Given two distinct heavy vertices u, v ∈ V , define:
I{u,v}

=

|N − (u) ∩ N − (v)|

namely, the number of their common in-neighbors in G+ . {u, v} forms an active H-combo
if I{u,v} > 0; note that there may not be an edge between u and v in G. Notice that while
light/heavy-vertices are defined based on G, I{u,v} is defined based on G+ . This is a crucial
design to attain the performance in Theorem 3.
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Figure 2 Four different triangles to be counted .

Structure. We maintain
G and G+
the number T of triangles in G
the set A of active H-combos, and IA = {I{u,v} | {u, v} ∈ A}.
We also assume auxiliary structures for:
given any heavy vertices u, v, finding I{u,v} in Õ(1) time or declaring that {u, v} ∈
/ A;
inserting, deleting, or modifying an element in IA using Õ(1) time.
▶ Lemma 12. The above structure consumes O(min{αm + m log m, (m/λ)2 }) space.
Proof. The auxiliary structures only need to be binary search trees which consume O(|A|)
space. It suffices to bound the size of A. Note that the number of heavy vertices is
O(m/λ) which immediately implies |A| = O((m/λ)2 ). Next, we will prove that |A| is also
bounded by O(αm + m log m). Remember that each active H-combo {u, v} must have a
common in-neighbor. Conversely, each vertex w ∈ V can generate O(|N + (w)|2 ) active
P
H-combos. By Lemma 11, |N + (w)| = O(α + log m). Therefore, |A| = O( w∈V |N + (w)|2 ) =
P
O( w∈V |N + (w)| · (α + log m)) = O(m(α + log m)).
◀
Each (DETC) query obviously can be answered in constant time.
Remarks. For each edge update in G, Lemma 11 flips O(log m) edges in G+ . We implement
the flipping of an edge (u, v) by first deleting (u, v) from G+ and then adding (v, u) back. In
this way, the number of edge updates on G+ can be higher than that on G by at most a
logarithmic factor. Thus, it suffices to discuss how to add/remove a (directed) edge in G+ .
Next, we will explain how to support insertions. The deletion algorithm is similar and
thus moved to Appendix D. Our discussion will ignore the auxiliary structures. Furthermore,
whenever an H-combo {u, v} is inserted/deleted in A, I{u,v} can be inserted/deleted accordingly in logarithmic time. We will therefore not elaborate on the modifications to IA caused
by insertions/deletions in A.

4.2

Insertion

Update T . Given a new edge (u, v) in G+ , Figure 2 shows the possible cases for a triangle
involving u and v, in terms of the edge directions. The types in Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c)
have an out-edge of u, v, or both, and hence, can be enumerated directly by scanning through
the out-neighbors of u and v. The time required is Õ(d+ (u) + d+ (v)) = Õ(α) by Lemma 11.
Regarding Figure 2(d), we distinguish two cases:
Case 1: u or v is a light vertex. If u (or v, resp.) is a light vertex, go through its O(λ)
in-edges to enumerate triangles of Figure 2(d) in Õ(λ) time.
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Case 2: u and v are both heavy vertices. The number of such triangles is I{u,v} , and can
be retrieved from the auxiliary structures in Õ(1) time.
Therefore, T can be updated in Õ(α + λ) time.
Update IA and A. If v is heavy, every heavy out-neighbor w of u (other than v) forms an
active H-combo with v. If {v, w} is already in A, increase I{v,w} by 1; otherwise, add {v, w}
to A. This requires Õ(d+ (u)) = Õ(α) time in total.
Now, u and/or v may have just turned from light to heavy. It suffices to concentrate on u
due to symmetry. We examine every in-neighbor x of u in G. For each heavy out-neighbor y
of x (y ̸= u), either add {u, y} to A or increase I{u,y} by 1. The total time is Õ(αλ) because
u has at most λ in-neighbors, each having an out-degree Õ(α). We charge the time on the
Ω(λ) edges of u that have been added since u turned light last time; the insertion of each of
those edges bears only Õ(α) time.
Combining the above with the deletion algorithm in Appendix D establishes Theorem 3.
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Appendix
A

Chernoff Bounds

Let X1 , ..., Xn be independent random variables between 0 and 1. If X =
µ = E[X], then for any 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1:
 2 


γ µ
Pr |X − µ| ≥ γ · µ ≤ 2 exp −
3

Pn

i=1

Xi and

(9)

and for any γ ≥ 1:
Pr[X ≥ (1 + γ) · µ]

≤



(1 + γ)µ
exp −
.
6

(10)

These bounds can be found in [36].

B

Proof of Lemma 8

We will use N + (u) to represent the set of out-neighbors of u in G+ .
√
▶ Lemma 13. For every vertex u ∈ V , d+ (u) ≤ max{4, 6m}.
Proof. We consider only d(u) > 4 because otherwise the claim obviously holds. For each
out-neighbor v of u in G+ , its degree d(v) in G must be at least 2. To see this, suppose on
the contrary d(v) ≤ 1, which implies D(v) = 2 < d(u)
2 ≤ D(u) (the last ≤ is due to (4)).
This means that the edge {u, v} should point from v to u, giving a contradiction.
By (4), the fact d(v) ≥ 2 indicates D(v) ≤ 32 d(v). We now have d(u)
2 ≤ D(u) ≤ D(v) ≤
3d(v)
,
namely,
d(u)
≤
3d(v).
It
follows
that
2
X
X
d+ (u)2 ≤ d+ (u) · d(u) =
d(u) ≤
3d(v) ≤ 6m
v∈N + (u)

v∈N + (u)

◀

thus completing the proof.
Let us introduce
+
Dmax

=

(1 + ϵ/2) · max{4,

√

6m}

(11)

For each random tuple (x, y, z) ∈ S, define:
X(x,y,z)

=

f (x, y, z)
.
+
Dmax

(12)
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Note that X(x,y,z) is a random variable between 0 and 1 because f (x, y, z) ≤ D+ (x), while
+
D+ (x) is at most (1 + ϵ/2) · d+ (x) (see (5)), which in turn is at most Dmax
by Lemma 13.
Set
X
Λ
(13)
X =
X(x,y,z) = +
Dmax
(x,y,z)∈S
where the last equality used (7).
 s·T
 s·T
▶ Lemma 14. 1 − 2ϵ m·D
≤ E[X] ≤ 1 + 2ϵ m·D
+
+
max

.

max

Proof. On condition that (x, y) equals edge (u, v) in G+ , the random variable f (x, y, z)
takes value D+ (u) if (v, z) ∈ E + or 0 otherwise. (v, z) ∈ E + if and only if z is a common
out-neighbor of u and v. Hence:
1 X |N + (u) ∩ N + (v)|
E[f (x, y, z)] =
· D+ (u)
+ (u)
m
d
+
(u,v)∈E

(by (5))

≤

1
m

X

|N + (u) ∩ N + (v)| · (1 + ϵ/2) = (1 + ϵ/2) ·

(u,v)∈E +

T
.
m

s·T
It thus follows from (12) and (13) that E[X] ≤ (1 + ϵ/2) m·D
.
+
max
+
+
Analogously, applying the fact that D (u)/d (u) ≥ 1 − ϵ/2 for all u ∈ V leads to
s·T
E[X] ≥ (1 − ϵ/2) m·D
.
◀
+
max

We will proceed differently from here, depending on the comparison between T and Γ(m).

B.1

When T ≥ Γ(m)

We will prove that s = Õ((1/ϵ)2 · M 1.5 /Γ(M )) ensures:
i
h
1
m
−T ≥ϵ·T
≤
Pr Λ ·
s
m3

(14)

▶ Lemma 15. We can choose an s = Õ((1/ϵ)2 · M 1.5 /Γ(M )) to guarantee


ϵ
s·T
1
Pr X − E[X] ≥ ·
.
≤
+
2 m · Dmax
m3
Proof.

Pr


(by Lemma 14)

≤

(by (9))

≤

(by Lemma 14)

≤
≤

X − E[X]

X − E[X]
  
ϵ 2
2 exp −
3
  
ϵ 2
2 exp −
3
  
ϵ 2
2 exp −
3
Pr


ϵ
s·T
≥ ·
+
2 m · Dmax

h
i
ϵ E[X]
ϵ
≥ ·
≤ Pr X − E[X] ≥ · E[X]
2 1 + ϵ/2
3

E[X]
3

s·T
· (1 − ϵ/2)
+
3m · Dmax

s·T
+
6m · Dmax

+
√
mDmax
+
which is at most 1/m3 for s = O( ϵ2 ·T
log m). The claim follows from Dmax
= O( m)
(see (11)), T ≥ Γ(m) ≥ Γ(M ), and m ≤ 2M .
◀
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The lemma implies (14) because


=
(by Lemma 14)

≥

(by (13))

=
=

B.2


ϵ
s·T
Pr X − E[X] ≥ ·
+
2 m · Dmax


ϵ
ϵ
s·T
s·T
Pr X ≥ E[X] + ·
or X ≤ E[X] − ·
+
+
2 m · Dmax
2 m · Dmax


s·T
s·T
Pr X ≥ (1 + ϵ)
or X ≤ (1 − ϵ)
+
+
m · Dmax
m · Dmax
h
i
m
m
Pr Λ ·
≥ (1 + ϵ)T or Λ ·
≤ (1 − ϵ)T
s
s
i
h
m
−T ≥ϵ·T .
Pr Λ ·
s

When 0 < T < Γ(m)

We will prove that s = Õ((1/ϵ)2 · M 1.5 /Γ(M )) ensures:
h
i
m
Pr Λ ·
− T ≥ ϵ · Γ(m)
s

≤

1
m3

(15)

Since there is at least one triangle, Xx,y,z (see (12)) has expectation strictly greater than
0. By (13), this means E[X] > 0.
▶ Lemma 16. We can choose an s = Õ((1/ϵ)2 · M 1.5 /Γ(M )) to guarantee

Pr

X − E[X] ≥

ϵ s · Γ(m)
·
+
2 m · Dmax


≤

1
.
m3

Proof.

Pr




ϵ
s · Γ(m)
ϵ s · Γ(m)
· E[X]
X − E[X] ≥ ·
= Pr X − E[X] ≥ ·
+
+
2 m · Dmax
2 m · Dmax
· E[X]

Setting γ =

ϵ·s·Γ(m)
,
+
2m·Dmax
·E[X]

Case 1: γ ≤ 1.

(16)

we distinguish two cases.

By (9), we have
!


2
E[X]
ϵ · s · Γ(m)
1
2 exp −γ ·
= 2 exp −
·
+
3
3 E[X]
2m · Dmax
!
2

1
ϵ · s · Γ(m)
·
2 exp −
+
s·T
2m · Dmax
3(1 + ϵ/2) m·D
+
max


2
2
ϵ s · (Γ(m))
2 exp −
+
18m · T · Dmax


ϵ2 s · Γ(m)
2 exp −
+
18m · Dmax


(16)

≤

(by Lemma 14)

≤
≤

(by Γ(m) > T )

≤

which is at most 1/m3 for s = O(
Γ(m) ≥ Γ(M ), and m ≤ 2M .

2

+
mDmax
·log m
).
ϵ2 Γ(m)

√
+
The claim follows from Dmax
= O( m),
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Since X ≥ 0, we have
h
i
= Pr X − E[X] ≥ γ · E[X]


 γ

1+γ
≤ exp −
E[X] ≤ exp − E[X]
6
6




ϵ · s · Γ(m)
ϵ · s · Γ(m)
≤ exp −
·
E[X]
=
exp
−
+
+
12m · Dmax
· E[X]
12m · Dmax

Case 2: γ > 1.
(16)
(by (10))

which is at most 1/m3 for s = O(
Γ(m) ≥ Γ(M ), and m ≤ 2M .

+
mDmax
·log m
).
ϵ·Γ(m)

√
+
The claim follows from Dmax
= O( m),
◀

The lemma implies (15) because


ϵ s · Γ(m)
Pr X − E[X] ≥ ·
+
2 m · Dmax


ϵ s · Γ(m)
ϵ s · Γ(m)
= Pr X ≥ E[X] + ·
or
X
≤
E[X]
−
·
+
+
2 m · Dmax
2 m · Dmax
h


ϵs · Γ(m)
ϵ
s·T
+
or
(by Lemma 14) ≥ Pr X ≥ 1 +
+
+
2 mDmax
2mDmax

ϵ s · T
ϵs · Γ(m) i
X≤ 1−
−
+
+
2 mDmax
2mDmax


s·T
ϵs · Γ(m)
s·T
ϵs · Γ(m)
(by T < Γ(m)) ≥ Pr X ≥
+
or
X
≤
−
+
+
+
+
m · Dmax
m · Dmax
m · Dmax
m · Dmax
i
h
m
m
≥ T + ϵ · Γ(m) or Λ ·
≤ T − ϵ · Γ(m)
(by (13)) = Pr Λ ·
s
s
h
i
m
= Pr Λ ·
− T ≥ ϵ · Γ(m) .
s

B.3

When T = 0

In this case, every random tuple must have contribution 0 (see (6)). Thus, Λ must be 0, and
hence, so is our estimate.

C
C.1

Deletion Algorithm of the DATC Structure
Deletion: When D Will Still Be Good

Suppose that we are deleting an edge {u∗ , v ∗ } in G. This section discusses the scenario where
D is still good after d(u∗ ) and d(v ∗ ) decrease by 1. Assume, without loss of generality, that
{u∗ , v ∗ } points from u∗ to v ∗ in G+ .
Every (x, y, z) ∈ S with x = u∗ and y = v ∗ should be replaced with a new random tuple.
For this purpose, we remove the entire S(u∗ ,v∗ ,⊥) from S, regenerate the same the same
number of random tuples, and add them to S. By Lemma 7, this can be done in Õ(s/m)
time w.h.p.
Now consider a tuple (x, y, z) ∈ S with x ̸= u∗ or y ̸= v ∗ . After the deletion, (x, y)
remains as a uniformly random edge in from E + . Nevertheless, we still need to make sure
that z is a random out-neighbor of x, and that Λ is correct:
Case 1: x = u∗ and z = v ∗ . We remove (x, y, z) from S, select an out-neighbor w of u∗
uniformly at random, and add (u∗ , y, w) to S.
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Case 2: y = u∗ and z = v ∗ . As the deleted edge (u∗ , v ∗ ) breaks the triangle formed by
x, u∗ , and v ∗ , Λ should be decreased by D+ (x).
Regarding implementation, all the tuples of Case 1 can be found in Õ(|S(u∗ ,⊥,v∗ ) )| time,
which is Õ(s/m) w.h.p. by Lemma 7; this is also the time spent on Case 1 in total. For Case
2, the overall amount of reduction on Λ (summing up over all tuples of Case 2) is simply
Ξu∗ ,v∗ , which can be retrieved in Õ(1) time; and then Λ can be adjusted in constant time.
Finally, if D+ (u∗ ) no longer satisfies (5), we simply call fix-Dplus(u∗ ) (Section 3.3).
In summary, the deletion runs in Õ(s/m) time w.h.p, plus the cost of at most one call to
fix-Dplus.

C.2

Deletion: When D Will Go Bad

We now consider the scenario where D violates (4) after {u∗ , v ∗ } is deleted. Similar to
Section 3.4, we reduce the case to Section C.1 by first modifying D such that it will still be
good after the deletion. Due to symmetry, it suffices to discuss only the situation where
D(u∗ ) needs to be fixed.
The fix is performed by fix-D-del(u), which has the constraint:
Invariant: when called:
D is good
d(u) < D(u) and
D(u) − d(u) = Ω(D(u)).
At the end of fix-D-del(u), D(u) = d(u). It is rudimentary to verify that D will still be
good after d(u) drops by 1.
Rationale behind fix-D-del(u). We decrease D(u) to d(u), which may affect the direction
of an edge in G+ incident on u: if the direction was (v, u) before, it may now be flipped to
(u, v).
Fix a tuple (x, y, z) ∈ S. Consider an arbitrary edge (v, u) that has been flipped to (u, v).
The next discussion clarifies all the cases that require modifications:
Case 1: x ̸= v and x =
̸ u. (x, y, z) still remains as a random tuple, but its contribution
may change:
Case 1.1: y = u and z = v. f (x, y, z) will grow from 0 to D+ (x). Accordingly, Λ needs
to be increased by D+ (x).
Case 1.2: y = v and z = u. f (x, y, z) will drop from D+ (x) to 0. Accordingly, Λ needs
to be decreased by D+ (x).
Case 2: x = v and y = u. The tuple (v, u, z) should be replaced by (u, v, w) where w is a
(uniformly) random out-neighbor of u.
Case 3: x = v, y ̸= u, and z = u. The tuple (v, y, u) should be replaced by (v, y, w) where
w is a (uniformly) random out-neighbor of v.
Case 4: x = u (which implies y ̸= v and z ̸= v). z should be replaced by v with probability
1/d+ (u). If the replacement occurs, the tuple (u, y, z) is said to be outneighbor-replaced.
Note the similarity to the cases in Section 3.4.
Algorithm fix-D-del(u). Set D(u) = d(u) and flip the edges of u in G+ wherever needed.
Given each neighbor v of u such that {u, v} was flipped, we
(for Case 1) retrieve Ξu,v and Ξv,u (from the auxiliary structures), and increase Λ by
Ξu,v − Ξv,u .
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(for Case 2) retrieve Sv,u,⊥ ; and then for each (v, u, z) ∈ Sv,u,⊥ , delete (v, u, z) from S,
pick an out-neighbor w of u uniformly at random, and add (u, v, w) to S.
(for Case 3) retrieve Sv,⊥,u ; and then for each (v, y, u) ∈ Sv,⊥,u with y ̸= u, delete (v, y, u)
from S, pick an out-neighbor w of v uniformly at random, and add (v, y, w) to S.
Case 1 obviously takes Õ(d(u) · s/m)) time w.h.p. By Lemma 7, Cases 2 and 3 can also be
handled in the same cost.
Next, we attend to Case 4. Consider any neighbor v of u with {u, v} flipped. The number
ku of outneighbor-replaced tuples (x, y, z) with x = u follows the binomial distribution
s
B(|Su,⊥,⊥ |, 1/d+ (u)). This, together with Lemma 7, shows that ku = Õ(d+ (u) · m
· d+1(u) ) =
Õ(s/m) w.h.p. We draw a WoR sample set of size ku from |Su,⊥,⊥ | in Õ(ku ) = Õ(s/m) time.
Every tuple (u, y, z) drawn is modified to (u, y, v) in Õ(1) time. The total cost of Case 4 is
Õ(d(u) · s/m) w.h.p.
Finally, if D+ is bad, we remedy it in the same way as in Section 3.4.
In summary, fix-D-del(u) runs in Õ(d(u) · s/m) time w.h.p., plus the cost of all the
calls to fix-Dplus at the end. The invariant ensures that d(u) < Dold where Dold is the
value of D(u) at the beginning of fix-D-del(u).

C.3

Analysis

The analysis is a straightforward adaptation of the argument in Section 3.5. It suffices to
point out some key changes:
The invariant of fix-D-del makes sure that Ω(Dold ) edges incident on u have been
removed since the last call to fix-D-del(u), where Dold is the value of D(u) at the
beginning of fix-D-del(u).
When an edge (u∗ , v ∗ ) is deleted from G, we give u∗ a token.
During the execution of fix-D-del(u), when we flip an in/out-edge of u with respect an
its in/out-neighbor v, we give a token to both u and v.
Lemma 10 should be replaced with: if the total number of edge insertions/deletions is
nupd , the number of tokens generated is O(nupd ).

D

Deletion Algorithm of the DETC Structure

Update T . Suppose that we are deleting (u, v) from G+ . The possible cases for a triangle
involving u and v are the same as in Figure 2. The number of such triangles can be found in
the same manner as in the insertion algorithm using Õ(α + λ) time. After that, T is updated
in constant time.
Update IA and A. If v is heavy, for every heavy out-neighbor w =
̸ v of u, we decrease
I{v,w} by 1. If I{v,w} = 0, {v, w} is removed from A. The time is Õ(d+ (u)) = Õ(α).
Vertex u (the case of v is similar) may have just turned from heavy to light. We examine
every in-neighbor x of u in G. For each heavy out-neighbor y of x, remove {u, y} from A.
This takes Õ(αλ) time in total. We charge the time on the Ω(λ) edges of u that have been
removed since u turned heavy last time. After amortization, the deletion of each of those
edges bears only Õ(α) time.
We conclude that the deletion time is Õ(α + λ) amortized.
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1

Introduction

The abundance and availability of valuable textual resources in the last decades position text
analytics as a standard component in data-driven workflows. One of the core operations that
aims to facilitate the analysis and integration of textual content is Information Extraction (IE),
the extraction of structured data from text. IE arises in a large variety of domains, including
social media analysis [4], health-care analysis [43], customer relationship management [1],
information retrieval [45], and more.
Rules have always been a key component in various paradigms for IE, and their roles
have varied and evolved over the time. Systems such as Xlog [38] and IBM’s SystemT [27, 6]
use rules to extract relations from text (e.g., tokenizer, dictionary lookup, and part-of-speech
tagger) that are further manipulated with relational query languages. Other systems use
rules to generate features for machine-learning classifiers [26, 35].
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Figure 1 Extracted relation.

S → B ⊢x aAb ⊣y B
A → aAb ⊣x ⊢y
B → aB bB ϵ
Figure 2 Production rules.

⊢x aa ⊣x ⊢y bb ⊣y b
aa ⊢x aa ⊣x ⊢y bb ⊣y b
aa ⊢x a ⊣x ⊢y b ⊣y b
Figure 3 Ref-words.

Document Spanners. The framework of document spanners, presented by Fagin et al.,
provides a theoretical basis for investigating the principles of relational rule systems for
IE [11]. The research on document spanners has focused on their expressive power [11, 14,
34, 17, 32, 19] their computational complexity [2, 13, 18, 33], incompleteness [29, 33], and
other system aspects such as cleaning [12], dynamic complexity [20], distributivity [7] and an
annotated variant [8].
In the documents spanners framework, a document d is a string over a fixed finite
alphabet, and a spanner is a function that extracts from a document a relation over the
spans of d. A span x is a half-open interval of positions of d and it represents a substring
dx of d that is identified by these positions. A natural way to specify a spanner is by
a regex formula: a regular expression with embedded capture variables that are viewed
as relational attributes. For instance, the spanner that is given by the regex formula
(a ∨ b)∗ ⊢x aa∗ ⊣x ⊢y bb∗ ⊣y (a ∨ b)∗ extracts from documents spans x and y that correspond,
respectively, with a non-empty substring of a’s followed by a non-empty substring of b’s. In
particular, it extracts from the document ababb the relation depicted in Figure 1.
The class of regular spanners is the class of spanners definable as the closure of regex
formulas under positive relational algebra operations: projection, natural join and union. The
class of regular spanners can be represented alternatively by finite state machines, namely
variable-set automata (vset-automata), which are nondeterministic finite-state automata that
can open and close variables (that, as in the case of regex formulas, play the role of the
attributes of the extracted relation). Core spanners [11] are obtained by extending the class
of regular spanners with string-equality selection on span variables. Although core spanners
can express strictly more than regular spanners, they are still quite limited as, e.g., there is
no core spanner that extracts all pairs x and y of spans having the same length [11].
To date, most research on spanners has been focused on the regular representation, that
is, regular expressions and finite state automata. While regular expressions are useful for
segmentation and tokenization, they are not useful in describing complex nested structures
(e.g., syntactic structure of a natural language sentence) and relations between different
parts of the text. Regular languages also fall short in dealing with tasks such as syntax
highlighting [30] and finding patterns in source code [39]. For all of the above mentioned
tasks we have context-free grammars. It is well known that context-free languages are strictly
more expressive than regular languages. Büchi [5] has showed that regular languages are
equivalent to monadic second order logic (over strings), and Lautemann et al. [25] have
showed that adding an existential quantification over a binary relation interpreted as a
matching is enough to express all context-free languages. This quantification, intuitively, is
what makes it possible to also express structural properties.
Contribution. In this work we propose a new grammar-based approach for defining the class
of context-free spanners. Context-free spanners are defined via extraction grammars which,
like regex formulas, incorporate capture variables that are viewed as relational attributes.
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Extraction grammars produce ref-words which are words over an extended alphabet that
consists of standard terminal symbols along with variable operations that denote opening
and closing of variables. The result of evaluating an extraction grammar on a document d is
defined via the ref-words that are produced by the grammar and equal to d after erasing the
variable operations. For example, the extraction grammar from Figure 2 produces also the
ref-words ⊢x a ⊣x ⊢y b ⊣y abb and ab ⊢x a ⊣x ⊢y b ⊣y b. Hence, it extracts from d := ababb
the two first tuples from the relation in Figure 1. In Figure 3 there are additional examples of
ref-words produced by this grammar. In general, the given grammar extracts from documents
the spans x and y that correspond, respectively, with a non-empty substring of a’s followed
by an equal-length substring of b’s. With a slight adaptation of Fagin et al. inexpressibility
proof [11, Theorem 4.21], it can show that this spanner is inexpressible by core spanners.
Indeed, we show that context-free spanners are strictly more expressive than regular
spanners and that the restricted class of regular extraction grammars captures the regular
spanners. We compare the expressiveness of context-free spanners against core and generalized
core spanners and show that context-free spanners are incomparable to any of these classes.
In addition to extraction grammars, we present a pushdown automata model that captures
the context-free spanners.
In term of evaluation of context-free spanners we can evaluate extraction grammars in
polynomial time in data complexity, where the spanner is regarded as fixed and the document
as input. However, as the degree of this polynomial depends on the query (in particular, on
the number of variables in the relation it extracts), we propose an enumeration algorithm for
unambiguous extraction grammars. Our algorithm outputs the results consecutively, after
quintic preprocessing, with constant delay between every two answers. In the first step of
the preprocessing stage we manipulate the extraction grammar so that it will be adjusted to
the input document. In the second step of the preprocessing we change it in a way that its
non-terminals include extra information on the variable operations. This extra information
enables us to skip sequences of productions that do not affect the output, hence obtaining
a delay that is independent of the input document and linear in the number of variables
associated with the spanner.
Related Work. Grammar-based parsers are widely used in IE systems [44, 37]. There are,
as well, several theoretical frameworks that use grammars for IE, one of which is Knuth’s
framework of attribute grammars [23, 24]. In this framework, the non-terminals of a grammar
are attached with attributes1 that pass semantic information up and down a parse-tree.
While both extraction grammars and attribute grammars extract information via grammars,
it seems as if the expressiveness of these formalisms is incomparable to extraction grammars.
The problem of enumerating words of context-free grammars arises in different contexts [41,
31]. Providing complexity guarantees on the enumeration is usually tricky and requires
assumptions either on the grammar or on the output. Mäkinen [28] has presented an
enumeration algorithm for regular grammars and for unambiguous context-free grammars
with additional restrictions (strongly prefix-free and length complete). Later, Dömösi [9] has
presented an enumeration algorithm for unambiguous context-free grammars that outputs,
with quadratic delay, only the words of a fixed length.
Organization. In Section 2, we present extraction grammars and extraction pushdown
automata. In Section 3, we discuss the expressive power of context-free spanners and their
evaluation. In Sections 4 and 5, we present our enumeration algorithm, and in Section 6 we
conclude.
1

The term “attributes” was previously used in the relational context; Here the meaning is different.
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2

Context-Free Spanners

In this section we present the class of context-free spanners by presenting two formalisms for
expressing them: extraction grammars and extraction pushdown automata.

2.1

Preliminaries

We start by presenting the formal setup based on notations and definitions used in previous
works on document spanners (e.g., [11, 18]).
Strings and Spans. We set an infinite set Vars of variables and fix a finite alphabet Σ that
is disjoint of Vars. In what follows we assume that our alphabet Σ consists of at least two
letters. A document d is a finite sequence over Σ whose length is denoted by |d|. A span
identifies a substring of d by specifying its bounding indices. Formally, if d = σ1 · · · σn where
σi ∈ Σ then a span of d has the form [i, j⟩ where 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n + 1 and d[i,j⟩ denotes the
substring σi · · · σj−1 . When i = j it holds that d[i,j⟩ equals the empty string, which we
denote by ϵ. We denote by Spans(d) the set of all possible spans of a document d.
Document Spanners. Let X ⊆ Vars be a finite set of variables and let d be a document.
An (X, d)-mapping assigns spans of d to variables in X. An (X, d)-relation is a finite set of
(X, d)-mappings. A document spanner (or spanner, for short) is a function associated with a
finite set X of variables that maps documents d into (X, d)-relations.

2.2

Extraction Grammars

The variable operations of a variable x ∈ Vars are ⊢x and ⊣x where, intuitively, ⊢x denotes
the opening of x, and ⊣x its closing. For a finite subset X ⊆ Vars, we define the set
ΓX := {⊢x , ⊣x x ∈ X}. That is, ΓX is the set that consists of all the variable operations of
all variables in X. We assume that Σ and ΓX are disjoint. We extend the classical definition
of context-free grammars [22] by treating the variable operations as special terminal symbols.
Formally, a context-free extraction grammar, or extraction grammar for short, is a tuple
G := (X, V, Σ, P, S) where
X ⊆ Vars is a finite set of variables,
V is a finite set of non-terminal symbols2 ,
Σ is a finite set of terminal symbols;
P is a finite set of production rules of the form A → α where A is a non-terminal and
α ∈ (V ∪ Σ ∪ ΓX )∗ , and
S is a designated non-terminal symbol referred to as the start symbol.
We say that the extraction grammar G is associated with X.
▶ Example 1. In this and in the following examples we often denote the elements in V by
upper case alphabet letters from the beginning of the English alphabet (A, B, C, . . .). Let
Σ = {a, b}, and let us consider the grammar disjEqLen associated with the variables {x, y}
that is given by the following production rules:
S → B ⊢x A ⊣y B B ⊢y A ⊣ x B
A → aAa aAb bAb bAa
2

Note that these are often referred to as variables, however, here we use the term “non-terminals” to
distinguish between these symbols and elements in Vars.
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A → ⊣x B ⊢y ⊣y B ⊢x
B → ϵ aB bB
Here and in what follows, we use the compact notation for production rules by writing
A → α1 · · · αn instead of the productions A → α1 , · · · , A → αn . As we shall later see,
this grammar extracts pairs of disjoint spans with the same length.
⌟
While classical context-free grammars generate words, extraction grammars generate
words over the extended alphabet Σ ∪ ΓX . These words are referred to as ref-words [36].
Similarly to (classical) context-free grammars, the process of deriving ref-words is defined via
the notations ⇒, ⇒n , ⇒∗ that stand for one, n, and several (possibly zero) derivation steps,
respectively. To emphasize the grammar being discussed, we sometime use the grammar as
a subscript (e.g., ⇒∗G ). For the full definitions we refer the reader to Hopcroft et al. [22].
A non-terminal A is called useful if there is some derivation of the form S ⇒∗ αAβ ⇒∗ w
where w ∈ (Σ ∪ ΓX )∗ . If A is not useful then it is called useless. For complexity analysis, we
define the size |G| of an extraction grammar G as the sum of the number of symbols at the
right-hand sides (i.e., to the right of →) of its rules.

2.3

Semantics of Extraction Grammars

Following Freydenberger [15] we define the semantics of extraction grammars using ref-words.
A ref-word r ∈ (Σ ∪ ΓX )∗ is valid (for X) if each variable of X is opened and then closed
exactly once, or more formally, for each x ∈ X the string r has precisely one occurrence of
⊢x , precisely one occurrence of ⊣x , and the former is before (i.e., to the left of) the latter.
▶ Example 2. The ref-word r1 := ⊢x aa ⊣y ⊢x ab ⊣y is not valid for {x, y} whereas the
ref-words r2 := ⊢x aa ⊣x ⊢y ab ⊣y and r3 := ⊢y a ⊣y ⊢x a ⊣x ab are valid for {x, y}.
⌟
To connect ref-words to terminal strings and later to spanners, we define a morphism
clr : (Σ ∪ ΓX )∗ → Σ∗ by clr(σ) := σ for σ ∈ Σ, and clr(τ ) := ϵ for τ ∈ ΓX . For d ∈ Σ∗ ,
let Ref(d) be the set of all valid ref-words r ∈ (Σ ∪ ΓX )∗ with clr(r) = d. By definition,
every r ∈ Ref(d) has a unique factorization r = r′x · ⊢x · rx · ⊣x · r′′x for each x ∈ X. With
these factorizations, we interpret r as a (X, d)-mapping µr by defining µr (x) := [i, j⟩, where
i := |clr(r′x )| + 1 and j := i + |clr(rx )|. An alternative way of understanding µr = [i, j⟩ is
that i is chosen such that ⊢x occurs between the positions in r that are mapped to σi−1
and σi , and ⊣x occurs between the positions that are mapped to σj−1 and σj (assuming
that d = σ1 · · · σ|d| , and slightly abusing the notation to avoid a special distinction for the
non-existing positions σ0 and σ|d|+1 ).
▶ Example 3. Let d = aaab. The ref-word r2 from Example 2 is interpreted as the
({x, y}, d)-mapping µr2 defined by µr2 (x) := [1, 3⟩ and µr2 (y) := [3, 5⟩.
⌟
Extraction grammars define ref-languages which are sets of ref-words. The ref-language
R(G) of an extraction grammar G := (X, V, Σ, P, S) is defined by R(G) := {r ∈ (Σ ∪
ΓX )∗ S ⇒∗ r} . Note that we use R(G) instead of L(G) being used for standard grammars,
to emphasize that the produced language is a ref-language. (We also use L(G) when G is a
standard grammar.) To illustrate the definition let us consider the following example.
▶ Example 4. Both ref-words r1 and r2 from Example 2 are in R(disjEqLen) where
disjEqLen is the grammar described in Example 1. Producing both r1 and r2 starts
similarly with the sequence: S ⇒ B ⊢x A ⊣y B ⇒2 ⊢x A ⊣y ⇒ ⊢x aAb ⊣y ⇒ ⊢x aaAab ⊣y .
The derivation of r1 continues with ⇒ ⊢x aa ⊣y B ⊢x ab ⊣y ⇒ ⊢x aa ⊣y ⊢x ab ⊣y whereas
that of r2 continues with ⇒ ⊢x aa ⊣x B ⊢y ab ⊣y ⇒ ⊢x aa ⊣x ⊢y ab ⊣y .
⌟
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We denote by Ref(G) the set of all ref-words in R(G) that are valid for X. Finally, we define the
set Ref(G, d) of ref-words in Ref(G) that clr maps to d. That is, Ref(G, d) := Ref(G)∩Ref(d) .
The result of evaluating the spanner JGK on a document d is then defined as
JGK(d) := {µr r ∈ Ref(G, d)} .
▶ Example 5. Let us consider the document d := aaba. The grammar disjEqLen maps d
into a set of ({x, y}, d)-mappings, amongst are µr2 that is defined by µr2 (x) := [1, 3⟩ and
µr2 (y) := [3, 5⟩ and µr3 that is defined by µr3 (x) := [2, 3⟩ and µr3 (y) := [1, 2⟩. It can be
shown that the grammar disjEqLen maps every document d into all possible ({x, y}, d)mappings µ such that µ(x) and µ(y) are disjoint (i.e., do not overlap) and have the same
length (i.e., |dµ(x) | = |dµ(y) |).
⌟
A spanner S is said to be definable by an extraction grammar G if S(d) = JGK(d) for every
document d.
▶ Definition 6. A context-free spanner is a spanner definable by an extraction grammar.

2.4

Extraction Pushdown Automata

An extraction pushdown automaton, or extraction PDA, is associated with a finite set X ⊆ Vars
of variables and can be viewed as a standard pushdown automata over the extended alphabet
Σ ∪ ΓX . Formally, an extraction PDA is a tuple A := (X, Q, Σ, ∆, δ, q0 , Z, F ) where X is a
finite set of variables; Q is a finite set of states; Σ is the input alphabet;
∆ is a finite set

∗
which is called the stack alphabet; δ is a mapping Q × Σ ∪ {ϵ} ∪ ΓX × ∆ → 2Q×∆ which is
called the transition function; q0 ∈ Q is the initial state; Z ∈ ∆ is the initial stack symbol;
and F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states. Indeed, extraction PDAs run on ref-words (i.e.,
finite sequences over Σ ∪ ΓX ), as opposed to classical PDAs whose input are words (i.e., finite
sequences over Σ). Similarly to classical PDAs, the computation of extraction PDAs can be
described using sequences of configurations: a configuration of A is a triple (q, w, γ) where q
is the state, w is the remaining input, and γ is the stack content such that the top of the
stack is the left end of γ and its bottom is the right end. We use the notation ⊢∗ similarly to
how it is used in the context of PDAs [21] and define the ref-language R(A):
R(A) := {r ∈ (Σ ∪ ΓX )∗ ∃α ∈ ∆∗ , qf ∈ F : (q0 , r, Z) ⊢∗ (qf , ϵ, α)} .
We denote the language of A by R(A) to emphasize that it is a ref-language, and denote by
Ref(A) the set of all ref-words in R(A) that are valid for X. The result of evaluating the
spanner JAK on a document d is then defined as
JAK(d) := {µr r ∈ Ref(A) ∩ Ref(d)} .
▶ Example 7. We define the extraction PDA that maps a document d into the set of
({x, y}, d)-mappings µ where µ(x) ends before µ(y) starts and their lengths are the same.
The stack alphabet consists of the bottom symbol ⊥ and C, and the transition function δ is
described in Figure 4 where a transition from state q to state q ′ that is labeled with τ, A/ γ
denotes that the automaton moves from state q to state q ′ upon reading τ with A at the top
of the stack, while replacing A with γ. We can extend the automaton in a symmetric way
such that it will represent the same spanner as that represented by the grammar disjEqLen
from Example 1.
⌟
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Σ,C/ CC

⊢x ,C/ C

qx

Σ,C/ C

⊣x ,C/ C

qxy

⊢y ,C/ C

Σ,C/ ϵ

qy

Σ,⊥/ ⊥

⊣y ,⊥/ ⊥

qf

S → B ⊢ x A 1 ⊣y B B ⊢ y A 2 ⊣x B
Ai → aAi a aAi b bAi b bAi a, i = 1, 2
A 1 → ⊣ x B ⊢y , A 2 → ⊣ y B ⊢ x
B → ϵ aB bB

Figure 4 Transition function of Example 7.

Figure 5 Productions of Example 9.

We say that a spanner S is definable by an extraction PDA A if for every document d
it holds that JAK(d) = S(d). Treating the variable operations as terminal symbols enables
us to use the equivalence of PDAs and context-free grammars and conclude the following
straightforward observation.
▶ Proposition 8. The class of spanners definable by extraction grammars is equal to the
class of spanners definable by extraction PDAs.
Thus, we have also an automata formalism for defining context-free spanners.

2.5

Functional Extraction Grammars

Freydenberger and Holldack [16] have presented the notion of functionality in the context of
regular spanners. We now extend it to extraction grammars. The intuition is that interpreting
an extraction grammar as a spanner disregards ref-words that are not valid. We call an
extraction grammar G functional if every ref-word in R(G) is valid.
▶ Example 9. The grammar disjEqLen in our running example is not functional. Indeed,
we saw in Example 4 that the ref-word r1 , although it is not valid, is in R(disjEqLen). We
can, however, simply modify the grammar to obtain an equivalent functional one. Notice that
the problem arises due to the production rules S → B ⊢x A ⊣y B and S → B ⊢y A ⊣x B.
For the non-terminal A we have A ⇒∗ r1 where r1 contains both ⊣x and ⊢y , and we also have
A ⇒∗ r2 where r2 contains both ⊣y and ⊢x . To fix that, we can replace the non-terminal
A with two non-terminals, namely A1 and A2 , and change the production rules so that for
every ref-word r, if A1 ⇒∗ r then r contains both ⊣x and ⊢y , and if A2 ⇒∗ r then r contains
both ⊣y and ⊢x . It can be shown that the grammar G whose production rules appear in
Figure 5 is functional and that JGK = JdisjEqLenK.
⌟
Every extraction grammar G can be converted into an equivalent
▶ Proposition 10.
functional extraction grammar G′ in O(|G|2 + 32k |G|) time where k is the number of variables
G is associated with.
Inspired by Chomsky’s hierarchy, we say that an extraction grammar is in Chomsky Normal
Form (CNF) if it is in CNF when viewed as a grammar over the extended alphabet Σ ∪ ΓX .
We remark that, in Proposition 10, G′ is in CNF.

2.6

Unambiguous Extraction Grammars

A grammar G is said to be unambiguous if every word it produces has a unique parse-tree.
We extend this definition to extraction grammars. An extraction grammar G is said to be
unambiguous if for every document d and every (X, d)-mapping µ ∈ JGK(d) it holds that
there is a unique ref-word r for which µr = µ and this ref-word has a unique parse-tree.
Unambiguous extraction grammars are less expressive than their ambiguous counterparts
as the Boolean case shows – unambiguous context-free grammars are less expressive than
ambiguous context-free grammars [22].
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▶ Example 11. The extraction grammar given in Example 9 is not unambiguous since it
produces the ref-words ⊢x ⊣x ⊢y ⊣y and ⊢y ⊣y ⊢x ⊣x that correspond to the same mapping. It
can be shown that replacing the derivation B → ϵ with B → a b results in an unambiguous
extraction grammar which is equivalent to disjEqLen on any document different than ϵ.
(Note however that this does not imply that the ref-languages both grammars produce are
equal.)
⌟
Our main enumeration algorithm for extraction grammars relies on unambiguity and the
following observation.
▶ Proposition 12. In Proposition 10, if G is unambiguous then so is G′ .

3

Expressive Power and Evaluation

In this section we compare the expressiveness of context-free spanners compared to other
studied classes of spanners and discuss its evaluation shortly.

3.1

Regular Spanners

A variable-set automaton A (or vset-automaton, for short) is a tuple A := (X, Q, q0 , qf , δ)
where X ⊆ Vars is a finite set of variables also referred to as Vars(A), Q is the set of states,
q0 , qf ∈ Q are the initial and the final states, respectively, and δ : Q × (Σ ∪ {ϵ} ∪ ΓX ) → 2Q is
the transition function. To define the semantics of A, we interpret A as a non-deterministic
finite state automaton over the alphabet Σ ∪ ΓX , and define R(A) as the set of all ref-words
r ∈ (Σ ∪ ΓX )∗ such that some path from q0 to qf is labeled with r. Like for regex formulas,
we define Ref(A, d) = R(A) ∩ Ref(d) and finally we define for every document d ∈ Σ∗ :
JAK(d) := {µr r ∈ Ref(A, d)}. The class of regular spanners equals the class of spanners
that are expressible as a vset-automaton [11].
Inspired by Chomsky’s hierarchy, we say that an extraction grammar G is regular if
its productions are of the form A → σB and A → σ where A, B are non-terminals and
σ ∈ (Σ∪ΓX ). We then have the following equivalence that is strongly based on the equivalence
of regular grammars and finite state automata.
▶ Proposition 13. The class of spanners definable by regular extraction grammars is equal
to the class of regular spanners.

3.2

(Generalized) Core Spanners

An alternative way to define regular spanners is based on the notion of regex formulas:
Formally, a regex formula is defined recursively by α := ∅ | ϵ | σ | α ∨ α | α · α | α∗ | ⊢x α ⊣x
where σ ∈ Σ and x ∈ Vars. We denote the set of variables whose variable operations occur
in α by Vars(α), and interpret each regex formula α as a generator of a ref-word language
R(α) over the extended alphabet Σ ∪ ΓVars(α) . For every document d ∈ Σ∗ , we define
Ref(α, d) = R(α) ∩ Ref(d), and the spanner JαK by JαK(d) := {µr r ∈ Ref(α, d)}. The class
of regular spanners is then defined as the closure of regex formulas under the relational
algebra operators: union, projection and natural join. (See full definitions in [11].)
In their efforts to capture the core of AQL which is IBM’s SystemT query language,
Fagin et al. [11] have presented the class of core spanners which is the closure of regex
formulas under the positive operators, i.e., union, natural join and projection, along with the
string equality selection that is defined as follows Let S be a spanner and let x, y ∈ Vars(S),
=
=
the string equality selection ζx,y
S is defined by Vars(ζx,y
S) = Vars(S) and, for all d ∈ Σ∗ ,
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=
ζx,y
S(d) is the set of all µ ∈ S(d) where dµ(x) = dµ(y) . Note that unlike the join operator
that joins mappings that have identical spans in their shared variables, the selection operator
compares the substrings of d that are described by the spans, and does not distinguish
between different spans that span the same substrings.
The class of generalized core spanners is obtained by adding the difference operator. That
is, it is defined as the closure of regex formulas under union, natural join, projection, string
equality, and difference. We say that two classes S, S ′ of spanners are incomparable if both
S \ S ′ and S ′ \ S are not empty.

▶ Proposition 14. The classes of core spanners and generalized core spanners are each
incomparable with the class of context-free spanners.
We conclude the discussion by a straightforward result on closure properties.
▶ Proposition 15. The class of context-free spanners is closed under union and projection,
and not closed under natural join and difference.

3.3

Evaluating Context-Free Spanners

The evaluation problem of extraction grammars is that of computing JGK(d) where d is a
document and G is an extraction grammar. Our first observation is the following.
▶ Proposition 16. For every extraction grammar G and every document d it holds that
JGK(d) can be computed in O(|G|2 + |d|2k+3 k 3 |G|) time where k is the number of variables
G is associated with.
The proof of this proposition is obtained by iterating through all valid ref-words and
using the Cocke-Younger-Kasami (CYK) parsing algorithm [22] to check whether the current
valid ref-word is produced by G. We can, alternatively, use Valiant’s parser [40] and obtain
O(|G|2 + |d|2k+ω k ω |G|) where ω < 2.373 is the matrix multiplication exponent [42].
While the evaluation can be done in polynomial time in data complexity (where G is
regarded as fixed and d as input), the output size might be quite big. To be more precise,
for an extraction grammar G associated with k variables, the output might consist of up
to |d|2k mappings. Instead of outputting these mappings altogether, we can output them
sequentially (without repetitions) after some preprocessing.
Our main enumeration result is the following.
▶ Theorem 17. For every unambiguous extraction grammar G and every document d there
is an algorithm that outputs the mappings in JGK(d) with delay O(k) after O(|d|5 |G|2 34k )
preprocessing where k is the number of variables G is associated with.
Our algorithm consists of two main stages: preprocessing and enumeration. In the preprocessing stage, we manipulate the extraction grammar and do some precomputations which
are later exploited in the enumeration stage in which we output the results sequentially. We
remark that unambiguity is crucial for the enumeration stage as it allows to output the
mappings without repetition.
Through the lens of data complexity, our enumeration algorithm outputs the results
with constant delay after quintic preprocessing. That should be contrasted with regular
spanners for which there exists a constant delay enumeration algorithm whose preprocessing
is linear [2, 13]. In the following sections, we present the enumeration algorithm and discuss
its correctness but before we deal with the special case d := ϵ. In this case, JGK(d) is either
empty or contains exactly one mapping (since, by definition, the document ϵ has exactly
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one span, namely [1, 1⟩). Notice that JGK(d) is empty if and only if G does not produce a
ref-word that consists only of variable operations. To check this, it suffices to change the
production rules of G by replacing every occurrence of τ ∈ ΓX with ϵ, and checking whether
the new grammar produces ϵ. This can be done in linear time [21], which completes the
proof of this case. From now on it is assumed that d ̸= ϵ.

4

Preprocessing of the Enumeration Algorithm

Due to Propositions 10 and 12, we can assume that our unambiguous extraction grammar is
functional and in CNF. As this conversion requires O(32k |G|2 ), it can be counted as part of
our preprocessing.
The preprocessing stage consists of two steps: in the first we adjust the extraction
grammar to a given document and add subscripts to non-terminals to track this connection,
and in the second we use superscripts to capture extra information regarding the variable
operations.

4.1

Adjusting the Extraction Grammar to d

Let G := (X, V, Σ, P, S) be an extraction grammar in CNF, and let d := σ1 · · · , σn , n ≥ 1 be
a document. The goal of this step is to restrict G so that it will produce only the ref-words
which clr maps to d. To this end, we define the grammar Gd that is associated with the
same set X of variables as G, and is defined as follows:
The non-terminals are {Ai,j A ∈ V, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n} ∪ {Aϵ A ∈ V },
the terminals are Σ,
the initial non-terminal is S1,n , and
the production rules are defined as follows:
Ai,i → σi for any A → σi ∈ P ,
Aϵ → σ for any A → σ ∈ P with σ ∈ ΓX ,
Aϵ → Bϵ Cϵ for any A → BC ∈ P ,
Ai,j → Bi,j Cϵ for any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n and any A → BC ∈ P ,
Ai,j → Bϵ Ci,j for any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n and any A → BC ∈ P ,
Ai,j → Bi,i′ Ci′ +1,j for any 1 ≤ i ≤ i′ < j ≤ n and A → BC ∈ P .
We eliminate useless non-terminals from Gd and by a slight abuse of notation refer to the
result as Gd from now on. The intuition behind this construction is that if the subscript of a
non-terminal is i, j then this non-terminal produces a ref-word that clr maps to σi · · · σj , and
if it is ϵ then it produces a ref-word that consists only of variable operations.
▶ Example 18. Figure 6 presents a possible parse-tree of a grammar Gd .

⌟

We establish the following connection between G and Gd .
▶ Lemma 19. For every extraction grammar G in CNF, every document d := σ1 · · · σn ,
every non-terminal A of G, and every ref-word r ∈ (Σ ∪ ΓX )∗ with clr(r) = σi · · · σj the
following holds: A ⇒∗G r if and only if Ai,j ⇒∗Gd r
This allows us to conclude the following straightforward corollary.
▶ Corollary 20. For every extraction grammar G in CNF and for every document d, it holds
that Ref(G, d) = L(Gd ).
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We note that adjusting our extraction grammar to d is somewhat similar to the CYK
algorithm [22] and therefore it is valid on extraction grammars G in CNF. For a similar
reason, we obtain the following complexity which is cubic in |d|.
▶ Proposition 21. For every extraction grammar G in CNF and for every document d, it
3
holds that Gd can be constructed in O(|d| |G|).
Can the complexity of the adjustment be improved? We leave this as an open question. We
note, however, that it might be possible to use similar ideas used by Earley’s algorithm [10]
to decrease the complexity of this step.

4.2

Constructing the Decorated Grammar

The goal of this step of the preprocessing is to encode the information on the produced
variable operations within the terminals and non-terminals. We obtain from Gd , constructed
in the previous step, a new grammar, namely decorGrmr(Gd ), that produces decorated
words over the alphabet {(x, i, y) x, y ⊆ ΓX , 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. A terminal (x, i, y) indicates
that x and y are variable operations that occur right before and right after σi , respectively.
(Notice that x, y does not necessarily contain all of these variable operations as some of the
variable operations that appear, e.g., after i, can be contained in x′ in case (x′ , i + 1, y′ )
is the terminal that appears right after (x, i, y).) This information is propagated also to
the non-terminals such that a non-terminal with a superscript x, y indicates that x and y
are variable operations at the beginning and end, respectively, of the sub decorated word
produced by this non-terminal. Non-terminals with subscript ϵ are those that produce
sequences of variable operations.
To define decorGrmr(Gd ), we need G to be functional. The following key observation
is used in the formal definition of decorGrmr(Gd ) and is based on the functionality of G.
▶ Proposition 22. For every functional extraction grammar G and every non-terminal A of
G there is a set xA ⊆ ΓX of variable operations such that for every ref-word r where A ⇒∗ r
the variable operations that appear in r are exactly those in xA . Computing all sets xA can
be done in O(|G|).
In other words, for functional extraction grammars, the information on the variable operations
is stored implicitly in the non-terminals. The grammar decorGrmr(Gd ) is defined in three
steps as we now describe.
Step 1. We set the following production rules for all subsets x, y, z, w ⊆ ΓX that are
pairwise disjoint:
A∅,∅
i,i → σi for every rule Ai,i → σi in Gd ,
Aϵ → ϵ for every rule Aϵ → τ in Gd (with τ ∈ ΓX ),
Aϵ → Bϵ Cϵ for every rule Aϵ → Bϵ Cϵ in Gd ,
x,y∪xC
x,y
Ai,j
→ Bi,j
Cϵ for every rule Ai,j → Bi,j Cϵ in Gd and x ∩ xC = y ∩ xC = ∅,
x∪xB ,y
x,y
Ai,j
→ Bϵ Ci,j
for every rule Ai,j → Bϵ Ci,j in Gd and x ∩ xB = y ∩ xB = ∅,
x,y z,w
Ax,w
→ Bi,i
′ Ci′ +1,j for every rule Ai,j → Bi,i′ Ci′ +1,j in Gd and pairwise disjoint
i,j
x, y, z, w,
with xB and xC defined as in Proposition 22.
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Figure 6 After the adjustFigure 7 Before
Figure 8 After
Figure 9 Non-stable nonment to d.
step 2 (iii).
step 3.
terminals.

Step 2. We process the resulting grammar by three standard operations [22] in the following
order: (i) we eliminate useless non-terminals (i.e., those that do not produce a terminal string
or are not reachable from the initial non-terminal), (ii) we eliminate epsilon-productions, and
(iii) we eliminate unit productions (i.e., rules of the form A → B were A, B are non-terminals).
We elaborate on (iii) as it is important for the sequel. To eliminate unit productions we
compute for each non-terminal the set of non-terminals that are reachable from it by unit
productions only. That is, we say that a non-terminal B is reachable form non-terminal A if
there is a sequence of unit productions of the form A1 → A2 , . . . , An−1 → An with A1 = A
and An = B. We then replace every production B → α which is not a unit production with
A → α, and after that discard all unit productions.
Step 3. The last step of the construction is adding a fresh start symbol S and adding
x,y
x,y
the production rules S → S1,n
for every non-terminal of the form S1,n
. We also replace
x,y
x,y
each production of the form Ai,i → σi with Ai,i → (x, i, y). This can be viewed as a
“syntactic sugar” since it is only intended to help us formulate easily the connection between
the grammar G and decorGrmr(Gd ).
▶ Example 23. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the different steps in the construction of the
decorated grammar decorGrmr(Gd ). For simplicity, we present the superscripts as pairs
of sequences (each represent elements in the set) separated by commas “,”.
⌟
Note that by a simple induction it can be shown that the resulting grammar does no longer
contain non-terminals of the form Aϵ . We denote the resulting grammar and its set of
non-terminals by decorGrmr(Gd ) and V dec , respectively.
The (X, d)-mapping µw that corresponds with w := (x1 , 1, y1 ) · · · (xn , n, yn ) (which
is a decorated word produced by decorGrmr(Gd )) is defined by µw (x) = [i, j⟩ where
⊢x ∈ xi ∪ yi−1 and ⊣x ∈ xj ∪ yj−1 with y0 = xn+1 = ∅. We say that a decorated word w is
valid if µw (x) is well-defined for every x ∈ X.
▶ Proposition 24. For every functional extraction grammar G in CNF and for every
document d, if G is unambiguous then decorGrmr(Gd ) is unambiguous.
This allows us to establish the following connection between decorGrmr(Gd ) and JGK(d).
▶ Lemma 25. For every functional unambiguous extraction grammar G in CNF and for
every document d, every decorated word produced by decorGrmr(Gd ) is valid and
JGK(d) = {µw S ⇒∗decorGrmr(Gd ) w}.
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Finally, combining Proposition 24 and Lemma 25 leads to the following direct corollary.
▶ Corollary 26. For every functional unambiguous extraction grammar G in CNF and for
every document d, enumerating mappings in JGK(d) can be done by enumerating parse-trees
of decorated words in {w S ⇒∗decorGrmr(Gd ) w}.
To summarize the complexity of constructing decorGrmr(Gd ) we have:
▶ Proposition 27. For every functional unambiguous extraction grammar G in CNF and
3
for every document d, decorGrmr(Gd ) can be constructed in O(|Gd | 52k ) = O(|d| |G| 52k )
where k is the number of variables associated with G.

5

Enumeration Algorithm

Our enumeration algorithm builds recursively the parse-trees of the decorated grammar
decorGrmr(Gd ). Before presenting it, we discuss some of the main ideas that allow us to
obtain a constant delay between every two consecutive outputs.

5.1

Stable non-terminals

The non-terminals of decorGrmr(Gd ) are decorated with superscripts and subscripts that
give extra information that can be exploited in the process of the derivation.
▶ Example 28. Figure 10 presents a partial parse-tree (without the leaves and the first
production) for a decorated word in decorGrmr(Gd ). Notice that the variable operations
⊢ ⊢ ,⊣
that appear in the subtrees rooted in the non-terminal C1,3x y y are only those indicated in
its superscript. That is, there are no variable operations that occur between positions 1, 2,
and no such between positions 2, 3.
⌟
Motivated by this, we say that a non-terminal Ax,y
i,j of decorGrmr(Gd ) is stable if xA = x∪y.
▶ Lemma 29. For every functional extraction grammar G in CNF and for every document
d, the set of stable non-terminals of decorGrmr(Gd ) is computable in O(|Gd |52k ) where k
is the number of variables G is associated with.
Therefore, while constructing the parse-trees of decorGrmr(Gd ) whenever we reach a
stable non-terminal we can stop since its subtree does not affect the mapping.

5.2

The Jump Function

If G is associated with k variables, there are exactly 2k variable operations in each ref-word
produced by G. Hence, we can bound the number of non-stable non-terminals in a parse-tree
of decorGrmr(Gd ). Nevertheless, the depth of a non-stable non-terminal can be linear in
|d| as the following example suggests.
∅,∅
▶ Example 30. Consider the non-stable non-terminal Fn−1,n
in the partial parse-tree in
Figure 9 of the decorated word (∅, 1, ∅) · · · (∅, n − 1, ⊢x ⊣x )(∅, n, ∅). Observe that the depth
of this non-terminal is linear in n.
⌟

Since we want the delay of our algorithm to be independent of |d|, we skip parts of the
parse-tree in which no variable operation occurs. This idea somewhat resembles an idea that
was implemented by Amarilli et al. [2] in their constant delay enumeration algorithm for
regular spanners represented as vset-automata. There, they defined a function that “jumps”
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from one state to the other if the path from the former to the latter does not contain any
variable operation. We extend this idea to extraction grammars by defining the notion of
skippable productions. Intuitively, when we focus on a non-terminal in a parse-tree, the
corresponding mapping is affected by either the left subtree of this non-terminal, or by its
right subtree, or by the production applied on the non-terminal itself (or by any combination
of the above). If the mapping is affected exclusively by the left (right, respectively) subtree
then we can skip the production and move to check the left (right, respectively) subtree, and
do so recursively until we reach a production for which this is no longer the case.
x,z z′ ,y
x,y
Formally, a skippable production rule is of the form Ax,y
i,j → Bi,i′ Ci′ +1,j where (a) Ai,j
′

x,z
z ,y
is non-stable, (b) z = z′ = ∅, and (c) exactly one of Bi,i
′ , Ci′ +1,j is stable. Intuitively, (a)
assures that the parse-tree rooted in Ax,y
i,j affects the mapping, (b) assures that the production
applied on Ax,y
does
not
affect
the
mapping
and (c) assures that exactly one subtree of
i,j
′

′

x,z
z ,y
z ,y
x,z
Ax,y
i,j (either the one rooted at Bi,i′ if Ci′ +1,j is stable, or the one rooted at Ci′ +1,j if Bi,i′
is stable) affects the mapping. We then say that a skippable production rule ρ follows a
skippable production rule ρ′ if the non-stable non-terminal in the right-hand side of ρ′ is
dec
the non-terminal in the left-hand side of ρ. The function jump : V dec → 2V is defined by
B ∈ jump(Ax,y
i,j ) if there is a sequence of skippable production rules ρ1 , · · · , ρm such that:
ρι follows ρι−1 for every ι,
the left-hand side of ρ1 is Ax,y
i,j ,
the non-stable non-terminal in the right-hand side of ρm is B,
there is a production rule that is not skippable whose left-hand side is B.

▶ Example 31. In the decorated grammar whose (one of its) parse-tree appears in Figure 9
∅,∅
∅,∅
it holds that Fn−1,n
∈ jump(S1,n
).
⌟
The acyclic nature of the decorated grammar (that is, the fact that a non-terminal cannot
be produced from itself) enables us to obtain the following upper bound for the computation
of the jump function.
▶ Lemma 32. For every functional unambiguous extraction grammar G in CNF and for
every document d, the jump function is computable in O(|d|5 34k |G|2 ) where k is the number
of variables G is associated with.
Lemmas 29 and 32 imply that we can find the non-stable non-terminals as well as compute
the jump function as part of the quintic preprocessing. It is important to note that if we
can reduce the complexity of computing the jump function to cubic then we can reduce the
whole preprocessing time to cubic.

5.3

The Algorithm

Our main enumeration algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1 and outputs (X, d)-mappings µ
represented as sets of pairs (⊢x , i), (⊣x , j) whenever µ(x) = [i, j⟩. The procedure applyProd
is called with a non-terminal Ax,y
i,j that is (a) non-stable and (b) appears at the left-hand
side of at least one rule that is not skippable. The iterator applyProd outputs with
constant delay all those pairs (β, map) for which there exists a not skippable rule of the form
x,z z′ ,y
Ax,y
i,j → Bi,i′ Ci′ +1,j such that the following hold:
map = {(τ, i′ + 1) τ ∈ z ∪ z′ }, and
x,z
z′ ,y
β is the concatenation of the non-stable terminals amongst Bi,i
′ and Ci′ +1,j .
′

x,y
x,z z ,y
Notice that since Ax,y
i,j is non-stable and since Ai,j → Bi,i′ Ci′ +1,j is not skippable, it holds
that either z ̸= ∅ or z′ =
̸ ∅ (or both). Thus, the returned map is not empty which implies
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⊢ ⊢y ,⊣z

x
S1,6

⊢ ⊢y ,⊢z

x
A1,4

⊢ ⊢y ,⊣y

x
C1,3

⊢ ⊢y ,∅

x
G1,2

⊢ ⊢y ,∅

x
I1,1

∅,⊢z
∅,∅
E5,5
D4,4

Algorithm 1 Main enumeration algorithm.
∅,⊣z
B5,6

⊣x ,⊣z
F6,6

∅,⊣

H3,3 y

∅,∅
J2,2

procedure enumerate(α, map)
if α = ϵ then
output map
denote α by A · α′ ;
foreach B ∈ jump(A) do
foreach (β, map′ ) ∈ applyProd(B)
do
enumerate(β · α′ , map ∪ map′ );

Figure 10 decorGrmr(Gd ) Parse tree.

that every call to this procedure adds information on the mapping, and thus the number of
x,z
calls is bounded. Notice also that β is the concatenation of the non-terminals among Bi,i
′
′

,y
and Ciz′ +1,j
that affect the mapping.
⊢ ⊢y ,⊣z

▶ Example 33. The procedure applyProd applied on S1,6x
pair (⊢z , 5) to map; When applied on
on

∅,⊣z
B5,6
,

⊢x ⊢y ,⊢z
A1,4
,

it adds the pair (⊣x , 6) to map.

from Figure 10 adds the

it adds the pair (⊣y , 4) to map; When applied
⌟

The recursive procedure enumerate outputs the mapping as a set of pairs of the form
(γ, i) with γ ∈ ΓX a variable operation and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The main enumeration algorithm calls
x,y
x,y
the recursive procedure enumerate with pairs (S1,n
, map) where S1,n
is a non-terminal in
decorGrmr(Gd ), and map is the set containing pairs (τ, 1) for any τ ∈ x, and (τ, n + 1)
for any τ ∈ y. The recursive procedure enumerate gets a pair (α, map) as input where α
is a (possibly empty) sequence of non-stable non-terminals and map is a set of pairs of the
above form. It recursively constructs an output mapping by applying derivations on the
non-stable non-terminals (by calling applyProd) while skipping the skippable productions
(by using jump). We assume that enumerate has O(1) access to everything computed in
the preprocessing stage, that is, the grammar decorGrmr(Gd ), the jump function, and
the sets of stable and non-stable non-terminals.
▶ Theorem 34. For every functional unambiguous extraction grammar G in CNF and for
every document d, the main enumerating algorithm described above enumerates the mappings
in JGK(d) (without repetitions) with delay of O(k) between each two consecutive mappings
where k is the number of variables G is associated with.
Had G been ambiguous, the complexity guarantees on the delay would not have held.
Finally, we remark that the proof of Theorem 17 follows from Corollary 25, Proposition 27,
Lemma 29, Lemma 32, and Theorem 34.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we propose a new grammar-based language for document spanners, namely
extraction grammars. We compare the expressiveness of context-free spanners with previously
studied classes of spanners and present a pushdown model for these spanners. We present
an enumeration algorithm for unambiguous grammars that outputs results with a constant
delay after quintic preprocessing in data complexity. We conclude by suggesting several
future research directions.
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To reach a full understanding of the expressiveness of context-free spanners, one should
characterize the string relations that can be expressed with context-free spanners. This
can be done by understanding the expressiveness of context-free grammars enriched with
string equality selection. We note that there are some similarities between recursive Datalog
over regex formulas [34] and extraction grammars. Yet, with the former we reach the full
expressiveness of polynomial time spanners (data complexity) whereas with the latter we
cannot express string equality. Understanding the connection between these two formalisms
better can be a step in understanding the expressive power of extraction grammars.
Regarding our enumeration complexity, it might be possible to decrease the preprocessing
complexity by using other techniques to compute the jump function. Another direction is to
find restricted classes of extraction grammars that are more expressive than regular spanners
yet allow linear time preprocessing (similarly to [2]).
It can be interesting to examine more carefully whether the techniques used here for
enumerating the derivations can be applied also for enumerating queries on trees, or enumerating queries beyond MSO on strings. This connects to a recent line of work on efficient
enumeration algorithms for monadic-second-order queries on trees [3]. Can our techniques
be used to obtain efficient evaluation for more expressive queries?
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1

Introduction

FLIF (Forward Logic of Information Flows) [1] is an algebraic language for accessing atomic
modules, and composing such modules into complex transition systems. Here, the term
“atomic module” can be interpreted liberally: it can be a software library function, a Web
service, a form on a website, or an information source.
Abstractly, an atomic module may be viewed as an n-ary relation where some of the
arguments are designated as input arguments, with the remaining arguments providing
output. For a simple example, a telephone directory may be viewed as a binary relation
Dir(name; phone) with name as input argument and phone as output argument. For another
example, the public bus company may provide its weekdays schedule as a relation Route(stop,
interval; time, line, next, duration) that, given a bus stop and a time interval, outputs bus
lines that stop there at a time within the interval, together with the duration to the next stop.
Note how we use a semicolon to separate the input arguments from the output arguments.
In database research, such relations are known as information sources with limited access
patterns, and the querying of such sources has received considerable attention. We refer to
the research monograph by Benedikt et al. for more background [7]. An elegant syntactic
fragment of first-order logic (FO) that takes into account the limitations imposed by the
access patterns, was proposed by Nash and Ludäscher in the form of so-called “executable”
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FO formulas [14]. Executable FO queries can be evaluated by a form of relational algebra
expressions, called plans, in which database relations can only be accessed by joining them
on their input attributes with a relation that is either given as input or has already been
computed.
FLIF now offers an alternative language, which we think of as situated halfway between
executable FO and plans. In FLIF we take a novel graph-based perspective to information
sources with access patterns. The nodes of the graph are variable bindings; edges indicate
accesses to the sources. For example, consider a source Friend(pname; fname) that outputs
names of friends when given the name of a person as input. Then there is an edge labeled
Friend from binding ν1 to binding ν2 if ν2 (fname) is a friend of ν1 (pname). Moreover, ν2
should not differ from ν1 in other variables (a principle of “inertia”). FLIF then is a simple
XPath-like navigational query language over such graphs [15, 10, 5, 9, 16, 4].
For example, abbreviating Friend by F , the FLIF expression F (x; y);F (y; z);F (z; u);(u =
x) retrieves (in variable z) friends of friends of x who have x also as a direct friend. Here, the
operator ; denotes composition and the subexpression (u = x) serves as a test. Composition
is a crucial operator by which (bounded-length) paths can be traced in the graph. FLIF
also has union (to branch off), intersection (to merge branches) and difference (to exclude
branches), and variable assignments.
Simple as FLIF may seem, it is at least as expressive as executable FO, as we showed
together with Bogaerts, Surinx and Ternovska at ICDT 2020 [1]. Actually, executable FO
was shown to be already subsumed by a well-behaved fragment of FLIF, formed by the
expressions that are io-disjoint. IO-disjointness is a syntactic restriction which guarantees
that, during the transitions involved in evaluating the expression, the values of input variables
are never overwritten. IO-disjoint expressions can also be evaluated by a very transparent
translation to relational algebra plans, in which all joins are natural joins, and attribute
renaming is not needed. (The example expression above is io-disjoint.)
Conversely, in our previous work we also gave a translation from io-disjoint FLIF to
executable FO. It has remained open, however, whether every FLIF expression can actually
be put in an equivalent form that is io-disjoint. In the present paper we answer this question
affirmatively. Of course, we need to make precise for what kind of “equivalence” this can
work, and it is part of our contribution to clarify this. Intuitively, we show that it is always
possible to designate a fresh set of output variables disjoint from the set of input variables, in
such a way that intermediate variables (used in subexpressions) do not interfere with either
of the two sets. Proving this rigorously turned out to be a quite intricate task. Our result
shows that io-disjoint FLIF is equally powerful as the full FLIF language. As a corollary, we
obtain that full FLIF is not more powerful than executable FO.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives preliminaries. Section 3 gives examples
of queries expressed in FLIF and other languages. Section 4 presents and discusses our main
result. Section 5 formally proves the correctness of our method. Section 6 concludes.

2

Preliminaries

We begin by recalling from previous work the concepts and results needed for the present
paper.

2.1

Syntax of FLIF

A schema consists of a set of module names, which are seen as relation names. Accordingly,
the schema assigns to each module name M an arity ar(M ), as well as an input arity iar(M )
with iar(M ) ≤ ar(M ). The idea is that the first iar(M ) arguments are the input arguments;
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the remaining arguments are the output arguments. We use oar(M ) (output arity) for
ar(M ) − iar(M ).
Assume countably infinite universes dom of data values, and V of variables. The
expressions α of FLIF over a schema S are generated by the following grammar:
α ::= M (x̄; ȳ) | (x := y) | (x := c) | (x = y) | (x = c) | α ; α | α ∪ α | α ∩ α | α − α
Here, M is a module name from S; x̄ and ȳ are tuples of variables of lengths iar(M ) and
oar(M ) respectively; x and y are variables; and c is a constant from dom. An expression of
the form M (x̄; ȳ) is called a module access; of the form x := y or x := c a variable assignment;
and x = y or x = c an equality test.
▶ Remark 1. In writing expressions, we omit parentheses around (sub)expressions involving
composition since it is an associative operator. Also we give precedence to composition over
the set operations.

2.2

Semantics of FLIF

Recall that a valuation is a mapping from V to dom. It is convenient to be able to apply
valuations also to constants, agreeing that ν(c) = c for any valuation ν and any c ∈ dom.
We use V for the set of all valuations.
The semantics of FLIF expressions are defined in the context of interpretations. An
interpretation D of a schema S assigns to each module name M an n-ary relation D(M ) on
dom, with n = ar(M ). Given an interpretation D, we define the semantics of an expression
α on D, denoted by JαKD , as a binary relation on V, as follows.
For module access:
JM (x̄; ȳ)KD = {(ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ V × V | ν1 (x̄) · ν2 (ȳ) ∈ D(M ) and ν2 agrees with ν1 outside ȳ}
where · denotes concatenation.
For variable assignment, where t is a variable or a constant:
Jx := tKD = {(ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ V × V | ν2 = ν1 [x := ν1 (t)]}
where, in general, for a valuation ν, a variable x, and a data value c, we use ν[x := c] for the
valuation that is the same as ν except that x is mapped to c.
For equality test:
Jx = tKD = {(ν, ν) | ν ∈ V and ν(x) = ν(t)}.
Finally, the semantics of the operators ;, ∪, ∩ and − are given by composition of binary
relations, union, intersection and set difference, respectively. 1
▶ Remark 2. For simplicity of exposition, we only include equality tests and simple assignments.
The definitions and results of this paper can however be extended to include arithmetical
comparisons and operations.
▶ Example 3. Suppose F is a binary relation of input arity one that is interpreted as a
symmetric “friends” relation of a social network. Suppose the value of input variable x is
some famous person, and we want to find persons z who are friend of a friend (say, y) of x.

1

Recall that the composition r ; s of two binary relations equals the binary relation {(ν1 , ν3 ) | ∃ν2 :
(ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ r and (ν2 , ν3 ) ∈ s}.
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Table 1 Input and output variables of FLIF expressions [1]. In the case of M (x̄; ȳ), the set X is
the set of variables in x̄, and the set Y is the set of variables in ȳ. The symbol △ denotes symmetric
difference.
α

I(α)

O(α)

X

Y

x=y

{x, y}

∅

x := y

{y}

{x}

x=c

{x}

∅

x := c

∅

{x}

α1 ; α2

I(α1 ) ∪ (I(α2 ) \ O(α1 ))

O(α1 ) ∪ O(α2 )

α1 ∪ α2

I(α1 ) ∪ I(α2 ) ∪ (O(α1 ) △ O(α2 ))

O(α1 ) ∪ O(α2 )

α1 ∩ α2

I(α1 ) ∪ I(α2 ) ∪ (O(α1 ) △ O(α2 ))

O(α1 ) ∩ O(α2 )

α1 − α2

I(α1 ) ∪ I(α2 ) ∪ (O(α1 ) △ O(α2 ))

O(α1 )

M (x̄; ȳ)

For this we can use the simple expression F (x; y) ; F (y; z). In order to find persons z with a
pair (say, y1 and y2 ) of friends of x, we can write the expression
(F (x; y1 ) ; F (x; y2 ) ; F (y1 ; z)) ∩ (F (x; y1 ) ; F (x; y2 ) ; F (y2 ; z)).
If we want to make sure that y1 and y2 are different, we can write α − (α ; (y1 = y2 )) where
α is the previous expression. In view of Remark 2 above, we could easily extend FLIF with
nonequalities and then write α ; (y1 ̸= y2 ) instead.

2.3

Input and output variables

Intuitively, an output variable of an expression α is any variable whose value may change in
the course of evaluating α. The set of input variables may then be defined as the smallest
set of variables whose values determine the values of the output variables. These semantic
notions of input and output are undecidable, as they are related to satisfiability in the algebra
of binary relations [3]. Hence, we use syntactical overapproximations [1]. Thus Table 1
defines, for each expression α, the sets I(α) and O(α) of input and output variables.
The following inertia [12, 11] and input determinacy properties formally confirm that
Table 1 defines correct overapproximations, i.e., I(α) contains all semantic input variables,
and O(α) contains all semantic output variables. Elsewhere [2] we have shown that slight
variants of our definitions of I and O are optimal among all compositional definitions
satisfying the below two properties.
▶ Proposition 4 ([1]). Let α be an FLIF expression and let D be an interpretation.
Inertia: For any (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JαKD , we have that ν2 agrees with ν1 outside O(α).
Input determinacy: Let (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JαKD and let ν1′ be a valuation that agrees with ν1 on I(α).
Then there exists a valuation ν2′ that agrees with ν2 on O(α), such that (ν1′ , ν2′ ) ∈ JαKD .
One can verify that every variable occurring in an expression according to the definitions
in Table 1 is either an input variable, an output variable, or both. Since FLIF lacks an
explicit quantification operator, we also refer to the variables occurring in an expression α as
the “free variables”, denoted by var(α), so var(α) = I(α) ∪ O(α). The following property
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formalizes, as expected, that the evaluation of an expression is oblivious to the values of
the non-free variables; they can take any values. (Of course by inertia, these values will not
change in the course of evaluating the expression.)
▶ Proposition 5 (Free variable property [1]). Let Y be the set of variables not in var(α), let
(ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JαKD , and let ν : Y → dom be arbitrary. Then also (ν1 [ν], ν2 [ν]) ∈ JαKD .
Here, we use νi [ν] for νi updated with ν, or formally, the valuation νi |var(α) ∪ ν.

▶ Example 6. Let us denote the expression R(x; y) ∪ S(x; z) by α. The definitions in Table 1
yield that O(α) = {y, z} and I(α) = {x, y, z}. Having y and z as input variables may at
first sight seem counterintuitive. To see semantically why, say, y is an input variable for
α, consider an interpretation D where S contains the pair (1, 3). Consider the valuation
ν1 = {(x, 1), (y, 2), (z, 0)}, and let ν2 = ν1 [z := 3]. Clearly (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JS(x; z)KD ⊆ JαKD .
However, if we change the value of y in ν1 , letting ν1′ = ν1 [y := 4], then (ν1′ , ν2 ) neither
belongs to JS(x; z)KD nor to JR(x; y)KD (due to inertia). Thus, input determinacy would be
violated if y would not belong to I(α).
We mentioned that Table 1 overapproximates the undecidable semantic notions of inputs
and outputs. The following example provides a simple illustration.
▶ Example 7. Let α be the expression (x = y) ; R(x; y) ; (x = y). It is clear that α does not
have any ouputs, however O(α) = {y} according to the definitions of Table 1.

2.4

Input–output disjointness

An expression α is called io-disjoint if I(β) and O(β) are disjoint, for every subexpression β
of α (including α itself). While there is nothing really “wrong” with expressions that are not
io-disjoint, the io-disjoint expressions enjoy a particularly transparent evaluation process in
which input slots remain intact while output slots are being filled.
▶ Example 8. Continuing Example 3 (friends), the expression F (x; x) is obviously not
io-disjoint. Evaluating this expression will overwrite variable x with a friend of the person
originally stored in x. In contrast, the example expressions given in Example 3 are all
io-disjoint.
◀
Formally, we have the following useful property, which follows from Proposition 4:
▶ Proposition 9 (Identity property). Let α be an io-disjoint expression and let D be an
interpretation. If (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JαKD , then also (ν2 , ν2 ) ∈ JαKD .

Intuitively, the identity property holds because, if in ν1 the output slots would accidentally
already hold a correct combination of output values, then there will exist an evaluation of α
that merely confirms these values.
▶ Example 10. The identity property clearly need not hold for expressions that are not
io-disjoint. For example, continuing the friends example, for the expression F (x; x), a person
need not be a friend of themselves.

3

FLIF and other languages

In this Section we compare and contrast FLIF with other formalisms considered for querying
over limited access patterns, specifically, executable FO; plans; and executable Datalog. For
executable FO and plans we use the syntax introduced in our ICDT 2020 paper [1]. The
syntax for Datalog needs no introduction.
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▶ Example 11. Recall the Friends relation from Example 3. We will consider the query
from that example in Example 12; here, we first consider a simpler query. Given a person x,
we want in variable z the friends of a friend of x that are not friend with x itself.
In FLIF, we can express this query using only the variables x and z with the following
simple expression:
F (x; z) ; F (z; z) − F (x; z)
The same query can be expressed with the following io-disjoint FLIF expression:
F (x; y) ; (F (y; z) − F (x; z))
The algebraic plan equivalent to this expression is:
πz ((In ▷◁ F (x; y) ▷◁ F (y; z)) − (In ▷◁ F (x; y) ▷◁ F (x; z)))
where In is a relation name over {x} providing input values.
In executable FO, the query will be expressed by the formula:
∃y F (x; y) ∧ F (y; z) ∧ ¬F (x; z)
Very similarly, in Datalog, the query can be expressed with the following program:
Q(z) ← F (x; y), F (y; z), ¬F (x; z).
▶ Example 12. Recall the query from Example 3 expressed in FLIF slightly differently as
follows:
F (x; y1 ) ; F (x; y2 ) ; (F (y1 ; z) ∩ F (y2 ; z)) ; (y1 ̸= y2 )
This expression is already io-disjoint. The plan equivalent to this expression is:
πz σy1 ̸=y2 ((In ▷◁ F (x; y1 ) ▷◁ F (x; y2 ) ▷◁ F (y1 ; z)) ∩ (In ▷◁ F (x; y1 ) ▷◁ F (x; y2 ) ▷◁ F (y2 ; z)))
where In is a relation name over {x} providing input values.
In executable FO, the query will be expressed by the formula:
∃y1 , y2 F (x; y1 ) ∧ F (x; y2 ) ∧ F (y1 ; z) ∧ F (y2 ; z) ∧ y1 ̸= y2
In Datalog, the program could be the following:
A(y1 , y2 , z) ← F (x; y1 ), F (x; y2 ), F (y1 ; z), F (y2 ; z).
B(y1 , y2 ) ← A(y1 , y2 , z), y1 = y2 .
Q(z) ← A(y1 , y2 , z), ¬B(y1 , y2 ).

4

Putting FLIF expressions in io-disjoint form

The main result of this paper is that arbitrary FLIF expressions can be put in io-disjoint form.
We will first discuss the problem and its complications by means of illustrative examples.
After that we formulate the precise theorem and give a constructive method to rewrite FLIF
expressions into io-disjoint ones.
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Examples

An obvious approach to obtaining an io-disjoint expression is to rename output variables.
For example, we rewrite R(x; x) to R(x; y) and declare that the output value for x can now
be found in slot y instead.
When applying this approach to the composition of two expressions, we must be careful,
as an output of the first expression can be taken as input in the second expression. In that
case, when renaming the output variable of the first expression, we must apply the renaming
also to the second expression, but only on the input side. For example, R(x; x) ; S(x; x) is
rewritten to R(x; y) ; S(y; z). Thus, the output x of the overall expression is renamed to z;
the intermediate output x of the first expression is renamed to y, as is the input x of the
second expression.
Obviously, we must also avoid variable clashes. For example, in R(x; x) ; S(y; y), when
rewriting the subexpression R(x; x), we should not use y to rename the output x to, as this
variable is already in use in another subexpression.
Another subtlety arises in the rewriting of set operations. Consider, for example, the
union R(x; y) ∪ S(x; z). As discussed in Example 8, this expression is not io-disjoint: the
output variables are y and z, but these are also input variables, in addition to x. To make
the expression io-disjoint, it does not suffice to simply rename y and z, say, to y1 and z1 . We
can, however, add assignments to both sides in such a way to obtain a formally io-disjoint
expression:
R(x; y1 ) ; (z1 := z) ∪ S(x; z1 ) ; (y1 := y).
The above trick must also be applied to intermediate variables. For example, consider
T (; ) ∪ (S(; y) ; R(y; y)). Note that T is a nullary relation. This expression is not io-disjoint
with y being an input variable as well as an output variable. The second term is readily
rewritten to S(; y1 );R(y1 ; y2 ) with y2 the new output variable. Note that y1 is an intermediate
variable. The io-disjoint form becomes
T (; ) ; (y1 := y) ; (y2 := y) ∪ R(; y1 ) ; R(y1 ; y2 ).
In general, it is not obvious that one can always find a suitable variable to set intermediate
variables from the other subexpression to. In our proof of the theorem we prove formally
that this is always possible.
Expressions involving intersection can be rewritten with the aid of composition and
equality test. For example the expression R(x; y) ∩ S(y; y) becomes
R(x; y1 ) ; S(y; y2 ) ; (y1 = y2 ).
The overall output y is renamed to y1 , but in the rewriting of the subexpression S(y; y)
we use an intermediate output variable y2 , then test that the two outputs are the same
as required by the original expression. Note that this usage of intermediate variables is
different from that used in the treatment of composition expressions. There, the intermediate
variable was on the output side of the first subexpression and on the input side of the second
subexpression; here, it is on the output side of the second subexpression.
An additional complication with intersection is that outputs that are not common to the
lhs and rhs subexpressions of the intersection lose their status of output variable (Table 1),
so must remain inertial for the overall expression. Hence, for the rewriting to have the
desired semantics, we must add the appropriate equality tests. For example, the expression
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R(x, y; x, y) ∩ S(x, z; x, z) has only x as an output, and x, y and z as inputs. Renaming the
output x to x1 , it can be rewritten in io-disjoint form as
R(x, y; x1 , y1 ) ; (y1 = y) ; S(x, z; x2 , z1 ) ; (z1 = z) ; (x2 = x1 ).
A final complication occurs in the treatment of difference. Intermediate variables used in
the rewriting must be reset to the same value in both subexpressions, since the difference
operator is sensitive to the values of all variables. For example, let α be the expression
S(; x) ; R(x; u, x) − T (; ). We have I(α) = O(α) = {x, u}. Suppose we want to rename the
outputs x and u to x1 and u1 respectively. As before, the subexpression on the lhs of the
difference operator is rewritten to S(; x2 ) ; R(x2 ; u1 , x1 ) introducing an intermediate variable
x2 . Also as before, x1 and u1 need to be added to the rewriting of T (; ) which does not have
x and u as outputs. But the new complication is that x2 needs to be reset to a common
value (we use x here) for the difference of the rewritten subexpressions to have the desired
semantics. We thus obtain the overall rewriting
S(; x2 ) ; R(x2 ; u1 , x1 ) ; (x2 := x) − T (; ) ; (x2 := x) ; (u1 := u) ; (x1 := x).

4.2

Statement of the theorem

As the overall idea behind the above examples was to rename the output variables, our aim
is clearly the following theorem, with ρ playing the role of the renaming:2
▶ Theorem 13. Let α be an FLIF expression and let ρ be a bijection from O(α) to a set of
variables disjoint from var(α). There exists an io-disjoint FLIF expression β such that
1. I(β) = I(α);
2. O(β) ⊇ ρ(O(α)); and
3. for every interpretation D and every valuation ν1 , we have
{ν2 |O(α) | (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JαKD } = {ν2 ◦ ρ | (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JβKD }.
In the above theorem, we must allow O(β) to be a superset of ρ(O(α)) (rather than being
equal to it), because we must allow the introduction of auxiliary (intermediate) variables.
For example, let α be the expression S(x; ) − R(x; x). Note that O(α) is empty. Interpret S
as holding bus stops and R as holding bus routes. Then α represents a module that takes as
input x, and tests if x is a bus stop to where the bus would not return if we would take the bus
at x. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that there would exist an io-disjoint expression
β as in the theorem, but with O(β) = O(α) = ∅. Since I(β) must equal I(α) = {x}, the only
variable occurring in β is x. In particular, β can only mention R in atomic subexpressions of
the form R(x; x), which is not io-disjoint. We are forced to conclude that β cannot mention
R at all. Such an expression, however, can never be a correct rewriting of α. Indeed, let D
be an interpretation for which JαKD is nonempty. Hence JβKD is nonempty as well. Now let
D′ be the interpretation with D′ (S) = D(S) but D′ (R) = ∅. Then JαKD′ becomes clearly
empty, but JβKD′ = JβKD remains nonempty since β does not mention R.
2

We use g ◦ f for standard function composition (“g after f ”). So, in the statement of the theorem,
ν2 ◦ ρ : O(α) → V : x 7→ ν2 (ρ(x)).
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Variable renaming

In the proof of our main theorem we need a rigorous way of renaming variables in FLIF
expressions. The following lemma allows us to do this. It confirms that expressions behave
under variable renamings as expected. The proof by structural induction is straightforward.
As to the notation used in the lemma, recall that V is the universe of variables. For a
permutation θ of V, and an expression α, we use θ(α) for the expression obtained from α by
replacing every occurrence of any variable x by θ(x).
▶ Lemma 14 (Renaming Lemma). Let α be an FLIF expression and let θ be a permutation
of V. Then for every interpretation D, we have
(ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JαKD

4.4

⇔

(ν1 ◦ θ, ν2 ◦ θ) ∈ Jθ(α)KD .

Rewriting procedure

In order to be able to give a constructive proof of Theorem 13 by structural induction, a
stronger induction hypothesis is needed. Specifically, to avoid clashes, we introduce a set W
of forbidden variables. So we will actually prove the following statement:
▶ Lemma 15. Let α be an FLIF expression, let W be a set of variables, and let ρ be a
bijection from O(α) to a set of variables disjoint from var(α). There exists an io-disjoint
FLIF expression β such that
1. I(β) = I(α);
2. O(β) ⊇ ρ(O(α)) and O(β) − ρ(O(α)) is disjoint from W ;
3. for every interpretation D and every valuation ν1 , we have
{ν2 |O(α) | (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JαKD } = {ν2 ◦ ρ | (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JβKD }.
We proceed to formally describe an inductive rewriting procedure to produce β from α
as prescribed by the above lemma. The procedure formalizes and generalizes the situations
encountered in the examples discussed in the previous section. The correctness of the method
is proven in Section 5.

Terminology
A bijection from a set of variables X to another set of variables is henceforth called a renaming
of X.

Module access
If α is of the form M (x̄; ȳ), then β equals M (x̄; ρ(ȳ)).

Variable assignment
If α is of the form x := t, then β equals ρ(x) := t.

Equality test
If α is an equality test, we can take β equal to α.
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Nullary expressions
An expression α is called nullary if it contains no variables, i.e., var(α) is empty. Trivially,
for nullary α, the desired β can be taken to be α itself. We will consider this to be an extra
base case for the induction.

Intersection
If α is of the form α1 ∩ α2 then β equals β1 ; γ1 ; β2 ; γ2 ; η, where the constituent expressions
are defined as follows.
Let W1 = W ∪ var(α) and let ρ1 be a renaming of O(α1 ) that is an extension of ρ such
that the image of ρ1 − ρ is disjoint from W1 . By induction, there exists an io-disjoint
rewriting of α1 for W1 and ρ1 ; this yields β1 .
Let W2 = W1 ∪ O(β1 ) and let ρ2 be a bijection from O(α2 ) to a set of variables that is
disjoint from W2 . By induction, there exists an io-disjoint rewriting of α2 for W2 and ρ2 ;
this yields β2 .
γ1 is the composition of all (ρ1 (y) = y) for y ∈ O(α1 ) − O(α2 ). If O(α1 ) − O(α2 ) is empty,
γ1 can be dropped from the expression; this qualification applies to similar situations
below.
γ2 is defined symmetrically.
η is the composition of all (ρ1 (y) = ρ2 (y)) for y ∈ O(α).

Composition
If α is of the form α1 ; α2 then β equals β1 ; θ(β2 ), where the constituents are defined as
follows.
Let W2 = W ∪var(α)∪ρ(O(α1 )), and let ρ2 be the restriction of ρ to O(α2 ). By induction,
there exists an io-disjoint rewriting of α2 for W2 and ρ2 ; this yields β2 .
Let W1 = W ∪ var(α), and let ρ1 be a renaming of O(α1 ) such that
on O(α1 ) ∩ O(α2 ) ∩ I(α2 ), the image of ρ1 is disjoint from var(α) ∪ O(β2 ) as well as
from the image of ρ;
elsewhere, ρ1 agrees with ρ.
By induction, there exists an io-disjoint renaming of α1 for W1 and ρ1 ; this yields β1 .
θ is the permutation of V defined as follows. For every y ∈ I(α2 ) ∩ O(α1 ), we have
θ(y) = ρ1 (y) and θ(θ(y)) = y.
Elsewhere, θ is the identity.

Union
If α is of the form α1 ∪ α2 then β equals (β1 ; γ1 ; η1 ) ∪ (β2 ; γ2 ; η2 ) where the constituent
expressions are defined as follows.
Let W1 = W ∪ var(α) ∪ ρ(O(α2 )) and let ρ1 be the restriction of ρ on O(α1 ). By induction,
there exists an io-disjoint rewriting of α1 for W1 and ρ1 ; this yields β1 .
Let W2 = W ∪ var(α) ∪ O(β1 ) and let ρ2 be the restriction of ρ on O(α2 ). By induction,
there exists an io-disjoint rewriting of α2 for W2 and ρ2 ; this yields β2 .
γ1 is the composition of all (ρ(y) := y) for y ∈ O(α2 ) − O(α1 ), and γ2 is defined
symmetrically.
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If O(β2 ) − ρ2 (O(α2 )) (the set of “intermediate” variables in β2 ) is empty, η1 can be
dropped from the expression. Otherwise, η1 is the composition of all (y := z) for
y ∈ O(β2 ) − ρ(O(α2 )), with z a fixed variable chosen as follows.
(a) If O(β1 ) is nonempty, take z arbitrarily from there.
(b) Otherwise, take z arbitrarily from var(α2 ). We know var(α2 ) is nonempty, since
otherwise α2 would be nullary, so β2 would equal α2 , and then O(β2 ) would be empty
as well (extra base case), which is not the case.
η2 is defined symmetrically.

Difference
If α is of the form α1 − α2 then β equals (β1 ; γ1 ; η1 ; η2 ) − (β2 ; γ2 ; η1 ; η2 ) where the
constituent expressions are defined as follows.
Let W1 = W ∪ var(α) and let ρ1 = ρ. By induction, there exists an io-disjoint rewriting
of α1 for W1 and ρ; this yields β1 .
Let W2 = W1 ∪ O(β1 ) and let ρ2 be a renaming of O(α2 ) that agrees with ρ on O(α1 ) ∩
O(α2 ), such that the image of ρ2 − ρ1 is disjoint from W2 . By induction, there exists an
io-disjoint rewriting of α2 for W2 and ρ2 ; this yields β2 .
γ1 is the composition of all (ρ2 (y) := y) for y ∈ O(α2 ) − O(α1 ), and γ2 is defined
symmetrically.
If O(β2 ) − ρ2 (O(α2 )) is empty, η1 can be dropped from the expression. Otherwise, η1 is
the composition of all (y := z) for y ∈ O(β2 ) − ρ2 (O(α2 )), with z a fixed variable chosen
as follows.
(a) If O(α1 ) ∩ O(α2 ) is nonempty, take z arbitrarily from ρ(O(α1 ) ∩ O(α2 )).
(b) Otherwise, take z arbitrarily from var(α2 ) (which is nonempty by the same reasoning
as given for the union case).
η2 is defined symmetrically.

4.5

Necessity of variable assignment

Our rewriting procedure intensively uses variable assignment. Is this really necessary? More
precisely, suppose α itself does not use variable assignment. Can we still always find an
io-disjoint rewriting β such that β does not use variable assignment either? Below, we answer
this question negatively; in other words, the ability to do variable assignment is crucial for
io-disjoint rewriting.
For our counterexample we work over the schema consisting of a nullary relation name S
and a binary relation name T of input arity one. Let α be the expression S(; ) ∪ T (x; x) and
let ρ rename x to x1 . Note that our rewriting procedure would produce the rewriting
S(; ) ; (x1 := x) ∪ T (x; x1 ),
indeed using a variable assignment (x1 := x) to ensure an io-disjoint expression.
For the sake of contradiction, assume there exists an expression β according to Theorem 13
that does not use variable assignment. Fix D to the interpretation where S is nonempty but
T is empty. Then JαKD consists of all identical pairs of valuations. Take any valuation ν
with ν(x) ̸= ν(x1 ). Since (ν, ν) ∈ JαKD , there should exist a valuation ν ′ with ν ′ (x1 ) = ν(x)
such that (ν, ν ′ ) ∈ JβKD . Note that ν ′ =
̸ ν, since ν(x1 ) ̸= ν(x). However, this contradicts
the following two observations. Both observations are readily verified by induction. (Recall
that D is fixed as defined above.)
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1. For every expression β without variable assignments, either JβKD is empty, or JβKD = JγKD
for some expression γ that does not mention T and that has no variable assignments.
2. For every expression γ that does not mention T and that has no variable assignments,
and any (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JγKD , we have ν1 = ν2 .

5

Correctness proof

We prove that β constructed by the method described in Section 4.4 satisfies the statement
of Lemma 15. The base cases are straightforwardly verified. For every inductive case, we
need to verify several things:
Inputs: I(β) = I(α).
io-disjointness: Every subexpression of β, including β itself, must have disjoint inputs and
outputs.
Outputs: O(β) ⊇ ρ(O(α)).
No clashes: O(β) − ρ(O(α)) is disjoint from W .
Completeness: For any interpretation D and (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JαKD , we want to find ν such that
(ν1 , ν) ∈ JβKD and ν(ρ(y)) = ν2 (y) for y ∈ O(α).
Soundness: For any (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JβKD , we want to find ν such that (ν1 , ν) ∈ JαKD and
ν(y) = ν2 (ρ(y)) for y ∈ O(α).
Below we present here the proofs for composition and union, as these are the clearest.
The proofs for intersection and difference are more intricate and will appear in the journal
version of this paper.

5.1

Composition
δ

Henceforth, for any expression δ, we will use the notation ν1 −
→ ν2 to indicate that (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈
JδKD .

Inputs
We first analyze inputs and outputs for θ(β2 ). Inputs pose no difficulty (note that I(β2 ) =
I(α2 )). As to outputs, θ only changes variables in I(α2 ) and β2 is io-disjoint by induction,
so θ has no effect on O(β2 ). Hence:
I(θ(β2 )) = (I(α2 ) − O(α1 )) ∪ ρ1 (I(α2 ) ∩ O(α1 ))
O(θ(β2 )) = O(β2 )
Calculating I(β), the part of I(θ(β2 )) that is contained in ρ1 (O(α1 )) disappears as ρ1 (O(α1 ))
is contained in O(β1 ). Also, I(β1 ) = I(α1 ) by induction. Thus I(β) = I(α1 ) ∪ (I(α2 ) −
O(α1 )) = I(α) as desired.

Outputs
We verify:
ρ(O(α)) = ρ(O(α1 )) ∪ ρ(O(α2 )) = ρ(O(α1 ) − O(α2 )) ∪ ρ(O(α2 ))
= ρ1 (O(α1 ) − O(α2 )) ∪ ρ2 (O(α2 )) ⊆ O(β1 ) ∪ O(β2 ) = O(β).
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io-disjointness
Expression β is io-disjoint since O(β1 ) and O(β2 ) are disjoint from var(α) by construction.
For subexpression θ(β2 ), recall I(θ(β2 )) and O(θ(β2 )) as calculated above. The part contained
in I(α2 ) is disjoint from O(β2 ) since I(α2 ) = I(β2 ) and β2 is io-disjoint by induction. We
write the other part as ρ1 (I(α2 ) ∩ O(α1 ) ∩ O(α2 )) ∪ ρ((I(α2 ) ∩ O(α1 )) − O(α2 )). The first
term is disjoint from O(β2 ) by definition of ρ1 .
The second term is dealt with by the more general claim that ρ(O(α1 ) − O(α2 )) is disjoint
from O(β2 ). In proof, let y ∈ O(α1 ) − O(α2 ) and assume for the sake of contradiction that
ρ(y) ∈ O(β2 ). Then ρ(y) ∈ O(β2 ) − ρ(O(α2 )), which by induction is disjoint from W2 , which
includes ρ(O(α1 )). However, since y ∈ O(α1 ), this is a contradiction.

No clashes
We have
O(β) − ρ(O(α)) = (O(β1 ) ∪ O(β2 )) − ρ(O(α1 ) ∪ O(α2 ))
⊆ (O(β1 ) − ρ(O(α1 )) ∪ (O(β2 ) − ρ(O(α2 )).
By induction, the latter two terms are disjoint from W1 ⊇ W and W2 ⊇ W , respectively.

Completeness
α

α

1
2
Since (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JαKD , there exists ν such that ν1 −→
ν −→
ν2 . By induction, there exists
ν3 such that (ν1 , ν3 ) ∈ Jβ1 KD and ν3 (ρ1 (y)) = ν(y) for y ∈ O(α1 ). Also by induction, there
exists ν4 such that (ν, ν4 ) ∈ Jβ2 KD and ν4 (ρ2 (y)) = ν2 (y) for y ∈ O(α2 ). By the Renaming
Lemma (14), we have (ν ◦ θ, ν4 ◦ θ) ∈ Jθ(β2 )KD .
We claim that ν3 agrees with ν ◦ θ on I(θ(β)). Recalling that the latter equals (I(α2 ) −
O(α1 )) ∪ ρ1 (I(α2 ) ∩ O(α1 )), we verify this claim as follows.
We begin by verifying that θ is the identity on I(α2 )−O(α1 ). Indeed, let u ∈ I(α2 )−O(α1 ).
Note that θ is the identity outside (I(α2 ) ∩ O(α1 )) ∪ ρ1 (I(α2 ) ∩ O(α1 )). Clearly u does
not belong to the first term. Also u does not belong to the second term, since the image
of ρ1 is disjoint from var(α).
Now let u ∈ I(α2 ) − O(α1 ). Then θ(u) = u, so (ν ◦ θ)(u) = ν(u). Now since

α

β1

1
ν ←−
ν1 −→ ν3

and u belongs neither to O(α1 ) nor to O(β1 ) (as O(β1 ) is disjoint from var(α)), we get
ν(u) = ν3 (u).
Let u ∈ I(α2 ) ∩ O(α1 ). Then (ν ◦ θ)(ρ1 (u)) = ν(θ(θ(u))) = ν(u). The latter equals
ν3 (ρ1 (u)) by definition of ν3 .
We can now apply input determinacy and obtain ν5 such that (ν3 , ν5 ) ∈ Jθ(β2 )KD and ν5
agrees with ν4 ◦ θ on O(β2 ). It follows that (ν1 , ν5 ) ∈ JβKD , so we are done if we can show
that ν5 (ρ(y)) = ν2 (y) for y ∈ O(α). We distinguish two cases.
First, assume y ∈ O(α2 ). Then ν5 (ρ(y)) = ν5 (ρ2 (y)) = (ν4 ◦ θ)(ρ2 (y)) by definition of ν5 .
Now observe that θ(ρ2 (y)) = ρ2 (y). Indeed, ρ2 (y) belongs to O(β2 ), while θ is the identity
outside (I(α2 ) ∩ O(α1 )) ∪ ρ1 (I(α2 ) ∩ O(α1 )). The first term is disjoint from O(β2 ) since
O(β2 ) is disjoint from var(α). The second term is disjoint from O(β2 ) as already shown in
the io-disjointness proof. So, we obtain ν4 (ρ2 (y)), which equals ν2 (y) by definition of ν4 .
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Second, assume y ∈ O(α1 ) − O(α2 ). Since (ν3 , ν5 ) ∈ Jθ(β2 )KD and O(θ(β2 )) = O(β2 )
is disjoint from ρ(O(α1 ) − O(α2 )) as seen in the disjointness proof, ν5 (ρ(y)) = ν3 (ρ(y)).
Since y ∈
/ O(α2 ), we have ν3 (ρ(y)) = ν3 (ρ1 (y)), which equals ν(y) by definition of ν3 . Now
ν(y) = ν2 (y) since (ν, ν2 ) ∈ Jα2 KD and y ∈
/ O(α2 ).

Soundness
The proof for soundness is remarkably symmetrical to that for completeness. Such symmetry
is not present in the proofs for the other operators. We cannot yet explain well why the
symmetry is so present for composition.
Since (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ JβKD , there exists ν such that
β1

θ(β2 )

ν1 −→ ν −−−→ ν2 .
By induction, there exists ν3 such that (ν1 , ν3 ) ∈ Jα1 KD and ν3 (y) = ν(ρ1 (y)) for y ∈ O(α1 ).
By the Renaming Lemma, we have (ν ◦ θ, ν2 ◦ θ) ∈ Jβ2 KD (note that θ−1 = θ). By induction,
there exists ν4 such that (ν ◦ θ, ν4 ) ∈ Jα2 KD and ν4 (y) = (ν2 ◦ θ)(ρ2 (y)) for y ∈ O(α2 ).
Using analogous reasoning as in the completeness proof, it can be verified that ν3 agrees
with ν ◦ θ on I(α2 ). Hence, by input determinacy, there exists ν5 such that (ν3 , ν5 ) ∈ Jα2 KD
and ν5 agrees with ν4 on O(α2 ). It follows that (ν1 , ν5 ) ∈ JαKD , so we are done if we can
show that ν5 (y) = ν2 (ρ(y)) for y ∈ O(α). This is shown by analogous reasoning as in the
completeness proof.

5.2

Union

Inputs
Let {i, j} = {1, 2}. We begin by noting:
I(γi ) = O(αj ) − O(αi )
O(γi ) = ρ(O(αj ) − O(αi ))
Note that I(γi ), being a subset of var(α), is disjoint from O(βi ), so I(βi ; γi ) is simply
I(βi ) ∪ I(γi ). By induction, I(βi ) = I(αi ) and O(βi ) contains ρ(O(αi )). Hence:
I(βi ; γi ) = I(αi ) ∪ (O(αj ) − O(αi ))
O(βi ; γi ) = O(βi ) ∪ ρ(O(αj ))
We next analyze ηi . Recall that this expression was defined by two cases.
(a) If O(βi ) is nonempty, I(ηi ) ⊆ O(βi ).
(b) Otherwise, I(ηi ) ⊆ var(αj ). However, if O(βi ) is empty then O(αi ) is too, so that
I(α) = I(αi ) ∪ I(αj ) ∪ O(αj ) = I(αi ) ∪ var(αj ). Hence, in this case, I(ηi ) ⊆ I(α).
The output is the same in both cases:
O(ηi ) = O(βj ) − ρ(O(αj ))
Composing βi ; γi with ηi , we continue with the two above cases.
(a) In this case I(ηi ) is contained in O(βi ; γi ), so I(βi ; γi ; ηi ) = I(βi ; γi ).
(b) In this case I(ηi ) is disjoint from O(βi ; γi ), and I(βi ; γi ; ηi ) equals I(βi ; γi ) to which
some element of I(α) is added.
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In both cases, we can state that
I(αi ) ∪ (O(αj ) − O(αi )) ⊆ I(βi ; γi ; η1 ) ⊆ I(α).
For outputs, we have
O(βi ; γi ; ηi ) = O(β1 ) ∪ O(β2 ).
The set of inputs of the final expression β = (β1 ; γ1 ; η1 ) ∪ (β2 ; γ2 ; η2 ) equals the union
of inputs of the two top-level subexpressions, since these two subexpressions have the same
outputs (O(β1 ) ∪ O(β2 )). Hence
I(α1 ) ∪ I(α2 ) ∪ (O(α1 ) △ O(α2 )) ⊆ I(β) ⊆ I(α).
Since the left expression equals I(α) by definition, we obtain that I(β) = I(α) as desired.

Outputs
From the above we have O(β) = O(β1 ) ∪ O(β2 ). Since O(βi ) ⊇ ρ(O(αi )) by induction, we
obtain O(β) ⊇ ρ(O(α1 ) ∪ O(α2 )) = ρ(O(α)) as desired.

io-disjointness
Let i = 1, 2. Expression γi is io-disjoint since the image of ρ is disjoint from var(α). Then βi ;γi
is io-disjoint because both O(βi ) and the image of ρ are disjoint from var(α). For the same
reason, βi ; γi ; ηi and β are io-disjoint. We still need to look at ηi . In case (b), I(ηi ) ⊆ I(α)
so io-disjointness follows again because O(βj ) is disjoint from var(α). In case (a), we look at
i = 1 and i = 2 separately. For i = 1 we observe that O(η1 ) = O(β2 ) − ρ(O(α2 )) is disjoint
from W2 , which includes O(β1 ). For i = 2 we write O(β2 ) = ρ(O(α2 )) ∪ (O(β2 ) − ρ(O(α2 ))).
The first term is disjoint from O(η2 ) = O(β1 ) − ρ(O(α1 )) since the latter is disjoint from W1
which includes ρ(O(α2 )). The second term is disjoint from O(β1 ) as we have just seen.

No clashes
We verify:
O(β) − ρ(O(α)) = (O(β1 ) ∪ O(β2 )) − ρ(O(α1 ) ∪ O(α2 ))
⊆ (O(β1 ) − ρ(O(α1 ))) ∪ (O(β2 ) − ρ(O(α2 ))).
By induction, both of the latter terms are disjoint from W , which confirms that there are no
clashes.

Completeness
Assume (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ Jα1 KD ; the reasoning for α2 is analogous. By induction, there exists ν3
such that (ν1 , ν3 ) ∈ Jβ1 KD and ν3 (ρ(y)) = ν2 (y) for y ∈ O(α1 ).
Note that each of the expressions γi and ηi for i = 1, 2 is a composition of variable
assignments. For any such expression δ and any valuation ν there always exists a unique ν ′
such that (ν, ν ′ ) ∈ JδKD (even independently of D).
Now let
γ1

η1

ν3 −→ ν4 −→ ν5 ,
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so that (ν1 , ν5 ) ∈ JβKD . If we can show that ν5 (ρ(y)) = ν2 (y) for y ∈ O(α) we are done.
Thereto, first note that η1 does not change variables in ρ(O(α)). Indeed, for ρ(O(α2 )) this
is obvious from O(η1 ) = O(β2 ) − ρ(O(α2 )); for ρ(O(α1 )) this follows because by induction,
O(β2 ) − ρ(O(α2 )) is disjoint from W2 , which includes O(β1 ), which includes ρ(O(α1 )). So,
η1
by ν4 −→ ν5 we are down to showing that ν4 (ρ(y)) = ν2 (y) for y ∈ O(α). We distinguish
two cases.
γ1
If y ∈ O(α1 ), since ν3 −→ ν4 and γ1 does not change variables in ρ(O(α1 )), we have
ν4 (ρ(y)) = ν3 (ρ(y)), which equals ν2 (y) by definition of ν3 .
γ1
If y ∈ O(α2 ) − O(α1 ), then ν4 (ρ(y)) = ν3 (y) by ν3 −→ ν4 . Now since
β1

α

1
ν3 ←− ν1 −→
ν2

and y ∈
/ O(β1 ) ∪ O(α1 ), we get ν3 (y) = ν2 (y) as desired. (The reason for y ∈
/ O(β1 ) is that
by induction, O(β1 ) is disjoint from W1 which includes var(α).)

Soundness
Assume (ν1 , ν2 ) ∈ Jβ1 ; γ1 ; η1 KD ; the reasoning for β2 ; γ2 ; η2 is analogous. Then there exist
ν3 and ν4 such that
β1

γ1

η1

ν1 −→ ν3 −→ ν4 −→ ν2 .

(∗)

By induction, there exists ν such that (ν1 , ν) ∈ Jα1 KD ⊆ JαKD and ν(y) = ν3 (ρ(y)) for
y ∈ O(α1 ). As observed in the completeness proof, γ1 and η1 do not touch variables in
ρ(O(α1 )). Hence by (∗) also ν(y) = ν2 (ρ(y)) for y ∈ O(α1 ).
If we can show the same for y ∈ O(α2 ) − O(α1 ), we have covered all y ∈ O(α) and we
are done. This is verified as follows. By inertia, we have ν(y) = ν1 (y) = ν3 (y), the latter
γ1
equality because O(β1 ) is disjoint from var(α). From ν3 −→ ν4 we have ν3 (y) = ν4 (ρ(y)).
η1
Now the latter equals ν2 (ρ(y)) since ν4 −→ ν2 and η1 does not touch variables in ρ(O(α2 )).

6

Conclusion

We have shown how to rewrite arbitrary FLIF expressions into io-disjoint ones. Our rewriting
procedure is polynomial, as is readily verified from the description given in Section 4.4.
While the problem of “making programs io-disjoint” was, in this paper, interpreted in
a specific manner according to the definitions of the FLIF language, there seems to be a
more general quality about the problem that we have not been able to articulate. Of course,
many examples of techniques that seem superficially similar can be cited, such as renaming
bound variables in logic, or alpha-conversion in lambda calculus. But input and output as
interpreted in this paper have a definite dynamic (one could say procedural) meaning which
is lacking in such examples. So, while we are not aware about known results in logic or the
foundations of programming languages that are technically related to our main result or our
proof techniques, we would love to find out about them if they exist.
There are many interesting topics for further research on FLIF, and on LIF (Logic of
Information Flows [17, 18, 1, 2]) in general. Some are already discussed in the cited papers;
in closing this paper we list some more.
1. In our rewriting technique, there are really three, not two, categories of variables into
play: inputs, outputs, and intermediate variables. It would be interesting to develop the
framework further so that intermediate variables get a full treatment alongside inputs
and outputs.
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2. Investigate io-disjointness when FLIF is extended with additional operators, notably
converse and transitive closure. We remark, however, that transitive closure seems to be
at odds with io-disjointness. Indeed, if α is io-disjoint then the transitive closure of JαKD
equals JαKD itself.
3. Delineate useful instances of LIF for which the problems of checking whether a variable
is a semantic input, or output, are decidable.
4. Apply FLIF in practice. In this regard, the language could be made more practical by
extending it with an explicit construct for hiding variables, as found, e.g., in process
calculi [13], graph expressions [6], and graph logic [8].
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Introduction

Conjunctive queries (CQs) are an extensively studied database query language and fragment
of first-order logic. They correspond precisely to Datalog programs with a single non-recursive
rule. In this paper, we study two problems related to CQs. The first problem is concerned
with the existence and constructability of unique characterizations. For which CQs q is it
the case that q can be characterized (up to logical equivalence) by its behavior on a small
set of data examples? And, when such a set of data examples exists, can it be constructed
efficiently? The second problem pertains to exact learnability of CQs in an interactive setting
where the learner has access to a “membership oracle” that, given any database instance and
a tuple of values, answers whether the tuple belongs to the answer of the goal CQ (that is,
the hidden CQ that the learner is trying to learn). We can think of the membership oracle
as a black-box, compiled version of the goal query, which the learner can execute on any
number of examples. The task of the learner, then, is to reverse engineer the query based on
the observed behavior.
Note that these two problems (unique characterizability and exact learnability) are closely
related to each other: a learner can identify the goal query with certainty, only when the set
of examples that it has seen so far constitutes a unique characterization of the goal query.
© Balder ten Cate and Victor Dalmau;
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Editors: Ke Yi and Zhewei Wei; Article No. 9; pp. 9:1–9:24
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Figure 1 A frontier in the homomorphism lattice of structures.

▶ Motivating Example 1. This example, although stylized and described at a high level, aims
to convey an important use case that motivated the present work. The Google Knowledge
Graph is a large database of entities and facts, gathered from a variety of sources. It is
used to enhance the search engine’s results for queries such as “where was Barack Obama
born” with factual information in the form of knowledge panels [7] When a query triggers a
specific knowledge panel, this may be the result of various different triggering and fulfillment
mechanisms, which may involve a combination of structured queries to the knowledge graph,
hard-coded business logic (in a Turing-complete language), and machine learned models. This
makes it difficult to understand interactions between knowledge panels (e.g., whether the two
knowledge panels are structurally equivalent or one subsumed by the other). If a declarative
specification of (an approximation of) the triggering and fulfillment logic for a knowledge
panel can be constructed programmatically, specified in a sufficiently restrictive formalism
such as Datalog rules, this provides an avenue to the above, and other relevant static analysis
tasks. The efficient exact learnability with membership queries that we study in this paper,
can be viewed as an idealized form of such a programmatic approach, where the membership
oracle is the existing, black box, implementation of the knowledge panel, and the learner must
produce a CQ that exactly captures it.
As it turns out, the above problems about CQs are intimately linked to fundamental
properties of the homomorphism lattice of finite structures. In particular, the existence
of a unique characterization for a CQ can be reduced to the existence of a frontier in the
homomorphism lattice for an associated structure A, where, by a “frontier” for A, we mean a
finite set of structures F1 , . . . , Fn that cover precisely the set of structures homomorphically
S
strictly weaker than A, that is, such that {B | B →
↚ A} = i {B | B → Fi } (cf. Figure 1).
Known results [16, 1] imply that not every finite structure has such a frontier, and,
moreover, a finite structure has a frontier if and only if the structure (modulo homomorphic
equivalence) satisfies a structural property called c-acyclicity. These known results, however,
are based on exponential constructions, and no polynomial algorithms for constructing
frontiers were previously known.
▶ Main Contribution 1 (Polynomial-time algorithms for constructing frontiers). We show
that, for c-acyclic structures, a frontier can in fact be computed in polynomial time. More
specifically, we present two polynomial-time algorithms. The first algorithm takes any c-acyclic
structure and produces a frontier consisting of structures that are themselves not necessarily
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c-acyclic. Indeed, we show that this is unavoidable. The second algorithm applies to a more
restricted class of acyclic structures and yields a frontier consisting entirely of structures
belonging to the same class (that is, the class of structures in question is frontier-closed).
We use these to obtain new results on the existence and efficient constructability of unique
characterizations for CQs:
▶ Main Contribution 2 (Polynomial Unique Characterizations for Conjunctive Queries). We
show that a CQ is uniquely characterizable by polynomially many examples, precisely if
(modulo logical equivalence) it is c-acyclic. Furthermore, for c-acyclic CQs, a uniquely
characterizing set of examples can be constructed in polynomial time. In the special case of
unary, acyclic, connected CQs, a uniquely characterizing set of examples can be constructed
consisting entirely of queries from the same class.
Using the above results as a stepping stone, we obtain a polynomial-time exact learning
algorithm for the class of c-acyclic CQs.
▶ Main Contribution 3 (Polynomial-Time Learnability with Membership Queries). We show
that c-acyclic CQs are efficiently exactly learnable in Angluin’s model of exact learnability
with membership queries [2].
The above results are optimal, because, as we mentioned above, exact learnability with
membership queries, requires the existence of a finite uniquely characterizing set of examples,
which, in turn, requires the existence of a frontier, and frontiers exist (up to homomorphic
equivalence) only for c-acyclic structures.
Although our primary interest is in conjunctive queries, we show that our results also
have implications for schema mappings and description logic concepts:
▶ Main Contribution 4 (Schema Mappings and Description Logic Concepts). As a further
corollary to the above, we obtain a number of results regarding the existence of polynomial
unique characterizations, as well as exact learnability, for LAV (“Local-As-View”) schema
mappings and for description logic concepts for the lightweight description logic ELI.

Outline
Section 2 reviews basic facts and definitions. In Section 3, we present our two new polynomialtime algorithms for constructing frontiers for finite structures with designated elements. We
also review a result by [27], which implies the existence of (not necessarily polynomially
computable) frontiers w.r.t. classes of structures of bounded expansion. In Section 4, we
apply these algorithms to show that a CQ is uniquely characterizable by polynomially many
examples, precisely if (modulo logical equivalence) it is c-acyclic. Furthermore, for c-acyclic
CQs, a uniquely characterizing set of examples can be constructed in polynomial time. In
the special case of unary, acyclic, connected CQs, a uniquely characterizing set of examples
can be constructed consisting entirely of queries from the same class. In Section 5, we
further build on these results, and we study the exact learnability of CQs. Section 6 presents
applications to schema mappings and description logic concepts.

2

Preliminaries

Schemas, Structures, Homomorphisms, Cores. A schema (or, relational signature) is a
finite set of relation symbols S = {R1 , . . . , Rn }, where each relation Ri as an associated
arity arity(Ri ) ≥ 1. For k ≥ 0, by a structure over S with k distinguished elements we
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will mean a tuple (A, a1 , . . . , ak ), where A = (dom(A), R1A , . . . , RnA ) is a finite structure (in
the traditional, model-theoretic sense) over the schema S, and a1 , . . . , ak are elements of
the domain of A. Note that all structures, in this paper, are assumed to be finite, and we
will drop the adjective “finite”. By a fact of a structure A we mean an expression of the
form R(a1 , . . . , an ) where the tuple (a1 , . . . , an ) belongs to the relation R in A. Given two
structures (A, a) and (B, b) over the same schema, where a = a1 , . . . ak and b = b1 , . . . , bk ,
a homomorphism h : (A, a) → (B, b) is a map h from the domain of A to the domain of
B, such that h preserves all facts, and such that h(ai ) = bi for i = 1 . . . k. When such a
homomorphism exists, we will also say that (A, a) “homomorphically maps to” (B, b) and
we will write (A, a) → (B, b). We say that (A, a) and (B, b) are homomorphically equivalent
if (A, a) → (B, b) and (B, b) → (A, a).
A structure is said to be a core if there is no homomorphism from the structure in question
to a proper substructure [20]. It is known [20] that every structure (A, a) has a substructure
to which it is homomorphically equivalent and that is a core. This substructure, moreover, is
unique up to isomorphism, and it is known as the core of (A, a).
Fact Graph, FG-Connectedness, FG-Disjoint Union. The fact graph of a structure (A, a) is
the undirected graph whose nodes are the facts of A, and such that there is an edge between
two distinct facts if they share a non-designated element, i.e., there exists an element b of
the domain of A that is distinct from the distinguished elements a, such that b occurs in
both facts. We say that (A, a) is fg-connected if the fact graph is connected. A fg-connected
component of (A, a) is a maximal fg-connected substructure (A′ , a) of (A, a). If (A1 , a)
and (A2 , a) are structures with the same distinguished elements, and whose domains are
otherwise (except for these distinguished elements) disjoint, then the union (A1 ∪ A2 , a) of
these two structures will be called a fg-disjoint union and will be denoted as (A1 , a) ⊎ (A2 , a).
The same construction naturally extends to finite sets of structures. It is easy to see that
every structure (A, a) is equal to the fg-disjoint union of its fg-connected components. See
also [15, 34], where fg-connected components are called fact blocks.
Direct Product, Homomorphism Lattice. Given two structures (A, a) and (B, b) over
the same schema, where a = a1 , . . . ak and b = b1 , . . . , bk , the direct product (A, a) × (B, b)
is defined, as usual, as ((A × B), ⟨a1 , b1 ⟩, . . . , ⟨ak , bk ⟩), where the domain of A × B is the
Cartesian product of the domains of A and B, and where the facts of A × B are all facts
R(⟨c1 , d1 ⟩, . . . , ⟨cn , dn ⟩) for which it holds that R(c1 , . . . , cn ) is a fact of A and R(d1 , . . . , dn )
is a fact of B. The direct product of a finite collection of structures is defined analogously.
For a fixed schema S and k ≥ 0, the collection of (homomorphic-equivalence classes of)
structures over S with k distinguished elements, ordered by homomorphism, forms a lattice,
where the above direct product operation is the meet operation. In particular, (A, a) × (B, b)
homomorphically maps to both (A, a) and (B, b), and a structure (C, c) homomorphically
maps to (A, a) × (B, b) if and only if it homomorphically maps to both (A, a) and (B, b).
The join operation of the lattice is a little more tedious to define, and we only sketch it
here, as it is not used in the remainder of the paper. When two structures have the same
isomorphism type of distinguished elements, their join is simply the fg-disjoint union as
defined earlier. In the general case, one must first compute the smallest equivalence relation
over the index set of the distinguished elements that refines the equivalence relations induced
by both structures, and factor both structures through, before taking their fg-disjoint union.
For structures without designated elements, this lattice has been studied extensively
(cf. for instance [21, 29]). The above exposition shows how to lift some of the basic definitions
and constructions, in the appropriate way, to structures with distinguished elements.
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Incidence Graph, C-Acyclicity. Given a structure (A, a), the incidence graph of A is the
bipartite multi-graph containing all elements of the domain of A as well as all facts of A,
and an edge (a, f ) whenever a is an element and f is a fact in which a occurs. Note that if
an element occurs more than once in the same fact, the incidence graph contains multiple
edges. (A, a) is said to be c-acyclic if every cycle in its incidence graph contains at least
one distinguished elements, i.e., at least one elements in a. In particular, this means that
no non-designated element occurs twice in the same fact. The concept of c-acyclicity was
first introduced in [1] in the study of unique characterizability of GAV schema mappings
(cf. Section 6 for more details). A straightforward dynamic-programming argument shows:
▶ Proposition 2.1. For c-acyclic structures (A, a) and (B, b) (over the same schema and
with the same number of distinguished elements), we can test in polynomial time whether
(A, a) → (B, b). The core of a c-acyclic structure can be computed in polynomial time.
In the case without designated elements, c-acyclicity simply means that the incidence graph
is acyclic, a condition better known as Berge acyclicity in the database theory literature [14].
C-Connectedness. We say that a structure (A, a) is c-connected if every connected component of its incidence graph contains at least one designated element. Note that this condition
is only meaningful for k > 0, and that it differs subtly from the condition of fg-connectedness
we defined above. For example, the structure consisting of the facts R(a1 , a2 ) and S(a2 , a1 )
with distinguished elements a1 , a2 , is c-connected but is not fg-connected. For any structure
(A, a), we denote by (A, a)reach the (unique) maximal c-connected substructure, that is, the
substructure containing everything reachable from the distinguished elements.
▶ Proposition 2.2. If (A, a) is c-connected, then (A, a) → (B, b)reach iff (A, a) → (B, b).
Conjunctive Queries. Let k ≥ 0. A k-ary conjunctive query (CQ) q over a schema S is an
expression of the form q(x) :- α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αn where x = x1 , . . . , xk is a sequence of variables,
and where each αi is an atomic formula using a relation from S. Note that αi may use
variables from x as well as other variables. In addition, it is required that each variable in x
occurs in at least one conjunct αi . This requirement is referred to as the safety condition.
Note that, for simplicity, this definition of CQ does not allow the use of constants. Many
of the results in this paper, however, can be extended in a straightforward way to CQs with
a fixed finite number of constants (which can be simulated using additional free variables).
If A is a structure over the same schema as q, we denote by q(A) the set of all k-tuples of
values that satisfy the query q in A. We write q ⊆ q ′ if q and q ′ are queries over the same
schema, and of the same arity, and q(A) ⊆ q ′ (A) holds for all structures A. We say that q
and q ′ are logically equivalent if q ⊆ q ′ and q ′ ⊆ q both hold. We refer to any textbook on
database theory for a more detailed exposition of the semantics of CQs.
There is a well-known correspondence between k-ary CQs over a schema S and structures
over S with k distinguished elements. In one direction, we can associate to each k-ary CQ
q(x) over the schema S a corresponding structure over S with k distinguished elements,
namely qb = (Aq , x), where the domain of Aq is the set of variables occurring in q, and the
facts of Aq are the conjuncts of q. We will call this structure qb the canonical structure of q.
Note that every distinguished element of qb occurs in at least one fact, as follows from the
safety condition of CQs. Conversely, consider any structure (A, a), with a = a1 , . . . , ak , such
that every distinguished element ai occurs in at least one fact of A. We can associate to
(A, a) a k-ary canonical CQ, namely the CQ that has a variable xa for every value a in the
domain of A occurring in at least one fact, and a conjunct for every fact of A.
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By the classic Chandra-Merlin Theorem [10], a tuple a belongs to q(A) if and only
if there is a homomorphism from qb to (A, a); and q ⊆ q ′ holds if and only if there is a
homomorphism from qb′ to qb. Finally, q and q ′ are logically equivalent if and only if qb and qb′
are homomorphically equivalent.
Exact Learning Models, Conjunctive Queries as a Concept Class. Informally, an exact
learning algorithm is an algorithm that identifies an unknown goal concept by asking a
number of queries about it. The queries are answered by an oracle that has access to the goal
concept. This model of learning was introduced by Dana Angluin, cf. [2]. In this paper, we
consider the two most extensively studied kinds of oracle queries: membership queries and
equivalence queries. We will first review basic notions from computational learning theory,
such as the notion of a concept, and then explain what it means for a concept class to be
efficiently exactly learnable with membership and/or equivalence queries.
Let X be a (possibly infinite) set of examples. A concept over X is a function c : X →
{0, 1}, and a concept class C is a collection of such concepts. We say that x ∈ X is a positive
example for a concept c if c(x) = 1, and that x is a negative example for c if c(x) = 0.
Conjunctive queries (over a fixed schema S and with a fixed arity k) are a particular
example of such a concept class, where the example space is the class of all structures over S
with k distinct elements, and where an example (A, a) is labeled as positive if the tuple a
belongs to q(A), and negative otherwise.
It is always assumed that concepts are specified using some representation system so that
one can speak of the length of the specification of a concept. More formally, a representation
system for C is a string language L over some finite alphabet, together with a surjective
function r : L → C. By the size of a concept c ∈ C, we will mean the length of the smallest
representation. Similarly, we assume a representation system, with a corresponding notion of
length, for the examples in X. When there is no risk of confusion, we may conflate concepts
(and examples) with their representations.
Specifically, for us, when it comes to structures, any natural choice of representation will
do; we only assume that the length of the specification of a structure (for a fixed schema) is
polynomial in the domain size, the number of facts and the number of distinguished elements.
Likewise for CQs, we assume that the length of the representation of a CQ is polynomial in
that of its canonical structure.
For every concept c, we denote by MEMc the membership oracle for c, that is, the oracle
that takes as input an example x and returns its label, c(x), according to c. Similarly, for
every concept c ∈ C, we denote by EQc , the equivalence oracle for c, that is, the oracle that
takes as input the representation of a concept h and returns “yes”, if h = c, or returns a
counterexample x otherwise (that is, an example x such that h(x) ̸= c(x)). An exact learning
algorithm with membership and/or equivalence queries for a concept class C is an algorithm
alg that takes no input but has access to the membership oracle and/or equivalence oracle
for an unknown goal concept c ∈ C.1 The algorithm alg must terminate after finite amount
of time and output (some representation of) the goal concept c. This notion was introduced
by Angluin [2], who also introduced the notion of a polynomial-time exact learning algorithm.
We say that an exact learning algorithm alg with membership and/or equivalence queries
runs in polynomial time if there exists a two-variable polynomial p(n, m) such that at any

1

It is common in the learning theory literature to assume that the learning algorithm is given an upper
bound on the size of the goal concept as input. However, it turns out that such an assumption is not
needed for any of our positive results concerning learnability.
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point during the run of the algorithm, the time used by alg up to that point (counting one
step per oracle call) is bounded by p(n, m), where n is the size of the goal concept and m the
size of the largest counterexample returned by calls to the equivalence oracle up to that point
in the run (m = 0 if no equivalence queries have been used). A concept class C is efficiently
exactly learnable with membership and/or equivalence queries if there is an exact learning
algorithm with membership and/or equivalence queries for C that runs in polynomial time.
There is a delicate issue about this notion of polynomial time that we now discuss. One
might be tempted to relax the previous definition by requiring merely that the total running
time is bounded by p(n, m). However, this change in the definition would give rise to a
wrong notion of a polynomial-time algorithms in this context by way of a loophole in the
definition. Indeed, under this change, one could design a learning algorithm that, in a first
stage, identifies the goal hypothesis by (expensive) exhaustive search and that, once this is
achieved, forces – by asking equivalence queries with appropriate modification of the goal
concept – the equivalence oracle to return large counterexamples that would make up for the
time spent during the exhaustive search phase.

3

Frontiers in the homomorphism lattice of structures

In this section, we define frontiers and discuss their relationships to gaps and (restricted)
homomorphism dualities. We present two polynomial-time methods for constructing frontiers.
For the applications in the next sections, it is important to consider structures with designated
elements. These designated elements, intuitively, correspond to the free variables of a CQ.
▶ Definition 3.1. Fix a schema and k ≥ 0, and let C be a class of structures with k designated
elements and let (A, a) be a structure with k designated elements as well. A frontier for
(A, a) w.r.t. C, is a set of structures F such that
1. (B, b) → (A, a) for all (B, b) ∈ F .
2. (A, a) ̸→ (B, b) for all (B, b) ∈ F .
3. For all (C, c) ∈ C with (C, c) → (A, a) and (A, a) ̸→ (C, c), we have that (C, c) → (B, b)
for some (B, b) ∈ F .
See Figure 1 for a graphical depiction of a frontier.
The notion of a frontier is closely related to that of a gap pair. A pair of structures (B, A)
with B → A is said to be a gap pair if A ̸→ B, and every structure C satisfying B → C and
C → A is homomorphically equivalent to either B or A [30]. The same concept applies to
structures with designated elements. It is easy to see that any frontier for a structure A must
contain (modulo homomorphic equivalence) all structures B such that (B, A) is a gap pair.
▶ Example 3.2. The structure (A, a1 ) consisting of facts P a1 and Qa1 (with designated
element a1 ) has a frontier of size 2 (w.r.t. the class of all finite structures), namely F =
{(B, a1 ), (C, a1 )} where B consists of the facts P a1 , P b, Qb and C consists of the facts
Qa1 , P b, Qb, respectively. Note that ((B, a1 ), (A, a1 )) and ((C, a1 ), (A, a1 )) are gap pairs. It
can be shown that the structure (A, a0 ) has no frontier of size 1 (as such a frontier would
have to consist of a structure that contains both facts P a1 and Qa1 ).
For another example, consider the structure (A′ , a1 ) consisting of facts P a1 and Rbb. It is
the right hand side of a gap pair (the left hand side being the structure (B ′ , a1 ) consisting of
the facts Rbb and P b′ ), but (A′ , a1 ) has no finite frontier as follows from Theorem 3.7 below.
Frontiers are also closely related to (generalized) homomorphism dualities [16]. We say
that a structure (A, a) has a finite duality w.r.t. a class C if there is a finite set of structures
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D such that for all (C, c) ∈ C, (A, a) → (C, c) iff for all (B, b) ∈ D, (C, c) ̸→ (B, b). If C is
the set of all structures (over the same schema as (A, a)), we simply say that (A, a) has a
finite duality.2
▶ Example 3.3. In the realm of digraphs, viewed as relational structures without designated
elements with a single binary relation, every directed path A of, say, k > 1 nodes has finite
duality (w.r.t. the class of digraphs). Indeed, it is not difficult to verify that for every
digraph C, A → C iff C ̸→ D where D is the digraph with nodes {1, . . . k − 1} and edges
{(i, j) | i < j}.
▶ Lemma 3.4. Let C be any class of structures.
1. If a structure (A, a) has a finite duality w.r.t. C then (A, a) has a finite frontier w.r.t. C.
2. If a structure (A, a) ∈ C has a finite frontier w.r.t. C and C is closed under direct products,
then (A, a) has a finite duality w.r.t. C.
Note that the construction of the frontier from the duality is polynomial, while the
construction of the duality from the frontier involves an exponential blowup. The following
example shows that this is unavoidable.
R

R

R

R

R

R

1
2
n
→ ◦ −−→
◦−
→ ◦ −−→
◦ · · · ◦ −−→
◦−
→ ◦, viewed as a structure
▶ Example 3.5. The path ◦ −
without any designated elements, has a frontier (w.r.t. the class of all finite structures) of
size polynomial in n, as will follow from Theorem 3.8 below. It is known, however, that any
finite duality for this structure must involve a structure whose size is exponential in n, and
the example can be modified to use a fixed schema (cf. [31]).

3.1

Frontiers for classes with bounded expansion

The notion of a class of graphs with bounded expansion was introduced in [28]. We will not
give a precise definition here, but important examples include graphs of bounded degree,
graphs of bounded treewidth, planar graphs, and any class of graphs excluding a minor. The
same concept of bounded expansion can be applied also to arbitrary structures: a class of
structures C is said to have bounded expansion if the class of Gaifman graphs of structures in
C has bounded expansion. We refer to [29] for more details. Classes of structures of bounded
expansion are in many ways computationally well-behaved (cf. for example [23]).
Nešetřil and Ossona de Mendez [27, 29] show that if C is any class of structures with
bounded expansion, then every structure has a finite duality w.r.t. C. It follows by Lemma 3.4
that also every structure has a finite fontier w.r.t. C. Nešetřil and Ossona de Mendez [27, 29]
only consider connected structures without designated elements, but their result extends in a
straightforward way to the general case of structures with designated elements. Furthermore,
it yields an effective procedure for constructing frontiers, although non-elementary (i.e., not
bounded by a fixed tower of exponentials).
▶ Theorem 3.6 (from [27, 29]). Let C be any class of structures that has bounded expansion.
Then every structure (A, a) has a finite frontier w.r.t. C, which can be effectively constructed.

2

We note here that in the literature on Constraint Satisfaction, it is usual to consider the ’other side’ of
the duality, i.e, a structure A is said to have finite duality if there exists a finite set of structures F such
that for every structure C, C → A iff for all B ∈ F , B ̸→ C.
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Polynomial frontiers for c-acyclic structures

Alexe et al. [1], building on Foniok et al. [16], show that a structure has a finite duality if
and only if its core is c-acyclic. By Lemma 3.4, this implies that a structure has a finite
frontier if and only if its core is c-acyclic.
▶ Theorem 3.7 (from [16, 1]). A structure has a finite frontier w.r.t. the class of all structures
iff it is homomorphically equivalent to a c-acyclic structure, iff its core is c-acyclic.
One of our main results is a new proof of the right-to-left direction, which, unlike the
original, provides a polynomial-time construction of a frontier from a c-acyclic structure:
▶ Theorem 3.8. Fix a schema S and k ≥ 0. Given a c-acyclic structure over S with k
distinguished elements, we can construct in polynomial time a frontier w.r.t. the class of all
structures over S that have k distinguished elements.
Note that the size of the smallest frontier is in general exponential in k. Indeed, consider
the single-element structure (A, a) where A consists of the single fact P (a) and a = a, . . . , a
has length k. It is not hard to show that every frontier of this (c-acyclic) structure must
contain, up to homomorphic equivalence, all structures of the form (B, b) where B consists
of two facts, P (a1 ) and P (a2 ), and b ∈ {a1 , a2 }k is a sequence in which both a1 and a2 occur.
There are exponentially many pairwise homomorphically incomparable such structures.
The proof of Theorem 3.8 is based on a construction that improves over a similar but
exponential construction of gap pairs for acyclic structures given in [30, Def. 3.9]. Our
results also shed new light on a question posed in the same paper: after presenting a doubleexponential construction of duals (for connected structures without designated elements),
involving first constructing an exponential-sized gap pair, the authors ask: “It would be
interesting to know to what extent the characterisation of duals can be simplified, and whether
the indirect approach via density is optimal.” This question appeared to have been answered
in [31], where a direct method was established for constructing single-exponential size duals.
Theorem 3.8 together with Lemma 3.4, however, gives another answer: single-exponential
duals can be constructed by going through frontiers (i.e., “via density”) as well.
Recall the definition of fg-connectedness from the preliminaries. We first prove a restricted
version of Theorem 3.8 for special case of core, fg-connected, c-acyclic structures with the
Unique Names Property. We subsequently lift these extra assumptions. A structure (A, a)
with a = a1 , . . . ak has the Unique Names Property (UNP) if ai ̸= aj for all i ≤ j (cf. [4]).
▶ Proposition 3.9. Given a core, fg-connected, c-acyclic structure with UNP, we can construct
in polynomial time (for fixed schema S and number of distinguished elements k) a frontier
w.r.t. the class of all finite structures. Furthermore, the frontier consists of a single structure,
which has the UNP.
Proof. Let a core fg-connected c-acyclic structure (A, a) with UNP be given. Note that each
fg-connected structure either (i) consists of a single fact containing only designated elements,
or (ii) consists of a number of facts that all contain at least one non-designated element.
Therefore, we can distinguish two cases:
Case 1. A consists of a single fact f without non-designated elements. Let (B, a) be
the structure whose domain is {a, b}, where b is a fresh value distinct from the values in
a, and which contains all facts over this domain except f . It is easy to see that (B, a) is a
homomorphism dual for (A, a), and consequently, the direct product of the two structures
constitutes a singleton frontier for (A, a). Note that this construction is polynomial because
we assume that the schema S and k are both fixed.
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Case 2. A consists of one or more facts that each contain a non-designated element. In
this case, we construct a singleton frontier F = {B} where
the domain of B consists of
1. all pairs (a, f ) where a is a non-designated element of A and f is a fact of A in which
a occurs, and
2. All pairs (a, id) where a is a designated element of A
a fact R((a1 , f1 ), . . . , (an , fn )) holds in B if and only if R(a1 , . . . , an ) holds in A and at
least one fi is a fact that is different from the fact R(a1 , . . . , an ) itself.
Note that, in the above construction, id is an arbitrary symbol, used only to simplify notation
by ensuring that every element of B can we written as a pair. In what follows we will not
distinguish between a designated element ai and the corresponding pair (ai , id).
We claim that F = {(B, a)} is a frontier for (A, a).
It is clear that the natural projection h : B → A is a homomorphism.
We claim that there is no homomorphism h′ : A → B. Assume, for the sake of a
contradiction, that there was such a homomorphism. We may assume that the composition
of h and h′ is the identity on A (since A is a core, the composition of h and h′ is an
automorphism of A, that is, an isomorphism from A to itself. By composing h with the
inverse of this automorphism if needed, we ensure that its composition with h′ is the identity
function). In particular, this means that h′ maps each designated element a to (a, id) and
for each non-designated element a of A, h′ (a) = (a, f ) for some fact f . For a non-designated
element a, let us denote by fa the unique fact f for which h′ (a) = (a, fa ).
We will consider “walks” in A of the form
fa

fa

1
2
a1 −−→
a2 −−→
. . . an

with n ≥ 1, where
1. a1 , . . . , an are non-designated elements,
2. fai ̸= fai+1 , and
3. ai and ai+1 co-occur in fact fai ,
Since A is c-acyclic, the length of any such sequence is bounded by the diameter of A
(otherwise some fact would have to be traversed twice in succession, which would violate
condition 2). Furthermore, trivially, such a walk of length n = 1 exists: just choose as
a1 an arbitrary non-designated element of A. Furthermore, we claim that any such finite
sequence can be extended to a longer one: let the fact fan be of the form R(b1 , . . . , bm )
(where an = bi for some i ≤ m). Since h is a homomorphism, it must map fan to some fact
R((b1 , fb1 ), . . . , (bm , fbm )) of B, where some fbj is a fact that is different from fan . We can
choose bj as our element an+1 . Thus, we reach our desired contradiction.
Finally, consider any C with h : C → A and A ̸→ C. We construct a function h′ : C → B
as follows: consider any element c of C, and let h(c) = a. If a is a designated element, we set
h′ (c) = (a, id). Otherwise, we proceed as follows: since A is c-acyclic and fg-connected, for
each non-distinguished element a′ of A (other than a itself) there is a unique minimal path
in the incidence graph, containing only non-distinguished elements, from a′ to a. We can
represent this path by a sequence of the form
(f0 ,i0 ,j0 )

(f1 ,i1 ,j1 )

(fn−1 ,in−1 ,jn−1 )

a′ = a0 −−−−−−→ a1 −−−−−−→ a2 · · · −−−−−−−−−−−→ an = a
where each fℓ is a fact of A in which aℓ occurs in the iℓ -th position and aℓ+1 occurs in
the jℓ -th position. We can partition the non-distinguished elements a′ of A (other than a
itself) according to the last fact on this path, that is, fn−1 . Furthermore, it follows from
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fg-connectedness that each fact of A contains a non-distinguished element. It is easy to see
that if a fact contains multiple non-distinguished elements (other than a) then they must all
belong to the same part of the partition as defined above. Therefore, the above partition on
non-distinguished elements naturally extends to a partition on the facts of A. Note that if A
contains any facts in which a is the only non-distinguished element, we will refer to these
facts as “local facts” and they will be handled separately. In this way, we have essentially
S
decomposed A into a union Alocal ∪ i Ai , where Alocal contains all local facts and each
“component” Ai is a substructure of A consisting of non-local facts, in such a way that (i)
different substructures Ai do not share any facts with each other, (ii) different substructures
do not share any elements with each other, except for a and distinguished elements, (iii)
each Ai contains precisely one fact involving a.
Since we know that (A, a) ̸→ (C, c), it follows that either some local fact f of A does not
map to C (when sending a to c), or some “component” Ai of A does not map to C through
any homomorphism sending a to c. In the first case, we set h′ (a) = (a, f ). In the second
case, we choose such a component (if there are multiple, we choose one of minimal size) and
let f be the unique fact in that component containing a (that is, f is the fact fn−1 that by
construction connected the non-distinguished elements of the component in question to a).
We set h′ (c) = (a, f ). Intuitively, when h′ (c) = (h(c), f ), then f is a fact of A involving h(c)
that “points in a direction where homomorphism from (A, h(c)) back to (C, c) fails”.
We claim that h′ is a homomorphism from C to B: let R(c1 , . . . , cn ) be a fact of C.
Then R(h(c1 ), . . . , h(cn )) holds in A. Let h′ (ci ) = (h(ci ), fi ) (where fi = id if h(ci ) is a
designated element of A). To show that R(h′ (c1 ), . . . , h′ (cn )) holds in B, it suffices to show
that some fi is different from the fact R(h(c1 ), . . . , h(cn )) itself. If fi is a local fact, then
this follows immediately from the construction. Otherwise, let ni be the size of the smallest
“component” (as defined above) of (A, h(ci )) that does not homomorphically map to (C, ci ),
and choose an element ci with minimal ni . Then, clearly, fi must be different from the fact
R(h(c1 ), . . . , h(cn )) itself.
◀
Next, we remove the assumptions of fg-connectedness and being a core.
▶ Proposition 3.10. Given a c-acyclic structure with UNP, we can construct in polynomial
time a frontier w.r.t. the class of all finite structures. Furthermore, the frontier consists of
structures that have the UNP.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, we may assume that (A, a) is a core. Note that the c-acyclicity
and UNP properties are preserved under the passage from a structure to its core.
Let (A, a) be a structure with designated elements that is UNP and that is a fg-disjoint
union of homomorphically incomparable fg-connected structures (A1 , a), . . . , (An , a). By
Proposition 3.9, (A1 , a), . . . , (An , a) have, respectively, frontiers F1 , . . . , Fn , each consisting
of a single structure with the UNP. We may assume without loss of generality that each
Fi consists of structures that have the same designated elements a as A (we know that the
structures in question satisfy the UNP, and therefore, modulo homomorphism, we can assume
that their designated elements are precisely
a).

U
We claim that F = { j̸=i (Aj , a) ⊎ (B, a) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (B, a) ∈ Fi } is a frontier for
(A, a) w.r.t. C.
Clearly, each structure in F maps homomorphically to A.
Suppose, for
 the sake of contradiction, that there were a homomorphism from h : (A, a) →
U
(A
,
a)
⊎ (B, a) for some | 1 ≤ i ≤ n and (B, a) ∈ Fi . Observe that h must send
j
j̸=i
each designated element to itself, and it must send each non-designated element to a nondesignated element (otherwise, the composition of h with the backward homomorphism
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would be a non-injective endomorphism on (A, a) which would contradict the fact that (A, a)
is a core). Since (Ai , a) is fg-connected (and because h cannot send non-designated elements
to designated elements), its h-image must be contained either in some (Aj , a) (j ̸= i) or in
B. The former would cannot happen because Ai and Aj are homomorphically incomparable.
The latter cannot happen either, because B belongs to a frontier of Ai .
Finally, let C ∈ C be any structure such that there is a homomorphism h : C → A
but A ̸→ C. Let Ai be a fg-connected component of A such that Ai ̸→ C. Since Ai
is fg-connected, we can partition our structure C as C1 ⊎ C2 where the h-image of C1 is
contained in Ai while the h-image of C2 is disjoint from Ai . We know that Ai ̸→ C1 and
U
therefore C1 → B for some B ∈ Fi . Furthermore, we have that C2 → j̸=i Aj . Therefore,
U
C→
◀
j̸=i Aj ⊎ B | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, B | B ∈ Fi }.
Finally, we can prove Theorem 3.8 itself.
Proof of Theorem 3.8. Let (A, a) be c-acyclic. If it has the UNP, we are done. Consider
the other case, where the sequence a contains repetitions. Let a′ = a′1 , . . . , a′n consists of the
same elements without repetition (in some order). We construct a frontier for it as follows:
1. Consider the structure (A, a′ ), which, by construction, has the UNP. Let F be a frontier
for (A, a′ ) (again consisting of structures with the UNP), using Proposition 3.10. Note
that, through isomorphism, we may assume that each structure in F has the same
designated elements a′ . For each (B, a′ ) ∈ F , we take the structure (B, a).
2. Let k be the length of the tuple a. For each function f : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . , k}, whose
range has size strictly greater than n, consider structure (C, cf ) where C contains all
facts over the domain {1, . . . , k}, and cfi = f (i). We take its direct product with (A, a).
It is easy to see that the set of all structures constructed above, constitutes a frontier
for (A, a). Indeed, suppose a structure maps to (A, a) but not vice versa. If the tuple of
designated elements of the structure in question has the same identity type as the tuple a
(i.e., the same equalities hold between values at different indices in the tuple) then it is easy
to see that the structure in question must map to some structure (B, a) as constructed under
item 1 above. Otherwise, if the tuple of designated elements of the structure in question does
not have the same identity type, then it is easy to see that the structure in question must
map to (C f , cf ) × (A, a), as constructed under item 2 above, where f reflects the identity
type of the designated elements of the structure in question.
◀
As a corollary of Theorem 3.8, we obtain the following interesting by-product:
▶ Theorem 3.11. For a fixed schema S and k ≥ 0, the following problem is solvable in NP:
given a finite set of structures F and a structure A (all with k designated elements), is F a
frontier for A w.r.t. the class of all structures? For some S and k, it is NP-complete.
Proof. For the upper bound, we use the fact that, if A is homomorphically equivalent to a
c-acyclic structure A′ , then the core of A is c-acyclic (cf. Theorem 3.7). The problem can
therefore be solved in non-deterministic polynomial time as follows:
First we guess a substructure A′ and we verify that A′ is c-acyclic and homomorphically
equivalent to A. Note that the existence of such A′ is a necessary precondition for F to be a
frontier of A. Furthermore, c-acyclicity can be checked in polynomial time using any PTIME
algorithm for graph acyclicity (recall that a structure is c-acyclic if and only if its incidence
graph is acyclic after removing all nodes corresponding to designated elements).
Next, we apply Theorem 3.8 to construct a frontier F ′ for A′ (and hence for A). Finally, we
verify that each B ∈ F homomorphically maps to some B ′ ∈ F ′ and, vice versa, every B ′ ∈ F ′
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homomorphically maps to some B ∈ F . It is not hard to see that this non-deterministic
algorithm has an accepting run if and only if F is a frontier for A.
For the lower bound, we reduce from graph 3-colorability. Let A be the structure, over
a 3-element domain, that consists of the facts R(a, b) for all pairs a, b with a ̸= b. In
addition, each of the three elements is named by a constant symbol. Since A is c-acyclic, by
Theorem 3.7, it has a frontier F . Now, given any graph G (viewed as a relational structure
with binary relation R and without constant symbols), we have that G is 3-colorable if and
only if F is a frontier for the disjoint union of A with G. To see that this is the case, note
that if G is 3-colorable, then the disjoint union of A with G is homomorphically equivalent
to A itself, whereas if G is not 3-colorable, then the disjoint union of A with G is strictly
greater than A in the homomorphism order.
◀

3.3

A polynomially frontier-closed class of structures

We call a class C of structures frontier-closed if every structure (A, a) ∈ C has a frontier
w.r.t. C, consisting of structures belonging to C. If, moreover, the frontier in question can be
constructed from (A, a) in polynomial time, then we say that C is polynomially frontier-closed.
▶ Theorem 3.12. The class of c-connected acyclic structures with 1 designated element is
polynomially frontier-closed. 3
As will follow from results in Section 4 (cf. Theorems 4.7-4.9 below) the theorem fails if
we drop any of the three restrictions in the statement (i.e., c-connectedness, acyclicity, and
k = 1). However, it might quite well be the case that still holds for some other values of k.
Indeed, we conjecture that Theorem 3.12 remains true for any k > 1.

4

Unique Characterizations for Conjunctive Queries

In this section, we study the question when a CQ is uniquely characterizable by a finite set
of positive and/or negative examples.
▶ Definition 4.1 (Data Examples, Fitting, Unique Characterizations). Let C be a class of k-ary
CQs over a schema S (for some k ≥ 0), and let q be a k-ary query over S.
1. A data example is a structure (A, a) over schema S with k distinguished elements. If
a ∈ q(A), we call (A, a) a positive example (for q), otherwise a negative example.
2. Let E + , E − be finite sets of data examples. We say that q fits (E + , E − ) if every example
in E + is a positive example for q and every example in E − is a negative example for
q. We say that (E + , E − ) uniquely characterizes q w.r.t. C if q fits (E + , E − ) and every
q ′ ∈ C that fits (E + , E − ) is logically equivalent to q.
It turns out that there is a precise correspondence between unique characterizations and
frontiers. Recall that the canonical structure of a query q is denoted by qb. Similarly, for any
class of CQs C, we will denote by Cb the class of structures {b
q | q ∈ C}.
▶ Proposition 4.2 (Frontiers vs Unique Characterizations). Fix a schema S and k ≥ 0. Let q
be any k-ary CQ over S and C a class of k-ary CQs over S.
b then (E + = {b
1. If F is a frontier for qb w.r.t. C,
q }, E − = F ) uniquely characterizes q
w.r.t. C.
3

Note that for structures with one distinguished element, c-connectedness is the same as connectedness.
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2. Conversely, if (E + , E − ) uniquely characterizes Q w.r.t. C, then F = {b
q × (B, b) | (B, b) ∈
b
E − } is a frontier for qb w.r.t. C.
Proposition 4.2 allows us to take the results on frontiers from the previous section, and
rephrase them in terms of unique characterizations. Incidentally, note that results in [1]
imply an analogous relationship between finite dualities and uniquely characterizing sets
of examples for unions of conjunctive queries. We need two more lemmas. Recall that a
structure (A, a) corresponds to a conjunctive query only if every distinguished element occurs
in at least one fact. Let us call such structures safe. The following lemmas, essentially, allow
us to ignore unsafe structures, thereby bridging the gap between structures and CQs.
▶ Lemma 4.3. Let q be a k-ary CQ over schema S and C a class of k-ary CQs over S. If q is
uniquely characterized w.r.t. C by positive and negative examples (E + , E − ), then q is uniquely
characterized w.r.t. C by ({(A, a) ∈ E + | (A, a) is safe}, {(A, a) ∈ E − | (A, a) is safe}).
▶ Lemma 4.4. A safe structure has a finite frontier w.r.t. all structures if and only if it has
a finite frontier w.r.t. the class of all safe structures.
Putting everything together, we obtain the main result of this section. We call a CQ q
c-acyclic (or acyclic, or c-connected) if the structure qb is c-acyclic (resp. acyclic, c-connected).
▶ Theorem 4.5. Fix a schema and fix k ≥ 0.
b has bounded expansion, then every CQ q ∈ C is
1. If C is a class of k-ary CQs such that C
uniquely characterizable w.r.t. C by finitely many positive and negative examples (which
can be effectively constructed from the query).
2. A k-ary CQ q is uniquely characterizable by finitely many positive and negative examples
(w.r.t. the class of all k-ary CQs) iff q is logically equivalent to a c-acyclic CQ. Moreover,
for a c-acyclic CQ, a uniquely characterizing set of examples can be constructed in
polynomial time.
3. Assume k = 1 and let Cca be the class of k-ary CQs that are c-connected and acyclic.
Then every q ∈ Cca is uniquely characterizable w.r.t. Cca by finitely many positive and
negative examples belonging to Cc
ca . Moreover, the set of examples in question can be
constructed in polynomial time.
▶ Remark 4.6. For the purpose of applications discussed in Section 6, we note that Theorem 4.5
remains true if the safety condition for CQs were to be dropped. Indeed, the proof in this
case is even simpler, as it does not require Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4.
Theorem 4.5(3) applies to CQs with k = 1 that are c-connected, and acyclic. None of
these restrictions can be dropped.
▶ Theorem 4.7. The Boolean acyclic connected CQ T() :- Ry1 y2 ∧ Ry2 y3 ∧ Ry3 y4 ∧ Ry4 y5
is not characterized, w.r.t. the class of Boolean acyclic connected CQs, by finitely many
acyclic positive and negative examples.
This shows that in Theorem 4.5(3), the restriction to unary queries cannot be dropped.
Similarly, the restriction to c-connected queries cannot be dropped, and acyclicity cannot be
replaced by the weaker condition of c-acyclicity.
▶ Theorem 4.8. The unary acyclic CQ T′ (x) :- P (x) ∧ Ry1 y2 ∧ Ry2 y3 ∧ Ry3 y4 ∧ Ry4 y5
is not uniquely characterizable, w.r.t. the class of unary acyclic CQs, by finitely many acyclic
positive and negative examples.
▶ Theorem 4.9. The unary c-acyclic c-connected CQ T′′ (x) :- Ry1 y2 ∧ Ry2 y3 ∧ Ry3 y4 ∧
V
Ry4 y5 ∧ i=1...5 Rxyi is not uniquely characterizable, w.r.t. the class of unary c-acyclic
c-connected CQs, by finitely many c-acyclic positive and negative examples.
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Exact learnability with membership queries

The unique characterization results in the previous section immediately imply (not-necessarilyefficient) exact learnability results:
▶ Theorem 5.1. Fix a schema and k ≥ 0. Let C be a computably enumerable class of k-ary
CQs. If Cb has bounded expansion, then C is exactly learnable with membership queries.
The learning algorithm in question simply enumerates all queries q ∈ C and uses membership queries to test if the goal query fits the uniquely characterizing set of examples of q
(cf. Theorem 4.5(1)). Unfortunately, this learning algorithm does not run in polynomial time.
Indeed, the number of membership queries is not bounded by any fixed tower of exponentials.
For the special case of c-acyclic queries, we can do a little better by taking advantage of
the fact that a uniquely characterizing set of examples can be constructed in polynomial
time. Indeed, the class of c-acyclic k-ary CQs is exponential-time exactly learnable with
membership queries: the learner can simply enumerates all c-acyclic queries in order of
increasing size. For each query q (starting with the smallest query), it uses Theorem 4.5(2) to
test, using polynomially many membership queries, whether the goal query is equivalent to
q. After at most 2O(n) many attempts (where n is the size of the goal query), the algorithm
is guaranteed to find a query that is equivalent to the goal query.4 Our main result in this
section improves on this by establishing efficient (i.e., polynomial-time) exact learnability:
▶ Theorem 5.2. For each schema and k ≥ 0, the class of c-acyclic k-ary CQs is efficiently
exactly learnable with membership queries.
At a high level, the learning algorithm works by maintaining a c-acyclic hypothesis that
is an over-approximation of the actual goal query. At each iteration, the hypothesis is
strengthened by replacing it with one of the elements of its frontier, a process that is shown
to terminate and yield a query that is logically equivalent to the goal query. Note, however,
that the frontier of a c-acyclic structure does not, in general, consist of c-acyclic structures.
At the heart of the proof of Theorem 5.2 lies a non-trivial argument showing how to turn an
arbitrary hypothesis into a c-acyclic one with polynomially many membership queries.
The class of all k-ary queries is not exactly learnable with membership queries (even with
unbounded amount of time and the ability to ask an unbounded number of oracle queries),
because exact learnability with membership queries would imply that every query in the
class is uniquely characterizable, which we know is not the case. On the other hand, we have:
▶ Theorem 5.3 (from [36]). For each schema S and k ≥ 0, the class of all k-ary CQs over
S is efficiently exactly learnable with membership and equivalence queries.
In fact, it follows from results in [36] that the larger class of all unions of conjunctive
queries is efficiently exactly learnable with membership and equivalence queries (for fixed k
and fixed schema). Efficient exact learnability with membership and equivalence queries is
not a monotone property of concept classes, but the result from [36] transfers to CQs as well.
▶ Remark 5.4. For the purpose of applications discussed in Section 6, we note that Theorems 5.1- 5.3 remain true if the safety condition for CQs were to be dropped.
4

Similarly, by Theorem 4.5(3), the class of unary acyclic c-connected queries is exponential-time exactly
learnable with subset queries, where a subset query is an oracle query asking whether a given CQ from
the concept class is implied by the goal query. Subset queries correspond precisely to membership
queries where the example is the canonical structure of a query from the concept class.
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Related Work. There has been considerable prior work that formally studies the task of
identifying some unknown goal query Q from examples. Work in this direction includes
learning CQs, Xpath queries, Sparql, tree patterns, description logic concepts, ontologies, and
schema mappings among others [8, 36, 18, 33]. We shall describe mostly the previous work
regarding learning CQs. Some of the work in this direction ([6, 35, 12, 22, 39] for example)
assumes that a background structure A is fixed and known by the algorithm. In this setting,
a example is a k-ary tuple (a1 , . . . , ak ) of elements in A, labelled positively or negatively
depending on whether it belongs or not to Q(A). In the present paper (as in [36, 19]) we do
not fix any background structure (i,e, examples are pairs of the form (A, a)). Our setting
corresponds also to the extended instances with empty background in [13].
In both cases a number of different learning protocols has been considered. In the reverseengineering problem (as defined in [38]) it is only required that the algorithm produces
a query consistent with the examples. In a similar direction, the problem of determining
whether such a query exists has been intensively studied under some variants (satisfiability,
query-by-example, definability, inverse satisfiability) [6, 35, 39]. In some scenarios, it is
desirable that the query produced by the learner not only explains the examples received
during the training phase, but also has also predictive power. In particular, the model
considered in [9] follows the paradigm of identification in the limit by Gold and requires that,
additionally, there exists a finite set of examples that uniquely determines the target query Q.
In a different direction, the model introduced in [18], inspired by the minimum description
length principle, requires to produce a hypothesis consistent after some repairs. A third line
of work (see [11, 19, 22]) studies this problem under Valiant’s probably approximately correct
(PAC) model. The present paper is part of a fourth direction based on the exact model of
query identification by Angluin. In this model, instead of receiving labelled examples, the
learner obtains information about the target query by mean of calls to an oracle. As far as
we know, we are the first to study the exact learnability of CQs using a membership oracle.

6

Further Applications

While our main focus in this paper is on unique characterizability and exact learnability for
CQs, in this section, we explore some implications for other application domains.

6.1

Characterizability and learnability of LAV schema mappings

A schema mapping is a high-level declarative specifications of the relationships between two
database schemas [24]. Two of the most well-studied schema mapping specification languages
are LAV (“Local-as-View”) and GAV (“Global-as-View”) schema mappings.
In [1], the authors studied the question when a schema mapping can be uniquely characterized by a finite set of data examples. Different types of data examples were introduced
and studied, namely positive examples, negative examples, and “universal” examples. In
particular, it was shown in [1] that a GAV schema mapping can be uniquely characterized
by a finite set of positive and negative examples (or, equivalently, by a finite set of universal
examples) if and only if the schema mapping in question is logically equivalent to one that is
specified using c-acyclic GAV constraints.
It was shown in [1] that every LAV schema mapping is uniquely characterized by a finite
set of universal examples, and that there are LAV schema mappings that are not uniquely
characterized by any finite set of positive and negative examples. In this section, we will
consider the question which LAV schema mappings are uniquely characterizable by a finite
set of positive and negative examples, and how to construct such a set of examples efficiently.
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We will also consider the exact learnability of LAV schema mappings with membership
queries. Exact learnability of GAV schema mappings was studied in [36], where it was
shown that GAV schema mappings are learnable with membership and equivalence queries
(and, subsequently, also in a variant of the PAC model) but is not exactly learnable with
membership queries alone or with equivalence queries alone. The exact learning algorithm for
GAV schema mappings from [36] was further put to use and validated experimentally in [37].
Here, we consider exact learnability of LAV schema mappings with membership queries.
▶ Definition 6.1. A LAV (“Local-As-View”) schema mapping is a triple M = (S, T, Σ)
where S and T are disjoint schemas (the “source schema” and “target schema”), and Σ is a
finite set of LAV constraints, that is, first-order sentences of the form ∀x(α(x) → ∃yϕ(x, y)),
where α(x) is an atomic formula using a relation from S, and ϕ(x, y) is a conjunction of
atomic formulas using relations from T .
By a schema-mapping example we will mean a pair (I, J) where I is a structure over
schema S without distinguished elements, and J is a structure over schema T without
distinguished elements. We say that (I, J) is a positive example for a schema mapping
M = (S, T , Σ) if (I, J), viewed as a single structure over the joint schema S ∪ T , satisfies
all constraints in Σ, and we call (I, J) a negative example for M otherwise. Note that
schema-mapping examples were called data examples in [1]. Unique characterizations and
learnability with membership queries are defined as before. In particular, by a membership
query, in the context of learning LAV schema mappings, we will mean an oracle query that
consists of a schema-mapping example, which the oracle then labels as positive or negative
depending on whether it satisfies the constraints of the goal LAV schema mapping. It is
assumed here, that the source and target schemas are fixed and known to the learner.
Given a fixed source schema S, there are only finitely many different possible left-hand
sides α for a LAV constraint, up to renaming of variables. Furthermore, if a schema mapping
contains two LAV constraints with the same left-hand side, then they can be combined into a
single LAV constraint by conjoining the respective right-hand sides. Since the right-hand side
of a LAV constraint can be thought of as a CQ, this means that, intuitively, a LAV schema
mapping can be thought of as a finite collection of CQs (one for each possible left-hand
side). In the light of this observation, it is no surprise that questions about the unique
characterizability and learnability of LAV schema mappings can be reduced to questions
about the unique characterizability and learnability of CQs.
Let us capture this observation a little more precisely. Let k be the maximum arity of
a relation in S, and let ATOMSS be the finite set of all atomic formulas using a relation
from S and variables from {z1 , . . . , zk }. Given a LAV schema mapping M = (S, T , Σ) and
an α(z) ∈ ATOMSS , we denote by qM,α (z) the following first-order formula over schema T :
^
∃yϕ(h(x), y)
∀x(β(x)→∃yϕ(x,y))∈Σ
h : {x} → {z} a function s.t. β(h(x)) = α(z)

For example, if M consists of the LAV constraints ∀x1 , x2 , x3 .R(x1 , x2 , x3 ) → S(x1 , x2 , x3 )
and ∀x1 , x2 .R(x1 , x2 , x2 ) → ∃yT (x1 , y), and α(z1 ) is R(z1 , z1 , z1 ), then qM,α = S(z1 , z1 , z1 ) ∧
∃yT (z1 , y). Similarly, for α′ (z1 , z2 , z3 ) = R(z1 , z2 , z3 ) then qM,α′ = S(z1 , z2 , z3 ). Note that
qM,α (z) can be equivalently written as a not-necessarily-safe CQ over T (by pulling the
existential quantifies to the front).
▶ Lemma 6.2. Let M = (S, T , Σ) be any LAV schema mapping, and let α(z) ∈ ATOMSS
have k many distinct variables. For every structure (A, a), over schema T and with k
distinguished elements, the following are equivalent:
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1. (A, a) is a positive data example for qM,α (z),
2. The schema-mapping example (I, J) is a positive example for M , where I is the structure
over S consisting of the single fact α(a), and J = A.
We omit the proof, which is straightforward (note that the left-hand side of a LAV
constraint can have at most one homomorphism to I, and the latter can be extended to the
right-hand side of the constraint to J iff the respective conjunct of qM,α is satisfied).
Intuitively, Lemma 6.2 shows that the behavior of qM,α on arbitrary data examples, is
fully determined by the behavior of M on arbitrary schema-mapping examples. The converse
turns out to be true as well, that is, the semantics of a LAV schema mapping M = (S, T , Σ)
is determined (up to logical equivalence) by its associated queries qM,α for α ∈ ATOMSS :
▶ Lemma 6.3. Two LAV schema mappings M1 = (S, T , Σ1 ), M2 = (S, T , Σ1 ) are logically
equivalent iff, for every α(z) ∈ ATOMSS , qM1 ,α (z) and qM2 ,α (z) are logically equivalent.
Proof. The left-to-right direction follows immediately from the preceding Lemma. For the
right-to-left direction: suppose M1 and M2 are not logically equivalent. Then they disagree
on some schema-mapping example (I, J). Without loss of generality, we may assume that
(I, J) is a positive example for M1 and a negative example for M2 . In particular, one of the
LAV constraints in Σ2 is false in (I, J). Since the left-hand side of a LAV constraint consists
of a single atom, it follows that, for some fact R(a) of I, the schema-mapping example
({R(a)}, J) is a negative example for M2 . Moreover, an easy monotonicity argument shows
that ({R(a)}, J) is a positive example for M1 . Let α be obtained from the fact R(a) by
replacing each distinct element ai by a corresponding variable zi . It follows from Lemma 6.2
that qM1 ,α and qM2 ,α disagree on the structure (J, a), and are not logically equivalent. ◀
It follows directly from the above Lemmas that the unique characterizability of a LAV
schema mapping M reduces to the unique characterizability of each query qM,α :
▶ Lemma 6.4. For all LAV schema mappings M = (S, T , Σ), the following are equivalent:
1. M is uniquely characterizable by finitely many positive and negative schema-mapping
examples (w.r.t. the class of all LAV schema mappings over S, T ).
2. For each α(z1 , . . . , zk ) ∈ ATOMSS , qM,α (z1 , . . . , zk ) is uniquely characterizable by finitely
many positive and negative data examples w.r.t. the class of all k-ary not-necessarily-safe
CQs over T .
Intuitively, this shows that a LAV schema mapping is uniquely characterizable iff each of
its constraints (joined together according to their left-hand side atom) are. By combining
these lemmas with Theorem 4.5 (cf. Remark 4.6), we can link the unique characterizability
of a LAV schema mapping to the condition of c-acyclicity. We say that a LAV schema
mapping M is c-acyclic if the right-hand side of each of its LAV constraints is a c-acyclic
not-necessarily-safe CQ. Note that, in this case, also qM,α is c-acyclic, for each α ∈ ATOMSS .
▶ Theorem 6.5. Fix a source schema S and a target schema T . A LAV schema mapping
M = (S, T , Σ) is uniquely characterizable by a finite set of positive and negative schemamapping examples if and only if M is logically equivalent to a c-acyclic LAV schema mapping.
Moreover, if M is c-acyclic, then a uniquely characterizing set of positive and negative
schema-mapping examples can be constructed in polynomial time (for fixed S, T ).
Proof. The direction going from c-acyclicity to the uniquely characterizing set of schemamapping examples, follows immediately from the above lemmas together with Theorem 4.5.
For the other direction, assume that M is uniquely characterizable by finitely many positive
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and negative schema-mapping examples. It follows by Lemma 6.4 that each qM,α is uniquely
characterizable by finitely many positive and negative data examples. Hence, each qM,α is
′
logically equivalent to a c-acyclic not-necessarily-safe conjunctive query qM,α
. Finally, let
′
′
′
M = (S, T , Σ ), where Σ consists of all LAV constraints of the form ∀z(qM,α (z) → α(z))
for α(z) ∈ ATOMSS . Then M ′ is c-acyclic and logically equivalent to M .
◀
Similarly, Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3, together with Theorem 5.2, directly imply:
▶ Theorem 6.6. Fix a source schema S and a target schema T . The class of c-acyclic LAV
schema mappings over S, T is efficiently exactly learnable with membership queries.
Note that the class of all LAV schema mappings over S, T is not exactly learnable with
membership queries (assuming that S is non-empty and T contains a relation of arity at
least 2). This follows immediately from the existence of LAV schema mappings that are not
uniquely characterizable by finitely many positive and negative schema-mapping examples.
As mentioned earlier, LAV schema mappings and GAV schema mappings are two of the
most well-studied schema mapping languages. GLAV (“Global-and-Local-As-Views”) schema
mappings is another, which forms a common generalization. An important remaining open
question in the area example-driven approaches to schema mapping design is the following [1]:
which GLAV schema mappings are uniquely characterizable by a finite set of examples?

6.2

Learning description logic concept expressions and ABoxes

Description logics are formal specification languages used to represent domain knowledge.
Example-driven and machine-learning based approaches have a long history in this area,
and have received renewed interest in the last years [32]. In particular, ontologies specified
in the lightweight description logic ELI, focusing on the exact learnability of ontologies
using entailment queries and equivalence queries. As we show in this section, our results on
c-acyclic CQs have some implications for the exact learnability of ELI concept expressions.
▶ Definition 6.7 (ELI Concept expressions, ABoxes, TBoxes). Let NC , NR , NI be fixed, disjoint
sets, whose members we will refer to as “concept names”, “role names”, and ”individual
names”, respectively. NC and NR are assumed to be finite, while NI is assumed to be infinite.
A concept expression C is an expression built up from from concept names in NC and ⊤,
using conjunction (C1 ⊓ C2 ) and existential restriction (∃r.C or ∃r− .C, where r ∈ NR ).
An ABox is a finite set of ABox axioms of the form P (a) and/or r(a, b), where P ∈ NC ,
r ∈ NR , and a, b ∈ NI .
A TBox is a finite set of TBox axioms C ⊑ D, where C, D are concept expressions.
The semantics of these expressions can be explained by translation to first-order logic:
▶ Definition 6.8. The correspondence schema is the schema that contains a unary relation
for every A ∈ NC and a binary relation for every r ∈ NR . Through the standard translation
from description logic to first-order logic (cf. Table 1), every concept expression C translates
to a first-order formula qC (x) over the correspondence schema. By extension, every TBox T
translates to a finite first-order theory T fo , where C1 ⊑ C2 translates to ∀x(qC1 (x) → qC2 (x)).
An ABox can equivalently viewed as a finite structure (without designated elements),
whose domain consists of individual names from NI , and whose facts are the ABox assertions.
Since NI is assumed to be infinite, every finite structure over the correspondence schema
can (up to isomorphism) be represented as an ABox. Therefore, in what follows we will use
ABoxes and structures interchangeably.
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qP (x)
q⊤ (x)
qC1 ⊓C2 (x)
q∃r.C (x)
q∃r− .C (x)

=
=
=
=
=

A(x) for P ∈ NC
⊤
qC1 (x) ∧ qC2 (x)
∃y(r(x, y) ∧ qC (y)
∃y(r(y, x) ∧ qC (y)

Table 1 Standard translation from concept expressions to first-order logic.

Example
ABox:
TBox:
Concept expr:

First-order logic translation

A = {P (a), r(a, b)}
T = {P ⊑ Q ⊓ ∃r.P } T fo = {∀x(P (x) → Q(x) ∧ ∃y(r(x, y) ∧ P (y))}
C = ∃r.Q
qC (x) = ∃y(r(x, y) ∧ Q(y))

Table 2 Example description logic ABox, TBox and concept expression.

We can think of an ABox as a (possibly incomplete) list of facts, and a TBox as domain
knowledge in the form of rules for deriving more facts. This idea underlies the next definition:
▶ Definition 6.9. A QA-example is a pair (A, a) where A is an ABox and a ∈ NI . We
say that (A, a) is a positive QA-example for a concept expression C relative to a TBox
T
T if a ∈ certain(C, A, T ) where certain(C, A, T ) = {qC (B) | A ⊆ B and B |= T fo }. If
a ̸∈ certain(C, A, T ), we say that (A, a) is a negative QA-example for C relative to T .
The name QA-example, here, reflects the fact that the task of computing certain(C, A, T )
is commonly known as query answering. It is one of the core inference tasks studied in
the description logic literature. In general, there are two variants of the definition of
certain(C, A, T ): one where B ranges over finite structures, and one where B ranges over
all, finite or infinite, structures. The description logic ELI that we consider here has been
shown to be finitely controllable [5], meaning that both definitions are equivalent. For more
expressive description logics, this is in general not the case.
▶ Example 6.10. Consider the ABox, TBox, and concept expression in Table 2. Every
model of T fo containing the facts in A must contain also r(a, c) and Q(c) for some c ∈ NI .
It follows that a ∈ certain(C, A, T ). In other words, (A, a) is a positive QA-example for C
relative to T . On the other hand, (A, b) is a negative QA-example for C relative to T .
See [3] for more details on description logic syntax and semantics. We now explain how
our results from Section 4 and 5 can be applied here. Although a QA-example is just a
data example with one distinguished element, over the correspondence schema, the definition
of positive/negative QA-examples diverges from the definition of positive/negative data
examples, because of the TBox T . For the special case where T = ∅, the two coincide:
▶ Lemma 6.11. Let T = ∅. A QA-example (A, a) is a positive (negative) QA-example for a
concept expression C relative to T iff (A, a) is a positive (negative) data example for qC (x).
Lemma 6.11 follows from the well-known monotonicity property of CQs (i.e., whenever
A ⊆ B, then q(A) ⊆ q(B)), which implies that certain(C, A, ∅) = qC (A).
Concept expressions turn out to correspond precisely to unary, acyclic, c-connected CQs:
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▶ Lemma 6.12. The standard translation qC (x) of every ELI concept expression C is
equivalent to a not-necessarily-safe unary CQ that is acyclic and c-connected. Conversely,
every unary, acyclic, c-connected not-necessarily-safe CQ over the correspondence schema is
logically equivalent to qC (x) for some ELI concept expression C.
Both directions of Lemma 6.12 can be proved using a straightforward induction.
The above two lemmas, together with Theorem 4.5(2) and Theorem 5.2 (cf. Remark 4.6
and Remark 5.4) immediately yield our main result here. We say that a collection of positive
and engative QA-examples uniquely characterizes a concept expression C relative to a TBox
T if C fits the examples (relative to T ) and every other concept expression that does so
is equivalent (relative to T ) to C. By a QA-membership query we mean an oracle query
consisting of a QA example, where the oracle answers yes or no depending on whether the
input is a positive QA example or a negative QA example for the goal concept, relative to
the TBox. It is assumed that the TBox is fixed and known to the learner.
▶ Theorem 6.13. Let T = ∅. Every ELI concept expression is uniquely characterizable by a
finite collection of positive and negative QA examples (relative to T ), which can be computed
in polynomial time. Furthermore, the class of ELI concept expressions is efficiently exactly
learnable with QA-membership queries.
Moreover, by Theorem 4.5(3), the uniquely characterizing examples can be constructed
so that each example (A, a) is the canonical QA-example of a concept expression. By the
canonical QA-example of a concept expression C, here, we mean the QA-example that
(viewed as a structure with one distinguished element) is the canonical structure of the
not-necessarily-safe CQ qC (x).
Theorem 6.13 remains true when the concept language is extended with unrestricted
existential quantification (of the form ∃.C) and a restricted form of the I-me self-reference
construct introduced in [26], namely where the I operator can only occur once, and in the
very front of the concept expression. Indeed, it can be shown that this extended concept
language (by a straightforward extension of the standard translation) captures precisely the
class of c-acyclic unary not-necessarily-safe CQs over the correspondence schema.
▶ Open Question 6.14. Does Theorem 6.13 holds true for arbitrary TBoxes?
Results in [25] imply that certain(C, ·, T ) can be expressed in a fragment of monadic
Datalog. More precisely, for each ELI concept expression C and TBox T , there is a monadic
Datalog program Π that, such that, for every ABox A, certain(C, A, T ) = Π(A). Moreover,
the left-hand side of every Datalog rule of Π is an acyclic, c-connected (unary) CQ. The
above question, therefore, may perhaps be approached by studying unique characterizability
and exact learnability for a class of acyclic, c-connected monadic Datalog programs. 5
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1

Introduction

Information extraction commonly refers to the task of extracting structured information from
text. A document spanner (or just spanner for short) is an abstraction of an information
extraction program: it states how to transform a document into a relation over its spans.
More formally, a document is a string d over a finite alphabet, a span of d represents a
substring of d by its start and end positions, and a spanner is a function that maps every
document d into a relation over the spans of d [7]. The spanner framework has originally been
introduced as the theoretical basis underlying IBM’s SQL-like rule system for information
extraction, namely SystemT [15, 18]. The most studied spanner instantiation is the class of
regular spanners – the closure of regex-formulas (regular expressions with capture variables)
under the standard operations of the relational algebra (projection, natural join, union,
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and difference). Equivalently, the regular spanners are the ones expressible as variable-set
automata (VSet-automata for short) – nondeterministic finite-state automata that can open
and close capture variables. These spanners extract from the text relations wherein the
capture variables are the attributes.
While regular spanners and natural generalizations thereof are the basis of rule-based
systems for text analytics, they are also used implicitly in other types of systems, and
particularly ones based on statistical models and machine learning. Rules similar to regular
spanners are used for feature generators of graphical models (e.g., Conditional Random
Fields) [17, 32], weak constraints of Markov Logic Networks [28] and extensions such as
DeepDive [31], and the generators of noisy training data (“labeling functions”) in the stateof-the-art Snorkel system [29]. Further connections to regular spanners can potentially arise
from efforts to express artificial neural networks for natural language processing as finite-state
automata [21, 22, 34]. The computational complexity of evaluating regular spanners has been
well studied from various angles, including the data and combined complexity of answer
enumeration [1, 8, 10, 20], the cost of combining spanners via relational algebra operators [26]
and recursive programs [27], their dynamic complexity [11], evaluation in the presence of
weighted transitions [5], and the ability to distribute their evaluation over fragments of the
document [4].
In this paper, we study the computational complexity of evaluating aggregate functions
over regular spanners. These are queries that map a document d and a spanner P into
a number α(P (d)), where P (d) is the relation obtained by applying P to d and α is a
standard aggregate function: count, sum, average, min, max, or quantile. There are various
scenarios where queries that involve aggregate functions over spanners can be useful. For
example, such queries arise in the extraction of statistics from textual resources like medical
publications [25] and news reports [30]. As another example, when applying advanced text
search or protein/DNA motif matching using regular expressions [3, 24], the search engine
typically provides the (exact or approximate) number of answers, and we would like to be
able to compute this number without actually computing the answers, especially when the
number of answers is prohibitively large. Finally, when programming feature generators or
labeling functions in extractor development, the programmer is likely to be interested in
aggregate statistics and summaries for the extractions (e.g., to get a holistic view of what
is being extracted from the dataset, such as quantiles over extracted ages and so on), and
again, we would like to be able to estimate these statistics faster than it takes to materialize
the entire set of answers.
Our main objective in this work is to understand when it is tractable to compute α(P (d)).
This question raises closely related questions that we also discuss in the paper, such as when
the materialization of intermediate results (which can be exponentially large) can be avoided.
Furthermore, when the exact computation of α(P (d)) is intractable, we study whether it can
be approximated.
At the technical level, each aggregate function (with the exception of count) requires
a specification of how an extracted tuple of spans represents a number. For example, the
number 21 can be represented by the span of the string “21”, “21.0”, “twenty one”, “twenty
first”, “three packs of seven” and so on. To abstract away from specific textual representations
of numbers, we consider several means of assigning weights to tuples. To this end, we assume
that a (representation of a) weight function w, which maps every tuple of P (d) into a number,
is part of the input of the aggregate functions. Hence, the general form of the aggregate query
we study is α(P, d, w). The direct approach to evaluating α(P, d, w) is to compute P (d),
apply w to each tuple, and apply α to the resulting sequence of numbers. This approach
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works well if the number of tuples in P (d) is manageable (e.g., bounded by some polynomial).
However, the number of tuples in P (d) can be exponential in the number of variables of P ,
and so, the direct approach takes exponential time in the worst case. We will identify several
cases in which P (d) is exponential, yet α(P (d)) can be computed in polynomial time.
It is not very surprising that, at the level of generality we adopt, each of the aggregate
functions is intractable (#P-hard) in general. Hence, we focus on several assumptions that
can potentially reduce the inherent hardness of evaluation:
Restricting to positive numbers;
Restricting to weight functions w that are determined by a single span or defined by
(unambiguous) weighted VSet-automata;
Restricting to spanners that are represented by an unambiguous variant of VSet-automata;
Allowing for a randomized approximation (FPRAS, i.e., fully polynomial randomized
approximation schemes).
Our analysis shows which of these assumptions bring the complexity down to polynomial
time, and which is insufficient for tractability. Importantly, we derive an interesting and
general tractable case for each of the aggregate functions we study.
The problem of counting the number of extractions of a VSet-automaton has been studied
by Florenzano et al. [8]. The approximate version has been studied by Arenas et al. [2] who
give a polynomial-time algorithm for uniformly sampling from the space of accepted words
of a given length for an NFA, and to estimate the number of such accepted words. Using
that sampling, they establish an FPRAS for counting the number of tuples extracted by a
VSet-automaton (i.e., the Count aggregate function). Our FPRAS results are also based on
their results. The counting problem is also implicitly discussed by Doleschal et al. [5] who
study annotation by semiring elements over weighted VSet-automata. Throughout the paper,
we explain the connection between all of these and our work in more detail. Yet, to the best
of our knowledge, this paper is the first to consider aggregate functions over numerical values
extracted by document spanners.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give preliminary
definitions and notation. In Section 3, we give a general summary of the main results of the
paper; we expand on these results in the later sections. In Sections 4, 5 and 6 we describe
our investigation for single-variable weight functions, polynomial-time weight functions and
regular weight functions, respectively. Finally, we consider approximate evaluations in
Section 7 and conclude in Section 8. Due to space constraints, we sometimes omit proofs or
only provide a proof sketch.

2

Preliminaries

The cardinality of a set A is denoted by |A|. A multiset over A is a function M : A → N.
We call M (a) the multiplicity of a in M and say that a ∈ M if M (a) > 0. The size of M
P
denoted |M |, is the sum a∈A M (a), which may be infinite. We denote multisets in brackets
⦃ and ⦄ in the usual way. E.g., in M = ⦃1, 1, 3⦄ we have that M (1) = 2 and M (3) = 1.
We revisit some definitions from the document spanners framework [7]. Let Σ be a finite
set of symbols called the alphabet. By Σ∗ we denote the set of all finite words over Σ, also
called documents. The length |d| of document d = σ1 · · · σn ∈ Σ∗ (with every σi ∈ Σ) is n. A
span of d is an expression of the form [i, j⟩ with 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n + 1. For a span [i, j⟩ of d, we
denote by d[i,j⟩ the word σi · · · σj−1 . For a document d, we denote by Spans(d) the set of all
possible spans of d. Two spans [i1 , j1 ⟩ and [i2 , j2 ⟩ are equal if i1 = i2 and j1 = j2 .
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The framework focuses on functions that extract spans from documents and assigns them
to variables. To this end, we fix a countably infinite set Var of span variables, which range
over spans, such that Var and Σ are disjoint. A d-tuple t is a total function from a finite set
of span variables into Spans(d). We denote the domain of t by Vars(t). If the document d is
clear from the context, we sometimes say tuple instead of d-tuple. A set of d-tuples over the
same variables is called a d-relation. For a d-tuple t and a set Y ⊆ Vars(t) we define the
d-tuple t↾Y as the restriction of t to the variables in Y . A document spanner is a function P
that maps every document d into a finite d-relation, which we denote by P (d). By Vars(P )
we denote the domain of the tuples in P (d), which we call the variables of the spanner. We
refer to Appendix A for the definition of algebraic operations on spanners.
Variable Set-Automata. This paper will focus on regular spanners, which can be defined
as follows. A variable-set automaton (VSet-automaton) is an NFA that accepts words with
variable operations, which are symbols of the form “x⊢” (open x) and “⊣x” (close x), where
x is a variable. More precisely, for a set of variables V ⊆ Var, the set of variable operations
over V is ΓV := {x⊢, ⊣x | x ∈ V }, which we assume to be disjoint from Σ and Var.
A VSet-automaton is a tuple A := (Σ, V, Q, q0 , QF , δ), where Σ is a finite set of alphabet
symbols, V ⊆ Vars is a finite set of variables, Q is a finite set of states, q0 ∈ Q is a start
state, QF ⊆ Q is a set of final states, and δ : Q × (Σ ∪ ΓV ∪ {ε}) → 2Q is the transition
function. We refer to words over the alphabet Σ ∪ ΓV as ref-words [9] and, therefore, the
ref-word language R(A) of A is the set of words accepted by the NFA (Σ ∪ ΓV , Q, q0 , QF , δ),
which is an ordinary NFA over alphabet (Σ ∪ ΓV ).
We now discuss how A defines a spanner. The set Vars(r) is the set of variables x
such that x⊢ or ⊣x occur in ref-word r. A ref-word r is valid if, for each x ∈ Vars(r), it
has precisely one occurrence of x⊢ and precisely one occurrence of ⊣x, which is after the
occurrence of x⊢. It is valid for V if it is valid and if V = Vars(r). By VR(A) we denote the
words in R(A) that are valid for V .
Consider the mapping clr : (Σ ∪ ΓVars )∗ → Σ∗ (pronounced “clear”), as clr(σ) := σ for
every σ ∈ Σ and clr(σ) := ε for every σ ∈ ΓVars , where ε denotes the empty word. If r
post
is a valid ref-word with clr(r) = d, with r = rpre
, then the d-tuple tupr
x · x⊢ ·rx · ⊣x · rx
pre
induced by r is defined as tupr (x) := [i, j⟩, where i := | clr(rx )| + 1 and j := i + | clr(rx )|
for every variable x ∈ Vars(r). The spanner JAK induced by A maps each document d to
{tupr | r ∈ VR(A), clr(r) = d}.
Notice that only the valid ref-words of A produce output tuples. A VSet-automaton
is functional if it only accepts valid ref-words, i.e., VR(A) = R(A). Since VSet-automata
can always be translated into equivalent functional VSet-automata [9, Proposition 3.9], we
assume in this paper that VSet-automata are functional. This is a common assumption for
document spanners involving regular languages [7, 9, 26]. In the following, we denote by VSA
the class of functional VSet-automata.
Regular spanners can also be represented by regex-formulas, which are regular expressions
that may include variables. We refer to Appendix B for a formal definition.
Aggregate Queries. Aggregation functions, such as min, max, and sum operate on numerical
values from database tuples, whereas all the values of d-tuples are spans. Yet, these spans
may represent numerical values, from the document d, encoded by the captured words (e.g.,
“3,” “three,” “March” and so on). To connect spans to numerical values, we will use weight
functions w that map document/tuple pairs to numbers in Q, that is, if d is a document and
t is a d-tuple then w(d, t) ∈ Q. We discuss weight functions in more detail in Section 3.3.
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Figure 1 A document d (top), a relation with corresponding weights (bottom left), and the
corresponding d-relation R (bottom right).

▶ Example 2.1. Consider the document in Figure 1 and assume that we want to calculate
the total number of mentioned events. The table at the bottom left depicts a possible
extraction of locations with their number of events, where each tuple is annotated with a
weight w(d, t). The table on the bottom right depicts the corresponding span relation. To
get an understanding of the total number of events, we may want to take the sum over the
weights of the extracted tuples, namely 7 + 10 + 4 + 3 = 24.
For a spanner P , a document d, and weight function w, we denote by Img(P, d, w) the
set of weights of output tuples of P on d, that is, Img(P, d, w) = {w(d, t) | t ∈ P (d)}.
Furthermore, let Img(w) ⊆ Q be the set of weights assigned by w, that is, k ∈ Img(w) if and
only if there is a document d and a d-tuple t with w(d, t) = k.
▶ Definition 2.2. Let d be a document and A be a VSet-automaton such that JAK(d) ̸= ∅.
Let P = JAK, let w be a weight function, and q ∈ Q with 0 ≤ q ≤ 1. We define the following
spanner aggregation functions:
Count(P, d) := |P (d)|
Min(P, d, w) := min w(d, t)

Max(P, d, w) := max w(d, t)

t∈P (d)

Sum(P, d, w) :=

X

t∈P (d)

w(d, t)

t∈P (d)


q-Quantile(P, d, w) := min r ∈ Img(P, d, w)

Avg(P, d, w) :=

Sum(P, d, w)
Count(P, d)

|{t ∈ P (d) | w(d, t) ≤ r}|
≥q
|P (d)|



Observe that 0-Quantile(P, d, w) = Min(P, d, w) and 1-Quantile(P, d, w) = Max(P, d, w).
Main Problems. Let P be a class of regular document spanners and W be a class of weight
functions. We define the following problems.
Count[P]
Input: Spanner P ∈ P and document d ∈
Σ∗ .
Task: Compute Count(P, d).

Sum[P, W]
Input: Spanner P ∈ P, document d ∈ Σ∗ ,
a weight function w ∈ W.
Task: Compute Sum(P, d, w).

The problems Average[P, W], q-Quantile[P, W], Min[P, W], and Max[P, W] are defined
analogously to Sum[P, W]. Notice that all these problems study combined complexity. Since
the number of tuples in P (d) is always in O(|d|2k ), where k is the number of variables of the
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Σ
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Figure 2 Two example VSet-automata that extract the d-relation R on input d as defined in
Figure 1. For the sake of presentation, the automata are simplified as follows: Num is a subautomaton matching anything representing a number (of events) or range, Gap is a sub-automaton
matching sequences of at most three words, City and Country are sub-automata matching city and
country names respectively. Loc is a sub-automaton for the union of City and Country. All these
sub-automata are assumed to be deterministic.

spanner P , the data complexity of all the problems is in FP: one can just materialize P (d)
and apply the necessary aggregate. Under combined complexity, we will therefore need to
find ways to avoid materializing P (d) to achieve tractability.

3

Main Results

In this section we present our main results. We present the results for spanners represented
as VSet-automata, but they also hold for their regular expression counterpart. Notice that
this is not trivial because translating finite automata to regular expressions can incur an
unavoidable exponential blow-up [6].
Unambiguous VSet-Automata. For a number of our tractability results, it is important
that the VSet-automata in the input are unambiguous. In order to define unambiguity,
we fix a total, linear order ≺ on the set ΓVar of variable operations, such that x⊢ ≺ ⊣x
for every variable x. A VSet-automaton A = (Σ, Vars, Q, q0 , Qf , δ) satisfies the variable
order condition if v ≺ v ′ for every v, v ′ ∈ ΓVars for which there are q1 , q2 , q3 ∈ Q such that
q2 ∈ δ(q1 , v) and q3 ∈ δ(q2 , v ′ ). The variable order condition ensures that, for every document
d ∈ Σ∗ and every tuple t ∈ JAK(d), there is exactly one ref-word r ∈ VR(A) with tupr = t.
A run of A on r = σ1 · · · σn is a sequence q0 · · · qn of states of A such that qi ∈ δ(qi−1 , σi )
for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. It is accepting if qn ∈ Qf . A VSet-automaton A is unambiguous, if
1. A satisfies the variable order condition and
2. there is exactly one accepting run of A on every r ∈ R(A).
In the following, we denote by uVSA the class of unambiguous VSet-automata.
▶ Example 3.1. The d-relation on the bottom right of Figure 1 can be extracted from d
by a spanner that matches textual representations of numbers (or ranges) in the variable
xevents , followed by a city or country name, matched in xloc . Figure 2 shows how two such
VSet-automata may look like. Note that some strings, like Luxembourg are the name of
a city as well as a country. Thus, the upper automaton is ambiguous, because the tuple
with Luxembourg is captured twice. The lower automaton is unambiguous, because the
sub-automaton for Loc only matches such names once.
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Table 1 Known results on the complexity of Count.
Aggregate

Spanner

Complexity

Reference

Count
Count
Count

uVSA
VSA
VSA

in FP
#P-complete
FPRAS

[2, Corollary 4.2]
[8, Theorem 5.2] (implicit)
[2, Corollary 4.1]

Complexity Classes. We assume familiarity with the complexity classes FP (polynomial-time
computable functions), #P, FP#P , and OptP. (We provide some background in Appendix C.)
Unless mentioned otherwise, we use Cook reductions, also known as Turing reductions. Notice
that, under Turing reductions, #P-complete problems are also FP#P -complete.

3.1

Known Results

A number of results on Count are already known or easily follow from known results, see
Table 1 and Theorem 3.2. Two observations can be made from this table. First, Count
requires the input spanner to be unambiguous for tractability. This tractability implies that
Count can be computed without materializing the possibly exponentially large set P (d)
if the spanner is unambiguous. Second, if the spanner is not unambiguous then, due to
#P-completeness of Count, we do not know an efficient algorithm for its exact computation
(and therefore may have to materialize P (d)), but Count can be approximated by an FPRAS.
We will explore to which extent this picture generalizes to other aggregates.
▶ Theorem 3.2 (Arenas et al. [2], Florenzano et al. [8]). Count[uVSA] is in FP and
Count[VSA] is #P-complete. Furthermore, Count[VSA] can be approximated by an
FPRAS.

3.2

Overview of New Results

Our new complexity results are summarized in Table 2. By now the reader is familiar with
the aggregate problems and the types of spanners we study. In the next subsection, we will
define the different representations of weight functions that we will use. Here, Single are
single-variable weight functions, Poly are polynomial-time computable weight functions,
and Reg (resp., UReg) are weight functions represented by weighted (resp., unambiguous
weighted) VSet-automata. We use the following notation in the table.
▶ Notation 3.3. If W is a class of representations of weight functions and S is a set, we
denote by WS the subset of W that represent a weight function w with Img(w) ⊆ S. Typical
sets that we use for S are N, Z, Q+ := {q ∈ Q | q ≥ 0}, and B := {0, 1}.
Entries in the table should be read from left to right. For instance, the FP result in the
first row states that the problems Min, for both spanner classes uVSA and VSA, and for all
three classes Single, UReg and Reg of weight functions is in FP. Likewise, the second
row states that the same problems with PolyN weight functions become OptP-complete and
that the existence of an FPRAS would imply a collapse of the polynomial hierarchy.
In general, the table gives a detailed overview of the impact of (1) unambiguity of spanners
and (2) different weight function representations on the complexity of computing aggregates.
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Table 2 Detailed overview of complexities of aggregate problems for document spanners. All
these results are new. By X-c we denote that the problem is complete for class X. The “no FPRAS”
claims assume that the polynomial hierarchy does not collapse to the second level.
Aggregate

Spanner

Weights

Complexity

Single, UReg, Reg

in FP

PolyN

OptP-c, no FPRAS

Single, UReg

in FP

RegN , PolyN

OptP-c, no FPRAS

Single, UReg

in FP

Reg, PolyZ

FP#P -c, no FPRAS

SingleQ+

FP#P -c, FPRAS

Single, UReg, Reg, PolyZ

FP#P -c, no FPRAS

Single

in FP

UReg, Reg, PolyZ

FP#P -c, no FPRAS

VSA

Single, UReg, Reg, PolyZ

FP#P -c, no FPRAS

VSA

Poly

Polynomial time
positional approximation

uVSA, VSA

Min

uVSA, VSA

Max

Sum, Average

uVSA

VSA

q-Quantile

q-Quantile
(position)

3.3

uVSA

Results for Different Weight Functions

We formalize how we represent the weight functions for our new results. Recall that weight
functions w map pairs consisting of a document d and d-tuple t to values in Q.

3.3.1

Single-Variable Weight Functions

The simplest type of weight functions we consider are the single-variable weight functions.
To facilitate presentation, we assume that a designated variable x is always present in t. A
single-variable (SV) weight function w assigns values only based on the substring selected by
variable x. It is given in the input as a partial mapping µ of words to Q where only finitely
many values are defined. The weight w(d, t) is defined as
(
w(d, t) =

µ(dt(x) )

if dt(x) is in the domain of µ;

0

otherwise.

As we will see in Section 4, Max[VSA, Single] and Min[VSA, Single] are in FP (Corollary 4.3). Furthermore, we show that the problems Sum[P, Single], Average[P, Single],
and q-Quantile[P, Single] behave similarly to Count[P], that is, they are in FP if
P = uVSA (Corollary 4.6) and FP#P -complete if P = VSA (Theorem 4.7).

3.3.2

Polynomial-Time Weight Functions

How far can we push our tractability results? Next, we consider more general ways of
mapping d-tuples into numbers. The most general class of weight functions we consider
is the set of polynomial-time weight functions (Poly). A function w from Poly is given
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in the input as a polynomial-time Turing Machine M that maps (d, t) pairs to values in
Q and defines w(d, t) = M (d, t). Not surprisingly there are multiple drawbacks of having
arbitrary polynomial time weight functions. The first is that all considered aggregates become
intractable, even if we only consider unambiguous VSet-automata (Theorem 5.1). The second
drawback is that we don’t even know whether Sum and Average can be computed in FP#P
if w ∈ Poly is a polynomial-time weight function. Therefore, we also consider two additional
classes weight functions.

3.3.3

Regular Weight Functions

As the class of polynomial-time weight functions quickly leads to intractability, we focus on a
restricted class that allows to examine multiple attributes, but such that we can understand
the structure of the representation towards efficient algorithms. Our final classes of weight
functions are based on weighted VSet-automata [5], which are VSet-automata that assign
weights to tuples, based on a semiring. We focus on one particular semiring (the tropical
semiring with min/plus) to make the presentation less abstract. One can also consider other
semirings. For instance over the tropical semiring with max/plus, the complexity results are
analogous to the ones we have here, with Min and Max interchanged.
To this end, let Q∞ = Q ∪ {∞}. A weighted (VSet)-automaton is a tuple W =
(Σ, V, Q, I, F, δ), where Σ, V , Q are as in the definition of VSet-automata, I : Q → Q∞ is the
initial weight function; F : Q → Q∞ is the final weight function; and δ : Q × (Σ ∪ ΓV ) × Q →
Q∞ is its transition function. Its transitions are the triples (p, o, q) with δ(p, o, q) ̸= ∞. Likewise, the initial (resp., accepting) states are those states q with I(q) ̸= ∞ (resp., F (q) ̸= ∞). A
run ρ of W over a word r = σ1 · · · σn ∈ (Σ∪ΓV )∗ is a sequence ρ = (q0 , σ1 , q1 ) · · · (qn−1 , σn , qn )
of transitions. We denote the runs of W on r by Runs(r). The weight W (ρ) of ρ is
I(q0 ) + δ(q0 , σ1 , q1 ) + · · · + δ(qn−1 , σn , qn ) + F (qn ) and the weight W (r) of a word r is
minρ∈Runs(r) W (ρ). Intuitively, a word is accepted if and only if has a finite weight. The automaton W is unambiguous if it satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of unambiguous VSet-automata.1
It is functional if all runs are over a valid ref-word. As for ordinary VSet-automata, we also
assume in this paper that weighted VSet-automata are functional.
We will consider two types of weight functions which are based on weighted VSet-automata.
A regular (Reg) weight function w is represented by a weighted VSet-automaton W over
Σ ∪ ΓV and defines w(d, t) = mind=clr(r),t=tupr W (r). Given a document d and a d-tuple
t, the weight w(d, t) can be computed in polynomial time [5, Theorem 6.1].2 The set of
unambiguous regular (UReg) weight functions is the subset of Reg that is represented by
unambiguous weighted VSet-automata.3
▶ Example 3.4. Figure 3 gives an unambiguous weighted VSet-automaton that extracts the
values of three digit natural numbers from text. It can easily be extended to extract natural
numbers of up to a constant number of digits by adding nondeterminism. Likewise, it is
possible to extend it to extract weights as in Example 2.1. If a single variable captures a
list of numbers, similar to d[32,37⟩ = 10−15, one may use ambiguity to extract the minimal
number represented in this range.

1
2

3

Observe that the weight W (r) of a word r is the weight of the run ρ which accepts r.
This tractability result requires functionality of W in the sense that computing w(d, t) is NP-complete
without it (Proposition 4.1). Making a weighted VSet-automaton functional is always possible and takes
time polynomial in its number of states and exponential in its number of variables [5, Proposition 5.2].
Testing whether a weighted VSet-automaton is in UReg can be done in PTIME: functionality can be
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Σ; 0

start

q0

x⊢; 0

q1

1; 100
..
.

q2

0; 0

0; 0

1; 10
..
.

1; 1
..
.

q3

8; 800

8; 80

8; 8

9; 900

9; 90

9; 9

Σ; 0

q4

⊣x; 0

q5

Figure 3 An unambiguous weighted VSet-automaton with initial state q0 (with weight 0) and
accepting state q5 (with weight 0), extracting three digit natural numbers captured in variable x.
Recall that the weight of a run is the sum of all its edge weights.

Our results for regular and unambiguous regular weight functions are that the situation
is similar to Single when it comes to Min, Max, Sum, and Average. The main difference
is that we require more unambiguity. For Max one needs unambiguity of the regular weight
function and for Sum, and Average one needs unambiguity for both the spanner and the
regular weight function to achieve tractability. For q-Quantile, the situation is different
from Single in the sense that regular weight functions render the problem intractable. We
refer to Table 2 for an overview.

3.4

Approximation

In the cases where exact computation of the aggregate problem is intractable, we consider
the question of approximation. It turns out that there exist FPRAS’s in two settings that
we believe to be interesting. First, in the case of Sum and Average and single-variable
weight functions, the restriction of unambiguity in the spanner can be dropped if the weight
function uses only non-negative weights. Second, although q-Quantile is FP#P -complete
for general VSA, it is possible to approximate the position of the q-quantile element in an
FPRAS fashion, even with the very general polynomial-time weight functions. We discuss
this problem in more detail in Section 7.

4

Single-Variable Weight Functions

We start this section by recalling that counting the number of output tuples is tractable if the
spanner is functional and unambiguous (Theorem 3.2). It is well known that unambiguity is
necessary in the sense that the problem becomes #P-complete without it. We next observe
that functionality of the spanner is also crucial for the problem’s tractability. The following
proposition is heavily based on Freydenberger [9, Lemma 3.1] who showed that given a
VSet-automaton A it is NP-hard to decide whether JAK(ε) ̸= ∅. Based on the reduction by
Freydenberger, one can also show that it the problem remains NP-hard if the VSet-automaton
is unambiguous.
▶ Proposition 4.1. Given a document d and non-functional VSet-automaton A, testing if
JAK(d) ̸= ∅ is NP-complete, even if A is unambiguous.
Next, we show that Min and Max are tractable for single-variable weight functions. The
reason for their tractability is that, for any fixed variable x ∈ Vars(A), the spans associated
to x in output tuples can be computed in polynomial time.

tested in PTIME [5, Proposition 5.3], and testing if a functional automaton is unambiguous is also in
PTIME.
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▶ Proposition 4.2. Let A ∈ VSA, x ∈ Vars(A), and d ∈ Σ∗ . The set {t(x) | t ∈ JAK(d)} can
be computed in time polynomial in the sizes of A and d.
We immediately have:
▶ Corollary 4.3. Min[VSA, Single] and Max[VSA, Single] are in FP.
In order to calculate aggregates like Sum, Avg, or q-Quantile, it is not sufficient to
know which weights are assigned, but also the multiplicity of each weight is necessary. For
general VSet-automata, this immediately results in intractability, because computing these
multiplicities is hard, as we show next.
▶ Lemma 4.4. Let 0 < q < 1. Then, Sum[VSA, Single], Average[VSA, Single], and
q-Quantile[VSA, Single] are FP#P -hard, even if w is the fixed weight function
(
w(d, t) =

1

if dt(x) = 1;

0

otherwise.

Proof sketch. The lower bounds are proven by reductions from the #P-complete problem
Count[VSA]. We provide a proof sketch for Average.
Let A ∈ VSA and d ∈ Σ∗ . We assume w.l.o.g. that 1 ∈
/ Σ. Let d′ = d · 1. We define VSet′
′
automaton A as A, but change two things. First, A only produces outputs on documents
of the form s · 1, where s is an arbitrary document. It first simulates A on s and then selects,
in a fresh variable x, the symbol 1. Second, on the document d′ , it selects a single additional
tuple t with t(y) = [1, 1⟩ for all its variables y. More precisely, using a regular-expression-like
notation, we therefore define
A′ = (A · x⊢ ·1 · ⊣x) ∨ (x⊢ · x1 ⊢ · · · xn ⊢ ·ε · ⊣xn · · · ⊣x1 · ⊣x ·d · 1).
Observe that, for all t ∈ A′ (d′ ), it holds that dt(x) = 1 if and only if t↾Vars(A) ∈ JAK(d).
Thus, by definition of A′ and w, Sum(JA′ K, d′ , w) = Count(JAK, d) and Count(JA′ K, d′ ) =
Count(JAK,d)
Count(JAK, d) + 1. Therefore, Avg(JA′ K, d′ , w) = Count(JAK,d)+1
. By solving the equation for

Count(JAK, d), it follows that Count(JAK, d) =
Average.

Avg(JA′ K,d′ ,w)
1−Avg(JA′ K,d′ ,w) .

This concludes the proof for
◀

This result shows that for general VSet-automata, the Sum, Average, and Quantile
aggregates are intractable already for very simple weight functions. However, if the spanner is
unambiguous, we can achieve tractability. The reason is that we can compute in polynomial
time the multiset TA,d = ⦃t(x) | t ∈ JAK(d)⦄, where we represent the multiplicity of each
span [i, j⟩ (the number of tuples t ∈ P (d) such that t(x) = [i, j⟩) in binary.
▶ Lemma 4.5. Given a VSet-automaton A and a document d, the multiset TA,d can be
computed in FP if A ∈ uVSA and in FP#P if A ∈ VSA.
It follows that all remaining aggregate functions can be efficiently computed if the spanner
is given as an unambiguity functional VSet-automaton and in FP#P otherwise.
▶ Corollary 4.6. Sum[uVSA, Single], Average[uVSA, Single], and q-Quantile[uVSA,
Single] are in FP, for every 0 ≤ q ≤ 1.
The following theorem follows directly from Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5.
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▶ Theorem 4.7. Let 0 < q < 1. Then, Sum[VSA, Single], Average[VSA, Single], and
q-Quantile[VSA, SingleB ] are FP#P -complete, even if w is the fixed weight function
(
1 if dt(x) = 1;
w(d, t) =
0 otherwise.
Finally, we note that all tractability results in this section continue to hold for weight
functions with a constant number of variables, i.e., when the weight functions are given as
mappings µ of k-tuples of words to Q, where k is a constant. We will provide proofs in the
full version of the paper.

5

Polynomial-Time Weight Functions

Before we study regular weight functions, we make a few observations on the very general
polynomial-time computable weight functions. For weight functions w ∈ Poly, we assume
that the number w(d, t) is a rational number represented by its numerator and dominator,
and that the function w is represented as a Turing Machine A that returns a value A(d, t)
in polynomially many steps for some fixed polynomial of choice (e.g., n2 ).4 Furthermore,
to avoid any complexity due to the need to verify whether A is indeed a valid input (i.e.,
timely termination), we will assume that w(d, t) = 0, if A does not produce a value within
the allocated time.
We first observe that polynomial-time weight functions make all our aggregation problems
intractable, which is not surprising.
▶ Theorem 5.1. Min[uVSA, Poly] and Max[uVSA, Poly] are OptP-hard. Furthermore,
Sum[uVSA, Poly], Average[uVSA, Poly], and q-Quantile[uVSA, Poly] are FP#P -hard.
In fact, all but the lower bound for Min already hold for regular weight functions
(Theorems 6.3, 6.5 and 6.6). Min becomes tractable for regular weight functions, but it can
be shown that Min is OptP-hard for weight functions represented by weighted VSet-automata
over the numeric semiring. Therefore, we do not require powerful weight functions for the
hardness proof of Min. Furthermore, we are able to provide OptP and FP#P upper bounds
if the weight functions return natural numbers (or integers in the case of the FP#P upper
bounds).
▶ Theorem 5.2. Min[VSA, PolyN ] and Max[VSA, PolyN ] are in OptP.
▶ Theorem 5.3. Sum[VSA, PolyZ ], Average[VSA, PolyZ ], and q-Quantile[VSA, PolyZ ]
are in FP#P , for every 0 < q < 1.

6

Regular Weight Functions

We now turn to Reg and UReg weight functions. We first observe that Single weight
functions can be translated in polynomial time to equivalent UReg weight functions by a
simple automata construction. So, all lower bounds for Single also hold for UReg.
We show that aggregation problems for regular weight functions can often be reduced
to problems about paths on weighted DAGs, where the weights come from the semiring of
the weight function. To this end, a weighted DAG is a DAG D = (V, E, ℓ, src, snk), where

4

Our complexity results are independent of the choice of this polynomial.
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ℓ : E → Q∞ associates a weight or length to each edge and src (resp., snk) is a unique node
in V without incoming (resp., outgoing) edges. We define paths p in the obvious manner as
sequences of edges and the length ℓ(p) of p as the sum of the lengths of its edges.
▶ Lemma 6.1. Let d be a document, A ∈ VSA and W be a weighted VSet-automaton
representing w ∈ Reg. Then we can compute, in polynomial time, a weighted DAG D such
that there is a surjective mapping m from paths p from src to snk in D to tuples t ∈ JAK(d).
Furthermore,
1. if A and W are unambiguous, then m is a bijection and
2. for every t ∈ JAK(d) we have w(d, t) =
min ℓ(p).
{p|m(p)=t}

Proof sketch. The DAG D is obtained by a product construction between A, W , and d,
such that every path from src to snk corresponds to an accepting run of W on some ref-word
that represents a tuple in JAK(d). This correspondence ensures that m is a bijection if A and
W are unambiguous.
◀
The weighted DAG from Lemma 6.1 plays the role of a compact representation of the
materialized intermediate result. It allows us to reduce Min to the shortest path problem
in DAGs. If the weight function is unambiguous, Max can be reduced to the longest path
problem in DAGs. Notice that, although the longest path problem is intractable in general,
it is tractable for DAGs.
▶ Theorem 6.2. Min[VSA, Reg] and Max[VSA, UReg] are in FP.
The result for Max is close to the tractability frontier: if we relax the unambiguity condition
in the weight function, the problem doesn’t correspond to finding the longest paths in DAGs
anymore and becomes intractable. In the following theorem, we restrict weight functions
to natural numbers, because then we can show completeness for OptP, which is a class of
functions that return natural numbers. Allowing positive and negative numbers does not
fundamentally change the complexity of the problems though.
▶ Theorem 6.3. Max[uVSA, RegN ] is OptP-complete.
Since Sum and Average are already FP#P -hard for VSA spanners and Single weight
functions (Theorem 4.7), they are FP#P -hard for VSA spanners and Reg/UReg weight
functions as well. However, in a similar vein as in Section 4, the problems become tractable
if we have unambiguity. Here, however, we require unambiguity of both the spanner and the
representation of the weight function.
▶ Theorem 6.4. Sum[uVSA, UReg] and Average[uVSA, UReg] are in FP.
Proof sketch. Due to Lemma 6.1, these problems boil down to computing the sum of the
lengths of source-to-target paths in a DAG and the average length of source-to-target paths
in a DAG, respectively. Concerning Sum, we can count, for each individual edge in the
DAG, the number of paths that use this edge. The sum of all output tuples is obtained
by multiplying these values with the length of the edge and taking the sum over all edges.
The tractability of Average then follows from the tractability of Sum and of counting the
number of source-to-target paths in a DAG.
◀
Indeed, if we relax the restriction that weight functions are given as unambiguous automata,
Sum and Average become FP#P -hard again.
▶ Theorem 6.5. Sum[uVSA, Reg] and Average[uVSA, Reg] are FP#P -complete.
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The situation for q-Quantile is different from Max, Sum, and Average, since it remains
hard even when both the spanner and weight function are unambiguous. The reason is that
the problem reduces to counting the number of paths in a weighted DAG that are shorter
than a given target weight, which is #P-complete due to Mihalak et al. [23].
▶ Theorem 6.6. q-Quantile[uVSA, UReg] is FP#P -complete, for every 0 < q < 1.
Proof sketch. The upper bound is immediate from Theorem 6.7. For the lower bound, at
the core of the quantile problem is the problem of counting up to a threshold k:
Count≤k (P, d, w) := |{t ∈ P (d) | w(d, t) ≤ k}|.
The corresponding problem Count≤k [P, W] is defined analogously to Sum[P, W]. It can be
shown that Count≤k [P, W] is #P-hard – using a reduction from #Partition, similar to
Mihalak et al. [23, Theorem 1]. Using a binary search argument, Count≤k [uVSA, UReg]
can be reduced to q-Quantile[uVSA, UReg], concluding the proof.
◀
Finally, we show that Sum, Average, and q-Quantile for Reg weight functions are in
FP#P .
▶ Theorem 6.7. Sum[VSA, Reg], Average[VSA, Reg], and q-Quantile[VSA, Reg] are
in FP#P , for every 0 < q < 1.

7

Aggregate Approximation

Now that we have a detailed understanding on the complexity of computing exact aggregates,
we want to see in which cases the result can be approximated. We only consider the situation
where the exact problems are intractable and want to understand when the considered
aggregation problems can be approximated by fully polynomial randomized approximation
schemes (FPRAS), and when the existence of such an FPRAS would imply a collapse of the
polynomial hierarchy.
▶ Definition 7.1. Let f be a function that maps inputs x to rational numbers and let A be a
probabilistic algorithm, which takes an input instance x and a parameter δ > 0. Then A is
called a fully polynomial randomizedapproximation scheme (FPRAS), if
Pr A(x, δ) − f (x) ≤ δ · f (x)

≥

3
4;

the runtime of A is polynomial in |x| and 1δ .

7.1

Approximation is Hard at First Sight

For the problems Min, Max with Poly weight functions, the existence of an FPRAS would
imply a collapse of the polynomial hierarchy, even when spanners are unambiguous. In
the Appendix we show that the lower bound for Min already holds for weight functions
represented by weighted VSet-automata over the numeric semiring.
▶ Theorem 7.2. Min[uVSA, PolyN ] and Max[uVSA, RegN ] cannot be approximated by an
FPRAS, unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses to the second level.
Approximation of Sum and Average is already hard for single variable weight functions.
It is crucial for the hardness, however, that the weight functions can output positive and
negative numbers.
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▶ Theorem 7.3. Sum[VSA, Single{−1,1} ] and Average[VSA, Single{−1,1} ] cannot be approximated by an FPRAS, unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses to the second level.
If the spanners are unambiguous, the simplest intractable setting for Sum and Average
is the one with Reg weight functions (see Table 2). Also here, the existence of an FPRAS
implies a collapse of the polynomial hierarchy.
▶ Theorem 7.4. Sum[uVSA, Reg] and Average[uVSA, Reg] cannot be approximated by
an FPRAS, unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses to the second level.
We now turn to the quantile problem. It turns out that this problem is difficult to
approximate even if the weight functions only return 0 or 1.
▶ Theorem 7.5. Let 0 < q < 1. Then, q-Quantile[VSA, SingleB ] cannot be approximated
by an FPRAS, unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses on the second level.
When the spanners are unambiguous, the simplest intractable case for q-Quantile is
the one with UReg weight functions (see Table 2). Again, we can show that approximation
is hard.
▶ Theorem 7.6. Let 0 < q < 1. Then, q-Quantile[uVSA, UReg] cannot be approximated
by an FPRAS, unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses on the second level.

7.2

When an FPRAS is Possible

We show that Theorem 7.3 is very much on the tractability frontier: it shows that approximation is intractable if weight functions can assign 1 and −1. On the other hand, if the weight
functions are restricted to non-negative numbers, then approximating Sum and Average is
possible with an FPRAS.
▶ Theorem 7.7. Sum[VSA, SingleQ+ ] and Average[VSA, SingleQ+ ] can be approximated
by an FPRAS.
Our second positive result is about approximating quantiles in a positional manner. To
this end, let d be a document, P be a document spanner, w be a weight function and 0 ≤ q ≤ 1
with q ∈ Q. Then, for any δ > 0, we say that k ∈ Q is a positional δ-approximation of
q-Quantile(P, d, w) if there is a q ′ ∈ Q, with q − δ ≤ q ′ ≤ q + δ and k = q ′ -Quantile(P, d, w).5
▶ Theorem 7.8. Let 0 ≤ q ≤ 1. There is a probabilistic algorithm that calculates a positional
δ-approximation of q-Quantile[VSA, Poly] with success probability at least 34 . Furthermore,
the run time of the algorithm is polynomial in the input and 1δ .
Proof sketch. Arenas et al. [2, Corollary 4.1] showed that given a functional VSet-automaton
A, one can sample tuples t ∈ JAK(d) uniformly at random with success probability at least 12 .
This algorithm can be used to create a sample of JAK(d) and return the q-Quantile of the
sample. We show that a sample of s ≥ ln(16)
2δ 2 tuples is sufficient to ensure that the returned
quantile is indeed a positional δ-approximation of the quantile with success probability at
least 78 .
◀
5

The idea of positional quantile approximations was originally introduced by Manku et al. [19] in the
context of quantile computations with limited memory.
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8

Concluding Remarks

We investigated the computational complexity of common aggregate functions over regular
document spanners given as regex formulas and VSet-automata. While each of the studied
aggregate functions is intractable in the general case, there are polynomial-time algorithms
under certain general assumptions. These include the assumption that the numerical value
of the tuples is determined by a fixed variable, or that the spanner is represented as an
unambiguous VSet-automaton, or the conjunction of the two assumptions. Moreover, we
established quite general tractability results when randomized approximations (FPRAS)
are possible. The upper bounds that we obtained for general (functional) VSet-automata
immediately generalize to aggregate functions over queries that involve relational-algebra
operators and string-equality conditions on top of spanners, whenever these inner queries can
be efficiently compiled into a single VSet-automaton [10, 26]. Moreover, these upper bounds
immediately generalize to allow for grouping (i.e., the GROUP BY operator) by computing
the tuples of the grouping variables and applying the algorithms to each group separately.
We identified several interesting cases where the computation of α(P (d)) can avoid the
materialization of the exponentially large set P (d), where, d is the document, P is the
spanner, and α is the aggregate function. Notably, this is the case (1) for Min with general
VSet-spanners and weight functions in Reg, UReg, and Single, (2) for Max with general
VSet-spanners and weight functions in UReg and Single, (3) for Sum and Average with
uVSA-spanners and weight functions in UReg and Single, and (4) for q-Quantile with
uVSA-spanners and Single weight functions.
Yet, several basic questions are left for future investigation. A natural next step would
be to seek additional useful assumptions that cast the aggregate queries tractable: Can
monotonicity properties of the numerical functions lead to efficient algorithms in cases that
are otherwise intractable? What are the regex formulas that can be efficiently translated
into unambiguous VSet-automata (and, hence, allow to leverage the algorithms for such
VSet-automata)? Another important direction is to generalize our results in a more abstract
framework, such as the Functional Aggregate Queries (FAQ) [13], in order to provide a uniform
explanation of our findings and encompass general families of aggregate functions rather than
specific ones. Finally, the practical side of our work remains to be studied: How do we make
our algorithms efficient in practice? How effective is the sampling approach in terms of the
balancing between accuracy and execution cost? Can we accurately compute estimators of
aggregate functions over (joins of) spanners within the setting of online aggregation [12, 16]?
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A

Algebraic Operations on Spanners

We will now recall some definitions of algebraic operations on spanners. To this end, we
start with some basic definitions. Two d-tuples t1 and t2 are compatible if they agree on
every common variable, i.e., t1 (x) = t2 (x) for all x ∈ Vars(t1 ) ∩ Vars(t2 ). In this case, define
t1 ▷◁ t2 as the tuple with Vars(t1 ▷◁ t2 ) = Vars(t1 ) ∪ Vars(t2 ) such that (t1 ▷◁ t2 )(x) = t1 (x)
for all x ∈ Vars(t1 ) and (t1 ▷◁ t2 )(x) = t2 (x) for all x ∈ Vars(t2 ). Note that the following
operators are the same as those defined by Fagin et al [7].
▶ Definition A.1 (Algebraic Operations on Spanners). Let P, P1 , P2 be spanners and let d ∈ Σ∗
be a document.
Union. The union P = P1 ∪ P2 is defined when Vars(P1 ) = Vars(P2 ). In that case,
P (d) = P1 (d) ∪ P2 (d).
Projection. The projection P = πY P1 is defined by P (d) = {t↾Y | t ∈ P1 (d)}. Recall that
t↾Y denotes the restriction of t to the variables in Y .
Natural Join. The (natural) join P = P1 ▷◁ P2 is defined such that P (d) consists of all
tuples t1 ▷◁ t2 such that t1 ∈ P1 (d), t2 ∈ P2 (d), and t1 and t2 are compatible.
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Regex-formulas

A regex-formula (over Σ) is a regular expression that may include variables (called capture
variables). Formally, we define the syntax with the recursive rule
α := ∅ | ε | σ | (α ∨ α) | (α · α) | α∗ | x⊢ α⊣x ,
where σ ∈ Σ and x ∈ Vars. We use α+ as a shorthand for α · α∗ and Σ as a shorthand for
W
σ∈Σ σ. The set of variables that occur in α is denoted by Vars(α) and the size |α| is defined
as the number of symbols in α.
Every regex-formula can be interpreted as a generator of a (regular) ref-word language
R(α) over the extended alphabet Σ ∪ ΓVars(α) . If α is of the form x⊢ β⊣x, then R(α) :=
{x⊢} · R(β) · {⊣x}. Otherwise, R(α) is defined as the language L(α), that is R(∅) := ∅,
R(a) := {a} for every a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, R(α ∨ β) := R(α) ∪ R(β), R(α · β) := R(α) · R(β),
R(α∗ ) := {R(α)i | i ≥ 0}.
Notice that R(α) can contain ref-words in which the same variable is used multiple times.
By VR(α) we denote the set of ref-words in R(α) that are valid and by VRVars(α) (α) we
denote the set of ref-words in R(α) that are valid for Vars(α). For example, if α = (x⊢ a⊣x)∗ ,
then VR(α) = {ε, x⊢ a⊣x} and VRVars(α) (α) = {x⊢ a⊣x}. For every document d ∈ Σ∗ , we
define VR(α, d) := VR(α) ∩ VR(d). In other words, VR(α, d) contains exactly those valid
ref-words from VR(α) that clr maps to d. Finally, the spanner JαK is the one that maps
every document d ∈ Σ∗ to the following set of tuples:
JαK(d) := {tupr | r ∈ VR(α, d)}
We will sometimes denote the set of tuples JαK(d) by α(d) to simplify notation. We say
that a regex-formula is functional if R(α) = VRVars(α) (α), that is, every ref-word in R(α) is
valid for Vars(α). As for VSet-automata, in this paper, we assume that regex-formulas are
functional. The set of all functional regex-formulas is denoted by RGX.

C

Some Background on Complexity

We will recall the definitions for some of the complexity classes we will use in the following
sections, closely following [33]. The class FP is the set of all functions that are computable
in polynomial time. A counting Turing Machine is an non-deterministic Turing Machine
whose output for a given input is the number of accepting computations for that input. The
class #P is the set of all functions that are computable by polynomial-time counting Turing
Machines. A problem X is #P-hard if there are polynomial time Turing reductions to it
from all problems in #P. If in addition X ∈ #P, we say that X is #P-complete. The class
FP#P is the set of all functions that are computable in polynomial time by an oracle Turing
Machine with an #P oracle. It is easy to see that, under Turing reductions, a problem is
hard for the class #P if and only if it is hard for FP#P . For counting problems, use Cook
reductions, also known as Turing reductions. Under these reductions, counting the number
of satisfying assignments of a DNF formula or the number of words accepted by some NFA
is #P-complete.
The class OptP is the set of all functions computable by taking the maximum output values
over all accepting computations of a polynomial-time non-deterministic Turing Machine that
outputs natural numbers. Assume that Γ is the Turing Machine alphabet. Let f, g : Γ∗ → N
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be functions. A metric reduction, as introduced by Krentel [14], from f to g is a pair of
polynomial-time computable functions T1 , T2 , where T1 : Γ∗ → Γ∗ and T2 : Γ∗ × N → N,
such that f (x) = T2 (x, g(T1 (x))) for all x ∈ Γ∗ .
The class BPP is the set of all decision problems solvable in polynomial time by a
probabilistic Turing Machine in which the answer always has probability at least 12 + δ of
being correct for some fixed δ > 0.
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1

Introduction

Tuple-generating dependencies (TGDs) are a prominent formalism for formulating database
constraints. A TGD states that if certain facts are true, then certain other facts must be
true as well. This can be interpreted in different ways. In ontology-mediated querying, TGDs
give rise to ontology languages and are used to derive new facts in addition to those that
are present in the database. This makes it possible to obtain additional answers if the data
is incomplete and also enriches the vocabulary that is available for querying. In a more
classical setup that we refer to as querying under constraints, TGDs are used as integrity
constraints on the database, that is, a TGD expresses the promise that if certain facts are
present in the database, then certain other facts are present as well. Integrity constraints
are relevant to query optimization as they might enable the reformulation of a query into
a “simpler” one. TGDs generalize a wide range of other integrity constraints, which was the
original reason for introducing them [1].
© Cristina Feier, Carsten Lutz, and Marcin Przybyłko;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY 4.0
24th International Conference on Database Theory (ICDT 2021).
Editors: Ke Yi and Zhewei Wei; Article No. 11; pp. 11:1–11:22
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Answer Counting Under Guarded TGDs

When unrestricted TGDs are used as an ontology language, ontology-mediated querying
is undecidable even for unary queries that consist of a single atom [12]. This has led
to intense research on identifying restricted forms of TGDs that regain decidability, see
[3, 12, 13, 30] and references therein. In this paper, we consider guardedness as a basic
and robust such restriction: a TGD is guarded if some body atom, the guard, contains all
body variables [12]. Guarded TGDs are useful also for formalizing integrity constraints. For
example, the important class of referential integrity constraints (also known as inclusion
dependencies) is a special case of guarded TGDs.
While being decidable, both ontology-mediated querying and querying under constraints
with guarded TGDs is computationally intractable. Let us make this precise for query
evaluation, i.e. the problem to decide, given a database, a query, and a candidate answer,
whether the candidate is indeed an answer. We use (G, CQ) to denote the language of ontology-mediated queries (O, S, q) that consist of an ontology O which is a set of guarded TGDs,
a data schema S, and a conjunctive query (CQ) q. As usual, S contains the relation names
that can be used in the data while both the ontology and query can also use additional
names. Evaluating ontology-mediated queries (OMQs) from (G, CQ) is 2ExpTime-complete
in combined complexity. The same holds for (G, UCQ) where the queries are unions of CQs
(UCQs) [12]. For querying under constraints, we consider constraint query specifications
(CQSs) of the form (T , S, q) where T is a set of integrity constraints and q is a query, both
over schema S. Overloading notation, we use (G, (U)CQ) also to denote the class of CQSs in
which the constraints are guarded TGDs and the queries are (U)CQs; it will always be clear
from the context whether (G, (U)CQ) denotes an OMQ language or a class of CQSs. Query
evaluation for CQSs from (G, CQ) and (G, UCQ) is NP-complete.
In this paper, we are interested in counting the number of answers to OMQs and to
queries posed under integrity constraints, with an emphasis on the limits of efficiency from the
viewpoint of parameterized complexity theory. Counting the number of answers is important
to inform the user when there are too many answers to compute all of them, and it is
supported by almost every data management system. It is also a fundamental operation in
data analytics and in decision support where often the count is more important than the
actual answers. Despite its relevance, however, the problem has received little attention
in ontology-mediated querying and querying under constraints, see [29, 28, 9, 14] for some
notable exceptions.
We equate efficiency with fixed-parameter tractability (FPT), the parameter being the
size of the OMQ and of the CQS, respectively. Evaluating Boolean queries is W[1]-hard
both for ontology-mediated querying in (G, (U)CQ) and for querying under constraints in
(G, (U)CQ) [5], and therefore answer counting (which is the same problem as query evaluation
for Boolean queries) is in general not fixed-parameter tractable unless FPT = W[1]. The
main question that we ask is: how can we characterize the parameterized complexity of
answer counting for classes of OMQs or CQSs C ⊆ (G, (U)CQ) and, most importantly, for
which such classes C can we count answers in FPT? The classes C will primarily be defined
in terms of structural restrictions of the (U)CQ, but will also take into account the interplay
between the ontology/constraints and the (U)CQ. Note that PTime combined complexity,
a (significant) strengthening of FPT, cannot be obtained by structural restrictions on the
UCQ in ontology-mediated querying with (G, (U)CQ) because evaluating Boolean OMQs is
2ExpTime-complete already for unary single atom queries. For querying under constraints, in
contrast, PTime combined complexity is not out of reach and in the case of query evaluation
can in fact sometimes be attained in (G, (U)CQ) [8, 7].
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A seminal result due to Grohe states that a recursively enumerable class C of CQs can be
evaluated in FPT if and only if there is a constant that bounds the treewidths of CQs in C,
modulo equivalence [26]. Here, treewidth of a CQ q means the treewidth of the Gaifman
graph of q after dropping all answer variables. The result rests on the assumptions that
FPT ̸= W[1] and that the arity of relation symbols is bounded by a constant, which we shall
also assume throughout this article. Grohe’s result extends to UCQs in the expected way, that
is, the characterization for UCQs is in terms of the maximum treewidth of the constituting
CQs modulo equivalence, assuming w.l.o.g. that there are no containment relations among
them. An adaptation of Grohe’s proof was used by Dalmau and Jonsson to show that a class
C of CQs without quantified variables admits answer counting in FPT if and only if the
treewidths of CQs in C is bounded by a constant [18]. In a series of papers by Pichler and
Skritek [32], Durand and Mengel [20, 21], Chen and Mengel [16, 17], and Dell et al. [19], this
was extended to a rather detailed classification of the parameterized complexity of answer
counting for classes of CQs and UCQs that may contain both answer variables and quantified
variables. The characterization uses treewidth, which now refers to the entire Gaifman graph
including the answer variables. It also refers to the additional structural measures of contract
treewidth, starsize,1 and linked matching number. It links boundedness of these measures
by a constant, modulo equivalence, to the relevant complexities, which turn out to be FPT,
W[1]-equivalence, #W[1]-equivalence, #W[2]-hardness, and #A[2]-equivalence. Here, we
speak of “equivalence” rather than of “completeness” to emphasize that hardness is defined
in terms of (parameterized counting) Turing (fpt-)reductions.
The main results of this article are classifications of the complexity of answer counting
for classes of ontology-mediated queries from (G, (U)CQ), assuming that the data schema
contains all symbols used in the ontology and query, and for classes of constraint query
specifications from (G, (U)CQ). Our classifications parallel the one for the case without
TGDs, involve the same five complexities mentioned above, and link them to the same
structural measures. However, there is a twist. The ontology interacts with all of the
mentioned structural measures in the sense that for each measure, there is a class of CQs
C and an ontology O such that the measure is unbounded for C modulo equivalence while
there is a constant k such that each OMQ (O, S, q), q ∈ C, is equivalent to an OMQ (O, S, q ′ )
with the measure of q ′ bounded by k. A similar effect can be observed for querying under
constraints. We can thus not expect to link the complexity of a class C of OMQs to the
structural measures of the actual queries in the OMQs. Instead, we consider a certain
class of CQs that we obtain from the OMQs in C by first rewriting away the existential
quantifiers in TGD heads in the ontology, then taking the CQs that occur in the resulting
OMQs, combining them conjunctively guided by the inclusion-exclusion principle, next
chasing them with the ontology (which is a finite operation due to the first step), and then
taking the homomorphism core. The structural measures of the resulting class of CQs
turn out to determine the complexity of answer counting for the original class of OMQs C.
Interestingly, the same is also true for classes of constraint query specifications and thus the
characterizations for OMQs and for CQSs coincide. We in fact establish the latter by mutual
reduction between answer counting for OMQs and answer counting for CQSs.
Inspired by our complexity classifications, we also study the meta problems to decide
whether a given query is equivalent to a query in which some selected structural measures are
small, and to construct the latter query if it exists. We do this both for ontology-mediated

1

The measure is called dominating starsize in [19] and strict starsize in [16]. We only speak of starsize.
Note that this is not identical to the original notion of starsize from [20, 21].
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queries and for queries under constraints, considering all four measures that are featured
in the classifications (and sets thereof). We start with querying under constraints where
we are able to obtain decidability results in all relevant cases. These results can also be
applied to ontology-mediated querying when (i) the data schema contains all symbols used
in the ontology and query and (ii) we require that the ontology used in the OMQ cannot be
replaced with a different one. For contract treewidth and starsize, we additionally show that
it is never necessary to modify the ontology to attain equivalent OMQs with small measures,
and we provide decidability results without assumptions (i) and (ii). We also observe that
treewidth behaves differently in that modifying the ontology might result in smaller measures.
Deciding the meta problems for the measure of treewidth is left open as an interesting and
non-trivial open problem.
Some proofs are deferred to the appendix of the long version of this paper [23], available
at https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.03058.
Related Work. The complexity of ontology-mediated querying has been a subject of
intense study from various angles, see for example [10, 11, 33] and references therein. The
parameterized complexity of evaluating ontology-mediated queries has been studied in [6, 5].
In [5], it is shown that query evaluation in FPT coincides with bounded treewidth modulo
equivalence in (G, UCQ) when the arity of relation symbols is bounded by a constant. An FPT
upper bound for querying under constraints that are guarded TGDs has been established
in [8, 7] for CQs that have bounded generalized hypertreewidth modulo equivalence. That
paper also studies the meta problems for querying under constraints that are guarded TGDs
and for the measure of generalized hypertree width. A related topic is query containment
under constraints, see for example [15, 27, 24].

2

Preliminaries

For an integer n ≥ 1, we use [n] to denote the set {1, . . . , n}. To indicate the cardinality of a
set S, we may write #S or |S|.
Relational Databases. A schema S is a set of relation symbols R with associated arity
ar(R) ≥ 0. We write ar(S) for maxR∈S {ar(R)}. An S-fact is an expression of the form R(c̄),
where R ∈ S and c̄ is an ar(R)-tuple of constants. An S-instance is a (possibly infinite)
set of S-facts and an S-database is a finite S-instance. We write adom(I) for the set of
constants in an instance I. For a set S ⊆ adom(I), we denote by I|S the restriction of I
to facts that mention only constants from S. A homomorphism from I to an instance J is
a function h : adom(I) → adom(J) such that R(h(c̄)) ∈ J for every R(c̄) ∈ I. A database
D′ is obtained from a database D by cloning constants if D′ ⊇ D can be constructed by
choosing a1 , . . . , an ∈ adom(D) and positive integers m1 , . . . , mn , reserving fresh constants
ai11 , . . . , ainn , 1 ≤ iℓ ≤ mℓ for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n, and adding to D each atom R(ā′ ) that can be
obtained from some R(ā) ∈ D by replacing each occurrence of ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with aji for
some j with 1 ≤ j ≤ mi .
CQs and UCQs. A conjunctive query (CQ) q(x̄) over a schema S is a first-order formula
of the form ∃ȳ φ(x̄, ȳ) where φ is a conjunction of relational atoms Ri (x̄i ) with Ri ∈ S and
x̄i a tuple of variables of length ar(Ri ) and equality atoms x1 = x2 . We require that only
variables from x̄ appear in equality atoms. With var(q), we denote the set of variables that
occur in x̄ or in ȳ. Whenever convenient, we identify a conjunction of atoms with a set of
atoms. When we are not interested in order and multiplicity, we treat x̄ as a set of variables.
We write CQ for the class of CQs.
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Every CQ q can be naturally seen as a database Dq , known as the canonical database of q,
obtained by dropping the existential quantifier prefix and the equality atoms, and viewing
variables as constants. A homomorphism h from a CQ q to an instance I is a homomorphism
from Dq to I such that x = y ∈ q implies h(x) = h(y). A tuple c̄ ∈ adom(I)|x̄| is an answer
to Q on I if there is a homomorphism h from q to I with h(x̄) = c̄. The evaluation of q(x̄)
on I, denoted q(I), is the set of all answers to Q on I.
A union of conjunctive queries (UCQ) over a schema S is a first-order formula of the
form q(x̄) := q1 (x̄) ∨ · · · ∨ qn (x̄), where n ≥ 1, and q1 (x̄), . . . , qn (x̄) are CQ over S. We refer
to the variables in x̄ as the answer variables of q and the arity of q is defined as the number
of its answer variables. The evaluation of q on an instance I, denoted q(I), is the set of
S
tuples i∈[n] qi (I). We write UCQ for the class of UCQs. A (U)CQ of arity zero is called
Boolean. The only possible answer to a Boolean query is the empty tuple. For a Boolean
(U)CQ q, we may write I |= q if q(I) = {()} and I ̸|= q otherwise.
Let q1 (x̄) and q2 (x̄) be two UCQs over the same schema S. We say that q1 is contained
in q2 , written q1 ⊆S q2 , if q1 (D) ⊆ q2 (D) for every S-database D. Moreover, q1 and q2 are
equivalent, written q1 ≡S q2 , if q1 ⊆S q2 and q2 ⊆S q1 .
A CQ q(x̄) is a core if every homomorphism h from q to Dq with h(x̄) = x̄ is surjective.
Every CQ q(x̄) is equivalent to a CQ p(x̄) that is a core and can be obtained from q by
dropping atoms. In fact, p is unique up to isomorphism and we call it the core of q. For a
UCQ q, we use core(q) to denote the disjunction whose disjuncts are the cores of the CQs
in q.
For a UCQ q, but also for any other syntactic object q, we use ||q|| to denote the number
of symbols needed to write q as a word over a suitable alphabet.
Our main interest is in the complexity of counting the number of answers. Every choice
of a query language Q, such as CQ and UCQ, and a class of databases D gives rise to the
following answer counting problem:
PROBLEM :
INPUT :
OUTPUT :

AnswerCount(Q, D)
A query q ∈ Q over some schema S and an S-database D ∈ D
#q(D)

Our main interest is in the parameterized version of the above problem where we generally
assume that the parameter is the size of the input query, see below for more details. When
D is the class of all databases, we simply write AnswerCount(Q).
Treewidth. Treewidth is a widely used notion that measures the degree of tree-likeness
of a graph. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. A tree decomposition of G is a pair
δ = (Tδ , χ), where Tδ = (Vδ , Eδ ) is a tree, and χ is a labeling function Vδ → 2V , i.e., χ
assigns a subset of V to each node of Tδ , such that:
S
1. t∈Vδ χ(t) = V ,
2. if {u, v} ∈ E, then u, v ∈ χ(t) for some t ∈ Vδ ,
3. for each v ∈ V , the set of nodes {t ∈ Vδ | v ∈ χ(t)} induces a connected subtree of Tδ .
The width of δ is the number maxt∈Vδ {|χ(t)|} − 1. If the edge set E of G is non-empty, then
the treewidth of G is the minimum width over all its tree decompositions; otherwise, it is
defined to be one. Each instance I is associated with an undirected graph (without self
loops) GI = (V, E), called the Gaifman graph of I, defined as follows: V = adom(I), and
{a, b} ∈ E iff there is a fact R(c̄) ∈ I that mentions both a and b. The treewidth of I is the
treewidth of GI .
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TGDs, Guardedness. A tuple-generating dependency
(TGD) T over S is a first-order

sentence of the form ∀x̄∀ȳ ϕ(x̄, ȳ) → ∃z̄ ψ(x̄, z̄) such that ∃ȳ ϕ(x̄, ȳ) and ∃z̄ ψ(x̄, z̄) are CQs
without equality atoms. As a special case, we also allow ϕ(x̄, ȳ) to be the empty conjunction,
i.e. logical truth, denoted by true. For simplicity, we write T as ϕ(x̄, ȳ) → ∃z̄ ψ(x̄, z̄). We call
ϕ and ψ the body and head of T , denoted body(T ) and head(T ), respectively. An instance I
over S satisfies T , denoted I |= T , if qϕ (I) ⊆ qψ (I). It satisfies a set of TGDs S, denoted
I |= S, if I |= T for each T ∈ S. We then also say that I is a model of S. We write TGD to
denote the class of all TGDs.
A TGD T is guarded if body(T ) is true or there exists an atom α in its body that contains
all variables that occur in body(T ) [12]. Such an atom α is the guard of T , denoted guard(T ).
We write G for the class of guarded TGDs. A TGD T is full if the tuple z̄ of variables is
empty. We use FULL to denote the class of full TGDs and shall often refer to G ∩ FULL,
the class of TGDs that are both guarded and full. Note that this class is essentially the class
of Datalog programs with guarded rule bodies.
We next introduce the well-known chase procedure for making explicit the consequences
of a set of TGDs [31, 27, 22, 12]. We first define a single chase step. Let I be an instance
over a schema S and T = ϕ(x̄, ȳ) → ∃z̄ ψ(x̄, z̄) a TGD over S. We say that T is applicable to
a tuple (c̄, c̄′ ) of constants in I if ϕ(c̄, c̄′ ) ⊆ I. In this case, the result of applying T in I at
(c̄, c̄′ ) is the instance J = I ∪ ψ(c̄, c̄′′ ), where c̄′′ is the tuple obtained from z̄ by simultaneously
replacing each variable z with a fresh distinct constant that does not occur in I. We describe
T, (c̄,c̄′ )

such a single chase step by writing I −−−−−→ J. Let I be an instance and S a finite set of
TGDs. A chase sequence for I with S is a sequence of chase steps
T0 , (c̄0 ,c̄′ )

T1 , (c̄1 ,c̄′ )

I0 −−−−−−0→ I1 −−−−−−1→ I2 . . .
S
such that (1) I0 = I, (2) Ti ∈ S for each i ≥ 0, and (3) J |= S with J = i≥0 Ii . The
instance J is the (potentially infinite) result of this chase sequence, which always exists. The
chase sequence is fair if whenever a TGD T ∈ S is applicable to a tuple (c̄, c̄′ ) in some Ii ,
T, (c̄,c̄′ )

then Ij −−−−−→ Ij+1 is part of the sequence for some j ≥ i. Note that our chase is oblivious,
that is, a TGD is triggered whenever its body is satisfied, even if also its head is already
satisfied. As a consequence, every fair chase sequence for I with S leads to the same result,
up to isomorphism. Thus, we can refer to the result of chasing I with S, denoted chS (I).
▶ Lemma 1. Let S be a finite set of TGDs and I an instance. Then for every model J of S
with I ⊆ J, there is a homomorphism h from chS (I) to J that is the identity on adom(I).
For sets S of TGDs from G ∩ FULL, we may also chase a CQ q(x̄) with S, denoting the
result with chS (q). What we mean is the (finite!) result of chasing database Dq with S and
viewing the resulting as a CQ with answer variables x̄.
Parameterized Complexity. A counting problem over a finite alphabet Λ is a function
P : Λ∗ → N and a parameterized counting problem over Λ is a pair (P, κ), with P a counting
problem over Λ and κ the parameterization of P , a function κ : Λ∗ → N that is computable
in PTime. An example of a parameterized counting problem is #pClique in which P maps
(a suitable encoding of) each pair (G, k) with G an undirected graph and k ≥ 0 a clique size
to the number of k-cliques in G, and where κ(G, k) = k. Another example is #pDomSet
where P maps each pair (G, k) to the number of dominating sets of size k, and where again
κ(G, k) = k.
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A counting problem P is a decision problem if the range of P is {0, 1}, and a parameterized
decision problem is defined accordingly. An example of a parameterized decision problem is
pClique in which P maps each pair (G, k) to 1 if the undirected graph G contains a k-clique
and to 0 otherwise, and where κ(G, k) = k.
A parameterized problem (P, κ) is fixed-parameter tractable (fpt) if there is a computable
function f : N → N such that P (x) can be computed in time |x|O(1) ·f (κ(x)) for all inputs x.
We use FPT to denote the class of all parameterized counting problems that are fixedparameter tractable.
A Turing fpt-reduction from a parameterized counting problem (P1 , κ1 ) to a parameterized
counting problem (P2 , κ2 ) is an algorithm that computes P1 with oracle access to P2 , runs
within the time bounds of fixed parameter tractability for (P1 , κ1 ), and when started on input
x only makes oracle calls with argument y such that κ2 (y) ≤ f (κ1 (x)), for some computable
function f . The reduction is called a parsimonious fpt-reduction if only a single oracle call is
made at the end of the computation and its output is then returned as the output of the
algorithm without any further modification.
A parameterized counting problem (P, κ) is #W[1]-easy if it can be reduced to #pClique
and it is #W[1]-hard if #pClique reduces to (P, κ), both in terms of Turing fpt-reductions.
W[1]-easiness and -hardness are defined analogously, but using pClique in place of #pClique,
and likewise for #W[2] and #pDomSet, and for #A[2] and the parameterized problem of counting the answers to CQs, the parameter being the size of the CQ. For C ∈
{W[1], #W[1], #W[2], #A[2]}, (P, κ) is C-equivalent if it is C-easy and C-hard. Note that
we follow [16, 19] in defining both easiness and hardness in terms of Turing fpt-reductions;
stronger notions would rely on parsimonious fpt-reductions [25].

3

The Classification Without TGDs

In the series of papers [20, 21, 16, 17, 19], the parameterized complexity of answer counting is
studied for classes of CQs and UCQs, resulting in a rather detailed classification. We present
it in this section as a reference point and as a basis for establishing our own classifications
later on. We start with introducing the various structural measures that play a role in the
classification.
Let q(x̄) = ∃ȳ φ(x̄, ȳ) be a CQ. The Gaifman graph of q, denoted Gq , is GDp where CQ p
is obtained from q by replacing answer variable x2 with answer variable x1 whenever x1 = x2
is an atom in q. The treewidth (TW) of q(x̄) is the treewidth of Gq .
An x̄-component of Gq is the undirected graph obtained as follows: (1) take the subgraph
of Gq induced by vertex set var(q) \ x̄, (2) choose a maximal connected component (Vc , Ec ),
and (3) re-add all edges from Gq that contain at least one vertex from Vc . The contract of
Gq , denoted contract(Gq ), is the restriction of Gq to the variables in x̄, extended with every
edge {x1 , x2 } ⊆ x̄ such that x1 , x2 co-occur in some x̄-component of Gq . We shall often
be interested in the treewidth of the contract of a CQ q, which we refer to as the contract
treewidth (CTW) of q.
The starsize (SS) of q is the maximum number of answer variables in any x̄-component
of Gq . Note that the same notion is called strict starsize in [16] and dominating starsize
in [19]. It is different from the original notion of starsize from [20, 21].
A set of quantified variables S in q is node-well-linked if for every two disjoint sets
S1 , S2 ⊆ S of the same cardinality, there are |S1 | vertex disjoint paths in Gq that connect the
vertices in S1 with the vertices in S2 . For example, S is node-well-linked if Dq |S takes the
form of a grid or of a clique. A matching M from the answer variables x̄ to the quantified
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(a) TW = 3, CTW = 1. (b) CTW = 3, SS = 2.

(c) SS = 4, LMN = 1.

(d) LMN = 4.

Figure 1 Examples for structural measures: Example (a) is the (3,3)-complete bipartite graph,
the contract of Example (b) is the 4-clique, Example (c) is a 4-star, and Example (d) is a 4-star with
the 4-clique in the centre. Filled nodes are answer variables, hollow nodes are quantified variables.

variables var(q) \ x̄ in the graph Gq (in the standard sense of graph theory) is linked if the set
S of quantified variables that occur in M is node-well-linked. The linked matching number
(LMN) of q is the size of the largest linked matching from x̄ to var(q) \ x̄ in Gq . One should
think of the linked matching number as a strengthening of starsize. We do not only demand
that many answer variables are interlinked by the same x̄-component, but additionally require
that this component is sufficiently large and highly connected (“linked”).
Figure 1 contains some example CQs with associated measures. For a class of CQs C,
the contract treewidths of CQs in C being bounded by a constant implies that the same is
true for starsizes, and bounded starsizes in turn imply bounded linked matching numbers.
There are no implications between bounded treewidths and bounded contract treewidths; in
Figure 1, Example (a) generalizes to any treewidth while always having contract treewidth 1
and Example (c), which has contract treewidth 3, generalizes to any contract treewidth (and
starsize) while always having treewidth 1. See also [16, 19] for additional examples.
It is a fundamental observation that cores of CQs are guaranteed to have minimum
measures among all equivalent CQs, as stated by the following lemma [16, 19].
▶ Lemma 2. If a CQ q is equivalent to a CQ of treewidth k, then core(q) has treewidth at
most k. The same is true for contract treewidth, starsize, and linked matching number.
An additional ingredient needed to formulate the classification for UCQs emerges from [17].
There, Chen and Mengel associate with every UCQ q a set of CQs clCM (q) such that,
informally speaking, counting the number of answers to q is equivalent to counting the
number of answers to the CQs in clCM (q). We now introduce this set in detail.
Two CQs q1 (x̄1 ) and q2 (x̄2 ) over the same schema S are counting equivalent if #q1 (D) =
#q2 (D) for all S-databases D. Let q(x̄) = p1 ∨· · ·∨ pn . The starting point for defining clCM (q)
is the observation that, by the inclusion-exclusion principle, every database D satisfies
#q(D)

=

X
I⊆[n]

(−1)|I|+1 · #

^

pi (D)



i∈I


V
We can manipulate this sum as follows: if there are two summands c1 · # i∈I1 pi (D) and
V
V
V
c2 · # i∈I2 pi (D) such that i∈I1 pi and i∈I
 2 pi are counting equivalent, then delete both
V
summands and add (c1 + c2 ) · #( i∈I1 pi (D) to the sum. After doing this exhaustively,
V
delete all summands with coefficient zero. The elements of clCM (q) are all CQs i∈I pi in
V
the original sum that are counting equivalent to some CQ CQ i∈J pi which remains in
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the sum.2 Note that the number of CQs in clCM (q) might be exponentially larger than the
number of CQs in q and that clCM (q) does not need to contain all CQs from the original
UCQ q. The main property of clCM (q) is as follows.
▶ Lemma 3 ([17]). Let q be a UCQ over schema S and D an S-database. Then #q(D) can
be computed in polynomial time from the counts #q ′ (D), q ′ ∈ clCM (q). Conversely, for every
q ′ ∈ clCM (q), there is a set of databases D1 , . . . , Dn such that #q ′ (D) can be computed in
polynomial time from the counts #q(Di ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and D1 , . . . , Dn can be computed in
time f (||q||) · p(||D||) where f is a computable function and p is a polynomial.
For the first part of Lemma 3, note that #q(D) can be computed from #q ′ (D), q ′ ∈ clCM (q),
simply by evaluating the sum derived above from the inclusion-exclusion principle, after the
manipulation.
We are now ready to state the characterization.
▶ Theorem 4 ([16, 17, 19]). Let Q ⊆ UCQ be recursively enumerable and have relation
symbols of bounded arity, and let Q⋆ = {core(q) | q ∈ clCM (Q)}. Then the following holds:
1. If the treewidths and the contract treewidths of CQs in Q⋆ are bounded, then
AnswerCount(Q) is in FPT; it is even in PTime when Q ⊆ CQ.
2. If the treewidths of CQs in Q⋆ are unbounded and the contract treewidths of CQs in Q⋆
are bounded, then AnswerCount(Q) is W[1]-equivalent.
3. If the contract treewidths of CQs in Q⋆ are unbounded and the starsizes of CQs in Q⋆
are bounded, then AnswerCount(Q) is #W[1]-equivalent.
4. If the starsizes of CQs in Q⋆ are unbounded, then AnswerCount(Q) is #W[2]-hard.
5. If the linked matching numbers of CQs in Q⋆ are unbounded, then AnswerCount(Q)
is #A[2]-equivalent.
We remark that clCM (q) = {q} when q is a CQ, and thus it suffices to define Q⋆ as {core(q) |
q ∈ Q} when Q ⊆ CQ in Theorem 4.
Note that the classification given by Theorem 4 is not complete. It leaves open the
possibility that there is a class of (U)CQs Q such that AnswerCount(Q) is #W[2]-hard, but
neither #W[2]-equivalent nor #A[2]-equivalent. It is conjectured in [19] that such a class Q
indeed exists and in particular that there might be classes Q such that AnswerCount(Q) is
#Wfunc [2]-equivalent. The classification also leaves open whether unbounded linked matching
numbers is a necessary condition for #A[2]-hardness. While a complete classification is
certainly desirable we note that, from our perspective, the most relevant aspect is the
delineation of the FPT cases from the hard cases, achieved by Points 1-3 of the theorem.

4

Problems Studied and Main Results

We introduce the problems studied and state the main results of this paper. We start with
ontology-mediated querying and then proceed to querying under constraints.
An ontology O is a finite set of TGDs. An ontology mediated query (OMQ) takes the form
Q = (O, S, q) where O is an ontology, S is a finite schema called the data schema, and q is a
UCQ. Both O and q can use symbols from S, but also additional symbols, and in particular
O can “introduce” additional symbols to enrich the vocabulary available for querying. We
assume w.l.o.g. that all relation symbols in q that are not from S occur also in O. This can

2

This definition slightly deviates from that of Chen and Mengel, who include no two CQs that are
counting equivalent. For all relevant purposes, however, the two definitions are interchangable.
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Figure 2 CQ q4 from Example 5. Filled circles indicate answer variables.

always be achieved by introducing dummy TGDs R(x̄) → R(x̄). When O and q only use
symbols from S, then we say that the data schema of Q is full. The arity of Q is defined
as the arity of q. We write Q(x̄) to emphasize that the answer variables of q are x̄ and for
brevity often refer to the data schema simply as the schema.
A tuple c̄ ∈ adom(D)|x̄| is an answer to Q over D if c̄ ∈ q(I) for each model I of O with
I ⊇ D. The evaluation of Q(x̄) over D, denoted Q(D), is the set of all answers to Q over D.
Note that, as a consequence of Lemma 1, Q(D) = q(chO (D)) for every OMQ Q = (O, S, q)
and S-database D.
An OMQ language is a class of OMQs. For a class of TGDs C and a class of UCQs Q,
we write (C, Q) to denote the OMQ language that consists of all OMQs (O, S, q) where O
is a set of TGDs from C and q ∈ Q. For example, we may write (G ∩ FULL, UCQ). We
say that an OMQ language (C, Q) has full data schema if every OMQ in it has. If Q is an
OMQ language, the problem AnswerCount(Q) is defined exactly as in Section 2 with query
language Q.
Our first main result is a counterpart of Theorem 4 for OMQs from (G, UCQ) based
on the full schema. To illustrate the effect of adding an ontology, we first observe that the
ontology interacts with all of the measures in Theorem 4.
▶ Example 5. Let O = {R(x, y) → S(x, y)} and S = {R, S}. For all n ≥ 0, let
V
V
qn (x1 , . . . , xn , z1 , . . . , zn ) = ∃1<i+j<n+2 yi,j 1≤i≤n R(xi , z1 ) ∧ 1≤i<n R(zi , zi+1 ) ∧
V
S(xi , yi,j ) ∧
Vi+j=n+1
2<i+j<n+2

S(yi+1,j , yi,j ) ∧ S(yi,j+1 , yi,j ).

Then qn is a core of treewidth ⌊ n2 ⌋, contract treewidth n, starsize n, and linked matching
number n. But the OMQ (O, S, qn ) is equivalent to (O, S, pn ) with pn obtained from qn by
dropping all S-atoms. Since pn is tree-shaped and has no quantified variables, all measures
are at most 1. Figure 2 depicts query q4 .
Before we state our characterization, we observe as a preliminary that OMQs from
(G, UCQ) can be rewritten into equivalent ones from (G ∩ FULL, UCQ), that is, existential
quantifiers can be removed from rule heads when the actual query is adjusted in a suitable
way. This has already been observed, for example, in [5].
▶ Theorem 6. For every OMQ Q ∈ (G, UCQ), there is an equivalent OMQ from (G ∩
FULL, UCQ) that can be effectively computed.
The proof of Theorem 6 is constructive, that is, it provides an explicit way of computing,
given an OMQ Q = (O, S, q) ∈ (G, UCQ), an equivalent OMQ from (G ∩ FULL, UCQ).
We denote this OMQ with Q∃ = (O∃ , S, q ∃ ) and call it the ∃-rewriting of Q. It is worth
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noting that even if q contains no equality atoms, such atoms might be introduced during the
construction of q ∃ . This is the main reason for admitting equality atoms in (U)CQs in this
paper in the first place.
For OMQs Q ∈ (G, UCQ), we define a set clCM (Q) in exact analogy with the definition of
clCM (q) for UCQs q, that is, for Q = (O, S, p1 ∨ · · · ∨ pn ), we use the OMQs (O, S, pi ) in place
of the CQs pi from the UCQ q in the definition of clCM (Q). This requires the use of counting
equivalence for OMQs, which is as defined in the expected way. For a class Q ⊆ (G, UCQ),
we now identify a class Q⋆ of CQs by setting
Q⋆ = {core(chO∃ (p)) | ∃Q ∈ C : (O∃ , S, p) ∈ clCM (Q∃ )}.
Our main result is now as follows.
▶ Theorem 7. Let Q ⊆ (G, UCQ) be a recursively enumerable class of OMQs with full data
schema and relation symbols of bounded arity. Then the following hold:
1. If the treewidths and contract treewidths of CQs in Q⋆ are bounded, then AnswerCount(Q)
is in FPT.
2. If the treewidths of CQs in Q⋆ are unbounded and the contract treewidths of CQs in Q⋆
are bounded, then AnswerCount(Q) is W[1]-equivalent.
3. If the contract treewidths of CQs in Q⋆ are unbounded and the starsizes of CQs in Q⋆
are bounded, then AnswerCount(Q) is #W[1]-equivalent.
4. If the starsizes of CQs in Q⋆ are unbounded, then AnswerCount(Q) is #W[2]-hard.
5. If the linked matching numbers of CQs in Q⋆ are unbounded, then AnswerCount(Q) is
#A[2]-equivalent.
Points 1 to 5 of Theorem 7 parallel exactly those of Theorem 4, but of course the definition
of Q⋆ is a different one. It is through this definition that we capture the potential interaction
between the ontology and the structural measures. Note, for example, that the class of OMQs
(O, S, qn ), n ≥ 1, from Example 5 would be classified as #A[2]-equivalent if core(chO∃ (p))
was replaced with p in the definition of Q⋆ while it is in fact in FPT. Also note that the
PTime statement in Point 1 of Theorem 4 is absent in Theorem 7. In fact, evaluating
Boolean OMQs from (G, UCQ) is 2ExpTime-complete [12] and since for Boolean OMQs
evaluation coincides with answer counting, PTime cannot be attained.
Our second main result concerns querying under integrity constraints that take the form
of guarded TGDs. In contrast to OMQs, the constraints are thus not used for deductive
reasoning, but instead give rise to a promise regarding the shape of the input database.
Following [5], we define a constraint-query specification (CQS) as a triple S = (T , S, q) where
T is a set of TGDs over finite schema S and q a UCQ over S. We call T the set of integrity
constraints. Overloading notation, we write (C, Q) for the class of CQSs in which the set of
integrity constraints is formulated in the class of TGDs C, and the query is coming from the
class of queries Q. It will be clear from the context whether (C, Q) is an OMQ language or a
class of CQSs. Every class C of CQSs gives rise to the following answer counting problem.
PROBLEM :
INPUT :
OUTPUT :

AnswerCount(C)
A set of TGDs T , a query q, and an S-database D that satisfies T
such that (T , S, q) ∈ C.
#q(D)

Our second main result parallels Theorems 4 and 7. We refrain from explicitly listing all
cases again.
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▶ Theorem 8. Let Q ⊆ (G, UCQ) be a recursively enumerable class of CQSs with relation
symbols of bounded arity. Then Statements 1-5 of Theorem 7 hold.
Note that the delineation of the considered complexities is identical for ontology-mediated
querying and for querying under constraints. In particular, Theorem 8 (implicitly) uses
exactly the same class of CQs Q⋆ and the same associated measures.
It would be interesting to know whether AnswerCount(Q) being in FPT coincides with
AnswerCount(Q) being in PTime for classes of CQSs Q ⊆ (G, CQ). Note that this is the case
for evaluation in the presence of constraints that are guarded TGDs [8, 7] and also for answer
counting without constraints [16]. The proof of these results, however, break in our setting.
We derive Theorem 8 from Theorem 7 by means of reduction. In fact, Theorem 8 is a
consequence of Theorem 7 and the following result.
▶ Theorem 9. Let C ⊆ (G, UCQ) be a recursively enumerable class of CQSs and let C′ be C
viewed as a class of OMQs based on the full schema.3 Then there is a Turing fpt-reduction
from AnswerCount(C′ ) to AnswerCount(C) and there is a parsimonious polynomial time
reduction from AnswerCount(C) to AnswerCount(C′ ).
The reduction from AnswerCount(C) to AnswerCount(C′ ) is immediate: given a set of
guarded TGDs T , a CQ q, and an S-database D that satisfies T , we can view (T , S, q) as an
OMQ Q based on the full schema and return #Q(D) as #q(D). It is easy to see that this is
correct.
For the converse reduction, we are given a Q = (O, S, q) that is a CQS from C viewed as
an OMQ and an S-database D. It seems a natural idea to simply view Q as a CQS, which
it originally was, and replace D with chO (D) so that the promise is satisfied, and to then
return #q(chO (D)) as #Q(D). However, there are two obstacles. First, chO (D) need not be
finite; and second, chasing adds fresh constants which changes the answer count. We solve
the first problem by replacing the infinite chase with a (finite!) database D⋆ that extends D
and satisfies O. The following result from [5] is essentially a consequence of G being finitely
controllable.
▶ Theorem 10 ([5]). Given an ontology O ⊆ G, an S-database D, and an n ≥ 1, one can
effectively construct a finite database D∗ that satisfies the following conditions:
1. D∗ |= O and D ⊆ D∗ ;
2. ā ∈ q(D∗ ) iff ā ∈ Q(D) for all OMQs (O, S, q) where q has at most n variables and for
all tuples ā that use only constants in adom(D).
The construction of D∗ takes time ||D||O(1) · f (||O|| + n).
To address the second problem, we correct the count. Note that this cannot be done by
introducing fresh unary relation symbols as markers to distinguish the original constants
from those introduced by the chase as this would require us to change the query. We instead
use an approach inspired by [16]. The idea is to compute #q(D′ ) on a set of databases
D′ obtained from D⋆ by cloning constants in adom(D) ⊆ adom(D⋆ ). The results can be
arranged in a system of equations whose coefficients form a Vandermonde matrix. Finally,
the system can be solved to obtain #q(D). This is formalized by the following lemma where
we use clones(D) to denote the class of all S-databases that can be obtained from S-database
D by cloning constants. A proof is in the appendix of the long version.
3

Syntactically, a CQS (T , S, q) and an OMQ (T , S, q) are actually the same thing except that the
definition of CQSs is more strict regarding the schema S; as a consequence when viewing a CQS as an
OMQ, the latter is based on the full schema.
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▶ Lemma 11. Fix a constant r. There is a polynomial time algorithm that, given a UCQ
q(x̄) over schema S with ar(S) ≤ r, an S-database D, and a set F ⊆ adom(D), computes
#(q(D) ∩ F |x̄| ) using an oracle for AnswerCount({q}, clones(D)).
Now for the reduction from AnswerCount(C′ ) to AnswerCount(C) claimed in Theorem 9.
Let Q(x̄) = (O, S, q) be a CQS from C viewed as an OMQ, and let D be an S-database.
We first construct the database D∗ as per Theorem 10 with n being the number of variables in q. We then apply the algorithm asserted by Lemma 11 with D∗ in place of D
and with F := adom(D). Cloning preserves guarded TGDs and thus we can use the oracle (which can compute #q(D′ ) for any S-database D′ that satisfies O) for computing
AnswerCount({q}, clones(D)) as required by Lemma 11.

5

Proof of Theorem 7

We first establish the upper bounds in Theorem 7, starting with the FPT upper bound from
Point 1. Let C ⊆ (G, UCQ) be a class of OMQs such that the treewidths and the contract
treewidths of CQs in Q⋆ are bounded by a constant k. Given an OMQ Q ∈ C and an
S-database D, we first replace Q by its ∃-rewriting Q∃ = (O∃ , S, q ∃ ). Since Q is equivalent
to Q∃ we have that #Q(D) = #Q∃ (D), thus it suffices to compute the latter count. The first
part of Lemma 3 clearly lifts from UCQs to OMQs, see also the remark after that lemma.
We can thus compute #Q∃ (D) (essentially by applying the inclusion-exclusion principle)
within the time requirements of FPT once we have computed #(O∃ , S, p)(D) for all p such
that (O∃ , S, p) ∈ clCM (Q∃ ). By the universality of the chase, #(O∃ , S, p)(D) = #p(chO∃ (D)).
Moreover, since O∃ is from G ∩ FULL, chO∃ (D) is finite and can be computed within the
time requirements of FPT.
Thus, to compute #Q(D) it is enough to compute #p(chO∃ (D)) for all CQs p such that
(O∃ , S, p) ∈ clCM (Q∃ ) or, equivalently, to compute #core(chO∃ (p))(chO∃ (D)) for all p with
(O∃ , S, p) ∈ clCM (Q∃ ). But the CQs core(chO∃ (p)) for these p are exactly the CQs from Q⋆
and thus their treewidths and contract treewidths are bounded by k. Consequently, we can
apply the fpt algorithm from Point 1 of Theorem 4 as a black box and overall obtain an
FPT procedure. The remaining upper bounds from Theorem 7 can be proved analogously,
exploiting that easiness for W[1] and #W[1] is defined in terms of Turing fpt-reductions.
We next turn towards lower bounds, which are proved by a sequence of Turing fptreductions. The first such reduction consists in transitioning to the ∃-rewritings of the OMQs
in the original class. The second reduction enables us to consider OMQs that use CQs rather
than UCQs.4 And in the third reduction, we remove ontologies altogether, that is, we reduce
classes of CQs to classes of OMQs. We start with the first reduction.
▶ Theorem 12. Let C ⊆ (G, UCQ) be recursively enumerable and let C′ ⊆ (G ∩ FULL, UCQ)
be the class of ∃-rewritings of OMQs from C. There is a parsimonious fpt-reduction from
AnswerCount(C′ ) to AnswerCount(C).
Proof. Given a Q = (O, S, q) ∈ C′ and an S-database D, find some Q′ = (O′ , S, q ′ ) ∈ C
such that Q is an ∃-rewriting of Q′ by recursively enumerating C′ and exploiting that OMQ
equivalence is decidable in (G, UCQ) [4], then compute and return #Q′ (D).
◀
The second reduction is given by the following theorem.

4

The construction of Q∃ may produce a UCQ even if the original OMQ contained a CQ.
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▶ Theorem 13. Let C ⊆ (G ∩ FULL, UCQ) be a recursively enumerable class of OMQs
with full schema and relation symbols of bounded arity, and let C′ ⊆ (G ∩ FULL, CQ) be the
class of OMQs {Q′ | ∃Q ∈ C : Q′ ∈ clCM (Q)}. Then there is a Turing fpt-reduction from
AnswerCount(C′ ) to AnswerCount(C).
In [17], Chen and Mengel establish Theorem 13 in the special case where ontologies are
empty. However, a careful analysis reveals that their proof extends to recursively enumerable
classes D of databases over some schema S that satisfy the following conditions:
1. D is closed under disjoint unions, direct products, and contains the well of positivity DS⊤ ,
that is, the S-database with a single constant c defined as DS⊤ = {R(c, . . . , c) | R ∈ S};
2. counting equivalence and semi-counting equivalence between CQs over D is decidable,
where CQs q1 (x̄1 ) and q2 (x̄2 ) over the same schema S are semi-counting equivalent if
they are counting equivalent over all S-databases D with #q1 (D) > 0 and #q2 (D) > 0.
This allows us to establish Theorem 13 by observing that models of TGDs are closed under
the operations mentioned in Point 1and that the two equivalence problems in Point 2 are
both decidable. Details are in the appendix of the long version.
We next give the reduction that removes ontologies.
▶ Theorem 14. Let C ⊆ (G ∩ FULL, CQ) be a recursively enumerable class of OMQs with
full schema and relation symbols of bounded arity. There is a class C′ ⊆ CQ that only
contains cores and such that:
1. there is a Turing fpt-reduction from AnswerCount(C′ ) to AnswerCount(C);
2. for every OMQ Q = (O, S, q) ∈ C, we find a CQ p ∈ C′ such that the treewidth of p
is equal to that of core(chO (q)), and likewise for contract treewidth, starsize, and linked
matching number.
Using Theorems 12, 13, and 14, we can make use of the lower bounds for classes of (U)CQs
stated in Theorem 4 to prove the lower bounds in Theorem 7. Let us consider, for example,
the W[1] lower bound from Point 2. Take a class C0 ⊆ (G, UCQ) of OMQs such that the
treewidths of CQs in
Q⋆ = {core(chO∃ (p)) | ∃Q ∈ C0 : (O∃ , S, p) ∈ clCM (Q∃ )}
are unbounded. Theorems 12 and 13 give a Turing fpt-reduction from AnswerCount(C) to
AnswerCount(C0 ) where
C = {Q′ | ∃Q ∈ C0 : Q′ ∈ clCM (Q∃ )}.
By assumption, the treewidths of the CQs core(chO (q)), (O, S, q) ∈ C, are unbounded.
Theorem 14 thus yields a Turing fpt-reduction from AnswerCount(C′ ) to AnswerCount(C)
for some class of CQs C′ that are all cores and such that the treewidths of CQs in C′ are
unbounded. By Point 2 of Theorem 4, AnswerCount(C′ ) is W[1]-hard. Composing the
reductions, we obtain a Turing fpt-reduction from AnswerCount(C′ ) to AnswerCount(C0 ).
The other lower bounds can be proved analogously.
Now for the proof of Theorem 14. It in turn uses two consecutive fpt-reductions. In
the first step, we show that we can assume that every variable in a CQ (inside an OMQ) is
marked by a unary relation symbol that identifies the variable. The marking of a CQ q over
schema S is the CQ q m obtained from q by adding the atom Rx (x), for each x ∈ var(q) and
with Rx a fresh unary relation symbol. Note that q m is over schema Sm obtained from S by
adding all the fresh symbols. The core-chased marking of an OMQ Q = (O, S, q) ∈ (G, CQ)
is the OMQ Qm = (O, Sm , core(chO (q))m ) ∈ (G, CQ). We lift this to classes of OMQs C as
expected, that is, Cm = {Qm | Q ∈ C}.
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▶ Lemma 15. Let C ⊆ (G ∩ FULL, CQ) be a recursively enumerable class of OMQs with
full schema and relation symbols of bounded arity. Then there is a Turing fpt-reduction from
AnswerCount(Cm ) to AnswerCount(C).
The proof of Lemma 15 in the appendix of the long version lifts a corresponding proof
from [16] that applies to CQs without ontologies, essentially by verifying that the proof also
applies to classes of databases chased with an ontology from G ∩ FULL. We next observe
that in the presence of markings it is possible to get rid of ontologies, in the following sense.
▶ Lemma 16. Let Cm ⊆ (G ∩ FULL, CQ) be a recursively enumerable class of OMQs with
full schema and relation symbols of bounded arity that are core-chased markings. There exists
a class C ⊆ CQ of cores with relation symbols of bounded arity such that:
1. there is a Turing fpt-reduction from AnswerCount(C) to AnswerCount(Cm );
2. C is based on the same Gaifman graphs as Cm : {Gq | q ∈ Cm } = {Gq | (O, S, q) ∈ C}.
We provide a proof of Lemma 16 below. Before, however, we show how Theorem 14
follows from Lemmas 15 and 16.
Proof of Theorem 14. Let C ⊆ (G ∩ FULL, CQ) be a recursively enumerable class of OMQs
with full schema and relation symbols of bounded arity. From Lemma 16, we obtain a class
C′ of CQs that are cores and are based on the same Gaifman graphs as Cm . This is the class
whose existence is postulated by Theorem 14. We briefly argue that Points 1 and 2 of that
theorem are satisfied. The Turing fpt-reduction required by Point 1 is the composition of the
reductions asserted by Lemmas 15 and 16. Point 2 is a consequence of the facts that (1) the
structural measures of a CQ are defined through its Gaifman graph, (2) C′ is based on the
same Gaifman graphs as Cm , and (3) marking a CQ does not affect its Gaifman graph. ◀
Now for the announced proof of Lemma 16, a key ingredient to the proof of Theorem 7.
Proof of Lemma 16. To prove the lemma, we define the required class of CQs C and describe
an fpt algorithm that
takes as an input a query q ∈ C over schema S and an S-database D,
has access to an oracle for AnswerCount(Cm ), and
outputs #q(D).
A guarded set in a database D is a set S ⊆ adom(D) such that all constants in S jointly
occur in a fact in D, possibly together with additional constants. With a maximal guarded
set, we mean a guarded set that is maximal regarding set inclusion.
The class C contains one CQ q s for every OMQ Q = (O, Sm , q m ) ∈ C that is formulated
in a different schema introduced below (whence the superscript “s”). Fix a total order on
var(q m ). For every guarded set S in Dq , let S be the tuple that contains the variables in
S in the fixed order. Now q s contains, for every maximal guarded set S in Dq , the atom
RS (S) where RS is a fresh relation symbol of arity |S|. Note that q s is self-join free, that
is, it contains no two different atoms that use the same relation symbol. It is thus a core.
Moreover, the Gaifman graph of q s is identical to that of q m since the maximal guarded sets
of Dqm are exactly those of Dqs . An example of transformation from q to q s can be found in
Figure 3.
We now describe the algorithm. Let a CQ q s ∈ C over schema Ss and an Ss -database
s
D be given as input. To compute #q s (Ds ), we first enumerate Cm to find an OMQ
Q = (O, Sm , q m ) that makes q s belong to C, as described above. Since Q is a core chased
marking, q m contains Rx (x) for every x ∈ var(q m ). Let S be Sm without the unary
symbols Rx .
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Figure 3 A CQ q() = ∃x∃y∃z P (x, x, x) ∧ R(x, y) ∧ R(y, z) ∧ R(z, y) and it’s self-join free
counterpart q s () = ∃x∃y∃z Rxy (x, y) ∧ Ryz (y, z) from the proof of Lemma 16.

Dm

Ss to S
flood database

h : x 7→ (x, h(x))

Pm

take product with Dqs
add unary Rx symbols

Ds

h : x 7→ (x, h(x))
h′ : x 7→ h(x)

Qm

Dm O-saturated

qm

Ss to S

q m,s

drop unary Rx symbols

qs

Figure 4 The overall proof strategy of Lemma 16. The diagram depicts the intermediary queries,
databases, and underlying relations.

Construct the Ss -database P = Dqs × Ds and then the Sm -database
Dm = {R(ā) | R ∈ S of arity |ā| and ā tuple over some guarded set S in P } ∪
{Rx ((x, a)) | x ∈ var(q m ) and (x, a) ∈ dom(P )}
where a tuple is over set S if it contains only constants from S, in any order and possibly
with repetitions. Note that the relations Rx used in the second line are the marking relations
from Sm . It is easy to see that the maximal guarded sets of Dm are exactly those of P
and that Dm is “flooded” in the sense that we cannot add any facts without introducing a
new maximal guarded set. As a consequence and since O is a set of guarded TGDs, Dm is
O-saturated, meaning that p(Dm ) = p(chO (Dm )) for all conjunctive queries p.
Clearly, the database Dm can be constructed within the time requirements of FPT and we
can use the oracle to compute #Q(Dm ). Let q s,m be obtained from q s by adding Rx (x) for
every x ∈ var(q s ) and let P m be obtained from P by adding Rx (x, a) for every a ∈ adom(Ds ).
To end the proof, it suffices to show that
#Q(Dm ) = #q m (Dm ) = #q s,m (P m ) = #q s (Ds ).
The various databases and queries involved as well as the relationships between them are
illustrated in Figure 4.
The first equality is immediate since Dm is O-saturated. For the third equality, let
x̄ = x1 · · · xn be the answer variables in q s and for any ā = a1 · · · an ∈ adom(Ds )n , let x̄ × ā
denote the tuple (x1 , a1 ) · · · (xn , an ) ∈ adom(P )n . Then q s,m (P m ) = {x̄ × ā | ā ∈ q(Ds )}.
In fact, this follows from P being the product of Dqs and Ds and from how the relation
symbols Rx are used in q s,m and P m .
It thus remains to deal with the second equality by showing that q m (Dm ) = q s,m (P m ).
It is enough to observe that any function h : var(q m ) → adom(Dm ) is a homomorphism from
q m to Dm if and only if it is a homomorphism from q s,m to P m .
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For the “if” direction, let h be a homomorphism from q s,m to P m . First let R(ȳ) be an
atom in q m with R ∈ S. There is a maximal guarded set S of Dqm that contains all variables
in ȳ. Then RS (S) is an atom in q s and thus RS (h(S)) ∈ P . By construction of Dm and
since ȳ is a tuple over S, this yields R(h(ȳ)) ∈ Dm , as required. Now let Rx (x) be an atom
in q m . Then Rx (x) is also an atom in q s,m and thus h(x) ∈ {x} × adom(Ds ) due to the
definition of P m . But then Rx (h(x)) ∈ Dm by definition of Dm .
For the “only if” direction, let h be a homomorphism from q m to Dm . First consider
atoms RS (S) in q s,m . Then q m contains an atom R(ȳ) where ȳ contains exactly the variables
in S and thus R(h(ȳ)) ∈ Dm . By construction of Dm , h(ȳ) is thus a tuple over some
guarded set in P , that is, P contains an atom Q(ā) where ā contains all constants from
h(ȳ). Let V ⊆ var(q s ) be the first components of the constants/pairs in ā. Since Q(ā) ∈ P
and by construction of P , V must be a guarded set in q s . Now note that we must have
h(y) ∈ {y} × adom(Ds ) for every variable y in ȳ due to the use of the relation symbols Ry in
q m and Dm . Thus every variable from ȳ (and thus every variable from S) occurs in V and
thus V = S because S is a maximal guarded set in Dqs . It follows that ā uses exactly the
constants from h(ȳ) and not a proper superset. Also, the only atom that uses all variables
from S in q s is RS (S) and consequently Q(ā) must be RS (h(S)) which is thus in P , as
required. It remains to deal with atoms Rx (x) in q s,m , which is straightforward as in the “if”
direction.
◀

6

Meta Problems

Theorems 7 and 8 show that low values for the structural measures of treewidth, contract
treewidth, starsize, and linked matching number are central to efficient answer counting. This
suggests the importance of the meta problems to decide whether a given query is equivalent
to a query in which some selected structural measures are small, and to construct the latter
query if it exists. In the current section, we present some results on this topic both for
ontology-mediated querying and for querying under constraints. The obtained results also
shed some more light on the interplay between the ontology and the structural measures.
We start with querying under constraints. Our approach is as follows. For a given CQS
(T , S, q), we construct a certain CQ q ′ that approximates q from below under the constraints
in T and that has small measures. Then, we show that if there is any CQ q ′′ that has
small measures and is equivalent to q under the constraints in T , then q ′ is equivalent to q.
In this way, we are able to simultaneously solve the decision and computation version of
the meta problem at hand. With “approximation from below”, we mean that the answers
to q ′ are contained in those to q on all S-databases. This should not be confused with
computing a numerical approximation of the number of answers to a given query, which is a
very interesting but entirely different problem.
A set of measures is a subset M ⊆ {TW, CTW, SS, LMN} with the obvious meaning. For
M a set of measures and k ≥ 1, we say that a UCQ q is an Mk -query if for every CQ in q,
every measure from M is at most k.
▶ Definition 17. Let (T , S, q) ∈ (G, UCQ) be a CQS, M a set of measures, and k ≥ 1. An
Mk -approximation of q under T is a UCQ q ′ such that
1. q ′ ⊆T q,
2. q ′ is an Mk -query, and
3. for each UCQ q ′′ that satisfies Conditions 1 and 2, q ′′ ⊆T q ′ .
We next identify a simple way to construct Mk -approximations. Let (T , S, q) ∈ (G, UCQ)
be a CQS, M a set of meaures, and k ≥ 1. Moreover, let ℓ be the maximum number of
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variables in any CQ in q. Assuming that T is understood from the context, we define qkM
to be the UCQ that contains as a disjunct any CQ p such that p ⊆T q, p is an Mk -query,
and the number of variables in p is bounded by ℓ · ar(S). As containment between UCQs
under constraints from G is decidable [4], given (T , S, q) we can effectively compute qkM . We
observe that qkM is an Mk -approximation of q under T .
▶ Lemma 18. Let (T , S, q) ∈ (G, UCQ) be a CQS, M a set of measures, and k ≥ 1. Then
qkM is an Mk -approximation of q under T .
Proof. By construction, qkM satisfies Points 1 and 2 from Definition 17. We show that it
satisfies also Point 3.
We start with some preparations. For an S-database D, a set of TGDs T , and a
constant a ∈ adom(chT (D)) \ adom(D), a guarded set X over D is a generator of a in T if
a ∈ adom(chT (chT (D)|X )). Informally, X being a generator of a means that a is located
in the tree rooted at X that the chase generates in chT (D). Note that when T is a set
of guarded TGDs, then a generator exists for every a ∈ adom(chT (D)) \ adom(D) and
furthermore, generators are complete in the sense that R(ā) ∈ chT (D) with a ∈ ā implies
R(ā) ∈ chT (chT (D)|X ) [12]. We also remark that generators need not be unique.
Let q ′′ (x̄) be a UCQ such that q ′′ ⊆T q and q ′′ is an Mk -query. Further, let p be a CQ
in q ′′ . We have to show that qkM contains a CQ p′ with p ⊆T p′ .
We apply Theorem 10 to the database Dp , the set of TGDs T , and the integer ℓ, defined
to be the maximum number of variables of CQs in q. We obtain a database Dp∗ which has
the properties that Dp∗ |= T , Dp ⊆ Dp∗ , and thus x̄ ∈ p(Dp∗ ). By containment, x̄ ∈ q(Dp∗ ),
and thus there must be CQ qi in q such that x̄ ∈ qi (Dp∗ ). From Point 2 of Theorem 10 and
|qi | ≤ ℓ, it follows that x̄ ∈ Q(Dp ) for the OMQ Q = (T , S, qi ). Consequently, qi maps into
chT (Dp ) via some homomorphism h that is the identity on x̄. We construct a new CQ p′ as
follows. For each atom R(ā) in qi ,
1. if all constants in h(ā) are from adom(p), then add R(h(ā)) to p′ ;
2. if h(ā) contains some constant a ∈
/ adom(p), then take a generator X for a in T and add
all facts in chT (p)|X as atoms to p′ .
The answer variables of p′ are exactly those of p. It follows from the construction of p′ that
the identity is a homomorphism from p′ to chT (p). Thus p ⊆T p′ and it remains to show
that p′ is a CQ in qkM . This follows from the following properties:
1. p′ is an Mk -query. Follows from the fact that all guarded sets in p′ are also guarded sets
in p and thus the Gaifman graph of p′ is a subgraph of the Gaifman graph of p, and the
fact that all measures are monotone regarding subgraphs.
2. p′ ⊆T qi . Due to the completeness of generators, the homomorhism h from qi to chT (Dp )
is a also a homomorphism from qi to chT (Dp′ ). Consequently, p′ ⊆T qi .
3. |adom(p′ )| ≤ ℓ · ar(S). For every variable in qi , at most ar(S) variables are introduced
during the construction of p′ .
◀
By definition of Mk -approximations, it is clear that if (T , S, q) ∈ (G, UCQ) is a CQS such
that q is equivalent under T to a UCQ q ′ that is an Mk -query, then any Mk -approximation
of q under T also satisfies these properties. The following is thus an immediate consequence
of Lemma 18 and the fact that containment between UCQs under constraints from G is
decidable.
▶ Theorem 19. Let M be a set of measures. Given a CQS (T , S, q) ∈ (G, UCQ) and k ≥ 1,
it is decidable whether q is equivalent under T to a UCQ q ′ that is an Mk -query. Moreover,
if this is the case, then such a q ′ can be effectively computed.
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A particularly relevant case is M = {TW, CTW}, as it is linked to fixed-parameter tractability.
Let (T , S, q) ∈ (G, CQ) and assume that we have computed an equivalent UCQ q ′ that is
an Mk -query as per Theorem 19. Since the original query q is a CQ and q ≡T q ′ , there
must be a single disjunct q ∗ of q such that q ≡T q ∗ . We can effectively identify q ∗ and count
answers to q ∗ on any S-database in FPT based on Theorem 4. It remains an interesting
open question whether the same is true when the original query is a UCQ and, related to
this, whether Mk -approximations always admit answer counting in FPT, that is, even when
the original query is not equivalent under T to an Mk -query.
We now turn to ontology-mediated querying, using essentially the same approach to the
meta problems as in the case of CQSs. We say that OMQ Q1 (x̄) = (O1 , S, q1 ) is contained in
OMQ Q2 (x̄) = (O2 , S, q2 ), written Q1 ⊆ Q2 , if Q1 (D) ⊆ Q2 (D) for every S-database D. Q1
and Q2 are equivalent, written Q1 ≡ Q2 , if Q1 ⊆ Q2 and Q2 ⊆ Q1 . We say that an OMQ
Q = (O, S, q) is an Mk -query if q is.
▶ Definition 20. Let Q = (O, S, q) ∈ (G, UCQ) be an OMQ, M a set of measures, and
k ≥ 1. An Mk -approximation of Q is an OMQ Q′ = (O′ , S, q ′ ) ∈ (G, UCQ) such that
1. Q′ ⊆ Q,
2. Q′ is an Mk -query, and
3. for each Q′′ = (O′′ , S, q ′′ ) ∈ (G, UCQ) that satisfies Conditions 1 and 2, Q′′ ⊆ Q′ .
We say that Q′ is an Mk -approximation of Q while preserving the ontology if it is an
Mk -approximation and O′ = O.
We show in the appendix of the long version that Mk -approximations of OMQs (O, S, q) ∈
(G, UCQ) based on the full schema and while preserving the ontology are identical to Mk approximations of (O, S, q) viewed as a CQS. We can thus reuse the approximations from
Lemma 18 as a basis for showing the following counterpart of Theorem 19.
▶ Theorem 21. Let M be a set of measures. Given an OMQ Q = (O, S, q) ∈ (G, UCQ)
based on the full schema and k ≥ 1, it is decidable whether Q is equivalent to an OMQ
Q′ = (O, S, q ′ ) ∈ (G, UCQ) that is an Mk -query. Moreover, if this is the case, then such a
Q′ can be effectively computed.
We next consider approximations of OMQs that need not preserve the ontology and
might not assume the full schema, focussing on single structural measures rather than
sets thereof. To simplify notion instead of, say, {CTW}k -approximations, we speak of
CTWk -approximations. We only have full results for contract treewidth and starsize.
A collapsing of a CQ q(x̄) is a CQ p(x̄) that can be obtained from q by identifying variables
and adding equality atoms (on answer variables). When an answer variable x is identified
with a non-answer variable y, the resulting variable is x; the identification of two answer
variables is not allowed. The CTWk -approximation of an OMQ Q = (O, S, q) ∈ (G, UCQ),
for k ≥ 1, is the OMQ QCTW
= (O, S, qkCTW ) where qkCTW is the UCQ that contains as CQs
k
all collapsings of q that have contract treewidth at most k. The SSk -approximation of Q is
defined accordingly, and denoted with QSS
k .
▶ Theorem 22. Let (O, S, q) ∈ (G, UCQ) be an OMQ and k ≥ 1. Then QCTW
is a
k
SS
CTWk -approximation of Q. Moreover, if k ≥ ar(S), then Qk is an SSk -approximation of Q.
The proof of Theorem 22 is non-trivial and relies on careful manipulations of databases that
are tailored towards the structural measure under consideration. It gives rise to decidability
results that, in contrast to Theorem 21, neither require the ontology to be preserved nor the
schema to be full.
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▶ Corollary 23. Given an OMQ Q = (O, S, q) ∈ (G, UCQ) and k ≥ 1, it is decidable whether
Q is equivalent to an OMQ Q′ ∈ (G, UCQ) of contract treewidth at most k. Moreover, if this
is the case, then such a Q′ can be effectively computed. The same is true for starsize in place
of contract treewidth.
For treewidth, we leave open decidability of the meta problem and only observe that it
behaves differently from contract treewidth and starsize in that obtaining approximations
might require a modification of the ontology. This is even true when the schema is full.
▶ Example 24. For n ≥ 3, let Qn () = (∅, Sn , qn ∨ pn ) where Sn = {W, R1 , . . . , Rn } with W
of arity n and each Ri binary and where
qn = ∃x1 · · · ∃xn W (x1 , . . . , xn ) and pn = ∃x1 · · · ∃xn ∃y R1 (x1 , y), . . . , Rn (xn , y).
Then Q′n () = (O, Sn , pn ) with O = {W (x̄) → pn (x̄)} is a TW1 -approximation of Qn . In
fact, it is equivalent to Qn . However, Qn has no TWk -approximation Q∗ based on the same
(empty) ontology as Qn for any k < n since Q′n ̸⊆ Q∗ for any Q∗ = (∅, Sn , q ∗ ) such that
Q∗ ⊆ Q and q∗ is of treewidth k < n. In fact, any Q∗ with the latter property does not
return any answers on the database {W (a1 , . . . , an )}.
In the appendix of the long version, we provide a further set of examples which does not
require the arity of relation names to grow. It does, however, use a data schema that is
not full. It remains an interesting and non-trival open problem to prove a counterpart of
Corollary 23, even for the case of the full schema.

7

Conclusions

We have provided a complexity classification for counting the number of answers to UCQs
in the presence of TGDs that applies both to ontology-mediated querying and to querying
under constraints. The classification also applies to ontology-mediated querying with the
OMQ language (ELIH, UCQ) where ELIH is a well-known description logic [2]. In fact, this
is immediate if the ontologies in OMQs are in a certain well-known normal form that avoids
nesting of concepts [2]. In the general case, it suffices to observe that all our proofs extended
from guarded TGDs to frontier-guarded TGDs [3] with bodies of bounded treewidth, a
strict generalization of ELIH. In contrast, a complexity classification for OMQs based on
frontier-guarded TGDs with unrestricted bodies is an interesting problem for future work.
There are several other interesting questions that remain open, we mention only a few. In
querying under constraints that are guarded TGDs, does answer counting in FPT coincide
with answer counting in PTime? Do our results extend to ontology-mediated querying when
the data schema is not required to be full? What about OMQs and CQSs based on other
decidable classes of TGDs? And how can we decide the meta problems for the important
structural measure of treewidth when the ontology needs not be preserved, with full data
schema or even with unrestricted data schema?
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Abstract
We present algorithms for the Max Coverage and Max Unique Coverage problems in the data stream
model. The input to both problems are m subsets of a universe of size n and a value k ∈ [m].
In Max Coverage, the problem is to find a collection of at most k sets such that the number of
elements covered by at least one set is maximized. In Max Unique Coverage, the problem is to
find a collection of at most k sets such that the number of elements covered by exactly one set is
maximized. These problems are closely related to a range of graph problems including matching,
partial vertex cover, and capacitated maximum cut. In the data stream model, we assume k is given
and the sets are revealed online. Our goal is to design single-pass algorithms that use space that is
sublinear in the input size. Our main algorithmic results are:
If the sets have size at most d, there exist single-pass algorithms using O(dd+1 kd ) space that
solve both problems exactly. This is optimal up to polylogarithmic factors for constant d.
If each element appears in at most r sets, we present single pass algorithms using Õ(k2 r/ϵ3 )
space that return a 1 + ϵ approximation in the case of Max Coverage. We also present a singlepass algorithm using slightly more memory, i.e., Õ(k3 r/ϵ4 ) space, that 1 + ϵ approximates
Max Unique Coverage.
In contrast to the above results, when d and r are arbitrary, any constant pass 1 + ϵ approximation
algorithm for either problem requires Ω(ϵ−2 m) space but a single pass O(ϵ−2 mk) space algorithm
exists. In fact any constant-pass algorithm with an approximation better than e/(e − 1) and e1−1/k
for Max Coverage and Max Unique Coverage respectively requires Ω(m/k 2 ) space when d and r are
unrestricted. En route, we also obtain an algorithm for a parameterized version of the streaming
Set Cover problem.
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Introduction

Problem Description. We consider the Max Coverage and Max Unique Coverage problems
in the data stream model. The input to both problems are m subsets of a universe of size
n and a value k ∈ [m]. In Max Coverage, the problem is to find a collection of at most
k sets such that the number of elements covered by at least one set is maximized. In
Max Unique Coverage, the problem is to find a collection of at most k sets such that the
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number of elements covered by exactly one set is maximized. In the data stream model, we
assume k is provided but that the sets are revealed online and our goal is to design single-pass
algorithms that use space that is sub-linear in the input size.
Max Coverage is a classic NP-Hard problem that has a wide range of applications including facility and sensor allocation [51], information retrieval [5], influence maximization in
marketing strategy design [47], and the blog monitoring problem [63]. It is well-known that
the greedy algorithm, which greedily picks the set that covers the most number of uncovered
elements, is a e/(e − 1) approximation and that unless P = NP, this approximation factor is
the best possible in polynomial time [30].
Max Unique Coverage was first studied in the offline setting by Demaine et al. [25]. A
motivating application for this problem was in the design of wireless networks where we
want to place base stations that cover mobile clients. Each station could cover multiple
clients but unless a client is covered by a unique station the client would experience too
much interference. Demaine et al. [25] gave a polynomial time O(log k) approximation.
Furthermore, they showed that Max Unique Coverage is hard to approximate within a
factor O(logσ n) for some constant σ under reasonable complexity assumptions. Erlebach
and van Leeuwen [29] and Ito et al. [40] considered a geometric variant of the problem and
Misra et al. [61] considered the parameterized complexity of the problem. This problem is
also closely related to Minimum Membership Set Cover where one has to cover every element
and minimizes the maximum overlap on any element [26, 52].
In the streaming set model, Max Coverage and the related Set Cover problem1 have both
received a significant amount of attention [7, 15, 27, 36, 38, 39, 60, 63]. The most relevant result
is a single-pass 2 + ϵ approximation using Õ(kϵ−3 ) space [8,60] although better approximation
is possible in a similar amount of space if multiple passes are permitted [60] or if the stream is
randomly ordered [2, 62]. In this paper, we almost exclusively consider single-pass algorithms
where the sets arrive in an arbitrary order.
The unique coverage problem has not been studied in the data stream model although it,
and Max Coverage, are closely related to various graph problems that have been studied.
Relationship to Graph Streaming. There are two main variants of the graph stream
model. In the arbitrary order model, the stream consists of the edges of the graph in
arbitrary order. In the adjacency list model, all edges that include the same node are grouped
together. Both models generalize naturally to hypergraphs where each edge could consists
of more than two nodes. The arbitary order model has been more heavily studied than
the adjacency list model but there has still been a significant amount of work in the latter
model [6, 7, 11, 36, 41, 49, 56–58]. For further details, see a recent survey on work on the graph
stream model [55].
To explore the relationship between Max Coverage and Max Unique Coverage and various graph stream problems, it makes sense to introduce to additional parameters beyond m
(the number of sets) and n (the size of the universe). Specifically, throughout the paper we
let d denote the maximum cardinality of a set in the input and let r denote the maximum
multiplicity of an element in the universe where the multiplicity is the number of sets an
element appears.2 Then an input to Max Coverage and Max Unique Coverage can define a
(hyper)graph in one of the following two natural ways:

1
2

That is, find the minimum number of sets that cover the entire universe.
Note that d and r are dual parameters in the sense that if the input is {S1 , . . . , Sm } and we define
Ti = {j : i ∈ Sj } then d = maxj |Sj | and r = maxi |Ti |.
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1. First Interpretation: A sequence of (hyper-)edges on a graph with n nodes of maximum
degree r (where the degree of a node v corresponds to how many hyperedges include that
node) and m hyperedges where each hyperedge has size at most d. In the case where
every set has size d = 2, the hypergraph is an ordinary graph, i.e., a graph where every
edge just has two endpoints. With this interpretation, the graph is being presented in
the arbitrary order model.
2. Second Interpretation: A sequence of adjacency lists (where the adjacency list for a given
node includes all the hyperedges that include that node) on a graph with m nodes of
maximum degree d and n hyperedges of maximum size r. In this interpretation, if every
element appears in exactly r = 2 sets, then this corresponds to an ordinary graph where
each element corresponds to an edge and each set corresponds to a node. With this
interpretation, the graph is being presented in the adjacency list model.
Under the first interpretation, the Max Coverage problem and the Max Unique Coverage
problem when all sets have size exactly 2 naturally generalize the problem of finding a
maximum matching in an ordinary graph in the sense that if there exists a matching with
at least k edges, the optimum solution to either Max Coverage and Max Unique Coverage
will be a matching. There is a large body of work on graph matchings in the data stream
model [3, 12, 23, 24, 28, 31, 34, 35, 42, 43, 48–50, 54, 65] including work specifically on solving
the problem exactly if the matching size is bounded [18, 20]. More precisely, Max Coverage
corresponds to the partial vertex cover problem [53]: what is the maximum number of
edges that can be covered by selecting k nodes. For larger sets, the Max Coverage and
Max Unique Coverage are at least as hard as finding partial vertex covers and matching in
hypergraphs.
Under the second interpretation, when all elements have multiplicity 2, then the problem
Max Unique Coverage corresponds to finding the capacitated maximum cut, i.e., a set of
at most k vertices such that the number of edges with exactly one endpoint in this set is
maximized. In the offline setting, Ageev and Sviridenko [1] and Gaur et al. [33] presented a
2 approximation for this problem using linear programming and local search respectively.
The (uncapacitated) maximum cut problem was been studied in the data stream model by
Kapralov et al. [44–46]; a 2-approximation is trivial in logarithmic space3 but improving on
this requires space that is polynomial in the size of the graph. The capacitated problem is a
special case of the problem of maximizing a non-monotone sub-modular function subject
to a cardinality constraint. This general problem has been considered in the data stream
model [8, 13, 16, 37] but in that line of work it is assumed that there is oracle access to the
function being optimized, e.g., given any set of nodes, the oracle will return the number of
edges cut. Alaluf et al. [4] presented a 2+ϵ approximation in this setting, assuming exponential
post-processing time. In contrast, our algorithm does not assume an oracle while obtaining a
1 + ϵ approximation (and also works for the more general problem Max Unique Coverage).

1.1

Our Results

Our main results are the following single-pass streaming algorithms4 :
(A) Bounded Set Cardinality. If all sets have size at most d, there exists a Õ(dd+1 k d ) space
data stream algorithm that solves Max Unique Coverage and Max Coverage exactly. We
show that this is nearly optimal in the sense that any exact algorithm requires Ω(k d )
space for constant d.

3
4

It suffices to count the number of edges M since there is always a cut whose size is at least M/2.
Throughout we use Õ to denote that logarithmic factors of m and n are being omitted.
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(B) Bounded Multiplicity. If every element appears in at most r sets, we present the following algorithms:
(B1) Max Unique Coverage: There exists a 1 + ϵ approximation using Õ(ϵ−4 k 3 r)
space.
(B2) Max Coverage: There exists a 1 + ϵ approximation algorithm using Õ(ϵ−3 k 2 r)
space.
In contrast to the above results, when d and r are arbitrary, any constant pass 1 + ϵ
approximation algorithm for either problem requires Ω(ϵ−2 m) space [6].5 We also generalize of
lower bound for Max Coverage [60] to Max Unique Coverage to show that any constant-pass
algorithm with an approximation better than e1−1/k requires Ω(m/k 2 ) space. We also present
a single-pass algorithm with an O(log min(k, r)) approximation for Max Unique Coverage
using Õ(k 2 ) space, i.e., the space is independent of r and d but the approximation factor
depends on r. This algorithm is a simple combination of a Max Coverage algorithm due
to McGregor and Vu [60] and an algorithm for Max Unique Coverage in the offline setting
due to Demaine et al. [25]. Finally, our Max Coverage result (B2) algorithm also yields
a new multi-pass result for a parameterized version of the streaming Set Cover problem.
We will also show that results (A) and (B2) can also be made to handle stream deletions.
The generalization for result (A) that we present requires space that scales with k 2d rather
than k d . However, in subsequent work we have shown that space the scales with k d is also
sufficient in the insert/delete setting.

1.2

Technical Summary and Comparisons

Technical Summary. Our results are essentially streamable kernelization results, i.e., the
algorithm “prunes” the input (in the case of Max Unique Coverage and Max Coverage this
corresponds to ignoring some of the input sets) to produce a “kernel” in such a way that a)
solving the problem optimally on the kernel yields a solution that is as good (or almost as
good) as the optimal solution on the original input and b) the kernel can be constructed
in the data stream model and is sufficiently smaller than the original input such that it is
possible to find an optimal solution for the kernel in significantly less time than it would
take to solve on the original input. In the field of fixed parameter tractability, the main
requirement is that the kernel can be produced in polynomial time. In the growing body
of work on streaming kernelization [17–19] the main requirement is that the kernel can be
constructed using small space in the data stream model. Our results fits in with this line
of work and the analysis requires numerous combinatorial insights into the structure of the
optimum solution for Max Unique Coverage and Max Coverage.
Our technical contributions can be outlined as follows.
Result (A) relies on a key combinatorial lemma. This lemma provides a rule to discard
sets such that there is an optimum solution that does not contain any of the discarded
sets. Furthermore, the number of stored sets can be bounded in terms of k and d.
Result (B1) uses the observation that each set of any optimal solution intersects some
maximal collection of disjoint sets. The main technical step is to demonstrate that storing
a small number of intersecting sets, in terms of k and r, suffices to preserve the optimal
solution.

5

The lower bound result by Assadi [6] was for the case of Max Coverage but we will explain that it also
applies in the case of Max Unique Coverage.
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Result (B2) is based on a very simple idea of first collecting the largest O(rk/ϵ) sets and
then solving the problem optimally on these sets. This can be done in a space efficient
manner using existing sketch for F0 estimation in the case of Max Coverage. While the
approach is simple, showing that it yields the required approximations requires some
work that builds on a recent result by Manurangsi [53]. We also extend the algorithm to
the model where sets can be inserted and deleted.
Comparison to Related Work. In the context of streaming algorithms, for the Max Coverage
problem, McGregor and Vu [59] showed that any approximation better than e/(e − 1) requires
Ω(m/k 2 ) space. For the more general problem of streaming submodular maximization subject
to a cardinality constraint, Feldman et al. [32] very recently showed a stronger lower bound
that any approximation better than 2 requires Ω(m) space. Our results provide a route to
circumvent these bounds via parameterization on k, r, and d.
Result (B2) also leads to a parameterized algorithm for streaming Set Cover. This new
algorithm uses Õ(rk 2 nδ + n) space which improves upon the algorithm by Har-Peled et
al. [36] that uses Õ(mnδ + n) space, where k is an upper bound for the size of the minimum
set cover, in the case rk 2 ≪ m. Both algorithms use O(1/δ) passes and yield an O(1/δ)
approximation.
In the context of offline parameterized algorithms, Bonnet et al. [10] showed that
Max Coverage is fixed-parameter tractable in terms of k and d. However, their branchingsearch algorithm cannot be implemented in the streaming setting. Misra et al. [61] showed
that the maximum unique coverage problem in which the aim is to maximize the number of
uniquely covered elements u (without any restriction on the number of sets) admits a kernel
of size 4u . On the other hand, they showed that the budgeted version of this problem (where
each element has a profit and each set has a cost and the goal is maximize the profit subject
to a budget constraint) is W [1]-hard when parameterized by the budget6 . In this context,
our result shows that a parameterization on both the maximum set size d and the budget k
is possible (at least when all costs and profits are unit).

2

Preliminaries

2.1

Notation and Parameters

Throughout the paper, m will denote the number of sets, n will denote the size of the universe,
and k will denote the maximum number of sets that can be used in the solution. Given input
sets S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm ⊆ [n], let
d = max |Si |
i

be the maximum set size and let
r = max |{i : j ∈ Si }|
j

be the maximum number of sets that contain the same element.
Suppose C is a collection of sets. We let F (C) (and G(C)) be the set of elements covered
(and uniquely covered) by an optimal solution in C. Furthermore, let f (C) = |F (C)| and
g(C) = |G(C)|. In other words, f (C) is the maximum number of elements that can be

6

In the Max Unique Coverage problem that we consider, all costs and profits are one and the budget is
k.
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covered by k sets. Similarly, g(C) is the maximum number of elements that can be uniquely
covered by k sets. Furthermore, let ψ(C) and ψ̃(C) be the set of elements covered and
uniquely covered respectively by the sets in C.
To ease the notation, if C is a collection of set and S is a set, we often use C − S to
denote C \ {S} and C + S to denote C ∪ {S}.
We use M to denote the collection of all sets in the stream. Therefore, the optimal value
to Max Coverage and Max Unique Coverage are f (M ) and g(M ) respectively.
Throughout this paper, we say an algorithm is correct with high probability if the
probability of failure is inversely polynomial in m.

2.2

Sketches and Subsampling

Coverage Sketch. Given a vector x ∈ Rn , F0 (x) is defined as the number of elements
of x which are non-zero. If given a subset S ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, we define xS ∈ {0, 1}n to be
the characteristic vector of S (i.e., xi = 1 iff i ∈ S) then given sets S1 , S2 , . . . note that
F0 (xS1 + xS2 + . . .) is exactly the number of elements covered by S1 ∪ S2 ∪ . . .. We will use
the following result for estimating F0 .
▶ Theorem 1 (F0 Sketch [9, 21]). Given a set S ⊆ [n], there exists an Õ(ϵ−2 log δ −1 )-space
algorithm that constructs a data structure M(S) (called an F0 sketch of S). The sketch has
the property that the number of distinct elements in a collection of sets S1 , S2 , . . . , St can be
approximated up to a 1 + ϵ factor with probability at least 1 − δ provided the collection of F0
sketches M(S1 ), M(S2 ), . . . , M(St ).

Note that if we set δ ≪ 1/(poly(m) · kt ) in the above result we can try each collection of
k sets amongst S1 , S2 , . . . , St and get a 1 + ϵ approximation for the coverage of each collection
with high probability.
Unique Coverage Sketch. For unique coverage, our sketch of a set corresponds to subsampling the universe via some hash function h : [n] → {0, 1} where h is chosen randomly
such that for each i, Pr [h(i) = 1] = p for some appropriate value p. Specifically, rather
processing an input set S, we process S ′ = {i ∈ S : h(i) = 1}. Note that |S ′ | has size p|S| in
expectation. This approach was use by McGregor and Vu [60] in the context of Max Coverage
and it extends easily to Max Unique Coverage; see Section 7. The consequence is that if
there is a streaming algorithm that finds a t approximation, we can turn that algorithm into
a t(1 + ϵ) approximation algorithm in which we can assume that OPT = O(ϵ−2 k log m) with
high probability by running the algorithm on a subsampled sets rather than the original sets.
Note that this also allows us to assume input sets have size O(ϵ−2 k log m) since |S ′ | ≤ OPT.
Hence each “sketches” set can be stored using B = O(ϵ−2 k log m log n) bits.
An Algorithm with Õ(ϵ−2 mk) Memory. We will use the above sketches in a more
interesting context later in the paper, but note that they immediately imply a trivial
algorithmic result. Consider the naive algorithm that stores every set and finds the best
solution; note that this requires exponential time. We note that since we can assume
OPT = O(ϵ−2 k log m), each set has size at most O(ϵ−2 k log m). Hence, we need Õ(ϵ−2 mk)
memory to store all the sets. This approach was noted in [60] in the context of Max Coverage
but also apples to Max Unique Coverage. We will later show that for a 1 + ϵ approximation,
the above trivial algorithm is optimal up to polylogarithmic factors for constant k.
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An Exact Algorithm

Algorithm.

Our algorithm, though perhaps non-intuitive, is simple to state:

1. Initialize X to be an empty collection of sets. Let b = d(k − 1).
2. Let Xa be the sub-collection of X that contains sets of size a.
3. For each set S in the stream: Suppose |S| = a. Add S to X if there does not exist T ⊆ S
that occurs as a subset of (b + 1)d−|T | sets of Xa .
4. Post-processing: Return the best solution C in X.
Analysis.

Our algorithm relies on the following combinatorial lemma.

▶ Lemma 2. Let W = {S1 , S2 , . . .} be a collection of distinct sets where each Si ⊆ [n] and
|Si | = a. Suppose for all T ⊆ ψ(W ) with |T | ≤ a there exist at most
ℓ|T | := (b + 1)a−|T |
sets in W that contain T . Furthermore, suppose there exists a set T ∗ such that this inequality
is tight. Then, for all B ⊆ ψ(W ) disjoint from T ∗ with |B| ≤ b there exists a set Y ∈ W
such that T ∗ ⊆ Y and |Y ∩ B| = 0.
Proof. If |T ∗ | = a then T ∗ ∈ W , then we can simply set Y = T ∗ . Henceforth, assume
|T ∗ | < a. Consider the ℓ|T ∗ | sets in W that are supersets of T ∗ . Call this collection W ′ . For
any x ∈ B, there are at most ℓ|T ∗ |+1 sets that include T ∗ ∪ {x}. Since there are b choices for
x, at most
bℓ|T ∗ |+1 = b(b + 1)a−|T

∗

|−1

< (b + 1)a−|T

∗

|

= ℓ|T ∗ |

sets in W ′ contain an element in B. Hence, at least one set Y in W ′ does not contain any
element in B.
◀
We show that the algorithm indeed obtains an exact kernel for the problems. Recall that
M is the collection of all sets in the stream, i.e., the optimal solution has size f (M ).
▶ Theorem 3. The output of the algorithm is optimal. In particular, f (C) = f (M ) and
g(C) = g(M ).
Proof. Recall that X is the collection of all stored sets. We define
Ci = M \ {the first i sets in the stream that are not stored in X}.
Clearly, f (C0 ) = f (M ). Now, suppose there exists i ≥ 1 such that f (Ci ) < f (M ). Let i
be the smallest such index. Let O be an optimal solution of Ci−1 (note that O is also an
overall optimal solution based on the minimal assumption on i). Let S be the ith set that
was not stored in X. If S ∈
/ O then we have a contradiction since f (Ci ) = f (Ci−1 ) = f (M ).
Thus, assume S ∈ O. Suppose |S| = a.
▷ Claim 4. There exists Y in Xa such that f (O − S + Y ) ≥ f (O).
Proof. Note that S was not stored because there existed T ∗ ⊆ S such that T ∗ was a subset
∗
of (b + 1)d−|T | sets in Xa . Consider the set B = ψ(O) \ S. Clearly, B ∩ T ∗ = ∅ and
|B| ≤ d(k − 1). By Lemma 2, there is a set Y in Xa such that Y ∩ B = ∅.
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Let Y ′ = Y \ S and S ′ = S \ Y. Note that |Y ′ | = |S ′ | since |Y | = |S|. Define indicator
variables αz = 1 iff z ∈ ψ(O − S + Y ) and βz = 1 iff z ∈ ψ(O). Note that
(z ∈ Y ∩ S or z ̸∈ Y ∪ S) =⇒ (αz = βz ) ,
(z ∈ Y ′ ) =⇒ (αz = 1) ,
(z ∈ Y ′ ) =⇒ (βz = 0) ,
where the last equation uses the fact that Y ′ is disjoint from ψ(O). Then
X
X
X
X
|ψ(O − S + Y )| =
αz +
αz +
αz +
αz
z∈Y ′

z∈S ′

z∈Y ∩S

z̸∈Y ∪S

!
′

≥ |Y | +

X

βz

!
+

z∈Y ′

=

X
z∈Y ′

βz +

X

X

βz +

′

−|S | +

z∈Y ∩S

X
z∈S ′

βz +

βz

+

z∈S ′

z∈Y ∩S

βz +

X

X

X

βz

z̸∈Y ∪S

βz = |ψ(O)| .

◁

z̸∈Y ∪S

Thus, f (Ci ) ≥ f (O) = f (M ) which is a contradiction. Hence, there is no such i and the
claim follows. The proof for unique coverage is almost identical: for the analogous claim we
define indicator variables α̃z = 1 iff z ∈ ψ̃(O − S + Y ) and β̃z = 1 iff z ∈ ψ̃(O). The proof
goes through with α and β replaced by α̃ and β̃ since it is still the case that

(z ∈ Y ∩ S or z ̸∈ Y ∪ S) =⇒ α̃z = β̃z ,
(z ∈ Y ′ ) =⇒ (α̃z = 1) ,

(z ∈ Y ′ ) =⇒ β̃z = 0 ,
where now the last two equations use the fact that Y ′ is disjoint from ψ(O).

◀

▶ Lemma 5. The space used by the algorithm is Õ(dd+1 k d ).
Proof. Recall that one of the requirements for a set S to be added to X is that the number
of sets in X|S| that are supersets of any subset of S of size t is at most (b + 1)d−t . This
includes the empty subset and since every set in X|S| is a superset of the empty set, we
deduce that |X|S| | ≤ (b + 1)d = O((dk)d ). Since each set needs Õ(d) bits to store, and
Pd
|X| = a=1 |Xa | ≤ O(dd k d ), the total space is Õ(dd+1 k d ).
◀
We summarize the above as a theorem.
▶ Theorem 6. There exist single-pass algorithms using Õ(k d dd+1 ) space that yields an exact
solution to Max Coverage and Max Unique Coverage.
Handling Insertion-Deletion Streams. We outline another exact algorithm that works for
insertion-deletion streams, however with a worse space bound Õ((kd)2d ), in Section 6.1.
▶ Theorem 7. There exist randomized single-pass algorithms using Õ((kd)2d ) space and allowing deletions that w.h.p. yield an exact solution to Max Coverage and Max Unique Coverage.

4

Approximation Algorithms

In this section, we present a variety of different approximation algorithms where the space
used by the algorithm is independent of d but, in some cases, may depend on r. The first
algorithm uses Õ(ϵ−4 k 3 r) memory and obtains a 1 + ϵ approximation to both problems.
The second algorithm uses Õ(ϵ−3 k 2 r) memory and obtains a 1 + ϵ approximation to Max
Coverage and a 2 + ϵ approximation to Max Unique Coverage; it can also be extended to
streams with deletions.
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A 1 + ϵ Approximation

Given a collection of sets C = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm }, we say a sub-collection C ′ ⊂ C is a matching
if the sets in C ′ are mutually disjoint. C ′ is a maximal matching if there does not exist
S ∈ C \ C ′ such that S is disjoint from all sets in C ′ .
▶ Lemma 8. For any input C, let O ⊂ C be an optimal solution for either the Max Coverage
or Max Unique Coverage problem. Let Mi be a maximal matching amongst the input set of
size i. Then every set of size i in O intersects with some set in Mi .
Proof. Let S ∈ O have size i. If it was disjoint from all sets in Mi then it could be added to
Mi and the resulting collection would still be a matching. This violates the assumption that
Mi is maximal.
◀
The next lemma extends the above result to show that we can potentially remove many
sets from each Mi and still argue that there is an optimal solution for the original instance
amongst the sets that intersect a set in some Mi .
▶ Lemma 9. Consider an input of sets of size at most d. For i ∈ [d], let Mi be a maximal
matching amongst the input set of size i and let Mi′ be an arbitrary subset of Mi of size min(k+
S
dk, |Mi |). Let Di be the collection of all sets that intersect a set in Mi′ . Then i (Di ∪ Mi′ )
contains an optimal solution to both the Max Unique Coverage and Max Coverage problem.
Proof. If |Mi | = |Mi′ | for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d then the result follows from Lemma 8. If not, let
j = max{i ∈ [d] : |Mi | > |Mi′ |}. Let O be an optimal solution and let Oi be all the sets in O
of size i. We know that every set in Od ∪ Od−1 ∪ . . . ∪ Oj+1 is in
[
[
(Di ∪ Mi′ ) =
(Di ∪ Mi ) .
i≥j+1

i≥j+1

Hence, the number of elements (uniquely) covered by O is at most the number of elements
(uniquely) covered by Od ∪Od−1 ∪ . . . ∪ Oj+1 plus kj since every set in Oj ∪ . . . ∪ O1 (uniquely)
covers at most j additional elements. But we can (uniquely) cover at least the number of
elements (uniquely) covered by Od ∪ Od−1 ∪ . . . ∪ Oj+1 plus kj. This is because Mj contains
k + dk disjoint sets of size j and at least k + dk − kd = k of these are disjoint from all sets in
S
Od ∪ Od−1 ∪ . . . ∪ Oj+1 . Hence, there is a solution amongst i≥j (Di ∪ Mi′ ) that is at least
as good as O and hence is also optimal.
◀
S
The above lemma suggests an exact algorithm that stores the sets in i (Di ∪ Mi′ ) and
find the optimum solution among these sets. In particular, we construct matchings of each
size greedily up to the appropriate size and store all intersecting sets. Note that since each
element belongs to at most r sets, the total space is Õ(d2 kr). Applying the sub-sampling
framework, we have d ≤ OPT = O(k/ϵ2 log m) and the approximation factor becomes 1 + ϵ.
▶ Theorem 10. There exists a randomized one-pass algorithm using Õ(ϵ−4 k 3 r) space that
finds a 1 + ϵ approximation to Max Unique Coverage and Max Coverage.

4.2

A More Efficient 1 + ϵ Approximation for Maximum Coverage

In this section, we generalize the approach of Manurangsi [53] and combine that with the
F0 -sketching technique to obtain a 1 + ϵ approximation using Õ(ϵ−3 k 2 r) space for maximum
coverage. This saves a factor k/ϵ and the generalized analysis might be of independent
interest. Let OPT = ψ(O) denote the optimal coverage of the input stream.
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Manurangsi [53] showed that for the maximum k-vertex cover problem, the Θ(k/ϵ) vertices
with highest degrees form a 1 + ϵ approximation kernel for the maximum k vertex coverage
problem. That is, there exist k vertices among those that cover (1 − ϵ) OPT edges. We now
consider a set system in which an element belongs to at most r sets (this can also be viewed
as a hypergraph where each set corresponds to a vertex and each element corresponds to a
hyperedge; we then want to find k vertices that touch as many hyperedges as possible).
We begin with the following lemma that generalizes the aforementioned result in [53].
We may assume that m > rk/ϵ since otherwise, we can store all the sets.
▶ Lemma 11. Suppose m > ⌈rk/ϵ⌉. Let K be the collection of ⌈rk/ϵ⌉ sets with largest sizes
(tie-broken arbitrarily). There exist k sets in K that cover (1 − ϵ) OPT elements.
Proof. Let O denote the collection of k sets in some optimal solution. Let Oin = O ∩ K
and Oout = O \ K. We consider a random subset Z ⊂ K of size |Oout |. We will show that
the sets in Z ∪ Oin cover (1 − ϵ) OPT elements in expectation; this implies the claim.
Let [E] denote the indicator variable for event E. We rewrite
|ψ(Z ∪ Oin )| = |ψ(Oin )| + |ψ(Z)| − |ψ(Oin ) ∩ ψ(Z)| .
Furthermore, the probability that we pick a set S in K to add to Z is
|Oout |
k
ϵ
≤
= .
|K|
kr/ϵ
r


Next, we upper bound E |ψ(Oin ) ∩ ψ(Z)| . We have
X
X


E |ψ(Oin ) ∩ ψ(Z)| ≤
Pr [S ∈ Z] ≤
p :=

u∈ψ(O in ) S∈K:u∈S

We lower bound E [|ψ(Z)|] as follows.


X
|S|[S ∈ Z] −
E [|ψ(Z)|] ≥ E 

≥
≥

u∈ψ(O in )


X

|S ∩ S ′ |[S ∈ Z ∧ S ′ ∈ Z]


|S|p −

X

|S ∩ S ′ |p2 

S ′ ∈K\{S}

S∈K

X

rp ≤ |ψ(Oin )| · ϵ .

S ′ ∈K\{S}

S∈K

X

X

X
X

|S|p − (r − 1)|S|p2 ≥ p(1 − pr)
|S| ≥ p(1 − ϵ)
|S| .

S∈K

S∈K

(1)

S∈K

In the above derivation, the second inequality follows from the observation that
Pr [S ∈ Z ∧ S ′ ∈ Z] ≤ p2 .
P
The third inequality is because S ′ ∈K\{S} |S ∩ S ′ | ≤ (r − 1)|S| since each element belongs
to at most r sets.
For all S ∈ K, we must have
P
|ψ(Oout )|
out |Y |
|S| ≥ Y ∈Oout
≥
.
|O |
|Oout |
Thus,
E [|ψ(Z)|] ≥ p (1 − ϵ) |K|

|ψ(Oout )|
|ψ(Oout )|
=
p
(1
−
ϵ)
= (1 − ϵ)|ψ(Oout )| .
|Oout |
p

Putting it together,


E |ψ(Z ∪ Oin )| ≥ |ψ(Oin )| + (1 − ϵ)|ψ(Oout )| − |ψ(Oin )| · ϵ ≥ (1 − ϵ) OPT .

◀
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With the above lemma in mind, the following algorithm’s correctness is immediate.
1. Store F0 -sketches of the ⌈kr/ϵ⌉ largest sets, where the failure probability of the sketches
1
is set to poly(n)
.
(m
k)
2. At the end of the stream, return the k sets with the largest coverage based on the
estimates given by the F0 -sketches.
We restate our result as a theorem.
▶ Theorem 12. There exists a randomized one-pass, Õ(k 2 r/ϵ3 )-space, algorithm that with
high probability finds a 1 + ϵ approximation to Max Coverage.
Obtaining a 2 + ϵ approximation to Max Unique Coverage. We note that finding the best
solution to Max Unique Coverage in K will yield a 2 + ϵ approximation. This is a worse
approximation than that of the previous subsection. However, we save a factor of k/ϵ in
memory. Furthermore, this approach also allows us to handle streams with deletions.
in
To see that weget a 2+ϵ approximation to Max Unique Coverage.
Note
)≥

 that g(Z∪O out
1
in
.
Furthermore,
a
similar
derivation
shows
E
|
ψ̃(Z)|
≥
(1
−
ϵ)|
ψ̃(O
)|.
g(O
)
+
g(Z)
2
Specifically, in the derivation in Eq. 1, we can simply replace ψ with ψ̃. This gives us
g(K) ≥ (1/2 − ϵ)g(O).
Extension to Insert/Delete Streams. The result can be extended to the case where sets
are inserted and deleted. For the full details, see Section 6.2.

4.3

An O(log min(k, r)) Approximation for Unique Coverage

We now present an algorithm whose space does not depend on r but the result comes at the
cost of increasing the approximation factor to O(log(min(k, r))). It also has the feature that
the running time is polynomial in k in addition to being polynomial in m and n.
The basic idea is as follows: We consider an existing algorithm that first finds a 2.01
approximation C to Max Coverage. It then finds the best solution of Max Unique Coverage
among the sets in C.
▶ Theorem 13. There exists a randomized one-pass, Õ(k 2 )-space, algorithm that with high
probability finds a O(log min(k, r)) approximation to Max Unique Coverage.
Proof. From previous work [8,60], we can find a 2.01 approximation C to Max Coverage using
Õ(k) memory. Note that their algorithm maintains a collection C of k sets during the stream.
Demaine et al. [25] proved that that if Q is the best solution to Max Unique Coverage
among the sets in C, then Q is an O(log min(k, r)) approximation to Max Unique Coverage.
In fact, they presented a polynomial time algorithm to find Q from C such that the number
of uniquely covered elements is at least
Ω(1/ log k) · |ψ(C)| ≥ Ω(1/ log k) · 1/2.01 · f (M ) ≥ Ω(1/ log k) · g(M ) .
Note that storing each set in C requires Õ(d) memory. Hence, the total memory is Õ(kd).
Applying the sub-sampling framework, we obtain an Õ(k 2 ) memory algorithm.
◀

4.4

Application to Parameterized Set Cover

We parameterize the set cover problem as follows. Given a set system, either A) output a set
cover of size αk if OPT ≤ k where α the approximation factor or B) correctly declare that a
set cover of size k does not exist.
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▶ Theorem 14. For 0 < δ < 1, there exists a randomized, O(1/δ)-pass, Õ(rk 2 nδ + n)-space,
algorithm that with high probability finds a O(1/δ) approximation to the parameterized Set
Cover problem.
Proof. In each pass, we run the algorithm in Theorem 12 with parameters k and ϵ = 1/nδ/3
on the remaining uncovered elements. The space use is Õ(rk 2 nδ + n). Here, we need
additional Õ(n) space to keep track of the remaining uncovered elements.
Note that if OPT ≤ k, after each pass, the number of uncovered elements is reduced by a
factor 1/nδ/3 . This is because if n′ is the number of uncovered elements at the beginning
of a pass, then after that pass, we cover all but at most n′ /nδ/3 of those elements. After i
passes, the number of remaining uncovered elements is O(n1−iδ/3 ); we therefore use at most
O(1/δ) passes until we are done. At the end, we have a set cover of size O(k/δ).
If after ω(1/δ) passes, there are still remaining uncovered elements, we declare that such
a solution does not exist.
◀
Our algorithm improves upon the algorithm by Har-Peled et al. [36] that uses Õ(mnδ + n)
space for when rk 2 ≪ m. Both algorithms yield an O(1/δ) approximation and use O(1/δ)
passes.

5
5.1

Lower Bounds
Lower Bounds for Exact Solutions

As observed earlier, any exact algorithm for either the Max Coverage or
Max Unique Coverage problem on an input where all sets have size d will return a
matching of size k if one exists. However, by a lower bound due to Chitnis et al. [18] we
know that determining if there exists a matching of size k in a single pass requires Ω(k d )
space. This immediately implies the following theorem.
▶ Theorem 15. Any single-pass algorithm that solves Max Coverage
Max Unique Coverage exactly with probability at least 9/10 requires Ω(k d ) space.

5.2

or

Lower bound for a e1−1/k approximation

The strategy is similar to previous work on Max Coverage [59, 60]. However, we need to
argue that the relevant probabilistic construction works for all collections of fewer than k
sets since the unique coverage function is not monotone.
We make a reduction from the communication problem k-player set disjointness, denoted
by DISJ(m, k). In this problem, there are k players where the ith player has a set Si ⊆ [m].
It is promised that exactly one of the following two cases happens a) NO instance: All the
sets are pairwise disjoint and b) YES instance: There is a unique element v ∈ [m] such that
v ∈ Si for all i ∈ [k] and all other elements belong to at most one set. The (randomized)
communication complexity (in the one-way model or the blackboard model), for some large
enough constant success probability, of the above problem is Ω(m/k) even if the players may
use public randomness [14]. We can assume that |S1 ∪ S2 ∪ . . . ∪ Sk | ≥ m/4 via a padding
argument.
▶ Theorem 16. Any constant-pass randomized algorithm with an approximation better than
e1−1/k to Max Unique Coverage requires Ω(m/k 2 ) space.
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Proof. For each i ∈ [m], let Pi be a random partition of [n] into k sets V1i , . . . , Vki such that
an element in the universe U = [n] belongs to exactly one of these sets uniformly at random.
In particular, for all i ∈ [m] and v ∈ U ,


Pr v ∈ Vji ∧ (∀j ′ ̸= j, v ∈
/ Vji′ ) = 1/k .
The partitions are chosen independently using public randomness before receiving the
input. For each player j, if i ∈ Sj , then they put Vji in the stream. Note that the stream
consists of Θ(m) sets.
If the input is a NO instance, then for each i ∈ [m], there is at most one set Vji in the
stream. Therefore, for each element v ∈ [n] and any collection of ℓ ≤ k sets Vji11 , . . . , Vjiℓℓ in
the stream,


Pr v is uniquely covered by Vji11 , . . . , Vjiℓℓ = ℓ/k · (1 − 1/k)ℓ−1 ≤ ℓ/k · e−(ℓ−1)/k .


Therefore, in expectation, µℓ := E g({Vji11 , . . . , Vjiℓℓ }) ≤ ℓ/k · e−(ℓ−1)/k n. By an application
of Hoeffding’s inequality,
h
i


Pr g({Vji11 ∪ . . . ∪ Vjiℓℓ }) > µℓ + ϵe−(k−1)/k · n ≤ exp −2ϵ2 e−2(ℓ−1)/k n

≤ exp −Ω(ϵ2 n) ≤

1
.
m10k

The last inequality follows by letting n = Ω(ϵ−2 k log m). The following claim shows that
for large k, in expectation, picking k sets is optimal in terms of unique coverage.
▶ Lemma 17. The function g(ℓ) = ℓ/k · e−(ℓ−1)/k n is increasing in the interval (−∞, k] and
decreasing in the interval [k, +∞).
Proof. We take the partial derivative of g with respect to ℓ
∂g
e(1−ℓ)/k (k − ℓ)
=
·n
∂ℓ
k2
and observe that it is non-negative if and only if ℓ ≤ k.

◀




m
m
k+1
By appealing to the union bound over all m
) possible
1 + . . . + k−1 + k ≤ O(m
collections ℓ ≤ k sets, we deduce that with high probability, for all collections of ℓ ≤ k sets
S1 , . . . , S ℓ ,
g({S1 , . . . , Sℓ }) ≤ µℓ + ϵe−(k−1)/k · n ≤ ℓ/k · e−(ℓ−1)/k n + ϵe−(k−1)/k · n
≤ (1 + ϵ)e−1+1/k n .
If the input is a YES instance, then clearly, the maximum k-unique coverage is n. This is
because there exists i such that i ∈ S1 ∩ . . . ∩ Sk and therefore V1i , . . . , Vki are in the stream
and these sets uniquely cover all elements.
Therefore, any constant pass algorithm that returns better than a e1−1/k /(1 + ϵ) approximation to Max Unique Coverage for some large enough constant success probability implies
a protocol to solve DISJ(m, k). Thus, Ω(m/k 2 ) space is required.
◀
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5.3

Lower bound for 1 + ϵ approximation

Assadi [6] presents a Ω(m/ϵ2 ) lower bound for the space required to compute a 1 + ϵ
approximation for Max Coverage when k = 2, even when the stream is in a random order
and the algorithm is permitted constant passes. This is proved via a reduction to multiple
instances of the Gap-Hamming Distance problem on a hard input distribution, where an
input with high maximum coverage corresponds to a YES answer for some Gap-Hamming
Distance instance, and a low maximum coverage corresponds to a NO answer for all GHD
instances. This hard distribution has the additional property that high maximum coverage
inputs also have high maximum unique coverage, and low maximum coverage inputs have
low maximum unique coverage. Therefore, the following corollary holds:
▶ Corollary 18. Any constant-pass randomized algorithm with an approximation factor 1 + ϵ
for Max Unique Coverage requires Ω(m/ϵ2 ) space.

6

Handling Insert-Delete Streams

6.1

Proof of Theorem 7

Chitnis et al. [18] introduce a sketching primitive Sampleγ,d suitable for insertion-deletion
data streams which is capable of randomly sampling a diverse selection of sets. Sampleγ,d
first assigns a color to each element from γ colors uniformly at random. Each set in M is
therefore associated with the multiset of colors assigned to its elements (a “color signature”).
By maintaining an ℓ0 -sampler for all sets of each color signature, it is possible to sample
one set of each color signature from Sampleγ,d at the end of stream. The following lemma
establishes that these sampled sets are likely to include optimal solutions for maximum
coverage and maximum unique coverage.
▶ Lemma 19. Let C ′ be the collection of sets sampled from Sample(2kd)2 ,d . Then
Pr [f (C ′ ) = f (M )] ≥ 3/4

and

Pr [g(C ′ ) = g(M )] ≥ 3/4 .

Proof. If Sample(2kd)2 ,d assigns each element in F (M ) a different color, then for every set in
F (M ) it either samples the set or one that contributes equal coverage, yielding an optimal
solution. For any i, j ∈ F (M ), let Xi,j = 1 if i and j receive the same color in Sample(2kd)2 ,d .



X

Pr [∃ i, j ∈ F (M ) s.t. color(i) = color(j)] ≤ E 

Xi,j  <

i,j∈F (M )

(dk)2
= 1/4 .
γ

◀

The proof for Max Unique Coverage is identical.
A Sample(2kd)2 ,d sketch requires O((kd)2d ) space. Constructing log(k) Sample(2kd)2 ,d
sketches in parallel7 guarantees that f (C ′ ) = f (M ) and g(C ′ ) = g(M ) with probability
1 − 1/ poly(k). This gives the desired theorem.

7

Note that each Sample(2kd)2 ,d sketch has a different random coloring.
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Handling deletions for the algorithm in Theorem 12

We now explain how the approach using in Theorem 12 can be extended to the case where
sets may be inserted and deleted. In this setting, it is not immediately obvious how to
select the largest ⌈rk/ϵ⌉ sets; the approach used when sets are only inserted does not extend.
Note that in this model we can set m to be the maximum number of sets that have been
inserted and not deleted at any prefix of the stream rather than the total number of sets
inserted/deleted.
However, we can extend the result as follows. Suppose the sketch of a set for approximating maximum (unique) coverage requires B bits; recall from Section 2.2 that
B = kϵ−2 polylog(n, m) suffices. We can encode such a sketch of a set S as an integer
i(S) ∈ [2B ]. Suppose we know that exactly ⌈rk/ϵ⌉ sets have size at least some threshold t.
We will remove this assumption shortly. Consider the vector x ∈ [N ] where N = 2B that is
initially 0 and then is updated by a stream of set insertions/deletions as follows:
1. When S is inserted, if |S| ≥ t, then xi(S) ← xi(S) + 1.
2. When S is deleted, if |S| ≥ t, then xi(S) ← xi(S) − 1.
B
At the end of this process x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , , m}2 , ℓ1 (x) = ⌈rk/ϵ⌉, and reconstruct the sketches
of largest ηk sets given x. Unfortunately, storing x explicitly in small space is not possible
since, while we are promised that at the end of the stream ℓ1 (x) = ⌈rk/ϵ⌉, during the stream
it could be that x is an arbitrary binary string with m one’s and this requires Ω(m) memory
to store. To get around this, it is sufficient to maintain a linear sketch of x itself that support
sparse recovery. For our purposes, the CountMin Sketch [22] is sufficient although other
approaches are possible. The CountMin Sketch allows x to be reconstructed with probability
1 − δ using a sketch of size
O(log N + ⌈rk/ϵ⌉ log(⌈rk/ϵ⌉/δ) log m) = O(⌈rk/ϵ⌉ϵ−2 polylog(n, m)) .
To remove the assumption that we do not know t in advance, we consider values:
t0 , t1 , . . . , t⌈log1+ϵ m⌉ where ti = (1 + ϵ)i .
B

We define vector x0 , x1 , . . . ∈ {0, 1, . . . , , m}2 where xi is only updated when a set of size
≤ ti but > ti−1 is inserted/deleted. Then there exists i such that ≤ ⌈rk/ϵ⌉ sets have size
≤ ti−1 and the sketches of these sets can be reconstructed from x0 , . . . , xti−1 . To ensure we
have ⌈rk/ϵ⌉ sets, we may need some additional sketches corresponding to sets of size > ti−1
and ≤ ti but unfortunately there could be m such sets and we are only guaranteed recovery
of xti when it is sparse. However, if this is indeed the case we can still recover enough entries
of xt1 by first subsampling the entries at the appropriate rate (we can guess sampling rate
1, 1/2, 1/22 , . . . 1/m) in the standard way. Note that we can keep track of ℓ1 (xi ) exactly for
each i using O(log m) space.

7

The Subsampling Framework

Assuming we have v such that OPT /2 ≤ v ≤ OPT. Let h : [n] → {0, 1} be a hash function
that is Ω(ϵ−2 k log m)-wise independent. We run our algorithm on the subsampled universe
U ′ = {u ∈ U : h(u) = 1}. Furthermore, let
Pr [h(u) = 1] = p =

ck log m
ϵ2 v

where c is some sufficiently large constant. Let S ′ = S ∩ U ′ and let OPT′ be the optimal
unique coverage value in the subsampled set system. The following result is from McGregor
and Vu [60]. We note that the proof is the same except that the indicator variables now
correspond to the events that an element being uniquely covered (instead of being covered).
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▶ Lemma 20. With probability at least 1 − 1/ poly(m), we have that
p OPT(1 + ϵ) ≥ OPT′ ≥ p OPT(1 − ϵ)
Furthermore, if S1 , . . . , Sk satisfies g({S1′ , . . . , Sk′ }) ≥ p OPT(1 − ϵ)/t then
g({S1 , . . . , Sk }) ≥ OPT(1/t − 2ϵ) .
We could guess v = 1, 2, 4, . . . , n. One of the guesses must be between OPT /2 and OPT
which means OPT′ = O(ϵ−2 k log m). Furthermore, if we find a 1/t approximation on the
subsampled universe, then that corresponds to a 1/t − 2ϵ approximation in the original
universe. We note that as long as v ≤ OPT and h is Ω(ϵ−2 k log m)-wise independent, we
have (see [64], Theorem 5):
Pr [g({S1′ , . . . , Sℓ′ }) = p · g({S1 , . . . , Sℓ }) ± ϵp OPT]
≥ 1 − exp (−Ω(k log m)) ≥ 1 − 1/mΩ(k) .
This gives us Lemma 20 even for when v < OPT /2. However, if v ≤ OPT /2, then OPT′
may be larger than O(ϵ−2 k log m), and we may use too much memory. To this end, we
simply terminate those instantiations. Among the instantiations that are not terminated, we
return the solution given by the smallest guess.
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1

Introduction

Data is generated and collected from all aspects of human activity, in domains like commerce,
medicine, and transportation, as well as scientific measurements, simulations, and environmental monitoring. However, while datasets grow large and are readily available, they are
often down-sampled for various uses. This is often due to practical implications, e.g., analytics
workflows may be designed, tested, and debugged over subsets of the data for efficiency
reasons. Other times, machine learning applications use subsets of the data for training and
testing, while applications that target human consumption, e.g., data exploration, can only
display small parts of the data at a time, since human users can visually process limited
information.
While data subset selection is very common, deriving good subsets is a non-trivial task.
In this paper, we focus on two principles in data selection: diversity and fairness. Diversity
and fairness are related but distinct concepts. Specifically, diversity seeks to maximize
the dissimilarity of the items in a set. Intuitively, a diverse set of items selected from a
dataset D represents more and different aspects of the information present in D. Prior work
has suggested several diversity objectives [16, 30, 32, 43], typically defined in terms of an
element-wise distance function over numerical attributes (e.g., geographic location, age).
On the other hand, fairness aims to achieve some specified level of representation across
different categories or groups, and is typically defined over categorical attributes (e.g., race,
gender). While one could consider combining fairness and diversity into a single objective,
© Zafeiria Moumoulidou, Andrew McGregor, and Alexandra Meliou;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY 4.0
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Figure 1 Three examples of selection of four items from a dataset of Nobel laureates. The first
set on the left is diverse with respect to age; the second set is fair with respect to gender; the third
set, on the right, is both diverse with respect to age and fair with respect to gender.
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comparing numerical and categorical attributes is not straightforward, as it typically requires
ad hoc decisions in discretizing numerical attributes or defining a distance function involving
numeric and categorical attributes.
Figure 1 demonstrates an example of the principles of diversity and fairness in subset
selection. Consider a web search query over a dataset of Nobel laureates. There are close
to a thousand laureates, but the web search only serves a small number of results for
human consumption. Figure 1 shows three examples of possible subsets of four items. The
first subset optimizes the set’s diversity with respect to the age of the laureates at the
time of the award, but only contains male scientists. The second set achieves fair gender
representation, but is not diverse with respect to age. The third set achieves both diversity
and fairness. The concept of fair and diverse data selection is motivated by many realworld scenarios: transportation equity in conjunction with optimizing traditional objectives
(e.g., geographic coverage) aims to design accessible transportation systems for historically
disadvantaged groups [37]; formulating teams that represent various demographic groups
while demonstrating “diversity of thought” is becoming an important hiring goal [21, 23, 31];
in news websites, a summary of dissimilar in context documents from different news channels
minimizes redundancy and mitigates the risk of showing a polarized opinion [23].
Our focus. In this paper, our goal is to maximize diversity in data selection with respect
to numerical attributes, while ensuring the satisfaction of fairness constraints with respect
to categorical ones. We focus on the Max-Min diversification model [23, 43, 46], which is
among the most well-studied and frequently-used diversity models in the data management
community. Max-Min diversification seeks to select a set of k items, such that the distance
between any two items is maximized. We further express fairness as cardinality constraints:
given m demographic groups, a set is fair if it contains a pre-specified integer number ki of
representatives from each group. This general form of cardinality constraints captures, among
others, the common fairness objectives of proportional representation, where the sample
preserves the demographic proportions of the general population, and equal representation,
where all demographic groups are equally represented in the sample.1 These fairness objectives
have been widely studied in prior work [13, 14, 35, 45, 48, 49, 50], and fit naturally in problems
of data selection where existing systems can exhibit bias with respect to sensitive attributes;
e.g., a study showed that search engines tend to under-represent women in the result sets [34].

1

Our fairness constraints are based on the definitions of group fairness and statistical parity [25]. Other
definitions that focus on individual or causal fairness examine differences in treatment of individuals
from different groups who are otherwise very similar, but these are not the focus of this work.
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Max-Min

Max-Min

Max-Sum
Boston

[30, 43, 46]

diversification

1
2 -approximation

[this paper]
fair diversification

1
4 -approx.

(disjoint groups)

1
3m−1 -approx.
1
5 -approx.

(m = 2)
(m ≥ 3)

1
2

[1, 9, 11]

− ϵ -approx.

(m = O(1) and k = o(log n))
[this paper]

fair diversification
(overlapping groups)

Max-Sum

1
4 -approx.

Boston

(m = 2)

1
-approx.
m
3(⌊m/2⌋
)−1

N/A

(m ≥ 3)

n : # elements in the universe, m : # demographic groups, k : # elements in the data selection task

(a) Comparison with prior art.

(b) Max-Min vs Max-Sum.

Figure 2 (a) Contributions of this paper with respect to the prior art. Our work is the first to
introduce fairness constraints to Max-Min diversification, and provides strong approximation results.
We also contribute algorithms to the case of overlapping classes, which has not been addressed in
prior work. (b) The department of transportation wants to place k = 14 new bike sharing stations
in downtown Boston among n = 30 candidate locations. (Top): Max-Min selects locations that
geographically cover downtown. (Bottom): Max-Sum selects locations on the outskirts of downtown.

We first study the problem of fair Max-Min diversification in the case of non-overlapping
groups, and define the problem more formally as follows: We assume a universe of elements
Sm
U = i=1 Ui partitioned into m non-overlapping groups, a metric distance function d defined
for any two pairs of elements, and a set of fairness constraints ⟨k1 , k2 , · · · , km ⟩, where each ki
Pm
is a non-negative integer with ki ≤ |Ui |. Our goal is to select a set S ⊆ U of size k = i=1 ki ,
such that |S ∩ Ui | = ki for all i, and such that the minimum distance of any two items in
S is maximized. In this paper, we show that fair Max-Min diversification is NP-complete,
and we contribute efficient algorithms with strong approximation guarantees in the case
of non-overlapping groups; we further generalize our results and analysis to the case of
overlapping groups. We list our contributions at the end of this section.

Contrast with prior work and related problems
Our work augments the existing literature of traditional problems that have been studied
under group fairness constraints, such as clustering [18, 35], ranking systems [14, 48, 49, 50]
and set selection [45]. We proceed to review prior work in closely-related problems and describe
how our contributions augment the existing literature. (Summary shown in Figure 2a.)
Max-Min and Max-Sum diversification. The unconstrained version of Max-Min diversification is a special case of our fair variant for m = 1. This problem was initially studied in
the operation research literature under the name remote-edge or p-dispersion, along with
another popular diversity model, the Max-Sum or remote-clique model [16, 26, 30, 36, 43].
Similar formulations have also been studied in the context of obnoxious facility location on
graphs [46]. While the Max-Min model aims to maximize the minimum pairwise distance in
the selected set, the Max-Sum model aims to maximize the total sum of pairwise distances
in a set of k items. Max-Sum, as an additive objective, is easier to analyze but tends to
select points at the limits of the data space and thus it is not well-suited to applications that
require more uniform coverage (see example in Figure 2b). The unconstrained diversification
problems are NP-complete even in metric spaces but, for both, a greedy algorithm offers a
1
2 −factor approximation, that has also been shown to be tight [6, 8, 43].
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(a) Example 1.

4
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6
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2 3

4

(b) Example 2.

Figure 3 (a) An example where no optimal solution for the clustering problem is optimal for the
diversity problem and vice versa. Suppose we have to pick one white point and one black point. The
unique optimal solution for clustering is {2, 5} whereas the unique optimal solution for Max-Min
diversity is {1, 6}. (b) An optimal solution for the clustering problem may be arbitrarily bad for the
diversity problem. Suppose we have to pick one white and one black point. Set {2, 3} is an optimal
solution for clustering but yields an arbitrarily bad approximation ratio for the diversity problem as
points 2 and 3 can be arbitrarily close together.

Fair Max-Sum diversification. Abbassi et al. [1] study the fair Max-Sum diversification
problem (assuming disjoint groups) under matroid constraints, where the retrieved subset
needs to be an independent set of a matroid of size k (we discuss the correspondence between
group fairness constraints and partition matroids in Appendix B). They propose a local search
algorithm with a 12 − ϵ -approximation guarantee. Borodin et al. [8, 9] study a bi-criteria
optimization problem formulated as the sum of a submodular function and the Max-Sum
diversification objective
 under matroid constraints. They show that the local search approach
preserves the 12 − ϵ -approximation guarantee. In an effort to make the state-of-the-art local
search algorithms more efficient, Ceccarello et al. [11] propose algorithmic approaches for
constructing core-sets with strong approximation guarantees, resulting in efficient algorithms
with comparable quality to the best known local search algorithms [1, 8, 9]. A core-set is a
small subset of the original data set that contains an α-approximate solution for the Max-Sum
diversification problem. Cevallos et al. [15] extendthe local search approach to distances of
negative type and design algorithms with O 1 − k1 -approximation and O(nk 2 log k) running
time.

Fair k-center clustering. In the k-center clustering problem the objective is to select
k centers such that the maximum distance of any point from its closest cluster center
is minimized. Intuitively, cluster centers tend to be distributed in a way that optimizes
data coverage. Thus, k-center clustering can serve as another mechanism to perform
diverse data selection, albeit the optimization objective is different from Max-Min. MaxMin diversification and k-center clustering are closely related. In fact, the approximation
algorithms by Gonzalez [29] for the clustering problem and by Ravi et al. [43] and Tamir [46]
for Max-Min diversification, are all based on the same farthest-first traversal heuristic, and
they all provide a 12 -approximation guarantee. Nonetheless, the analysis of the two algorithms
is substantially different and it is not always the case that an algorithm for one problem is
applicable to the other.
In recent work, Kleindessner et al. [35] introduced the fair variant of the problem, where
the centers are partitioned into m different groups and the constraint of selecting ki elements
per group is enforced in the output of the process. It is easy to find examples where no
optimal solution for the fair k-center problem is optimal for the Max-Min objective and
vice versa (see example in Figure 3a). Furthermore, we note that an optimal solution for
fair k-center clustering can be arbitrarily bad for the Max-Min objective (e.g., Figure 3b).
Consequently, the two problems need to be studied independently. The fair k-center clustering
problem can also be expressed by a partition matroid, for which Chen et al. [17] provide
a 3-approximation algorithm with a quadratic
runtime. Kleindessner et al. [35] provide a

linear-time algorithm with a 3 · 2m−1 − 1 -approximation, while more recent work improved
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this bound to 3(1 + ϵ) [20], and 3-approximation [33]. In our Appendix, by adapting the
ideas for fair Max-Min diversification, we design a linear-time algorithm for fair k-center
clustering that also achieves a constant 3-factor approximation.
Outline of contributions: Fair Max-Min diversification. To the best of our knowledge, this
paper is the first to introduce fairness constraints to Max-Min diversification. We initially
focus on the case of disjoint groups, but extend our algorithms to tackle the overlapping case
as well. Our work makes the following contributions.
After some background and preliminaries, we introduce and formally define the problem
of fair Max-Min diversification focusing on non-overlapping groups, and further discuss
its complexity and approximability (Section 2). To the best of our knowledge, no prior
work has studied the Max-Min diversification objective under fairness constraints. In our
Appendix, we also describe how our algorithmic frameworks support any constraints that
can be expressed in terms of partition matroids (Appendix B).
We propose a swap-based greedy approximation algorithm, with linear runtime, for the
case of m = 2, which offers a constant 14 -factor approximation guarantee (Section 3.1).
We propose a general max-flow-based polynomial algorithm, with runtime linear in
1
the size of the data, that offers a 3m−1
-factor approximation (Section 3.2). We also
demonstrate that for constant m and small values for k = o(log n), we can achieve a
constant 15 -approximation, also in linear time. While this bound is obviously stronger
than our bound for the general case, the 15 -approximation algorithm becomes impractical
as k increases (Section 3.3).
We generalize the fair diversification problem to the case of overlapping groups (an
element can belong to multiple demographic groups). We propose polynomial-time
algorithms with 14 -factor approximation for the case of m = 2 and 3 m1 −1 -factor
(⌊m/2⌋)
approximation for any m (Section 4).

2

Fair Max-Min Diversification: Background and Problem Definition

In this section, we review necessary background and preliminaries on the Max-Min diversification objective and relevant approximations. Then, we formally define the fair Max-Min
diversification problem, which generalizes Max-Min diversification. We further characterize
the hardness of the problem, and the hardness of its approximation.

2.1

Max-Min Diversification

Problem definition. Prior work has identified a range of diversity objectives to perform
diverse data selection. In this work we primarily focus on the Max-Min objective, which
corresponds to the minimum distance of any two items in a set S. More formally, we assume
a universe of elements U of size n, a positive integer k ≤ |U| and a pseudometric distance
function d : U × U → R+
0 that satisfies the following properties for every u, v ∈ U : d(u, u) = 0,
d(u, v) = d(v, u) (symmetry), and d(u, v) ≤ d(u, w) + d(w, v) (triangle inequality). Then,
d(u, v) captures the dissimilarity of the elements u, v ∈ U , and the Max-Min diversity score
of a set S is div(S) = minu,v∈S,u̸=v d(u, v). Max-Min diversification seeks to identify a set
S ⊆ U and |S| = k, such that the minimum pairwise distance, div(S), of elements in S is
maximized.
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Algorithm 1 GMM Algorithm.
U : Universe of available elements
k ∈ Z+
0
I: An initial set of elements
Output: S ⊆ U of size k
procedure GMM(U , I, k)
S ← ∅.
if I = ∅ then
S ← an arbitrarily chosen point in U
while |S| < k do
x ← argmax min d(u, s)

Input:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

s∈S∪I

u∈U

S ← S ∪ {x}

7:

return S

Algorithms and approximations. This problem formulation was initially studied in the
operation research literature by Ravi et al. [43] and in the context of facility location on
graphs by Tamir [46]. They both show that the problem is NP-complete even in metric
spaces and give a greedy algorithm, GMM, that guarantees a 12 -approximation for Max-Min
diversification. Ravi et al. [43] also show that this problem cannot be approximated within a
factor better than 12 unless P=NP through a reduction from the clique problem.
The GMM approximation algorithm uses the simple and intuitive farthest-first traversal
heuristic: Given a set of items S, add the element from U whose minimum distance from
any element in S is the largest. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for GMM, which starts
with an initial set of elements I and greedily augments it with k elements from U . Note that
the GMM algorithm, as presented by Ravi et al. [43] and Tamir [46] assumes that I = ∅; in
this paper, we use the slight variant presented in Algorithm 1, which assumes that I can be
non-empty. We use GMM as a building block for the algorithms we present in this paper.
A naive implementation of the algorithm requires O((|I| + k)2 n) time but more efficient
implementation requires O((|I| + k)n) time; see, e.g., [35, 47] for details.

2.2

Fair Max-Min Diversification

Problem definition and analysis. We assume a universe of elements U of size n, comprising
Sm
of m non-overlapping classes: U = i=1 Ui ; we further assume a pseudometric distance
function d : U × U → R+
0 ; finally, we assume non-negative integers ⟨k1 , . . . , km ⟩, which we
call fairness constraints. Our goal is to identify a set S ⊆ U , such that for all i, |S ∩ Ui | = ki ,
and the minimum distance of any two items in S is maximized. More formally:
Fair Max-Min : maximize
S⊆U

min d(u, v)

u,v∈S
u̸=v

subject to |S ∩ Ui | = ki , ∀i ∈ [m]
Intuitively, Fair Max-Min aims to derive the set with the maximum diversity score
div(S), while satisfying the fairness constraints.2 Next, we state formally the hardness of Fair
Max-Min and bound its approximability. These results follow easily from the corresponding
prior results on unconstrained Max-Min diversification, as that problem reduces to Fair
Max-Min for m = 1. We give the proof of Corollary 1 in Appendix A.
2

A formulation of the fairness constraints with inequalities (≥ ki ) would be essentially equivalent: since
the diversity score can only decrease as the number of selected points increases, the optimal solution
would always select the minimum number of points allowed by the constraints.
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▶ Corollary 1 (Hardness and Approximability Bound). Determining if there exists a solution to
Fair Max-Min with diversity score ≥ δ is NP-complete. Further, there exists no polynomialtime α-approximation algorithm for Fair Max-Min with α > 12 , unless P=NP.
Our contributions to this problem. To the best our knowledge, this is the first paper to
augment the Max-Min diversification problem with fairness constraints. For this problem,
typically m is a small constant and k ≪ n. Therefore, when considering algorithmic
complexity, we want to avoid high-order dependence on the size of the data, n. In Section 3,
we provide linear-time algorithms, with respect to n, with strong approximation guarantees
for this problem in the case of non-overlapping groups. In Section 4, we extend our results to
design polynomial-time algorithms with strong approximation guarantees for the generalized
setting of overlapping groups.

3

Approximating Diversity

In Section 2.2, we showed that the fair formulation for the Max-Min diversification problem
is NP-hard, and cannot be approximated within a factor better than 12 . In this section, we
propose three approximation algorithms for this problem, with a best overall bound of 14 for
the case of m = 2. For ease of exposition, in the rest of the paper we frequently refer to each
of the m groups as different colors.
Our algorithms use GMM (Algorithm 1) as a building block, but adapting GMM for fair
Max-Min diversification is not straightforward. We give an example of a simple and intuitive
algorithm based on GMM that can lead to an arbitrarily bad result, even in the case of
m = 2 colors. In the first phase of the algorithm, we use GMM to greedily select elements of
any color until the constraints for one of them are satisfied. In the second phase, we allow
GMM to greedily select the remaining elements only from the under-satisfied color. Suppose
that our data consist of one white and three black elements positioned in a line as follows:
1

2

3

4

Further, consider that the fairness constraints require the selection of one white and
two black elements, and that GMM first selects a black element. Regardless of which black
element is selected first, the simple algorithm we described will always be forced to select
elements 1 and 2 – the possible selection scenarios are: {1, 4, 2}, {3, 1, 2}, and {4, 1, 2} –
which can be arbitrarily close to one another. This example demonstrates how the choices
made for one color, can lead to arbitrarily bad choices for the other color(s), and the problem
gets harder as m increases.
Our algorithms employ GMM in ways that guarantee the preservation of good choices
for all colors. We start with a swap-based algorithm that offers a 14 approximation when
1
m = 2. Then we present a flow-based algorithm with a 3m−1
approximation when m ≥ 3.
1
Both algorithms run in O(kn) time. Finally, we present a 5 -approximation for m ≥ 3 that
also runs in O(kn), on the assumption m is constant and k = o(log n). However, the running
time of this third algorithm has an additional factor that depends exponentially on k, which
makes the algorithm practical only for small k values, e.g., for n = 104 , k ≈ 10.

3.1

Fair-and-Diverse Selection: m = 2

In the binary setting, the input is a set of points U = U1 ∪ U2 and two non-negative integers
⟨k1 , k2 ⟩ with ki ≤ |Ui | for all i ∈ {1, 2}. We want to select a set S with ki elements from
each Ui partition such that the div(S) is maximized.
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Algorithm 2 Fair-Swap: Fair Diversification for m = 2.
U1 , U2 : Set of points of color 1 and 2
k1 , k 2 ∈ Z +
0
Output: ki points in Ui for i ∈ {1, 2}
procedure Fair-Swap
▷Color-Blind Phase:
S ← GMM(U , ∅, k1 + k2 )
Si = S ∩ Ui for i ∈ {1, 2}
▷Balancing Phase:
Set U = argmini (|Si | − ki )
O =3−U
Compute the sets:
E ← GMM(UU , SU , kU − |SU |)
Input:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

▷Under-satisfied set
▷Over-satisfied set

R ← {argminx∈SO d(x, e) : e ∈ E}
return (SU ∪ E) ∪ (SO \ R)

Algorithm and intuition. Fair-Swap (Algorithm 2) has two phases; the color-blind and
the balancing phase. In the color-blind phase, we call GMM by initializing I to the empty
set so as to retrieve a set S = S1 ∪ S2 of size k (line 2). If |S1 | = k1 and |S2 | = k2 then these
two sets are returned. Alternatively, if one set is smaller than required, then the other set is
larger than required, and we need to rebalance these sets. Let SU be the set that is too small
and let SO be the set that is too large. The algorithm next finds kU − |SU | extra points
E ⊆ UU to add to SU by again using the GMM algorithm, this time initialized with the set
SU . For each point in E we then remove the closest point in SO (line 6). In this way we add
kU − |SU | points to SU and remove kU − |SU | points from SO . After this rebalancing the size
of SU is |SU | + (kU − |SU |) = kU and the size of SO is |SO | − (kU − |SU |) = k − kU = kO as
required. Note that sets E and R will be empty if the sets are already balanced after the
color blind phase and thus the set S will not be altered by the balancing phase.
Running-time analysis. The running time of Fair-Swap (Algorithm 2) is O(kn). In the
color-blind phase of the algorithm we run GMM on U with I = ∅ and this takes O(kn) time.
Then in the balancing phase, computing the extra points E via the GMM algorithm takes
O(kn) time and computing R takes O(k 2 ) time since there are fewer than k points in E and
at most k points in SO .
Approximation-factor analysis. Let S ∗ be the set of k points in U that maximize the
diversity when there are no fairness constraints. Let ℓ∗ = div(S ∗ ). Let F ∗ = F1∗ ∪ F2∗ be
the set of k points in U that maximize the diversity subject to the constraint that for each
i ∈ {1, 2}, ki points are chosen of color i. Let ℓ∗fair = div(F ∗ ) and note that ℓ∗ ≥ ℓ∗fair .
We first argue that div(S) ≥ ℓ∗ /2 ≥ ℓ∗fair /2. This follows because, by the triangle
inequality, there is at most one point in S ∗ that is distance < ℓ∗ /2 from each point in S;
otherwise two points in S ∗ would be < ℓ∗ apart and this contradicts the fact div(S ∗ ) = ℓ∗ .
Hence, while the GMM algorithm has picked < k elements, there exists at least one element
in S ∗ that can be selected that is distance ≥ ℓ∗ /2 from all the points already selected. Since
the algorithm picks the next point farthest away from the points already chosen, the next
point is at least ℓ∗ /2 from the existing points.
Next we argue that div(SU ∪ E) ≥ ℓ∗fair /2. To show this, first observe that, div(SU ) ≥
div(S) ≥ ℓ∗fair /2. Next consider the points added to E by GMM. By the triangle inequality
there is at most one point in FU∗ that is distance < ℓ∗fair /2 from each point in SU ∪ E. Hence,
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while GMM has picked < kU − |SU | elements, there exists at least one element that can be
selected that is distance ≥ ℓ∗fair /2 from the points already selected. Since the algorithm picks
the next point farthest away from the points already chosen, the next point is at least ℓ∗fair /2
from the existing points. Thus, we can guarantee that d(x, y) ≥ ℓ∗fair /2 for all pairs of points
x, y ∈ SU ∪ E ∪ SO except potentially when x ∈ E and y ∈ SO .
To handle this case, for each x ∈ E we remove the closest point in SO . Note that by an
application of the triangle inequality and the fact that div(SO ) ≥ ℓ∗fair /2, for each x ∈ E
there can be at most one point y ∈ SO such that d(x, y) < ℓ∗fair /4. Hence, after the removal
of the closest points the distance between all pairs is ≥ ℓ∗fair /4 as required. We summarize
the analysis of this section as follows:
▶ Theorem 2. Fair-Swap (Algorithm 2) is a 1/4-approximation algorithm for the fair
diversification problem when m = 2 that runs in time O(kn).
Connections to prior art. The idea of balancing has also been successfully applied to
matroid optimization settings subject to fairness constraints [19], and to the red-blue matching
problem [39]. However, our objective function cannot be expressed by a matroid (or an
intersection of matroids), and thus the approaches of prior work are not applicable to our
setting. Further, the algorithms and analysis are distinct for these problems; Fair-Swap
builds upon GMM while the algorithms designed in [19] employ the Edmonds algorithm for
finding a maximum independent set.

3.2

Fair-and-Diverse Selection: m ≥ 3

Basic algorithm. We start by presenting a basic algorithm that takes as input a guess γ for
the optimum fair diversity. If this guess is greater than the optimum fair diversity then the
algorithm may abort, but if the algorithm does not abort, it will return a fair diversity at
least γ/(3m − 1).
Algorithm and intuition. The approach of Fair-Flow (Algorithm 3) is to construct disjoint
sets of points C1 , C2 , . . . such that, if γ is at most the optimal fair diversity, it is possible to
find sets S1 , . . . , Sm of sizes k1 , . . . , km such that each Ci contains at most one point from
S1 ∪ . . . ∪ Sm . If we can construct C1 , C2 , . . . such that for any x ∈ Ci and y ∈ Cj , then
d(x, y) ≥ d2 for some value d2 then we have div(S1 ∪ . . . ∪ Sm ) ≥ d2 . Furthermore, because
the sets C1 , C2 , . . . are disjoint it is possible to find sets S1 , . . . , Sm with the required property
via a reduction to network flow (noting that the optimal flow in a network with integer
capacities is always integral). See the algorithm for the precise reduction and see Figure 4
for an example.
The way we construct each C1 , C2 , . . . is to first run GMM on each color class i and use
this to identify at most k points Zi of color i such that div(Zi ) ≥ d1 for some value d1 to be
S
determined. We then partition i Zi into the disjoint groups C1 , C2 , . . . where the partition
S
satisfies the property that any two points x, y ∈ i Zi such that d(x, y) < d2 are in the same
group. Note that x, z will end up in the same group if there exists y such that d(x, y) < d2
and d(y, z) < d2 ; more generally two points can end up in the same group because of a chain
of points where each adjacent pair of points are close. However, in the analysis, we will show
that these chains cannot be too long and, for appropriately chosen d1 and d2 , any two points
in Cj are distance < d1 from each other. In the analysis, this will enable us to argue that if
γ is at most the optimal fair diversity, it is possible to find the required sets S1 , . . . , Sm .
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Algorithm 3 Fair-Flow: Fair Diversification for m ≥ 3.
U1 , . . . , Um : Universe of available elements
k1 , . . . , k m ∈ Z +
0
γ ∈ R: A guess of the optimum fair diversity
Output: ki points in Ui for i ∈ [m]
1: procedure Fair-Flow
2:
for i ∈ [m] do
P
3:
Yi ← GMM(Ui , ∅, i ki )
Input:

4:
5:
6:
7:

8:
9:
10:
11:

Zi ← maximal prefix of Yi such that all points
mγ
apart.
in Zi are ≥ d1 = 3m−1
Construct
undirected
graph
GZ with nodes
S
γ
.
Z = i Zi and edges (z1 , z2 ), if d(z1 , z2 ) < d2 = 3m−1
C1 , C2 , . . . Ct ← Connected components of GZ .
▷Construct flow graph
Construct directed graph G = (V, E) where
V = {a, u1 , . . . , um , v1 , . . . , vt , b}
E = {(a, ui ) with capacity ki : i ∈ [m]}
∪ {(vj , b) with capacity 1 : j ∈ [t]}
∪ {(ui , vj ) with capacity 1 : |Zi ∩ Cj | ≥ 1}
Compute max a-b P
flow.
if flow size < k =
k then return ∅
i i
else
∀(ui , vj ) with flow add a node in Cj with color i to S.
return S

▷Abort
▷max flow is k

Analysis of basic algorithm. We need a preliminary lemma that argues that all the points
in the same connected component are close together.
▶ Lemma 3. For all connected components Cj , ∀x, y ∈ Cj : d(x, y) < (m − 1)d2 and Cj
does not contain any two points of the same color.
Proof. Consider two points x, y ∈ Cj and let the length of a shortest unweighted path Px,y
between x and y in the graph be ℓ. If ℓ ≤ m − 1 then d(x, y) < (m − 1)d2 as required. If
ℓ ≥ m then there exists two points on this path (including end points) that have the same
color and this will lead to a contradiction. Consider the subpath Px′ ,y′ ⊂ Px,y where x′ and
y ′ have the same color i and all internal nodes have distinct colors. Then the length of Px′ ,y′
is strictly less than md2 = mγ/(3m − 1) = d1 . But this contradicts d(x′ , y ′ ) ≥ d1 for all
points in Zi .
◀
The next theorem establishes that when the algorithm does not abort, the solution
returned has diversity at least γ/(3m − 1) and that it never aborts if the guess γ is at most
the optimum diversity.
▶ Theorem 4. Let ℓ∗fair be the optimum diversity. If γ ≤ ℓ∗fair then the algorithm returns
a set of points of the required colors that are each ≥ γ/(3m − 1) apart. If γ > ℓ∗fair then
the algorithm either aborts or returns a set of points of the required colors that are each
≥ d2 = γ/(3m − 1) apart.
Proof. Note that if the algorithm does not abort then all points are ≥ γ/(3m − 1) apart
since any two points in different connected components are ≥ γ/(3m − 1) apart.
Hence, it remains to argue that if γ ≤ ℓ∗fair then the algorithm does not abort. To argue
this, we will construct a flow of size k in the network instance. And to do this it suffices
to identify ki connected components including a point from Zi for each i, such that the
resulting set of k1 + k2 + . . . + km connected components are all distinct. To do this, we start
by defining a node ui to be critical if |Zi | < k and non-critical otherwise. Let Oi ⊂ Ui be the
set of ki points in the optimum solution. For x ∈ Ui , let f (x) be the closest point Zi to x. If
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Figure 4 The graph construction in Algorithm 3 (line 7) corresponding to m = 3, k1 = 2, k2 =
1, k3 = 1. Points of color 1 are contained in C1 and C2 . Points of color 2 are contained in C1 , C3 ,
and C4 . Points of color 3 are contained in C4 and C5 . Note there is an a-b flow of size k1 + k2 + k3
iff it is possible to pick at most one point from each Cj while still picking at most ki points of color
i for each i ∈ [m].

ui is critical, then note that d(x, f (x)) < d1 . Note that for all points x, y ∈ ∪i:critical f (Oi ),
d(x, y) > ℓ∗fair − 2d1 ≥ γ − 2γm/(3m − 1) = (m − 1)d2 and hence, by Lemma 3, this implies
S
that all points in i:critical f (Oi ) are in different connected components.
We then consider each non-critical node ui in turn. Since ui was non-critical and each
connected component has at most one point in each Zi , there are k connected components
that include a point in Zi . At most k − ki need to be used to pick points of other classes
and hence at least k − (k − ki ) = ki remain.
◀
Final algorithm. Our final algorithm is based on binary searching for a “good” guess γ
for the optimum diversity ℓ∗fair where each guess can be evaluated using the basic algorithm
above. The goal is to find a guess that is close to ℓ∗fair or larger such that the algorithm does
not abort. There are two natural ways to do this; which is best depends on parameters of
the data set.
Binary-searching over continuous range: For the first approach, note that ℓ∗fair ∈ [dmin , dmax ]
where dmin = minx,y∈U :x̸=y d(x, y), and dmax = maxx,y∈U :x̸=y d(x, y). Hence, there exists a
guess γ = (1 + ϵ)i dmin for some i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , ⌈log1+ϵ R⌉} where R := dmax /dmin such that
ℓ∗fair /(1 + ϵ) ≤ γ ≤ ℓ∗fair . Note that for this guess, the algorithm returns a (3m − 1)(1 + ϵ)
approximation. We can find this guess (or an even better guess, i.e., a γ > ℓ∗fair for which the
algorithm does not abort) via a binary search over the 1 + ⌈log1+ϵ R⌉ possible guesses. The
number of trials required is O(log(1 + ⌈log1+ϵ R⌉) = O(log(ϵ−1 ) + log log R).
Binary-searching over discrete set: For the second approach we note that after the algorithm’s
initial step
 (which did not depend on the guess γ) there are only km points and hence at
most km
distinct distances between remaining points. Hence, it suffices to only consider
2
guesses γ such that d1 or d2 corresponds to one of these O(k 2 m2 ) values. We can sort these
values in O(k 2 m2 log km) time and then binary search over this range to find a good guess
using O(log km) trials.
Final diversification result. Our main theorem of this section follows by combining the
binary search over a discrete set approach with the basic algorithm.
1
▶ Theorem 5. There is a 3m−1
-approximation algorithm for the fair diversity problem that
2 2
runs in time O(kn + k m log(km)).

Proof. The time to construct Y1 , . . . , Ym is O(kn). We then need to sort the O(k 2 m2 )
distances amongst these points. This takes O(k 2 m2 log(km)) time. The time to construct
and solve the flow instance is O(k 2 m2 ) since the flow instance has O(km) nodes and O(km)
edges [40, 41]. Note that the binary search requires us to construct and solve O(log(km))
flow instances. Hence the total running time is as claimed.
◀
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Algorithm 4 Fair-GMM: Fair Diversification for small k.
U1 , . . . , Um : Universe of available elements
k1 , . . . , k m ∈ Z +
0
Output: ki points in Ui for i ∈ [m]
1: procedure Fair-GMM
P
2:
for i ∈ [m] do Yi ← GMM(Ui , ∅, i ki )
Input:

3:

By exhaustive search, find the sets Si ⊆ Yi for i ∈ [m] such that |Si | = ki and div(S1 ∪. . .∪Sm )
is maximized.

If we used the binary search over a continuous range approach, the running time would by
1
O(kn + k 2 m2 (log ϵ−1 + log log dmax /dmin )) and the approximation ratio would be (3m−1)(1+ϵ)
.

3.3

Fair-and-Diverse Selection: Small k, m

In this section, we present a simple algorithm that has the advantage of achieving a better
approximation ratio than the algorithm in the previous section. The downside of the algorithm
is that the running time is exponential in k, specifically, O(kn + k 2 (em)k ). However, when
m = O(1) and k = o(log n) the dominating term in the running time is O(kn), as in the case
of the algorithms from the previous sections.
Algorithm and intuition. The basic approach of Fair-GMM (Algorithm 4) is to first select
k points (or less if there are fewer than k points of a particular color) of each color via the
S
GMM algorithm. The resulting subset i Yi has at most km points and this is significantly
smaller than the original set of points assuming k and m are much smaller than n. Hence, it
is feasible to solve the problem via exhaustive search on the subset of points. In the analysis,
we will be able to show that the optimal fair diversity amongst the subset of points is at
S
least 1/5 of the optimal fair diversity amongst i Ui .
Analysis. To prove the approximate factor we need to show that the optimal solution
amongst the subset of points selected in step one has diversity that is not significantly smaller
than the optimal diversity of the original set of points. To show this the basic idea is that for
each i, the set Yi will contain at least one point near every color i point in the optimal solution
or will contain k points such that even if we remove any set of k − ki points to make space for
points of other colors, the remaining set of ki points of color i still has sufficiently high diversity.
▶ Theorem 6. Algorithm 4 returns a 15 -approximation and the running time is O(kn +
k 2 (em)k ). Note that this is O(kn) when k = o(log n) and m = O(1).
Proof. For the running time, note that Step 1 can be implemented in O(kn) time. For Step
2, note that there areat most km points in Y1 , Y2 , . . . Ym so a brute force algorithm needs to
consider at most km
≤ (em)k sets of points and computing the min distance for each takes
k
O(k 2 ) time. Note that this is o(n) assuming k = o(log n) and m is constant.
For the approximation ratio, it suffices to argue that if ℓ∗fair is the optimum value then
there exists a set of points amongst Y1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ym with the required colors that are ℓ∗fair /5
apart. Let Zi be the maximal prefix of Yi such that all points at points are ≥ 2ℓ∗fair /5 apart.
For each x ∈ Ui , let f (x) be the closest point in Zi . Call i critical if |Zi | < k. Note that if i
is critical, then d(x, f (x)) < 2ℓ∗fair /5. Let Oi be the optimal set of color i points and consider
the subsets S1 , S2 , . . . Sm of points in Z1 , Z2 , . . . Zm defined as follows:
For all i that are critical, let Si = f (Oi ) and let D = ∪i:critical Si . Note that div(D) >
ℓ∗fair − 4ℓ∗fair /5 = ℓ∗fair /5.
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Figure 5 An example with m = 2 overlapping classes, with |U1 | = 3 and |U2 | = 4, where
(a) the fairness constraints can be satisfied with fewer than k elements and (b) a class has to be
overrepresented to satisfy the fairness constraints for all classes. Suppose we have to pick two white
and one black element (k = 3). A feasible solution consists of two bi-colored elements, thus fewer
than k, in which the black class is represented by two and not just one element.

For each j that is not critical: Remove all points in Zj that are distance < ℓ∗fair /5 from a
point in D. Note that at most one point in Zj is < ℓ∗fair /5 from each point in D because
points in Zj are ≥ 2ℓ∗fair /5 apart. Hence, at most |D| points are removed from Zj .
Process the non-critical j in arbitrary order: Pick kj points Sj arbitrarily from Zj .
Remove all points from Z that are distance < ℓ∗fair /5 from a point in Sj . This removes
at most kj points from each Zi . Note that when we process j there are at least k −
P
( i:Si defined so far ki ) ≥ k − (k − kj ) = kj points in Zj .
S
Note div( i Si ) ≥ ℓ∗fair /5 and this implies the claimed approximation factor.
◀

4

Generalizing to Overlapping Groups

In this section, we show how we can extend our algorithmic framework to allow the elements
in the universe U to belong to multiple classes, e.g., an individual may belong to multiple
demographic groups such as multiple races, or combinations of race, gender, and other
sensitive demographics. First, we formally define the problem and show how our Fair-Swap
and Fair-Flow algorithms can be adapted to support this generalized setting.
We assume a universe of elements U comprising of m possibly overlapping classes
U1 , U2 , . . . , Um , a pseudometric distance function d : U × U → R+
0 and a set of fairness
constraints ⟨k1 , . . . , km ⟩ where each ki is a non-negative integer with ki ≤ |Ui |. Our goal is
to identify a set S ⊆ U to satisfy the fairness constraints such that the minimum distance of
any two items in S is maximized.
It will be convenient
to introduce
some additional notation. For any L ⊂ [m], define


T
S
XL =
i∈L Ui ∩
j̸∈L Uj . That is, XL consists of all elements exactly in the classes of
L and no others. Note that if we select an element in XL it contributes to helping satisfy |L|
of the fairness constraints. Hence, it may be possible to satisfy all the constraints by picking
fewer than k1 + . . . + km elements. Further, a feasible solution may require more than ki
elements for class i (example in Figure 5). Formally, we define the problem as follows:
Fair+ Max-Min : maximize
S⊆U

min d(u, v)

u,v∈S
u̸=v

subject to |S ∩ Ui | ≥ ki , ∀i ∈ [m]

4.1

Fair-and-Diverse Selection (Overlaps): m = 2

In the binary setting, the input is a set of points U that comprises of m = 2 overlapping
classes; U1 = X{1} ∪ X{1,2} and U2 = X{2} ∪ X{1,2} . We design a swap-based algorithm, with
1/4-approximation guarantee, which uses the idea of binary searching over a discrete set of
guesses for the optimum fair diversity, denoted as ℓ∗fair .
Algorithm and intuition. The Fair+ -Swap algorithm (Algorithm 5) takes as input a guess
γ for the optimum fair diversity. We show that if γ ≤ ℓ∗fair , we can always find enough points
to construct a fair set S = S{1} ∪ S{2} ∪ S{1,2} with div(S) ≥ γ/4 (where SL = S ∩ XL ).
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The algorithm first finds as many points as possible in X{1,2} and are at least γ4 apart
from each other. Let S{1,2} be the resulting set, with a total of t points. Note that to satisfy
the fairness constraints, we need to add ki − t points for each class i in {1, 2}. The algorithm
proceeds to remove all points in U that are closer than γ4 from any point in S{1,2} . It is
easy to see that all remaining points, S + , can only belong to one class, i.e., S + ∩ X{1,2} = ∅
(because all points that did not make it to S{1,2} have to be closer than γ4 from some point in
S{1,2} ). Since S + does not have overlapping classes, we can execute Fair-Swap (Algorithm 2)
on it to select a set with ki − t points for each class i in {1, 2}. In our analysis, we show that
S + contains at least k1 − t and k2 − t points from X{1} and X{2} that are ≥ γ apart from
each other. Thus, the Fair+ -Swap algorithm will produce a set of points that are at least
γ/4 apart from each other.
▶ Theorem 7. Fair+ -Swap (Algorithm 5) is a polynomial-time algorithm with 1/4approximation guarantee for the fair diversification problem with m = 2 overlapping classes.
We provide the pseudocode for the Fair+ -Swap algorithm (described above) and the
proof for Theorem 7 in Appendix A.

4.2

Fair-and-Diverse Selection (Overlaps): m ≥ 3

The algorithm in this section is an extension of Fair-Flow (Algorithm 3); the previous
algorithm did not apply in the case when classes could overlap whereas the new algorithm will.

m
Throughout this section, it will be convenient to use the following notation: M := ⌊m/2⌋
.
The approximation factor for the algorithm designed in this section will be 3M − 1 in contrast
to the 3m − 1 approximation for the non-overlapping case. Note that for m = 2, 3, 4, 5 we
have M = 2, 3, 6, 10, i.e., when the number of classes is small, M is still relatively small.
There are two main steps that need to be changed in the overlapping case: 1) defining a
subset Z of the elements that will be considered and 2) determining how many points to use
that appear in multiple classes. We discuss each in turn.
Defining Z. Recall that the first main part of Fair-Flow (Algorithm 3) was to select a
subset of points of each color such that all points in each subset was a certain distance apart.
When there are overlapping classes, we need to revisit how this is done. Motivated by the fact
that an element in XL′ contributes to at least as many fairness constraints as an element in
XL if L ⊂ L′ , when we select a subset of points in Ui we want to prioritize points that are also
in other classes. For example, for m = 3 we have: (1) U1 = X{1} ∪ X{1,2} ∪ X{1,3} ∪ X{1,2,3} ,
(2) U2 = X{2} ∪ X{1,2} ∪ X{2,3} ∪ X{1,2,3} , and (3) U3 = X{3} ∪ X{1,3} ∪ X{2,3} ∪ X{1,2,3} .
Consistent with “prioritizing points” in multiple classes, we construct subsets of U1 , U2 , U3
by first constructing a maximal subset Z{1,2,3} ⊂ X{1,2,3} such that the pairwise distance of
all points is at least d1 . We then define a maximal subset Z{1,3} ⊂ X{1,3} such that every
point is at least d1 from each other point in Z{1,3} and from points in Z{1,2,3} . We construct
Z{1,2} and Z{2,3} similarly. Finally Z{1} is a maximal subset of X{1} such that every point
is at least d1 from each other point in Z{1} and from every point in Z{1,2} ∪ Z{1,3} ∪ Z{1,2,3} .
Lines 3–5 in Algorithm 6 (given in the Appendix) generalize this process to arbitrary m.
Note that we ensure the property that all points in ZL are at least d1 far from each
S
other and from any point in L′ :L⊂L′ ZL′ but the subset of elements picked from U1 , i.e.,
Z{1} ∪ Z{1,2} ∪ Z{1,3} ∪ Z{1,2,3} ⊂ U1 , no longer satisfies the condition that they are all at least
d1 far from one another. In particular, there may exist points x ∈ ZL and y ∈ ZL′ such that
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d(x, y) < d1 if neither L or L′ is a subset of the other.3 A natural question, and an issue that
will arise in our analysis is how many sets can there be such that no set is a subset of another.
Fortunately, the following classic result in extremal combinatorics resolves this question.
▶ Lemma 8 (Sperner’s Lemma). A collection of sets is called an anti-chain if none of the
sets is a subset of another
 set. If all sets are subsets of [m] then the maximum size of such a
m
collection is M = ⌊m/2⌋
.
Next, recall that Fair-Flow (Algorithm 3) then constructs a graph GZ where the nodes
are the selected points and there are edges between points if their distance is < d2 . The new
Mγ
γ
algorithm proceeds similarly but with new parameters: d1 ← 3M
−1 , and d2 ← 3M −1 . With
this setting of the parameters and appealing to Lemma 8 we prove an upper bound on the
distance between any two points in the same connected components (proof in Appendix A):
▶ Lemma 9. For all connected components Cj , ∀x, y ∈ Cj : d(x, y) < (M − 1) d2 , and Cj
does not contain any two points a, b such that a ∈ XL and b ∈ XL′ where L ⊂ L′ .
Guessing how much to exploit points in multiple classes. So far we have (1) discussed how
to select the subset Z of input points and (2) partitioned Z such that we have some upper
bound on the distance between any two points in the same partition. In the non-overlapping
case, we could then argue it suffices to pick at most one point in each partition and adding
this point to the output set S would increment |S ∩ Ui | for exactly one value i ∈ [m]. In the
overlapping case, however, we may need to pick a point in a partition that is in multiple
classes and would increment |S ∩ Ui | for multiple values of i.
To get the reduction to network flow to generalize to the non-overlapping case we need to
guess values cL for every non-empty set L ⊂ [m] and require that we find at least cL points
P
in ∩i∈L Ui such that the L⊆[m] cL points returned are distinct. The fact the points need to
be distinct allows the reduction to go through. Note that to satisfy the fairness requirements
P
we need that L:i∈L cL ≥ ki for each i.
▶ Example 10. Suppose we require k1 = 2 points from U1 and k2 = 2 points from U2 . Then
the guess c{1} = 2 and c{2} = 2 would correspond to picking at least four distinct points,
at least two from U1 and at least two from U2 . In contrast, the guess c{1} = c{2} = 1, and
c{1,2} = 1 would correspond to picking at least three distinct points where at least one comes
from each of sets U1 , U2 , U1 ∩ U2 respectively.
m

There are at most k 2 −1−m possible guesses4 to try for the values and at least one is
feasible since the optimal solution corresponds to some set of guesses. With a feasible set of
guesses, we then essentially treat all sets L ⊆ [m] as colors although when we need to pick
cL points of color L, it will suffice to pick points with color L′ if L is a subset of L′ .
The next theorem establishes that when the algorithm does not abort, the solution
returned has diversity at least γ/(3M − 1) and that it never aborts if the guess γ is at most
the optimum diversity.

3

4

This is a generalization of the case when there was no-overlap. In that case there could exist x ∈ Zi
and y ∈ Zj such that d(x, y) < d1 .
m
Recall that we typically consider m to be a small constant. A bound of k2 −1 is immediate because
m
there at most 2 − 1 quantities. A slightly tighter bound follows by noting that cL for all singleton sets
L is implied once the other values are chosen.
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▶ Theorem 11. Let ℓ∗fair be the optimum diversity. If γ ≤ ℓ∗fair then the algorithm returns
a set of points of the required colors that are each ≥ γ/(3M − 1) apart. If γ > ℓ∗fair then
the algorithm either aborts or returns a set of points of the required colors that are each
≥ d2 = γ/(3M − 1) apart.
We provide the proof of Theorem 11 in Appendix A. The rest of the algorithm and
analysis follows similarly as Algorithm 3, where we binary search for γ in either a continuous
m
or discrete space. The running time is increased by a factor of k 2 −m−1 because of the need
to guess the values {cL }L⊂[m] ; thus Fair+ -Flow is a polynomial-time algorithm with a
1
-approximation guarantee.
m
3(⌊m/2⌋
)−1

5

Related Work

Diversity is an important principle in data selection and summarization, facility location,
recommendation systems and web search. The diversity models that have been proposed in
the literature can be organized into three main categories, (1) the distance-based models
where the goal is to minimize the similarity of the elements within a set, (2) the coveragebased models where there exists a predetermined number of categories and the aim is to
maximize the coverage of these categories [4, 38] and (3) the novelty-based models that are
defined so as to minimize the redundancy of the elements shown to the user [10]. For further
information, we refer the reader to the related surveys [23, 24].
Max-Min and Max-Sum diversification are two of the most well studied distance-based
models [16, 28, 30, 43], and there exist efficient algorithms with strong approximation
guarantees for the unconstrained version of the problems in the offline setting (discussed
in Sections 1 and 2). The problem of diversity maximization has also been studied in the
streaming and distributed settings, where (composable) core-sets were shown to be a useful
theoretical tool [3, 12, 32], and more recently in the sliding window setting [7]. A separate
line of work focuses on designing efficient indexing schemes for result diversification [2, 22, 47];
this direction is orthogonal to our work, and it is not clear how to extend existing indexing
schemes for fair Max-Min diversification.
There is relatively little prior work on constrained diversification. The closest to our
work is fair Max-Sum diversification (discussed in Section 1) and fair k-center clustering
(discussed in Section 1 and Appendix C). To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
to augment the traditional Max-Min objective with fairness constraints.
Prior work has also combined fairness with the determinant measure of diversity [13].
That work models fairness constraints the same way as we do, but their algorithmic framework
is entirely different. There, data is represented as vectors, and at each iteration the algorithm
identifies the item that is most orthogonal to the current vector, which gets updated with
the new item’s projection. The limitation of this method is that it can only work in highdimensional data (e.g., it would not work at all on one-dimensional data). Other work on
diverse set selection focused on satisfying fairness constraints while optimizing an additive
utility [45]. These methods do not apply to our setting as Max-Min is not additive. Prior
work has also examined the satisfaction of fairness constraints or preferences in specialized
settings, such as rankings [14, 48, 49]. Work in this domain focuses on specifying and
measuring fairness and augmenting ranking algorithms with fairness considerations. Related
work on diverse top-k results focuses on returning search results by a combined measure of
relevance and dissimilarity to results already produced [5, 42].
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Our fairness constraints are based on the definitions of group fairness and statistical
parity [25]. We do not pick a particular definition of fairness, and do not place particular
restrictions on the values and distribution of ⟨k1 , . . . , km ⟩. This model can express equal
and proportional representation, as well as any other distribution. There are other, nonparity-based definitions of fairness that fall outside our framework. For example, individual
or causal fairness [27] examine differences in treatment of individuals from different groups
who are otherwise very similar, but these are not the focus of this work.

6

Summary and Future Directions

In this paper, we focused on the problem of diverse data selection under fairness constraints.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to introduce fairness constraints to
Max-Min diversification. We studied both cases of disjoint and overlapping groups and
proposed novel polynomial algorithms with strong approximation guarantees. For the case
of disjoint groups, our algorithms have linear running time with respect to the size of the
data. Overall, our work augments in significant ways the existing literature of traditional
problems that have been studied under group fairness constraints. We discuss here some
possible directions that extend our work through the exploration of problem variants, or
intuitions towards improvement of the known algorithms and bounds.
Improved bounds. An interesting open question is whether an 12 approximation for Fair
Max-Min is possible, as is the case for Max-Min and fair Max-Sum diversification. In
Appendix B, we discuss the correspondence between fairness constraints and partition
matroids. It is possible that results relevant to matroids can be exploited to improve the
algorithms and bounds for the Fair Max-Min problem.
Extending the swap algorithm to the general case. Our Fair-Swap algorithm provides
a better bound compared to our Fair-Flow algorithm for the case of m = 2 ( 14 and 15
respectively). This indicates the possibility that the swap algorithm, if extended to the
general case, could perhaps result in a better bound than Fair-Flow.
Problem variants. Our algorithms aim to approximate the diversity score of the optimal
solution to Fair Max-Min, while guaranteeing the satisfaction of the fairness constraints. A
possible problem variant could explore the relaxation of the fairness constraints, and seek to
minimize their violation while guaranteeing a diversity score at least as good as the solution
to unconstrained Max-Min diversification. Another interesting future direction is to study
the fair variant of other diversity objectives proposed in the literature [16, 32], for which
there are currently no known results.
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Appendix
A

Additional Algorithms and Proofs

In this section, we prove the hardness and approximation bound results for Fair Max-Min,
which are formally stated in Corollary 1. Further, we provide proofs for the theoretical results
described in Section 4. We also provide the pseudocode for the Fair+ -Swap algorithm
(Algorithm 5), described in Section 4.1, and the pseudocode for the Fair+ -Flow algorithm
(Algorithm 6), described in Section 4.2.
Proof of Corollary 1. First, we show that Fair Max-Min is an NP-complete problem. The
problem is clearly in NP: If we are given a solution S, we can verify that it satisfies the
fairness constraints and compute its diversity score in polynomial time. The unconstrained
version of Max-Min diversification is NP-complete [43, 46], and it is a special case of our
problem for m = 1. Since any instance of Max-Min diversification can be reduced to an
instance of Fair Max-Min with m = 1, then Fair Max-Min is also NP-complete.
Subsequently, we show that Fair Max-Min cannot be approximated with an approximation factor better than 12 . Suppose that there exists a polynomial algorithm that approximates
the diversity score of the optimal solution to Fair Max-Min by a factor of α > 12 . Then,
this algorithm could also solve the unconstrained Max-Min diversification problem with
approximation factor α. However, Ravi et al. [43] have shown that unconstrained Max-Min
diversification cannot be approximated within a factor better than 12 , through a reduction
from the clique problem. Therefore, it is not possible for such an algorithm to exist.
◀
Proof of Theorem 7. Let O = O{1} ∪ O{2} ∪ O{1,2} be the optimal set that maximizes
diversity and satisfies the fairness constraints. Let ℓ∗fair = div(O), which implies that
d(o1 , o2 ) ≥ ℓ∗fair for any pair of optimal elements o1 , o2 ∈ O. We will show that for any guess
γ ≤ ℓ∗fair , Algorithm 5 returns a set S = S{1} ∪ S{2} ∪ S{1,2} with div(S) ≥ γ/4.
First, note that by the definition of S{1,2} set, it holds that div(S{1,2} ) ≥ γ/4. Next,
notice that the S − set in line 3 of Algorithm 5 consists of all the points in X{1,2} , and all
single-colored points < γ/4 apart from some point in S{1,2} . As a result, we know that:
(1) all the points remaining in S + = U \ S − are greater or equal than γ/4 apart from all the
points in S{1,2} , and (2) S + only contains single-colored points (if there were any bi-colored
elements ≥ γ/4 apart from the points in S{1,2} , they would have been added to S{1,2} ).
+
+
+
⊆ X{i} for i ∈ {1, 2} and t = |S{1,2} |. We
We further express S + = S{1}
∪ S{2}
with S{i}
∗
+
argue that for any guess γ ≤ ℓfair , S contains at least ki − t elements for i ∈ {1, 2} that
are ≥ γ apart. Thus, Fair-Swap will be able to find a set of points to satisfy the fairness
constraints that are at least γ/4 apart.
−
−
Define c−
{1} , c{2} , c{1,2} to be the number of optimal points in O{1} , O{2} and O{1,2}
−
−
present in S − and notice that c−
{1} + c{2} + c{1,2} ≤ t. This holds because at most one optimal
point can be < γ/4 from a point in S{1,2} . Suppose that there exist a pair of optimal points
o1 , o2 ∈ O, and a point x ∈ S{1,2} such that d(o1 , x) < γ/4 and d(o2 , x) < γ/4. Then we
derive a contradiction by applying the triangle inequality as: d(o1 , o2 ) ≤ d(o1 , x) + d(x, o2 ) <
−
γ/2 < ℓ∗fair /2. Consequently, it now follows that S + contains at least k1 −c−
{1} −c{1,2} ≥ k1 −t
−
−
optimal points of O{1} , and k2 − c{2} − c{1,2} ≥ k2 − t of O{2} , which by definition of O are
greater or equal than γ apart.
+
+
So Fair-Swap will be able to find a set S{1} ⊆ S{1}
and S{2} ⊆ S{2}
with the required
number of elements such that div(S{1} ∪ S{2} ) ≥ γ/4. Thus, we get that div(S) ≥ γ/4. If
we perform a binary search over all the pairwise distances of the points in U , we will find a
guess γ = ℓ∗fair , which implies the claimed approximation factor for Fair+ -Swap.
◀
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Algorithm 5 Fair+ -Swap: Overlapping classes for m = 2.
U1 , U2 : Universe of available elements
γ ∈ R: A guess on the optimum fair diversity
k1 , k 2 ∈ Z +
0
Output: at least ki points in Ui for i ∈ {1, 2}
procedure Fair+ -Swap
S{1,2} ← maximal subset of X{1,2} with all points ≥ γ/4 apart
S − ← all the points in U that < γ/4 apart from a point in S{1,2}
+
+
S+ ← U \ S−
▷S + = S{1}
∪ S{2}
⊆ X{1} ∪ X{2}
▷Select the missing points to satisfy the constraints:
Set t = |S{1,2} |
if |S + ∩ Ui | ≥ ki − t for i ∈ {1, 2} then
S{1} ∪ S{2} ←Fair-Swap(S + , k1 − t, k2 − t)
S ← S{1} ∪ S{2} ∪ S{1,2}
else
S←∅
▷Abort
return S
Input:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Proof of Lemma 9. Consider two points x, y ∈ Cj and let the length of a shortest unweighted
path Px,y between x and y in the graph be ℓ. If ℓ ≤ M − 1 then d(x, y) < (M − 1)d2 as
required. If ℓ ≥ M then by Lemma 8, there must exist two points on this path (including
end points) in XL and XL′ such that L and L′ are comparable, i.e., L is a subset of L′
or vice versa and this will lead to a contradiction. Consider the subpath Px′ ,y′ ⊂ Px,y
such that x′ ∈ XL and y ′ ∈ XL′ for some comparable L and L′ . If the internal nodes are
x1 , x2 , . . . and these belong to sets XL1 , XL2 , . . . then by definition of x′ and y ′ , the collection
of sets {L1 , L2 , . . . , L′ } is an anti-chain and hence the size of this collection is at most M by
Lemma 8. Hence, the length of the path between x′ and y ′ is also at most M and therefore
d(x′ , y ′ ) < M d2 = d1 . But this contradicts d(x′ , y ′ ) ≥ d1 because x′ ∈ XL and y ′ ∈ XL′
where L and L′ are comparable.
◀
Proof of Theorem 11. Note that if the algorithm does not abort then all points are ≥
γ/(3M − 1) apart since any two points in different connected components are ≥ γ/(3M − 1)
apart. Hence, it remains to argue that if γ ≤ ℓ∗fair then the algorithm does not abort.
P
To argue this, we will show it is possible to construct a flow of size
cL . And to do this
it suffices to, for each L ⊂ [m], identify cL different connected components that each include
S
a point from ∩i∈L Ui . Let O = L⊂[m] OL be an optimal solution where OL = O ∩ XL and
let cL = |OL |. We will henceforth consider the iteration of the algorithm which guessed this
set of {cL }L⊂[m] values.
For every point x ∈ O, let f (x) be the closest point in Z where for all i, x ∈ Ui ⇒ f (x) ∈ Ui .
Note that this requirement ensures that if x is replaced by f (x) then all the fairness
constraints are still satisfied. By construction of Z, d(x, f (x)) < d1 . Hence, for any x, y ∈ O,
d(x, y) > ℓ∗fair − 2d1 ≥ γ − 2γM/(3M − 1) = (M − 1)d2 , and hence, by Lemma 9, this implies
that all points in f (O) are in different connected components. This implies that there exist
connected components with the necessary requirements.
◀

B

Fairness as a Partition Matroid

While the focus of our work is on fairness constraints in particular, our results apply in
general to any type of constraints that can be expressed in terms of a partition matroid. We
provide a brief overview of the matroid definition and show that fairness constraints can be
expressed as a partition matroid.
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Algorithm 6 Fair+ -Flow: Overlapping classes for m ≥ 3.
U1 , . . . , Um : Universe of available elements

Input:

cL ∈ Z+ for all L ⊂ [m]: A guess of the flow distribution
γ ∈ R: A guess of the optimum fair diversity

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

k1 , . . . , k m ∈ Z +
0
Output: at least ki points in Ui for i ∈ [m]
procedure Fair+ -Flow
Mγ
and d2 ← 3Mγ−1
Define d1 ← 3M
−1
Z[m] ← maximal subset of X[m] with all points ≥ d1 apart
for t = m − 1, m − 2, . . . , 1 do
for all sets of L of size t do
ZL ← maximal subset of XL s.t. each point in ZL is ≥ d1 from every other point in

[

ZL ∪

ZL′

L′ ∈[m]:|L′ |≥t+1,L⊂L′

S

GZ ← undirected graph with nodes Z = L⊂[m] ZL and edges (z1 , z2 ) if d(z1 , z2 ) < d2
C1 , C2 , . . . Ct ← Connected components of GZ
▷Construct flow graph
9:
Construct directed graph G = (V, E) where

7:
8:

V

=

{a, v1 , . . . , vt , b} ∪

[

{uL }

L⊂[m]:|L|>0

E

=

{(a, uL ) with capacity cL : non-empty L ⊂ [m]}
∪ {(vj , b) with capacity 1 : j ∈ [t]}

10:
11:
12:
13:

∪ {(uL , vj ) with capacity 1 : |ZL ∩ Cj | ≥ 1}
Compute maxP
a-b flow.
if flow size < L⊂[m] cL then return ∅
else
∀(uL , vj ) with flow add a node in Cj ∈ (∩i∈L Ui ) to S
return S

▷Abort

▶ Definition 12. A matroid M is a pair (E, I) where E is a ground set and I is a collection
of subsets of E (called independent sets). All the independent sets in I satisfy the following
properties:
If A ∈ I, then for every subset B ⊆ A, B ∈ I. (Hereditary property)
If A, B ∈ I with |A| > |B|, then ∃e ∈ A \ B such that B ∪ {e} ∈ I. (Exchange property)
A maximal independent set in I (also called a basis for a matroid) is a set for which there
is no element outside of the set that can be added so that the set still remains independent.
All maximal independent sets of a matroid have equal cardinality which is also called the
rank of the matroid, rank(M).
▶ Definition 13. A matroid M = (E, I) is a partition matroid if E can be decomposed into
m disjoint sets E1 , E2 , ..., Em and I is defined as I = {S ⊆ E : |S ∩ Ei | ≤ ki ∀ i ∈ [m]}.
Note that a maximal independent set (or a basis) for a partition matroid is an independent
set that satisfies all the cardinality constraints with equality. For further information on
matroids, we refer the interested reader to [44]. Based on the definitions above, in Fair
Sm
Max-Min the ground set is the universe of elements U = i=1 Ui . Then Fair Max-Min can
be expressed as searching for the maximal independent set of the partition matroid defined
over U that maximizes the Max-Min diversity function.
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Results on fair k-center clustering

In this paper, our primary focus has been on fair diversification based on the Max-Min
objective. However, as we discussed in Section 1, fair k-center clustering is a closely-related
problem. In this section, we formally define k-center clustering, introduce its fair variant and
discuss the known approximation results. We then explore how algorithms and intuitions
from our work on fair Max-Min diversification can be adapted towards the fair k-center
clustering problem to achieve a constant factor 3-approximation.
The k-center and fair k-center clustering problems. The objective of k-center clustering
is to identify k cluster centers, such that the maximum distance of any point in the universe
of elements U from its closest cluster center is minimized. This maximum distance is referred
to as the clustering radius. More formally, given a distance metric d, k-center clustering
is expressed by the following minimization problem: minimize maxu∈U d(u, S), where
S⊆U ,|S|=k

d(u, S) = mins∈S d(u, s). Note that this objective does not preclude cluster centers from
being close to each other, and in fact an optimal solution to k-center clustering could be
arbitrarily bad for Max-Min diversification.
Algorithms and approximations. Just like Max-Min diversification, k-center clustering is
NP-complete. The greedy approximation algorithm proposed by Gonzalez [29] is essentially
equivalent to GMM (Algorithm 1) and provides a 2-approximation with linear running time.
Notably, there is recent work that augments the problem with fairness constraints [35]:
Given m non-overlapping classes in U = ∪m
i=1 Ui and non-negative integers ⟨k1 , . . . , km ⟩,
the goal is to derive a set of cluster centers S, such that |S ∩ Ui | = ki . The fair k-center
clustering problem can also be expressed by a partition matroid, for which Chen et al. [17]
provide a 3-approximation with a quadratic runtime. Kleindessner et al. [35] provide a
linear-time 5-approximation
algorithm for the case of two classes (m = 2), and a linear-time

m−1
3·2
− 1 -approximation for the general case, a result recently improved to 3(1 + ϵ) by
Chiplunkar et al. [20] and to 3-approximation by Jones et al. [33]. In Section C.1, we adapt
the flow algorithm for fair Max-Min diversification, and provide a linear-time 3-approximation
for fair k-center clustering. (noting that the three results were derived independently.)

C.1

Fair k-center clustering

We show how we can adapt our Fair-Flow algorithm (Algorithm 3) and design a constant
factor 3-approximation for fair k-center clustering with linear running time.
Basic algorithm. We start by presenting a basic algorithm that takes as input a guess γ
for the optimum fair clustering radius. If this guess is less than the optimum fair clustering
∗
radius rfair
then the algorithm may abort but otherwise it will return a fair clustering with
radius at most 3γ.
Algorithm and intuition. The basic idea behind Fair-Flow-Clust (Algorithm 7) is to
construct a set of points Y = {y1 , . . . , yt } where all distances between these points are > 2γ
apart and all points not in this set are ≤ 2γ from some point in Y ; this can be done via
the GMM algorithm (lines 2 and 7). The fact that each pair is > 2γ apart implies that any
k-center clustering, fair or otherwise, with covering radius ≤ γ has the property that at least
one center must be within a distance γ from each yi and that no center is within distance γ
of two points yi , yj since, by appealing to the triangle inequality, this would violate the fact
that d(yi , yj ) > 2γ.
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Algorithm 7 Fair-Flow-Clust: Fair k-Center Clustering.
U1 , . . . , Um : Universe of available elements
k1 , . . . , k m ∈ Z +
γ ∈ R: A guess of optimum fair clustering radius.
Output: ki points in Ui for each i ∈ [m]
procedure Fair-Flow-Clust
Y = {y1 , . . . , yk+1 } ← GMM(U , ∅, k + 1)
for j ∈ [k] do
Dj ← {argminx∈Ui d(x, yj ) : i ∈ [m]}

Input:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

if d(yk+1 , {y1 , . . . , yk }) > 2γ then return ∅
else
Y = {y1 , . . . , yt } with minimum t ≤ k such that
d(yt+1 , {y1 , . . . , yt }) ≤ 2γ

8:
9:

for j ∈ [t] do
Cj ← {x ∈ Dj : d(x, yj ) ≤ γ}

10:

▷Abort

▷Construct flow graph
Construct directed graph G = (V, E) where
V = {a, u1 , . . . , um , v1 , . . . , vt , b}
E

=

{(a, ui ) with capacity ki : i ∈ [m]}
∪ {(vj , b) with capacity 1 : j ∈ [t]}

11:
12:
13:
14:

∪ {(ui , vj ) with capacity 1 : |Zi ∩ Cj | ≥ 1}
Compute max a-b flow.
if flow size < t then return ∅
else
∀(ui , vj ) with flow add a node in Cj with color i to S
return S

▷Abort
▷max flow is t

The algorithm constructs a sets C1 , . . . , Ct such that we will be able to argue that if we
can pick a fair set of cluster centers from C1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ct such that exactly one point is picked in
∗
each Cj then we get a clustering with cluster radius 3γ. Furthermore, if γ ≥ rfair
, such a set
of centers can be proven to exist. We will then be able to find these centers via a reduction to
network flow. The network constructed is the same as in Algorithm 3 although the Cj sets in
that algorithm are constructed differently. The only difference is that because we need exactly
one point in each of C1 , C2 , . . . , Ct , we need to find a flow of size t rather than a flow of size
k. Note that if we are able to construct a flow of t ≤ k, we can arbitrarily add the cluster
centers missing from a class i ∈ [m] without affecting the clustering radius of the solution.
∗
▶ Theorem 14. If γ ≥ rfair
then the above algorithm returns a fair clustering with radius
∗
at most 3γ. If γ < rfair then either the algorithm aborts or it returns a fair clustering with
radius at most 3γ.

Proof. Note that if the algorithm does not abort, the algorithm identifies exactly one point
in each of the disjoint sets C1 , . . . , Ct such that at most ki points of color i are chosen for
each color i ∈ [m]. Since the algorithm did not abort at Step 3 we know that all points in U
are within distance 2γ of some point yi and hence at most distance 2γ + γ from the selected
point in Ci . Hence, we return a fair clustering with covering radius at most 3γ as required.
∗
It remains to show that if γ ≥ rfair
then the algorithm does not abort. The algorithm does
not abort at line 5 since this would imply there exist k + 1 points that are > 2γ from each
∗
other and this implies rfair
> γ. Define Ej = {x : d(x, yj ) ≤ γ} and note that the optimum
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solution must pick a point in each Ej since otherwise yj is not covered within distance γ.
Hence, we know it is possible to pick at most kj points of color j such that exactly one point
cj is picked in each Ej . Note that Ej has a point of color i iff Cj has a point of color i.
Hence, it is also possible to pick at most ki points of color i (for each i ∈ [m]) such that
exactly one point cj is picked in each Cj . Hence, there exists a flow of size t where (ui , vj )
has flow 1 iff cj has color i and all edges into b are saturated.
◀
Final algorithm. We now proceed as in the case of Fair-Flow (Section 3.2): we can either
binary search for the good γ over the continuous range [dmin , dmax ] or over the discrete
set of all distances between points in Y ∪ D1 ∪ D2 ∪ . . . ∪ Dm . In the first case, we need
O(log log1+ϵ dmax /dmin ) instantiations of the basic algorithm before we find a clustering with
approximation ratio 3(1 + ϵ). In the second case, we need to sort O(k 2 m2 ) distances and
then need O(log k) instantiations.
▶ Theorem 15. There is a 3-approximation for fair k-center clustering with running time
O(kn + m2 k 2 log k).
Proof. Note that Y and D1 , D2 , . . . , Dm can be computed in O(kn) time. The flow instance
has O(k) nodes and O(mk) edges. Hence, it can be solved in O(mk 2 ) time [40, 41]. The
total running time is therefore O(kn + m2 k 2 log k + mk 2 log k) as required.
◀
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1

Introduction

The efficient evaluation of join queries over static databases is a fundamental problem in
data management. There has been a long line of research on the design and analysis of
algorithms that minimize the total runtime of query execution in terms of the input and
output size [33, 21, 20]. However, in many data processing scenarios it is beneficial to split
query execution into two phases: the preprocessing phase, which computes a space-efficient
intermediate data structure, and the enumeration phase, which uses the data structure to
enumerate the query results as fast as possible, with the goal of minimizing the delay between
outputting two consecutive tuples in the result. This distinction is beneficial for several
reasons. For instance, in many scenarios, the user wants to see one (or a few) results of the
query as fast as possible: in this case, we want to minimize the time of the preprocessing
phase, such that we can output the first results quickly. On the other hand, a data processing
pipeline may require that the result of a query is accessed multiple times by a downstream
task: in this case, it is better to spend more time during the preprocessing phase, to guarantee
a faster enumeration with smaller delay.
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Previous work in the database literature has focused on finding the class of queries that
can be computed with O(|D|) preprocessing time (where D is the input database instance)
and constant delay during the enumeration phase. The main result in this line of work
shows that full (i.e., without projections) acyclic Conjunctive Queries (CQs) admit linear
preprocessing time and constant delay [3]. If the CQ is not full but its free variables satisfy
the free-connex property, the same preprocessing time and delay guarantees can still be
achieved. It is also known that for any (possibly non-full) acyclic CQ, it is possible to
achieve linear delay after linear preprocessing time [3]. Prior work that uses structural
decomposition methods [15] generalized these results to arbitrary CQs with free variables
and showed that the projected solutions can be enumerated with O(|D|fhw ) delay. Moreover,
a dichotomy about the classes of conjunctive queries with fixed arities where such answers
can be computed with polynomial delay (WPD) is also shown. When the CQ is full but not
acyclic, factorized databases uses O(|D|fhw ) preprocessing time to achieve constant delay,
where fhw is the fractional hypertree width [14] of the query. We should note here that we
can always compute and materialize the result of the query during preprocessing to achieve
constant delay enumeration but at the cost of using exponential amount of space in general.
The aforementioned prior work investigates specific points in the preprocessing time-delay
tradeoff space. While the story for full acyclic CQs is relatively complete, the same is not
true for general CQs, even for acyclic CQs with projections. For instance, consider the
simplest such query: Qtwo-path = πx,z (R(x, y)⋊
⋉S(y, z)), which joins two binary relations and
then projects out the join attribute. For this query, [3] ruled out a constant delay algorithm
with linear time preprocessing unless the boolean matrix multiplication exponent is ω = 2.
However, we can obtain O(|D|) delay with O(|D|) preprocessing time. We can also obtain
O(1) delay with O(|D|2 ) preprocessing by computing and storing the full result. It is worth
asking whether there are other interesting points in this tradeoff between preprocessing
time and delay. Towards this end, seminal work by Kara et al. [18] showed that for any
hierarchical CQ 1 (possibly with projections), there always exists a smooth tradeoff between
preprocessing time and delay. This is the first improvement over the results of Bagan et
al. [3] in over a decade for queries involving projections. Applied to the query Qtwo-path ,
the main result of of [18] shows that for any ϵ ∈ [0, 1], we can obtain O(|D|1−ϵ ) delay with
O(|D|1+ϵ ) preprocessing time.
In this paper, we continue the investigation of the tradeoff between preprocessing time
and delay for CQs with projections. We focus on two classes of CQs: star queries, which are
a popular subset of hierarchical queries, and a useful subset of non-hierarchical queries known
as path queries. We focus narrowly on these two classes for two reasons. First, star queries
are of immense practical interest given their connections to set intersection, set similarity
joins and applications to entity matching (we refer the reader to [9] for an overview). The
most common star query seen in practice is Qtwo-path . The same holds true for path queries,
which are fundamental in graph processing. Second, as we will see in this paper, even for the
simple class of star queries, the tradeoff landscape is complex and requires the development
of novel techniques. We also present a result on another subset of hierarchical CQs that we
call left-deep. Our key insight is to design enumeration algorithms that depend not only on
the input size |D|, but are also aware of other data-specific parameters such as the output
size. To give a flavor of our results, consider the query Qtwo-path , and denote by OUT⋉
⋊ the
output of the corresponding query without projections, R(x, y)⋊
⋉S(y, z). We can show the
following result.

1

Hierarchical CQs are a strict subset of acyclic CQs.
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Queries

Preprocessing

Delay

Source

Arbitrary acyclic CQ

O(|D|)

O(|D|)

[3]

Free-connex CQ (projections)

O(|D|)

O(1)

[3]

O(1)

[22]

Full CQ
Full CQ

O(|D|

fhw

O(|D|

subw

)
log |D|)

O(1)

[1]
1−ϵ

Hierarchical CQ (with projections)

O(|D|1+(w−1)ϵ )

O(|D| )
ϵ ∈ [0, 1]

Star query with k relations (with projections)

O(|D|)

|D|
O( |OUT
)
|1/(k−1)

k/(k−1)

[18]
this paper

⋊
⋉

ϵ

Path query with k relations (with projections)

O(|D|2−ϵ/(k−1) )

O(|D| ),
ϵ ∈ [0, 1)

this paper

Left-deep hierarchical CQ (with projections)

O(|D|)

O(|D|k /|OUT⋉
⋊|)

this paper

1−ϵ

Two path query (with projections)

O(|D|ω·ϵ )

O(|D| ),
2
, 1]
ϵ ∈ [ ω+1

this paper

Figure 1 Preprocessing time and delay guarantees for different queries. |OUT⋉
⋊| denotes the size of
join query under consideration but without any projections. subw denotes the submodular width of
the query. For each class of query, the total running time is O(min{|D|·|OUTπ |, |D|subw log |D|+|OUTπ |})
where |OUTπ | denotes the size of the query result. See the related work section for more discussion
on best running times for two path and star queries.

▶ Theorem 1. Given a database instance D, we can enumerate the output of Qtwo-path =
πx,z (R(x, y)⋊
⋉S(y, z)) with preprocessing time O(|D|) and delay O(|D|2 /|OUT⋉
⋊ |).
At this point, the reader may wonder about the improvement obtained from the above
result. [18] implies that with preprocessing time O(|D|), the delay guarantee in the worstcase is O(|D|). This raises the question whether the delay from Theorem 1 is truly an
algorithmic improvement rather than an improved analysis of [18]. We answer the question
positively. Specifically, we show that there exists a database instance where the delay obtained
from Theorem 1 is a polynomial improvement over the actual guarantee [18] and not just
the worst-case. When the preprocessing time is linear, the delay implied by our result is
2
dependent on the size of the full join. In the worst case where |OUT⋉
⋊ | = Θ(|D| ), we actually
obtain the best delay, which will be constant. Compare this to the result of [18], which would
require nearly O(|D|2 ) preprocessing time to achieve the same guarantee. On the other hand,
2
if |OUT⋉
⋊ | = Θ(|D|), we obtain only a linear delay guarantee of O(|D|) . The reader may
wonder how our result compares in general with the tradeoff in [18] in the worst-case; we will
show that we can always get at least as good of a tradeoff point as the one in [18]. Figure 1
summarizes the prior work and the results present in this paper.
Our Contribution. In this paper, we improve the state-of-the-art on the preprocessing
time-delay tradeoff for a subset of CQs with projections. We summarize our main technical
contributions below (highlighted in Figure 1):
1. Our main contribution consists of a novel algorithm (Theorem 7 in Section 4) that
achieves output-dependent delay guarantees for star queries after linear preprocessing

2

We do not need to consider the case where |OUT⋊
⋉ | ≤ |D|, since then we can simply materialize
the full result during the preprocessing time using constant delay enumeration for queries without
projections [23].
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time. Specifically, we show that for the query πx1 ,...,xk (R1 (x1 , y) ⋊
⋉ ··· ⋊
⋉ Rk (xk , y)) we
1/k−1
can achieve delay O(|D|k/(k−1) /|OUT⋉
) with linear preprocessing. Our key idea is
⋊|
to identify an appropriate degree threshold to split a relation into partitions of heavy and
light, which allows us to perform efficient enumeration. For star queries, our result implies
that there exists no smooth tradeoff between preprocessing time and delay guarantees as
stated in [18] for the class of hierarchical queries.
2. We introduce the novel idea of interleaving join query computation in the context of
enumeration algorithms which forms the foundation for our algorithms, and may be of
independent interest. Specifically, we show that it is possible to union the output of two
algorithms A and A′ with δ delay guarantee where A enumerates query results with δ
delay guarantees but A′ does not. This technique allows us to compute a subset of a
query on-the-fly when enumeration with good delay guarantees is impossible (Lemma 4
and Lemma 5) in Section 3.
3. We show how fast matrix multiplication can be used to obtain a tradeoff between
preprocessing time and delay that further improves upon the tradeoff in [18]. We also
present an algorithm for left-deep hierarchical queries with linear preprocessing time and
output-dependent delay guarantees (Section 5).
4. Finally, we present new results on preprocessing time-delay tradeoffs for a non-hierarchical
query with projections, for the class of path queries (Section 6). A path query has the
form πx1 ,xk+1 (R1 (x1 , x2 ) ⋊
⋉ ··· ⋊
⋉ Rk (xk , xk+1 )). Our results show that we can achieve
ϵ
delay O(|D| ) with preprocessing time O(|D|2−ϵ/(k−1) ) for any ϵ ∈ [0, 1).

2

Problem Setting

In this section, we present the basic notation and terminology.

2.1

Conjunctive Queries

In this paper, we will focus on the class of conjunctive queries (CQs), which we denote as
Q = πy (R1 (x1 ) ⋊
⋉ R2 (x2 ) ⋊
⋉ ... ⋊
⋉ Rn (xn ))
Here, the symbols y, x1 , . . . , xn are vectors that contain variables or constants. We say that
Q is full if there is no projection. We will typically use the symbols x, y, z, . . . to denote
variables, and a, b, c, . . . to denote constants. We use Q(D) to denote the result of the query
Q over input database D.
In this paper, we will focus on CQs that have no constants and no repeated variables in
the same atom (both cases can be handled within a linear time preprocessing step, so this
assumption is without any loss of generality). Such a query can be represented equivalently
as a hypergraph HQ = (VQ , EQ ), where VQ is the set of variables, and for each hyperedge
F ∈ EQ there exists a relation RF with variables F .
We will be particularly interested in two families of CQs that are fundamental in query
processing, star and path queries. The star query with k relations is expressed as:
Q∗k = R1 (x1 , y) ⋊
⋉ R2 (x2 , y) ⋊
⋉ ··· ⋊
⋉ Rk (xk , y)
where x1 , . . . , xk have disjoint sets of variables. The path query with k (binary) relations is
expressed as:
Pk = R1 (x1 , x2 ) ⋊
⋉ R2 (x2 , x3 ) ⋊
⋉ ··· ⋊
⋉ Rk (xk , xk+1 )
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In Q∗k , variables in each relation Ri are partitioned into two sets: variables xi that are
present only in Ri and a common set of join variables y present in every relation.
Hierarchical Queries. A CQ Q is hierarchical if for any two of its variables, either the sets
of atoms in which they occur are disjoint or one is contained in the other [29]. For example,
Q∗k is hierarchical for any k, while Pk is hierarchical only when k ≤ 2.
Join Size Bounds. Let H = (V, E) be a hypergraph, and S ⊆ V. A weight assignment
u = (uF )F ∈E is called a fractional edge cover of S if (i) for every F ∈ E, uF ≥ 0 and (ii) for
P
every x ∈ S, F :x∈F uF ≥ 1. The fractional edge cover number of S, denoted by ρ∗H (S) is
P
the minimum of F ∈E uF over all fractional edge covers of S. We write ρ∗ (H) = ρ∗H (V).
Tree Decompositions. Let H = (V, E) be a hypergraph of a CQ Q. A tree decomposition
of H is a tuple (T, (Bt )t∈V (T) ) where T is a tree, and every Bt is a subset of V, called the
bag of t, such that
1. each edge in E is contained in some bag; and
2. for each variable x ∈ V, the set of nodes {t | x ∈ Bt } form a connected subtree of T.
The fractional hypertree width of a decomposition is defined as maxt∈V (T) ρ∗ (Bt ), where
ρ (Bt ) is the minimum fractional edge cover of the vertices in Bt . The fractional hypertree
width of a query Q, denoted fhw(Q), is the minimum fractional hypertree width among all
tree decompositions of its hypergraph. We say that a query is acyclic if fhw(Q) = 1.
∗

Computational Model. To measure the running time of our algorithms, we will use the
uniform-cost RAM model [16], where data values as well as pointers to databases are
of constant size. Throughout the paper, all complexity results are with respect to data
complexity, where the query is assumed fixed.

2.2

Fast Matrix Multiplication

Let A be a U1 × U3 matrix and C be a U3 × U2 matrix over any field F . Ai,j is the shorthand
notation for entry of A located in row i and column j. The matrix product is given by
P U3
Ai,k Ck,j . Algorithms for fast matrix multiplication are of extreme theoretical
(AC)i,j = k=1
interest given its fundamental importance. We will frequently use the following folklore
lemma about rectangular matrix multiplication.
▶ Lemma 2. Let ω be the smallest constant such that an algorithm to multiply two n × n
matrices that runs in time O(nω ) is known. Let β = min{U, V, W }. Then fast matrix
multiplication of matrices of size U × V and V × W can be done in time O(U V W β ω−3 ).
Observe that in Lemma 2, matrix multiplication cost dominates the time required to
construct the input matrices (if they have not been constructed already) for all ω ≥ 2. Fixing
ω = 2, rectangular matrix multiplication can be done in time O(U V W/β). A long line of
research on fast square matrix multiplication has dropped the complexity to O(nω ), where
2 ≤ ω < 3. The current best known value is ω = 2.3729 [13], but it is believed that the
actual value is 2.
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2.3

Problem Statement

Given a Conjunctive Query Q and an input database D, we want to enumerate the tuples in
Q(D) in any order. We will study this problem in the enumeration framework similar to
that of [27], where an algorithm can be decomposed into two phases:
Preprocessing phase: it computes a data structure that takes space Sp in preprocessing
time Tp .
Enumeration phase: it outputs Q(D) with no repetitions. This phase has access to any
data structures constructed in the preprocessing phase and can also use additional space
of size Se . The delay δ is defined as the maximum time duration between outputting any
pair of consecutive tuples (and also the time to output the first tuple, and the time to
notify that the enumeration phase has completed).
In this work, our goal is to study the relationship between the preprocessing time Tp
and delay δ for a given CQ Q. Ideally, we would like to achieve the best possible delay in
linear preprocessing time. As Figure 1 shows, when Q is full, with Tp = O(|D|fhw ), we can
enumerate the results with constant delay O(1) [22]. In the particular case where Q is acyclic
i.e. fhw = 1, we can achieve constant delay with only linear preprocessing time. On the
other hand, [3] shows that for every acyclic CQ, we can achieve linear delay O(|D|) with
linear preprocessing time O(|D|).
Recently, [18] showed that it is possible to get a tradeoff between the two extremes, for
the class of hierarchical queries. Note that hierarchical queries are acyclic but not necessarily
free-connex. This is the first non-trivial result that improves upon the linear delay guarantees
given by [3] for queries with projections.
▶ Theorem 3 (due to [18]). Consider a hierarchical CQ Q with factorization width w, and
an input instance D. Then, for any ϵ ∈ [0, 1] there exists an algorithm that can preprocess D
in time Tp = O(|D|1+(w−1)ϵ ) and space Sp = O(|D|1+(w−1)ϵ ) such that we can enumerate the
query output with
delay δ = O(|D|1−ϵ )

space Se = O(1).

The factorization width w of a query, originally introduced as s↑ [23], is a generalization
of the fractional hypertree width from boolean to arbitrary CQs. For πx1 ,...,xk (Q∗k ), the
factorization width is w = k. Observe that preprocessing time Tp is always smaller than
the time required to evaluate the full join result. This is because if Tp = Θ(|OUT⋉
⋊ |), we can
evaluate the full join and deduplicate the projection output, allowing us to obtain constant
delay in the enumeration phase. This implies that ϵ can only take values between 0 and
(log|D| |OUT⋉
⋊ | − 1)/(w − 1).

3

Helper Lemmas

Before we present the proof of our main results, we discuss three useful lemmas which will
be used frequently, and may be of independent interest for enumeration algorithms. The
first two lemmas are based on the key idea of interleaving query results which we describe
next. We note that idea of interleaving computation has been explored in the past to develop
dynamic algorithms with good worst-case bounds using static data structures [24].
We say that an algorithm A provides no delay guarantees to mean that its delay guarantee
is its total execution time. In other words, if an algorithm requires time T to complete, its
delay guarantee is upper bounded by T . Since we are using the uniform-cost RAM model,
each operation takes one unit of time.
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▶ Lemma 4. Consider two algorithms A and A′ such that
1. A enumerates query results in total time at most T with no delay guarantees.
2. A′ enumerates query results with delay δ and runs in total time at least T ′ .
3. The outputs of A and A′ are disjoint.
4. T and T ′ are provided as input to the algorithm.
Then, the union of the outputs of A and A′ can be enumerated with delay c · δ · max{1, T /T ′ }
for some constant c.
Lemma 4 tells us that as long as T = O(T ′ ), the output of A and A′ can be combined
without giving up on delay guarantees by pacing the output of A′ . Note that we need to
know the exact values of T and T ′ (by calculating the number of operations in the algorithms
A and A′ to bound the running time). The next lemma introduces our second key idea of
interleaving stored output result with on-the-fly query computation (the full algorithm and
proof can be found in [10]).
▶ Lemma 5. Consider an algorithm A that enumerates query results in total time at most T
with no delay guarantees, where T is known in advance. Suppose that J output tuples have
been stored apriori with no duplicate tuples, where J ≤ T . Then, there exists an algorithm
that enumerates the output with delay guarantee δ = O(T /J).
The final helping lemma allows us to enumerate the union of (possibly overlapping) results
of m different algorithms where each algorithm outputs its result according to a total order
⪯, such that the union is also enumerated in sorted order according to ⪯. This lemma is
based on the idea presented as Fact 3.1.4 in [19].
▶ Lemma 6. Consider m algorithms A1 , A2 , · · · , Am such that each Ai enumerates its
output Li with delay O(δ) according to the total order ⪯. Then, the union of their output can
be enumerated (without duplicates) with O(m · δ) delay and in sorted order according to ⪯.
Directly implied by Lemma 6 is the fact that the list merge problem can be enumerated
with delay guarantees: Given m lists L1 , L2 , · · · , Lm whose elements are drawn from a
common domain, if elements in Li are distinct (i.e no duplicates) and ordered according to
Sm
⪯, then the union of all lists i=1 Li can be enumerated in sorted order given by ⪯ with
delay O(m). Note that the enumeration algorithm Ai degenerates to going over elements
one by one in list Li , which has O(1) delay guarantee as long as indexes/pointers within Li
are well-built. Throughout the paper, we use this primitive as ListMerge(L1 , L2 , · · · , Lm ).

4

Star Queries

In this section, we study enumeration algorithms for the star query πr (Q∗k ) where r ⊆
S
i∈{1,2,··· ,k} xi . Our main result is Theorem 7 that we present below. We first present a
detailed discussion on how our result is an improvement over prior work in Subsection 4.1.
Then, we present a warm-up proof for πr (Q∗k ) in Subsection 4.2, followed by the proof for
the general result in Subsection 4.3.
S
▶ Theorem 7. Consider the star query3 with projection πr (Q∗k ) where r ⊆ i∈{1,2,··· ,k} xi
and an instance D. There exists an algorithm with preprocessing time Tp = O(|D|) and
preprocessing space Sp = O(|D|), such that we can enumerate Q∗k (D) with


|D|k/k−1
delay δ = O
and space Se = O(|D|).
1/k−1
|OUT⋉
⋊|
3

We assume that r contains at least one variable from each xi . Otherwise, we can remove relations with
no projection variables after the preprocessing phase.
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∗
In the above theorem, the delay depends on the full join result size |OUT⋉
⋊ | = |Qk (D)|.
As the join size increases, the algorithm can obtain better delay guarantees. In the extreme
k
case when |OUT⋉
⋊ | = Θ(|D| ), it achieves constant delay with linear time preprocessing. In
the other extreme, when |OUT⋉
⋊ | = Θ(|D|), it achieves linear delay.
When |OUT⋉
⋊ | has linear size, we can compute and materialize the result of the query
in linear preprocessing time and achieve constant delay enumeration. Generalizing this
observation, when Tp is sufficient to evaluate the full join result, we can always achieve
constant delay.

4.1

Comparison with Prior Work

It is instructive now to compare the worst-case delay guarantee obtained by Theorem 3 for
Q∗k (D) with Theorem 7. Suppose that we want to achieve delay δ = O(|D|1−ϵ ) for some
1+ϵ(k−1)
ϵ ∈ [0, (log|D| |OUT⋉
)
⋊ | − 1)/(k − 1)]. Theorem 3 tells us that this requires O(|D|
preprocessing time. Then, it holds that:
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(a) Database D0 with full join size N 2 .

(b) Database D1 with full join size N 3/2 .

Figure 5 D0 ∪ D1 forms a database where Theorem 7 improves the delay of Theorem 3.

|D|1−ϵ ≥ |D|1−

(log|D| |OUT⋉
⋊ |−1)
k−1

= |D|

k−log|D| |OUT⋉
⋊|
k−1

1/k−1
= |D|k/k−1 /|OUT⋉
⋊|

In other words, either we have enough preprocessing time to materialize the output and
achieve constant delay, or we can achieve the desirable delay with linear preprocessing time.
Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the existing and new tradeoff results. Figure 2
shows the tradeoff curve obtained from Theorem 3 by adding |OUT⋉
⋊ | as a third dimension,
and adding the optimization for constant delay when Tp ≥ O(|OUT⋉
⋊ |). Figure 3 shows the
tradeoff obtained from our result, while Figure 4 shows other existing results for a fixed
value of |OUT⋉
⋊ |. For a fixed value of |OUT⋉
⋊ |, the delay guarantee does not change in Figure 3
as we increase Tp from |D| to |OUT⋉
⋊ |. It remains an open question to further decrease the
delay if we allow more preprocessing time. Such an algorithm would correspond to a curve
connecting the red point(•) and the green triangle( ) in Figure 4.
Our results thus imply that, depending on |OUT⋉
⋊ |, one must choose a different algorithm
to achieve the optimal tradeoff between preprocessing time and delay. Since |OUT⋉
⋊ | can be
computed in linear time (using a simple adaptation of Yannakakis algorithm [33, 25]), this
can be done without affecting the preprocessing bounds.
Next, we show how our result provides an algorithmic improvement over Theorem 3.
Consider the instances D0 , D1 depicted in Figure 5a and Figure 5b respectively, and assume
we want to use linear preprocessing time. For D1 , the algorithm of Theorem 3 materializes
√
nothing, since no y valuation has a degree of O(|D|0 ), and the delay will be Θ( N ). No
materialization also occurs for D0 , but here the delay will be O(1). It is easy to check that
our algorithm matches the delay on both instances. Now, consider the instance D = D0 ∪ D1 .
3/2
The input size for D is Θ(N ), while the full
+ N 2 = Θ(N 2 ). The algorithm
√ join size is N
of Theorem 3 will again achieve only a Θ( N ) delay, since after the linear time preprocessing
no y valuations can be materialized. In contrast, our algorithm still guarantees a constant
delay. This algorithmic improvement is a result of the careful overlapping of the constant-delay
computation for instance D0 with the computation for D1 .
The above construction can be generalized as follows. Let α ∈ (0, 1) be some constant. D0
remains the same. For D1 , we construct R to be the cross product of N α x-values and N 1−α
y-values, and S to be the cross product of N α z-values and N 1−α y-values. As before, let
D = D0 ∪ D1 . The input size for D is Θ(N ), while the full join size is N 2−α + N 2 = Θ(N 2 ).
Hence, our algorithm achieves constant delay with linear preprocessing time. In contrast, the
algorithm of Theorem 3 achieves Θ(N 1−α ) delay with linear preprocessing time. In fact, the
Θ(N 1−α ) delay occurs even if we allow O(N 1+ϵ ) preprocessing time for any ϵ < α. We can
now use the same idea to show that there also exists an instance where achieving constant
delay using Theorem 3 requires near quadratic preprocessing time (see the Appendix in [10]).
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In the rest of the paper, for simplicity of exposition, we assume that all variable vectors
xi , y in Q∗k are singletons (i.e, all the relations are binary) and r = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xk }. The
proof for the general query is a straightforward extension of the binary case.

4.2

Warm-up: Two-Path Query

As a warm-up step, we will present an algorithm for the query Qtwo-path = πx,z (R(x, y)⋊
⋉S(y, z))
that achieves O(|D|2 /|OUT⋉
|)
delay
with
linear
preprocessing
time.
⋊
At a high level, we will decompose the join into two subqueries with disjoint outputs.
The subqueries will be generated based on whether a valuation for x is light or not based on
its degree in relation R. For all light valuations of x (degree at most δ), we will show that
their enumeration is achievable with delay δ. For the heavy x valuations, we will show that
they also can be computed on-the-fly while maintaining the delay guarantees.
Preprocessing Phase. We first process the input relations such that we remove any dangling
tuples. During the preprocessing phase, we will store the input relations as a hash map and
sort the valuations for x in increasing order of their degree. Using any comparison based
sorting technique requires Ω(|D| log |D|) time in general. Thus, if we wish to remove the
log |D| factor, we must use non-comparison based sorting algorithms. In this paper, we will
use count sort [8] which has complexity O(|D| + r) where r is the range of the non-negative
key values. However, we need to ensure that all relations in the database D satisfy the
bounded range requirement. This can be easily accomplished by introducing a bijective
function f : dom(D) → {1, 2, . . . , |D|} that maps all values in the active domain of the
database to some integer between 1 and |D| (both inclusive). Both f and its inverse f −1
can be stored as hash tables as follows: suppose there is a counter c ← 1. We perform a
linear pass over the database and check if some value v ∈ dom(D) has been mapped or
not (by checking if there exists an entry f (v)). If not, we set f (v) = c, f −1 (c) = v and
increment c. Once the hash tables f and f −1 have been created, we modify the input relation
R (and S similarly) by replacing every tuple t ∈ R with tuple t′ = f (t). Since the mapping
is a relabeling scheme, such a transformation preserves the degree of all the values. The
codomain of f is also equipped with a total order ⪯ (we will use ≤). Note that f is not an
order-preserving transformation in general but this property is not required in any of our
algorithms.
Next, for every tuple t ∈ R(x, y), we create a hash map with key πx (t) and the value is a
list πy (t); and for every tuple t ∈ S(y, z), we create a hash map with key πy (t) and the value
is a list πz (t). For the second hash map, we sort the value list using sort order ⪯ for each
key, once each tuple t ∈ S(y, z) has been processed. Finally, we sort all values in πx (R) in
increasing order of their degree in R (i.e |σx=vi R(x, y)| is the sort key). Let L = {v1 , . . . , vn }
denote the ordered set of these values sorted by their degree and let d1 , . . . , dn be their
respective degrees. Creating the sorted list L takes O(|D|) time since the degrees di satisfy
the bounded range requirement (i.e 1 ≤ di ≤ |D|). Next, we identify the smallest index i∗
such that
X
v:{v1 ,v2 ,...,vi∗ }

|R(v, y) ⋊
⋉ S(y, z)| ≥

X

|R(v, y) ⋊
⋉ S(y, z)|

(1)

v:{vi∗ +1 ,...,vn }

This can be computed by doing a linear pass on L using a simple adaptation of Yannakakis
algorithm [33, 25]. This entire phase takes time O(|D|).
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Enumeration Phase. The enumeration algorithm interleaves the following two loops using
the construction in Lemma 4. Specifically, it will spend an equal amount of time (a constant)
before switching to the computation of the other loop.
Algorithm 1 EnumTwoPath.
1
2
3
4
5
6

for i = 1, . . . , i∗ do
Let πy (σx=vi (R)) = {u1 , u2 , · · · , uℓ };
output (vi , f −1 (ListMerge(πz σy=u1 S, πz σy=u2 S, · · · , πz σy=uℓ S)))4
for i = i∗ + 1, . . . , n do
Let πy (σx=vi (R)) = {u1 , u2 , · · · , uℓ };
output (vi , f −1 (ListMerge(πz σy=u1 S, πz σy=u2 S, · · · , πz σy=uℓ S)))

run for O(1) time
then switch

run for O(1) time
then switch

The algorithm alternates between low-degree and high-degree values in L. The main idea
is that, for a given vi ∈ L, we can enumerate the result of the subquery σx=vi (Qtwo-path )
with delay O(di ). This can be accomplished by observing that the subquery is equivalent to
list merging and so we can use Lemma 6.
▶ Lemma 8. For the query Qtwo-path and an instance D, we can enumerate Qtwo-path (D)
with delay δ = O(|D|2 /|OUT⋉
⋊ |) and Se = O(|D|).
The reader should note that the delay of δ = O(|D|2 /|OUT⋉
⋊ |) is only an upper bound.
Depending on the skew present in the database instance, it is possible that Algorithm 1
achieves much better delay guarantees in practice (as shown in the full version).

4.3

Proof of Main Theorem

We now generalize Algorithm 1 for any star query. At a high level, we will decompose the
join query πx1 ,...,xk (Q∗k ) into a union of k + 1 subqueries whose output is a partition of the
result of original query. These subqueries will be generated based on whether a value for
some xi is light or not. We will show if any of the values for xi is light, the enumeration
delay is small. The (k + 1)-th subquery will contain heavy values for all attributes. Our key
idea again is to interleave the join computation of the heavy subquery with the remaining
light subqueries.
Preprocessing Phase. Assume all relations are reduced without dangling tuples, which can
be achieved in linear time [33]. The full join size |OUT⋉
⋊ | can also be computed in linear time.
Similar to the preprocessing phase in the previous section, we construct the hash tables f, f −1
to perform the domain compression and modify all the input relations by replacing tuple t
1
with f (t). Set ∆ = (2 · |D|k /|OUT⋉
⋊ |) k−1 . For each relation Ri , a value v for attribute xi is
heavy if its degree (i.e |πy σxi =v R(xi , y)|) is greater than ∆, and light otherwise. Moreover, a
tuple t ∈ Ri is identified as heavy or light depending on whether πxi (t) is heavy or light. In
this way, each relation R is divided into two relations Rh and Rℓ , containing heavy and light
tuples respectively in time O(|D|). The original query can be decomposed into subqueries of
the following form:
πx1 ,x2 ,··· ,xk (R1? ⋊
⋉ R2? ⋊
⋉ ··· ⋊
⋉ Rk? )
4

Abusing the notation, f −1 (B) for some ordered list (or tuple) B returns an ordered list (tuple) B′ where
B′ (i) = f −1 (B(i)).
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where ? can be either h, ℓ or ⋆. Here, Ri⋆ simply denotes the original relation Ri . However,
care must be taken to generate the subqueries in a way so that there is no overlap between
the output of any subquery. In order to do so, we create k subqueries of the form
h
⋆
Qi = πx1 ,...,xk (R1h ⋊
⋉ ··· ⋊
⋉ Ri−1
⋊
⋉ Riℓ ⋊
⋉ Ri+1
⋊
⋉ ··· ⋊
⋉ Rk⋆ )

In subquery Qi , relation Ri has superscript ℓ, all relations R1 , . . . , Ri−1 have superscript
h and relations Ri+1 , . . . , Rk have superscript ⋆. The (k + 1)-th query with all ? as h is
denoted by QH . Note that each output tuple t is generated by exactly one of the Qi and
thus the output of all subqueries is disjoint. This implies that each f −1 (t) is also generated
by exactly one subquery. Similar to the preprocessing phase of two path query, we store all
Riℓ and Rih in hashmaps where the values in the maps are lists sorted in lexicographic order.
Enumeration Phase. We next describe how enumeration is performed. The key idea is
the following: We will show that for QL = Q1 ∪ · · · ∪ Qk , we can enumerate the result in
delay O(∆). Since QH contains all heavy valuations from all relations, we compute its join
on-the-fly by alternating between some subquery in QL and QH . This will ensure that we can
give some output to the user with delay guarantees and also make progress on computing the
full join of QH . Our goal is to reason about the running time of enumerating QL (denoted
by TL ) and the running time of QH (denoted by TH ) and make sure that while we compute
QH , we do not run out of the output from QL .
Next, we introduce the algorithm that enumerates output for any specific valuation v
of attribute xi , which is described in Lemma 9. This algorithm can be viewed as another
instantiation of Lemma 6.
▶ Lemma 9. Consider an arbitrary value v ∈ dom(xi ) with degree d in relation Ri (xi , y).
Then, its query result πx1 ,x2 ,··· ,xk σxi =v R1h (x1 , y) ⋊
⋉ R2h (x2 , y) ⋊
⋉ ··· ⋊
⋉ Ri (xi , y) ⋊
⋉ ··· ⋊
⋉
⋆
Rk (xk , y) can be enumerated with O(d) delay guarantee.
Let c⋆ be an upper bound on the number of operations in each iteration of ListMerge.
This can be calculated by counting the number of operations in the exact implementation
of the algorithm. Directly implied by Lemma 9, the result of any subquery in QL can be
enumerated with delay O(∆). Let Q∗H denote the corresponding full query of QH , i.e, the
head of Q∗H also includes the variable y (Q∗L is defined similarly). Then, Q∗H can be evaluated
in time TH ≤ c⋆ · |Q∗H | ≤ c⋆ · |OUT⋉
⋊ |/2 by using ListMerge on subquery QH . This follows
1
from the bound |Q∗H | ≤ |D| · (|D|/∆)k−1 and our choice of ∆ = (2 · |D|k /|OUT⋉
⋊ |) k−1 . Since
∗
|Q∗H | + |Q∗L | = |OUT⋉
⋊ |, it holds that |QL | ≥ |OUT⋉
⋊ |/2 given our choice of ∆. Also, the running
∗
time TL is lower bounded by |QL | (since we need at least one operation for every result).
Thus, TL ≥ |OUT⋉
⋊ |/2.
We are now ready to apply Lemma 4 with the following parameters:
1. A is the full join computation of QH and T = c⋆ · |OUT⋉
⋊ |/2.
′
2. A is the enumeration algorithm applied to QL with delay guarantee δ = O(∆) and
T ′ = |OUT⋉
⋊ |/2.
⋆
3. T and T ′ are fixed once |OUT⋉
⋊ |, ∆ and the constant c are known.
By construction, the outputs of QH and QL are also disjoint. Thus, the conditions
of Lemma 4 apply and we obtain a delay of O(∆).

4.4

Interleaving with Join Computation

Theorem 7 obtains poor delay guarantees when the full join size |OUT⋉
⋊ | is close to input size
|D|. In this section, we present an alternate algorithm that provides good delay guarantees
in this case. The algorithm is an instantiation of Lemma 5 on the star query, which
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degenerates to computing as many distinct output results as possible in limited preprocessing
time. An observation is that for each valuation u of attribute y, the cartesian product
×i∈{1,2,··· ,k} πxi σy=u Ri (xi , y) is a subset of output results without duplication. Thus, this
subset of output result is readily available since no deduplication needs to be performed.
Similarly, after all relations are reduced, it is also guaranteed that each valuation of attribute
xi of relation Ri generates at least one output result. Thus, maxki=1 |dom(xi )| results are
also readily available thatndo not require deduplication. We define J as the larger
o of the two
Qk
k
quantities, i.e, J = max maxi=1 |dom(xi )|, maxu∈dom(y) i=1 |σy=u Ri (xi , y)| . Together
with these observations, we can achieve the following theorem.
▶ Theorem 10. Consider star query πx1 ,...,xk (Q∗k ) and an input database instance D. There
exists an algorithm with preprocessing time O(|D|) and space O(|D|), such that πx1 ,...,xk (Q∗k )
1/k
can be enumerated with delay δ = O |OUT⋉
and space Se = O(|D|)
⋊ |/|OUTπ |

In the above theorem, we obtain delay guarantees that depend on both the full join result
OUT⋉
⋊ and the projection output size OUTπ .
However, one does not need to know OUT⋉
⋊ or OUTπ to apply the result. We first compare
the result with Theorem 7. First, observe that both Theorem 10 and Theorem 7 require
O(|D|) preprocessing time. Second, the delay guarantee provided by Theorem 10 can be
1−1/k
better than Theorem 7. This happens when |OUT⋉
, a condition that can be
⋊ | ≤ |D| · J
easily checked in linear time.
We now proceed to describe the algorithm. First, we compute all the statistics for
computing J in linear time. If J = |dom(xj )| for some integer j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k}, we just
Qk
materialize one result for each valuation of xj . Otherwise, J = i=1 |σy=u Ri (xi , y)| for
some valuation u in attribute y. Note that we do need to explicitly materialize the cartesian
S
product but only need to store the tuples in i∈{1,2,··· ,k} σy=u Ri (xi , y). As mentioned
before, each output in ×ki=1 (πy σy=u Ri (xi , y)) can be enumerated with O(1) delay. This
preprocessing phase takes O(|D|) time and O(|D|) space. We can now invoke Lemma 5 to
achieve the claimed delay. The final observation is to express J in terms of |OUTπ |. Note that
|OUTπ | ≤ Πi∈[k] |dom(xi )| which implies that maxi∈[k] |dom(xi )| ≥ |OUTπ |1/k . Thus, it holds
that J ≥ |OUTπ |1/k which gives us the desired bound on the delay guarantee.

4.5

Fast Matrix Multiplication

Both Theorem 7 and Theorem 3 are combinatorial algorithms. In this section, we will show
how fast matrix multiplication can be used to obtain a tradeoff between preprocessing time
and delay that is better than Theorem 3 for some values of delay.
▶ Theorem 11. Consider the star query πx1 ,...,xk (Q∗k ) and an input database instance D.
Then, there exists an algorithm that requires preprocessing Tp = O((|D|/δ)ω+k−2 ) and can
enumerate the query result with delay O(δ) for 1 ≤ δ ≤ |D|(ω+k−3)/(ω+2·k−3) .
For the two-path query and the current best value of ω = 2.373, we get the tradeoff as
Tp = O((|D|/δ)2.373 ) and a delay guarantee of O(δ) for |D|0.15 < δ ≤ |D|0.40 . If we choose
δ = |D|0.40 , the preprocessing time is Tp = O(|D|1.422 ). In contrast, Theorem 3 requires a
preprocessing time of Tp = O(|D|1.6 ), which is suboptimal compared to the above theorem.
1.422
On the other hand, since Tp = O(|D|1.422 ), we can safely assume that |OUT⋉
,
⋊ | > |D|
⋆
1.422
otherwise one can simply compute the full join in time c · |D|
using ListMerge,
1.422
deduplicate and get constant delay enumeration. Applying Theorem 7 with |OUT⋉
⋊ | > |D|
0.58
tells us that we can obtain delay as O(|D|2 /|OUT⋉
). Thus, we can offer the
⋊ |) = O(|D|
user both choices and the user can decide which enumeration algorithm to use.
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5

Left-Deep Hierarchical Queries

In this section, we will apply our techniques to another subset of hierarchical queries, which
we call left-deep. A left-deep hierarchical query is of the following form:
Qkleftdeep = R1 (w1 , x1 )⋊
⋉R2 (w2 , x1 , x2 )⋊
⋉...⋊
⋉Rk−1 (wk−1 , x1 , . . . , xk−1 )⋊
⋉Rk (wk , x1 , . . . , xk )
It is easy to see that Qkleftdeep is a hierarchical query for any k ≥ 1. Note that for k = 2,
we get the two-path query. For k = 3, we get R(w1 , x1 ) ⋊
⋉ S(w2 , x1 , x2 ) ⋊
⋉ T (w3 , x1 , x2 ). We
will be interested in computing the query πw1 ,...,wk (Qkleftdeep ), where we project out all the
join variables. We show that the following result holds:
▶ Theorem 12. Consider the query πw1 ,...,wk (Qkleftdeep ) and any input database D. Then,
there exists an algorithm that enumerates the query after preprocessing time Tp = O(|D|)
with delay O(|D|k /|OUT⋉
⋊ |).
k
In the above theorem, OUT⋉
⋊ is the full join result of the query Qleftdeep without projections.
k
∗
The AGM exponent for Qleftdeep is ρ = k. Observe that Theorem 12 is of interest when
k−1
|OUT⋉
to ensure that the delay is smaller than O(|D|). When the condition
⋊ | > |D|
k−1
|OUT⋉
|
>
|D|
holds,
the delay obtained by Theorem 12 is also better than the one given
⋊
k
by the tradeoff in Theorem 3. In the worst-case when |OUT⋉
⋊ | = Θ(|D| ), we can achieve
constant delay enumeration after linear preprocessing time, compared to Theorem 3 that
would require Θ(|D|k ) preprocessing time to achieve the same delay. The decision of when to
apply Theorem 12 or Theorem 3 can be made in linear time by checking whether |D|k /|OUT⋉
⋊|
is smaller or larger than the actual delay guarantee obtained by the algorithm of Theorem 3
after linear time preprocessing.

6

Path Queries

In this section, we will study path queries. In particular, we will present an algorithm that
enumerates the result of the query πx1 ,xk+1 (Pk ), i.e., the CQ that projects the two endpoints
of a path query of length k. Recall that for k ≥ 3, Pk is not a hierarchical query, and hence
the tradeoff from [18] does not apply. A subset of path queries, namely 3-path and 4-path
counting queries were considered in [17]. The algorithm used for counting the answers of
3-path and 4-path queries under updates constructed a set of views that can be used for the
task of enumerating the query results under the static setting. Our result extends the same
idea to apply to arbitrary length path queries, which we state next.
▶ Theorem 13. Consider the query πx1 ,xk+1 (Pk ) with k ≥ 2. For any input instance D and
parameter ϵ ∈ [0, 1) there exists an algorithm that enumerates the query with preprocessing
time (and space) Tp = O(|D|2−ϵ/(k−1) ) and delay O(|D|ϵ ).
We should note here that for ϵ = 1, we can obtain a delay O(|D|) using only linear
preprocessing time O(|D|) using the result of [3] since the query is acyclic, while for ϵ → 1 the
above theorem would give preprocessing time O(|D|2−1/(k−1) ). Hence, for k ≥ 3, we observe
a discontinuity in the time-delay tradeoff. A second observation following from Theorem 13 is
that as k → ∞, the tradeoff collapses to only two extremal points: one where we get constant
delay with Tp = O(|D|2 ), and the other where we get linear delay with Tp = O(|D|).
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Related Work

We overview prior work on static query evaluation for acyclic join-project queries. The result
of any acyclic conjunctive query can be enumerated with constant delay after linear-time
preprocessing if and only if it is free-connex [3]. This is based on the conjecture that
Boolean multiplication of n × n matrices cannot be done in O(n2 ) time. Acyclicity itself is
necessary for having constant delay enumeration: A conjunctive query admits constant delay
enumeration after linear-time preprocessing if and only if it is free-connex acyclic [6]. This is
based on a stronger hypothesis that the existence of a triangle in a hypergraph of n vertices
cannot be tested in time O(n2 ) and that for any k, testing the presence of a k-dimensional
tetrahedron cannot be tested in linear time. We refer the reader to an overview of pre-2015
for problems and progress related to constant delay enumeration [28]. Prior work also exhibits
a dependency between the space and enumeration delay for conjunctive queries with access
patterns [11]. It constructs a succinct representation of the query result that allows for
enumeration of tuples over some variables under value bindings for all other variables. As
noted by [18], it does not support enumeration for queries with free variables, which is also
its main contribution. Our work demonstrates that for a subset of hierarchical queries, the
tradeoff shown in [18] is not optimal. Our work introduces fundamentally new ideas that
may be useful in improving the tradeoff for arbitrary hierarchical queries and enumeration of
UCQs. There has also been some experimental work by the database community on problems
related to enumerating join-project query results efficiently but without any formal delay
guarantees. Seminal work [31, 30, 32, 12] has studied how compressed representations can
be created apriori that allow for faster enumeration of query results. For the two path query,
the fastest evaluation algorithm (with no delay guarantees) evaluates the projection join
(ω−1)

2(ω−1)

2

output in time O(|D| · |OUTπ | (ω+1) + |D| (ω+1) · |OUTπ | (ω+1) ) [9, 2]. For star queries, there
is no closed form expression but fast matrix multiplication can be used to obtain instance
dependent bounds on running time. Also related is the problem of dynamic evaluation of
hierarchical queries. Recent work [17, 18, 4, 5] has studied the tradeoff between amortized
update time and delay guarantees. Some of our techniques may also lead to new insights and
improvements in existing algorithms. Prior work in differential privacy [26] and DGM [7]
may also benefit from some of our techniques.

8

Conclusion and Open Problems

In this paper, we studied the problem of enumerating query results for an important subset of
CQs with projections, namely star and path queries. We presented data-dependent algorithms
that improve upon existing results by achieving non-trivial delay guarantees in linear preprocessing time. Our results are based on the idea of interleaving join query computation to
achieve meaningful delay guarantees. Further, we showed how non-combinatorial algorithms
(fast matrix multiplication) can be used for faster preprocessing to improve the tradeoff
between preprocessing time and delay. We also presented new results on time-delay tradeoffs
for a subset of non-hierarchical queries for the class of path queries. Our results also open
several new tantalizing questions that open up possible directions for future work.

More preprocessing time for star queries. The second major open question is to show
whether Theorem 7 can benefit from more preprocessing time to achieve lower delay guarantees.
ϵ
For instance, if we can afford the algorithm preprocessing time Tp = O(|OUT⋉
⋊ |/|D| + |D|)
ϵ
time, can we expect to get delay δ = O(|D| ) for all ϵ ∈ (0, 1)?
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Sublinear delay guarantees for two-path query. It is not known whether we can achieve
sublinear delay guarantee in linear preprocessing time for Qtwo-path query. This question
is equivalent to the following problem: for what values of |OUTπ | can Qpath be evaluated in
linear time. If |OUTπ | = |D|ϵ , then the best known algorithms can evaluate Qtwo-path in time
O(|D|1+ϵ/3 ) (using fast matrix multiplication) [9] but this is still superlinear.
Space-delay bounds. The last question is to study the tradeoff between space vs delay
for arbitrary hierarchical queries and path queries. Using some of our techniques, it may
be possible to smartly materialize a certain subset of joins that could be used to achieve
delay guarantees by interleaving with join computation. We also believe that the space-delay
tradeoff implied by prior work can also be improved for certain ranges of delay by using the
ideas introduced in this paper.
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Introduction

Inconsistency measures for knowledge bases have received considerable attention from the
Knowledge Representation (KR) and Logic communities [9,13,15–17,19,20,37]. More recently,
inconsistency measures have also been studied from the database viewpoint [2, 24]. Such
measures quantify the extent to which the database violates a set of integrity constraints.
There are multiple reasons why one might be using such measures. For one, the measure can
be used for estimating the usefulness or reliability of new datasets for data-centric applications
such as business intelligence [6]. Inconsistency measures have also been proposed as the basis
of progress indicators for data-cleaning systems [24]. Finally, the measure can be used for
attributing to individual tuples a level of responsibility to the overall inconsistency [30, 36],
thereby prioritize tuples in the explanation/inspection/correction of errors.
A conventional approach to dividing the responsibility for a quantitative property (here
an inconsistency measure) among entities (here the database tuples) is the Shapley value [35],
which is a game-theoretic formula for wealth distribution in a cooperative game. The
Shapley value has been applied in a plethora of domains, including economics [14], law [32],
environmental science [22, 33], social network analysis [31], physical network analysis [29],
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and advertisement [5]. In data management, the Shapley value has been used for determining
the relative contribution of features in machine-learning predictions [21,28], the responsibility
of tuples to database queries [4, 23, 34], and the reliability of data sources [6].
The Shapley value has also been studied in a context similar to the one we adopt in
this paper – assigning a level of inconsistency to statements in an inconsistent knowledge
base [17, 30, 36, 39]. Hunter and Konieczny [15–17] use the maximal Shapley value of one
inconsistency measure in order to define a new inconsistency measure. Grant and Hunter [12]
considered information systems distributed along data sources of different reliabilities, and
apply the Shapley value to determine the expected blame of each statement to the overall
inconsistency. Yet, with all the investigation that has been conducted on the Shapley value
of inconsistency, we are not aware of any results or efforts regarding the computational
complexity of calculating this value.
In this work, we embark on a systematic analysis of the complexity of the Shapley value
of database tuples relative to inconsistency measures, where the goal is to calculate the
contribution of a tuple to inconsistency. Our main results are summarized in Table 1. We
consider inconsistent databases with respect to functional dependencies (FDs), and basic
measures of inconsistency following Bertossi [3] and Livshits, Ilyas, Kimelfeld and Roy [24].
We note that these measures are all adopted from the measures studied in the aforementioned
KR research. In our setting, an individual tuple affects the inconsistency of only its containing
relation, since the constraints are FDs. Hence, we focus on databases with a single relation.
While most of our results extend to multiple relations, some extensions require a more subtle
proof. We discuss the extension beyond a single relation in Section 8.
More formally, we investigate the following computational problem for any fixed combination of a relational signature, a set of FDs, and an inconsistency measure: given a database
and a tuple, compute the Shapley value of the tuple with respect to the inconsistency measure.
As Table 1 shows, two of these measures are computable in polynomial time: IMI (number of
FD violations) and IP (number of problematic facts that participate in violations). For two
other measures, we establish a full dichotomy in the complexity of the Shapley value: Id (the
drastic measure – 0 for consistency and 1 for inconsistency) and IMC (number of maximal
consistent subsets, a.k.a. repairs). The dichotomy in both cases is the same: when the FD set
has, up to equivalence, an lhs chain (i.e., the left-hand sides form a chain w.r.t. inclusion [25]),
the Shapley value can be computed in polynomial time; in any other case, it is FP#P -hard.
In the case of IR (the minimal number of tuples to delete for consistency), the problem is
solvable in polynomial time in the case of an lhs chain, and NP-hard whenever it is intractable
to find a cardinality repair [27]; however, the problem is open for every FD set in between,
for example, the bipartite matching constraint {A → B, B → A}.
We also study the complexity of approximating the Shapley value and show the following
(as described in Table 1). First, in the case of Id , there is a (multiplicative) fully polynomialtime approximation scheme (FPRAS) for every set of FDs. In the case of IMC , approximating
the Shapley value of any intractable (non-lhs-chain) FD set is at least as hard as approximating
the number of maximal matchings of a bipartite graph – a long standing open problem [18].
In the case of IR , we establish a full dichotomy, namely FPRAS vs. hardness of approximation,
that has the same separation as the problem of finding a cardinality repair
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After presenting the basic notation and
terminology in Section 2, we formally define the studied problem and give initial observations
in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe polynomial-time algorithms for IMI and IP . Then, we
explore the measures Id , IR and IMC in Sections 5, 6 and 7, respectively. We conclude and
discuss future directions in Section 8. Some proofs appear only in the archive version [26]
and will be given in the full version of the paper.
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Table 1 Complexity of the (exact ; approximate) Shapley value of inconsistency measures.
lhs chain
Id

PTime

PTime

IP

PTime

IMC

PTime
PTime

other

FP#P -complete ; FPRAS

IMI

IR

2

no lhs chain, PTime c-repair

? ; FPRAS
FP

NP-hard [27] ; no FPRAS
#P

-complete [25] ; ?

Preliminaries

Database concepts. By a relational schema we refer to a sequence (A1 , . . . , An ) of attributes.
A database D over (A1 , . . . , An ) is a finite set of tuples, or facts, of the form (c1 , . . . , cn ),
where each ci is a constant from a countably infinite domain. For a fact f and an attribute
Ai , we denote by f [Ai ] the value associated by f with the attribute Ai (that is, f [Ai ] = ci ).
Similarly, for a sequence X = (Aj1 , . . . , Ajm ) of attributes, we denote by f [X] the tuple
(f [Aj1 ], . . . , f [Ajm ]). Generally, we use letters from the beginning of the English alphabet
(i.e., A, B, C, ...) to denote single attributes and letters from the end of the alphabet (i.e.,
X, Y, Z, ...) to denote sets of attributes. We may omit stating the relational schema of a
database D when it is clear from the context or irrelevant.
A Functional Dependency (FD for short) over (A1 , . . . , An ) is an expression of the form
X → Y , where X, Y ⊆ {A1 , . . . , Am }. We may also write the attribute sets X and Y by
concatenating the attributes (e.g., AB → C instead of {A, B} → {C}). A database D
satisfies X → Y if every two facts f, g ∈ D that agree on the values of the attributes of X
also agree on the values of the attributes of Y (that is, if f [X] = g[X] then f [Y ] = g[Y ]).
A database D satisfies a set ∆ of FDs, denoted by D |= ∆, if D satisfies every FD of ∆.
Otherwise, D violates ∆ (denoted by D ̸|= ∆). Two FD sets over the same relational schema
are equivalent if every database that satisfies one of them also satisfies the other.
Let ∆ be a set of FDs and D a database (which may violate ∆). A repair (of D w.r.t. ∆)
is a maximal consistent subset of D; that is, E ⊆ D is a repair if E |= ∆ but E ′ ̸|= ∆ for
every E ⊊ E ′ . A cardinality repair (or c-repair for short) is a repair of maximum cardinality;
that is, it is a repair E such that |E| ≥ |E ′ | for every repair E ′ .
▶ Example 1. Figure 1 depicts an inconsistent database over a relational schema that stores
a train schedule. For example, the fact f1 states that train number 16 will depart from the
New York Penn Station at time 1030 and arrive to the Boston Back Bay Station after 315
minutes. The FD set ∆ consists of the two FDs:
◦ train time → departs

◦ train time duration → arrives

The first FD states that the departure station is determined by the train number and
departure time, and the second FD states that the arrival station is determined by the train
number, the departure time, and the duration of the ride.
Observe that the database of Figure 1 violates the FDs as all the facts refer to the
same train number and departure time, but there is no agreement on the departure station.
Moreover, the facts f6 and f7 also agree on the duration, but disagree on the arrival station.
The database has five repairs: (a) {f1 , f2 }, (b) {f3 , f4 , f5 }, (c) {f6 , f8 }, (d) {f7 , f8 }, and (e)
{f9 }; only the second one is a cardinality repair.
♢
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fact

train

departs

arrives

time

duration

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

NYP
NYP
PHL
PHL
PHL
BBY
BBY
BBY
WAS

BBY
PVD
WIL
BAL
WAS
PHL
NYP
WAS
PVD

1030
1030
1030
1030
1030
1030
1030
1030
1030

315
250
20
70
120
260
260
420
390

Figure 1 The inconsistent database of our running example.

Shapley value. A cooperative game of a set A of players is a function v : P(A) → R, where
P(A) is the power set of A, such that v(∅) = 0. The value v(B) should be thought of as
the joint wealth obtained by the players of B when they cooperate. The Shapley value of a
player a ∈ A measures the contribution of a to the total wealth v(A) of the game [35], and is
formally defined by
def

Shapley(A, v, a) =

1 X
(v(σa ∪ {a}) − v(σa ))
|A|!
σ∈ΠA

where ΠA is the set of all permutations over the players of A and σa is the set of players
that appear before a in the permutation σ. Intuitively, the Shapley value of a player a is the
expected contribution of a to a subset constructed by drawing players randomly one by one
(without replacement), where the contribution of a is the change to the value of v caused
by the addition of a. An alternative formula for the Shapley value, that we will use in this
paper, is the following.
def

Shapley(A, v, a) =

X
B⊆A\{a}


|B|! · (|A| − |B| − 1)! 
v(B ∪ {a}) − v(B)
|A|!

Observe that |B|! · (|A| − |B| − 1)! is the number of permutations where the players of B
appear first, then a, and then the rest of the players.
Approximation schemes. We discuss both exact and approximate algorithms for computing
Shapley values. Recall that a Fully-Polynomial Randomized Approximation Scheme (FPRAS,
for short) for a function f is a randomized algorithm A(x, ϵ, δ) that returns an ϵ-approximation
of f (x) with probability at least 1 − δ, given an input x for f and ϵ, δ ∈ (0, 1), in time
polynomial in x, 1/ϵ, and log(1/δ). Formally, an FPRAS, satisfies:
Pr [f (x)/(1 + ϵ) ≤ A(x, ϵ, δ) ≤ (1 + ϵ)f (x)] ≥ 1 − δ .
Note that this notion of FPRAS refers to a multiplicative approximation, and we adopt this
notion implicitly unless stated otherwise. We may also write “multiplicative” explicitly for
stress. In cases where the function f has a bounded range, it also makes sense to discuss an
additive FPRAS where Pr [f (x) − ϵ ≤ A(x, ϵ, δ) ≤ f (x) + ϵ] ≥ 1 − δ. We refer to an additive
FPRAS, and explicitly state so, in cases where the Shapley value is in the range [0, 1].
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In this paper, we study the Shapley value of facts with respect to measures of database
inconsistency. More precisely, the cooperative game that we consider here is determined by
an inconsistency measure I, and the facts of the database take the role of the players. In
turn, an inconsistency measure I is a function that maps pairs (D, ∆) of a database D and
a set ∆ of FDs to a number I(D, ∆) ∈ [0, ∞). Intuitively, the higher the value I(D, ∆) is,
the more inconsistent (or, the less consistent) the database D is w.r.t. ∆. The Shapley value
of a fact f of a database D w.r.t. an FD set ∆ and inconsistency measure I is then defined
as follows.

X |E|! · (|D| − |E| − 1)! 
def
Shapley(D, ∆, f, I) =
I(E ∪ {f }, ∆) − I(E, ∆)
(1)
|D|!
E⊆(D\{f })

We note that the definition of the Shapley value requires the cooperative game to be zero on
the empty set [35] and this is indeed the case for all of the inconsistency measures I that we
consider in this work. Next, we introduce each of these measures.
Id is the drastic measure that takes the value 1 if the database is inconsistent and the
value 0 otherwise [37].
IMI counts the minimal inconsistent subsets [16, 17]; in the case of FDs, these subsets are
simply the pairs of tuples that jointly violate an FD.
IP is the number of problematic facts, where a fact is problematic if it belongs to a
minimal inconsistent subset [10]; in the case of FDs, a fact is problematic if and only if it
participates in a pair of facts that jointly violate ∆.
IR is the minimal number of facts that we need to delete from the database for ∆ to
be satisfied (similarly to the concept of a cardinality repair and proximity in Property
Testing) [3, 8, 11].
IMC is the number of maximal consistent subsets (i.e., repairs) [10, 13].
Table 1 summarizes the complexity results for the different measures. The first column
(lhs chain) refers to FD sets that have a left-hand-side chain – a notion that was introduced
by Livshits et al. [25], and we recall in the next section. The second column (no lhs chain,
PTime c-repair) refers to FD sets that do not have a left-hand-side chain, but entail a
polynomial-time cardinality repair computation according to the dichotomy of Livshits et
al. [27] that we discuss in more details in Section 6.
▶ Example 2. Consider again the database of our running example. Since the database is
inconsistent w.r.t. the FD set defined in Example 1, we have that Id (D, ∆) = 1. As for the
measure IMI , the reader can easily verify that there are twenty eight pairs of tuples that
jointly violate the FDs; hence, we have that IMI (D, ∆) = 28. Since each tuple participates in
at least one violation of the FDs, it holds that IP = 9. Finally, as we have already seen in
Example 1, the database has five repairs and a single cardinality repair obtained by deleting
six facts. Thus, IR (D, ∆) = 6 and IMC (D, ∆) = 5. In the next sections, we discuss the
computation of the Shapley value for each one of these measures.
♢
Preliminary analysis. We study the data complexity of computing Shapley(D, ∆, f, I) for
different inconsistency measures I. To this end, we give here two important observations
that we will use throughout the paper. The first observation is that the computation
of Shapley(D, ∆, f, I) can be easily reduced to the computation of the expected value of
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the inconsistency measure over all subsets of the database
 of a given size. In the following
proposition, we denote by ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) I(D′ ∪{f }, ∆) the expected value of I(D′ ∪{f }, ∆)
over all subsets D′ of D \ {f } of a given size m, assuming a uniform distribution. Similarly,
ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) I(D′ , ∆) is the expected value of I(D′ , ∆) over all such subsets D′ .
▶ Proposition 3. Let I be an inconsistency measure. The following holds.
Shapley(D, ∆, f, I) =

|D|−1


1 X 
ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) I(D′ ∪ {f }, ∆) − ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) I(D′ , ∆)
|D|
m=0

Proposition 3 implies that to compute the Shapley value of f , it suffices to compute the
expectations of the amount of inconsistency over subsets D′ and D′ ∪ {f }, where D′ is drawn
uniformly from the space of subsets of size m, for every m. More precisely, the computation
of the Shapley value is Cook reducible1 to the computation of these expectations. Our
algorithms will, indeed, compute these expectations instead of the Shapley value.
The second observation is the following. One of the basic properties of the Shapley value is
efficiency – the sum of the Shapley values over all the players equals the total wealth [35]. This
P
property implies that f ∈D Shapley(D, ∆, f, I) = I(D, ∆). Thus, whenever the measure
itself is computationally hard, so is the Shapley value of facts.
▶ Fact 1. Let I be an inconsistency measure. The computation of I is Cook reducible to the
computation of the Shapley value of facts under I.
This observation can be used for showing lower bounds on the complexity of the Shapley
value, as we will see in the next sections.

4

Tractable Measures: IMI and IP

We start by discussing two tractable measures. The first measure is IMI , that counts the
minimal inconsistent subsets (i.e., pairs of facts that jointly violate at least one FD). An easy
observation is that a fact f increases the value of the measure IMI by i in a permutation σ if
and only if σf contains exactly i facts that are in conflict with f . Hence, assuming that D
contains Nf facts that conflict with f , the Shapley value for this measure can be computed
in the following way:

X |E|! · (|D| − |E| − 1)! 
Shapley(D, ∆, f, IMI ) =
I(E ∪ {f }, ∆) − I(E, ∆)
|D|!
E⊆(D\{f })
Nf

=

=

1 X
|D|! i=1

X

|E|! · (|D| − |E| − 1)! · i

E⊆(D\{f })
|E∩Nf |=i

Nf |D|−1
1 X X
|D|! i=1 m=i

X

m! · (|D| − m − 1)! · i

E⊆(D\{f })
|E|=m
|E∩Nf |=i



Nf |D|−1 
1 X X Nf
|D| − Nf − 1
=
· m! · (|D| − m − 1)! · i
|D|! i=1 m=i
i
m−i
1

Recall that a Cook reduction from a function F to a function G is a polynomial-time Turing reduction
from F to G, that is, an algorithm that computes F with an oracle to a solver of G.
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Therefore, we immediately obtain the following result.
▶ Theorem 4. Let ∆ be a set of FDs. Computing Shapley(D, ∆, f, IMI ) can be done in
polynomial time, given D and f .
The second measure that we consider here is IP that counts the “problematic” facts; that
is, facts that participate in a violation of ∆. Here, a fact f increases the measure by i in a
permutation σ if and only if σf contains precisely i − 1 facts that are in conflict with f , but
not in conflict with any other fact of σf (hence, all these facts and f itself are added to the
group of problematic facts). We prove the following.
▶ Theorem 5. Let ∆ be a set of FDs. Computing Shapley(D, f, ∆, IP ) can be done in
polynomial time, given D and f .
Proof. We now show how the expected values of Proposition
3 can be computed in polynomial

time. We start with ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) IP (D′ , ∆) . We denote by Xm the random variable
g
holding the number of problematic facts in a subset of size m of D \ {f }. We denote by Xm
the random variable that holds 1 if the fact g is selected and participates in a violation of
the FDs in such a subset, and 0 otherwise. In addition, we denote the expectations of these
g
variables by E(Xm ) and E(Xm
), respectively (without explicitly stating the distribution
′
D ∼ Um (D \ {f }) in the subscript). Due to the linearity of expectation we have:
X
X

g
g
ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) IP (D′ , ∆) = E(Xm ) = E(
Xm
)=
E(Xm
)
g∈D\{f }

g∈D\{f }

g
Hence, the computation of ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) IP (D′ , ∆) reduces to the computation of E(Xm
),
and this value can be computed as follows.



g
E(Xm
) = Pr [g is selected in a subset of size m]×

Pr [a conflicting fact is selected in a subset of size m | g is selected in the subset]
 PNg Ng  |D|−1−Ng 
PNg Ng  |D|−1−Ng 
|D|−2
k=1 k ·
k=1 k ·
m−1
m−k−1
m−k−1
= |D|−1 ·
=


|D|−2
|D|−1
m

m−1

m

where Ng is the number of facts in D \ {f } that are in conflict
g.
 with
P
g
We can similarly show that ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) IP (D′ ∪{f }, ∆) = g∈D\{f } E(Xm,f
), where
g
Xm,f is a random variable that holds 1 if g is selected in a subset E of size m of D \ {f } and
participates in a violation of the FDs with the rest of the facts of E ∪ {f }, and 0 otherwise.
g
g
For a fact g that is not in conflict with f we have that: E(Xm,f
) = E(Xm
), while for a fact
g that is in conflict with f it holds that:

 

|D| − 2
|D| − 1
g
E(Xm,f ) = Pr [g is selected in a subset of size m] =
/
m−1
m
and that concludes our proof.

5

◀

The Drastic Measure Id

In this section, we consider the drastic measure Id . While the measure itself is extremely
simple and, in particular, computable in polynomial time (testing whether ∆ is satisfied),
it might be intractable to compute the Shapley value of a fact. In particular, we prove a
dichotomy for this measure, classifying FD sets into ones where the Shapley value can be
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computed in polynomial time and the rest where the problem is FP#P -complete.2 Before
giving our dichotomy, we recall the definition of a left-hand-side chain (lhs chain, for short),
introduced by Livshits et al. [25].
▶ Definition 6. [25] An FD set ∆ has a left-hand-side chain if for every two FDs X → Y
and X ′ → Y ′ in ∆, either X ⊆ X ′ or X ′ ⊆ X.
▶ Example 7. The FD set of our running example (Example 1) has an lhs chain. We could
also define ∆ with redundancy by adding the following FD: train time arrives → departs.
The resulting FD set does not have an lhs chain, but it is equivalent to an FD set with an lhs
chain. An example of an FD set that does not have an lhs chain, not even up to equivalence,
is {train time → departs, train departs → time}.
♢
We prove the following.
▶ Theorem 8. Let ∆ be a set of FDs. If ∆ is equivalent to an FD set with an lhs chain,
then Shapley(D, f, ∆, Id ) can be computed in polynomial time, given D and f . Otherwise,
the problem is FP#P -complete.
Interestingly, this is the exact same dichotomy that we obtained in prior work [25] for
the problem of counting subset repairs. We also showed that this tractability criterion is
decidable in polynomial time by computing a minimal cover: if ∆ is equivalent to an FD set
with an lhs chain, then every minimal cover of ∆ has an lhs chain.
Proof of Theorem 8. The proof of the hardness side has two steps. We first show hardness
for the matching constraint {A → B, B → A} over the schema (A, B), and this proof is similar
to the proof of Livshits et al. [23] for the problem of computing the Shapley contribution
of facts to the result of the query q() :- R(x), S(x, y), T (y). Then, from this case to the
remaining cases we apply the fact-wise reductions that we established in our prior work [25].
So, in the remainder of this section we will focus on the tractability side.
As stated in Proposition 3, the computation of Shapley(D, f, ∆, Id ) reduces to the
computation of the expected value of the measure overall subsets of the database of a given

size m. In this case, ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) Id (D′ ∪ {f }, ∆) and ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) Id (D′ , ∆) are
the probabilities that a uniformly chosen D′ ⊆ D \ {f } of size m is such that (D′ ∪ {f }) ̸|= ∆
and D′ ̸|= ∆, respectively. Due to the structure of FD sets with an lhs chain, we can compute
these probabilities efficiently, as we explain next.
Our main observation is that for an FD X → Y , if we group the facts of D by X (i.e.,
split D into maximal subsets of facts that agree on the values of all attributes in X), then
this FD and the FDs that appear later in the chain may be violated only among facts from
the same group. Moreover, when we group by XY (i.e., further split each group of X into
maximal subsets of facts that agree on the values of all attributes in Y ), facts from different
groups always violate this FD, and hence, violate ∆. We refer to the former groups as blocks
and the latter groups as subblocks. This special structure allows us to split the problem into
smaller problems, solve each one of them separately, and then combine the solutions via
dynamic programming.
We define a data structure T where each vertex v is associated with a subset of D that we
denote by D[v]. The root r is associated with D itself, that is, D[r] = D. At the first level,
each child c of r is associated with a block of D[r] w.r.t. X1 → Y1 , and each child c′ of c is

2

Recall that FP#P is the class of polynomial-time functions with an oracle to a problem in #P (e.g.,
count the satisfying assignments of a propositional formula).
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r
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, ]
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22 55
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duration
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v10

duration
= 260
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[0, 0, 0, 0]

[0, 0, 0, 0]

[0, 0, 0, 0]

[0, 0, 0, 0]

[0, 0, 1, 0]

[0, 1, 0, 0]

[0, 1, 0, 0]

[0, 1, 0, 0]

[0, 1, 0, 0]

[0, 1, 0, 0]

[0, 1, 1, 0]
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= BBY
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= WIL

1
, 1]
3

arrives
= BAL

arrives
= WAS

arrives
= PHL

v11

duration
= 420

[0, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 1, 0, 0]
arrives
= NYP

arrives
= WAS

[0, 0, 0, 0]

[0, 0, 0, 0]

[0, 0, 0, 0]

[0, 0, 0, 0]

[0, 0, 0, 0]

[0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 0]

[0, 0, 0, 0]

[0, 1, 0, 0]

[0, 1, 0, 0]

[0, 1, 0, 0]

[0, 1, 0, 0]

[0, 1, 0, 0]

[0, 1, 0, 0] [0, 1, 0, 0]

[0, 1, 0, 0]

v12

v13

v14

v15

v16

v17

v18

v19

Figure 2 The data structure T of our running example.

associated with a subblock of D[c] w.r.t. X1 → Y1 . At the second level, each child c′′ of c′ is
associated with a block of D[c′ ] w.r.t. X2 → Y2 , and each child c′′′ of c′′ is associated with a
subblock of D[c′′ ] w.r.t. X2 → Y2 . This continues all the way to the nth FD, where at the ith
level, each child u of an (i − 1)th level subblock vertex v is associated with a block of D[v]
w.r.t. Xi → Yi and each child u′ of u is associated with a subblock of D[u] w.r.t. Xi → Yi .
We assume that the data structure T is constructed in a preprocessing phase. Clearly,
the number of vertices in T is polynomial in |D| and n (recall that n is the number of FDs
in ∆) as the height of the tree is 2n, and each level contains at most |D| vertices; hence, this
preprocessing phase requires polynomial time (even under combined complexity).
Then, we

compute both ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) Id (D′ , ∆) and ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) Id (D′ ∪ {f }, ∆) by going over
the vertices of T from bottom to top, as we will explain later. Note that for the computation
of these values, we construct T from the database D \{f }. Figure 2 depicts the data structure
T used for the computation of Shapley(D, f9 , ∆, Id ) for the database D and fact f9 of our
running example. Next, we explain the meaning of the values stored in each vertex.
Each vertex v in T stores an array v.val with |D[v]|
+ 1 entries (that is initialized with

zeros) such that v.val[j] = ED′ ∼Uj (D[v]) Id (D′ , ∆) for all j ∈ {0, . . . , |D[v]|} at the end of
the execution. For this measure, we have that:
def

v.val[j] = Pr [a random subset of size j of D[v] violates ∆]
Our final goal is to compute r.val[m], where r is the root of T . For that purpose, in the
algorithm DrasticShapley, depicted in Figure 3, we go over the vertices of T in a bottom-up
order and compute the values of v.val for every vertex v in the UpdateProb subroutine.
Observe that we only need one execution of DrasticShapley with m = |D| − 1 to compute
the required values for all m ∈ {1, . . . , |D| − 1}, as we calculate all these values in our
intermediate computations.
To compute v.val for a subblock vertex v, we iterate over its children in T (which are the
(i + 1)th level blocks) according to an arbitrary order defined in the construction of T . For a
child c of v, we denote by prev(c) the set of children of v that occur before c in that order,
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Algorithm 1 DrasticShapley(D, ∆, m, T ).
1: for all vertices v of T in a bottom-up order do
2:

UpdateProb(v, m)

3: return r.val[m]

Subroutine 1 UpdateProb(v, m).
1: for all children c of v in T do
2:
3:

for j ∈ {m, . . . , 1} do
P
v.val[j] =
j1 +j2 =j
0≤j1 ≤|D[c]|
0≤j2 ≤|D[prev(c)]|

4:
5:

|D[prev(c)]|
 (|D[c]|
)
j1 ) · (
j2
c.val[j1 ] + (1 − c.val[j1 ]) · v.val[j2 ] · |D[prev(c)]|+|D[c]|
)
(
j

if v is a block node then
P
v.val[j] +=
j1 +j2 =j
0<j1 ≤|D[c]|
0<j2 ≤|D[prev(c)]|

|D[prev(c)]|
 (|D[c]|
)
j1 ) · (
j2
(1 − c.val[j1 ]) · (1 − v.val[j2 ]) · |D[prev(c)]|+|D[c]|
)
(
j

Figure 3 An algorithm for computing ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) Id (D′ , ∆) for ∆ with an lhs chain.



S
and by D[prev(c)] the database c′ ∈prev(c) D[c′ ]. When considering c in the for loop of line 1,
we compute the expected value of the measure on a subset of D[prev(c)] ∪ D[c]. Hence, when
we consider the last child of v in the for loop of line 1, we compute the expected value of the
measure on a subset of the entire database D[v].

For a child c of v, there are N1 = |D[prev(c)]|+|D[c]|
subsets of size j of all the children of
j
v considered so far (including
c itself). Each such subset consists of j1 facts of the current c

(there are N2 = |D[c]|
possibilities)
and j2 facts of the previously considered children (there
j1

|D[prev(c)]|
are N3 =
possibilities), for some j1 , j2 such that j1 + j2 = j, with probability
j2
N2 N3 /N1 . Moreover, such a subset violates ∆ if either the facts of the current c violate ∆
(with probability c.val[j1 ] that was computed in a previous iteration) or these facts satisfy ∆,
but the facts of the previous children violate ∆ (with probability (1 − c.val[j1 ]) · v.val[j2 ]).
Observe that since we go over the values j in reverse order in the for loop of line 2 (i.e., from
m to 1), at each iteration of this loop, we have that v.val[j2 ] (for all considered j2 ≤ j) still
holds the expected value of Id over subsets of size j2 of the previous children of v, which is
indeed the value that we need for our computation.
This computation of v.val also applies to the block vertices. However, the addition of
line 5 only applies to blocks. Since the children of a block belong to different subblocks,
and two facts from the same ith level block but different ith level subbblocks always jointly
violate Xi → Yi , a subset of size j of a block also violates the constraints if we select a
non-empty subset of the current child c and a non-empty subset of the previous children,
even if each of these subsets by itself is consistent w.r.t. ∆. Hence, we add this probability in
line 5. Note that all the three cases that we consider are disjoint, so we sum the probabilities.
Observe also that the leaves of T have no children and we do not update their probabilities,
and, indeed the probability to select a subset from a leaf v that violates the constraints is
zero, as all the facts of D[v] agree on the values of all the attributes that occur in ∆.

To compute ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) Id (D′ ∪{f }, ∆) , we use the algorithm DrasticShapleyF, given
in [26]. There, we distinguish between several types of vertices w.r.t. f , and show how this
expectation can be computed for each one of these types.
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▶ Example 9. We now illustrate the computation of ED′ ∼Um (D\{f9 }) Id (D′ , ∆) on the
database D and the fact f9 of our running example for m = 3. Inside each node of the data
structure T of Figure 2, we show the values [v.val[0], v.val[1], v.val[2], v.val[3]] used for this
computation. Below them, we present
the corresponding values used in the computation

′
of ED′ ∼Um (D\{f9 }) Id (D ∪ {f }, ∆) . For the leaves v and each vertex v ∈ {v5 , . . . , v9 , v11 },
we have that v.val[j] = 0 for every j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, as D[v] has a single fact. As for v10 ,
when we consider its first child v17 in the for loop of line 1 of UpdateProb, all the values in
v10 .val remain zero (since v17 .val[j1 ] = v10 .val[j2 ] = 0 for any j1 , j2 , and |D[prev(c)]| = 0).
However, when we consider its second child v18 , while the computation of line 3 again has
no impact on v10 .val, after the computation of line 5 we have that v10 .val[2] = 1. And,
indeed, there is a single subset of size two of D[v10 ], which is {f7 , f8 }, and it violates the FD
train time duration → arrives. This also affects the values of v4 .val. In particular, when we
consider the first child v10 of v4 , we have that v4 .val[j] = 1 for j = 2 and v4 .val[j] = 0 for any
other j. Then, when we consider the second child v11 of v4 , it holds that v4 .val[2] = 13 (as the
only subset of size two of D[v4 ] that violates the FDs is {f6 , f7 }, and there are three subsets
of size three contains both f6 and f7 ). Finally, we
in total) and v4 .val[3] = 1 (as every subset

′
′
♢
have that ED′ ∼U3 (D\{f9 }) Id (D′ , ∆) = 55
56 and ED ∼U3 (D\{f9 }) Id (D ∪ {f9 }, ∆) = 1.
Approximation. We now consider an approximate computation of the Shapley value. Using the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound, we can easily obtain an additive FPRAS of the value
Shapley(D, f, ∆, Id ), by sampling O(log(1/δ)/ϵ2 ) permutations and computing the average
contribution of f in a permutation. As observed by Livshits et al. [23], a multiplicative FPRAS
can be obtained using the same algorithm (possibly with a different number of samples) if the
“gap” property holds: nonzero Shapley values are guaranteed to be large enough compared
to the utility value (which is at most 1 in the case of the drastic measure). This is indeed
the case here, as we now prove the following gap property of Shapley(D, f, ∆, Id ).
▶ Proposition 10. There is a polynomial p such that for all databases D and facts f of D
the value Shapley(D, f, ∆, Id ) is either zero or at least 1/(p(|D|)).
Proof. If no fact of D is in conflict with f , then Shapley(D, f, ∆, Id ) = 0. Otherwise, let
g be a fact that violates an FD of ∆ jointly with f . Clearly, it holds that {g} |= ∆, while
{g, f } ̸|= ∆. The probability to choose a permutation σ, such that σf is exactly {g} is
(|D|−2)!
1
= |D|·(|D|−1)
(recall that σf is the set of facts that appear before f in σ). Therefore,
|D|!
1
we have that Shapley(D, f, ∆, Id ) ≥ |D|·(|D|−1)
, and that concludes our proof.
◀
We conclude that the following holds.
▶ Corollary 11. Shapley(D, f, ∆, Id ) has both an additive and a multiplicative FPRAS.

6

The Cost of a Cardinality Repair IR

In this section, we study the measure IR , based on the cost of a cardinality repair of D. Here,
we refer to the number of facts that are removed from D to obtain a repair E as the cost of
E. This is the first measure that we consider that is not always computable in polynomial
time. Livshits et al. [27] established a dichotomy for the problem of computing a cardinality
repair, classifying FD sets into those for which the problem is solvable in polynomial time,
and those for which it is NP-hard. They presented a polynomial-time algorithm, which
we refer to as Simplify, that takes as input an FD set ∆, finds a removable pair (X, Y ) of
attribute sets (if such a pair exists), and removes every attribute of X ∪ Y from every FD in
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Algorithm 2 Simplify(∆).
1: Remove trivial FDs from ∆
2: if ∆ is not empty then
3:
4:

find a removable pair (X, Y ) of attribute sets
∆ := ∆ − XY
return ∆

Figure 4 A simplification algorithm used for deciding whether a cardinality repair w.r.t. ∆ can
be computed in polynomial time [27].

∆ (we denote the result by ∆ − XY ). A pair (X, Y ) of attribute sets is considered removable
if it satisfies the following three conditions:
Closure∆ (X) = Closure∆ (Y ),
XY is nonempty,
every FD in ∆ contains either X or Y on the left-hand side.
Note that it may be the case that X = Y , and then the conditions imply that every FD of ∆
contains X on the left-hand side. The algorithm is depicted in Figure 4.
Livshits et al. [27] have shown that if it is possible to transform ∆ to an empty set by
repeatedly applying Simplify(∆), then a cardinality repair can be computed in polynomial
time. Otherwise, the problem is NP-hard (and, in fact, APX-complete).
Fact 1 implies that computing Shapley(D, f, ∆, IR ) is hard whenever computing IR (D, ∆)
is hard. Hence, we immediately obtain the following.
▶ Theorem 12. Let ∆ be a set of FDs. If ∆ cannot be emptied by repeatedly applying
Simplify(∆), then computing Shapley(D, f, ∆, IR ) is NP-hard.
In the remainder of this section, we focus on the tractable cases of the dichotomy of
Livshits et al. [27]. In particular, we start by proving that the Shapley value can again be
computed in polynomial time for an FD set that has an lhs chain.
▶ Theorem 13. Let ∆ be a set of FDs. If ∆ is equivalent to an FD set with an lhs chain,
then computing Shapley(D, f, ∆, IR ) can be done in polynomial time, given D and f .
Our polynomial-time algorithm RShapley, depicted in Figure 5, is very similar in structure
to DrasticShapley. However, to compute the expected value of IR , we take the reduction of
Proposition 3 a step further, and show, that the problem of computing the expected value of
the measure over subsets of size m can be reduced to the problem of computing the number
of subsets of size m of D that have a cardinality repair of cost k, given m and k. In the
subroutine UpdateCount, we compute this number.
For each vertex v in T , we define:
def

v.val[j, t] = number of subsets of size j of D[v] with a cardinality repair of cost t

For the leaves v of T , we set v.val[j, 0] = |D[v]|
for 0 ≤ j ≤ |D[v]|, as every subset of D[v] is
j
consistent, and the cost of a cardinality repair is zero. We also set v.val[0, 0] = 1 for each
v in T for the same reason. Since the size of the cardinality repair is bounded by the size
of the database, in UpdateCount(v, m), we compute the value v.val[j, t] for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m
and 0 ≤ t ≤ j. To compute this number, we again go over the children of v, one by one.
When we consider a child c in the for loop of line 1, the value v.val[j, t] is the number of
subsets of size j of D[prev(c)] ∪ D[c] that have a cardinality repair of cost t.
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Algorithm 3 RShapley(D, ∆, m, T ).
1: for all vertices v of T in a bottom-up order do

UpdateCount(v, m)
Pm
k
3: return
k=0 (|D|−1) · r.val[m, k]
m
2:

Subroutine 2 UpdateCount(v, m).
1: v.val[0, 0] = 1
2: if v is a leaf then v.val[j, 0] =

|D[v]|
j



for all j ∈ {1, . . . , |D[v]|}

3: for all children c of v in T do
4:
5:
6:
7:

for j ∈ {m, . . . , 1} do
for t ∈ {j, . . . , 0} do
if v is a block vertex then
P
v.val[j, t] =

P

c.val[j1 , t−j2 ]·v.val[j2 , w2 ]



j1 +j2 =j
t−j1 ≤w2 ≤j2
0≤j1 ≤|D[c]|
t−j1 ≤j2 ≤min{t,|D[prev(c)]|}

8:

P

P

v.val[j, t] +=

c.val[j1 , w1 ] · v.val[j2 , t − j1 ]



j1 +j2 =j
t−j2 <w1 ≤j1
t−j2 ≤j1 ≤min{t,|D[c]|}
0≤j2 ≤|D[prev(c)]|

9:
10:

else
v.val[j, t] =

P

P

j1 +j2 =j
0≤j1 ≤|D[c]|
0≤j2 ≤|D[prev(c)]|

t1 +t2 =t
0≤t1 ≤j1
0≤t2 ≤j2

c.val[j1 , t1 ] · v.val[j2 , t2 ]



Figure 5 An algorithm for computing ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) IR (D′ , ∆) for ∆ with an lhs chain.



The children of a block v are subblocks that jointly violate an FD of ∆; hence, when
we consider a child c of v, a cardinality repair of a subset E of D[prev(c)] ∪ D[c] is either a
cardinality repair of E ∩ D[c] (in which case we remove every fact of E ∩ D[prev(c)]) or a
cardinality repair of E ∩ D[prev(c)] (in which case we remove every fact of E ∩ D[c]). The
decision regarding which of these cases holds is based on the following four parameters: (1)
the number j1 of facts in E ∩ D[c], (2) the number j2 of facts in E ∩ D[prev(c)], (3) the
cost w1 of a cardinality repair of E ∩ D[c], and (4) the cost w2 of a cardinality repair of
E ∩ D[prev(c)]. In particular:
If w1 + j2 ≤ w2 + j1 , then a cardinality repair of E ∩ D[c] is preferred over a cardinality
repair of E ∩ D[prev(c)], as it requires removing less facts from the database.
If w1 + j2 > w2 + j1 , then a cardinality repair of E ∩ D[prev(c)] is preferred over a
cardinality repair of E ∩ D[c].
In fact, since we fix t in the computation of v.val[j, t], we do not need to go over all w1 and
w2 . In the first case, we have that w1 = t − j2 (hence, the total number of removed facts is
t − j2 + j2 = t), and in the second case we have that w2 = t − j1 for the same reason. Hence,
in line 7 we consider the first case where t ≤ w2 + j1 , and in line 8 we consider the second
case where w1 + j2 > t. To avoid negative costs, we add a lower bound of t − j1 on j2 and
w2 in line 7, and, similarly, a lower bound of t − j2 on j1 and w1 in line 8.
For a subblock vertex v, a cardinality repair of D[v] is the union of cardinality repairs of
the children of v, as facts corresponding to different children of v do not jointly violate any
FD. Therefore, for such vertices, in line 10, we compute v.val by going over all j1 , j2 such
that j1 + j2 = j and all t1 , t2 such that t1 + t2 = t and multiply the number of subsets of size
j1 of the current child for which the cost of a cardinality repair is t1 by the number of subsets
of size j2 of the previously considered children for which the cost of a cardinality repair is t2 .
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We present a polynomial-time algorithm for computing ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) IR (D′ ∪ {f }, ∆)
in [26].



Approximation. In cases where a cardinality repair can be computed in polynomial time,
we can obtain an additive FPRAS in the same way as the drastic measure. (Note that this
Shapley value is also in [0, 1].) Moreover, we can again obtain a multiplicative FPRAS using
the same technique due to the following gap property (proved similarly to Proposition 10).
▶ Proposition 14. There is a polynomial p such that for all databases D and facts f of D
the value Shapley(D, f, ∆, IR ) is either zero or at least 1/(p(|D|)).
As aforementioned, Livshits et al. [27] showed that the hard cases of their dichotomy for
the problem of computing a cardinality repair are, in fact, APX-complete; hence, there is a
polynomial-time constant-ratio approximation, but for some ϵ > 1 there is no (randomized)
ϵ-approximation or else P = NP (NP ⊆ BPP). Since the Shapley value of every fact w.r.t. IR
is positive, the existence of a multiplicative FPRAS for Shapley(D, f, ∆, IR ) would imply the
existence of a multiplicative FPRAS for IR (D, ∆) (due to Fact 1), which is a contradiction
to the APX-hardness. We conclude the following.
▶ Proposition 15. Let ∆ be a set of FDs. If ∆ can be emptied by repeatedly applying
Simplify(∆), then Shapley(D, f, ∆, IR ) has both an additive and a multiplicative FPRAS.
Otherwise, it has neither multiplicative nor additive FPRAS, unless NP ⊆ BPP.
Unsolved cases for IR . Unlike the other inconsistency measures considered in this paper,
we do not have a full dichotomy for the measure IR . In particular, a basic open problem
is the computation of Shapley(D, f, ∆, IR ) for ∆ = {A → B, B → A}. On the one hand,
Proposition 15 shows that this case belongs to the tractable side if an approximation is
allowed. On the other hand, our algorithm for exact Shapley(D, f, ∆, IR ) is via counting the
subsets of size m that have a cardinality repair of cost k. This approach will not work here:
▶ Proposition 16. Let ∆ = {A → B, B → A} be an FD set over (A, B). Counting the
subsets of size m of a given database that have a cardinality repair of cost k is #P-hard.
Proof. The proof is by a reduction from the problem of computing the number of perfect
matchings in a bipartite graph, known to be #P-complete [38]. Given a bipartite graph
g = (A ∪ B, E) (where |A| = |B|), we construct a database D over (A, B) by adding a fact
(a, b) for every edge (a, b) ∈ E. We then define m = |A| and k = 0. It is rather straightforward
that the perfect matchings of g correspond exactly to the subsets D′ of size |A| of D such
that D′ itself is a cardinality repair.
◀
Observe that the cooperative game for ∆ = {A → B, B → A} can be seen as a game on
bipartite graphs where the vertices on the left-hand side represent the values of attribute
A, the vertices on the right-hand side correspond to the values that occur in attribute B,
and the edges represent the tuples of the database (hence, the players of the game). This
game is different from the well-known matching game [1] where the players are the vertices
of the graph (and the value of the game is determined by the maximum weight matching of
the subgraph induced by the coalition). In contrast, in our case the players correspond to
the edges of the graph. It is not clear what is the connection between the two games and
whether or how we can use known results on matching games to derive results for the game
that we consider here.
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Algorithm 4 MCShapley(D, ∆, m, T ).
1: for all vertices v of T in a bottom-up order do
2:

UpdateExpected(v, m)

3: return r.val[m]

Subroutine 3 UpdateExpected(v, m).
1: v.val[0] = 1
2: if v is a leaf then v.val[j] = 1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , |D[v]|}
3: for all children c of v in T do
4:
5:
6:

for j ∈ {m, . . . , 1} do
if v is a block vertex then

P
v.val[j] =
c.val[j1 ] + v.val[j2 ]
j1 +j2 =j
0≤j1 ≤|D[c]|
0≤j2 ≤|D[prev(c)]|

7:
8:

else
v.val[j] =

P

c.val[j1 ] · v.val[j2 ]



j1 +j2 =j
0≤j1 ≤|D[c]|
0≤j2 ≤|D[prev(c)]|

Figure 6 An algorithm for computing ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) IMC (D′ , ∆) for ∆ with an lhs chain.



7

The Number of Repairs IMC

The final measure that we consider counts the repairs of the database. A dichotomy result from
our previous work [25] states that the problem of counting repairs can be solved in polynomial
time for FD sets with an lhs chain (up to equivalence), and is #P-complete for any other FD
set. The hardness side, along with Fact 1, implies that computing Shapley(D, f, ∆, IMC ) is
FP#P -hard whenever the FD set is not equivalent to an FD set with an lhs chain. Hence, an
lhs chain is a necessary condition for tractability. We show here that it is also sufficient: if the
FD set has an lhs chain, then the problem can be solved in polynomial time. Consequently,
we obtain the following dichotomy.
▶ Theorem 17. Let ∆ be a set of FDs. If ∆ is equivalent to an FD set with an lhs chain, then
computing Shapley(D, f, ∆, IMC ) can be done in polynomial time, given D and f . Otherwise,
the problem is FP#P -complete.
The algorithm MCShapley, depicted in Figure 6, for computing Shapley(D, f, ∆, IMC ),
has the same structure as DrasticShapley, with the only difference being the computations in
the subroutine UpdateExpected (that replaces UpdateProb).
For a vertex v in T we define:
v.val[j] = E [number of repairs of a random subset of size j of D[v]]
As the number of repairs of a consistent database D is one (D itself is a repair), we set
v.val[0] = 1 for every vertex v and v.val[j] = 1 for 0 ≤ j ≤ |D[v]| for every leaf v. Now,
consider a block vertex v and a child c of v. Since the children of v are subblocks, each repair
consists of facts of a single child. Hence, the total number of repairs is the sum of repairs of
the children of v. Moreover, since our choice of facts from different subblocks is independent,
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we have the following (where MC(D, ∆) is the set of repairs of D w.r.t. ∆).
X

ED′ ∼Uj (D[prev(c)]∪D[c]) IMC (D′ , ∆) =
Pr [D′ ] · |M C(D′ , ∆)| =
D ′ ⊆D[prev(c)]∪D[c]
|D ′ |=j

X

X

X

Pr [E1 ]Pr [E2 ] |M C(E1 , ∆)| + |M C(E2 , ∆)|



j1 +j2 =j
E1 ⊆D[c] E2 ⊆D[prev(c)]
0≤j1 ≤|D[c]|
|E1 |=j1
|E2 |=j2
0≤j2 ≤D[prev(c)]

Using standard mathematical manipulations, we obtain the following result:

ED′ ∼Uj (D[prev(c)]∪D[c]) IMC (D′ , ∆) =
X 


ED′ ∼Uj1 (D[c]) IMC (D′ , ∆) + ED′ ∼Uj2 (D[prev(c)] IMC (D′ , ∆)
j1 +j2 =j
0≤j1 ≤|D[c]|
0≤j2 ≤D[prev(c)]

This calculation is reflected in line 6 of the UpdateExpected subroutine.
We can similarly show that for a subblock vertex v, it holds that:

ED′ ∼Uj (D[prev(c)]∪D[c]) IMC (D′ , ∆) =
X


ED′ ∼Uj1 (D[c]) IMC (D′ , ∆) × ED′ ∼Uj2 (D[prev(c)] IMC (D′ , ∆)
j1 +j2 =j
0≤j1 ≤|D[c]|
0≤j2 ≤D[prev(c)]

We use this result for the calculation of line 8. The difference between the calculations lies in
the observation that the children of a subblock are blocks that never jointly violate ∆; hence,
the number of repairs is obtained by multiplying the number of repairs of each child of v.

An algorithm for computing ED′ ∼Um (D\{f }) IMC (D′ ∪ {f }, ∆) is given in [26].
Approximation. Repair counting for ∆ = {A → B, B → A} is the problem of counting the
maximal matchings of a bipartite graph. As the values Shapley(D, f, ∆, IMC ) are nonnegative
and sum up to the number of repairs, we conclude that an FPRAS for Shapley implies an
FPRAS for the number of maximal matchings. To the best of our knowledge, existence of
the latter is a long-standing open problem [18]. This is also the case for any ∆′ that is not
equivalent to an FD set with an lhs chain, since there is a fact-wise reduction from ∆ to such
∆′ [25].

8

Conclusions

We studied the complexity of calculating the Shapley value of database facts for basic
inconsistency measures, focusing on FD constraints. We showed that two of them are
computable in polynomial time: the number of violations (IMI ) and the number of problematic
facts (IP ). In contrast, each of the drastic measure (Id ) and the number of repairs (IMC )
features a dichotomy in complexity, where the tractability condition is the possession of an
lhs chain (up to equivalence). For the cost of a cardinality repair (IR ) we showed a tractable
fragment and an intractable fragment, but a gap remains on certain FD sets – the ones that
do not have an lhs chain, and yet, a cardinality repair can be computed in polynomial time.
We also studied the approximability of the Shapley value and showed, among other things,
an FPRAS for Id and a dichotomy in the existence of an FPRAS for IR .
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This work has been restricted to schemas with a single relation. Some of the results
immediately generalize to schemas with multiple relations. For instance, it is easy to show
that all of our lower bounds generalize. It is also easy to show that our upper bounds
generalize when considering the additive inconsistency measures IMI , IP and IR (where the
value of the measure on the entire database is the sum of the values over the individual
relations of the schema). This is due to the linearity property of the Shapley value [35]:
Shapley(D, f, ∆, a · α + b · β) = a · Shapley(D, f, ∆, α) + b · Shapley(D, f, ∆, β). We believe
that our upper bounds can also be generalized to multiple relation schemas for the measures
Id and IMC , but this requires a more subtle proof that we leave for future work.
Many other directions are left open for future research. First, the picture is incomplete
for the measure IR . In particular, the complexity of the exact computation is open for
the bipartite matching constraint {A → B, B → A} that, unlike the known FD sets in the
intractable fragment, has an FPRAS. In general, we would like to complete the picture of IR
towards a full dichotomy. Moreover, for the schemas where there is no FPRAS for IR , our
results neither imply nor refute the existence of a constant-ratio approximation (for some
constant). Second, the problems are immediately extendible to any type of constraints other
than functional dependencies, such as denial constraints, tuple generating dependencies, and
so on. Third, it would be interesting to see how the results extend to wealth distribution
functions other than Shapley, e.g., the Banzhaff Power Index [7]. The tractable cases remain
tractable for the Banzhaff Power Index, but it is not clear how (and whether) our proofs
for the lower bounds generalize to this function. Finally, there is the practical question of
implementation: while our algorithms terminate in polynomial time, we believe that they are
hardly scalable without further optimization and heuristics ad-hoc to the use case; developing
those is an important challenge for future research.
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Introduction

Various challenges in data management are based on soft variants of database constraints
(also referred to as weak or approximate constraints). In constraint discovery and mining, for
instance, the goal is to find constraints, such as Functional Dependencies (FDs) [3, 8, 11] and
beyond [2, 12, 16], that generally hold in the database but not necessarily in a perfect manner.
There, the reason for the violations might be rare events (e.g., agreement on the zip code but
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not the state) or noise (e.g., mistyping). Soft constraints also arise when reasoning about
uncertain data [6, 9, 18, 19] – the database is viewed as a probabilistic space over possible
worlds, and the violation of a weak constraint in a possible world is viewed as evidence that
affects the world’s probability.
Our investigation concerns the latter application of soft constraints. To be more precise,
the semantics is that of a parametric factor graph: the probability of a possible world is the
product of factors where every violation of the constraint contributes one factor; in turn, this
factor is a weight that is assigned upfront to the constraint. This approach is highly inspired
by successful concepts such as the Markov Logic Network (MLN) [17].1 The computational
problems are the typical ones of probabilistic modeling: marginal inference (compute the
probability of a query answer) and maximum likelihood (find the most probable world) – the
problem that we focus on here.
More specifically, we investigate the complexity of finding a most probable world in the
case where the constraints are FDs. By taking the logarithms of the factors, this problem
can be formally defined as follows. We are given a database D and a set ∆ of FDs, where
every tuple and every FD has a weight (which is a nonnegative number). We wish to obtain
a cleaner subset E of D by deleting tuples. The cost of the subset E includes a penalty
for every deleted tuple, and a penalty for every violation of (i.e., pair of tuples that jointly
violate) an FD; the penalties are the weights of the tuple and the FD, respectively. The
goal is to find a subset E with a minimal cost. In what follows, we refer to such E as an
optimal subset and to the optimization problem of finding an optimal subset as soft repairing.
The optimal subset corresponds to the “most likely intention” in the Probabilistic Unclean
Database (PUD) framework of De Sa, Ilyas, Kimelfeld, Ré and Rekatsinas [18] in a restricted
case that is studied in their work, and to the “most probable world” in the probabilistic
database model of Sen, Deshpande and Getoor [19]. In the special case where the FDs are
hard constraints (i.e., their weight is infinite or just too large to pay), an optimal subset is
simply what is known as a “cardinality repair” [15] or, equivalently [14], a “most probable
database” [6].
The computational challenge of soft repairing is that there are exponentially many
candidate subsets. We investigate the data complexity of the problem, where the database
schema and the FD set are fixed, and the input consists of the database D and all involved
weights. Moreover, we assume that D consists of a single relation; this is done without loss of
generality, since the problem boils down to soft repairing each relation independently (since
an FD does not involve more than one relation).
The complexity of the problem is very well understood in the case of hard constraints
(cardinality repairs). Gribkoff, Van den Broeck and Suciu [6] established complexity results for
the case of unary FDs (having a single attribute on the left-hand side), and Livshits, Kimelfeld
and Roy [14] completed the picture to a full (effective) dichotomy over all possible sets of
FDs. For example, the problem is solvable in polynomial time for the FD sets {A → B},
{A → B, B → A} and {A → B, B → A, B → C}, but is NP-hard for {A → B, B → C}.
In contrast, very little is known about the more general case where the FDs are soft (and
violations are allowed), where the problem seems to be fundamentally harder, both to solve
and to reason about. Clearly, for every ∆ where it is intractable to find a cardinality repair, the
soft version is also intractable. But the other direction is false (under conventional complexity
assumptions). For example, soft repairing is hard for ∆ = {A → B, B → A, B → C}, for the

1

More precisely, an MLN can be viewed as a database with weak constraints, where the set of facts
includes all possible tuples over the (finite) domains of the attributes.
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following reason. We can set the weights of A → B and B → C to be very high, making each
of them a hard constraint in effect, and the weight of B → A very low, making it ignorable
in effect. Hence, an optimal subset is a cardinality repair for {A → B, B → C} that, as said
above, is hard to compute.
So, which sets of FDs have a tractable soft repairing? The only polynomial-time algorithm
we are aware of is that of De Sa et al. [18] for the special case of a single key constraint,
that is, ∆ = {X → Y } where XY contain all of the schema attributes; they have left the
more general case (that we study here) open. In this work, we make substantial progress in
answering this question by presenting algorithms for two types of FD sets: (a) a single FD
and (b) a matching constraint.
The first type generalizes the tractability of De Sa et al. [18] from a key constraint to an
arbitrary FD (as long as it is the only FD in ∆). Like theirs, our algorithm employs dynamic
programming, but in a more involved fashion. This is because their algorithm is based on
the fact that in a key constraint X → Y , any two tuples that agree on X are necessarily
conflicting. We also show that our algorithm can be generalized to additional sets of FDs.
For example, it turns out that the FD set {name → address , name address → email} is
tractable as well. (Note that the address attribute on the left-hand side of the second FD is
not redundant, as in the ordinary semantics, since the FDs are treated as soft constraints.)
In Section 4 we phrase the more general condition that this FD set satisfies.
The second type, matching constraints, refers to FD sets ∆ = {X → Y, X ′ → Y ′ } over a
schema with the attributes A1 , . . . ,Ak where X ∪ Y = X ′ ∪ Y ′ = X ∪ X ′ = {A1 , . . . , Ak } and
there are no attributes other than A1 , . . . , Ak . The simplest example is {A → B, B → A} over
the binary schema (A, B) that represents a bipartite graph, and the problem is that of finding
the best “almost matching” of a bipartite graph where a penalty is paid for every lost edge
and every violation of monogamy. A more involved example is {fn ln → addr , fn addr → ln}
over the schema (fn, ln, addr). Our algorithm is based on a reduction to the Minimum Cost
Maximum Flow (MCMF) problem [4].
Whether our algorithms cover all of tractable cases remains an open problem for future
investigation. (In the Conclusions we discuss the simplest FD sets where the question is left
unsolved.) We do show, however, that there is a polynomial-time approximation algorithm
with an approximation factor 3, that is, a subset where the penalty is at most three times
the optimum.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give the formal setup and the problem
definition in Section 2. We then discuss the complexity of the general problem and its
relationship to past results in Section 3. We describe our algorithm for soft repairing in
Sections 4 and 5 for a single FD and a matching constraint, respectively, and conclude in
Section 6.

2

Formal Setup

We begin with preliminary definitions and terminology that we use throughout the paper.

2.1

Databases, FDs and Repairs

A relation schema R(A1 , . . . , Ak ) consists of a relation symbol R and a set {A1 , . . . , Ak } of
attributes. A database D over R is a set of facts f of the form R(c1 , . . . , ck ), where each ci is
a constant. We denote by f [Ai ] the value that the fact f associates with attribute Ai (i.e.,
f [Ai ] = ci ). Similarly, if X = B1 · · · Bk is a sequence of attributes from {A1 , . . . , Ak }, then
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f [X] is the tuple (f [B1 ], . . . , f [Bk ]). We assume that every fact f ∈ D is associated with a
nonnegative weight, hereafter denoted wf . (The weight of a fact is sometimes derived from a
validity/existence probability [6, 19].)
A Functional Dependency (FD) over the relation schema R(A1 , . . . , Ak ) is an expression
φ of the form X → Y where X, Y ⊆ {A1 , . . . , Ak }. A violation of an FD in a database D
is a pair {f, g} of tuples from D that agrees on the left-hand side (i.e., f [X] = g[X]) but
disagrees on the right-hand side (i.e., f [Y ] ̸= g[Y ]). An FD X → Y is trivial if Y ⊆ X. We
denote by vio(D, φ) the set of all the violations of the FD φ in D. We say that D satisfies φ,
denoted D |= φ, if it has no violations (i.e., vio(D, φ) is empty). The database D satisfies
a set ∆ of FDs, denoted by D |= ∆, if D satisfies every FD in ∆; otherwise, D violates ∆
(denoted D ̸|= ∆). We assume that every FD φ ∈ ∆ has a nonnegative weight, that we
denote by wφ .
When there is no risk of ambiguity, we may omit the specification of the relation schema
R(A1 , . . . , Ak ) and simply assume that the involved databases and constraints are all over
the same schema.
Let D be a database and let ∆ be a set of FDs. A repair (of D w.r.t. ∆) is an inclusionmaximal consistent subset E; that is, E ⊆ D and E |= ∆, and moreover, E ′ ̸|= ∆ for every
E ′ such that E ⊊ E ′ ⊆ D. Note that the number of repairs can be exponential in the number
of facts of D. A cardinality repair is a repair E of a maximal cardinality (i.e., |E| ≥ |E ′ | for
every repair E ′ ).

2.2

Soft Constraints

We define the concept of soft constraints (or weak constraints or weighted rules) in the
standard way of “penalizing” the database for every missing fact, on the one hand, and every
violation, on the other hand. This is the concept adopted in past work such as the parfactors
of De Sa et al. [18], the soft keys of Jha et al. [9], and the PrDB model of Sen et al. [19].
The concept can be viewed as a special case of the Markov Logic Network (MLN) [17].
Formally, let D be a database and ∆ a set of FDs. The cost of a subset E of a database
D is then defined as follows.
 


X
X
def
cost(E | D) = 
wf  + 
wφ |vio(E, φ)|
(1)
f ∈(D\E)

φ∈∆

As for the computational model, we assume that every weight is a rational number r/q
that is represented using the numerator and the denominator, namely (r, q), where each of
the two is an integer represented in the standard binary manner.

2.3

Problem Definition: Soft Repairing

The problem we study in this paper, referred to as soft repairing, is the optimization problem
of finding a database subset with a minimal cost. Since we consider the data complexity of
the problem, we associate with each relation schema and set of FDs a separate computational
problem.
▶ Problem 1 (Soft Repairing). Let R(A1 , . . . , Ak ) be a relation schema and ∆ a set of FDs.
Soft repairing ( for R(A1 , . . . , Ak ) and ∆) is the following optimization problem: Given a
database D, find an optimal subset of D, that is, a subset E of D with a minimal cost(E | D).
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(a) D.

(b) E1 .

(c) E2 .

(d) E3 .

Figure 1 For the relation Flights(Flight, Airline, Date, Origin, Destination, Airplane) and the FDs
Flight → Airline (with wφ1 = 5) and Flight Airline Date → Destination (with wφ2 = 1), a database
D, a cardinality repair E1 , a weighted cardinality repair E2 , and an optimal subset E3 .

Note that a cardinality repair is an optimal subset in the special case where the weight
wφ of every FD φ is ∞ (or just higher than the cost of deleting the entire database), and
the weight wf of every fact f is 1. Livshits et al. [14] studied the complexity of finding a
weighted cardinality repair, which is the same as a cardinality repair but the weight wf of
every fact f can be arbitrary. Hence, both types of cardinality repairs are consistent (i.e.,
the constraints are strictly satisfied). In contrast, an optimal subset in the general case may
violate one or more of the FDs. In the next section we recall the known complexity results
for cardinality and weighted cardinality repairs.
▶ Example 2. Our running example is based on the database of Figure 1 over the relation
schema Flights(Flight, Airline, Date, Origin, Destination, Airplane) that contains information
about domestic flights in the United States. The weight of each tuple appears on the
rightmost column. The FD set ∆ consists of the following FDs:
Flight → Airline: a flight is associated with a single airline.
Flight Airline Date → Destination: a flight on a certain date has a single destination.
We assume that the weight of the first FD is 5, and the weight of the second FD is 1 (as the
same flight number can be reused for different flights).
The database E1 of Figure 1 is a cardinality repair of D as no repair of D can be obtained
by removing less then three facts. However, E1 is not a weighted cardinality repair, since its
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Algorithm 1 Simplify(∆).

Remove trivial FDs from ∆
if ∆ is not empty then
find a removable pair (X, Y ) of attribute set
∆ := ∆ − XY
return ∆

cost is eight, while the cost of E2 is six. The reader can easily verify that E2 is a weighted
cardinality repair of D. Finally, E3 is not a repair of D in the traditional sense as it contains
a violation of the second FD, but it is an optimal subset of D with cost(E3 | D) = 5.
⌟

3

Preliminary Complexity Analysis

We consider the data complexity of the problem of computing an optimal subset. We assume
that the schema and the set of FDs are fixed, and the input consists of the database. Livshits
et al. [14] studied the problems of finding a cardinality repair and a weighted cardinality
repair, and established a dichotomy over the space of all the sets of functional dependencies.
In particular, they introduced an algorithm that, given a set ∆ of FDs, decides whether:
1. A weighted cardinality repair can be computed in polynomial time; or
2. Finding a (weighted) cardinality repair is APX-complete.2
No other possibility exists. The algorithm is a recursive procedure that attempts to simplify
∆ at each iteration by finding a removable pair (X, Y ) of attribute sets, and removing every
attribute of X and Y from all the FDs in ∆ (which we denote by ∆ − XY ). We say that a
pair (X, Y ) of attribute sets is removable if it satisfies the following properties:
Closure∆ (X) = Closure∆ (Y ),
XY is nonempty,
every FD in ∆ contains either X or Y on the left-hand side.
Note that the sets X and Y may be the same, and then the condition states that every FD
contains X on the left-hand side.
The simplification procedure for an FD set ∆ is depicted here as Algorithm 1. If we are
able to transform ∆ to an empty set of FDs by repeatedly applying simplifications, then the
algorithm returns true and finding an optimal consistent subset is solvable in polynomial
time. Otherwise, the algorithm returns false and the problem is APX-complete. We state
their result for later reference.
▶ Theorem 3. [14] Let ∆ be a set of FDs. If ∆ can be emptied via Simplify(∆) steps,
then a weighted cardinality repair can be computed in polynomial time; otherwise, finding a
cardinality repair is APX-complete.
The hardness side of Theorem 3 immediately implies the hardness of the more general
soft-repairing problem. Yet, the other direction (tractability generalizes) is not necessarily
true. As discussed in the Introduction, if ∆ = {A → B, B → A, B → C}, then ∆, as a set
of hard constraints, is classified as tractable according to Algorithm 1; however, this is not
the case for soft constraints. We can generalize this example by stating that if ∆ contains

2

Recall that APX is the class of NP optimization problems that admit constant-ratio approximations
in polynomial time. Hardness in APX is via the so called “PTAS” reductions (cf. textbooks on
approximation complexity, e.g., [5]).
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a subset that is hard according to Theorem 3, then soft repairing is hard. (This does not
hold when considering only hard constraints, as the example shows that there exists an easy
∆ with a hard subset.) In the following sections, we are going to discuss tractable cases of
FD sets. Before that, we will show that the problem becomes tractable if one settles for an
approximation.

3.1

Approximation

The following theorem shows that soft repairing admits a constant-ratio approximation, for
the constant three, in polynomial time. This means that there is a polynomial-time algorithm
for finding a subset with a cost of at most three times the minimum.
▶ Theorem 4. For all FD sets, soft repairing admits a 3-approximation in polynomial time.
Proof. We reduce soft repairing to the problem of finding a minimum weighted set cover
where every element belongs to 3 sets. A simple greedy algorithm finds a 3-approximation to
this problem in linear time [7].
We set the elements to be {({f, g}, δ) | f, g ∈ D, δ ∈ ∆, f and g contradict δ}. Each
element ({f, g}, δ) belongs to three sets: f with weight wf , g with weight wg , and ({f, g}, δ)
with weight wδ . Each minimal solution to this set cover problem can be translated to a
soft repair: the selected sets that correspond to tuples are removed in the repair. Indeed, a
minimal set cover of such a construction has to resolve each conflict by either paying for the
removal of at least one of the tuples or paying for the violation.
◀
In terms of formal complexity, Theorem 4 implies that the problem of soft repairing is in
APX (for every set of FDs). From this, from Theorem 3 and from the discussion that follows
Theorem 3, we conclude the following.
▶ Corollary 5. Let ∆ be a set of FDs. Soft repairing for ∆ is in APX. Moreover, if any
subset of ∆ cannot be emptied via Simplify(∆) steps, then soft repairing is APX-complete for
∆.

4

Algorithm for a Single Functional Dependency

In this section, we consider the case of a single functional dependency, and present a
polynomial-time algorithm for soft repairing. Hence, we establish the following result.
▶ Theorem 6. In the case of a single FD, soft repairing can be solved in polynomial time.
Next, we prove Theorem 6 by presenting an algorithm. Later, we also generalize the argument
and result beyond a single FD (Theorem 7).
def
We assume that the single FD is φ = X → Y and that our input database is D. We split
D into blocks and subblocks, as we explain next. The blocks of D are the maximal subsets of
D that agree on the X values. Denote these blocks by D1 , . . . , Dm . Note that there are no
conflicts across blocks; hence, we can solve the problem separately for each block and then
an optimal subset E is simply the union of optimal subsets Ei of the blocks Di :
E=

m
[

Ei

i=1

The subblocks of a block Di are the maximal subsets of Di that agree on the Y values (in
addition to the X values). We denote these subblocks by Di,1 , . . . , Di,qi . Note that two
facts from the same subblock are consistent, while two facts from different subblocks are
conflicting.
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From here we continue with dynamic programming. For a number j ∈ {0, . . . , qi }, where
qi is the number of subblocks of Di , and a number k ∈ {0, . . . , |Di,1 ∪ · · · ∪ Di,j |} of facts,
we define the following values that we are going to compute:
C[i, j, k] is the cost of an optimal subset of Di,1 ∪ · · · ∪ Di,j (i.e., the union of the first j
subblocks) with precisely k facts.
F [i, j, k] is a subset of Di,1 ∪ · · · ∪ Di,j that realizes C[i, j, k], that is,
|F [i, j, k]| = k

∧

cost (F [i, j, k] | Di,1 ∪ · · · ∪ Di,j ) = C[i, j, k]

(If multiple choices of F [i, j, k] exist, we select an arbitrary one.) Once we compute the
F [i, qi , k], we are done since it then suffices to return the best subset over all k:
Ei = F [i, qi , k] for k = argmin C[i, qi , k]
k

It remains to compute C[i, j, k] and F [i, j, k]. We will focus on the former, as the latter is
obtained by straightforward bookkeeping. The key observation is that if we decide to delete
t facts from Di,j , then we always prefer to delete the t facts with the minimal weight. We
use this observation as follows.
For a subblock Di,j and t ∈ {0, . . . , |Di,j |}, denote by top(t, Di,j ) an arbitrary subset of
Di,j with t facts of the highest weight. Hence, top(t, Di,j ) is obtained by taking a prefix of
size t when sorting the tuples of Di,j from the heaviest to the lightest. Then C[i, j, k] is
computed as follows.


0
j = 0 and k = 0;



∞
j = 0 and k > 0;


C[i, j, k] =
P

min C[i, j − 1, k − t] + t(k − t)wφ +
wf
otherwise.



f ∈Di,j \
 t
top(t,Di,j )

The correctness of the above computation is due to the definition of the cost in Equation (1).
In particular, in the third case, we go over all options for the number t of facts taken from
the subblock Di,j and choose an option with the minimum cost. This cost consists of the
following components:
C[i, j − 1, k − t] is the cost of the best choice of k − t facts from the remaining j − 1
subblocks.
t(k − t)wφ is the cost of the violations in which the jth subblock participates: any
combination of a fact from Di,j and a fact from the other subblocks is a violation of φ.
P
f ∈Di,j \top(t,Di,j ) wf is the cost of removing every fact that is not in top(t, Di,j ) from
the jth subblock.
This completes the description of the algorithm. From this description, the correctness should
be a straightforward conclusion.

4.1

Generalization

We now show how the idea from the previous section can be generalized to some FD sets
beyond singletons. An attribute A is an lhs attribute of an FD X → Y if A ∈ X, and it is
a consensus attribute of X → Y if X = ∅ and A ∈ Y (hence, X → Y states that all tuples
should have the same A value). The simplification step of Algorithm 2 removes an attribute
A if for every FD in ∆, it is either an lhs or a consensus attribute. We prove the following.
▶ Theorem 7. Let ∆ be a set of FDs. If ∆ can be emptied via L/C − Simplify(∆) steps, then
soft repairing for ∆ is solvable in polynomial time.
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Algorithm 2 L/C-Simplify(∆).
1: remove trivial FDs from ∆
2: if ∆ is not empty then

find A such that in each FD, A is either an lhs or a consensus attribute
4:
∆ := ∆ − A
5: return ∆
3:

Note that whenever ∆ can be emptied via L/C − Simplify(∆) steps, it can also be emptied
via Simplify(∆) steps. Indeed, if L/C − Simplify(∆) eliminates the attribute A, then we can
take: (a) X = {A} and Y = ∅ in Algorithm 1 if A is a consensus attribute of some FD, or
(b) X = Y = {A} if A is an lhs attribute of every FD. This is expected due to Theorems 3
and 7, and the observation of Section 3 that soft-repairing is hard whenever computing a
cardinality repair is hard.
▶ Example 8. Consider the database and the FD set of our running example (Example 2).
This FD set, which we denote here by ∆1 , can be emptied via L/C − Simplify(∆) steps, by
selecting attributes in the following order:
{Flight → Airline , Flight Airline Date → Destination}
Flight :{∅ → Airline , Airline Date → Destination}
Airline :{Date → Destination}
Date :{∅ → Destination}
Destination :{}

Hence, Theorem 7 implies that soft repairing can be solved in polynomial time for ∆1 .
Next, consider the FD set ∆2 consisting of the following FDs: Flight → Airline and
Flight Date → Destination. This FD set is logically equivalent to ∆1 ; hence, they both
entail the exact same cardinality repairs. However, these sets are no longer equivalent when
considering soft repairing. In particular, two facts that agree on the values of the Flight and
Date attributes, but disagree on the values of the Airline and Destination attributes, violate
only one FD in ∆1 but two FDs in ∆2 , which affects the cost of keeping these two tuples in
the database. In fact, the FD set ∆2 cannot be emptied via L/C − Simplify(∆) steps, as after
removing the Flight attribute, no other attribute is either an lhs or a consensus attribute of
the remaining FDs. The complexity of soft repairing for ∆2 remains an open problem. ⌟
Next, we prove Theorem 7 by presenting a polynomial-time algorithm for soft repairing
in the case where ∆ can be emptied via L/C − Simplify(∆) steps. Our algorithm generalizes
the idea of the algorithm for a single FD, and we again use dynamic programming.
The main observation is as follows. Let A be an attribute chosen by L/C − Simplify(∆),
and let D1 , . . . , Dm be the maximal subsets of D that agree on the value of A, which we
refer to as blocks (w.r.t. A). Two facts from different blocks violate all of the FDs wherein
A is a consensus attribute and none of the FDs wherein A is an lhs attribute. Therefore, to
compute the cost of a soft repair, each pair of facts from different blocks is charged with the
violation of all FDs wherein A is a consensus attribute. Then, we can remove A from all
FDs and continue the computation separately for each block.
Now, let ∆ be an FD set that can be emptied via L/C − Simplify(∆) steps, and let
A1 , . . . , An be the attributes in the order of such an elimination process. For each ℓ ∈
{1, . . . , n + 1}, we denote by ∆ℓ the FD set in line 2 of the ℓth iteration of this execution
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(after removing the trivial FDs). Thus, ∆1 contains every non-trivial FD of ∆, and ∆n+1 is
empty. We also denote by wℓ the total weight of the FDs in ∆ℓ of which Aℓ is a consensus
attribute (if there are no such FDs, then wℓ = 0).
In the algorithm for a single FD, the recursion steps were with respect to the block Di
(which determines the value of X), and so the value of i was a parameter. Here, we need
to maintain the assignment τ to all previously handled attributes, and we use τ and ℓ as
parameters. Given 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n + 1, if τ is an assignment to the attributes A1 , . . . , Aℓ−1 , then
Dτ denotes the database στ D (i.e., the database that contains all the tuples that agree
with τ on the values of the attributes A1 , . . . , Aℓ−1 ). We denote by D1τ , . . . , Dqττ the blocks
ℓ
of Dτ w.r.t. Aℓ . Moreover, we denote by τ ∧ (Aℓ = j) the assignment to the attributes
A1 , . . . , Aℓ that agrees with block Djτ on the value assigned to Aℓ and agrees with τ on all
other values. We denote by F [ℓ, τ, j, k] an optimal subset of D1τ ∪ · · · ∪ Djτ of size k w.r.t. ∆ℓ .
We also denote by C[ℓ, τ, j, k] the cost of F [ℓ, τ, j, k]. According to Equation (1), our goal is
to compute F [1, ∅, q1∅ , k] for k = argmink C[1, ∅, q1∅ , k].
We again focus on the computation of C[ℓ, τ, j, k] that can be done as follows.

P

wf


τ

f ∈D \top(k,D τ )





0
C[ℓ, τ, j, k] = ∞




min C[ℓ, τ, j − 1, k − t] + t(k − t)wℓ +


t




τ ∧(A =j)

C[ℓ + 1, τ ∧ (Aℓ = j), qℓ+1 ℓ , t]

ℓ = n + 1,
j = 0, k = 0,
j = 0, k > 0,
otherwise.

The first line (where ℓ = n + 1) refers to the case where ∆ is empty. Since there are no
FDs that need to be taken into account, the optimal subset of Dτ of size k consists of the
k facts of the highest weight. In the fourth case, we go over all options for the number t
of facts taken from the block Djτ and choose an option with the minimum cost. This cost
consists of the following components:
C[ℓ, τ, j − 1, k − t] is the cost of the best choice of k − t facts from the remaining j − 1
blocks.
t(k −t)wℓ is the cost of the violations in which the jth block participates: any combination
τ
of a fact from Djτ and a fact from the other blocks D1τ ∪ · · · ∪ Dj−1
is a violation of the
FDs in which Aℓ is a consensus attribute.
τ ∧(A =j)
C[ℓ + 1, τ ∧ (Aℓ = j), qℓ+1 ℓ , t] is the cost of the further repairing needed following the
elimination of Aℓ (i.e., repairing with respect to ∆ℓ+1 ) applied to the current block (the
t facts from Djτ ) .
The given recursion can be computed in polynomial time via dynamic programming; thus,
this proves Theorem 7.

5

Algorithm for Matching Constraints

In this section, we describe a polynomial-time algorithm for the special case of bipartite
def
matching where the schema is R(A, B) and ∆ = {A → B, B → A}. Note that each of the
two FDs has a separate weight. In Section 5.1, we extend the algorithm into the more general
case of (what we refer to as) a matching constraint, where the FD set ∆ states two keys
that cover all of the attributes. (We give the precise definition in Section 5.1.) We begin by
proving the following lemma.
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(b) Conflict graph.

Figure 2 A database over R(A, B) and its conflict graph w.r.t. {A → B, B → A}.

▶ Lemma 9. Soft repairing is solvable in polynomial time for R(A, B) and ∆ = {A →
B, B → A}.
In the remainder of this section, we assume the input D over R(A, B). We begin with an
observation. For E ⊆ D it holds that:
X
X
X
wf =
wf −
wf
f ∈D

f ∈(D\E)

f ∈E

P
Since the value
on the choice of E, minimizing the value
f ∈D wf does not depend
P
 P

P

f ∈(D\E)wf +
φ∈∆ wφ |vio(E, φ)| is the same as minimizing the value
f ∈E−wf +
P

w
|vio(E,
φ)|
. We use the following notation:
φ
φ∈∆


 

X
X
wD (E) =  −wf  + 
wφ |vio(E, φ)|
f ∈E

φ∈∆

To solve the problem, we construct a reduction to the Minimum Cost Maximum Flow
(MCMF) problem. The input to MCMF is a flow network N , that is, a directed graph
(V, E) with a source node s having no incoming edges and a sink node t having no outgoing
edges. Each edge e ∈ E is associated with a capacity ce and a cost c(e). A flow f of N is
a function f : E → R such that 0 ≤ f (e) ≤ ce for every e ∈ E, and moreover, for every
P
P
node v ∈ V \ {s, t} it holds that e∈Iv f (e) = e∈Ov f (e) where Iv and Ov are the sets of
incoming and outgoing edges of v, respectively. A maximum flow is a flow f that maximizes
P
the value (s,v)∈E f (s, v), and a minimum cost maximum flow is a maximum flow f with
P
a minimal cost, where the cost of a flow is defined by e∈E f (e) · c(e). We say that f is
integral if all values f (e) are integers. It is known that, whenever the capacities are integral
(i.e., natural numbers, as will be in our case), an integral minimum cost maximum flow exists
and, moreover, can be found in polynomial time [1, Chapter 9].
From D we construct n instances N1 , . . . , Nn of the MCMF problem, where n is the
number of facts in D, in the following way. First, we denote the FD A → B by φ1 and the
FD B → A by φ2 . We also denote by D.A the set of values occurring in attribute A in D
(that is, D.A = {a | ∃f ∈ D(f [A] = a)}). We do the same for attribute B and denote by
D.B the set of values that occur in attribute B in D. For each value a ∈ D.A we denote by
#D.A (a) the number of appearances of the value a in attribute A (i.e., the number of facts
f ∈ D such that f [A] = a). Similarly, we denote by #D.B (b) the number of appearances of
the value b in attribute B in D. Observe that
1 X
vio(D, φ1 ) = ·
[#D.A (a) · (#D.A (a) − 1)]
2
a∈D.A
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c(vai , ub ) c(ub , uib ) =
= −wf
(i − 1)wφ2

c(vai , va ) =
(i − 1)wφ1

c=0

c=0

va11
va21
k
s

s′

va31
va12

c=0
u1b1

v a1

u b1

v a2

u b2

v a3

u b3

u2b1
u1b2

t

u2b2

va22

u1b3

va13

u2b3

Figure 3 The network Nk constructed from the database of Figure 2a. The capacity of all edges
is 1, except for the edge (s, s′ ) that has capacity k.

since every fact of the form R(a, b) violates φ1 with every fact R(a, c) where b ̸= c. Similarly,
it holds that
1 X
[#D.B (b) · (#D.B (b) − 1)]
vio(D, φ2 ) = ·
2
b∈D.B

Next, we describe the construction of the network Nk . Our construction for the database
of Figure 2a is illustrated in Figure 3. Note that Figure 2b depicts the conflict graph of the
database of Figure 2a w.r.t. ∆ = {A → B, B → A}, which contains a vertex for each fact in
the database and an edge between two vertices if the corresponding facts jointly violate an
FD of ∆. The blue edges in the conflict graph are violations of the FD A → B and the red
edges are violations of the FD B → A.
For each k ∈ {1, . . . , n} we construct the network Nk that consists of the set {s, s′ , t} ∪
V ∪ A ∪ B ∪ U of nodes where:
A = {va | a ∈ D.A}
B = {ub | b ∈ D.B}
V = {vai | a ∈ D.A, 1 ≤ i ≤ #D.A (a)}
U = {uib | b ∈ D.B, 1 ≤ i ≤ #D.B (b)}
Nk contains the following edges:
(s, s′ ), with cost c(s, s′ ) = 0
(s′ , vai ) for every vai ∈ V , with cost c(s′ , vai ) = 0
(vai , va ) for every value a ∈ D, with cost c(vai , va ) = (i − 1) · wφ1
(va , ub ) for every a ∈ D.A and b ∈ D.B such that f = R(a, b) occurs in D, with cost
c(va , ub ) = −wf
(ub , uib ) for every value b ∈ D, with cost c(ub , uib ) = (i − 1) · wφ2
(uib , t) for every uib ∈ U , with cost c(uib , t) = 0
The capacity of the edge (s, s′ ) is k and the capacity of the other edges is 1. The intuition
for the construction is as follows. A network with edges of the form (va , ub ) that are connected
to a source on one side and a target on the other corresponds to a matching, which in turn
corresponds to a traditional repair. To allow violations of A → B, we add the vertices vai .
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The cost of a violation of this FD is defined by the cost of the edges (vai , va ). In particular, if
Pk
we keep k facts of the form R(a, ·) for some a ∈ D.A we pay i=1 (i − 1)wφ1 for violations
of φ1 . We include the vertices uib to similarly allow violations of B → A. The discarding of
facts is discouraged by offering gain for the edges (va , ub ). Finally, to prevent the case where
the flow always fills the entire network (which corresponds to taking all facts and paying
for all violations), we introduce the edge (s, s′ ) which limits the capacity of the network,
and enables us to find the minimum cost flow of a given size k. We will show that for every
k, the cost of the solution to the MCMF problem on Nk will be the cost of the “cheapest”
subinstance of D of size k. Hence, the solution to our problem is the cost of the minimal
solution among all the instances N1 , . . . , Nn .
Given an integral flow f in Nk , the repair D[f ] induced by f , is the set of facts R(a, b)
corresponding to edges of the form (va , ub ) such that f (va , ub ) = 1. Moreover, given a
subinstance E of D of size k, we denote by fE the integral flow in Nk defined as follows.
fE (s, s′ ) = k
fE (s′ , vai ) = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ #E.A(a) and fE (s′ , vai ) = 0 for i > #E.A(a) for every a ∈ E.A
fE (vai , va ) = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ #E.A(a) and fE (vai , va ) = 0 for i > #E.A(a) for every a ∈ E.A
fE (va , ub ) = 1 if R(a, b) ∈ E and fE (va , ub ) = 0 otherwise
fE (ub , uib ) = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ #E.B(b) and fE (ub , uib ) = 0 for i > #E.B(b) for every
b ∈ E.B
fE (uib , t) = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ #E.B(b) and fE (uib , t) = 0 for i > #E.B(b) for every b ∈ E.B
The reader can easily verify that fE is indeed an integral flow in Nk . Clearly, the value of
the flow is k.
We have the following lemma.
▶ Lemma 10. Every integral solution f to MCMF on Nk satisfies cost(f ) = wD (f [D]).
Proof. First, note that it cannot be the case that f (s′ , vaj ) = 0 while f (s′ , vai ) = 1 for some
j < i and i ∈ {1, . . . , #D.A (a)}. Otherwise, we can construct a different integral flow f ′
with f ′ (s′ , vaj ) = f ′ (vaj , va ) = 1, f ′ (s′ , vai ) = f ′ (vai , va ) = 0, and f ′ (e) = f (e) for every other
edge e. It holds that cost(f ′ ) = cost(f ) − c(vai , va ) + c(vaj , va ), and since c(vai , va ) > c(vaj , va )
we will have that cost(f ′ ) < cost(f ) in contradiction to the fact that f is a solution to
MCMF on Nk . Therefore, for every a ∈ D.A, if the flow entering the node va is ℓ, then
f (s′ , vai ) = f (vai , va ) = 1 if i ≤ ℓ and f (s′ , vai ) = f (vai , va ) = 0 otherwise. Thus, the total
Pℓ
cost of the edges of the form (vai , va ) is i=1 [(i − 1)wφ1 ] = 12 ℓ(ℓ − 1)wφ1 . By the definition
of f [D], there are #f [D].A (a) edges of the form (va , ub ) for which f (va , ub ) = 1. By the
definition of a flow, this is also the flow entering the node va , and we have that ℓ = #f [D].A (a).
We conclude that the total cost of the flow on edges of the form (vai , va ) is

X 1
· #f [D].A (a) · (#f [D].A (a) − 1) · wφ1 = vio(f [D], φ1 ) · wφ1 .
2
a∈f [D].A

The same argument shows that the total cost of the flow on edges of the form (ub , uib ) is
vio(f [D], φ2 ) · wφ2 .
P
Finally, the total cost of the edges of the form (va , ub ) is g∈f [D] (−wg ) by the definition
of f [D] and the construction of the network. We conclude that:


X
cost(f ) = 
(−wg ) + vio(f [D], φ1 ) · wφ1 + vio(f [D], φ2 ) · wφ2
g∈f [D]

and cost(f ) = wD (f [D]) by definition.

◀
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Figure 4 The flow in the network Nk corresponding to an optimal subset of the database of
Figure 2a for different weights.

The next lemma follows straightforwardly from the construction of Nk and the definition
of fE .
▶ Lemma 11. Every subinstance E of D satisfies cost(fE ) = wD (E).
Now, let E be an optimal subset of D w.r.t. ∆ and assume that |E| = k. Let f ∗ be a
solution with the minimum cost among all the solutions to MCMF on N1 . . . , Nn . Lemma 11
implies that there is an integral flow fE in Nk such that cost(fE ) = wD (E). Hence, we have
that cost(f ∗ ) ≤ wD (E). By applying Lemma 10 on f ∗ , there is another subinstance E ′ of D
such that wD (E ′ ) = cost(f ∗ ). Since E is an optimal subset, we have that wD (E) ≤ wD (E ′ ).
Overall, we have that cost(f ∗ ) ≤ wD (E) ≤ wD (E ′ ) = cost(f ∗ ), and we conclude that
cost(f ∗ ) = wD (E). Therefore, by taking the solution with the lowest cost among all solutions
to MCMF on N1 , . . . , Nn , we indeed find a solution to our problem, and that concludes our
proof of Lemma 9.
▶ Example 12. Consider again the database of Figure 2a. Assume that:
w φ1 = w φ2 = 2

wf1 = wf2 = wf3 = wf4 = wf5 = wf6 = 1

Since the cost of a violation is “too high” in this case (i.e., it is always cheaper to delete a
fact involved in a violation than to keep the violation), an optimal subset in this case is, in
fact, an optimal repair in the traditional sense (that is, when the constraints are assumed
to be hard constraints). One possible optimal repair in this case is {f2 , f4 , f6 }. The flow
corresponding to this repair in the network N3 is illustrated in Figure 4a.
Now, assume that:
w φ1 = w φ2 = 1

wf1 = wf2 = wf3 = wf4 = wf5 = wf6 = 3

In this case, the cost of deleting a fact is “too high”, since each fact is involved in at most
two violations, and the cost of keeping the violation is lower than the cost of removing
facts involved in the violation. Therefore, the database itself is an optimal subset, and the
corresponding flow in the network N6 is illustrated in Figure 4b.
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As another example, assume that:
w φ1 = w φ2 = 1

wf1 = wf2 = wf5 = 2, wf3 = wf4 = 1, wf6 = 3

Here an optimal subset consists of the facts in {f1 , f2 , f5 , f6 }, and the corresponding flow in
the network N4 is illustrated in Figure 4c. If we modify the weight of φ2 and define wφ2 = 4,
while keeping the rest of the weight intact, it is now cheaper to delete the fact f2 rather than
keep the violations it is involved in with f1 and f5 ; hence, an optimal subset in this case is
{f1 , f5 , f6 }, and the corresponding flow in the network N3 is illustrated in Figure 4d.
⌟
Note that the FD set {A → B} over R(A, B) is in fact a special case of the result of
Theorem 14, as we can compute an optimal subset for this FD set using the algorithm
described above by defining wB→A = 0. However, this algorithm works only for the case
where the single FD is a key and fails to compute the correct solution when the schema
contains attributes that do not appear in the FD. The algorithm described in the proof of
Theorem 6, on the other hand, can handle this case and does not assume anything about the
underlying schema.

5.1

Generalization

We now extend our algorithm beyond bipartite matching to the more general case of a
ˆ = {X → Y, X ′ →
matching constraint. By a “matching constraint” we refer to the case of ∆
′
′
′
′
Y } over a schema R̂(A1 , . . . , Ak ) where X ∪ Y = X ∪ Y = X ∪ X = {A1 , . . . , Ak }. An
example follows.
▶ Example 13. Consider the database of our running example (Figure 1), and the following
FDs:
Flight Airline Date → Origin Destination Airplane,
Origin Destination Airplane Date → Flight Airline.
The reader can easily verify that these two FDs form a matching constraint. On the other
hand, consider the set consisting of the following two FDs:
Flight Date → Airline Origin Destination Airplane,
Origin Destination Airplane Date → Flight Airline.
Here, we do not have a matching constraint since while it holds that X ∪ Y = X ′ ∪
Y ′ = {Flight, Airline, Date, Origin, Destination, Airplane}, the set X ∪ X ′ misses the Airline
attribute.
⌟
The generalization of Lemma 9 from ∆ = {A → B, B → A} over R(A, B) to the general
case of a matching constraint is fairly straightforward. Given an input D̂ for soft repairing
ˆ we construct an input D over R and ∆ by defining unique values a(πX (fˆ))
over R̂ and ∆,
ˆ
and b(πX ′ (f )) for the projections πX (fˆ) and πX ′ (fˆ) over X and X ′ , respectively, of every
fact fˆ of D̂. Then, the database D is simply the set of all the pairs a(πX fˆ) and b(πX ′ fˆ) for
all facts fˆ of D:
def
D = {(a(πX fˆ), b(πX ′ fˆ)) | fˆ ∈ D̂}
def
def
In addition, we define wf = wfˆ whenever f = (a(πX fˆ), b(πX ′ fˆ)) and wA→B = wX→Y and
def
wB→A = wX ′ →Y ′ . Note that the mapping f → fˆ is reversible since X ∪ X ′ = {A1 , . . . , Ak }.

So, in order to solve soft repairing for D̂, we solve it for D and transform every fact f of D
into the corresponding fact fˆ of D̂. We get the following result. The proof is by showing the
correctness of the reduction.
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▶ Theorem 14. Soft repairing is solvable in polynomial time whenever ∆ is a pair of FDs
that constitutes a matching constraint.
Proof. We prove that D has a subset E with cost(E | D) = k if and only if D̂ has a subset
Ê with cost(Ê | D̂) = k. Let E be a subset of D with cost k. Let Ê be a subset of D̂ that
P
P
includes the fact fˆ for every f ∈ E. By definition, we have that f ∈(D\E)wf = f ∈(D̂\Ê)w ˆ;
f
P
P
hence, it is left to show that
w
|vio(E,
φ)|
=
w
|vio(
Ê,
φ̂)|.
Let
f,
g
∈
E
ˆ
φ
φ̂
φ∈∆
φ̂∈∆
such that {f, g} ̸|= (A → B). Hence, it holds that f [A] = g[A] while f [B] ̸= g[B]. From
the construction of D, we have that πX fˆ = πX ĝ, while πX ′ fˆ =
̸ πX ′ ĝ. Thus, there is an
′
ˆ
attribute Ai ∈ X such that f [Ai ] ̸= ĝ[Ai ] and since Ai ̸∈ X and X ∪ Y = {A1 , . . . , Ak },
it holds that Ai ∈ Y . We conclude that {fˆ, ĝ} ̸|= (X → Y ). We can similarly prove that
if {f, g} ̸|= (B → A), then {fˆ, ĝ} ̸|= (X ′ → Y ′ ). Finally, because wA→B = wX→Y and
P
P
wB→A = wX ′ →Y ′ it holds that φ∈∆ wφ |vio(E, φ)| = φ̂∈∆
ˆ wφ̂ |vio(Ê, φ̂)|.
For the other direction, let Ê be a subset of D̂, and let E be the subset of D that includes
P
P
the fact f for every fˆ ∈ Ê. It is again straightforward that f ∈(D\E)wf = f ∈(D̂\Ê)w ˆ.
f
Now, let fˆ, ĝ ∈ Ê such that {fˆ, ĝ} ̸|= (X → Y ). We have that fˆ[Ai ] = ĝ[Ai ] for every
Ai ∈ X; thus, πX fˆ = πX ĝ and from the construction of D, it holds that f [A] = g[A]. On the
other hand, the fact that fˆ[Ai ] ̸= ĝ[Ai ] for some Ai ∈ Y together with the fact that X ∪ Y =
X ∪ X ′ = {A1 , . . . , Ak } imply that πX ′ fˆ =
̸ πX ′ ĝ and f [B] ̸= g[B]. Hence, {f, g} ̸|= (A → B).
We can similarly prove that if {fˆ, ĝ} ̸|= (X ′ → Y ′ ), then {f, g} ̸|= (B → A), which again
P
P
implies that φ∈∆ wφ |vio(E, φ)| = φ̂∈∆
◀
ˆ wφ̂ |vio(Ê, φ̂)|, and the concludes our proof.

6

Conclusions and Open Problems

We studied the complexity of soft repairing for functional dependencies, where the goal is to
find an optimal subset under penalties of deletion and constraint violation. The problem
is harder than that of computing a cardinality repair, and we have developed two new,
nontrivial algorithms solving natural special cases. A full classification of the FD sets remains
an open challenge for future research; specifically, the question is what fragment of the
positive side of the dichotomy of Livshits et al. [14] remains positive when softness is allowed.
We have also shown that the problem becomes tractable if we settle for a 3-approximation.

Open Problems
Several directions are left open for future work. A direct open problem is to characterize the
class of tractable FDs via a full dichotomy. The simplest sets of FDs where the complexity
of soft repairing is open are the following:
{A → B, A → C}. Note that this problem is different from {A → BC} that consists of a
single FD.
{A → B, B → A} in the case where the schema has attributes different from A and B,
starting with R(A, B, C).
{∅ → A, B → C}.
The problem is also open for classes of constraints that are more general than FDs, including equality-generating dependencies (EGDs), denial constraints, and inclusion dependencies.
Yet, the problem for these types of dependencies is open already in the case of cardinality
repairs, with the exception of some cases of EGDs [13]. Another clear direction is that
of update repairs where we are allowed to change cell values instead of (or in addition to)
deleting tuples and where complexity results are known for hard constraints [10, 14].
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Abstract
The reliability of a Boolean Conjunctive Query (CQ) over a tuple-independent probabilistic database
is the probability that the CQ is satisfied when the tuples of the database are sampled one by one,
independently, with their associated probability. For queries without self-joins (repeated relation
symbols), the data complexity of this problem is fully characterized in a known dichotomy: reliability
can be computed in polynomial time for hierarchical queries, and is #P-hard for non-hierarchical
queries. Hierarchical queries also characterize the tractability of queries for other tasks: having
read-once lineage formulas, supporting insertion/deletion updates to the database in constant time,
and having a tractable computation of tuples’ Shapley and Banzhaf values.
In this work, we investigate a fundamental counting problem for CQs without self-joins: how
many sets of facts from the input database satisfy the query? This is equivalent to the uniform
case of the query reliability problem, where the probability of every tuple is required to be 1/2. Of
course, for hierarchical queries, uniform reliability is in polynomial time, like the reliability problem.
However, it is an open question whether being hierarchical is necessary for the uniform reliability
problem to be in polynomial time. In fact, the complexity of the problem has been unknown even
for the simplest non-hierarchical CQs without self-joins.
We solve this open question by showing that uniform reliability is #P-complete for every nonhierarchical CQ without self-joins. Hence, we establish that being hierarchical also characterizes
the tractability of unweighted counting of the satisfying tuple subsets. We also consider the
generalization to query reliability where all tuples of the same relation have the same probability,
and give preliminary results on the complexity of this problem.
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Introduction

Probabilistic databases [23] extend the usual model of relational databases by allowing
database facts to be uncertain, in order to model noisy and imprecise data. The evaluation
of a Boolean query Q over a probabilistic database D is then the task of computing the
probability that Q is true under the probability distribution over possible worlds given by D.
This computational task has been considered by Grädel, Gurevich and Hirsch [10] as a
special case of computing the reliability of a query in a model which is nowadays known as
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Tuple-Independent probabilistic Databases (TIDs) [6, 23]. In a TID, every fact is associated
with a probability of being true, and the truth of every fact is an independent random
event. While the TID model is rather weak, query evaluation over TIDs can also be used
for probabilistic inference over models with correlations among facts, such as Markov Logic
Networks [11, 13]. Hence, studying the complexity of query evaluation on TIDs is the first
step towards understanding which forms of probabilistic data can be tractably queried.
To this end, Grädel et al. [10] showed the first Boolean Conjunctive Query (referred to
simply as a CQ hereafter) for which query evaluation is #P-hard on TIDs. Later, Dalvi and
Suciu [6] established a dichotomy on the complexity of evaluating CQs without self-joins
(i.e., without repeated relation symbols) over TIDs: if the CQ is safe (or hierarchical [8, 23]
as we explain next), the problem is solvable in polynomial time; otherwise, the problem is
#P-hard. (This result was later extended to the class of all CQs and unions of CQs [7].)
The class of hierarchical CQs is defined by requiring that, for every two variables x and
y, the sets of query atoms that feature x must contain, be contained in, or be disjoint from,
the set of atoms that feature y. Interestingly, this class of hierarchical queries was then
found to characterize the tractability boundary of other query evaluation tasks for CQs
without self-joins, over databases without probabilities (and under conventional complexity
assumptions). Olteanu and Huang [18] showed that a query is hierarchical if and only if, for
every database, the lineage of the query is a read-once formula. Livshits, Bertossi, Kimelfeld
and Sebag [15] proved that the hierarchical CQs are precisely the ones that have a tractable
Shapley value as a measure of responsibility of facts to query answers (a result that was later
generalized to CQs with negation [15]); they also conjecture that this complexity classification
also holds for another measure of responsibility, namely the causal effect [21]. (We discuss
these measures again later in this section.) Berkholz, Keppeler and Schweikardt [3] showed
that the hierarchical CQs are (up to conventional assumptions of fine-grained complexity)
precisely the ones for which we can use an auxiliary data structure to update the query
answer in constant time in response to the insertion or deletion of a tuple.
In this paper, we show that the property of being hierarchical also captures the complexity
of a fundamental counting problem for CQs without self-joins: how many sets of facts from
the input database satisfy the query? This problem, which we refer to as uniform reliability,
is equivalent to query evaluation over a TID where the probability of every fact is equal
to 12 . In particular, it follows from the aforementioned dichotomy that this problem can
be solved in polynomial time for every self-join-free hierarchical CQ Q. Yet, if Q is not
hierarchical, it does not necessarily mean that Q is intractable already in this uniform setting.
Indeed, it was not known whether enforcing uniformity makes query evaluation on TIDs
easier, and the complexity of uniform reliability was already open for the simplest case of
a non-hierarchical CQ: Q1 :- R(x), S(x, y), T(y). The proofs of #P-hardness of Dalvi and
Suciu [6] require TIDs with deterministic facts (probability 1), in addition to 12 , already in
the case of Q1 . Here, we address this problem and show that the dichotomy is also true for
the uniform reliability problem. In particular, uniform reliability is #P-complete for every
non-hierarchical CQ without self-joins (and solvable in polynomial time for every hierarchical
CQ without self-joins).
The uniform reliability problem that we study is a basic combinatorial problem on CQs,
and a natural restricted case of query answering on TIDs, but it also has a direct application
for quantifying the impact (or responsibility) of a fact f on the result of a CQ Q over ordinary
(non-probabilistic) databases. One notion of tuple impact is the aforementioned causal effect,
defined as the difference between two quantities: the probability of Q conditioning on the
existence of f , minus the probability of Q conditioning on the absence of f [21]. This causal
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effect was recently shown [3] to be the same as the Banzhaf power index, studied in the
context of wealth distribution in cooperative game theory [9] and applied, for instance,
to voting in the New York State Courts [12]. One notion of causal effect (with so-called
endogenous facts) is defined by viewing the ordinary database as a TID where the probability
of every fact is 12 . Therefore, computing the causal effect amounts to solving two variations
of uniform reliability, corresponding to the two quantities. In fact, it is easy to see that all of
our results apply to each of these two variations.
Uniform reliability also relates to the aforementioned computation of a tuple’s Shapley
value, a measure of wealth distribution in cooperative game theory that has been applied to
many use cases [20,22]. Livshits et al. [15] showed that computing a tuple’s Shapley value can
be reduced to a generalized variant of uniform reliability. Specifically, for CQs, computing the
Shapley value (again for endogenous facts) amounts to calculating the number of subinstances
that satisfy Q and have precisely m tuples (for a given number m). This generalization
of uniform reliability is tractable for every hierarchical CQ without self-joins [15]. Clearly,
our results here imply that this generalization is intractable for every non-hierarchical CQ
without self-joins, allowing us to conclude that the complexity dichotomy also applies to this
generalization.
Our investigation can be viewed as a first step towards the study of problems that lie in
between uniform reliability and probabilistic query answering over TIDs. For instance, a
natural variant is the one where the probability of each tuple of the database is the same,
but not necessarily 12 . This problem can arise, for example, in scenarios of network reliability,
where all connections are equally important and have the same independent probability of
failure. A more general case is the one where the probabilities for every relation are the
same, but different relations may be associated with different probabilities. This corresponds
to data integration scenarios where every relation is a resource with a different level of trust
(e.g., enterprise data vs. Web data vs. noisy sensor data). In this paper, we formalize this
generalization and ask which combinations of CQs and probability assignments make the
problem intractable. We do not completely answer this question, but propose preliminary
results for the query Q1 mentioned earlier: we show that some combinations of probabilities
can be easily proved hard using our main result, while others can be proved hard with other
techniques.
Related work. As explained earlier, our work is closely related to existing literature on
query evaluation over probabilistic databases. The dichotomy of Dalvi and Suciu [6] for CQs
without self-joins requires tuples with probabilities 12 and 1. This is also the case for their
generalized dichotomy on CQs without self-joins where some relations can be required to
be deterministic (i.e., all tuples have probability 1) while tuples in the remaining relations
can have arbitrary probabilities (including 1). The later generalization of the dichotomy
by Dalvi and Suciu [7] to CQs with self-joins and to UCQs required an unbounded class of
probabilities, not just 12 and 1. In very recent work, Kenig and Suciu [14] have strengthened
the generalized dichotomy and showed that probabilities 12 and 1 suffice for UCQs as well.1
In that work, they also investigate uniform reliability (that we study here, i.e., where 12 is
the only nonzero probability allowed) and prove #P-hardness for the so-called unsafe “final
type-I” queries. As they explain in their discussion on the work of this paper (which was
posted as a preprint before theirs), their result on uniform reliability complements ours, and
it is not clear if any of these two results can be used to prove the other.

1

Kenig and Suciu refer to this case as TID with probabilities from {0, 12 , 1}; we mean the same thing, as
in this paper we assume that tuples with probability zero are simply ignored.
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The work of this paper also relates to rewriting techniques used in the case of DNF
formulas to reduce weighted model counting to unweighted model counting [5]. Nevertheless,
the results and techniques for this problem are not directly applicable to ours, since model
counting for CQs translates to DNFs of a very specific shape (namely, those that can be
obtained as the lineage of the query).
Another superficially related problem is that of symmetric model counting [2]. This is
a variant of uniform reliability where each relation consists of all possible tuples over the
corresponding domain, and so each fact carries the same weight: these assumptions are
often helpful to make model counting tractable. The assumption that we make is much
weaker: we do not deal with symmetric databases, but rather with arbitrary databases where
all facts of the database (but not necessarily all possible facts over the domain) have the
same uniform probability of 12 . For this reason, the tractability results of Beame et al. [2]
do not carry over to our setting. In terms of hardness results, [2, Theorem 3.1] shows the
#P1 -hardness of symmetric model counting (hence of uniform reliability) for a specific FO 3
sentence, and [2, Corollary 3.2] shows a #P1 -hardness result for weighted symmetric model
counting for a specific CQ (without assuming self-join-freeness). Hence, these results do not
determine the complexity of uniform reliability for self-join-free CQs as we do here.
There is a closer connection to existing dichotomy results on counting database repairs [16,
17]. In this setting, the input database may violate the primary key constraints of the
relations, and a repair is obtained by selecting one fact from every collection of conflicting
facts (i.e., distinct facts that agree on the key): the repair counting problem asks how many
such repairs satisfy a given CQ. In particular, it can easily be shown that for a CQ Q, there
is a reduction from the uniform reliability of Q to repair counting of another CQ Q′ . Yet,
this reduction can only explain cases of tractability (namely, where Q is hierarchical) which,
as explained earlier, are already known. We do not see how to design a reduction in the other
direction, from repair counting to uniform reliability, in order to show our hardness result.
Finally, our work relates to the study of the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP).
However, there are two key differences. First, we study query evaluation in terms of homomorphisms from a fixed CQ, whereas the standard CSP phrasing talks about homomorphisms
to a given template. Second, the standard counting variant of CSP (namely, #CSP), for
which Bulatov has proved a dichotomy [4], is about counting the number of homomorphisms,
whereas we count the number of subinstances for which a homomorphism exists. For these
reasons, it is not clear how results on CSP and #CSP can be helpful towards our main result.
Organization. We give preliminaries in Section 2. In Section 3, we formally state the studied
problem and main result, that is, the dichotomy on the complexity of uniform reliability for
CQs without self-joins. We prove this result in Sections 4–6. We discuss a generalization to
arbitrary uniform probabilities in Section 7, and conclude in Section 8. Missing proofs can
be found in the full version of this paper [1].

2

Preliminaries

We begin with some preliminary definitions and notation that we use throughout the paper.
We first define databases and conjunctive queries, before introducing the task of probabilistic
query evaluation, and the uniform reliability problem that we study.
Databases. A (relational) schema S is a collection of relation symbols with each relation
symbol ρ in S having an associated arity. We assume a countably infinite set Const of
constants that are used as database values. A fact over S is an expression of the form
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ρ(c1 , . . . , ck ) where ρ is a relation symbol of S, where k is the arity of ρ, and where c1 , . . . , ck
are values of Const. An instance I over S is a finite set of facts. In particular, we say that
an instance J is a subinstance of an instance I if we have J ⊆ I.
Conjunctive queries. This paper focuses on queries in the form of a Boolean Conjunctive
Query, which we refer to simply as a CQ. Intuitively, a CQ Q over the schema S is a relational
query definable as an existentially quantified conjunction of atoms. Formally, a CQ is a
first-order formula of the form Q :- ρ1 (⃗τ1 ), . . . , ρn (⃗τm ) where each ρi (⃗τi ) is an atom of Q,
formed of a relation symbol of S and of a tuple ⃗τi of constants and (existentially quantified)
variables, with the same arity as ρi . In the context of a CQ Q, we omit the schema S and
implicitly assume that S consists of the relation symbols that occur in Q (with the arities
that they have in Q); in that case, we may also refer to an instance I over S as an instance
over Q. We write I |= Q to state that the instance I satisfies Q. We denote by the set of all
subinstances J of I that satisfy Q by:
Mod(Q, I) ··= {J ⊆ I | J |= Q}.
A self-join in a CQ Q is a pair of distinct atoms over the same relation symbol. For
example, in Q :- R(x, y), S(x), R(y, z), the first and third atoms constitute a self-join. Our
analysis in this paper is restricted to CQs without self-joins, that we also call self-join-free.
Let Q be a CQ. For each variable x of Q, we denote by atoms(x) the set of atoms
ρi (⃗τi ) of Q where x occurs. We say that Q is hierarchical [6] if for all variables x and x′
one of the following three relations hold: atoms(x) ⊆ atoms(x′ ), atoms(x′ ) ⊆ atoms(x), or
atoms(x) ∩ atoms(x′ ) = ∅. The simplest non-hierarchical self-join-free CQ is Q1 , which we
already mentioned in the introduction:
Q1 :- R(x), S(x, y), T(y)

(1)

Probabilistic query evaluation. The problem of probabilistic query evaluation over tupleindependent databases [23] is defined as follows.
▶ Definition 2.1. The problem of probabilistic query evaluation (or PQE) for a CQ Q,
denoted PQE(Q), is that of computing, given an instance I over Q and an assignment
π : I → [0, 1] of a probability π(f ) to every fact f , the probability that Q is true, namely:
X
Y
Y
Pr(Q, I, π) ··=
π(f ) ×
(1 − π(f )) .
J∈Mod(Q,I) f ∈J

f ∈I\J

We again study the data complexity of this problem, and we assume that the probabilities
attached to the instance I are rational numbers represented by their integer numerator and
denominator.
PQE was first studied by Grädel, Gurevich and Hirsch [10] as query reliability (which they
also generalize beyond Boolean queries). They identified a Boolean CQ Q with self-joins such
that the reliability of Q is #P-hard to compute. Dalvi and Suciu [6, 7] then studied the PQE
problem, culminating in their dichotomy for the complexity of PQE on unions of conjunctive
queries with self-joins [7]. In this paper, we only consider their earlier study of CQs without
self-joins [6]. They characterize, under conventional complexity assumptions, the self-join-free
CQs where PQE is solvable in PTIME. They state the result in terms of safe query plans
(“safe CQs”), but the term “hierarchical” was adopted in later publications [8, 23]:
▶ Theorem 2.2. [6] Let Q be a CQ without self-joins. If Q is hierarchical, then PQE(Q) is
solvable in polynomial time. Otherwise, PQE(Q) is #P-hard.
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Recall that #P is the complexity class of problems that count witnesses of an NP-relation
(e.g., satisfying assignments of a logical formula, vertex covers of a graph, etc.). A function
F is #P-hard if every function in #P has a polynomial-time Turing reduction (or Cook
reduction) to F .
We stress that Theorem 2.2 applies to CQs without self-joins. In the presence of self-joins,
being hierarchical is still necessary for tractability, but no longer sufficient [23, Theorem 4.23,
Proposition 4.25].
Uniform reliability. We study the query reliability problem (which we equivalently refer to
as PQE), and focus on the uniform variant of this problem, where the probability of every
fact is 12 . Equivalently, the task is to count the subinstances that satisfy the query (up to
division/multiplication by 2n where n is the number of facts in the instance). Formally:
▶ Definition 2.3. The problem of uniform reliability for a CQ Q, denoted UR(Q), is that of
determining, given an instance I over Q, how many subinstances of I satisfy Q. In other
words, UR(Q) is the problem of computing |Mod(Q, I)| given I. We study the data complexity
of this problem, i.e., Q is fixed and the complexity is a function of the input I.

3

Problem Statement and Main Result

Let Q be a CQ without self-joins. It follows from Theorem 2.2 that, if Q is hierarchical,
then UR(Q) is solvable in polynomial time. Indeed, there is a straightforward reduction from
UR(Q) to PQE(Q): given an instance I for Q, let π : I → [0, 1] be the function that assigns
to every fact of I the probability π(f ) = 12 . Then we have:
|Mod(Q, I)| = 2|I| × Pr(Q, I, π)
because every subset of Q has the same probability, namely 2−|I| .
However, the other direction is not evident. If Q is non-hierarchical, we know that
PQE(Q) is #P-hard, but we do not know whether the same is true of UR(Q). Indeed, this
does not follow from Theorem 2.2 (as uniform reliability is a restriction of PQE), and it does
not follow from the proof of the theorem either. Specifically, the reduction that Dalvi and
Suciu [6] used to show hardness consists of two steps.
1. Proving that PQE(Q1 ) is #P-hard (where Q1 is defined in (1)).
2. Constructing a polynomial-time Turing reduction from PQE(Q1 ) to PQE(Q) for every
non-hierarchical CQ Q without self-joins.
In both steps, the constructed instances I consist of facts with two probabilities: 12 and 1
(i.e., deterministic facts). If all facts had probability 12 , then we would get a reduction to our
UR(Q) problem. However, the proof crucially relies on deterministic facts, and we do not
see how to modify it to give the probability 12 to all facts. This is true for both steps. Even
for the first step, the complexity of UR(Q1 ) has been unknown so far. For the second step,
it is not at all clear how to reduce from UR(Q1 ) to UR(Q), even if UR(Q1 ) is proved to be
#P-hard.
In this paper, we resolve the question and prove that UR(Q) is #P-complete whenever
Q is a non-hierarchical CQ without self-joins. Hence, we establish that the dichotomy of
Theorem 2.2 also holds for uniform reliability. Our main result is:
▶ Theorem 3.1. Let Q be a CQ without self-joins. If Q is hierarchical, then UR(Q) is
solvable in polynomial time. Otherwise, UR(Q) is #P-complete.
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As explained earlier, the tractability of UR(Q) for hierarchical queries follows from
Theorem 2.2. (Note that the theorem assumes the self-join freeness of the query.) Membership
of UR(Q) in #P is straightforward. Thus, our technical contribution is the following:
▶ Theorem 3.2. Let Q be a non-hierarchical CQ without self-joins. Then UR(Q) is #P-hard.
A preliminary observation is that this claim follows from the hardness of a specific family
of non-hierarchical self-join-free CQs. We call them the Qr,s,t -queries, and they have the
following form for some natural numbers r, s, t > 0:
Qr,s,t :- R1 (x), . . . , Rr (x), S1 (x, y), . . . , Ss (x, y), T1 (y), . . . , Tt (y)

(2)

These queries always have two variables and no constants, and relations of arity 1 or 2.
Note that Q1,1,1 is the same as Q1 (introduced as Equation (1) on page 5). We can show
that, for any non-hierarchical self-join-free CQ Q, there is a reduction to the UR(Q) problem
from the problem UR(Qr,s,t ) for some r, s, t > 0. Formally:
▶ Proposition 3.3. Let Q be a non-hierarchical CQ without self-joins. We can compute
natural numbers r, s, t > 0 such that there is a polynomial-time Turing reduction from
UR(Qr,s,t ) to UR(Q).
Proof sketch. We only sketch the case where Q has no constants, as the general case is
similar. As Q is non-hierarchical, we can find two variables x and y such that the sets
atoms(x) and atoms(y) intersect and are incomparable. We take r := |atoms(x) \ atoms(y)|,
s := |atoms(x) ∩ atoms(y)|, and t := |atoms(y) \ atoms(x)|. We then reduce from an instance
of UR(Qr,s,t ) to an instance of UR(Q).
To do so, given an input instance I, we rewrite the Si -facts Si (a, b) for 1 ≤ i ≤ s by
facts of the i-th relation of atoms(x) ∩ atoms(y), by reusing a and b at the positions where
x and y are respectively used in Q for that relation, and filling the other positions with
some fixed constant c. We rewrite the Ri -facts and the Ti -facts in the same manner to facts
corresponding to the relations of atoms(x) \ atoms(y) and to relations of atoms(y) \ atoms(x)
respectively, using the same fixed constant c for positions of the new facts where neither x
nor y was used in Q. Last, for every relation of Q which is not used in atoms(x) ∪ atoms(y),
we create one fact in the instance where all positions are filled with the fixed constant c.
This rewriting is in polynomial time.
We can then show that UR for Qr,s,t on I reduces to UR for Q on the rewritten instance,
which establishes the result. Note that the correctness of this process relies on the self-joinfreeness of Q.
◀
From Proposition 3.3 we conclude that it suffices to prove hardness for the Qr,s,t -queries:
▶ Theorem 3.4. For all r, s, t > 0, the problem UR(Qr,s,t ) is #P-hard.
This implies in particular that UR(Q1 ) is #P-hard. We prove this theorem in Sections 4–6,
and then investigate a generalization in Section 7.

4

Defining the Main Reduction

In this section and the two next ones, we show the #P-hardness of UR(Qr,s,t ) (Theorem 3.4).
Fix the arbitrary values r, s, t > 0 from the theorem statement. We reduce from the #P-hard
problem of counting the number of independent sets of a bipartite graph. The input to this
problem is a bipartite graph G = (R ∪ T, S) where S ⊆ R × T , and the goal is to calculate
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the number P of independent-set pairs (R′ , T ′ ) with R′ ⊆ R and T ′ ⊆ T , that is, pairs such
that R′ × T ′ is disjoint from S. This problem is the same as computing the number of
falsifying assignments of a so-called monotone partitioned 2-DNF formula, i.e., a monotone
Boolean formula in disjunctive normal form over variables from two disjoint sets X and Y
where every clause is the conjunction of one variable of X and one variable of Y. Counting
the satisfying assignments of such formulas is #P-hard [19], so it is also #P-hard to count
falsifying assignments, and thus to count independent-set pairs.
Let us fix G = (R ∪ T, S) as the input to the problem. Our proof consists of three parts.
First, in the present section, we introduce several gadgets and use them to build the various
instances of UR(Qr,s,t ) to which we reduce. Second, in Section 5, we explain how to obtain
a linear equation system that connects the number P of independent-set pairs of G to the
results of UR(Qr,s,t ) on our instances. Last, in Section 6, we argue that the matrix of this
system is invertible, so we can recover P and conclude the reduction, showing Theorem 3.4.
Defining the Gadgets. We define the gadgets that we will use in the reduction as building
blocks for our instances of UR(Qr,s,t ). Recall that Ri , Si , and Ti are the relations that occur
in Qr,s,t (see Equation (2)). For all i, we collectively refer to a fact over Ri , Si and Ti as an
R∗ -fact, an S∗ -fact, and a T∗ -fact, respectively. In our reduction, we will use multiple copies
of the gadgets, instantiated with specific elements that will intuitively serve as endpoints to
the gadgets. There are two types of gadgets:
The (a, b)-gadget is an instance with two elements a and b (which are intuitively the
endpoints), and the following facts (noting that they satisfy the query):
R1 (a), . . . , Rr (a),

S1 (a, b), . . . , Ss (a, b),

T1 (b), . . . , Tt (b)

We will need to count the possible worlds of this gadget and of subsequent gadgets, because
these quantities will be important in the reduction to understand the link between the
independent-set pairs of G and the subinstances of our instances of UR(Qr,s,t ) that satisfy the
query. To this end, we denote by λR the number of possible worlds of the (a, b)-gadget that
violate Qr,s,t when we fix the R∗ -facts on a to be present. We easily compute: λR = 2s+t − 1.
Similarly, we denote by λT the number of possible worlds that violate Qr,s,t when we fix the
T∗ -facts on b to be present. We have: λT = 2s+r − 1. Last, we denote by λ̄T = 2s+r the
number of possible worlds when we fix the T∗ -facts to be absent (all these possible worlds
violate Qr,s,t ), and denote by λ̄R = 2s+t the number of possible worlds when we fix the
R∗ -facts to be absent (again, all violate Qr,s,t ).
The (a, b, c, d)-gadget is an instance with elements a, b, c, and d, and the following facts:
R1 (a), . . . , Rr (a),

S1 (a, b), . . . , Ss (a, b),

T1 (b), . . . , Tt (b),

R1 (c), . . . , Rr (c),

S1 (c, d), . . . , Ss (c, d),

T1 (d), . . . , Tt (d).

S1 (c, b), . . . , Ss (c, b),

We illustrate the gadget below, where every vertex represents a domain element, every
edge represents a pair of elements occurring in a fact, and unary and binary facts are
simply written as relation names, respectively above their element and above their edge:
R1 , . . . , Rr
a

S1 , . . . , Ss

T1 , . . . , Tt
b

S1 , . . . , Ss

R1 , . . . , Rr
c

S1 , . . . , Ss

T1 , . . . , Tt
d

We denote by γ its number of possible worlds that violate Qr,s,t where we fix the R∗ -facts
on a and the T∗ -facts on d to be present. We denote by δR its number of possible worlds that
violate Qr,s,t when we fix the R∗ -facts on a to be present and the T∗ -facts on d to be absent,
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w
T
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S
Figure 1 Example of the bipartite graph G = (R ∪ T, S) and an independent set (R′ , T ′ ).

and symmetrically denote by δT its number of possible worlds that violate Qr,s,t when fixing
the R∗ -facts on a to be absent and the T∗ -facts on d to be present. Last, we denote by δ⊥ its
number of possible worlds that violate Qr,s,t when we fix the R∗ -facts on a and the T∗ -facts
on d to be absent. We will study the quantities γ, δR , δT , δ⊥ in two lemmas in Section 6.
Defining the Reduction. Having defined the various gadgets that we will use, let us describe
the instances that we construct from our input bipartite graph G = (R ∪ T, S) (see Figure 1
for an illustration of the graph). The vertices of G are the elements of R and T , and its
edges are the pairs in S.
Let us now write m := |S|, and define the following large (but polynomial) values. We
will use them as parameters when building the various UR instances to which we will reduce.
M1 := 4ms + 1
M2 := M1 + 2m(t + s)M1 + 1
M3 := M1 + M2 + |R| (t + s)M2 + 1
Fix M := (|R| + 1) × (|T | + 1) × (m + 1)3 , the number of instances to which we will reduce.
Now, for each 0 ≤ p < M , we construct the instance Dp on the schema Qr,s,t , featuring:
One element u for each vertex u ∈ R of G, with all the facts R1 (u), . . . , Rr (u)
One element w for each vertex w ∈ T of G, with all the facts T1 (w), . . . , Tt (w)
For every edge (u, w) ∈ S of G, create:
p copies of the (u, ∗, ∗, w)-gadget connecting u and w (using fresh elements for b and c
in each copy, as denoted by the ∗’s).
M1 × p copies of the (u, ∗)-gadget (using a fresh element for b in each copy).
For each element u ∈ R, create M2 × p copies of the (u, ∗)-gadget.
For each element w ∈ T , create M3 × p copies of the (∗, w)-gadget.
It is clear that this construction is in polynomial time in the input G for each 0 ≤ p < M ,
because the values M1 , M2 , M3 are polynomial, so the construction is in polynomial-time
overall because M is polynomial. Observe that the construction of Dp is designed to ensure
that any match of the query Qr,s,t on a possible world of Dp will always be contained in the
facts of one of the gadgets (plus the facts on the elements u and w of the first two bullet
points). This means that we can determine if the query is true in the possible worlds simply
by looking separately at the facts of each gadget (and at the facts on the u and w).
Now, coming back to our reduction, for each 0 ≤ p < M we denote by Np the number of
subinstances of Dp that violate Qr,s,t . Each of these values can be computed in polynomial
time using our oracle for UR(Qr,s,t ): for 0 ≤ p < M , we build Dp , call the oracle to
obtain the number |Mod(Qr,s,t , Dp )| of subinstances that satisfy Qr,s,t , and compute: Np :=
2|Dp | − |Mod(Qr,s,t , Dp )|.
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Hence, in our reduction, given the input bipartite graph G, we have constructed the
instances Dp and used our oracle to compute the number Np of subinstances of each Dp that
violate Qr,s,t , for each 0 ≤ p < M , and this process is in PTIME. In the next section, we
explain how we can use a linear equation system to recover from the numbers Np the answer
to our original problem on G = (R ∪ T, S), i.e., the number P of independent-set pairs of G.

5

Obtaining the Equation System

To define the linear equation system, it will be helpful to introduce some parameters about
subsets of vertices of the bipartite graph. For any R′ ⊆ R and T ′ ⊆ T , we write the following:
c(R′ , T ′ ) to denote the number of edges of S that are contained in R′ × T ′ , that is, they
have both endpoints in R′ ∪ T ′ . Formally,
c(R′ , T ′ ) := |(R′ × T ′ ) ∩ S| .
d(R′ , T ′ ) to denote the number of edges of S that are dangling from R′ , that is, they have
one endpoint in R′ and the other in T \ T ′ . Formally,
d(R′ , T ′ ) := |(R′ × (T \ T ′ )) ∩ S| .
d′ (R′ , T ′ ) to denote the number of edges of S that are dangling from T ′ , that is, they
have one endpoint in R \ R′ and the other in T ′ . Formally,
d′ (R′ , T ′ ) := |((R \ R′ ) × T ′ ) ∩ S| .
e(R′ , T ′ ) to denote the number of edges of S that are excluded from R′ ∪ T ′ , that is, they
have no endpoint in R′ ∪ T ′ . Formally,
e(R′ , T ′ ) := |S \ (R′ × T ′ )| .
It is immediate by definition that, for any R′ and T ′ , every edge of S is either contained in
R′ × T ′ , dangling from R′ , dangling from T ′ , or excluded from R′ ∪ T ′ . Hence, we clearly
have
c(R′ , T ′ ) + d(R′ , T ′ ) + d′ (R′ , T ′ ) + e(R′ , T ′ ) = m.
Observe that a pair (R′ , T ′ ) is an independent-set pair of G iff c(R′ , T ′ ) = 0. Thus, given
the input G to the reduction, our goal is to compute the following quantity:
X
P = |{(R′ , T ′ ) | R′ ⊆ R, T ′ ⊆ T, c(R′ , T ′ ) = 0}| =
1
(3)
R′ ⊆R, T ′ ⊆T, c(R′ ,T ′ )=0

Let us define the variables on the input graph G that we will use to express P , and that
we will recover from the values Np .
Picking Variables. Our goal is to construct a linear equation system relating the quantity
that we wish to compute, namely P , and the quantities provided by our oracle, namely Np
for 0 ≤ p < M . Instead of using P directly, we will construct a system connecting Np to
quantities on G that we now define, from which we will be able to recover P . We call these
quantities variables because they are unknown and our goal in the reduction is to compute
them from the Np to recover P .
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Let us introduce, for each 0 ≤ i ≤ |R|, for each 0 ≤ j ≤ |T |, for each 0 ≤ c, d, d′ ≤ m, the
variable Xi,j,c,d,d′ , that stands for the number of pairs (R′ , T ′ ) with |R′ | = i, with |T ′ | = j,
and with c- and d- and d′ -values exactly as indicated. (We do not need e as a parameter
here because it is determined from c, d, d′ .) Formally:
Xi,j,c,d,d′ := |{(R′ , T ′ ) |R′ ⊆ R , T ′ ⊆ T , |R′ | = i , |T ′ | = j,
c(R′ , T ′ ) = c , d(R′ , T ′ ) = d , d′ (R′ , T ′ ) = d′ }|
For technical reasons, let us define, for all i, j, c, d, d′ , other variables, which are the ones that
we will actually use in the equation system:
Yi,j,c,d,d′ := (2r − 1)|R|−i × (2t − 1)|T |−j × Xi,j,c,d,d′
Getting our Answer from the Variables. Let us now explain why we can compute our
desired value P (the number of independent-set pairs of G) from the variables Yi,j,c,d,d′ . Refer
back to Equation (3), and let us split this sum according to the values of the parameters
i = |R′ |, j = |T ′ |, and d(R′ , T ′ ), d′ (R′ , T ′ ). Using our variables Xi,j,c,d,d′ , this gives:
X
X
X
P =
Xi,j,0,d,d′
0≤i≤|R| 0≤j≤|T | 0≤d,d′ ≤m

We can insert the variables Yi,j,c,d,d′ instead of Xi,j,c,d,d′ in the above, obtaining:
P =

X

X

X

0≤i≤|R| 0≤j≤|T | 0≤d,d′ ≤m

(2r

−

Yi,j,0,d,d′
|R|−i
1)
× (2t

− 1)|T |−j

(4)

This equation justifies that, to compute the quantity P that we are interested in, it suffices to
compute the value of the variables Yi,j,0,d,d′ for all 0 ≤ i ≤ |R|, 0 ≤ j ≤ |T |, and 0 ≤ d, d′ ≤ m.
If we can compute all these quantities in polynomial time, then we can use the equation
above to compute P in polynomial time, completing the reduction.
Designing the Equation System. We will now design a linear equation system that connects
the quantities Np for 0 ≤ p < M computed by our oracle to the quantities Yi,j,c,d,d′ for
all 0 ≤ i ≤ |R|, 0 ≤ j ≤ |T |, 0 ≤ c, d, d′ ≤ m that we wish to compute. To do so, write
⃗ = (N0 , . . . , NM −1 ), and the vector Y
⃗ = (Y0,0,0,0,0 , . . . , Y|R|,|T |,m,m,m ). We will
the vector N
⃗ = AY
⃗ . We will later justify
describe an M -by-M matrix A so that we have the equation N
⃗
⃗
that the matrix A is invertible, so that we can compute Y from N and conclude the proof.
To define the matrix A, let us consider arbitrary subsets R′ ⊆ R and T ′ ⊆ T , and an
arbitrary 0 ≤ p < M , and let us denote by Dp (R′ , T ′ ) the set of subinstances of Dp where
the set of vertices of R on which we have kept all R∗ -facts is precisely R′ , and where the set
of vertices on which we have kept all T∗ -facts is precisely T ′ . In other words, an instance
I ′ ⊆ Dp is in Dp (R′ , T ′ ) if (a) I ′ contains all R∗ -facts on elements of R′ and all T∗ -facts on
elements of T ′ , and (b) for each vertex in R \ R′ , there is at least one R∗ -fact missing from I ′ ,
and for each vertex in T \ T ′ , there is at least one T∗ -fact missing from I ′ . It is clear that
the Dp (R′ , T ′ ) form a partition of the subinstances of Dp , so that:
X
Np =
|{I ′ ∈ Dp (R′ , T ′ ) | I ′ ̸|= Qr,s,t }|
(5)
R′ ⊆R,T ′ ⊆T

Let us now study the number in the above sum for each R′ and T ′ , that is, the number
of instances in Dp (R′ , T ′ ) that violate the query. We can show the following by performing
some accounting over all gadgets in the construction.
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▷ Claim 5.1. For any 0 ≤ p < M , for any choice of R′ and T ′ , writing i := |R′ |, j := |T ′ |,
c := c(R′ , T ′ ), d := d(R′ , T ′ ), d′ := d′ (R′ , T ′ ), e := e(R′ , T ′ ) = m − c − d − d′ , we have:
|{I ′ ∈ Dp (R′ , T ′ ) | I ′ ̸|= Qr,s,t }| = (2r − 1)|R|−i × (2t − 1)|T |−j × α(i, j, c, d, d′ )p
Where α(i, j, c, d, d′ ) is defined as the following quantity:
′

M (c+d)+M2 i

e
γ c × δRd × δTd × δ⊥
× λR 1

M (d′ +e)+M2 (|R|−i)

3j
× λM
× λ̄R 1
T

M (|T |−j)

× λ̄T 3

.

Let us substitute this value in Equation (5). Note that this value only depends on the
cardinalities of R′ and T ′ and the values of c, d, d′ , e, but not on the specific choice of R′
and T ′ . Thus, splitting the sum accordingly, we can obtain the following:
▷ Claim 5.2. For any 0 ≤ p < M , we have that:
X
X
X
Np =
Yi,j,c,d,d′ × α(i, j, c, d, d′ )p
0≤i≤|R| 0≤j≤|T | 0≤c,d,d′ ≤m

⃗ = AY
⃗ , with A the matrix whose
This equation can be expressed as a matrix equation N
′ p
cells contain α(i, j, c, d, d ) . Note that A is indeed an M -by-M matrix, where each row
corresponds to a value of p with 0 ≤ p < M , and every column corresponds to a tuple
(i, j, c, d, d′ ), for which there are M choices by definition of M . The matrix A relates the
⃗ computed from our oracle calls and the variables Y
⃗ that we wish to determine to
vector N
solve our problem on the graph G. It only remains to show that A is an invertible matrix,
⃗ from N
⃗,
so that we can compute its inverse A−1 in polynomial time, use it to recover Y
and from there recover P via Equation 4, concluding the reduction. Now, A is clearly a
Vandermonde matrix, so we need just argue that its coefficients α(i, j, c, d, d′ ) are different.
We do this in the next section.

6

Showing that the Matrix is Invertible

In this section, we conclude our proof of Theorem 3.4 by showing the following:
▷ Claim 6.1. For all (i, j, c, d, d′ ) ̸= (i2 , j2 , c2 , d2 , d′2 ) with 0 ≤ i, i2 ≤ |R|, 0 ≤ j, j2 ≤ |T |,
0 ≤ c, c2 , d, d2 , d′ , d′2 ≤ m, we have α(i, j, c, d, d′ ) ̸= α(i2 , j2 , c2 , d2 , d′2 ).
This implies that the Vandermonde matrix A is invertible, and concludes the definition of
the reduction and the proof of Theorem 3.4.
A Closer Look at γ, δR , δT and δ⊥ . To show our claim, we will need to look deeper in
the definition of α, which involves γ, δR , δT and δ⊥ . Remember that these are the number
of possible worlds of the (∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)-gadgets defined in Section 4. To show the invertibility
of the matrix, we will first need to understand what is the exponent of the number 2 in
the decomposition of these numbers as a product of primes. This is abstracted away in the
following lemma, which we prove by computing explicitly the numbers of possible worlds.
′
▶ Lemma 6.2. The number γ is odd, and we have, for some odd quantities δR′ , δT′ , δ⊥
:

δR = 2s × δR′
δT = 2s × δT′
′
δ⊥ = (2s )2 × δ⊥
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Second, we will need the following lemma on these quantities:
▶ Lemma 6.3. For all r, s, t ≥ 1, we have: δR × δT ̸= γ × δ⊥ .
Proof sketch. We do a case distinction on the possible worlds accounted for in δR × δT and
those accounted for in γ × δ⊥ , picking an order on the nodes that simplifies the comparison
between the two case distinctions. By focusing on the cases where the number of possible
worlds is different, we can explicitly compute the difference between these two quantities and
show that it is non-zero, specifically it is (2s )3 × (2r − 1) × (2t − 1). (We suspect that there
may be a more elegant proof avoiding the need for this case distinction.)
◀
We can now use the previous lemmas to show Claim 6.1. Fix i, j, c, d, d′ and i2 , j2 , c2 , d2 , d′2 .
As usual, we denote e = m − c − d − d′ and e2 = m − c2 − d2 − d′2 . By contraposition, we
show that if α(i, j, c, d, d′ ) = α(i2 , j2 , c2 , d2 , d′2 ) then the parameters are equal.
Equality on i and j, and Two Equations for c, d, d′ . Let us rewrite the definition of α
(given in Claim 5.1), using Lemma 6.2 and substituting the definition of λ̄R and λ̄T from
Section 4:
′

′

′
α(i, j, c, d, d′ ) = γ c × (2s )d (δR′ )d × (2s )d (δT′ )d × (22s )e δ⊥
M (c+d)+M2 i

× λR 1

e

′

3j
× λM
× (2t+s )M1 (d +e)+M2 (|R|−i) × (2r+s )M3 (|T |−j)
T

′
Recall that, by Lemma 6.2, the quantities γ, δR′ , δT′ and δ⊥
are odd, and the quantities λR
and λT as defined in Section 4 are odd. We get a similar equation for α(i2 , j2 , c2 , d2 , d′2 ).
From the integer equality α(i, j, c, d, d′ ) = α(i2 , j2 , c2 , d2 , d′2 ), the coefficients of two in the
prime number decompositions of these numbers must also be equal. This yields:

s(d + d′ + 2e ) + (t + s) × (M1 (d′ + e )) + (t + s) × M2 (|R| − i ) + (r + s) × M3 (|T | − j )
= s(d2 + d′2 + 2e2 ) + (t + s) × (M1 (d′2 + e2 )) + (t + s) × M2 (|R| − i2 ) + (r + s) × M3 (|T | − j2 )

We now use the fact that, as d, d′ , e ≤ m, we have s(d + d′ + 2e) ≤ 4ms. By definition
of M1 , we have s(d + d′ + 2e) < M1 . We also have d′ + e ≤ 2m, so that (using the
previous inequality) we have s(d + d′ + 2e) + (t + s) × (M1 (d′ + e)) < M2 by definition
of M2 . Last, we have |R| − i ≤ |R|, so that (using the two previous inequalities) we have
s(d + d′ + 2e) + (t + s) × (M1 (d′ + e)) + (t + s) × M2 × (|R| − i) < M3 by the definition
of M3 . Similar inequalities hold for the right-hand-side of the above equation. Thus, we
can reason about the quotient of the equation by M3 , about the quotient by M2 of its
remainder modulo M3 , about the quotient by M1 of the remainder modulo M2 of the
remainder modulo M3 , and about the remainder modulo M1 of the remainder modulo M2
of the remainder modulo M3 . This gives us four equations (where we also simplify by the
constant factors s, t + s, r + s):
d + d′ + 2e = d2 + d′2 + 2e2
d′ + e = d′2 + e2
|R| − i = |R| − i2
|T | − j = |T | − j2
The last two equations imply that i = i2 and j = j2 , so we have shown that two quantities
are equal, out of the five that define α. The two first equations imply d′ + e = d′2 + e2 (second
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equation), and d + e = d2 + e2 (subtracting the second equation from the first equation).
Rewriting e = m − c − d − d′ , rewriting e2 likewise, and simplifying, we get:
c + d = c 2 + d2
c + d′ = c2 + d′2
These two equations do not suffice to justify that (c, d, d′ ) = (c2 , d2 , d′2 ), so more reasoning is
needed to get one additional equation and argue that these quantities must be equal.
Getting the Last Equation. Let us write the equality α(i, j, c, d, d′ ) = α(i2 , j2 , c2 , d2 , d′2 )
and simplify all the (non-zero) values now known to be equal thanks to i = i2 , j = j2 :
′

M (c+d)

γ c ·(δR )d ·(δT )d ·(δ⊥ )e ·λR 1

M (d′ +e)

· λ̄R 1

′

M (c2 +d2 )

= γ c2 ·(δR )d2 ·(δT )d2 ·(δ⊥ )e2 ·λR 1

M (d′2 +e2 )

· λ̄R 1

The previously shown equations also imply that the λR and λ̄R factors simplify, so we get:
′

′

γ c−c2 × (δR )d−d2 × (δT )d −d2 × (δ⊥ )e−e2 = 1
The equation c + d = c2 + d2 (shown above) implies that c − c2 = d2 − d, and subtracting that
equation from c + d′ = c2 + d′2 (shown above) gives d′ − d = d′2 − d2 , so that d′ − d′2 = d − d2 .
As we know d + e = d2 + e2 (above), we have e − e2 = d2 − d. So using c − c2 = d2 − d,
d′ − d′2 = d − d2 , and e − e2 = d2 − d, we have:
(γ × δ⊥ )d2 −d = (δR × δT )d2 −d
Now, by Lemma 6.3, we have γ × δ⊥ ̸= δR × δT . Thus, this equation implies that d = d2 .
In combination with the equations that we showed above, this completely specifies the system:
from c + d = c2 + d2 we get c = c2 , and from c + d′ = c2 + d′2 we get d′ = d′2 . Thus, we have
(c, d, d′ , i, j) = (c2 , d2 , d′2 , i2 , j2 ). This establishes Claim 6.1 and shows that all coefficients
α(c, d, d′ , i, j) of the Vandermonde matrix A are different, so it is invertible. This concludes
the proof of Theorem 3.4, and hence of our main result (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2).

7

Extending to Uniform Probabilities

Having proved our main result (Theorem 3.1), we now turn to a natural variant of the
probabilistic query evaluation problem: what if, instead of imposing that all probabilities are
1
2 (which amounts to uniform reliability), we impose that all tuples of the same relation have
the same probability? Let us formally define this variant:
▶ Definition 7.1. Let Q be a CQ without self-joins, and let φ be a function mapping each
relation symbol ρ of Q to a rational number 0 < φ(ρ) ≤ 1. The problem PQEφ (Q) is the
problem PQE(Q) on input instances I over Q whose probability function π : I → [0, 1] is
defined by φ, i.e., for every fact f ∈ I, we have π(f ) = φ(ρ) where ρ is the relation symbol
used in f .
In this section, we will focus on this problem for the hard query Q1 : R(x), S(x, y), T(y)
from Equation 1, and write the problem directly as PQEr,s,t (Q1 ) where 0 < r, s, t ≤ 1 are the
respective images of R, S and T under φ. In this language, the uniform reliability problem
for Q1 is (up to renormalization) the problem PQE 12 , 12 , 21 (Q1 ), which we have shown to be
#P-hard in Theorem 3.1 because Q1 is non-hierarchical. The usual #P-hardness proof for
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PQE(Q1 ) [6], where we reduce from the problem of counting the satisfying assignment of a
monotone partitioned DNF formula [19], is actually a hardness proof for PQE 12 ,1, 12 (Q1 ). The
natural question is whether hardness can be shown for other values of r, s, and t.
Let us first observe that we can use our main hardness result on uniform reliability
(Theorem 3.2) to show hardness in a specific case via an easy reduction. While we do not
hope that the technique can generalize, it still classifies some of the cases:
▶ Corollary 7.2. PQE2−r ,2−s ,2−t (Q1 ) is #P-hard for all natural numbers r, s, t > 0.
Proof. Consider the query Qi,j,k , following Equation 2. We have shown in Theorem 3.4 that
uniform reliability for Qi,j,k is #P-hard. We reduce this problem to the PQE variant that
we consider. To do this, consider an input instance I to UR(Qi,j,k ). We call an element
a of I useless for R∗ if some R∗ -fact does not hold on a, we define a being useless for T∗
analogously, and we call a pair (a, b) of I useless for S∗ if some S∗ -fact does not hold about
the pair. We call an R∗ -fact useless if it holds about an element that is useless for R∗ , and
extend this definition to T∗ -facts and to S∗ -facts (for element pairs). It is clear that no match
of Qi,j,k on I can involve a useless fact. Indeed, when a match of the query involves a fact f
of the form R∗ (a), then the match witnesses that all other R∗ -facts hold on a, so that a is
not useless for R∗ , and f is not useless. The same reasoning applies to S∗ -facts and T∗ -facts.
Hence, let us compute in linear time the subinstance I ′ of I where we only keep the facts
that are not useless: this is doable in polynomial time. Now, any subset of I is defined by
picking a subset J ′ of I ′ and a subset J ′′ of I \ I ′ . Further, as I \ I ′ only consists of useless
facts, it is clear that if some subset J ′ does not satisfy Qi,j,k then J := J ′ ∪ (I \ I ′ ) still does
not, because the facts added in I \ I ′ cannot be part of a query match in I, hence in J. All
this reasoning shows that the answer to UR(Qi,j,k ) on I is the answer to the same problem
′
on I ′ , multiplied by the number of possible choices for J ′′ , that is, 2|I\I | . Hence, to show
hardness, it suffices to reduce the uniform reliability problem on I ′ to our PQE problem.
Now, we can rewrite I ′ in linear time to I ′′ by replacing the set of R∗ -facts on every
element a where they exist by a single R-fact, and doing the same for T∗ -facts and for S∗ -facts
(on element pairs). As we have removed useless facts, all facts of I ′ are thus taken into
account in the rewriting. Now, define the probability assignment π on I ′′ by mapping the R,
S, and T-facts to 2−i , 2−j , and 2−k respectively. This means that (I ′′ , π) is an instance to the
PQE2−i ,2−j ,2−k (Q1 ) problem that we are reducing to. Now, there is a clear correspondence
from the subsets of I ′ to the possible worlds of I ′′ , which is defined by rewriting to the
signature R, S, T as we did in the reduction; and the number of preimages of each possible
world of I ′′ is exactly equal to its probability according to π, up to renormalization by a
′
constant factor of 2−|I | . Thus, the answer to UR(Qi,j,k ) on I ′ is exactly the answer to
PQE2−i ,2−j ,2−k (Q1 ) on I ′′ up to renormalization. This concludes the proof.
◀
Note that this does not classify the complexity of PQEr,s,t (Q1 ) for arbitrary values of r,
s, t. Conversely, PQEr,s,1 (Q1 ) and PQE1,s,t (Q1 ) are clearly solvable in polynomial time:
▶ Proposition 7.3. PQEr,s,1 (Q1 ) and PQE1,s,t (Q1 ) are in PTIME for all 0 < r, s, t ≤ 1.
Proof sketch. When the R-facts have probability 1, we can rewrite Q1 to S(x, y), T(y) which
is hierarchical, hence safe (Theorem 2.2). The other case is symmetric.
◀
We conjecture that these are the only tractable cases. Specifically, we conjecture the
following generalization of the #P-hardness of UR(Q1 ):
▶ Conjecture 7.4. PQEr,s,t (Q1 ) is #P-hard for all 0 < r, s, t ≤ 1 with r < 1 and t < 1.
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We leave this for future work, but can prove Conjecture 7.4 in the case of s = 1. Formally:
▶ Theorem 7.5. PQEr,1,t (Q1 ) is #P-hard for every 0 < r < 1 and 0 < t < 1.
Proof sketch. Like in the previous section, we reduce from the problem of counting the
independent sets of a bipartite graph. We do a simpler coding using simpler gadgets, and
we show like before that the number of independent sets (parameterized by their number
of vertices to the left and right) can be connected to the answer to the uniform reliability
problem on a family of instances with different gadget instantiations. To argue that the
matrix of the equation system is invertible, we notice that it is the Kronecker product of two
invertible Vandermonde matrices.
◀

8

Conclusion

While query evaluation over TIDs has been studied for over a decade, the basic case of a
uniform distribution, namely uniform reliability, had been left open. We have settled this open
question for the class of CQs without self-joins, and shown a dichotomy on computational
complexity of counting satisfying database subsets: this task is tractable for hierarchical
queries, and #P-hard otherwise. We have also embarked on the investigation of the more
general variant of CQ evaluation over TIDs with uniform probabilities. We have shown
tractability for some combinations of probabilities by a straightforward reduction from
uniform reliability, and shown hardness for others using different proof techniques.
In future work, we plan to investigate whether and how the proof of our main result can
be simplified, with the goal of showing hardness for all combinations of uniform probabilities
not known to be tractable, at least for the query Q1 (Conjecture 7.4). An interesting special
case is when these probabilities are 1/2 and 1, that is, some relations are deterministic while
the others define a uniform distribution over all their subsets; note that hardness in this
setting is a stronger statement than hardness in the model of Dalvi and Suciu [7], as in this
model the tuples of the probabilistic relations can have arbitrary probabilities.
Another question is whether our results could extend to more general query classes. A
natural question would be to study the question for CQs with self-joins. More generally, we
could study the case of UCQs with self-joins, and try to match the known dichotomy for
non-uniform probabilities [7]. Following our work, considerable progress in this direction
has been done recently by Kenig and Suciu [14], which addresses the case of PQE with
probabilities of 1/2 and 1, and leaves open the case of uniform reliability for arbitrary UCQs.
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Abstract
A powerful feature of linear sketches is that from sketches of two data vectors, one can compute
the sketch of the difference between the vectors. This allows us to answer fine-grained questions
about the difference between two data sets. In this work we consider how to construct sketches for
weighted F0 , i.e., the summed weights of the elements in the data set, that are small, differentially
private, and computationally efficient. Let a weight vector w ∈ (0, 1]u be given. For x ∈ {0, 1}u we
are interested in estimating ∥x ◦ w∥1 where ◦ is the Hadamard product (entrywise product).
Building on a technique of Kushilevitz et al. (STOC 1998), we introduce a sketch (depending on
w) that is linear over GF(2), mapping a vector x ∈ {0, 1}u to Hx ∈ {0, 1}τ for a matrix H sampled
from a suitable distribution H. Differential privacy is achieved by using randomized response, flipping
each bit of Hx with probability p < 1/2. That is, for a vector φ ∈ {0, 1}τ where Pr[(φ)j = 1] = p
independently for each entry j, we consider the noisy sketch Hx + φ, where the addition of noise
happens over GF(2). We show that for every choice of 0 < β < 1 and ε = O(1) there exists p < 1/2
and a distribution H of linear sketches of size τ = O(log2 (u)ε−2 β −2 ) such that:
1. For random H ∼ H and noise vector φ, given Hx + φ we can compute an estimate of ∥x ◦ w∥1
that is accurate within a factor 1 ± β, plus additive error O(log(u)ε−2 β −2 ), w. p. 1 − u−1 , and
2. For every H ∼ H, Hx + φ is ε-differentially private over the randomness in φ.
The special case w = (1, . . . , 1) is unweighted F0 . Previously, Mir et al. (PODS 2011) and Kenthapadi
et al. (J. Priv. Confidentiality 2013) had described a differentially private way of sketching unweighted
F0 , but the algorithms for calibrating noise to their sketches are not computationally efficient, either
using quasipolynomial time in the sketch size or superlinear time in the universe size u.

For fixed ε the size of our sketch is polynomially related to the lower bound of Ω log(u)β −2
bits by Jayram & Woodruff (Trans. Algorithms 2013). The additive error is comparable to the
bound of Ω (1/ε) of Hardt & Talwar (STOC 2010). An application of our sketch is that two sketches
can be added to form a noisy sketch of the form H(x1 + x2 ) + (φ1 + φ2 ), which allows us to estimate
||(x1 + x2 ) ◦ w||1 . Since addition is over GF(2), this is the weight of the symmetric difference of the
vectors x1 and x2 . Recent work has shown how to privately and efficiently compute an estimate for
the symmetric difference size of two sets using (non-linear) sketches such as FM-sketches and Bloom
√
Filters, but these methods have an error bound no better than O( m̄), where m̄ is an upper bound
√
on ||x1 ||0 and ||x2 ||0 . This improves previous work when β = o 1/ m̄ and log(u)/ε = m̄o(1) .
In conclusion our results both improve the efficiency of existing methods for unweighted F0 estimation and extend to a weighted generalization. We also give a distributed streaming implementation
for estimating the size of the union between two input streams.
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1

Introduction

Estimating the number of distinct values in a set (its cardinality), without explicitly enumerating the set, is a classical and important problem in data management. Sampling-based
methods [22] can in many cases be improved by using algorithms designed with data streams
in mind [25]. Streaming algorithms based on linear sketches can also be used to estimate
changes as a data set evolves [27] and for approximate query processing in distributed
settings [3, 13]. As our first motivating example consider the following SQL query:
SELECT P.name
FROM EMPLOYEES E, HOSPITALIZATION H
WHERE E.salary > 100000 AND E.name = H.name AND H.year = 2020
The size (in bytes) of the query result is a sum weighted by string length over the names that
appear in subsets of two relations. That is, estimating the size of the join result is about
estimating the weighted size of a set intersection.
In recent years, privacy of database records has become increasingly important when
releasing aggregates from a database. In the example above, the information that a tuple
with a particular person exists (and satisfies a certain predicate) can potentially be sensitive.
If the database is distributed, with relations on different servers that are not allowed to
expose sensitive information, it is not trivial how to even estimate the join size.
The notion of differential privacy [15] has emerged as the leading approach to providing
rigorous privacy guarantees. It is known that differential privacy comes with pitfalls [28], but
work in the database community has led to privacy-preserving database systems supporting
(limited) SQL, see e.g. [32, 46] and their references. A challenge in such systems is that
the set of queries is often not known ahead of time, so budgeting the disclosure of detailed
information is highly nontrivial. An attractive approach to achieving privacy even when
faced with unknown queries is to release a summary, or sketch, of the data set from which
approximate answers to queries can be computed (as a side effect this also eliminates the
need for interaction). In this paper we consider private linear sketches for the problem of
cardinality estimation.
Example. Suppose that the company Acme Corporation runs an employee satisfaction
survey once a year. Management at Acme Corporation made some drastic changes over
the past year, and they wish to analyze the impact of these changes on the employees’
satisfaction. For a specific improvement, every employee is given a value between 0 and 1,
indicating how closely related that improvement is to the employee’s work life. A survey
for each improvement is run by a consultant who delivers a summary of the results to the
management at Acme Corporation. The consultant ensures that the summary is private,
so individual employees cannot be identified from the summary. The management at Acme
Corporation can combine the summary from last year’s survey with the summary from this
year’s survey to estimate the change in satisfaction over the past year, where the vote of an
employee is weighted by the value that employee was given. We note that the summaries
should be generated in the same way, but the choice of consultant may change from year
to year.
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More formally, we consider two players that hold sets A and B from a universe U =
{1, ..., u}, respectively. For every element j ∈ U let a fixed, public weight, wj ∈ (0, 1] be given
and for input set A ⊆ U consider the corresponding weight vector (wA )j = wj · 1[j ∈ A].
The goal is to estimate the weight of the symmetric difference ∥wA△B ∥1 , in a differentially
private manner. We refer the reader to Section 3.2 for the basics of differential privacy. One
may think of the sets as two lists of employees. Given input sets A and B, the two players
each compute a linear sketch of their own set and add noise to obtain privacy as described
in Section 4. These noisy sketches can be thought of as the summaries.
For input sets A and B, we note that if we, along with the estimate of the weight of
the symmetric difference, have estimates of ∥wA ∥1 and ∥wB ∥1 , then we can also estimate
∥wA∪B ∥1 , ∥wA∩B ∥1 , ∥wA\B ∥1 and ∥wB\A ∥1 as argued in Section 4.3. To make this possible,
each player also outputs a differentially private version of their set weight. We remark that
if all weights wj = 1, then the problem reduces to estimating the set size, a problem often
referred to as F0 .
We remark that it is not clear how to estimate ∥wA△B ∥1 from ∥wA ∥1 and ∥wB ∥1 , and
so it seems insufficient to have each party simply compute and release private versions of
∥wA ∥1 and ∥wB ∥1 . We define and construct a noisy linear sketch over GF(2), the field of
size 2, with the following properties:
ε-differentially private
Computationally efficient
Allows estimating the weight of the symmetric difference with small relative error
Space usage is polynomially related to the lower bound (for fixed ε)
Previously known results satisfy at most 3 of these properties, see Table 1 for an overview.
We discuss previous work further in Section 2. Our sketch can be computed and stored
for future use, meaning that two players do not have to be active simultaneously but can
compute and publish their sketches when they are ready. A self-contained description of our
linear sketch can be found in Section 4. Readers familiar with the sketching literature will
realize that our sketch combines a method of Kushilevitz, Ostrovsky, and Rabani [29] with a
standard hashing-based subsampling technique (see, e.g., [47]), and we use a Randomized
Response Technique [45] with noise parameter p(ε), to get ε-differential privacy. Hence,
refer to our sketch as the KOR sketch and to its noisy counterpart as a noisy KOR sketch.
We note that a related, but non-linear and non-private, sketch has previously been used
for estimating size of symmetric difference [38]. From now on we leave out ε in the noise
parameter and write simply p. We show that the KOR sketch is sufficiently robust to noise
to allow precise estimation after adding noise, thus allowing pure differential privacy.
We next give an overview of our techniques, discussed in depth in Section 4. Let
U = {1, ..., u} be the universe from which the input sets are taken. Privacy parameter ε and
accuracy parameter β are given, and a sketch size τ is determined by these parameters. We
show in Section 5.2 that we can construct an ε-differentially private sketch from which we
can compute a (1 + β)-approximation for the weight of the symmetric difference with high
probability.
Randomized response [45] is applied to the entire sketch Hx, meaning that each entry of
the sketch is flipped with probability p < 1/2. We show in Section 5.1 how to choose p as a
function of ε to ensure ε-differential privacy for the sketch. Let x ◦ w denote the Hadamard
product. Our main theorem is:
▶ Theorem 1 (Noisy KOR sketch). Let w ∈ (0, 1]u be given. For every choice of 0 < β < 1
and ε = O(1) there exists a distribution H over GF(2)-linear
sketches mapping a vector

x ∈ {0, 1}u to {0, 1}τ , where τ = O log2 (u)ε−2 β −2 , and a distribution Nε over noise
vectors such that:
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Table 1 Selected lower bounds (top part) and upper bounds (bottom part) for estimating the
(unweighted) size of the symmetric difference m = |A△B| from small sketches of sets A, B ⊆
{1, . . . , u}. Bounds stated as Õ and Ω̃ are simplified by suppressing multiplicative factors polynomial
in log(1/ε), log(1/β), log(1/δ), and log u. The non-private bounds in [24, 25] improve previous
results by an Õ(1) factor, we refer to their references for details. ∗ The space usage of [26] is
measured in terms of real numbers; it is unclear how much space a private, discrete implementation
would need.
Reference
Hardt & Talwar [23]
McGregor et al. [30]
Jayram &
Woodruff [24]
Kane et al. [25]
Mir et al. [35]
Kenthapadi et al. [26]
Stanojevic et al. [41]
This paper

DP

Additive
error

Rel.
error

Initial.
time

Space
usage

ε
ε

Ω(1/ε)
√
Ω̃( m/eε )

–
–

–
–

–
–

–

–

1+β

–

Ω̃(1/β 2 )

–
ε
(ε, δ)
ε
ε

Õ(1)
Õ(m
/εO(1) )
√
Õ( m/ε)
p
Õ( |A ∪ B|/ε2 )
Õ(m2/3 /ε2/3 )

1+β
1+β
1+β
–
1+β

O(1)
exp((εβ)−O(1) )
Ω̃(u)
Ω(|A| + |B|)
Õ(ε−2 β −2 )

Õ(1/β 2 )
Õ((εβ)−O(1) )
Õ(1/β 2 )∗
Ω(|A| + |B|)

Õ ε−2 β −2

1−Ω(1)

1. For H ∼ H and φ ∼ Nε , given Hx + φ we can compute, in time O(τ ), an estimate ŵ of

∥x◦w∥1 that with probability 1−1/u satisfies |ŵ−∥x◦w∥1 | < β∥x◦w∥1 +O log(u)ε−2 β −2 .
2. For every H in the support of H, Hx + φ is ε-differentially private over the choice of
φ ∼ Nε , and can be computed in time O(∥x∥0 log(u) + τ ), including time for sampling φ.
The assumption that ε = O(1) is not essential, and is only made to simplify our bounds
(which do not improve for privacy parameter ε = ω(1)). Without loss of generality we can
assume that parameter β is such that the error is dominated by β∥x ◦ w∥1 , because reducing
β further
cannot reduce error by more than a factor 2. In the unweighted case, setting
p
3
β = log(u)/(ε2 m) to balance relative and additive error we get error Õ(m2/3 /ε2/3 ), where
the Õ notations suppresses a polylogarithmic factor. This is polynomially related to known
lower bounds described in section 2.3.

Applications
Suppose that Alice holds set A with corresponding characteristic vector xA ∈ {0, 1}u and
Bob holds set B with characteristic vector xB ∈ {0, 1}u . They jointly sample H ∼ H and
privately sample φA , φB ∼ Nε according to Theorem 1. Then HxA + φA and HxB + φB are
ε-differentially private. Furthermore, (HxA +φB )+(HxB +φB ) = (HxA +HxB )+(φA +φB ),
and we show in Section 4.3 that φA + φB ∼ Nε′ with ε′ = ε2 /(2 + 2ε). In Section 5.2 we
use this in conjunction with Theorem 1 to establish:
▶ Corollary 2. For accuracy parameter β > 0, consider an ε-differentially private noisy
KOR sketch for a set A and an ε-differentially private noisy KOR sketch for a set B, based
on the same linear sketch H ∼ H, sampled independently of A and B. We can compute an
ˆ of the weight of the symmetric difference, such that with probability 1 − 1/u:
approximation ∆
ˆ < β∥wA△B ∥1 + poly(1/ε, 1/β, log u) .
|∥wA△B ∥1 − ∆|
In the special case where all weights wj are 1, this reduces to estimating the size of the
symmetric difference A△B.
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In Section 6 we describe how to modify our sketch to apply in a streaming setting. In
this case, we estimate the size of the union of the input streams rather than the size of the
symmetric difference when merging two sketches.

2

Related Work

In the absence of privacy constraints, seminal estimators for (unweighted) set cardinality
that support merging sketches (to produce a sketch of the union) are HyperLogLog [19],
FM-sketches [20], and bottom-k (aka. k-minimum values) sketches [6]. Progress on making
these estimators private for set operations include [42] (using FM-sketches) and [40], which
builds a private cardinality estimator to estimate set intersection size using the bottom-k
sketch. We note that these sketches do not achieve differential privacy, but are aimed at a
weaker notion of privacy. Specifically, they offer a one-sided guarantee that may reveal that
an individual element is not present in the dataset. To our best knowledge, a private version
of HyperLogLog with provable bounds on accuracy has not been described in the literature.
The weighted version of cardinality estimation has been less studied. For (scaled) integer
weights in [W ] there is a simple reduction that inserts element i with weight wi by inserting
the tuples (i, 1), . . . , (i, wi ) into a standard cardinality estimator on the domain U × [W ],
but this makes the obtained bounds depend on the number W of possible weights. Cohen et
al. [12] showed that the class of cardinality estimators that rely on extreme order statistics
(for example HyperLogLog) can be efficiently extended to the weighted setting, even for
real-numbered weights.
Note that the weighted F0 estimation problem is different from F1 and L1 estimation in
the context of set operations, for example, the union of two identical sets will have the same
weighted F0 , whereas summing two identical vectors will produce a vector with twice the L1
norm. In the rest of this section we focus on the standard, unweighted setting.

2.1

Differentially private cardinality estimators

Already the seminal paper on pan-privacy [16] discusses differentially private streaming
algorithms for F0 on insertion-only streams. Their sketch is not linear and does not allow
deletions or subtraction of sketches. It is not clear if the sketch can be merged to produce a
sketch for the union. Recent work by von Voigt et al. [44] has shown how to estimate the
cardinality of a set using less space in a differentially private manner using FM-sketches,
using the Probabilistic Counting with Stochastic Averaging (PCSA) technique [20]. These
sketches can be merged to obtain a sketch for the union of the input set with a slightly
higher level of noise. Privacy is achieved by randomly adding ones to the sketch and by only
sketching a sample of the input dataset.
Bloom Filters have been studied extensively to obtain cardinality estimators under set
operations (already implicit in [16]). Alaggan et al. [2] estimated set intersection size by
combining a technique for computing similarity between sets, represented by Bloom filters in
a differentially private manner, named BLIP (BLoom-then-flIP) filters [1] with a technique
for approximating set intersection of two sets based on their Bloom Filter representation [9].
We note that [1] achieves privacy by flipping each bit of the Bloom filter with a certain
probability, much like the technique we use to get privacy of our sketch. Stanojevic et
al. [41] show how to estimate set intersection, union and symmetric difference for two sets
by computing an estimate for the size of the union, and combined with the size of each set,
they show how to compute an estimate for the size of the intersection and the symmetric
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difference. They achieve privacy by flipping each bit with some probability, like in [1]. Also,
RAPPOR [18] uses Bloom Filters with a Randomized Response technique to collect data
from users in a differentially private way but is mainly aimed at computing heavy hitters.
Though a bound on the expected worst-case error of privately estimating the size of
a symmetric difference
√ |A△B| (as in Corollary 2) is not stated in any of these papers, an
upper bound of O( m̄), where m̄ is an upper bound on the size of the sets, follows from the
discussion in [41] (for fixed ε). It seems that this magnitude of error is inherent to approaches
using Bloom filters since it arises by balancing the error related to the noise and the error
related to hash collisions in the Bloom filter. An advantage and special case of our noisy
KOR sketch is that it can be used to directly estimate the size of the symmetric difference,
and so the error will depend only on the size of the symmetric difference. It seems that with
non-linear sketches it would be necessary to first estimate the size of the union and combine
this with the size of each input set as exhibited in, for example, [41]. Hence, the error would
depend on the size of the union of the input sets.

2.2

Differentially private sketches

Closely related to our work is the differentially private Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) sketch by
Kenthapadi et al. [26], in which the technique of adding noise to the sketch is also applied.
Kenthapadi et al. add Gaussian noise, so to store and maintain a sketched vector, some kind
of discretization would be needed (not discussed in their paper). Discretizing a real-valued
private mechanism is non-trivial: Without sufficient care, one might lose privacy due to
rounding in an implementation, as argued by Mironov [36]. Even if a suitable discretization
of the mechanism in [26] would be possible (see [10] for a general discussion), it has several
drawbacks compared to our method:
It only achieves approximate differential privacy as opposed to the pure differential privacy
of the noisy KOR sketch.
The time needed to update the sketch when a set element is inserted or removed is not
constant (in the main method described it is linear in the sketch size).
The time needed to initialize the sketch is linear in the size of the sketch matrix, which
has u columns, because the noise needs to be calibrated to the sensitivity of the JL sketch
matrix, which requires linear time in the size of the sketch matrix. Alternatively, which is
the suggestion in Kenthapadi et al., the sketch matrix is assumed to have low sensitivity
and noise is calibrated to this sensitivity. If a sketch matrix with a large entry is randomly
chosen, the sensitivity of the sketch matrix is large, in which case the noise does not
ensure privacy. So with a small probability, privacy is not preserved.
Another closely related work is the paper of Mir et al. [35], which also adds a noise vector
after computing standard linear sketches for F0 estimation to make the sketch differentially
private. They further initialize their sketches with random noise vectors to also get pan-privacy.
The error bound obtained is similar to ours, and the sketch has a discrete representation,
but their method is inferior in terms of time complexity. This is because they rely on the
exponential mechanism [31], which is not computationally efficient. (Note that a preprint of
the paper of Mir et al. [34] presented a computationally more efficient method. However, the
sensitivity analysis in that paper has an error [39] that was corrected in the slower method
published in [35].)
Our method is more computationally efficient and arguably simpler than the methods
of [26, 35]. Our linear sketch is not a replacement for these sketches, though, since our sketch
is over GF(2) rather than the reals (or integers).
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Lower bounds

Jayram and Woodruff [24] show that, even with no privacy guarantee, to obtain error
probability 1/u we need a sketch of Ω log(u)β −2 bits to estimate F0 with relative error
1 ± β. It is easy to extend this lower bound to our setting, in which an additive error of c is
allowed: Simply insert each item c times, to increase the size of the set so that the additive
error is negligible. Formally this requires us to extend the universe to U × {1, . . . , c},
 such
that the lower bound in terms of the original universe size becomes Ω log(u/c)β −2 . (The
reason why we do not use this reduction to eliminate the additive error in our upper bound
is that the reduction increases the sensitivity of updates, destroying the differential privacy
properties.)
Hardt and Talwar [23] show that an ε-differentially private sketch for F0 must have
additive error Ω(1/ε), which is comparable (up to polynomial and logarithmic factors) to the
additive error we achieve.
Desfontaines et al. [14] show that it is not possible to preserve privacy in accurate
cardinality estimators if we can merge several sketches without loss in accuracy. Our sketch
will have an increase in noise when merging sketches, and thus does not satisfy the requirement
for cardinality estimators formulated in [14].
McGregor et al. [30] showed that in order to estimate the size of the intersection of
two sets A and B, based on differentially private sketches of A and B, an additive error of
√
Ω( u/eε ) is needed in the worst case when A and B are arbitrary subsets of [u]. The lower
bound holds even in an interactive setting where Alice (holding A) and Bob (holding B) can
communicate, and we require that the communication transcript is differentially private. The
hard input distribution uses sets with symmetric difference of size Θ(u) with high probability.
Since |A ∩ B| = (|A| + |B| − |A△B|)/2, estimating the intersection size is no more difficult
(up to constant factors in error) than estimating |A|, |B|, and |A△B|. We can estimate |A|
and |B| with error O(1/ε) under differential privacy, so it follows that estimating |A△B|
√
under differential privacy requires error Ω( u/eε ). For a contrasting upper bound, [43, 37]
suggest an algorithm estimating two-party set intersection size up to an additive error of
√
O( u/ε) with high probability. A lower bound in terms of the size m of the symmetric
difference follows by setting u = m.

2.4

Noisy sketching

In addition to the paper of Mir et al. [35], there is some previous work on sketching techniques
in the presence of noise. Motivated by applications in learning theory, Awasthi et al. [5]
considered recovery of a vector based on noisy 1-bit linear measurements. The resistance
to noise demonstrated is analogous to what we show for the KOR sketch, but technically
quite different since the linear mapping is computed over the reals before a sign operation is
applied.
In a very recent paper [11], Choi et al. propose a framework for releasing differentially
private estimates of various sketching problems in a distributed setting. This framework
ensures that the estimates only have a multiplicative error factor. The technique relies on
secure multi-party computation and the sketches submitted by each participant are not
private and so cannot be released. Further, the results of Choi et al. do not immediately
allow for estimating size or weight of the symmetric difference between two sets.
If the sketching matrix H itself is secret and randomly chosen from a distribution over
matrices with entries in a finite field, very strong privacy guarantees on the sketch Hx can
be obtained, while still allowing ∥x∥0 to be estimated from Hx with small error [7]. Blocki et
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al. [8] prove that the Johnson-Lindenstrauss transform is in fact differentially private, when
keeping the sketch matrix secret. However, the condition that the sketch matrix is secret is a
serious limitation for applications such as streaming and distributed cardinality estimation
that require H to be stored or shared.

3

Preliminaries

We let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} and let U = [u] be the universe that the datasets are taken from.
For a set A ⊆ U , we let xA denote the characteristic vector for A, defined as
(
(xA )j =

1,

j∈A

0,

otherwise .

We write wA (or wxA ) for the weight vector for input set A such that
w A = xA ◦ w
for fixed, public weights wj ∈ (0, 1], and ◦ denotes the Hadamard product.
P
1/p
u
p
For vector x = (x1 , ..., xu ) we define ∥x∥p =
as the p-norm of x. For p = 0,
j=1 xj
Pu
we define ∥x∥0 =
̸
0], often called the zero-”norm”. F0 denotes the 0th
j=1 1[xj =
frequency moment and represents the number of distinct elements in a stream (or a set).
Frequency moments are well-known from the streaming literature, see for example [4].
Our sketch HxA is comprised of log(u) ”levels”, Hi xA for i = 0, ..., log(u) − 1. We refer
to Section 4.1 for a description of these levels. Let n denote the size of the binary vector
representation of Hi xA for each i. Hence, the size of the noisy KOR sketch HxA + φ is
τ = n log u. Note that n is fixed and depends on the privacy parameter ε and the accuracy
parameter β.
Finally, we assume that sets and vectors are stored in a sparse representation, such that
we can list the non-zero entries in the input vector x in time O(∥x∥0 ).

3.1

Hashing-based subsampling

The sketch matrix H is defined by several hash functions. For simplicity, we assume access
to an oracle representing random hash functions, namely, that we can sample a fully random
hash function, and it can be evaluated in constant time. We do not store the hash function
as part of our sketch, so the space for our sketch does not include space required for storing
the hash function. We believe it is possible to replace these hash functions with concrete,
efficient hash functions that can be stored in small space while preserving the asymptotic
bounds on accuracy, but in order to focus on privacy aspects, we have not pursued this
direction. Importantly, the differential privacy of our method holds for any choice of hash
function and does not depend on the random oracle assumption.
To ensure that adding two sketches gives a sketch for the symmetric difference, it is
necessary that both players sample the same elements for each Hi . To ensure coordinated
sampling, we use a hash function, so the same elements from U are sampled by both players.
We use the following (standard) subsampling technique: let S be the family of all fully
random hash functions from U into [0, 1]. Let s ∼ S uniformly at random. We sample an
element j from the input set at level i = 0, ..., log(u) − 1 if and only if s(j) ∈ wj /2i+1 , wj /2i .
We refer the reader to the survey of Woodruff [47] for more details on subsampling.
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Differential Privacy

Differential privacy is a statistical property of the behavior of a mechanism [15]. The
guarantee is that an adversary who observes the output of a differentially private mechanism
will only obtain negligible information about the presence or absence of a particular item
in the input data. Intuitively, a differentially private mechanism is almost insensitive to
the presence or absence of a single element, in the sense that the probability of observing a
specific result should be almost the same for any two neighboring sets.
In Definition 3, we define differential privacy formally in terms of databases. In our
application, the databases are sets, and thus neighboring means that one set is a subset of
the other, and their sizes differ by 1.
▶ Definition 3 (Differential Privacy [15]). For ε ≥ 0, a randomized mechanism M is said to be
ε-differentially private (or purely differentially private) if for any two neighboring databases,
S and T – i.e., databases differing in a single entry – and for all W ⊆ Range(M) it holds
that
h
i
h
i
Pr M(S) ∈ W ≤ eε · Pr M(T ) ∈ W .
For ε ≥ 0 and δ ∈ [0, 1], a randomized mechanism M is said to be (ε, δ)-differentially private
(or approximately differentially private) if for any two neighboring databases, S and T , and
for all W ⊆ Range(M) it holds that
h
i
h
i
Pr M(S) ∈ W ≤ eε · Pr M(T ) ∈ W + δ.
We show in section 5.1 that our protocol obtains ε-differential privacy.
Our protocol for estimating the weight of the symmetric difference works in the local
model of differential privacy, where each player adds noise to their own sketch. It uses
the general technique of achieving privacy by adding noise according to sensitivity of a
function [15]. We note that our sketch would also work in a model where vectors supplied
by the users are combined using a black-box multi-party secure aggregation [21, 33]. In this
setting, only the sketch for the symmetric difference would be released, and thus, only this
sketch would need to be differentially private, meaning that less noise is required.
We can use the Laplace mechanism [15] to get differentially private estimates of the
weights of the input sets. These estimates can be used together with an estimate for the
weight of the symmetric difference to compute estimates for the union and the intersection
of the two input sets with error that is of the same magnitude as the error for estimating the
symmetric difference. For more details about differential privacy, we refer the reader to, for
example, [17].

4
4.1

Techniques
Sketch Description

In this section, we describe the noisy KOR sketch in detail. The description is self-contained,
but we refer the interested reader to [13] for more background on (linear) sketches. As
mentioned, our sketch combines the techniques from [29] with hashing-based subsampling to
achieve a sketch that is robust against adding noise, as long as we know how much noise was
added.
Recall that for input vector x ∈ {0, 1} and public weight vector w ∈ (0, 1]u we simplify
notation by defining wx := x ◦ w. The goal is to estimate the weight of x, ∥wx ∥1 .
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We first give the intuition behind the n × u-matrices Hi , that our sketch H is comprised
of: Suppose that we have a rough estimate Ê of ∥wx ∥1 , accurate within a constant factor.
Then we can obtain a more precise estimate by sampling (using a hash function) a fraction
n/Ê of the elements, for some parameter n, and computing the sketch from [29] of size n
for the sampled elements. This gives an approximation of the number of sampled elements,
which in turn gives an approximation of ∥wx ∥1 with small relative error. Since we do not
know ∥wx ∥1 within a constant factor – especially in the setting where we are interested in
the size of the symmetric difference – we use hashing-based subsampling to sample each
element j from the input set with probability wj /2i+1 for i = 0, . . . , log(u) − 1. Thus for
each i, we sample elements corresponding to approximately a 1/2i+1 fraction of the weight
and compute the sketch from [29] of size n for the sampled elements. For one of these i we
are guaranteed to sample approximately a fraction n/∥wx ∥1 of the input weight assuming
that ∥wx ∥1 > n. For this i, we can obtain a precise estimate of ∥wx ∥1 from the sketch.
We now define Hi formally. We first describe the sketch from [29] as a linear sketch over
GF(2). Let F be the family of all hash functions from universe U into [n], and pick h ∼ F
uniformly at random. The hash function h uniquely defines an n × u-matrix K, where
(
Kk,j =

1,

if h(j) = k

0,

otherwise .

We combine this with the following sampling technique:
Let S be the family of all hash functions from U to [0, 1]. Sample s ∼ S uniformly at
random. The hash function s defines a u × u-diagonal matrix Si for each i = 0, ..., log(u) − 1,
defined by
(
(Si )j,j =

1,

if s(j) ∈ wj /2i+1 , wj /2i

0,

otherwise .



The matrix-vector product Si x represents subsample of input vector x, where we sample
each element with probability wj /2i+1 .
We are finally ready to define Hi as Hi = KSi , which is an n × u-matrix over GF(2). By
definition:
(

1,
(h(j) = k) ∧ (s(j) ∈ wj /2i+1 , wj /2i )
(Hi )k,j =
0,
otherwise .
The KOR sketch can be represented as an n log(u) × u-matrix H, formed by stacking
H1 , ..., Hlog(u) .
Let Nε be a distribution over vectors from {0, 1}n log(u) , where each entry is 1 independently with probability p. We show in Section 5.2 that it suffices to set p = 1/(2 + ε). Sample
the noise (or pertubation) vector φ ∼ Nε independently and uniformly at random. The noisy
KOR sketch of x is then computed (over GF(2)) as:
Hx + φ.

4.2

Estimation

Next, we describe how to compute a weight estimate from a sketch Hx + φ. Let wx := x ◦ w
and let φi be the restriction of φ to the entries that are added to Hi x when adding φ to Hx.
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To compute an estimate for ∥wx ∥1 , for each i = 0, ..., log(u) − 1 count the number of 1s in
Hi x + φi , Zi = ∥Hi x + φi ∥0 and compute the interval:

[0, u]
if Zi ≥ (1 − γ)n/2





1
1
(1)
Ii =
2/ε+1
2/ε+1
 2i n ln
, 2i n ln
otherwise.
2Zi
2Zi
1− (1+γ)n

1− (1−γ)n

Tlog(u)−1
where γ < 7e3β−1/n
Ii and check if the maximum
i=0
(2/ε+1) . Compute the intersection I =
value in I is within a factor (1 + η) of the minimum value in I for


6γ e3 2ε + 1 − 1
 .
η=
1 + γ − 2γ e3 2ε + 1
If that is the case, every element in I is a good estimate for ∥wx ∥1 (having relative error at
most (1 + β)) with high probability. Otherwise, ∥wx ∥1 is small with high probability, and we
let the estimate for ∥wx ∥1 be 0. We analyze the accuracy of this estimator in Section 5.

4.3

Application to symmetric difference

In this section, we describe a differentially private protocol to compute an estimate for the
weight of the symmetric difference between sets held by two parties. First, we show that
the sum of two noisy KOR sketches, HxA + φ and HxB + ψ, is a noisy KOR sketch for the
symmetric difference, H(xA△B ) + (φ + ψ), which has the same properties as HxA + φ and
HxB + ψ, but for ε′ < ε as more noise is added.
▶ Lemma 4. The addition (over GF (2)) of two noisy KOR sketches with perturbation vectors
φ ∼ Nε and ψ ∼ Nε , respectively, is a noisy KOR sketch for the symmetric difference of the
input sets with noise φ + ψ ∼ Nε′ for ε′ = ε2 /(2 + 2ε).
Proof. Let xA and xB be the input vectors from each of the two players. Let H be as defined
in Section 4.1, and define φ, ψ as the noise vectors for the noisy KOR sketches for xA and
xB , respectively. We have (over GF(2)) that
(HxA + φ) + (HxB + ψ) = (HxA + HxB ) + (φ + ψ)
= H(xA + xB ) + (φ + ψ) .
This is exactly the noisy KOR sketch for the symmetric difference with perturbation φ + ψ.
Note that we observe a 1 in an entry of φ+ψ with probability p′ = p(1−p)+(1−p)p = 2p(1−p).
1
We show in Section 5.2 that we can let p = 2+ε
. Observe that


2
1
1
=
1
−
p′ =
2 + ε′
2+ε
2+ε
which implies that ε′ = ε2 /(2 + 2ε).

◀

By Lemma 4 we can treat a sketch for the symmetric difference exactly like a sketch for
input vector x although with a different privacy parameter ε′ . Hence, Theorem 1 gives us
Corollary 2, restated here for convenience:
▶ Corollary 2. For accuracy parameter β > 0, consider an ε-differentially private noisy
KOR sketch for a set A and an ε-differentially private noisy KOR sketch for a set B, based
on the same linear sketch H ∼ H, sampled independently of A and B. We can compute an
ˆ of the weight of the symmetric difference, such that with probability 1 − 1/u:
approximation ∆
ˆ < β∥wA△B ∥1 + poly(1/ε, 1/β, log u) .
|∥wA△B ∥1 − ∆|
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Note that the additive error in Corollary 2 still depends polynomially on ε even for privacy
parameter ε′ , which is explained by the fact that ε′ = ε2 /(2 + 2ε).
Finally, we assumed that ∥wA ∥1 and ∥wB ∥1 were released with Laplacian noise, which
gives an expected additive error of O(1/ε) for each of ∥wA ∥1 and ∥wB ∥1 [15]. We can use
the following equations to get estimates for the union, intersection and difference:
∥wA ∥1 + ∥wB ∥1 + ∥wA△B ∥1
,
2
∥wA ∥1 + ∥wB ∥1 − ∥wA△B ∥1
∥wA∩B ∥1 =
2
∥wA ∥1 + ∥wA△B ∥1 − ∥wB ∥1
∥wA\B ∥1 =
.
2
∥wA∪B ∥1 =

That is, the error is bounded by half the error of the estimate of the symmetric difference
size plus O(1/ε).

5

Proof of Theorem 1

In this section we give a proof of Theorem 1, restated here for convenience:
▶ Theorem 1 (Noisy KOR sketch). Let w ∈ (0, 1]u be given. For every choice of 0 < β < 1
and ε = O(1) there exists a distribution H over GF(2)-linear
sketches mapping a vector

x ∈ {0, 1}u to {0, 1}τ , where τ = O log2 (u)ε−2 β −2 , and a distribution Nε over noise
vectors such that:
1. For H ∼ H and φ ∼ Nε , given Hx + φ we can compute, in time O(τ ), an estimate ŵ of

∥x◦w∥1 that with probability 1−1/u satisfies |ŵ−∥x◦w∥1 | < β∥x◦w∥1 +O log(u)ε−2 β −2 .
2. For every H in the support of H, Hx + φ is ε-differentially private over the choice of
φ ∼ Nε , and can be computed in time O(∥x∥0 log(u) + τ ), including time for sampling φ.

5.1

Noise level and Differential Privacy Guarantees

We first show that the noisy KOR sketch Hx + φ satisfies ε-differential privacy, which proves
part 2 of Theorem 1. Intuitively, removal/insertion of a single element can change only a
single entry in the sketch, as the element is inserted into only a single level.


▶ Lemma 5. If p ∈ eε1+1 , 12 then Hx + φ is ε-differentially private.
Proof. Let A and B be neighboring input sets with corresponding characteristic vectors, xA
and xB . Neighboring means that one set is a subset of the other and the sizes differ by 1. By
symmetry of differential privacy, we can without loss of generality assume that A is the smaller
set. Suppose that B\{z} = A. The element z can only affect Hi x for i where z is sampled.
Recall that there is at most one such i. If z is never sampled, then HxA = Hx
 B and privacy
i+1
i
is trivial. So assume i ∈ {0, ..., log(u) − 1} such that s(z) ∈ wz /2 , wz /2 . We limit our
attention to Hi xA + φi , where we think of φi as the restriction of the n log(u)-dimensional
random vector φ ∼ Nε to the entries that would be added to Hi xA when adding φ to HxA .
We show that Hi xA + φi is ε-differentially private. Then the entire sketch, HxA + φ, is
ε-differentially private.
Inserting z into the sketch implies that Hi xA and Hi xB will differ in exactly one entry,
i.e., ∥Hi xA + Hi xB ∥0 = 1. Fix a noisy sketch, Si . There exist unique vectors φi and ψi ,
such that Si = Hi xA + φi = Hi xB + ψi . Note that ∥φi − ψi ∥0 = 1. Let ∥φi ∥0 = r. Then
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∥ψi ∥0 = r′ for r′ ∈ {r + 1, r − 1}. Conditioned on ∥φi ∥0 = r and ∥ψi ∥0 = r′ , the
probabilities of randomly drawing exactly these randomness vectors are, respectively:
(1 − p)n−r pr

′

′

(1 − p)n−r pr .

and

Let ε = O(1) be given. By Section 3.2 it is enough to show that for any fixed output
Si = Hi xA + φi = Hi xB + ψi , we have




Pr observe Hi xA + φi from A
Pr observe Si from A
−ε



 ≤ eε .
=
e ≤
Pr observe Si from B
Pr observe Hi xB + ψi from B
where the probability is over the randomness in φi and ψi . The sketches for A and B are
computed using the same Hi , so the choice of Hi has no impact.
Hence, to obtain differential privacy it suffices that for every possible value of r and
r′ ∈ {r + 1, r − 1}
e−ε ≤

1
(1 − p)n−r pr
≤ eε ,
′ r′ =
n−r
r−r
p
(1 − p)
(1 − p) ′ pr′ −r

which is satisfied for 1/2 > p ≥ 1/ (eε + 1), since p < 1/2 by assumption.

5.2

◀

Bounding accuracy

In this section, along with Section 5.3, we prove the first part of Theorem 1. Let input
vector x be given and let wx = x ◦ w. We will mainly consider each Hi x isolated, so let the
(binary) randomness vector φi be the n-dimensional restriction of φ as described in the proof
of Lemma 5. First, we state two useful lemmas.
▶ Lemma 6. For each i = 0, ..., log(u) − 1 let Li = ∥Hi x∥0 and Zi = ∥Hi x + φi ∥0 . Then:


Y 
w j 
n
1−
1− i
(2)
E [Li ] =
h∼F ,
2
2n
j:x =1
s∼S

j


E [Zi ] =

h∼F ,
s∼S,
φi ∼Np

n
1 − (1 − 2p)
2
j:x

Y 
j =1



wj
1− i 
2n

Proof. We refer the reader to the full version of the paper for the proof.

(3)

◀

▶ Lemma 7. For i = 0, ..., log(u) − 1 let Zi = ∥Hi x + φi ∥0 . For any 0 < γ < 1, we have
with probability at least 1 − 6 log(u)e−
(1 − γ)

E [Zi ] < Zi < (1 + γ)

h∼F ,
s∼S,
φi ∼Np

γ 2 p3 n
62 ·3

that for all i = 0, ..., log(u) − 1 simultaneously:

E [Zi ].

h∼F ,
s∼S,
φi ∼Np

Proof. We refer the reader to the full version of the paper for the proof.

◀
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First, we consider the case when 1 < n < ∥wx ∥1 . In Lemma 8 we state that in this case,
with high probability we get an error of at most a factor (1 + β) for a well-chosen γ, where
γ is a function of the privacy parameter ε, the accuracy parameter β and the size of the
universe, u. For convenience, define

[0, u]
if Zi ≥ (1 − γ)n/2





(4)
Ii (p) =
1−2p
1−2p
 2i n ln
, 2i n ln
otherwise
2Zi
2Zi
1− (1+γ)n

1− (1−γ)n

 Q

w 
and ŵx := 2i n ln 1/ j:xj =1 1 − 2i jn . We prove our result in two steps:
1. If ŵx ∈ Ii (p) for all i = 0, ..., log(u) − 1, then there is some i such that any value from (4)
estimates ŵx up to a factor
(1 + η), where η is a function of γ and ε.


2. ∥wx ∥1 ≤ ŵx ≤ 1 + 2i1n ∥wx ∥1 for each i. Specifically, ∥wx ∥1 ≤ ŵx ≤ 1 + n1 ∥wx ∥1 for
all i.

Hence, we choose γ independent of i such that (1 + η) 1 + n1 ≤ (1 + β) for at least
one of the intervals Ii (p). We pick γ to work for the i where ∥wx ∥1 /(2i n) ∈ [1, 2) as this
corresponds to having an input of size between n and 2n (we obtain this input size by the
sampling from x in Hi ). If ∥wx ∥1 ≥ n, there is such an i, and we can identify it by checking
that the endpoints of the interval are sufficiently close together, as described in Section 4.2.
We consider the case when ∥wx ∥1 < n in Section 5.3 where we show that in this case, the
error is bounded by an additive factor of O(n).
γ 2 p3 n

▶ Lemma 8. Assume ∥wx ∥1 > n > 1, and β > n1 . With probability at least 1−6 log(u)e− 108
there exists an i ∈ {0, ..., log(u)−1} such that any element from Ii (p) is a (1+β)-approximation
to ∥wx ∥1 for

β − n1 (1 − 2p)
γ<
.
7e3
Specifically, i where

∥wx ∥1
2i n

∈ [1, 2), gives these guarantees.

Proof Sketch. We give an informal sketch of the proof and refer the reader to the full version
of the paper for the formal proof. We first remark that for γ as described, Lemma 7 implies
that if ∥wx ∥1 /(2i n) ≤ 2, then Zi < (1 − γ)n/2 with high probability.
to

 Hence,it suffices
consider the intervals from (4) of the form Ii (p) = 2i n ln

1−2p
2Zi
1− (1+γ)n

, 2i n ln

1−2p
2Zi
1− (1−γ)n

.

Define
i

ŵx := 2 n ln

1
Q
j:xj =1 1 −

!
wj 
2i n

.

From Lemma 6, we have
Y 
j:xj =1

1−

2 E[Z ]
wj  1 − n i
=
.
2i n
1 − 2p

Assume that the bounds in Lemma 7 are satisfied. We remove this assumption shortly. By the
bounds in Lemma 7, ŵx ∈ Ii (p) for all i. We show that ŵx is contained in an interval, which
is slightly bigger than Ii (p) whenever ∥wx ∥1 /(2i n) ∈ [1, 2) and show that the endpoints of
this interval are within a factor (1 + η) of each other, where η is a function of γ. Clearly, then
Ii (p) is also sufficiently small for this i. Denote this interval Ii∗ (p). Any element from Ii∗ (p)
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is a (1 + η)-approximation to ŵx . Removing the assumption that the bounds in Lemma 7
hold, we simply get a small error probability and conclude that with probability at least
2 3
1 − 6 log(u)e−γ p n/108 we have ŵx ∈ Ii (p) for all i, and thus any value from Ii∗ (p) is a(1 + η)
estimation to ŵx with high probability. Observing that ∥wx ∥1 < ŵx ≤ 1 + n1 ∥wx ∥1
for any i, we choose γ in terms of β such that (1 + η) 1 + n1 < (1 + β). Then any value
from Ii∗ (p) is a (1 + β)-approximation for ∥wx ∥1 . We formally choose γ in the full version
of the paper. We remark that the assumption ∥wx ∥1 /(2i n) ∈ [1, 2) allows us to choose γ
independent of i, such that we can compute Ii (p) for all i with a single value of γ.
◀
1
Observing that 2+ε
> eε1+1 for ε > 0, we let p = 1/ (2 + ε) and observe that for
Ii := Ii (1/ (2 + ε)) with the choice of γ described in Lemma 8, we get the interval Ii in (1).

5.3

Putting things together

In this section we consider the accuracy in the remaining case where ∥wx ∥1 ≤ n. We also
analyze the running time. Combining with Section 5.1, this completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Note that if ε > 1, we can start our protocol by dividing ε by a suitable constant, c such
that ε′ = ε/c < 1. Changing ε by a constant will change our bounds by a constant factor as
well. Hence, we can without loss of generality assume ε < 1. We can also, without loss of
generality, assume u > 10, as this will at most increase the failure probability and space by a
constant factor.
We first show a sufficient upper bound on the sketch size τ = n log u. Observe that
γ 2 p3 n

p > 1/4 and let cγ = 7e3 be a constant. Then we want e− 108 < 1/u2 as this ensures a
failure probability of at most 6 log(u)/u2 < 1/u. Noting that

2 
2
ε2
2
1
1
>
,
(1 − 2p)2 = 1 −
=
=
2
2+ε
2/ε + 1
4/ε + 4/ε + 1
20
we have

e

−

γ 2 p3 n
108

(β− n1 )(1−2p)
7e3

<e
<e

−

−

2
n/43

108
2 2
β− 1
ε n
n
20·43 c2
γ ·108

(

=e

−

(β− n1 )

2

1
(2/ε+1)2
43 ·c2
γ ·108



n

)

< 1/u2


when letting n = O log(u)β −2 ε−2 . Hence, the size of the sketch is
 2

log (u)
τ = log(u) · n = O
.
ε2 β 2
Note that this n satisfies the requirement β > 1/n from Lemma 8.
We argue about the error: Note that if ∥wx ∥1 ≥ n, then if one of the intervals Ii is
Tlog(u)−1
sufficiently small and ŵx ∈ Ii for all i = 0, ..., log(u) − 1, then ŵx ∈ I = i=0
Ii and I
is also sufficiently small to give the wanted estimate. So by Lemma 8, we can check if the
endpoints of I are within a factor at most (1 + η) of each other, and if so, with probability
1 − 1/u any value from I is within a factor (1 + β) of ∥wx ∥1 . If I is too big, then none of
the intervals Ii was sufficiently small implying that our assumption that ∥wx ∥1 /(2i n) ∈ [1, 2)
does not hold for any i. Hence, with probability 1 − 1/u we have ∥wx ∥1 < n. We refer to the
formal proof of Lemma 8 in the full version of the paper for the details. Our protocol sets
the estimate of ∥wx ∥1 to 0 leading to an additive error of O(n) when
 I was too big. This
means that we get an additive error of at most n = O log(u)β −2 ε−2 , as required.
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Finally, we comment on the running times: For the first part of Theorem 1, we note
that in order to compute the estimate, we need to count the number of ones in Hi x + φi for
each i = 0, ..., log(u) − 1, compute the intervals Ii and their intersection and check if it is
sufficiently small. Counting the number of ones in all Hi x + φi is the bottleneck and requires
time O(τ ). For the second part of Theorem 1, note that we can initialize the randomness
vector φ in time O(τ ) and we can hash vector x in time O (∥x∥0 log(u)) assuming that we
can iterate over x in time O(∥x∥0 ).
Combining with Lemma 8 and Lemma 5, we have completed the proof of Theorem 1.

6

Distributed Streaming Implementation

In a streaming setting we want a sketch which can be updated and two sketches can be
merged to give a sketch for the union of the input streams, while we cannot guarantee that
there are no duplicates in the input stream. In this case, our sketch does not immediately
apply, as items with an even number of occurrences would ”cancel out”. Such items would
therefore never be represented in the sketch, as the sketch is over GF(2). This issue can easily
be fixed: the idea is to add another layer of sampling, such that we sample each occurrence
of a data item with probability 1/2. Hence, we treat identical items independently on each
occurrence and so ensures that an entry in the sketch is 1 with probability 1/2, regardless of
the number of copies of identical items and collisions with other items. We refer to this as
the pre-sampled sketch. The intuition is that the number of copies of an item inserted in the
pre-sampled sketch is even or odd with probability 1/2. By Chernoff bounds the fraction of
elements that are sampled an odd number of times is very close to 1/2 with high probability.
Thus it is natural to consider the estimator that is two times the estimator described in
Section 4.2.
To understand this in more detail we argue that merging two (non-private) pre-sampled
sketches over GF (2) gives a sketch for the union of the two input sets. Suppose z ∈ A ∪ B,
h(z) = k and that z is sampled at level i. We argue that Pr[(Hi xA∪B )k = 1] = 1/2. Note
that
(Hi xA∪B )k = 1

⇔

(Hi xA )k ̸= (Hi xB )k .

Further, we have that if z ∈ A, then Pr[(Hi xA )k = 1] = 1/2 regardless of the number of
other elements hashing to k at level i. If no elements from A hash to entry k at level i, then
Pr[(Hi xA )k = 1] = 0. We have
Pr[(Hi xA∪B )k = 1] = Pr[(Hi xA )k = 1] Pr[(Hi xB )k = 0]
+ Pr[(Hi xA )k = 0] Pr[(Hi xB )k = 1],
which is 1/2 whenever z ∈ A ∪ B.
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1

Introduction

An essential component of graph query languages (to be found both in academical prototypes
as well as in industrial solutions) are regular path queries (RPQs). Abstractly speaking,
a regular expression q over some alphabet Σ is interpreted as query that returns from a
Σ-edge-labelled, directed graph D (i. e., a graph database) the set q(D) of all node pairs (u, v)
that are connected by a q-path, i. e., a path labelled with a word from q’s language (and
possibly also a witness path per node pair, or even all such paths). This simple, yet relevant
concept has heavily been studied in database theory (the following list is somewhat biased
towards recent work): results on RPQs [26, 7, 35, 37, 40, 16], conjunctive RPQs [15, 43, 9] and
extensions thereof [34, 12, 34, 29], questions of static analysis [28, 11, 27, 31, 44], experimental
analyses [17, 19, 39], and surveys of this research area [10, 53, 5, 23].
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In the simplest setting, where we are only interested in the node pairs (but no paths)
connected by arbitrary q-paths (instead of, e. g., simple paths), evaluation can be done
efficiently. Deviating from this simple setting, however, leads to intractability: if we ask for
nodes connected by simple paths (no repeated nodes), or connected by trails (no repeated
arcs), then RPQ evaluation is NP-hard even in data-complexity (see [41, 7, 38] and [37],
respectively). Note that the simple path and trail semantics are mostly motivated by the fact
that under these semantics there is only a finite number of q-paths per node pair. If we move
to conjunctions of RPQs (CRPQs) or even more powerful extensions motivated by practical
requirements, then also with the arbitrary path semantics evaluation becomes intractable in
combined complexity (i. e., they inherit hardness from relational conjunctive queries (CQs)).
In order to guide practical developments in the area of graph databases, the computational
hard cases of RPQ (and CRPQ) evaluation have been thoroughly investigated in database
theory. However, with respect to arbitrary q-paths, research seems to have stopped at the
conclusion that efficient evaluation is possible by the following simple PG-approach: given
graph database D = (VD , ED ) and NFA Mq for q with state set Vq , construct the product
graph GD,q with nodes VD × Vq and an arc ((u, p), (v, p′ )) iff, for some a ∈ Σ, D has an arc
(u, a, v) and Mq has an arc (p, a, p′ ), and then use simple graph-searching techniques on GD,q .
The PG-approach is explicitly defined in several papers, e. g., [41, 10, 38], and mainly used
to prove a worst-case upper bound (actually O(|q|| D |) for Boolean evaluation); in [38] it is
used for enumerating q-paths between two given nodes. But it is also very appealing from a
practical point of view due to its simplicity: we are just coupling well-understood algorithmic
concepts like finite automata and graph reachability algorithms. Arguably, implementing the
PG-approach is an exercise suitable for a first year programming course (making it feasible
and cost-efficient for industrial systems). As it seems, putting RPQ evaluation with arbitrary
path semantics and the respective PG-approach into the focus of a thorough theoretical
study has not yet been done. This paper is devoted to this task. In particular, we wish to
investigate the following two (somewhat overlapping) aspects:
1. Applicability of the PG-approach: the PG-approach is suited for solving simple evaluation
problems like checking q(D) = ∅ or (u, v) ∈ q(D) (for given u, v ∈ VD ), but is it also
appropriate for more relevant tasks like computing, counting or enumerating q(D)?
2. Optimality of the PG-approach: Does the PG-approach lead to optimal algorithms, or
can it be beaten by conceptionally different techniques?
Answering these questions provides a better theoretical understanding of RPQ-evaluation
(which, as mentioned above, are at the heart of many graph query languages). But also
for the more powerful CRPQs and more practically motivated graph query languages, we
can derive valuable insights from our investigation. Let us mention two such examples (a
complete summary of our results follows further down). As noted in [10], we can reduce CRPQ
evaluation to the evaluation of relational CQs by first constructing all tables represented by
the single RPQs and then evaluating a CQ over this database. To do this, we first have to
compute the results of all RPQs, so it seems helpful to know the best algorithms for this
intermediate task. Moreover, if we want to benefit from the existing CQ evaluation techniques
(e. g., exploiting acyclicity etc.) we are more or less forced to this two-step approach. With
respect to enumerations of CQs, it is known that linear preprocessing and constant delay
enumeration is possible provided that the CQs satisfy certain acyclicity properties (see [8, 14],
or the surveys [13, 45]). Unfortunately, these techniques do not carry over to CRPQs since,
as we show, linear preprocessing and constant delay enumeration is not possible even for
single RPQs (conditional to some complexity assumptions).
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Table 1 All upper bounds can be achieved as running times of some algorithm, while the lower
bounds cannot be achieved as running time by any algorithm, unless the displayed hypothesis fails.
The exponent ω denotes the best known matrix multiplication exponent.
Non-enum. Results

Boole, Test, Witness

Eval

Count

upper bounds

O(| D ||q|)

O(|VD || D ||q|)
O((|VD ||q|)2.37 )

O(|VD || D ||q|)
O((|VD ||q|)ω )

O((| D ||q|)1−ϵ )
—
—
—

—
—

—
Odc ((|VD || D |)1−ϵ )
—
—

lower
bounds

OV & com-BMM
OV
SBMM
com-BMM

Odc (|q(D)|+| D |)
Odc ((|VD || D |)1−ϵ )

Since the problem we investigate can be solved in polynomial time (also in combined
complexity), we cannot show lower bounds in terms of hardness results for complexity classes
like NP or PSPACE. Instead, we make use of the framework of fine-grained complexity, which
allows to prove lower bounds that are conditional on some algorithmic assumptions (see the
surveys [50, 22, 51]). In particular, fine-grained complexity is a rather successful toolbox
for giving evidence that the obvious algorithmic approach to some basic problem, is also
the optimal one. This is exactly our setting here, with respect to RPQ-evaluation and the
PG-approach. To the knowledge of the authors, such conditional lower bounds are not yet
a well-established technique in database theory (however, see Section [13, Section 6] for a
survey of conditional lower bounds in the context of CQ enumeration).
A main challenge is that fine-grained complexity is not exactly tailored to either the
data-complexity perspective or to enumeration problems. We will next outline our results.

1.1

Our Contribution

All investigated RPQ-evaluation problems are summarised on page 7. In the following,
D = (VD , ED ) is the graph database, q is the RPQ, and ϵ > 0. With the notation Odc (·),
we hide factors f (|q|) for some function f (i. e., it is used for stating data-complexities).
All lower bounds mentioned in the following are conditional to some of the algorithmic
assumptions summarised in Section 4 (we encourage the reader less familiar with fine-grained
complexity hypotheses to have a look at this section first, which can be read independently).
For presentational reasons, we do not always explicitly mention this in the rest of the
introduction and when we say that a certain running time is “not possible”, this statements
is always conditional in this sense (see Tables 1 and 2 for the actual hypotheses). As common
in fine-grained complexity, we rule out true sub-linear (O(n1−ϵ )), sub-quadratic (O(n2−ϵ )),
or sub-cubic (O(n3−ϵ )) running times, but not possible improvements by logarithmic factors.

Non-Enumeration Variants
The following results are summarised in Table 1. For the simple problems Boole (checking
q(D) = ∅), Test (checking (u, v) ∈ q(D)) and Witness (computing some element from
q(D)), the PG-approach yields an upper bound of O(| D ||q|), which is optimal (since linear)
in data complexity, and we can show lower bounds demonstrating its optimality also in
combined complexity. For Eval (computing the set q(D)) the PG-approach yields a data
complexity upper bound of Odc (|VD || D |), which cannot be improved by combinatorial
algorithms, although Odc (|VD |2.37 ) is possible by fast matrix multiplication (see Section 4 for
a discussion of the meaning of the term “combinatorial”). In addition, we can show that
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Table 2 All upper bounds can be achieved as running times of some algorithm, while the lower
bounds cannot be achieved as running time by any algorithm, unless the displayed hypothesis fails.
The exponent ω denotes the best known matrix multiplication exponent.
Enum. Results

Enum
preprocessing

delay

upper bound

O(delay)

O(| D ||q|)

lower
bounds

OV & com-BMM
SBMM
com-BMM
OMv
com-BMM

O(delay)
Odc (| D |)
Odc (| D |)
arbitrary
Odc (| D |)

1−ϵ

O((| D ||q|) )
Odc (1)
Odc (|VD |1−ϵ )
Odc (|VD |1−ϵ )
Odc (|VD |2−ϵ )

sorted

updates



O(1)

×
×
×
×
×

×
×
×
Odc (|VD |1−ϵ )
Odc (|VD |2−ϵ )

linear time data complexity, i. e., Odc (|q(D)|+| D |), is not possible even for non-combinatorial
algorithms. For Count (computing |q(D)|), we get Odc (|VD || D |) as upper and lower bound,
not restricted to combinatorial algorithms.

Enumeration
Our results for RPQ-enumeration are summarised in Table 2. An entry “O(delay)” in column
“preprocessing” means that the preprocessing is bounded by the delay (which means that
no preprocessing is required). The column “sorted” indicates whether the enumeration is
produced lexicographically sorted.
In comparison to the non-enumeration problem variants, the picture is less clear and
deserves more explanation. The PG-approach yields a simple enumeration algorithm with
delay O(| D ||q|), that also trivially supports updates in constant time, since the preprocessing
fits into the delay bound. Our lower bounds for Boole also mean that this delay cannot
be improved in terms of combined complexity. While this lower bound was interesting for
problems like Boole etc., it now gives a correct answer to the wrong question. The main
goal now should be to find out whether we can remedy the linear dependency of the delay on
| D |, at the expense of spending more time in terms of |q|, or of losing the ability of handling
updates, or even of allowing a slightly super-linear preprocessing.
In this regard, the strongest result would be linear preprocessing O(| D |f (|q|)) and
constant delay O(f (|q|)). However, we can rule this out even for algorithms not capable of
handling updates. Then, the next question is which non-constant delays can be achieved that
are strictly better than linear. For example, none of our lower bounds for the non-enumeration
variants suggest that linear preprocessing and a delay bounded by, e. g., |VD | or the degree of
D, should not be possible. We are not able to answer this question in its general form (and
believe it to be very challenging), but we are able to provide several noteworthy insights.
For linear preprocessing, a delay of O(|VD |) (if possible at all) cannot be beaten by
combinatorial algorithms (even without updates). This can be strengthened considerably, if
we also require updates in some reasonable time: for general algorithms (i. e., not necessarily
combinatorial) delay and update time strictly better than Odc (|VD |) is not possible even with
arbitrary preprocessing, and for combinatorial algorithms with linear preprocessing even
delay and update time of O(| D |) cannot be beaten. This last result nicely complements the
upper bound at least for combinatorial algorithms and in the dynamic case.
In summary, for linear preprocessing, O(|VD |) is a lower bound for the delay and if we
can beat O(| D |), we should not be able to also support updates.
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Enumeration of Restricted Variants
Finally, we obtain restricted problem variants that can be solved with delay strictly better
than O(| D |) (in data complexity). We explore three different approaches: (1) by allowing
super-linear preprocessing of Odc (∆(D) log(∆(D))| D |) (where ∆(D) is the average degree of
D), we can achieve a delay of O(|VD |); (2) in linear preprocessing and constant delay, we can
enumerate a representative subset of q(D) instead of the whole set q(D); (3) for a subclass of
RPQs, we can solve RPQ-Enum with linear preprocessing and delay O(∆(D)) (where ∆(D)
is the maximum degree of D).
Due to space constraints, most proof details are omitted, although we give proof sketches for
some results; detailed proofs can be found in the preliminary full version of this paper [25].

2

Main Definitions

Let N = {1, 2, 3, . . .} and [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} for n ∈ N. For a finite alphabet A, A+ denotes
the set of non-empty words over A and A∗ = A+ ∪ {ε} (where ε is the empty word). For
a word w ∈ A∗ , |w| denotes its length;w1 = w and wk = wwk−1 for every k ≥ 2. For
L, K ⊆ A∗ , let L · K = {w1 · w2 | w1 ∈ L, w2 ∈ K}, let L1 = L and Lk = L · Lk−1 for every
S
k ≥ 2, let L+ = k≥1 Lk and L∗ = L+ ∪ {ε}.

2.1

Σ-Graphs

We now define the central graph model that is used to represent graph databases as well as
finite automata. Let Σ be a finite alphabet of constant size. A Σ-graph is a directed, edge
labelled multigraph G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices (or nodes) and E ⊆ V × (Σ ∪
{ε}) × V is the set of edges (or arcs). For u ∈ V and x ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, Ex (u) = {v | (u, x, v) ∈ E}
is the set of x-successors of u. A path from w0 ∈ V to wk ∈ V of length k ≥ 0 is a sequence
p = (w0 , a1 , w1 , a2 , w2 . . . , wk−1 , ak , wk ) with (wi−1 , ai , wi ) ∈ E for every i ∈ [k]. We say
that p is labelled with the word a1 a2 . . . ak ∈ Σ∗ . According to this definition, for every
v ∈ V , (v) is a path from v to v of length 0 that is labelled by ε. Hence, every node v of a
Σ-graph has an ε-labelled path to itself, even though there might not be an ε-arc from v to
v. Moreover, due to ε as a possible edge-label, paths of length k may be labelled with words
w with |w| < k. The size of G = (V, E) is |G| = max{|V |, |E|}.
For any Σ-graph G = (V, E), we call (V, {(u, v) | u ̸= v ∧ ∃x ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} : (u, x, v) ∈ E})
the underlying graph of G (note that the underlying graph is simple, non-labelled and has no
loops). In particular, by a slight abuse of notation, we denote by E ∗ the reflexive-transitive
closure of the underlying graph of G. Since we always assume |Σ| to be a constant, we
have that |G| = Θ(max{|V |, |{(u, v) | u ̸= v ∧ ∃x ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} : (u, x, v) ∈ E}|}) (i. e., |G| is
asymptotically equal to the size of its underlying graph). For every u ∈ V , the degree of u is
S
∆(u) = | x∈Σ∪{ε} Ex (u)| (so ∆(u) is actually the out-degree), and the maximum degree of
P
G is ∆(G) = max{| ∆(u)| | u ∈ V }. The average degree of G is ∆(G) = |V1 | u∈V | ∆(u)|.
Obviously, ∆(G) ≤ ∆(G) ≤ |V |.
Since Σ-graphs are the central data structures for our algorithms, we have to discuss
implementational aspects of Σ-graphs in more detail. The set V of a Σ-graph G = (V, E) is
represented as a list, and, for every u ∈ V and for every x ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, we store a list of all
x-successors of u, which is called the x-adjacency list for u. We assume that we can check in
constant time whether a list is empty and we can insert elements in constant time. However,
finding and deleting an element from a list requires linear time. Furthermore, we assume
that we always store together with a node a pointer to its adjacency list (thus, we can always
retrieve the x-adjacency list for a given node in constant time).
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▶ Remark 1. All lower bounds presented in this paper hold for any graph representation
that can be constructed in time linear in |G| = max{|V |, |E|}. For the upper bounds, we
chose the simple representation with adjacency lists as it emerged as the natural structure
for our enumeration approach; let us point out here that since we always store pointers
to the adjacency lists along with the nodes, we can perform a breadth-first search (BFS)
from any given start node u in time O(|G|). It is a plausible assumption that most specific
graph representations can be transformed into our list-based representation without much
effort. This ensures a certain generality of our upper complexity bounds in the sense that the
corresponding algorithms are, to a large extent, independent from implementational details.
Note also that the list-based structure only requires space linear in |G|.
In the adjacency list representation, we do not have random access to specific nodes in
the graph database, or to specific neighbours of a given node. Thus, we have to measure
a non-constant running-time for performing such operations. However, the algorithms for
our upper bounds are independent from this aspect, i. e., the total running times would not
change if we assume random access to nodes in constant time. Therefore, it is a stronger
statement that a conditional lower bound is matched by an algorithm that does not exploit
specific implementational aspects or advanced data structures, but works for basic graph
representations.
An exception to this is Theorem 20, for which we can obtain some small improvement by
applying the technique of lazy array initialization (see Remark 21).

2.2

Graph Databases and Regular Path Queries

A nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA for short) is a tuple M = (G, S, T ), where
G = (V, E) is a Σ-graph (the nodes q ∈ V are also called states), S ⊆ V with S ̸= ∅ is the
set of start states and T ⊆ V with T ̸= ∅ is the set of final states. The language L(M ) of
an NFA M is the set of all labels of paths from some start state to some final state. For
a Σ-graph G = (V, E), any subsets S, T ⊆ V with S ̸= ∅ =
̸ T induce the NFA (G, S, T ). If
S = {s} and T = {t} are singletons, then we also write (G, s, t) instead of (G, {s}, {t}).
The set REΣ of regular expressions (over Σ) is recursively defined as follows: a ∈ REΣ for
every a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}; (α · β) ∈ REΣ , (α ∨ β) ∈ REΣ , and (α)+ ∈ REΣ , for every α, β ∈ REΣ . For
any α ∈ REΣ , let L(α) be the regular language described by the regular expression α defined
as usual: for every a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, L(a) = {a}, and for every α, β ∈ REΣ , L(α · β) = L(α) · L(β),
L(α ∨ β) = L(α) ∪ L(β) and L(α+ ) = L(α)+ . We also use α∗ as short hand form for α+ ∨ ε.
By |α|, we denote the length of α represented as a string.
▶ Proposition 2. Every regular expression α can be transformed in time O(|α|) into an
equivalent NFA M = (G, p0 , pf ) with |G| = O(|α|).
In the following, when we speak about an automaton (or an NFA) for a regular expression
α, we always mean an NFA equivalent to α with the properties asserted by Proposition 2.
A Σ-graph without ε-arcs is also called a graph database (over Σ); in the following, we
denote graph databases by D = (VD , ED ). Since VD is represented as a list, any graph
database implicitly represents a linear order on VD (i. e., the order induced by the list that
represents VD ), which we denote by ⪯D , or simply ⪯ if D is clear from the context. A graph
database D is sparse if |ED | = O(|VD |).
Regular expressions q (over alphabet Σ) are interpreted as regular path queries (RPQ) for
graph databases (over Σ). The result q(D) of an RPQ q on a graph database D = (VD , ED )
over Σ is the set q(D) = {(u, v) | u, v ∈ VD , L((D, u, v)) ∩ L(q) ̸= ∅}.
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If we interpret q as a Boolean RPQ, then the result is qB (D) = true if q(D) ̸= ∅ and
qB (D) = false otherwise. We consider the following RPQ evaluation problems (D is a graph
database, q an RPQ and u, v two nodes from D):
Name
RPQ-Boole
RPQ-Test
RPQ-Witness
RPQ-Eval
RPQ-Count
RPQ-Enum

Input
D, q
D, q, u, v
D, q
D, q
D, q
D, q

Task
Decide whether qB (D) = true.
Decide whether (u, v) ∈ q(D).
Compute a witness (u, v) ∈ q(D) or report that none exists.
Compute the whole set q(D)
Compute |q(D)|.
Enumerate the whole set q(D).

By sorted RPQ-Enum (or semi-sorted RPQ-Enum), we denote the variant of RPQ-Enum,
where the pairs of q(D) are to be enumerated in lexicographical order with respect to ⪯D (or
ordered only with respect to their left elements, while successive pairs with the same right
element can be ordered arbitrarily, respectively).
▶ Remark 3. If an order ⪯′ on VD is explicitly given as a bijection π : VD → {1, . . . , n}, then
we can modify D (in O(|VD |)) such that ⪯D = ⪯′ . In this regard, sorted RPQ-Enum just
models the case where we wish the enumeration to be sorted according to some order. In
particular, by assuming the order ⪯D to be implicitly represented by D, we do not hide
the non-linear complexity of sorting n numbers (this would only be the case if we would
generally assume that VD ⊆ N and then require sorted enumeration with respect to ≤).

2.3

General Algorithmic Framework for RPQ Evaluation

We assume the RAM model with logarithmic word-size as our computational model. Let us
next discuss our algorithmic framework for RPQ evaluation. The input to our algorithms is
a graph database D = (VD , ED ) and an RPQ q (and, for solving the problem RPQ-Test,
also a pair (u, v) ∈ VD ).
In the case of RPQ-Enum, the algorithms have routines preprocess and enum. Initially,
preprocess performs some preliminary computations on the input or constructs some auxiliary
data structures; the performance of preprocess is measured in its running time depending on
the input size as usual (i. e., we treat preprocess as an individual algorithm). Then enum will
produce an enumeration (u1 , v1 ), (u2 , v2 ), . . . , (uℓ , vℓ ) such that q(D) = {(ui , vi ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ},
no element occurs twice, and the algorithm reports when the enumeration is done. We
measure the performance of enum in terms of its delay, which describes the time that (in
the worst-case) elapses between enumerating two consecutive elements, between the start
of the enumeration and the first element, and between the last element and the end of the
enumeration (or between start and end in case that q(D) = ∅). We say that (variants of)
RPQ-Enum can be solved with preprocessing p and delay d, where p and d are functions
bounding the preprocessing running time and the delay. In the case that p = O(d), the
preprocessing complexity is absorbed by the delay; in this case, we say that (variants of)
RPQ-Enum can be solved with delay d and do not mention any bound on the preprocessing.
We also consider RPQ-Enum in the dynamic setting, i. e., there is the possibility to
perform update operations on the input graph database D, which triggers a routine update.
After an update and termination of the update routine, invoking enum is supposed to
enumerate q(D′ ), where D′ is the updated graph database. The performance of an algorithm
for RPQ-Enum is then measured in the running times of routines preprocess (to be initially
carried out only once) and update, as well as the delay. We only consider the following types
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of individual updates: inserting a new arc between existing nodes, deleting an arc, adding a
new (isolated) node, deleting an (isolated) node. In particular, deleting or adding a single
non-isolated node u may require a non-constant number of updates.

3

The Product Graph Approach

The PG-approach has already been informally described in the introduction; for our finegrained perspective, we need to define it in detail. Let D = (VD , ED ) be a graph database over
some alphabet Σ and let q be an RPQ over Σ. Furthermore, let (Gq , p0 , pf ) with Gq = (Vq , Eq )
be an automaton for q. Recall that, according to Proposition 2, Gq can be obtained in time
O(|q|) and it has O(|q|) states and O(|q|) arcs. The product graph of D and Gq is the Σ-graph
G⊠ (D, q) = (V⊠ (D, q), E⊠ (D, q)), where V⊠ (D, q) = {(u, p) | u ∈ VD , p ∈ Vq } and
E⊠ (D, q) = {((u, p), x, (v, p′ )) | (u, x, v) ∈ ED , (p, x, p′ ) ∈ Eq } ∪
{((u, p), ε, (u, p′ )) | u ∈ VD , (p, ε, p′ ) ∈ Eq } .
▶ Remark 4. The arc labels in G⊠ (D, q) are superfluous in the sense that we only need the
underlying graph of G⊠ (D, q) (see Lemma 6). We define it nevertheless as Σ-graph, since
then all our definitions and terminology for Σ-graphs introduced above apply as well.
▶ Lemma 5. |V⊠ (D, q)| = O(|VD ||q|), |E⊠ (D, q)| = O(| D ||q|) and G⊠ (D, q) can be computed
in time O(|G⊠ (D, q)|) = O(| D ||q|).
The following lemma, which is an immediate consequence of the construction, shows
how G⊠ (D, q) can be used for solving RPQ evaluation tasks (recall that E ∗ is the reflexivetransitive closure of the underlying unlabelled graph).
▶ Lemma 6. For every u, v ∈ VD , (u, v) ∈ q(D) if and only if ((u, p0 ), (v, pf )) ∈ (E⊠ (D, q))∗ .

4

Fine-grained Complexity and Conditional Lower Bounds

We now state several computational problems along with hypotheses regarding their complexity, which are commonly used in the framework of fine-grained complexity to obtain
conditional lower bounds. We discuss some details and give background information later on.
Orthogonal Vectors (OV): Given sets A, B each containing n Boolean-vectors of dimension d, check whether there are vectors ⃗a ∈ A and ⃗b ∈ B that are orthogonal.
OV-Hypothesis: For every ϵ > 0 there is no algorithm solving OV in time O(n2−ϵ poly(d)).
Boolean Matrix Multiplication (BMM): Given Boolean n×n matrices A, B, compute A×B.
com-BMM-Hypothesis: For every ϵ > 0 there is no combinatorial algorithm that solves
BMM in time O(n3−ϵ ).
Sparse Boolean Matrix Multiplication (SBMM): Like BMM, but all matrices are represented as sets {(i, j) | A[i, j] = 1} of 1-entries.
SBMM-Hypothesis: There is no algorithm that solves SBMM in time O(m) (where m
is the total number of 1-entries, i. e., m = |{(i, j) | A[i, j] = 1}| + |{(i, j) | B[i, j] =
1}| + |{(i, j) | (A × B)[i, j] = 1}|).
Online Matrix-Vector Multiplication (OMv): Given Boolean n×n-matrix M and a sequence
⃗v 1 , ⃗v 2 , . . . , ⃗v n of n-dimensional Boolean vectors, compute sequence M⃗v 1 , M⃗v 2 , . . . , M⃗v n ,
where M⃗v i is produced as output before ⃗v i+1 is received as input.
OMv-Hypothesis: For every ϵ > 0 there is no algorithm that solves OMv in time O(n3−ϵ ).
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We will reduce these problems to variants of RPQ evaluation problems in such a way that
algorithms with certain running times for RPQ evaluation would break the corresponding
hypotheses mentioned above. Thus, we obtain lower bounds for RPQ enumeration that
are conditional to these hypotheses. In the following, we give a very brief overview of the
relevance of these problems and corresponding hypotheses in fine-grained complexity.
The problem OV can be solved by brute-force in time O(n2 d) and the hypothesis that
there is no subquadratic algorithm is well-established. It exists in slightly different variants
and has been formulated in several different places in the literature (e. g., [21, 22, 50]). The
variant used here is sometimes referred to as moderate dimension OV-hypothesis in contrast to
low dimension variants, where d can be assumed to be rather small in comparison to n. The
relevance of the OV-hypothesis is due to the fact that it is implied by the Strong Exponential
Time Hypothesis (SETH) [46, 47], and therefore it is a convenient tool to prove SETH lower
bounds that has been applied in various contexts.
One of the most famous computational problems is BMM, which, unfortunately, is a
much less suitable basis for conditional lower bounds. The straightforward algorithm solves
it in time O(n3 ), but there are fast matrix multiplication algorithms that run in time
O(n2.373 ) [49, 30]. It is unclear how much further this exponent can be decreased and
there is even belief that BMM can be solved in time n2+o(1) (see [48] and Section 6 of [13]).
However, these theoretically fast algorithms cannot be considered efficient in a practical
sense, which motivates the mathematically informal notion of “combinatorial” algorithms
(see, e. g., [52]).1 So far, no truly subcubic combinatorial BMM-algorithm exists and it has
been shown in [52] that BMM is contained in a class of problems (including other prominent
examples like Triangle Finding (also mentioned below) and Context-Free Grammar Parsing)
which are all equivalent in the sense that if one such problem is solvable in truly subcubic
time by a combinatorial algorithm, then all of them are. Consequently, it is often possible
to argue that the existence of a certain combinatorial algorithm for some problem would
imply a major (and unlikely) algorithmic breakthrough with respect to BMM, Parsing,
Triangle Finding, etc. Despite the defect of relying on the vague notion of combinatorial
algorithms, this lower bound technique is a common approach in fine-grained complexity
(see, e. g., [52, 32, 2, 3, 1, 33]). Whenever we use the com-BMM-hypothesis, our reductions
will always be combinatorial, which is necessary; moreover, whenever we say that a certain
running time cannot be achieved unless the com-BMM-hypothesis fails, we mean, of course,
that it cannot be achieved by a combinatorial algorithm.
In order to make BMM suitable as base problem for conditional lower bounds (that does
not rely on combinatorial algorithms) one can formulate the weaker (i. e., more plausible)
hypothesis that BMM cannot be solved in time linear in the number of 1-entries of the
matrices (therefore called sparse BMM since matrices are represented in a sparse way);
see [4, 54]. Another approach is to require the output matrix A × B to be computed column
by column, i. e., formulating it as the online-version OMv. For OMv, subcubic algorithms are
not known and would yield several major algorithmic breakthroughs (see [32]).
A convenient tool to deal with BMM is the problem Triangle: check whether a given
undirected graph G has a triangle. This is due to the fact that these two problems are
subcubic equivalent with respect to combinatorial algorithms (see [52]), i. e., the com-BMMhypothesis fails if and only if Triangle can be solved by a combinatorial algorithm in time
O(n3−ϵ ) for some ϵ > 0. Thus, for lower bounds conditional to the com-BMM-hypothesis, we

1

The term “combinatorial algorithm” is not well-defined, but intuitively such algorithms have running
times with low constants in the O-notation, and are feasibly implementable.
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can make use of both these problems. There is also a (non-combinatorial) Triangle-hypothesis
that states that Triangle cannot be solved in linear time in the number of edges, but we
were not able to apply it in the context of RPQ evaluation (see [2] for different variants of
Triangle).

5

Bounds for the Non-Enumeration Problem Variants

We now investigate how well the PG-approach performs with respect to the non-enumeration
variants of RPQ evaluation, and we give some evidence that, in most cases, it can be considered
optimal or almost optimal (subject to the algorithmic hypotheses of Section 4).

5.1

Boolean Evaluation, Testing and Computing a Witness

It is relatively straightforward to see that the problems RPQ-Test and RPQ-Boole
are equivalent and can both be reduced to RPQ-Witness. Hence, upper bounds for
RPQ-Witness and lower bounds for RPQ-Test or RPQ-Boole automatically apply to
all three problem variants, which simplifies the proofs for such bounds.
The PG-approach directly yields the following upper bound.
▶ Theorem 7. RPQ-Test, RPQ-Boole and RPQ-Witness can be solved in time
O(| D ||q|).
More interestingly, we can complement this upper bound with lower bounds as follows.
▶ Theorem 8. If any of the problems RPQ-Test, RPQ-Boole and RPQ-Witness can be
solved in time O(| D |2−ϵ + |q|2 ) or O(| D |2 + |q|2−ϵ ) for some ϵ > 0, then the OV-hypothesis
fails. This lower bound also holds for the restriction to sparse graph databases.
Proof Sketch. The overall reduction is similar to the reduction from [6] used for proving conditional lower bounds of regular expression matching: For an OV-instance A = {⃗a1 , . . . , ⃗an }
and B = {⃗b1 , . . . , ⃗bn }, we define q = #(w1 ∨ w2 ∨ . . . ∨ wn )#, where wi is a bit-string representing vector ⃗bi , and we create a graph database that, for every ⃗ai , has a path whose j th arc
is labelled with 0 if ⃗ai [j] = 1 and with both 0 and 1 if ⃗ai [j] = 0. This yields a reduction that
rules out running times of the form O((| D ||q|)1−ϵ ); the stronger statement of the theorem
can be obtained by carefully partitioning A or B depending on ϵ into several instances and
then using the above reduction (with a more careful running time analysis).
◀
Since (| D ||q|)1−ϵ ≤ ((max{| D |, |q|})2 )1−ϵ = max{| D |2−2ϵ , |q|2−2ϵ } ≤ | D |2−ϵ + |q|2 ,
Theorem 8 also rules out running times of the form O((| D ||q|)1−ϵ ) and O(max{| D |, |q|}2−ϵ ),
but does not exclude a running time of O(| D |2−ϵ + f (|q|)) with f (|q|) = Ω(|q|2 ). However,
for ϵ < 1 this is super-linear in | D | (and therefore inferior to O(| D ||q|) under the assumption
|q| ≪ | D |), and for ϵ = 1, we would obtain O(| D | + f (|q|)), which, under the assumption
|q| ≪ | D |, is a small and arguably negligible asymptotic improvement over O(| D ||q|).
If the size of D is expressed in terms of |VD |, then Theorem 7 also gives an upper bound
of O(|VD |2 |q|). In this regard, we can show the following lower bound.
▶ Theorem 9. If any of the problems RPQ-Test, RPQ-Boole and RPQ-Witness can
be solved in time O(|VD |3−ϵ + |q|3−ϵ ) for some ϵ > 0, then the com-BMM-hypothesis fails.
Proof Sketch. We reduce from Triangle (see Section 4). For a given graph G = (V, E) with
V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn }, we create a graph database D by using 4 copies Vi = {(u, i) | u ∈ V },
i ∈ [4], of V and add all of G’s arcs between each Vi and Vi+1 , i ∈ [3], i. e., there is an arc
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((u, i), a, (v, i + 1)) if and only if (u, v) ∈ E (a is a symbol). Now G contains a triangle if and
only if D has a length-3 path from (u, 1) to (v, 4) with u = v. The problem is how to query
paths that are synchronised in this way. To this end, we add a path s1 , s2 , . . . , sn (each arc
labelled with a) and, for every j ∈ [n], an a-labelled arc from sj to (vj , 1) ∈ V1 ; analogously,
we add a path t1 , t2 , . . . , tn with an arc from (vj , 4) to tj . Now there is an an+4 -labelled path
from s1 to tn if and only if there is a length-3 path from (u, 1) to (u, 4) for some u ∈ V . ◀
Since O((| D ||q|)1−ϵ ) ⊆ O((|VD |2 |q|)1−ϵ ) ⊆ O(|VD |3−ϵ + |q|3−ϵ ), such running times are
also ruled out under the com-BMM-hypothesis. Especially, a combinatorial algorithm with
running time O((| D ||q|)1−ϵ ) refutes both the OV- and the com-BMM-hypothesis; thus, such
an algorithm does not exist provided that at least one of these hypotheses is true (basing
lower bounds on several hypotheses is common in fine-grained complexity, see, e. g., [3]).
The lower bounds discussed above are only meaningful for combined complexity. However,
the upper bound of Theorem 7 already yields the optimum of linear data complexity.

5.2

Full Evaluation and Counting

The following upper bound is again a straightforward application of the PG-approach.
▶ Theorem 10. RPQ-Eval can be solved in time O(|VD || D ||q|).
Instead of using graph-searching techniques on G⊠ (D, q), we could also compute the
complete transitive closure of G⊠ (D, q) with fast matrix multiplication.
▶ Theorem 11. If BMM can be solved in time O(nω ) with ω ≥ 2, then RPQ-Eval can be
solved in time O(|VD |ω |q|ω ).
We mention this theoretical upper bound for completeness, but stress the fact that our
main interest lies in combinatorial algorithms.
In addition to the practical limitations of fast matrix multiplication, we also observe that
the approach of Theorem 11 is only better if the graph database is not too sparse, i. e., only
if |VD || D | = Ω(|VD |ω ).
Next, we investigate the question whether O(|VD || D ||q|) is optimal for RPQ-Eval at
least with respect to combinatorial algorithms. Since for RPQ-Eval the PG-approach does
not yield an algorithm that is linear in data complexity (like it was the case with respect to
the problems of Section 5.1), the question arises whether the |VD || D | part can be improved
at the cost of spending more time in |q|. It seems necessary that respective data complexity
lower bounds need reductions that do not use q to represent a non-constant part of the
instance, as it was the case for both the OV and the Triangle reduction from Section 5.1.
It is not difficult to see that the product of two n × n Boolean matrices A and B can
be represented by node sets Vi = {(j, i) | j ∈ [n]}, i ∈ [3], with arcs ((j, 1), a, (k, 2)) iff
A[j, k] = 1, and ((k, 2), a, (ℓ, 3)) iff B[k, ℓ] = 1, and the RPQ q = aa, i. e., ((i, 1), (j, 3)) ∈ q(D)
iff (A × B)[i, j] = 1 (it is, of course, crucial that q has constant size). This shows that, for
combinatorial algorithms and subject to the com-BMM-hypothesis, O(|VD || D |) is a tight
bound for the data complexity of RPQ-Eval.
▶ Theorem 12. If RPQ-Eval can be solved in time O((|VD || D |)1−ϵ f (|q|)) for some function f and some ϵ > 0, then the com-BMM-hypothesis fails.
If we drop the restriction to combinatorial algorithms, we can nevertheless show (with
more or less the same construction) that linear time in data complexity is impossible, unless
the SBMM-hypothesis fails. However, since the size of the output q(D) might be super-linear
in | D |, we should interpret linear as linear in | D | + |q(D)|.
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▶ Theorem 13. If RPQ-Eval can be solved in time O((|q(D)| + | D |)f (|q|)) for some
function f , then the SBMM-hypothesis fails.
Surprisingly, we can obtain a more complete picture for the problem RPQ-Count. First,
we observe that obviously all upper bounds carry over from RPQ-Eval to RPQ-Count.
On the other hand, a combinatorial O((|VD || D |)1−ϵ f (q)) algorithm or a general O((|q(D)| +
| D |)f (|q|)) algorithm for RPQ-Count does not seem to help for solving Boolean matrix
multiplication (and therefore, the lower bounds do not carry over). Fortunately, it turns
out that OV is a suitable problem to reduce to RPQ-Count, although by a rather different
reduction compared to the one used for Theorem 8.
▶ Theorem 14. If RPQ-Count can be solved in time O(| D |2−ϵ f (|q|)) for some function f
and ϵ > 0, then the OV-hypothesis fails.
Proof Sketch. Let A = {⃗a1 , ⃗a2 , . . . , ⃗an } and B = {⃗b1 , ⃗b2 , . . . , ⃗bn } be an OV-instance, and
let A′ be the Boolean matrix having rows ⃗a1 , ⃗a2 , . . . , ⃗an and let B ′ be the Boolean matrix
having columns ⃗b1 , ⃗b2 , . . . , ⃗bn . Then (A′ × B ′ )[i, j] = 0 if and only if ⃗ai and ⃗bj are orthogonal.
If we represent A′ × B ′ as a graph database and a size-2 RPQ q (as sketched above), we have
that |q(D)| is the number of 1-entries in A′ × B ′ and therefore we can solve the OV-instance
(A, B) by solving RPQ-Count for D and q.
◀
Since Theorem 14 also excludes running time O((|VD || D |)1−ϵ f (|q|)) for any function f
and ϵ > 0 (without restriction to combinatorial algorithms), it also shows that, subject to
the OV-hypothesis, O(|VD || D |) is a tight bound for the data complexity of RPQ-Count.

6

Bounds for the Enumeration of RPQs

By using the PG-approach for enumeration, we can obtain the following upper bound.
▶ Theorem 15. Sorted RPQ-Enum can be solved with O(| D ||q|) delay and O(1) updates.
Proof Sketch. We store all nodes (u, p0 ) of G⊠ (D, q) in an array S, all nodes (v, pf ) in
an array T , and the general idea is to perform an individual BFS from each node in S.
However, in order to bound the delay, we first have to determine the subset S ′ ⊆ S of
nodes that can reach at least one node from T . To this end, we add a new node vsink
with incoming arcs from each node in T , and then we perform a BFS from vsink in reverse
direction. This concludes the preprocessing (and, with a bit of care, this can be done in time
O(|G⊠ (D, q)|) = O(| D ||q|)). In the enumeration, we perform a BFS from each (u, p0 ) ∈ S ′
and we consider these start nodes ordered by ⪯. In each individual BFS, we first collect in
an array all visited nodes (v1 , pf ), (v2 , pf ), . . . and then enumerate all pairs (u, vi ) sorted by
their right element according to ⪯. Due to our preprocessing, we produce at least one pair
in each BFS, and each BFS can be done in time O(|G⊠ (D, q)|) = O(| D ||q|), including the
time needed for enumerating the pairs. Updates can be maintained trivially, since the delay
bound allows to repeat the preprocessing with respect to the updated database.
◀
This enumeration algorithm is easy to implement and has some nice features like linear
preprocessing (in data complexity), sorted enumeration and constant updates. Unfortunately,
these features come more or less for free with the disappointing delay bound. Is the PGapproach therefore the wrong tool for RPQ-enumeration? Or can we give evidence that linear
delay is a barrier we cannot break? The rest of this work is devoted to this question.
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Since running an algorithm for RPQ-Enum until we get the first element yields an
algorithm for RPQ-Boole (with preprocessing plus delay as running time), and since
running such an algorithm completely solves RPQ-Eval in time preprocessing plus |q(D)|
times delay, we can inherit several lower bounds directly from Section 5.
▶ Theorem 16. If, for some function f and ϵ ≥ 0, RPQ-Enum can be solved with
1. delay O(| D |2−ϵ + |q|2 ) or O(| D |2 + |q|2−ϵ ), then the OV-conjecture fails.
2. delay O(|VD |3−ϵ + |q|3−ϵ ), then the com-BMM-hypothesis fails.
3. preprocessing O(| D |f (|q|)) and delay O(f (|q|)), then the SBMM-hypothesis fails.
4. prep. O(|VD |3−ϵ f (|q|)) and delay O(|VD |1−ϵ f (|q|)), then the com-BMM-hypothesis fails.
The first two bounds only tell us that we might not be able to lower the delay O(| D ||q|)
in terms of combined complexity. While this point of view was justified for the problems
discussed in Section 5, it does not say anything regarding delays of the form O(| D |1−ϵ f (|q|)).
The third bound, conditional to the SBMM-hypothesis, is much more relevant, since it
suggests that the optimum of linear preprocessing and constant delay is not reachable. For
combinatorial algorithms, the fourth bound at least answers our main question with | D |
replaced by |VD |: with linear preprocessing, we cannot get below a delay of O(|VD |).
These lower bounds can be improved significantly, if we also want to handle updates
(within some reasonable time bounds).
▶ Theorem 17. If RPQ-Enum can be solved with
1. arbitrary preprocessing, O(|VD |1−ϵ f (|q|)) updates and O(|VD |1−ϵ f (|q|)) delay for some
function f and ϵ ≥ 0, then the OMv-hypothesis fails.
2. O(|VD |3−ϵ f (|q|)) preprocessing, O(|VD |2−ϵ f (|q|)) updates and O(|VD |2−ϵ f (|q|)) delay for
some function f and ϵ ≥ 0, then the com-BMM-hypothesis fails.
Proof Sketch. OMv-reduction: Let M , ⃗v 1 , ⃗v 2 , . . . , ⃗v n be an OMv instance. We set q = aa
and start with an empty graph database, which, by O(n2 ) updates, is turned into DM,⃗v1 =
({ui , vi , w | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, {(ui , a, vj ) | M [i, j] = 1} ∪ {(vj , a, w) | ⃗v 1 [j] = 1}). Enumerating
q(DM,⃗v1 ) gives {(ui , w) | (M⃗v 1 )[i] = 1} which represent M⃗v 1 . Analogously, we produce M⃗v i
with q(DM,⃗vi ) for each 2 ≤ i ≤ n, where DM,⃗vi can be obtained from DM,⃗vi−1 by n updates.
Triangle-reduction: The idea is similar to the reduction of Theorem 9. We transform a
graph G = (V, E) with V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn } into a graph database Dv1 with 4 copies
Vi = {(u, i) | u ∈ V }, i ∈ [4], of V and an arc ((u, i), a, (v, i + 1)) if and only if (u, v) ∈ E.
Instead of appending length n-paths at V1 and V4 (as done for Theorem 9), we only add arcs
(s, a, (v1 , 1)), ((v1 , 4), a, t) and set q = aaaaa. Now q(Dv1 ) = {(s, t)} if there is a triangle
that contains v1 , and q(Dv1 ) = ∅ otherwise. For every 2 ≤ i ≤ n, we can obtain Dvi from
Dvi−1 by performing a constant number of updates, and then enumerate q(Dvi ).
◀
The first bound rules out that we can get below O(|VD |) for delay and update time,
regardless of the preprocessing; the second one analogously rules out anything below O(| D |)
(for combinatorial algorithms and linear preprocessing). While all these lower bounds suggest
that improving on the linear delay may be rather difficult, they leave the following case open.
▶ Question 18. Can RPQ-Enum be solved with O(| D |) preprocessing and O(|VD |) delay in
data complexity?
What is a reasonable conjecture with respect to this question? A combinatorial algorithm
that answers it in the positive does not seem to have any unlikely consequences. Indeed,
it would just entail an O(| D ||VD |) algorithm for RPQ-Eval (which exactly fits to Theorem 10), an O(|V ||G|) algorithm for computing transitive closures and an O(n3 ) algorithm
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for multiplying Boolean n × n matrices, which is the state of the art for combinatorial
algorithms (this is due to the obvious reductions from these problems to RPQ-Enum).
However, since Question 18 is about enumeration, a positive answer also means that after
O(|G|) preprocessing, we can enumerate the transitive closure of a graph with delay O(|V |),
and that after O(n2 ) preprocessing, all 1-entries of the Boolean matrix multiplication can be
enumerated with delay O(n). Are such enumeration algorithms unlikely, so that we should
rather expect a negative answer to Question 18? In fact not, since for the simple RPQs
q = a∗ or q = aa, which are sufficient to encode transitive closures and Boolean matrix
multiplications (see also the sketch on page 11), linear preprocessing and delay O(|VD |) is
indeed possible, as we shall obtain as byproducts of the results in the next section.
We close this section by the following remark that points out some similarity (and
differences) of reductions used in Sections 5 and 6.
▶ Remark 19. As already mentioned in Section 5.1, the reduction used for the combined
complexity lower bounds of Theorems 8 (and therefore Point 1 of Theorem 16) is similar
to the reduction from [6] used for proving conditional lower bounds of regular expression
matching. Moreover, the OV-lower bound for RPQ-Count of Theorem 14 is similiar to
a lower bound on counting the results of certain conjunctive queries from [14], and the
OMv-lower bound from Point 1 of Theorem 17 is similiar to a lower bound on enumerating
certain conjunctive queries from [14].
The quite simple observation that Boolean matrix multiplication can be expressed as
querying a bipartite graph (with conjunctive queries) has also been used in [8] (see also [13,
Section 6]) and is also the base for the OMv-lower bound of [14]. In the context of this
paper, this connection has been used in the bounds of Theorems 12, 13 and Points 3 and 4 of
Theorem 16.
The obvious connection between evaluating (non-acyclic) conjunctive queries and finding
triangles (or larger cliques) has already been observed in [20] (see also [13, Section 6]).
However, the Triangle-lower bounds of this paper are quite different, since RPQs cannot
explicitly express the structure of a triangle (or a larger clique, for that matter) by using
conjunction. Therefore, our respective lower bounds (Theorems 9, Point 2 of Theorem 16,
and Point 2 of Theorem 17) need to encode this aspect in a different way. With respect to
Theorems 9 and Point 2 of Theorem 16 this is done by using non-constant queries (which
explains why the lower bounds are not for data complexity, in contrast to the case of
conjunctive queries), and with respect to Point 2 of Theorem 17, which does work for data
complexity, it is done by using updates. Moreover, our Triangle-lower bounds do not seem to
extend to larger cliques like it is the case for conjunctive queries (see [13, Section 6]).
Finally, we wish to point out that although some of the reductions used in this paper
are similar to reductions used in the context of conjunctive queries, due to the difference of
RPQs and CQs, none of the lower bounds directly carry over. Furthermore, note that the
lower bound reductions in [8, 14] have been used for obtaining dichotomies and therefore
have been stated in a much more general way.

7

Enumeration with Sub-Linear Delay

We now explore three different approaches towards enumeration of q(D) with delay strictly
better than O(| D |) (in data complexity): (1) allowing super-linear preprocessing, (2) enumerating a representative subset of q(D), and (3) restricting the RPQs.
Regarding the first approach, we can improve the delay from O(| D |) to O(|VD |) by
increasing the linear preprocessing by a factor of ∆(D) log(∆(D)) (in data complexity).
Recall that ∆(D) is the average degree of D.
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▶ Theorem 20. Sorted RPQ-Enum can be solved with O(|q|2 log(∆(D)|q|) ∆(D)| D |) preprocessing and O(|VD |) delay.
Proof Sketch. The basic idea is to compute in the preprocessing for every u ∈ VD a set Au
of all or at most ∆(D)|q| nodes v such that (u, v) ∈ q(D). With this information, we can
then in the enumeration do the following for every u ∈ VD . If |Au | < ∆(D)|q|, then Au must
contain all nodes reachable by a q-path from u, which we can therefore enumerate with
constant delay. If |Au | = ∆(D)|q|, then, by producing every |VD | steps a pair (u, v) with
v ∈ Au , we can afford to run a whole BFS on the product graph without exceeding the delay
of |VD |, which allows us to compute all remaining nodes reachable by a q-path from u.
In order to compute these sets Au in the preprocessing, we first compute a DAG H
of the strongly connected components of G⊠ (D, q). Then we move through the connected
components 1, 2, . . . , ℓ in a reverse topological sorting and compute for each component i a set
Bi of at most ∆(D)|q| nodes (v, pf ) (contained in earlier components 1, . . . , i − 1) reachable
from component i. This is done by initialising each Bi with the nodes (v, pf ) present in
component i and then copying these sets along the backward arcs when moving through the
reverse topological sorting. To avoid duplicates and to include only the smallest ∆(D)|q|
nodes in the sets Bi (the latter is required for sorted enumeration), we handle the sets by
binary search trees with insert, delete and look-up operations in time O(log(∆(D)|q|)). ◀
Obviously, in the worst case we can have ∆(D) = Ω(|VD |) and then the preprocessing of the
algorithm of Theorem 20 is Ω(|VD || D |) (in data complexity) and therefore no improvement
over just computing the complete set q(D) in time O(|VD || D |). However, for graph databases
with low average degree, we can decrease the delay significantly from O(| D |) to O(|VD |) at
the cost of a slightly super-linear preprocessing time. As another remark about Theorem 20,
we observe that the pre-computed information becomes worthless if D is updated. Finally,
we mention a minor modification of the algorithm of Theorem 20 which yields a slightly
different result that is interesting in its own right.
▶ Remark 21. At the cost of additional space (in O(|VD |2 )) and giving up on sorted enumeration, we can use the lazy array initialisation technique (see, e. g., the textbook [42]) in order
to reduce the preprocessing time in Theorem 20 by a factor log(∆(D)|q|) to O(|q|2 ∆(D)| D |).
More precisely, this can be achieved by implementing the sets Au by arrays with lazy
initialization instead of binary search trees.
Let us move on to the second approach. Evaluating an RPQ on a graph database D aims
to find for each node u all its q-successors, i. e., nodes reachable by a q-path. It is therefore a
natural restriction to ask for only at least one (if any) such successor. Likewise, we could also
ask for at least one (if any) q-predecessor for every node. More precisely, instead of the whole
set q(D), the task is to enumerate a q(D)-approximation, which is a set A ⊆ q(D) such that,
for every u, v ∈ VD , if (u, v) ∈ q(D), then also (u, v ′ ), (u′ , v) ∈ A for some u′ , v ′ ∈ VD . Such a
set is representative for q(D), since it contains for every node the information, whether it is
involved as a source and whether it is involved as a target in some reachable pair from q(D).
The problem of enumerating any q(D)-approximation for given D and q will be denoted by
App-RPQ-Enum.
▶ Theorem 22. App-RPQ-Enum can be solved with linear preprocessing and constant delay.
Proof Sketch. We store all nodes (u, p0 ) of G⊠ (D, q) in an array S and all nodes (v, pf )
in an array T , and we add a new node vsource with an arc to each (u, p0 ) ∈ S. Then, we
compute an array S ′ , such that, for every (v, p) ∈ V⊠ (D, q), if S ′ [(v, p)] = 0, then (v, p) is not
reachable from any (u, p0 ) ∈ S; if S ′ [(v, p)] ̸= 0, then S ′ [(v, p)] stores some u ∈ VD such that
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(v, p) is reachable from (u, p0 ) ∈ S. To compute S ′ in time O(|G⊠ (D, q)|) we first initialise
S ′ [(u, p0 )] = u for every (u, p0 ) ∈ S, and then we perform a BFS from vsource and always
set S ′ [(u′ , p′ )] = S ′ [(u, p)] for every traversed arc ((u, p), (u′ , p′ )). By a BFS in the opposite
direction from a new node vsink connected to all (v, pf ) ∈ T , we can produce an analogous
array T ′ (storing for each node from V⊠ (D, q) a reachable node from T ). With S ′ and T ′ ,
we can now enumerate a q(D)-approximation with constant delay.
◀
Interestingly, it seems rather difficult to also support updates while keeping a low delay
(the following bounds are due to the same reductions used for Theorem 17, simply because
these reductions produce instances for which all q(D)-approximations are equal to q(D)).
▶ Theorem 23. If App-RPQ-Enum can be solved with
arbitrary preprocessing, O(|VD |1−ϵ f (|q|)) updates and O(|VD |1−ϵ f (|q|)) delay, then the
OMv-hypothesis fails.
O(|VD |3−ϵ f (|q|)) preprocessing, O(|VD |2−ϵ f (|q|)) updates and O(|VD |2−ϵ f (|q|)) delay for
some function f and ϵ ≥ 0, then the com-BMM-hypothesis fails.
Finally, as our third approach, we show that for restricted RPQ, we can solve RPQ-Enum
with delay much smaller than O(| D |). We first need some definitions. For any class
Q ⊆ RPQ, we denote by Enum(Q) the problem RPQ-Enum where the input RPQ is
W
from Q. Moreover, (Q) is the set of all RPQs of the form (q1 ∨ . . . ∨ qm ) with qi ∈ Q for
every i ∈ [m]. An RPQ q over Σ is a basic transitive RPQ (over Σ) if q = (x1 ∨ . . . ∨ xk )∗ or
q = (x1 ∨ . . . ∨ xk )+ , where x1 , . . . , xk ∈ Σ; and q is a short RPQ (over Σ) if q = (x1 ∨ . . . ∨ xk )
or q = (x1 ∨ . . . ∨ xk )(y1 ∨ . . . ∨ yk′ ), where x1 , . . . , xk , y1 , . . . , yk′ ∈ Σ. By BT-RPQ and
S-RPQ, we denote the class of basic transitive RPQ and the class of short RPQ, respectively.
W
We show that for the class (S-RPQ ∪ BT-RPQ) (which, e. g., contains RPQs of the form
q = (ab ∨ c∗ ∨ b(c ∨ d) ∨(a ∨ b ∨ d)+ )), semi-sorted RPQ-Enum can be solved with linear
preprocessing and delay O(∆(D)) in data complexity (recall semi-sorted from Section 2).
W
▶ Theorem 24. Semi-sorted Enum( (S-RPQ ∪ BT-RPQ)) can be solved with preprocessing
O(|q|2 | D |) and delay O(|q|2 ∆(D)).
Proof Sketch. Semi-sorted Enum(BT-RPQ): This reduces to enumerating the transitive
closure of a directed graph, which can be done by starting a BFS in each u ∈ VD (ordered
by ⪯): we only have to make sure that whenever we dequeue a node v, then we first visit
(and possibly enqueue) its neighbours before producing (u, v). (See also [24].)
Semi-sorted Enum(S-RPQ): Let q = (x1 ∨ . . . ∨ xk )(y1 ∨ . . . ∨ yk′ ) (the case q = (x1 ∨ . . . ∨ xk )
is trivial) and note that V⊠ (D, q) is partitioned into node sets V1 , V2 and V3 (i. e., by the
right elements of the nodes, since the NFA for q has three states) and we have to enumerate
all reachable pairs (u, v) from V1 × V3 . In the preprocessing, we remove all nodes from V2
with in- or out-degree 0, and then we remove all isolated nodes from V1 and V3 . In the
enumeration, we perform a BFS from each u ∈ V1 (ordered by ⪯), but we store the reached
nodes from V3 in a queue and produce (and remove from the queue) a pair whenever ∆(D)
steps are made by the BFS after the last output. It can be shown that the queue will not
run dry prematurely and therefore the delay is bounded by ∆(D).
W
Semi-sorted Enum( (S-RPQ ∪ BT-RPQ)): We show a general meta-result: if for some
Q ⊆ RPQ we can solve semi-sorted Enum(Q) with preprocessing p and delay d, then we can
W
solve semi-sorted Enum( (Q)) with preprocessing O(|q|p) and delay O(|q|d). With the results
W
from above, this directly implies the statement of the theorem. Let q = (q1 ∨ . . . ∨ qm ) ∈ (Q)
with enumeration algorithms Aj for qj . The idea is to initially perform the preprocessings for
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all Aj and then run their enumerations in parallel in phases 1, 2, . . . , |VD |, where in phase i
we get from each Aj exactly the pairs with left element i (for simplicity, assume VD = [n]
and ⪯ = ≤). This is only possible since all Aj are semi-sorted. In phase i, we request the
next elements from Aj , we discard those already produced as output and store all others as
potential outputs. After we have done this, we output one of our potential outputs and then
request the next elements until all Aj have finished their phase i. Since we cannot assume
that we always have a new element among the m elements received next from the Aj , we
have to show that we always have at least one potential output left when needed.
◀
Since q = aa ∈ S-RPQ is sufficient to express BMM as RPQ evaluation (see also page 11),
Theorem 24 implies that enumerating (the 1-entries of) Boolean matrix products can be
solved with linear preprocessing and O(n) delay, but, on the other hand, this also immediately
implies a matching data complexity lower bound for the upper bound of Theorem 24.
▶ Theorem 25. If RPQ-Enum(S-RPQ) can be solved with prep. O(|VD |3−ϵ f (|q|)) and delay
O(| ∆(D)|1−ϵ f (|q|)) for some function f and ϵ ≥ 0, then the com-BMM-hypothesis fails.
W
Compared to the full class of RPQs, the class (S-RPQ ∪ BT-RPQ) is quite restricted.
However, comprehensive experimental analyses of query logs suggest that quite restricted
RPQs are still practically relevant: in the corpus of more than 50 million RPQs analysed
in [18, Table 4], roughly 50% of the RPQs are from BT-RPQ and another 25% are of the
form q = x1 x2 . . . xk , many of which with k ≤ 2 making them S-RPQs [36].
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Abstract
In the last years, enumeration algorithms with bounded delay have attracted a lot of attention for
several data management tasks. Given a query and the data, the task is to preprocess the data and
then enumerate all the answers to the query one by one and without repetitions. This enumeration
scheme is typically useful when the solutions are treated on the fly or when we want to stop the
enumeration once the pertinent solutions have been found. However, with the current schemes, there
is no restriction on the order how the solutions are given and this order usually depends on the
techniques used and not on the relevance for the user.
In this paper we study the enumeration of monadic second order logic (MSO) over words when
the solutions are ranked. We present a framework based on MSO cost functions that allows to
express MSO formulae on words with a cost associated with each solution. We then demonstrate
the generality of our framework which subsumes, for instance, document spanners and adds ranking
to them. The main technical result of the paper is an algorithm for enumerating all the solutions
of formulae in increasing order of cost efficiently, namely, with a linear preprocessing phase and
logarithmic delay between solutions. The novelty of this algorithm is based on using functional data
structures, in particular, by extending functional Brodal queues to suit with the ranked enumeration
of MSO on words.
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1

Introduction

Managing and querying word structures such as texts has been one of the classical problems of
different communities in computer science. In particular, this problem has been predominant
in information extraction where the goal is to extract some subparts of a text. A logical
approach that has brought a lot of attention in the database community is document
spanners [13]. This logical framework provides a language for extracting subparts of a
document. More specifically, regular spanners are based on regular expressions that fill
relations with tuples of the texts’ subparts. These relations can afterwards be queried by
conjunctive or datalog-like queries.
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Ranked Enumeration of MSO Logic on Words

The document spanners’ main algorithmic problem is the efficient evaluation of a spanner
over a word. Recently, a novel approach has been to focus on the enumeration problem to
obtain efficient evaluation algorithms. The principle of an enumeration algorithm is to create
a representation of the set of answers efficiently depending only on the input word’s size and
the query, and not in the number of answers. This time is called the preprocessing time. The
second part of an enumeration algorithm is to enumerate the outputs one by one using the
previous representation. The time between two consecutive outputs is called the delay. As
for the preprocessing time, an efficient delay should not depend on the number of outputs,
but only on the input size (i.e., word and query). In general, the most efficient enumeration
algorithms have linear preprocessing time and constant delay, both in data complexity (i.e.
in the size of the input word).
Several people have studied the enumeration problem over words following different
formalisms. For example, [3, 6, 23] studied the enumeration problem for MSO logic, [14, 2]
for regular spanners (i.e., automata), and [18] for streaming evaluation in complex event
processing. For all these formalisms, it is shown that there exists an enumeration algorithm
with linear time preprocessing and delay constant both in data complexity (i.e. in the size of
the input word).
The interest of an efficient enumeration algorithm is to provide a process that can quickly
give the first answers. Unfortunately, these answers may not be relevant for the user; that
is, the enumeration process does not assume how the output will be ordered. A classical
manner of considering the user’s preferences is to associate a score to each solution and then
rank them following this score; for instance one could ask for the matches ranked by order of
length, or by the number of times a second pattern appears within the match. This approach
of “scoring” solutions has been used particularly in the context of information extraction.
Indeed, there have been several recent proposals [9, 8] to extend document spanners with
annotations from a semi-ring. The proposed annotations are typically useful to capture the
confidence of each solution [9]. For instance, [8] proves that the enumeration of the answers
following their scores’ order is possible with polynomial-time preprocessing and polynomial
delay.
In this paper, we are interested in establishing a framework for scoring outputs and
improve the bounds proved in [9]. We propose using what we called MSO cost functions,
which are formulas in weighted logics [11] extended with open variables. These formulas
provide a simple formalism for defining the output and scoring with MSO logic. We show
that one can translate each MSO cost function to a cost transducer. These machines are
a restricted form of weighted functional vset-automaton [9], for which there exists at most
one run for any word and any valuation. We use cost transducers to study the ranked
enumeration problem: enumerate all outputs in increasing rank order. Specifically, the main
result of the paper is an algorithm for enumerating all the solutions of a cost transducer in
increasing order efficiently; specifically, with a preprocessing phase linear in the input word
and a logarithmic delay between solutions.
Our approach generalizes an algorithm for enumerating solutions proposed in [18, 14].
The preprocessing part builds a heap containing the answers with their score, and one step of
the enumeration is simply a pop of the heap. For this, we use a general data structure that
we called Heap of Words (HoW), having the classical heap operations of finding/deleting the
minimal element, adding an element, and melding two heaps. We also need to add two new
operations that allow us to concatenate a letter to and increase the score of all elements of
the heap. Finally, we require that this structure is fully-persistent [10], i.e., that each of the
previous operations returns a new heap without changing the previous one. To obtain the
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required efficiency, we rely on a classical persistent data structure called Brodal queue that
we extend in order to capture the new operations over the stored words and scores presented
above. We call this extension an incremental Brodal queue.
Finally, for ranked query evaluation, there has been recent progress in the context of
conjunctive queries: on the efficient computation of top-k queries [25] and the efficient ranked
enumeration [24, 7]. These advances consider relational data (which is more general than
words) and conjunctive queries (which is more restricted than MSO queries); they are thus
incomparable to our work. However, it is important to note some similarities with our work,
such as the need for an “advanced” priority queue (the Fibonacci heap [7]), which means
that our incremental queues might be of great interest there.
Contributions. The contributions of this paper are threefold: (i) we introduce MSO cost
functions, a framework to express MSO queries and scores, generalizing the proposals of
document spanners; (ii) we give a ranked enumeration scheme that has linear preprocessing
time and logarithmic delay in data complexity with a polynomial combined complexity;
(iii) we introduce two new data structures for our scheme: the Heaps of Words and the
incremental Brodal queues. Both of these structures might be of interest in other ranked
enumerations schemes.
Organization. Section 2 introduces the ranked enumeration problem for MSO queries on
words. Section 3 presents MSO cost functions and state the main result. In Section 4 we show
an application of the main result to the setting of document spanners. Section 5 describes
our enumeration scheme that rely on two data structures: the Heap of Words described in
Section 6 and the incremental Brodal queues presented in Section 7. We finish with some
conclusions in Section 8.

2

Preliminaries

Words. We denote by Σ a finite alphabet, Σ∗ all words over Σ, and ϵ the empty-word of
0 length. Give a word w = a1 . . . an , we write w[i] = ai . For two words u, v ∈ Σ∗ we write
u · v as the concatenation of u and v. We denote by [n] = {1, . . . , n}.
Ordered groups. A group is a pair (G, ⊕, O) where G is a set of elements, ⊕ is a binary
operation over G that is associative, O ∈ G is a neutral element for ⊕ (i.e., O ⊕ g = g ⊕ O = g)
and every g ∈ G has an inverse with respect to ⊕ (i.e., g ⊕ g −1 = O for some g −1 ∈ G).
A group is abelian if, in addition, ⊕ is commutative (i.e., g1 ⊕ g2 = g2 ⊕ g1 ). From now
on, we assume that all groups are abelian. We say that (G, ⊕, O, ⪯) is an ordered group if
(G, ⊕, O) is a group and ⪯ is a total order over G that respects ⊕, namely, if g1 ⪯ g2 then
g1 ⊕ g ⪯ g2 ⊕ g for every g, g1 , g2 ∈ G. Examples of (abelian) ordered groups are (Z, +, 0, ≤)
and (Zk , +, (0, . . . , 0), ≤k ) where ≤k represents the lexicographic order over Zk .
MSO. We use monadic second-order logic for defining properties over words. As usual, we
encode words as logical structures with an order predicate and unary predicates to represent
the order and the letters of each positions of the word, respectively. More formally, fix an
alphabet Σ and let w ∈ Σ∗ be a word of length n. We encode w as a structure ([n], ≤, (Pa )a∈Σ )
where [n] is the domain, ≤ is the total order over [n], and Pa = {i | w[i] = a}. By some
abuse of notation, we also use w to denote its corresponding logical structure.
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A MSO-formula φ over Σ is given by:
φ

:=

x ≤ y | Pa (x) | x ∈ X | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ | ∃x. φ | ∃X. φ

where a ∈ Σ, x and y are first-order (FO) variables, and X is a monadic second order (MSO)
variable (i.e., a set variable). We write φ(x̄, X̄) where x̄ and X̄ are the sets of free FO and
MSO variables of φ, respectively. An assignment σ for w is a function σ : x̄ ∪ X̄ → 2[n] such
that |σ(x)| = 1 for every x ∈ x̄ (note that we treat FO variables as a special case of MSO
variables). As usual, we denote by dom(σ) = x̄ ∪ X̄ the domain of the function σ. Then we
write (w, σ) |= φ when σ is an assignment over w, dom(σ) = x̄ ∪ X̄, and w satisfies φ(x̄, X̄)
when each variable in x̄ ∪ X̄ is instantiated by σ (see [20]). Given a formula φ(x̄, X̄), we
define JφK(w) = {σ | (w, σ) |= φ(x̄, X̄)}. For the sake of simplification, from now on we will
only use X̄ to denote the free variables of φ(X̄) and use X ∈ X̄ for an FO or MSO variable.
For any assignment σ over w, we define the support of σ, denoted by supp(σ), as the set
of positions mentioned in σ; formally, supp(σ) = {i | ∃v ∈ dom(σ). i ∈ σ(v)}. Furthermore,
we encode assignments as sequences over the support as follows. Let supp(σ) = {i1 , . . . , im }
such that ij < ij+1 for every j < m. Then we define the (word) encoding of σ as:
enc(σ) = (X̄1 , i1 )(X̄2 , i2 ) . . . (X̄m , im )
such that X̄j = {X ∈ dom(σ) | ij ∈ σ(X)} for every j ≤ m. That is, we represent σ as an
increasing sequence of positions, where each position is labeled with the variables of σ where it
belongs. This is the standard encoding used to represent assignments for running algorithms
regarding MSO formulas [3, 6]. Finally, we define the size of σ as | enc(σ)| = | dom(σ)| · m.
Enumeration algorithms. Given a formula φ and a word w, the main goal of the paper
is to study the enumeration of assignments in JφK(w). We give here a general definition of
enumeration algorithm and how we measure its delay. Later we use this to define the ranked
enumeration problem of MSO.
As it is standard in the literature [3, 6, 23], we consider algorithms on Random Access
Machines (RAM) with uniform cost measure [1] equipped with addition and subtraction as
basic operations. A RAM has read-only input registers (containing the input I), read-write
work memory registers and write-only output registers. We assume that group elements can
be stored in constant space and that all group-related operations (i.e., to evaluate g1 ⊕ g2 ,
g1 ⪯ g2 and g −1 ) take constant time. We say that an algorithm E is an enumeration algorithm
for MSO evaluation if E runs in two phases, for every MSO-formula φ and a word w.
1. The first phase, called the preprocessing phase, does not produce output, but may prepare
data structures for use in the next phase.
2. The second phase, called the enumeration phase, occurs immediately after the precomputation phase. During this phase, the algorithm:
writes # enc(σ1 )# enc(σ2 )# . . . # enc(σk )# to the output registers where # is a distinct
separator symbol, and σ1 , . . ., σk is an enumeration (without repetition) of the
assignments of JφK(w);
it writes the first # as soon as the enumeration phase starts,
it stops immediately after writing the last #.
The separation of E’s operation into a preprocessing and enumeration phase is done to be
able to make an output-sensitive analysis of E’s complexity. Formally, we say that E has
preprocessing time f : N2 → N if there exists a constant C such that the number of instructions
that E executes during the preprocessing phase on input (φ, w) is at most C × f (|φ|, |w|)
for every MSO-formula φ and word w. Furthermore, we measure the delay as follows. Let
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timei (φ, w) denote the time in the enumeration phase when the algorithm writes the i-th #
(if it exists) when running on input (φ, w). Define delayi (φ, w) = timei+1 (φ, w) − timei (φ, w).
Further, let outputi (φ, w) denote the i-th element that is output by E when running on input
(φ, w), if it exists. We say that E has delay g : N2 → N if there exists a constant D such that,
for all φ and w, it holds that:
delayi (φ, w) ≤ D × |outputi (φ, w)| × g(|φ|, |w|)
for every i ≤ |JφK(w)|. Furthermore, if JφK(w) is empty, then delay1 (φ, w) ≤ k, namely,
it ends in constant time. Finally, we say that E has preprocessing time f : N → N and
delay g : N → N in data complexity, if there exists a function c : N → N such that E has
preprocessing time c(|φ|) × f (|w|) and has delay c(|φ|) × g(|w|) (i.e., f and g describe the
complexity once φ is considered as fixed).
It is important to notice that, although we fix a particular encoding for assignments
and we restrict the enumeration algorithms to this encoding, we can use any encoding for
the assignments whenever there exists a linear transformation between enc(·) and the new
encoding. Given the definition of delay, if we use an encoding enc′ (σ) for σ, and there
exists a linear time transformation between enc(σ) and enc′ (σ) for every σ, then the same
enumeration algorithm works for enc′ (·). In particular, whenever the encoding depends
linearly over supp(σ) and |x̄ ∪ X̄|, then the aforementioned property holds.
Ranked enumeration. For an MSO formula φ and w ∈ Σ∗ , we consider the ranked
enumeration of the set JφK(w). For this, we need to assign an order to the outputs and we do
this by mapping each element to a total order set. Fix a set C with a total order ⪯ over C.
A cost function is any partial function κ that maps words w ∈ Σ∗ and assignments σ to
elements in C. Without loss of generality, we assume that κ is defined only over pairs (w, σ)
such that σ is an assignment over w.
Let φ be an MSO formula and κ a cost function over (C, ⪯). We define the ranked
enumeration problem of (φ, κ) as
Problem:
Input:
Output:

RANK-ENUM[φ, κ]
A word w ∈ Σ∗ .
Enumerate all σ1 , . . . , σk ∈ JφK(w) without
repetitions and such that κ(w, σi ) ⪯ κ(w, σi+1 ).

Note that we consider the version of the problem in data-complexity where φ and κ are fixed.
We say that RANK-ENUM[φ, κ] can be solved with preprocessing time f (n) and delay g(n)
if there exists an enumeration algorithm E that runs with preprocessing time f (n) and delay
g(n) and, for every w ∈ Σ∗ , E enumerates JφK(w) in increasing ordered according to κ. In
the next section, we give a language to define cost functions and we state our main result.

3

MSO cost functions

To state our main result about ranked enumeration of MSO, first we need to choose a
formalism to define cost functions. We do this by staying in the same setting of MSO logic by
considering weighted logics over words [11, 12, 19]. Functions defined by extensions of MSO
has been studied by using weighted automata, but also people have found it counterparts by
extending MSO with a semiring. We use here a fragment of weighted MSO parametrized by
an ordered group to fit our purpose.
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Fix an ordered group (G, ⊕, O, ⪯). A weighted MSO-formula α over Σ and G is given by
the following syntax:
α

:=

[φ 7→ g] | α ⊕ α | Σ x. α

where φ is an MSO-formula, g ∈ G, and x is an FO variable. Further, we assume that the
Σ x quantifier cannot be nested. For example, (Σ x.[φ 7→ g]) ⊕ (Σ y.[φ′ 7→ g ′ ]) is a valid
formula but Σ x.Σ y.[φ 7→ g] is not. Similar than for MSO formulas, we write α(x̄, X̄) to
state explicitly the sets of FO-variables x̄ and of MSO variables X̄ that are free in α.
Let σ be an assignment. For any FO-variable x and i ∈ N we denote by σ[x → i] the
extension of σ with x assigned to i, namely, dom(σ[x → i]) = {x} ∪ dom(σ) such that
σ[x → i](x) = {i} and σ[x → i](y) = σ(y) for every y ∈ dom(σ) \ {x}. We define the
semantics of a weighted MSO formula α as a function from words and assignments to
elements in G. Formally, for every w ∈ Σ and every assignment σ over w we define the
output JαK(w, σ) recursively as follows:

J[φ 7→ g]K(w, σ) =

g
O

if (w, σ) |= φ
otherwise.

Jα ⊕ α′ K(w, σ) = JαK(w, σ) ⊕ Jα′ K(w, σ)
JΣ x. αK(w, σ) =

|w|
M
i=1

JαK(w, σ[x → i])

where φ is any MSO-formula, α and α′ are weighted MSO formulas, and g ∈ G. By some
abuse of notation, in the following we will not make distinction between α and JαK, that is,
the cost function over G defined by α.
▶ Example 1. Consider the alphabet {a, b} and suppose that we want to define a cost
function that counts the number of a-letters between two variables x and y. This can be
defined in weighted MSO over Z as follows:


α1 := Σ z. (x ≤ z ∧ z ≤ y ∧ Pa (z)) 7→ 1
Here, α1 uses z to count over all positions of the word and we count 1 whenever z is labeled
with a and is between x and y, and we count 0, otherwise, which is the identity of Z.
▶ Example 2. Consider again the alphabet {a, b} and suppose that we want a cost function to
compare assignments over variables (x, y) lexicographically. For this, we can write a weighted
MSO-formula over Z2 that maps each assignment σ over x and y to a pair (σ(x), σ(y)). This
can be defined in weighted MSO over Z2 as follows:




α2 := Σ z1 . (z1 ≤ x) 7→ (1, 0) + Σ z2 . (z2 ≤ y) 7→ (0, 1)
Similar than for the previous example, we use the Σ -quantifier to add in the first and second
component the value of x and y, respectively. In fact, for every assignment σ = {x → i, y → j}
over w ∈ Σ∗ it holds that Jα2 K(w, σ) = (i, j).
Strictly speaking, the syntax and semantics of weighted MSO defined above is a restricted
version of weighted logics [11], in the sense that weighted logics is usually defined over a
semiring, which has two binary operations ⊕ and ⊙. Indeed, it will be interesting to have a
better understanding of the expressibility of MSO cost functions, or to extend our results for
weighted logics over semiring. We leave this for future work.
We are ready to state the main result of the paper about ranked enumeration of MSO.
▶ Theorem 3. Fix an alphabet Σ and an ordered group G. For every MSO formula φ over Σ
and every weighted MSO formula α over Σ and G the problem RANK-ENUM[φ, α] can be
solved with linear preprocessing time and logarithmic delay.
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As it is common for MSO logic over words, we prove this result by developing an
enumeration algorithm using automata theory. Specifically, we define a weighted automata
model, that we called cost transducer, and show that its expressiveness is equivalent to the
combination of (boolean) MSO and weighted MSO logic.
From now on, fix an input alphabet Σ and an output alphabet Γ. Furthermore, fix an
ordered group (G, ⊕, O, ⪯). A cost transducer over G is a tuple T = (Q, ∆, κ, I, F ), where
Q is the set of states, ∆ ⊆ Q × Σ × 2Γ × Q is the transition relation, κ : ∆ → G is a
function that associates a cost to every transition of ∆, and I : Q → G, F : Q → G are
partial functions that associate a cost in G to (some) states in Q. The functions I and
F are partial functions because they naturally define the set of initial and final states as
dom(I) and dom(F ), respectively. A run of T over a word w = a1 a2 . . . an is a sequence of
a2 /X̄2
an /X̄n
1 /X̄1
transitions ρ : q0 a−
−→ q1 −
−→ . . . −
−→ qn such that q0 ∈ dom(I) and (qi−1 , ai , X̄i , qi ) ∈ ∆ for
every i ≤ n. We say that ρ is accepting if qn ∈ dom(F ).
For a run ρ as defined above, let {i1 , . . . , im } ⊆ [n] be all the positions of ρ such that
X̄ij ̸= ∅ and ij < ij+1 for all j ≤ m. Then we define the output of ρ as the sequence:
out(ρ) = (X̄i1 , i1 )(X̄i2 , i2 ) . . . (X̄im , im )
Moreover, we extend κ over accepting runs ρ by adding the costs of all transitions of ρ plus
the initial and final cost, namely:
κ(ρ) = I(q0 ) ⊕

|w|
M

κ((qi−1 , ai , X̄i , qi )) ⊕ F (qn ).

i=1

Note that out(ρ) defines the encoding of some assignment σ over w with dom(σ) = Γ and
out(ρ) = enc(σ). Of course, the opposite direction is not true: for some assignment σ
there could be no run ρ that defines σ and, moreover, there could be two runs ρ1 and ρ2
such that out(ρ1 ) = out(ρ2 ) = enc(σ), but κ(ρ1 ) ̸= κ(ρ2 ). For this reason, we impose an
additional restriction to cost transducers: we assume that all cost transducers in this paper
are unambiguous, that is, for every w ∈ Σ∗ there does not exist two distinct runs ρ1 and ρ2
of w such that out(ρ1 ) = out(ρ2 ). In other words, a cost transducers satisfies that for every
w ∈ Σ∗ and assignment σ there exists at most one run ρ such that out(ρ) = enc(σ).
Given the unambiguous restriction of cost transducers, we can define a partial function
from pairs (w, σ) to G as costT (w, σ) = κ(ρ) whenever there exists a run ρ of w such that
out(ρ) = enc(σ). Otherwise costT (w, σ) is not defined. Given that for some pairs (w, σ) the
function costT is not defined, we can define the set JT K(w) = {σ | costT (w, σ) is defined} of
all outputs of T over w.
It is important to notice that, given w ∈ Σ∗ , a cost transducer T is in charge of (1)
defining the set of assignments JT K(w) and (2) assigning a cost JT K(w, σ) for each output
σ ∈ JT K(w). These two tasks are separated in our setting of ranked MSO enumeration by
having a MSO formula φ that defines the outputs JφK and a weighted MSO formula α to
assign a cost to each pair (w, σ). In fact, one can show that cost transducers are equally
expressive than combining MSO plus weighted MSO.
▶ Proposition 4. For every cost transducer T , there exists a MSO formula φT and weighted
MSO formula αT such that JT K = JφT K and costT (w, σ) = JαT K(w, σ) for every σ ∈ JT K(w).
Moreover, for every MSO formula φ and weighted MSO formula α, there exists a cost
transducer Tφ,α such that JφK = JTφ,α K and JαK(w, σ) = costTφ,α (w, σ) for every σ ∈ JφK(w).
By the previous result, we can represent pairs of formulas (φ, α) by using cost transducers
and vice-versa. Similar than for MSO [22], there exists a non-elementary blow-up for going
from (φ, α) to a cost transducer and this blow-up cannot be avoided [16].
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To solve the problem RANK-ENUM[φ, α] we can use a cost transducer Tφ,α to enumerate
all its outputs following the cost assigned by this machine. More concretely, we study the
following rank enumeration problem for cost transducers:
Problem:
Input:
Output:

RANK-ENUM-T
A cost transducer T and a word w ∈ Σ∗ .
Enumerate all σ1 , . . . , σk ∈ JT K(w) without repetitions and
such that costT (w, σi ) ⪯ costT (w, σi+1 ).

Note that for RANK-ENUM-T we consider the cost transducer as part of the input1 .
Indeed, for this case we can provide an enumeration algorithm with stronger guarantees
regarding the preprocessing time in terms of T . We now give the theorem formalizing the
main result of this paper, which will be proven in the next section:
▶ Theorem 5. The problem RANK-ENUM-T can be solved with |T | · |w| preprocessing
time and log(|T | · |w|)-delay.
In the rest of the paper, we present the above mentioned ranked enumeration algorithm.
We start by showing a general algorithm based on a novel data structure called a Heap of
Words. In Section 6, we provide the implementation of this structure. In Section 7, we show
how to implement the incremental Brodal queues, a technical data structure needed to obtain
the required efficiency. Before presenting the technical details of this algorithm, in the next
section we show an application of this result in the framework of document spanners [13, 9].

4

Application: document spanners

The framework of document spanners was proposed in [13] as a formalization of rule-based
information extraction and has attracted a lot of attention both in terms of the formalism [15,
21] and the enumeration problem associated to it [14]. Recently, an extension of document
spanners has been proposed to enhance the extraction process with annotations [9, 8]. These
annotations serve as auxiliary information of the extracted data such as confidence, support,
or confidentiality measures. To extend spanners, this framework follows the approach of
provenance semiring by annotating the output with elements from a semiring and propagating
the annotations by using the semiring operators. Next we give the core definitions of [9] and
we state the application of our main results to this setting.
We start by defining the central elements of document spanners: documents and spans.
Fix a finite alphabet Σ. A document over Σ (or just a document) is a string d = a1 . . . an ∈ Σ∗
and a span is a pair s = [i, j⟩ with 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n + 1. A span represents a continuous region
of d, whose content is the substring from positions i to j − 1. Formally, the content of span
[i, j⟩ is defined as d[i, j⟩ = ai . . . aj−1 ; if i = j, then d[i, i⟩ = ϵ. Fix a finite set of variables X.
A mapping µ over d is a function from X to the spans of d. A document spanner (or just
spanner) is a function that maps each document d to a set of mappings over d.
To annotate mappings, we need to introduce semirings. A semiring (K, ⊕, ⊙, 0, 1) is
an algebraic structure where K is a non-empty set, ⊕ and ⊙ are binary operations over
K, and 0, 1 ∈ K. Furthermore, ⊕ and ⊙ are associative, 0 and 1 are the identities of
⊕ and ⊙ respectively, ⊕ is commutative, ⊙ distributes over ⊕, and 0 annihilates K (i.e.,

1

In Section 2 we introduce the setting of ranked enumeration for MSO formulas and cost functions. One
can easily extend this setting and the definiton of enumeration algorithms for cost transducer.
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L
J
0 ⊙ k = k ⊙ 0 = 0 for all k ∈ K). We will use X or X for the ⊕- or ⊙-iteration over all
elements in some set X, respectively. An ordered semiring (K, ⊕, ⊙, 0, 1, ⪯) is a semiring
extended with a total order ⪯ over K such that ⪯ preserves ⊕ and ⊙, namely, k1 ⪯ k2
implies k1 ∗ k ⪯ k2 ∗ k for ∗ ∈ {⊕, ⊙}. From now on, we will assume that all semirings
are ordered. A semifield [17] is a semiring (K, ⊕, ⊙, 0, 1) where each k ∈ K \ {0} has a
multiplicative inverse (i.e., (K \ {0}, ⊙, 1) forms a group). Examples of ordered semifields are
the tropical semiring (Z ∪ {∞}, min, +, ∞, 0, ≤) and the semiring of non-negative rational
numbers (Q≥0 , +, ×, 0, 1, ≤).
Fix a semiring (K, ⊕, ⊙, 0, 1). Let X be a set of variables and define C(X) as the set of
captures {x⊢, ⊣x | x ∈ X}. To extend spanners with annotations, we use the formalism
of weighted variable set automata [9] which defines the class of all regular spanners with
annotations, also called regular annotators. A weighted variable set automaton (wVA) over
K is a tuple A = (X, Q, δ, I, F ) such that X is a finite set of variables, Q is a finite set of
states, δ : Q × (Σ ∪ C(X)) × Q → K is a weighted transition function and I : Q → K and
F : Q → K are the initial and final weight functions, respectively. A run ρ over a document
d = a1 · · · an is a sequence of the form:
o1
o2
om
ρ := (q0 , i0 ) −−→
(q1 , i1 ) −−→
. . . −−→
(qm , im )

where (1) 1 = i0 ≤ i1 ≤ · · · ≤ im = n + 1, (2) each qj ∈ Q with I(q0 ) ̸= 0 ̸= F (qm ), (3)
δ(qj , oj+1 , qj+1 ) ̸= 0, and (4) ij+1 = ij if oj+1 ∈ C(X) and ij+1 = ij + 1 otherwise. In
addition, we say that a run ρ is valid if for every x ∈ X there exist exactly one index i with
oi = x⊢, exactly one index j with oj =⊣x, and i < j. We denote by RunA (d) the set of
all valid runs of A over d. Note that for some wVA A and document d there could exist
runs of A over d that are not valid. For this reason, we say that A is functional if every
run ρ of A over d is valid for every document d. Given that some decision problems for
non-functional variable-set automata are NP-hard [15, 21], from now on we assume that all
wVA are functional.
A valid run ρ like above naturally defines a mapping µρ over X that maps each x to the
span [ij , ij ′ ⟩ where oij = x⊢ and oij′ =⊣x. Furthermore, we associate a weight in K to ρ by
multiplying all the weights of the transitions as follows:
W (ρ) := I(q0 ) ⊙

m
K

δ(qj , oj+1 , qj+1 ) ⊙ F (qm ).

j=1

We define the set of output mappings of A over d as JAK(d) = {µρ | ρ ∈ RunA (d)}. Given a
L
mapping µ ∈ JAK(d), we associate the weight WA,d (µ) = ρ∈RunA (d):µ=µρ W (ρ). Intuitively,
each µ ∈ JAK(d) contains relevant data extracted by A from d, and WA,d (µ) is the annotation
attached to µ obtained during the extraction process, e.g. confidence or support.
In [9], the problem of ranked annotator enumeration was proposed, which for the sake of
completeness we present next2 :
Problem:
Input:
Output:

2

RA-ENUM
A wVA A over an ordered semiring K and a document d.
Enumerate all µ1 , . . . , µk ∈ JAK(d)
without repetitions and such that WA,d (µ1 ) ⪯ WA,d (µi+1 ).

In [9] they considered positively ordered semiring, which is slightly more general that the notion of
ordered semiring used here.
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RA-ENUM was studied in [9] and an enumeration algorithm was provided with polynomial
preprocessing and polynomial delay in terms of |A| and |d|. By using the framework of MSO
cost functions, we can give a better algorithm for a special case of RA-ENUM. We say that
a wVA A is unambiguous if, for every document d and µ ∈ JAK(d), there exists at most one
run ρ ∈ RunA (d) such that µ = µρ . The connection between cost transducers and wVA
is direct, although the former works over groups and wVA works over semirings. For this
reason, we restrict wVA to semifields and give the following result.
▶ Corollary 6. The problem RA-ENUM can be solved with |A| · |d| preprocessing time and
log(|A| · |d|)-delay when A is unambiguous and K is an ordered semifield.
Although the previous result is a restricted case of RA-ENUM and a direct consequence
of Theorem 5, to the best of our knowledge this is the first non-trivial ranked enumeration
algorithm proposed for the framework of document spanner.

5

Ranked enumeration algorithm

In this section, we will see how novel data structures can solve the ranked enumeration
problem for cost transducers on words. We provide an algorithm for the RANK-ENUM-T
problem, which uses a structure called Heap of Words (HoW) as a black box. We specify the
interface of the HoW, to then present the full algorithm. The HoW structure is addressed in
detail in the next section. This structure has the property of being fully-persistent. Given
that this is a crucial property, we start with a brief introduction to this concept.
Fully-persistent data structures. A data structure is said fully-persistent [10] when no
operation can modify the data structure. In a fully-persistent data structure, all the operations
return new data structures, without changing the original ones. While this seems to be a
restriction on the possible operations, it allows “sharing”. For instance, with a fully-persistent
linked list data structure, we can keep two lists l1 , l2 with l1 being some value followed by
the content of l2 and since no operation modifies the content of l1 or l2 there is no risk
that an access to l1 modifies indirectly l2 . In contrast, if we had allowed an operation that
modifies the first value of a list in place (i.e., without returning a new list containing the
modification), the applying this new operation on l2 would have modified both l1 and l2 .
All data structures that we use in this paper are fully-persistent. We use these data
structures to store and enumerate the outputs of the cost transducer while, at the same
time, share and modify the outputs without any risk of losing them. For more information
of fully-persistent data structures, we refer the reader to [10].
The HoW data structure. A Heap of Words (HoW) over an ordered group (G, ⊕, O, ⪯)
is a data structure h that stores a finite set {[w1 : g1 ], . . . , [wn : gn ]} where each [wi : gi ] is a
pair composed by a word wi ∈ Σ∗ and a priority gi ∈ G. Further, we assume that wi ̸= wj
for every i =
̸ j, namely, the stored words form a set too. We define JhK = {w1 , . . . , wn } as
the content of h and, given the previous restriction, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between [wi : gi ] and wi . Notice that we will usually write h = {[w1 : g1 ], . . . , [wn : gn ]} to
denote that h stores [w1 : g1 ], . . . , [wn : gn ] but, strictly speaking, h is a data structure (i.e., a
heap). Finally, we denote by ∅ the empty HoW.
The purpose of a HoW h is to store words and retrieve quickly the pair [w : g] with
minimum priority with respect to the order ⪯ of the group. We also want to manage h
by deleting the word with minimum priority, adding new words, increasing the priority of
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Algorithm 1 Preprocessing and enumeration phases for RANK-ENUM-T.

input: T = (Q, ∆, κ, I, F ) and w = a1 . . . an .
1: procedure Preprocessing(T , w)
2:
for each q ∈ dom(I) do
3:
h0q ← Add(∅, [ϵ : I(q)])
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

for i from 1 to n do
for each t = (p, ai , X̄, q) ∈ ∆ do
h ← hi−1
p
if X̄ ̸= ∅ then
h ← ExtendBy(h, (X̄, i))
h ← IncreaseBy(h, κ(t))
hiq ← Meld(hiq , h)

9:
10:

13:

for each q ∈ dom(F ) do
h ← IncreaseBy(hnq , F (q))
hout ← Meld(hout , h)

14:

return hout

11:
12:

input: A heap of words h.
1: procedure Enumeration(h)
2:
write #
3:
while h ̸= ∅ do
4:
write FindMin(h)
5:
h ← DeleteMin(h)
6:
write #

all elements by some g ∈ G, or extending all words with a new letter a ∈ Σ. Furthermore,
we want to build the union of two HoWs. More formally, we consider the following set of
functions to manage HoWs. For HoWs h, h1 , and h2 , w ∈ Σ∗ , g ∈ G, and a ∈ Σ we define:
w′
h′
h′

:=
:=
:=

FindMin(h)
DeleteMin(h)
IncreaseBy(h, g)

h′
h′
h′

:=
:=
:=

Meld(h1 , h2 )
Add(h, [w : g])
ExtendBy(h, a)

s.t. Jh1 K ∩ Jh2 K = ∅
s.t. w ∈
/ JhK

where h′ is a new HoW and w′ ∈ Σ∗ . In general, each of such functions receives a HoW and
outputs a HoW h′ . As it was explained before, this data structure is fully-persistent and,
therefore, after applying any of these functions, both the output h′ and its previous version h
are available. Now, we define the semantics of each operation. Let h = {[w1 : g1 ], . . . , [wn : gn ]}.
The FindMin of h returns a word w′ such that [w′ : g ′ ] is stored in h and g ′ is minimal among
all the priorities stored, formally, [w′ : g ′ ] ∈ h and g ′ = min{g | [w : g] ∈ h}. If there are
several w′ satisfying this property, one is picked arbitrarily. Operation DeleteMin returns
a new HoW h′ that stores the set represented by h without the pair of the word returned by
FindMin(h), that is, h′ = h\{[w′ : g ′ ]} where w′ = FindMin(h) and g ′ = min{g | [w : g] ∈ h}.
Finally, the functions Add, IncreaseBy, ExtendBy, and Meld are formally defined as:
Meld(h1 , h2 ):= h1 ∪ h2
Add(h, [w : g]):= h ∪ {[w : g]}

IncreaseBy(h, g):= {[w1 : (g1 ⊕ g)], . . . , [wn : (gn ⊕ g)]}
ExtendBy(h, a):= {[(w1 · a) : g1 ], . . . , [(wn · a) : gn ]}

We assume that Add, IncreaseBy, ExtendBy and Meld take constant time and
FindMin takes O(|w′ |) where w′ = FindMin(h). For DeleteMin(h), if h was built
using n operations Add, IncreaseBy, ExtendBy and Meld followed by some number
of operations DeleteMin then computing DeleteMin(h) takes O(|w′ | · log(n)) where
w′ = FindMin(h). In the next section we show how to implement HoWs in order to satisfy
these requirements. For now, we assume the existence of this data structure and use it to
solve RANK-ENUM-T.
The algorithm. In Algorithm 1, we show the preprocessing phase and the enumeration
phase to solve RANK-ENUM-T. On one hand, the Preprocessing procedure receives
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a cost transducer T = (Q, ∆, κ, I, F ) and a word w ∈ Σ∗ , and computes a HoW hout . On
the other hand, the Enumeration procedure receives a HoW (i.e., hout ) and enumerates
enc(σ1 ), . . . , enc(σk ) such that {σ1 , . . . , σk } = JT K(w) and costT (w, σi ) ⪯ costT (w, σi+1 ).
In both procedures we use HoW to compute the set of answers. Indeed, for each q ∈ Q
and each i ∈ {0, . . . , |w|} we compute a HoW hiq , and also compute a hout to store the final
results. We assume that all HoWs are empty (i.e., hout = ∅ and hiq = ∅) when the algorithm
starts. For each i, we call the set {hiq | q ∈ Q} the i-level of HoW. Starting from the 0-level
(lines 2-3), the preprocessing phase goes level by level, updating the i-level with the previous
(i − 1)-level (lines 4-10). It is important to note here that the Meld(hiq , h) call (line 10) is
well-defined since T is unambiguous (i.e., Jhiq K ∩ JhK = ∅). After reaching the last n-level,
the algorithm joins all HoWs {hnq | q ∈ dom(F )} into hout , by incrementing first their cost
with F (q) and melding them into hout (lines 11-13). Finally, the preprocessing phase return
hout as output (line 14).
In order to understand the preprocessing algorithm, one has to notice that all the
evaluation is based on a very simple fact. Let wi = a1 . . . ai and define the set RunT (q, wi ) of
ai /X̄i
1 /X̄1
all partial runs of T over wi that end in state q. For any of such runs ρ = q0 a−
qi ∈
−→ . . . −−→
L
i
RunT (q, wi ), define the partial cost of ρ as κ∗ (ρ) = I(q0 ) ⊕ j=1 κ((qj−1 , aj , X̄j , qj )). After
executing Preprocessing, it will hold that: hiq = [out(ρ) : κ∗ (ρ)] | ρ ∈ RunT (q, wi ) .
This is certainly true for h0q after lines 2-3 are executed. Then, if this is true for (i − 1)-level,
after the i-th iteration of lines 5-10 we will have that hiq contains all pairs of the form
[out(ρ) · (X̄, i) : κ∗ (ρ) ⊕ κ(t)] for each t = (p, ai , X̄, q) ∈ ∆, plus all pairs [out(ρ) : κ∗ (ρ) ⊕ κ(t)]
for each t = (p, ai , ∅, q) ∈ ∆ and ρ ∈ RunT (p, wi−1 ). Given that each line takes constant
time, we can conclude that the preprocessing phase takes time O(|T | · |w|) as expected.
For the enumeration phase, we extract each output from hout , one by one, by alternating
between the FindMin and DeleteMin procedures. Since with DeleteMin we remove
the minimum element of h after printing it, the correctness of the enumeration phase is
straightforward. Notice that this enumeration will print all outputs in increasing order
of priority. Furthermore, it will not print any output twice given that hout contains no
repetitions. To bound the time, notice that the number of Add, IncreaseBy, ExtendBy
and Meld functions used during the pre-processing is at most O(|T | · |w|). For this reason,
the delay between each output w′ is bounded by O(log(|T |·|w|)·|w′ |), satisfying the promised
delay between outputs.
We want to finish this section by emphasizing that the ranked enumeration problem
of cost transducers reduces to computing efficiently the HoW’s methods. Moreover, it is
crucial in this algorithm that this data structure is fully-persistent, and each operation takes
constant time. Indeed, this allows us to pass the outputs between levels very efficiently and
without losing the outputs of the previous levels.

6

The implementation of HoW data structure

In this section we focus on the HoW data structure and explain its implementation using
yet another structure called incremental Brodal queue. We begin by explaining the general
technique we use to store sets of strings with priorities, and end by giving a full implementation
of the functions to manage HoWs.
Let Σ be a possibly infinite alphabet and G = (G, ⊕, O, ⪯) an order group. A string-DAG
over Σ and G is a DAG D = (V, E) where the edges are annotated with symbols in Σ∪{ϵ} and
priorities in G. Formally, each edge has the form e = (u, a, g, v), where u, v ∈ V , a ∈ Σ ∪ {ϵ}
a1 ,g1
ak ,gk
and g ∈ G. Given a path ρ = v1 −−−→ . . . −−−→ vk , let [wρ : gρ ] be the pair defined by
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e, 4
n0

a, 0

n1

e, 6
n2

b, 1

d, 3

ϵ, 5

⊥
(a) A string-DAG D.

n0

a, 3

ϵ, 5
c, 2

n1

n2

b, 3

d, 3
⊥

c, 2

(b) The string-DAG prioritize(D).

Figure 1 A string-DAG D and the result of prioritize(D).

ρ, where wρ = a1 . . . ak and gρ = g1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ gk . We make two more assumptions that any
string-DAG must satisfy. First, we assume that there is a special sink vertex ⊥ ∈ V that is
reachable from any v ∈ V , has no outgoing edges, and that all edges with ϵ must point to ⊥.
Second, we assume that, for every v ∈ V and every two different paths ρ and ρ′ from v to ⊥,
it holds that wρ ̸= wρ′ . Given these two assumptions, we say that each v ∈ V encodes a set
of pairs JDK(v): for v = ⊥ this set is the empty set, while for all v ̸= ⊥ this set is defined by
all the paths from v to ⊥, i.e., JDK(v) = {[wρ : gρ ] | ρ is a path from v to ⊥}. By these two
assumptions, there is a correspondence between the words in JDK(v) and the paths from v
to ⊥. For instance, the strings associated with n0 in the string-DAG depicted in Figure 1a
are ad with priority 0 + 3 = 3, abc with priority 0 + 1 + 2 = 3, aec with priority 0 + 4 + 2 = 6
and ϵ with priority 5.
This structure is useful to store a big number of strings in a compressed manner. Further,
since ϵ can only appear at the last edge of a path, by doing a DFS it can be used to retrieve
all of them without repetitions and taking time linear in the length of each string. However,
one can see that it is not very useful when we want to enumerate them by rank order. This
motivates the following string-DAG construction. We define a function prioritize(D) that
receives a string-DAG D = (V, E) and returns a string-DAG D′ = (V, E ′ ) where each edge
(u, a, g, v) of E is replaced by an edge (u, a, g ⊕ g ′ , v) in E ′ , where g ′ is the minimum priority
in JDK(v). For instance, Figure 1b shows the string-DAG resulting after applying prioritize
to D of Figure 1a. Having prioritize(D) makes finding the string with minimum priority of a
vertex much easier: we simply need to follow recursively the edge with minimum priority. In
a,3
b,3
c,2
n0 of Figure 1b we make the path n0 −−→ n1 −−→ n2 −−→ ⊥ and compute the minimum pair
[abc, 3] (the priority is retrieved from the first edge).
Before presenting the HoW implementation, we need to introduce another fully-persistent
data structure. This structure is based on the Brodal queue [4], a known worst-case efficient
priority queue, which we extend with the new function increaseBy. Formally, an incremental
Brodal queue, or just a queue, is a fully-persistent data structure Q which stores a set
P = {[E1 : g1 ] . . . [Ek : gk ]}, where each Ei is a stored element and gi is its priority. As an abuse
of notation, we often write Q = P . The functions to manage incremental Brodal queues
include all functions for HoW except ExtendBy, namely findMin, deleteMin, add, increaseBy
and meld; their definition also remains the same as for HoW. Note that we use different
fonts to distinguish the operations over HoWs versus the operations over incremental Brodal
queues. For example, we write FindMin for HoWs and findMin for queues. Further, this
queue has two additional functions: isEmpty, that checks if the queue is the empty queue ∅;
and minPrio, that returns the value g of the minimal priority among all the priorities stored.
For the rest of this section we assume the existence of an incremental Brodal queue structure
such that all functions run in time O(1) except for deleteMin, which runs in O(log(n)), where
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Algorithm 2 HoW’s implementation of Add, ExtendBy, FindMin and DeleteMin.
1: procedure Add(⟨Q⟩, [a : g])

12: procedure DeleteMin(⟨Q⟩)

return ⟨add(Q, [(a, ⟨∅⟩) : g])⟩

2:

14:

3: procedure ExtendBy(⟨Q⟩, a)

15:

5:

if isEmpty(Q) then
return ⟨∅⟩

6:

return ⟨add(∅, [(a, ⟨Q⟩) : minPrio(Q)])⟩

17:

4:

10:
11:

18:
19:

(a, ⟨Q′ ⟩) ← findMin(Q)
if isEmpty(Q′ ) then
return a
return FindMin(⟨Q′ ⟩) · a

9:

(a, ⟨R⟩) ← findMin(Q)
Q′ ← deleteMin(Q)
⟨R′ ⟩ ← DeleteMin(⟨R⟩)
if isEmpty(R′ ) then
return ⟨Q′ ⟩

16:

7: procedure FindMin(⟨Q⟩)
8:

if isEmpty(Q) then
return ⟨∅⟩

13:

δ ← minPrio(R′ )⊕(minPrio(R))−1
g ← minPrio(Q) ⊕ δ
return ⟨add(Q′ , [(a, ⟨R′ ⟩) : g])⟩

20:
21:
22:

n is the number of pairs stored in the queue. Finally, all these operations are fully-persistent.
The in-detail explanation of this structure is derived to the next section.
With the previous intuition and the structure above, we can now present the implementation for Heap of Words. A HoW h is implemented as an incremental Brodal queue Q that
stores a set {[(a1 , h1 ) : g1 ], . . . , [(ak , hk ) : gk ]}, where each ai ∈ Σ ∪ {ϵ}, each hi is a HoW
and each gk ∈ G. We write h = ⟨Q⟩ to make clear that we are talking about a HoW and
not the queue. The empty HoW is simply the empty queue ⟨∅⟩. Intuitively, the recursive
references to HoWs are used to encode a string-DAG D; more specifically, we use it to encode
prioritize(D) = (V, E) and store the edges using the queue structure. For every u ∈ V ,
we define a HoW hu = ⟨Q⟩ such that each pair [(a, hv ) : g] stored in Q represents an edge
(u, a, g, v) ∈ E. For instance, continuing with the example of Figure 1b, we have a HoW for
each vertex: h⊥ = ⟨∅⟩, hn2 = ⟨{[(c, h⊥ ) : 2]}⟩, hn1 = ⟨{[(e, hn2 ) : 6], [(b, hn2 ) : 3], [(d, h⊥ ) : 3]}⟩
and hn0 = ⟨{[(a, hn1 ) : 3], [(ϵ, h⊥ ) : 5]}⟩.
We now explain the implementation of the functions defined in Section 5 to manage HoW.
Consider a HoW h = ⟨Q⟩. For each op ∈ {Meld, IncreaseBy}, the function is just applied
directly to the queue, i.e., op(⟨Q⟩) = ⟨op(Q)⟩. The implementation of Add and the other
functions is now described and presented in Algorithm 2.
In the case of Add(h, a), an edge is added that points to ⟨∅⟩; this can be extended to add
a word w instead by allowing that edges keep words instead of single letters. To implement
ExtendBy(⟨Q⟩, a), we simply need to create a new queue containing the element [(a, ⟨Q⟩) :
minPrio(Q)]. Note that the appended letter is added not at the end, but at the beginning,
meaning that the strings are actually being stored in inverted order. This is managed in
FindMin(⟨Q⟩), where the output string is inverted back. For FindMin(⟨Q⟩), to get the
minimum element we recursively use findMin(Q) to find the outgoing edge with minimum
priority, as we explained when the prioritize function was introduced. For DeleteMin, in
order to delete the string with minimum priority, we use the fact that the set of all paths,
minus the one with minimal priority, is composed by: (1) all the paths that do not start with
the minimal edge, and (2) all the paths starting with the minimal edge that are followed
by any path minus the one with minimal priority. For instance, in Figure 1b, the minimal
a
d
path from n0 is π = n0 −
→ n1 −
→ ⊥. Then, the set of paths minus π is composed by (1)
ϵ

a

e

c

a

b

c

n0 →
− ⊥, and (2) n0 −
→ n1 −
→ n2 →
− ⊥, n0 −
→ n1 →
− n2 →
− ⊥. In procedure DeleteMin, ⟨Q′ ⟩
′
stores the paths of (1), while ⟨R ⟩ stores the paths from (2) minus the first edge (lines 16-17).
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Further, since the minimal path was removed, a new priority needs to be computed for this
edge, which is computed and stored as g (line 20-21). This priority is used to create an edge
to R′ , i.e., [(a, ⟨R′ ⟩) : g], which together represent the paths of (2). This is connected with
the paths of (1), i.e., ⟨Q′ ⟩, and the result is returned in line 22. The border case case where
(2) is empty is managed by lines 18-19, in which case it simply returns ⟨Q′ ⟩.
It is straightforward to check that this data structure achieves the time and space bounds
given in Section 5. We end this section by arguing that the implementation of HoW is
fully-persistent. For this, note that the performance of HoW relies on the implementation of
incremental Brodal queues. Indeed, given that these queues are fully-persistent and each
method in Algorithm 2 creates new queues without modifying the previous ones, the whole
data structure is fully-persistent. Therefore, it is left to prove that we can extend Brodal
queues as we already mentioned. We will show this in the last section.

7

Incremental brodal queues

In this section, we discuss how to implement an incremental Brodal queue, the last ingredient
of our ranked enumeration algorithms for MSO cost functions. This data structure extends
Brodal queues [4] by including the increaseBy procedure. Indeed, our construction of incremental Brodal queues follows the same approach as in [4]. We start by defining what we
call an incremental binomial heap, for which most operations take logarithmic time, to then
show how to extend it to lower the cost to constant time, except for deleteMin that takes
logarithmic time. The relevant aspects for this extension (i.e., to support increaseBy) appear
in the definition of the incremental binomial heap. For this reason, in this section we present
only the implementation of the incremental binomial heap. The details of how to extend it
to an incremental Brodal queue can be found in [4]. We start by introducing some notation.
A multitree structure is a pair M = (V, first, next, v 0 ) where V is a set of nodes, first : V →
/ V and v 0 ∈ V is a special node.
V ∪ {⊥} and next : V → V ∪ {⊥} are functions such that ⊥ ∈
Further, we assume that the directed graph GM = (V, {(u, v) | first(u) = v or next(u) = v})
is a multitree, namely, it is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which the set of vertices
reachable from any vertex induces a tree. Let Vv0 denotes the reachable nodes from v 0
and Gv0 = (Vv0 , {(u, v) | first(u) = v or next(u) = v}) the graph induced by Vv0 , which is a
tree by definition. Note that Gv0 is using the first-child next-sibling encoding to form an
ordered forest. To see this, let next∗ (v) be the smallest subset of V such that v ∈ next∗ (v)
and next(u) ∈ next∗ (v) whenever u ∈ next∗ (v). Then the set roots = next∗ (v 0 ) represents the
roots of the forest and for each v ∈ Vv0 the set children(v) = next∗ (first(v)) are the children of
the node v in the forest where children(v) = ∅ when first(v) = ⊥. Here both sets are ordered
by the next function, then we will usually write roots = v1 , . . . , vj or children(v) = u1 , . . . , uk
to denote both the elements of the set and its order. Also, we write parent(v) = u if
v ∈ children(u) and we say that v is a leaf if first(v) = ⊥. Note that in M a node could have
different “parents” (i.e., GM is a DAG) depending on the node v 0 that we start. We say that
M forms a tree if next(v 0 ) = ⊥. Furthermore, for v ∈ V we denote by Mv the tree hanging
0
from v, namely, Mv is equal to M with the exception that vM
= v and nextMv (v) = ⊥. As
v
it will clear below, this encoding will be helpful to build the data structure and assure the
persistent requirement.
A binomial tree of rank k is recursively defined as follows. A binomial tree of rank 0 is a
leaf and a binomial tree of rank k + 1 is a multitree structure M that forms a tree such that
children(v 0 ) = uk , . . . , u0 and Mui is a binomial tree of rank i. If M is a binomial tree we
denote its rank by rank(M ). One can easily show by induction over the rank (see [5]) that for
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every binomial tree M of ranked k, it holds that |Vv0 | = 2k and, thus, the number of children
of each node is of logarithmic size with respect to the size of T , i.e., |children(v)| ≤ log(|Vv0 |)
for every v ∈ Vv0 . We use this property several times throughout this section.
Fix an ordered group (G, ⊕, O, ⪯). An incremental binomial heap over G is defined
as a pair H = (V, first, next, v 0 , ∆, elem, δ 0 ) where (V, first, next, v 0 ) is a multitree structure,
∆ : V → G is the delta-priority function, elem : V → E is the element function where E is
the set of elements that are stored, and δ 0 ∈ G is an initial delta value. Further, if M is
the multitree structure defined by (V, first, next, v 0 ) and roots = v1 , . . . , vn are its roots, then
each Mvi is a binomial tree with rank(Mvi ) < rank(Mvi+1 ) for each i < n. In other words,
an incremental binomial heap has the same underlying structure than a standard binomial
heap [5]. Usually in the literature [4], a binomial heap is imposed a min-heap property,
meaning that a node always has lower priority than its children, which is crucial for dequeuing
elements in order. Instead, we give to our heap a different semantics by keeping the difference
between nodes with the ∆-function and computing the real priority function prv0 : Vv0 → G
as follows: prv0 (v) := δ 0 ⊕ ∆(v) whenever v is a root of the underlying multitree structure,
and prv0 (v) := prv0 (u) ⊕ ∆(v) whenever parent(v) = u. Given that parent(v) depends on the
starting node v 0 , then prv0 also depends on v 0 . In addition, we assume that a min-heap
property is satisfied over the real priority function, namely, prv0 (u) ⪯ prv0 (v) whenever
parent(v) = u. Then H is a heap where each node v ∈ V keeps a pair (elem(v), prv0 (v))
where elem(v) is the stored element and prv0 (v) its priority in the heap. This principle of
storing the deltas between nodes instead of the real priority is crucial for supporting the
increased-by operation of the data structure.
Next, we show how to implement the operations of an incremental Brodal queue stated
in Section 6, namely, isEmpty, increaseBy, findMin minPrio, deleteMin, add, and meld. We
implement this with an incremental binomial heap where the only difference is that isEmpty
and increaseBy will take constant time, and findMin minPrio, deleteMin, add, and meld will
take logarithmic time. To extend incremental binomial heaps to lower the complexity of
findMin minPrio, deleteMin, and add to constant time, one can use the same techniques as
in [4]. Most operations of incremental binomial heaps are similar to the operations on
binomial heaps (see [5]), however, for the sake of completeness we explain each one in detail,
highlighting the main differences to manage the delta priorities.
From now on, fix an incremental binomial heap H = (V, first, next, v 0 , ∆, elem, δ 0 ). Given
that all operations must be persistent, we will usually create a copy H ′ of H by extending H
with new fresh nodes. More precisely, we will say that H ′ is an extension of H (denoted by
H ⊆ H ′ ) iff VH ⊆ VH ′ and opH ′ (v) = opH (v) for every v ∈ VH and op ∈ {first, next, ∆, elem}
(note that v 0 and δ 0 may change). Furthermore, for H ⊆ H ′ we will say that a node
v ′ ∈ VH ′ \ VH is a fresh copy of v ∈ VH if v ′ in H ′ has the same structure as v in H where
only the differences are defined explicitly, namely, we omit the functions that are the same
as for v. For example, if we say that “v ′ is a fresh copy of v such that nextH ′ (v ′ ) := ⊥”, this
means that nextH ′ (v ′ ) := ⊥ and opH ′ (v ′ ) = opH (v) for every op ̸= next.
The first operation, isEmpty(H), can easily be implemented in constant time, by just
checking whether v 0 = ⊥ or not. Similarly, increaseBy(H, δ) can be implemented in constant
time by just updating δ 0 to δ 0 ⊕ δ, which is the purpose of having δ 0 . For findMin(H) or
minPrio(H), a bit more of work is needed. Recall that a k-rank binomial tree with |V | nodes
satisfies |V | = 2k . Given that roots = v1 , . . . , vn is a sequence of binomial trees ordered by
rank, one can easily see that n ∈ O(log(|Vv0 |). Therefore, we need at most a logarithmic
number of steps to find the node vi with the minimum priority and return elem(vi ) or prv0 (vi )
whenever findMin(H) or minPrio(H) is asked, respectively.
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For add(H, e, g) or deleteMin(H), we reduce them to melding two heaps. For the first
operation, we create a heap H ′ whose multitree structure has one node, call it v, ∆H ′ (v) := g,
0
′
elemH ′ (v) := e, and δH
′ := O. Then we apply meld(H, H ) obtaining a heap where the new
node (e, g) is added to H. For the second operation, we remove the minimum element by
creating two heaps and then apply the meld operation. Specifically, let roots = v1 , . . . , vn
be the roots of H and vi be the root with the minimum priority. Then we build two heaps
H1 and H2 such that H ⊆ Hi for i ∈ {1, 2}. For H1 , we extend H by creating fresh copies
of all vj , j ̸= i. Formally, define VH1 = VH ∪ {v1′ , . . . , vn′ } where each vj′ is a fresh copy of
′
′
′
0
vj with the exception of vi−1
that we set nextH1 (vi−1
) := vi+1
. Finally, define vH
= v1′
1
as the starting node of H1 . Now, for H2 we extend H by creating a copy of the children
0
0
of vi in H in reverse order and updating δH
to δH
⊕ ∆H (vi ) (recall that the children of a
binomial tree are ordered by decreasing rank). Formally, if childrenH (vi ) = u1 , . . . , uk , then
VH2 = VH ∪ {u′1 , . . . , u′k } where each u′j is a fresh copy of uj such that nextH2 (u′j ) := u′j−1
0
0
0
for j > 1 and nextH2 (u′1 ) := ⊥. Finally, define vH
:= u′k and δH
:= δH
⊕ ∆H (vi ). The
2
2
reader can check that H1 and H2 are valid incremental binomial heaps and, furthermore,
H1 is H without vi and H2 contains only the children of vi in reverse order. Therefore, to
compute deleteMin(H) we return meld(H1 , H2 ). Given that the construction of H1 and H2
takes at most logarithmic time in the size of H (i.e., there is at most a log number of roots
or children), then the procedure takes logarithmic time. Furthermore, H was never touched
and then the operation is fully-persistent.

For meld(H1 , H2 ), we use the same algorithm as for melding two binomial heaps with two
modifications that are presented here. For melding two binomial heaps, we point the reader
to [5] in which this operation is well explained. For the first change, we need to update the
link operation [5] of two binomial trees to support the use of the delta priorities. Given a
incremental binomial heap H and its underlying multitree structure M , let v1 and v2 be
two nodes in H such that ∆(v1 ) ⪯ ∆(v2 ) and Mv1 and Mv2 has the same rank k. Then
the link of v1 and v2 , denoted by link(H, v1 , v2 ), outputs a pair (H ′ , v1′ ) such that H ′ is
an extension of H and Mv′ ′ is a binomial tree of rank k + 1 containing the nodes of Mv1
1
and Mv2 . Formally, VH ′ := VH ∪ {v1′ , v2′ } and v1′ and v2′ are fresh copies of v1 and v2 such
that firstH ′ (v1′ ) := v2′ , nextH ′ (v2′ ) := firstH (v1 ) and ∆H ′ (v2′ ) := ∆H (v1 )−1 ⊕ ∆H (v2 ). Note
that the new node v1′ defines a binomial tree Mv′ ′ of rank k + 1 containing all nodes of
1
Mv1 and Mv2 , maintaining the priorities of H and such that prH ′ (u) ⪯ prH ′ (u′ ) whenever
u = parent(u′ ). The second change of the algorithm in [5] is that, before melding H1 and
H2 , we push each initial delta value to the roots of the corresponding data structures. For
this, given an incremental binomial heap H we construct H ↓ with H ⊆ H ↓ as follows. Let
rootsH = v1 , . . . , vk . Then VH ↓ = VH ∪ {v1′ , . . . , vk′ } where v1′ , . . . , vk′ are fresh copies of
0
0
′
0
v1 , . . . , vk and ∆H ↓ (vi′ ) := δH
⊕ ∆H (vi ). Furthermore, we define vH
↓ := v1 and δH ↓ := O.
↓
Note that in H we can forget about the initial delta value given that this is included in the
root of each binomial tree. Finally, to meld H1 and H2 we construct H1↓ and H2↓ and then apply
the melding algorithm of [5] with the updated version of the link function, link(H, v1 , v2 ).
Overall, the operation takes logarithmic time to build H1↓ and H2↓ , and logarithmic time to
meld both heaps. Moreover, given that link(H, v1 , v2 ) and the construction of H1↓ and H2↓
do not modify the initial heap H, then the meld operation is persistent as well.

To finish this section, we recall that the next step is to extend the incremental binomial
heap to an incremental Brodal queue. For this, we follow the same approach as [4] to lower
the time complexity of find-min, add, and meld operation from logarithmic to constant time.
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Conclusions

This paper presented an algorithm to enumerate the answers of queries over words, in an
order defined by a cost function, that has a linear preprocessing and a logarithmic delay in
the size of the words. We first introduced the notion of MSO cost functions, to then present
a ranked enumeration scheme. This scheme relies on a particular data structure called HoW.
The complexity of our algorithms depends mainly on the performance of the operations of
HoW. To implement them, we extend a well known persistent data structure called Brodal
queue. Thanks to this data structure, we obtain the bounds of our algorithm.
For future work, we would like to find a lower bound that justifies the logarithmic delay
or whether one can achieve a better delay. We also plan to study how the introduced
data structures and algorithms could be used in other enumeration schemes (e.g., relational
databases). Finally, we would also like to validate our approach in practical settings.
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Abstract
Edit distance similarity search, also called approximate pattern matching, is a fundamental problem
with widespread database applications. The goal of the problem is to preprocess n strings of length
d, to quickly answer queries q of the form: if there is a database string within edit distance r of q,
return a database string within edit distance cr of q.
Previous approaches to this problem either rely on very large (superconstant) approximation
ratios c, or very small search radii r. Outside of a narrow parameter range, these solutions are not
competitive with trivially searching through all n strings.
In this work we give a simple and easy-to-implement hash function that can quickly answer queries
e r n1/c ).
for a wide range of parameters. Specifically, our strategy can answer queries in time O(d3
The best known practical results require c ≫ r to achieve any correctness guarantee; meanwhile,
the best known theoretical results are very involved and difficult to implement, and require query
time that can be loosely bounded below by 24r . Our results significantly broaden the range of
parameters for which there exist nontrivial theoretical bounds, while retaining the practicality of a
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Introduction

For a large database of items, a similarity search query asks which database item is most
similar to the query. This leads to a basic algorithmic question: how can we preprocess the
database to answer these queries as quickly as possible?
Similarity search is used frequently in a wide variety of applications. Unfortunately, for
databases containing high-dimensional items, algorithm designers have had trouble obtaining
bounds that are significantly faster than a linear scan of the entire database. This has often
been referred to as the “curse of dimensionality.” Recent work in fine-grained complexity has
begun to explain this difficulty: achieving significantly better than linear search time would
contradict the strong exponential time hypothesis [2, 14, 35].
However, these queries can be relaxed to approximate similarity search queries. For an
approximation factor c, we want to find a database item that is at most a c factor less similar
than the most similar item.
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Approximate similarity search is fairly well-understood for many metrics; see [3] for
a survey. For example, in Euclidean space we have theoretical upper bounds [4, 12], fast
implementations [5, 17, 21, 25, 27, 37], and lower bounds for a broad class of algorithms [4].
Many of these results are based on locality-sensitive hashing (LSH), originally described
in [20]. A hash is locality-sensitive if similar items are likely to share the same hash value.
When a database contains text items, a natural notion of similarity is edit distance: how
many character inserts, deletes, and replacements are required to get from the query string to
a database string? In fact, edit distance similarity search is frequently used in computational
biology [22, 24, 33], spellcheckers [7, 38], computer security (in the context of finding similarity
to weak passwords) [28], and many more applications; see e.g. [6].
Surprisingly, finding an efficient algorithm for approximate similarity search under edit
distance remains essentially open. Known results focus on methods for exact similarity search
(with c = 1), which incur expensive query times, and on embeddings, which require very
large – in fact superconstant – approximation factors c.
However, recent work provides a potential exception to this. The CGK embedding [8]
is simple and practical, and embeds into Hamming space with stretch O(r) – in particular,
it does well when the distance between the closest strings is fairly small. EmbedJoin, a
recent implementation by Zhang and Zhang [39], showed that the CGK embedding performs
very well in practice. EmbedJoin first embeds each string into Hamming space using the
CGK embedding. Then, the remaining nearest neighbor search1 is done using the classic bit
sampling LSH for Hamming distance. Each of these steps – both the CGK embedding and
the bit sampling LSH – is repeated several times independently. This method gave orders of
magnitude better performance than previous methods. Furthermore, their results greatly
outperformed the worst-case CGK analysis.
Thus, several questions about using CGK for edit distance similarity search remained.
Zhang and Zhang used several CGK embeddings, performing a sequence of Hamming
distance hashes for each – can these two steps be combined into a single method to improve
performance? Meanwhile, their tests focused on practical datasets; is it possible to provide
worst-case bounds for this method, ensuring good performance for any dataset?
In this paper we answer these questions in the affirmative. In doing so, we give the first
locality-sensitive hash for edit distance with worst-case guarantees.

1.1

Results

The main result of our paper is the first locality-sensitive hash for edit distance. We analyze
the performance of this hash when applied to the problems of approximate similarity search
and approximate nearest neighbor search, obtaining time bounds that improve on the
previously best-known bounds for a wide range of important parameter settings.
Let n be the number of strings stored in the database. We assume that all query strings
and all database strings have length at most d. We assume d = O(n) and the alphabet size
is O(n).2

1

2

Zhang and Zhang investigated similarity joins, in which all similar pairs in a set are returned, rather
than preprocessing for individual nearest neighbor queries. However, their ideas can be immediately
generalized.
Usually d and the alphabet size are much smaller. If this assumption does not hold, it is likely that a
completely different approach will be more successful: for example, if d = poly(n), then the method
used to calculate the edit distance between two strings becomes critically important to the query time.
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Our first result analyzes the time and space required by our LSH to solve the approximate
similarity search problem. This data structure works for a fixed radius r: for each query, if
there exists a database point within distance r, we aim to (with good probability) return a
e (n)) as a shorthand for O(f (n) · polylogf (n)).
database point within distance cr. We use O(f
▶ Theorem 1. There exists a data structure answering Approximate Similarity Search queries
e r n1/c ) time per query, and O(d3
e r n1+1/c ) preprocessing time and
under Edit Distance in O(d3
space.
We also give a data structure that answers queries where the distance r to the closest
neighbor is not known during preprocessing. We call this the approximate nearest neighbor
search problem.
▶ Theorem 2. There exists a data structure answering Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search
2
e r n1/c ) time per query and O(dn
e
queries under Edit Distance in O(d3
) preprocessing time
and space.
Implications for Related Problems. Our results lead to immediate bounds for similarity
join, where all close pairs in a database are computed; see e.g. [34, 39, 40].
Much of the previous work on approximate similarity search under edit distance considered
a variant of this problem: there is a long text T , and we want to find all locations in T that
have low edit distance to the query q. Our results immediately apply to this problem by
treating all d-length substrings of T as the database of items.
Frequently, practical situations may require that we find all of the neighbors with distance
at most r, or (similarly) the k closest neighbors. See e.g. [1] for a discussion of this problem
in the context of LSH. Our analysis immediately applies to these problems. However, if there
are k desired points, the running times given in Theorems 1 and 2 increase by a factor k.

1.2

Comparison to Known Results

In this section, we give a short summary of some key results for edit distance similarity
search. We focus on algorithms that have worst-case query time guarantees. We refer the
reader to [39, 40] as good resources for related practical results, and [6, 26, 31] for a more
extensive discussion of related work on the exact problem (with c = 1).
Exact Similarity Search Under Edit Distance. Exact similarity search under edit distance
(i.e. with c = 1) has been studied for many years. We focus on a breakthrough paper of
Cole, Gottlieb, and Lewenstein that achieved space O(n5r (1.5r + log n)r /r!) and query time
O(d + 6r (1.5r + log n)r /r!) [15].3 We will call this structure the CGL tree. These bounds
stand in contrast to previous work, which generally had to assume that the length of the
strings d or the size of the alphabet |Σ| was a constant to achieve similar bounds. Later work
has improved on this result to give similar query time with linear space [9].
Before comparing to our bounds, let us lower bound the CGL tree query time – while
this gives a lower bound on an upper bound (an uncomfortable position since we are
not specifying its exact relationship to the data structure), it will be helpful to get a
high-level idea of how the performance of the CGL tree compares to our results. Using
Sterling’s approximation, and dropping the +d term, we can simplify the query time to

3

These bounds are a slight simplification of the actual results using the AM-GM inequality.
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r
r
e
e
O((6e/r)
(1.5r +log n)r ) ≤ O((9e)
(1+(log n)/(1.5r))r ). From this final equation, we can see
that even for very small n, the guaranteed query time is at least (9e)r > 24r ; if log n ≫ 1.5r
it can become much worse.
e r n1/c ), it seems that which is
Comparing the (9e)r term with our query time of O(d3
better depends highly on the use case – after all, we’re exchanging a drastically improved
exponential term in r for a polynomial term in n.
However, there is reason to believe that our approach has some significant advantages.
First, for c bounded away from 1, with moderate n and small d, the CGL query time rapidly
outpaces our own even for small r. Let’s do a back-of-the-envelope calculation with some
reasonable parameters – we ignore constants here, but note that slight perturbations in
r easily make up for such discrepancies. If we have 400k strings of 500 characters 4 with
c = 1.5, 6r (1.5r + log n)r /r! ≥ d3r n1/c for r > 4. In other words, even for very small search
radii and fairly large n (where the CGL tree excels), the large terms in the base of r can
easily overcome a polynomial-in-n term. Second, the constants in the CGL tree seem to be
unfavorable: the CGL tree uses beautiful but nontrivial data structures for LCA and LCP
that may add to the constants in the query time. In other words, it seems likely that the
CGL tree is most viable for even smaller values of r than the above analysis would indicate.
We suspect that these complications are part of the reason why state-of-the-art practical
edit distance similarity search methods are based on heuristics or embeddings, rather than
tree-based methods (see e.g. [40]).

Approximate Similarity Search Under Edit Distance. Previous results for approximate
similarity search with worst-case bounds used either product metrics, or embeddings into L1 .
In techniques based on product metrics, each point is mapped into several separate metrics.
The distance between two points is defined as their maximum distance in any of these metrics.
Using this concept, Indyk provided an extremely fast (but large) nearest-neighbor data
1/(1+log c)
structure requiring O(d) query time and O(nd
) space for any c ≥ 3 [19].
Embedding into L1 . Because there are approximate nearest neighbor data structures for
L1 space that require n1/c+o(1) time and n1+1/c+o(1) space,5 an embedding into L1 with
stretch α leads to an approximate nearest neighbor data structure with query time nα/c+o(1)
for c > α.
A long line of work on improving the stretch of embedding edit distance into L1 ultimately
√
resulted in a deterministic embedding with stretch exp( log d/ log log d) [32].
More recently, the CGK embedding parameterized by r instead of d, giving an embedding
into Hamming space6 with stretch O(r) [8]. However, the constants proven in the CGK
result are not very favorable – the upper limit on overall stretch given in the paper is 2592r
(though this may be improvable with tighter random walk analysis). Thus, using the CGK
embedding, and then performing the standard bit sampling LSH for Hamming distance on
the result, gives an approximate similarity search algorithm with query time n2592r/c+o(1)
so long as c > 2592r. We describe in detail how our approach improves on this method in
Appendix 1.3.

4

5
6

These are the parameters of the UniRef90 dataset from the UniProt Project http://www.uniprot.org/,
one protein genome dataset used as an edit distance similarity search benchmark [39, 40]; other genomic
datasets have (broadly) similar parameters.
This can be improved to n1/(2c−1)+o(1) and n1+1/(2c−1)+o(1) time and space respectively using datadependent techniques, and can be further generalized to other time-space tradeoffs; see [4].
Hamming space and L1 have essentially the same state-of-the-art similarity search bounds.
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Zhang and Zhang [39] implemented a modified and improved version of this approach.
Their results far outperformed the above worst-case analysis. Closing this gap between
worst-case analysis and practical performance is one contribution of this work.
There is a lower bound of Ω(log d) for the stretch of any embedding of edit distance into
L1 [23]. This implies that embedding into L1 is a hopeless strategy for c < log d, whereas
we obtain nontrivial bounds even for constant c. Thus, for this parameter range, using a
locality-sensitive hash is fundamentally more powerful than embedding into L1 .
Locality-Sensitive Hashing. An independent construction of an LSH for edit distance was
given by Marçais et al. [29]. Their work uses a fundamentally different approach, based
on an ordered min-hash of k-mers. Their results include bounds proving that the hash is
locality-sensitive; however, they do not place any worst-case guarantees on the gap between
the probability that close points collide and the probability that far points collide.
Exponential search cost. To our knowledge, a trivial brute force scan is the only algorithm
for approximate similarity search under edit distance whose worst-case cost is not exponential
in the search radius r. While we significantly improve this exponential term, removing it
altogether remains an open problem. A recent result of Cohen-Addad et al. gave lower bounds
showing that, assuming SETH, there exist parameter settings such that cost exponential
in r is required for any edit distance similarity search algorithm [14]. Their results do not
immediately imply that the exponential-in-r term in our query time is necessary (since the
n1/c term satisfies their lower bound for sufficiently small c); however, this may give some
indication as to why removing this exponential term has proven so challenging.

1.3

Technical Overview and Comparison to the CGK Embedding

Our hash function follows the same high-level structure as the CGK embedding [8]. In fact,
our hash reduces to their embedding by omitting the appended character $, and setting
pa = 1/2 and pr = 0 (these parameters are defined in Section 3).
However, our hash has two key differences over simply using the CGK embedding to
embed into Hamming space, and then using bit sampling. These differences work together to
allow us to drastically improve the n2592r/c+o(1) bound we obtained in Section 1.2.
First, we modify pa ; that is, we modify the probability that we stay on a single character
xi of the input string for multiple iterations. Second, we combine the embedding and bit
sampling into a single step – this means that we can take the embedding into account when
deciding whether to sample a given character.
Combining into one step already gives an inherent improvement. After embedding, we do
not want to sample a “repeated” character – this is far less useful than sampling a character
the last time it is written, after the hash has attempted to align them. Thus, we only sample
a character (with probability 1 − pr ) the last time that character is written.
However, the significant speedup comes from using repeated embeddings – in short, at a
high level, each LSH in our approach consists of a single CGK embedding with a single bit
sampling LSH. If a single embedding is used, the performance of the algorithm as a whole
has the expected stretch of that single embedding as a bottleneck. As a result, the expected
stretch winds up in the exponent of n, and c must be at least as large as the expected stretch
to guarantee correctness. By repeatedly embedding, our bounds instead depend (in a sense)
on the best-case stretch over the many embeddings.
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These repeated embeddings is where these two differences – modifying pa and integrating
into a single LSH – act in concert. A back-of-the-envelope calculation implies that a CGK
embedding will have stretch7 2 with probability at least 1/4r . This analysis seems difficult
to tighten: if we perform 4r embeddings, how well will we do in the cases that don’t have
O(1) stretch? Meanwhile, any constant loss in the analysis winds up in the exponent of n.
Overall, with the CGK embedding as a black box, a full analysis would require an analysis
(with tight constants) detailing the probability that an embedding has any given stretch.
Instead, by combining these approaches in a single LSH, we can instead model the entire
problem as a single random walk in a two-dimensional grid.
Overall, a combined approach gives better worst-case performance, and a unified (and
likely simpler) framework for analysis.

2

Model and Preliminaries

We denote the alphabet used in our problem instance as Σ. We use two special characters ⊥
and $, which we assume are not in Σ. The hash appends $ to each string being hashed; we
call a string $-terminal if its last character is $ and it does not contain another $.
We index into strings using 0-indexed subscripts; x0 is the first character of x and xi is
the i + 1st character. We use x[i] to denote the prefix of x of length i; thus x[i] = x0 . . . xi−1 .
Finally, we use x ◦ y to denote the concatenation of two strings x and y, and |x| to denote
the length of a string x.

2.1

Edit Distance

Edit distance is defined using three operations: inserts, deletes, and replacements. Given
a string x = x1 x2 . . . xd , inserting a character σ at position i results in a string x′ =
x1 . . . xi−1 σxi . . . xd . Replacing the character at position i with σ results in
x′ = x1 . . . xi−1 σxi+1 . . . xd . Finally, deletion of the character at position i results in x′ =
x1 . . . xi−1 xi+1 . . . xd . We refer to these three operations as edits. The edit distance from x
to y is defined as the smallest number of edits that must be applied to x to obtain y. We
denote this as ED(x, y).

2.2

Model and Problem Definition

In this paper we solve the approximate similarity search problem under edit distance, which
can be defined as follows.
▶ Definition 3 (Approximate Similarity Search Under Edit Distance). Given a set of n strings
S and constants c and r, preprocess S to quickly answer queries of the form, “if there exists
a y ∈ S with ED(q, y) ≤ r, return a y ′ ∈ S with ED(q, y ′ ) ≤ cr with probability > 1/10.”
The above is sometimes called the approximate near neighbor problem. The constant
1/10 is arbitrary and can be increased to any desired constant without affecting our final
bounds.
Oftentimes, we want to find the nearest database item to each query rather than parameterizing explicitly by r.

7

To be more precise, with probability 1/4r one string with distance r from the query will have embedded
Hamming distance r, while all strings with distance x will have embedded Hamming distance ≥ x/2.
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▶ Definition 4 (Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search Under Edit Distance). Given a set
of n strings S and a constant c, preprocess S to quickly answer queries of the form, “for
the smallest r such that there exists a y ∈ S with ED(q, y) ≤ r, return a y ′ ∈ S with
ED(q, y ′ ) ≤ cr with probability > 1/10.”
For most previous LSH-based approaches, efficient Nearest Neighbor Search algorithms
follow immediately from Approximate Similarity Search algorithms using the black box
reduction of Har-Peled, Indyk, and Motwani [18]. However, the exponential dependence on r
in our bounds requires us to instead use a problem-specific approach.

2.3

Locality-Sensitive Hashing

A hash family is locality sensitive if close elements are more likely to hash together than far
elements. Locality-sensitive hashing is one of the most effective methods for approximate
similarity search in high dimensions [4, 10, 18, 20].
▶ Definition 5 (Locality-Sensitive Hash). A hash family H is (r, cr, p1 , p2 )-sensitive for a
distance function d(x, y) if
for all x1 , y1 such that d(x1 , y1 ) ≤ r, Prh∈H (h(x1 ) = h(y1 )) ≥ p1 , and
for all x2 , y2 such that d(x2 , y2 ) ≥ cr, Prh∈H (h(x1 ) = h(y1 )) ≤ p2 .
Some previous work (i.e. [11, 16]) has a stricter definition of locality sensitive hash: it
requires that there exists a function f such that Pr(h(x) = h(y)) = f (d(x, y)). Our hash
function does not satisfy this definition; the exact value of x and y is necessary to determine
their collision probability (see Lemma 16 for example).
A Note on Concatenating Hashes. Most previous approaches to nearest neighbor search
begin with an LSH family that has p1 , p2 = Ω(1). A logarithmic number of independent
hashes are concatenated together so that the concatenated function has collision probability
1/n. This technique was originally developed in [20], and has been used extensively since;
e.g. in [1, 4, 13].
However, in this paper, we use a single function each time we hash. We directly set the
hash parameters to achieve a desirable p1 and p2 (in particular, we want p2 ≈ 1/n). This is
due to the stray constant term in Lemma 15. While our hash could work via concatenating
several copies of a relatively large-probability8 LSH, this would result in a data structure
with larger space and slower running time. One interesting implication is that, unlike many
previous LSH results, our running time is not best stated with a parameter ρ = log p1 / log p2
– rather, we choose our hashing parameters to obtain the p1 and p2 to give the best bounds
for a given r, c, and n.

3

The Locality-Sensitive Hash

Each hash function from our family maps a string x of length d with alphabet Σ to a string
h(x) with alphabet Σ ∪ {⊥} of length O(d + log n). The function scans over x one character
at a time, adding characters to h(x) based on the current character of x and the current
length of h(x). Once the function has finished scanning x, it stops and outputs h(x).
At a high level, for two strings x and y, our hash function can be viewed as randomly
guessing a sequence of edits T , where h(x) = h(y) if and only if applying the edits in T to
x obtains y. Equivalently, one can view the hash as a random walk through the dynamic

8

Although less than constant – Lemma 14 and the assumption that p ≤ 1/3 implies p1 ≤ (1/3)r .
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programming table for edit distance, where matching edges are traversed with probability 1,
and non-matching edges are traversed with a tunable probability p ≤ 1/3. We discuss these
relationships in Section 4.1.
Note the contrast with the CGK embedding, which uses a similar mechanism to guess
the alignment between the two strings for each mismatch, rather than addressing each edit
explicitly. This difference is key to our improved bounds; see Section 1.3.
Parameters of the Hash Function. We parameterize our algorithm using a parameter
p ≤ 1/3. By selecting p we can control the values of p1 and p2 attained by our hash (see
Lemmas 14 and 15). We will describe how to choose p to optimize nearest neighbor search
performance for a given r, p
c, and n in Section 4.3. We split p into two separate parameters
√ √
√
pa and pr defined as pa = p/(1 + p) and pr = p/( 1 + p − p). Since p ≤ 1/3, we have
pa ≤ 1/2 and pr ≤ 1. For the remainder of this section, we will describe how the algorithm
behaves using pa and pr . The rationale behind these values for pa and pr will become clear
in the proof of Lemma 13 – in short, our choice of pa and pr ensures that each type of edit is
guessed with the same probability.
Underlying Function. Each hash function in our hash family has an underlying function
that maps each (character, hash position) pair to a pair of uniform random real numbers:
ρ : Σ ∪ {$} × {1, . . . , 8d/(1 − pa ) + 6 log n} → [0, 1) × [0, 1).9 We discuss how to store these
functions and relax the assumption that these are real numbers in Section 4.5.
The only randomness used in our hash function is given by the underlying function. 10
In particular, this means that two hash functions h1 and h2 have identical outputs on all
strings if their underlying functions ρ1 and ρ2 are identical. Thus, we pick a random function
from our hash family by sampling a random underlying function. We use hρ (x) to denote
the hash of x using underlying function ρ.
The key idea behind the underlying function is that the random choices made by the
hash depend only on the current character seen in the input string, and the current length of
the output string. This means that if two strings are aligned – in particular, if the “current”
character of x matches the “current” character of y – the hash of each will make the same
random choices, so the hashes will stay the same until there is a mismatch. This is the
“oblivious synchronization mechanism” used in the CGK embedding [8].

3.1

How to Hash

A hash function h is selected from the family H by sampling a random underlying function ρ.
We denote the hash of a string x using ρ as hρ (x). The remainder of this section describes
how to determine hρ (x) for a given x and ρ.
To hash x, the first step is to append $ to the end of x to obtain x ◦ $. We will treat
x ← x ◦ $ as the input string from now on – in other words, we assume that x is $-terminal.
Let i be the current index of x being scanned by the hash function. We will build up hρ (x)
character-by-character, storing intermediate values in a string s. The hash begins by setting
i = 0, and s to the empty string.

9

Adding $ to the alphabet allows us to hash past the end of a string – this helps with edits that append
characters.
10
In fact, the underlying function is a generalization of the random string used in the CGK embedding.
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Algorithm 1 Calculating hρ (x).
1: i ← 0
2: Create an empty string s
3: while i < |x| and |s| < 8d/(1 − pa ) + 6 log n do
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

(r1 , r2 ) ← ρ(xi , |s|)
if r1 ≤ pa then
Append ⊥ to s
else if r2 ≤ pr then
Append ⊥ to s
i←i+1
else
Append xi to s
i←i+1
return s

x = abc
h(x) = ⊥a⊥⊥⊥⊥
y = bac
h(y) = ⊥a⊥⊥⊥⊥
z = cba
h(z) = c⊥⊥a$

xi

|s|

a
b
c
$

0
(0.1, 0.7)
(0.6, 0.3)
(0.7, 0.6)
(0.1, 0.4)

1
(0.9, 0.6)
(0.8, 0.3)
(0.5, 0.9)
(0, 0.1)

2
(0.1, 0.7)
(0.8, 0.2)
(0.1, 0.9)
(0.1, 0.3)

3
(0.6, 0.8)
(0.9, 0.4)
(0.2, 0.8)
(0.8, 0.7)

4
(0.2, 0.3)
(0.1, 0.1)
(0.7, 0.4)
(0.9, 0.5)

5
(0.5, 0.6)
(0.1, 0.5)
(0.4, 0.6)
(0.6, 0)

Figure 1 Example of how to hash three strings x, y, and z with underlying function ρ1 (given in
the table on the right). We use Σ = {a, b, c} and p = 1/8, so pa = 1/3 and pr = 1/2. For simplicity,
we round the values of ρ1 to the first decimal place, and only give ρ1 for |s| ≤ 5.

The hash function repeats the following process while i < |x| and11 |s| < 8d/(1 − pa ) +
6 log n. The hash first stores the current value of the underlying function based on xi and |s|
by setting (r1 , r2 ) ← ρ(xi , |s|). The hash performs one of three actions based on r1 and r2 ;
in each case one character is appended to the string s. We name these cases a hash-insert,
hash-replace, and hash-match.
If r1 ≤ pa , hash-insert: append ⊥ to s.
If r1 > pa and r2 ≤ pr , hash-replace: append ⊥ to s and increment i.
If r1 > pa and r2 > pr , hash-match: append xi to s and increment i.
When i ≥ |x| or |s| ≥ 8d/(1 − pa ) + 6 log n, the hash stops and returns s as hρ (x).
We provide pseudocode for this method in Algorithm 1, and an example hash in Figure 1.

4

Analysis

In this section we show how analyze the hash given in Section 3, proving Theorems 1 and 2.
We begin in Section 4.1 with some structure that relates hash collisions between two
strings x and y with sequences of edits that transform x into y. We use this to bound the
probability that x and y collide in Section 4.2. With this we can prove our main results in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4. Finally we discuss how to store the underlying functions in Section 4.5.

11

The requirement |s| < 8d/(1 − pa ) + 6 log n is useful to bound the size of the underlying function in
Section 4.5. We show in Lemma 6 that this constraint is very rarely violated.
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4.1

Interpreting the Hash

In this section, we discuss when two strings x and y hash (with underyling function ρ) to
the same string hρ (x) = hρ (y).
We define three sequences to help us analyze the hash. In short, the transcript of x and
ρ lists the decisions made by the hash function as it scans x using the underlying function ρ.
The grid walk of x, y, and ρ is a sequence based on the transcripts (under ρ) of x and y – it
consists of some edits, and some extra operations that help keep track of how the hashes of
x and y interact. Finally, the transformation of x, y, and ρ is a sequence of edits based on
the grid walk of x, y, and ρ.
Using these three sequences, we can set up the basic structure to bound the probability
that x and y hash together using their edit distance. We use these definitions to analyze the
probability of collision in Section 4.2.
Transcripts. A transcript is a sequence of hash operations: each element of the sequence is
a hash-insert, hash-replace, or hash-match. Essentially, the transcript of x and ρ, denoted
τ (x, ρ), is a log of the actions taken by the hash on string x using underlying function ρ.
We define an index function i(x, k, ρ). The idea is that i(x, k, ρ) is the value of i when
the kth hash character is written when hashing x using underlying function ρ.
We set i(x, 0, ρ) = 0 for all x and ρ. Let (r1,k , r2,k ) = ρ(xi(x,k,ρ) , k). We can now
recursively define both τ (x, ρ) and i(x, k, ρ). We denote the kth character of τ (x, ρ) using
τk (x, ρ).
If r1,k ≤ pa , then i(x, k + 1, ρ) = i(x, k, ρ), and τk (x, ρ) = hash-insert.
If r1,k > pa and r2,k ≤ pr , then i(x, k + 1, ρ) = i(x, k, ρ) + 1, and τk (x, ρ) = hash-replace.
If r1,k > pa and r2,k > pr , then i(x, k + 1, ρ) = i(x, k, ρ) + 1, and τk (x, ρ) = hash-match.
A transcript τ (x, ρ) is complete if |τ (x, ρ)| < 8d/(1 − pa ) + 6 log n.
▶ Lemma 6. For any string x of length d, Prρ [τ (x, ρ) is complete] ≥ 1 − 1/n2 .
Proof. If τ (x, ρ) has ℓ hash-insert operations, then |τ (x, ρ)| ≤ d+ℓ. We bound the probability
that ℓ > 7d/(1 − pa ) + 6 log n.
For each character in x, we can model the building of τ (x, ρ) as a series of independent
coin flips. On heads (with probability pa ), ℓ increases; on tails the process stops. Thus we
expect 1/(1 − pa ) hash-insert operations for each character of x, and at most d/(1 − pa )
hash-insert operations overall.
Using standard multiplicative Chernoff bounds (i.e. [30, Exercise 4.7]), the probability
that ℓ > 7d/(1 − pa ) + 6 log n is at most exp(−(6d(1 − pa ) + 6 log n)/3) < 1/n2 .
◀

Grid Walks. A grid walk g(x, y, ρ) for two strings x and y and underlying function ρ is a
sequence that helps us examine how hρ (x) and hρ (y) interact – it is a bridge between the
transcript of x, y and ρ, and the transformation induced by x, y, and ρ (which is a sequence
of edits). We formally define the grid walk, and discuss how it corresponds to a random walk
in a graph. This graph is closely based on the dynamic programming table for x and y.
The grid walk is a sequence of length max{|τ (x, ρ)|, |τ (y, ρ)|}. The grid walk has an
alphabet of size 6: each character is one of {insert, delete, replace, loop, match, stop}. At
a high level, insert, delete, and replace correspond to string edits – for example, insert
corresponds to the index of x being incremented while the index of y stays the same (as if
we inserted the corresponding character into y). loop corresponds to both strings writing ⊥
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a

b

c

$

c
a
b
$

stop
Figure 2 This figure shows G(x, y) for x = abc$ and y = cab$. For clarity, all edge labels are
ommited and stop edges are partially transparent.

(i, j)
loop

(i + 1, j)

tc

ma
h

stop

e

(a)

ac

pl

(i, j + 1)

loop

(i + 1, j)

re

insert

stop

(i, j)
delete

(i, j + 1)

(i + 1, j + 1)
(b)

(i + 1, j + 1)

stop

Figure 3 The edges for a single node (i, j) with i < |x| − 1 and j < |y| − 1. (a) represents the
edges if xi ̸= yj ; (b) represents the edges if xi = yj .

without increasing i; the process “loops” and we continue with nothing changed except the
length of the hash. match corresponds to the case when both hashes simultaneously evaluate
the same character – after a sequence of loop operations, they will match by both writing
out either the matching character or ⊥ to their respective hashes. stop is a catch-all for all
other cases: the strings write out different characters, the hashes are no longer equal, and
the analysis stops.
We define a directed graph G(x, y) to help explain how to construct the walk. Graph
G(x, y) is a directed graph with |x||y| + 1 nodes, corresponding roughly to the dynamic
programming table between x and y. We label one node as the stop node. We label the
other |x||y| nodes using two-dimensional coordinates (i, j) with 0 ≤ i < |x|, and 0 ≤ j < |y|.
We now list all arcs between nodes. We label each with a grid walk character; this will
be useful for analyzing g(x, y, ρ). Consider an (i, j) with 0 ≤ i < |x| − 1 and 0 ≤ j < |y| − 1.
For any (i, j) with xi ̸= yj , we place five arcs:
a delete arc from (i, j) to (i + 1, j),
a replace arc from (i, j) to (i + 1, j + 1),
an insert arc from (i, j) to (i, j + 1),
a loop arc from (i, j) to (i, j), and
a stop arc from (i, j) to the stop node.
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Table 1 This table defines a grid walk for non-matching characters in strings x and y, given the
corresponding transcripts.
τk (x, ρ)

τk (y, ρ)

gk (x, y, ρ)

hash-replace
hash-replace
hash-insert
hash-insert
hash-match
-

hash-replace
hash-insert
hash-replace
hash-insert
hash-match

replace
delete
insert
loop
stop
stop

These arcs are shown in Figure 3a. For any (i, j) with xi = yj , we place two edges: a match
arc from (i, j) to (i + 1, j + 1), and a loop arc from (i, j) to (i, j); see Figure 3b.
The rightmost and bottommost nodes of the grid are largely defined likewise, but arcs
that lead to nonexistent nodes instead lead to the stop node.12 For 0 ≤ j < |y| − 1 there
is an insert arc from (|x| − 1, j) to (|x| − 1, j + 1) a stop arc, delete arc, and replace
arc from (|x| − 1, j) to the stop node, and a loop arc from (|x| − 1, j) to (|x| − 1, j). For
0 ≤ i < |x| − 1, there is a delete arc from (i, |y| − 1) to (i + 1, |y| − 1), a stop arc, an insert
arc, and a replace arc from (i, |y| − 1) to the stop node, and a loop arc from (i, |y| − 1) to
(i, |y| − 1). Finally, node (|x| − 1, |y| − 1) has a loop arc to (|x| − 1, |y| − 1). See Figure 2.
The stop node has (for completeness) six self loops with labels match, insert, replace,
delete, loop, and stop.
We now define the grid walk g(x, y, ρ). We will use G(x, y) to relate g(x, y, ρ) to hρ (x)
and hρ (y) in Lemmas 7 and 8.
We determine the kth character of g(x, y, ρ), denoted gk (x, y, ρ), using τk (x, ρ) and
τk (y, ρ), as well as xi(x,k,ρ) and yi(y,k,ρ) . For k > min{|τ (x, ρ)|, |τ (y, ρ)|}, gk (x, y, ρ) = stop.
If xi(x,k,ρ) ̸= yi(y,k,ρ) , we define gk (x, y, ρ) using Table 1.
If xi(x,k,ρ) = yi(y,k,ρ) , then τk (x, ρ) = τk (y, ρ). If τk (x, ρ) = τk (y, ρ) is a hash-insert, then
gk (x, y, ρ) = loop; otherwise, gk (x, y, ρ) = match.
We say that a grid walk is complete if both τ (x, ρ) and τ (y, ρ) are complete. We say that
a grid walk is alive if it is complete and it does not contain stop.
The next lemma motivates this definition: the grid walk defines a path through the grid
corresponding to the hashes of x and y.
▶ Lemma 7. Consider a walk through G(x, y) which at step i takes the edge with label
corresponding to gi (x, y, ρ). Assume k is such that the prefix g(x, y, ρ)[k] of length k is alive.
Then after k steps, the walk arrives at node (i(x, k, ρ), i(y, k, ρ)).
Proof. Our proof is by induction on k. We prove both that the walk arrives at node
(i(x, k, ρ), i(y, k, ρ)), and that the walk is well-defined: the next character in g(x, y, ρ) always
corresponds to an outgoing edge of the current node.
For the base case k = 0 the proof is immediate, since (i(x, 0, ρ), i(y, 0, ρ)) = (0, 0).
Furthermore, node (0, 0) has an outgoing match edge if and only if x0 = y0 (otherwise it
has an outgoing insert, delete, and replace edge); similarity, g0 (x, y, ρ) = match only if
x0 = y0 (the rest of the cases follow likewise).

12

Since x and y are $-terminal, these nodes never satisfy xi = yj except at (|x| − 1, |y| − 1)
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Assume that after k − 1 steps, the walk using g(x, y, ρ)[k − 1] arrives at node (i(x, k −
1, ρ), i(y, k − 1, ρ)). We begin by proving that the walk remains well-defined. We have
gk−1 (x, y, ρ) = match only if xi(x,k−1,ρ) = yi(y,k−1,ρ) ; in this case (i(x, k − 1, ρ), i(y, k − 1, ρ))
has an outgoing match edge. We have gk−1 (x, y, ρ) = insert (or delete or replace) only
if xi(x,k−1,ρ) =
̸ yi(y,k−1,ρ) ; again, node (i(x, k − 1, ρ), i(y, k − 1, ρ)) has the corresponding
outgoing edge. All nodes have outgoing loop and stop edges.
Now we show that after k steps, the walk using g(x, y, ρ)[k] arrives at node
(i(x, k, ρ), i(y, k, ρ)). We split into five cases based on gk−1 (x, y, ρ) (if gk−1 (x, y, ρ) = stop
the lemma no longer holds).
replace: We have τk (x, ρ) = hash-replace, and τk (y, ρ) = hash-replace. Thus, i(x, k, ρ) =
i(x, k − 1, ρ) + 1 and i(y, k, ρ) = i(y, k − 1, ρ) + 1. In G(x, y), the edge labeled replace
leads to node (i(x, k − 1, ρ) + 1, i(y, k − 1, ρ) + 1).
match: We have τk (x, ρ) = hash-replace, and τk (y, ρ) = hash-replace. Thus, i(x, k, ρ) =
i(x, k − 1, ρ) + 1 and i(y, k, ρ) = i(y, k − 1, ρ) + 1. In G(x, y), the edge labeled match
leads to node (i(x, k − 1, ρ) + 1, i(y, k − 1, ρ) + 1).
delete: We have τk (x, ρ) = hash-replace, and τk (y, ρ) = hash-insert. Thus, i(x, k, ρ) =
i(x, k − 1, ρ) + 1 and i(y, k, ρ) = i(y, k − 1, ρ). In G(x, y), the edge labeled insert leads
to node (i(x, k − 1, ρ) + 1, i(y, k − 1, ρ)).
insert: We have τk (x, ρ) = hash-insert, and τk (y, ρ) = hash-replace. Thus, i(x, k, ρ) =
i(x, k − 1, ρ) and i(y, k, ρ) = i(y, k − 1, ρ) + 1. In G(x, y), the edge labeled insert leads
to node (i(x, k − 1, ρ), i(y, k − 1, ρ) + 1).
loop: We have τk (x, ρ) = hash-insert, and τk (y, ρ) = hash-insert. Thus, i(x, k, ρ) =
i(x, k − 1, ρ) and i(y, k, ρ) = i(y, k − 1, ρ). In G(x, y), the edge labeled loop leads to node
(i(x, k − 1, ρ), i(y, k − 1, ρ)).
◀
With this in mind, we can relate grid walks to hash collisions.
▶ Lemma 8. Let x and y be any two strings, and ρ be any underlying function where both
τ (x, ρ) and τ (y, ρ) are complete.
Then hρ (x) = hρ (y) if and only if g(x, y, ρ) is alive. Furthermore, if hρ (x) = hρ (y) then
the path defined by g(x, y, ρ) reaches node (|x|, |y|).
Proof. If direction: Assume that hρ (x) = hρ (y); we show that the path defined by g(x, y, ρ)
is alive and reaches (|x|, |y|).
First, g(x, y, ρ) must be alive: gk (x, y, ρ) = stop only when xi(x,k,ρ) ̸= yi(y,k,ρ) and
either τk (x, ρ) = hash-match or τk (y, ρ) = hash-match, or when k > min{|τ (x, ρ)|, |τ (y, ρ)|}.
Since xi(x,k,ρ) (resp. yi(y,k,ρ) ) is appended to the hash on a hash-match, this contradicts
hρ (x) = hρ (y). Furthermore, we must have |τ (x, ρ)| = |τ (y, ρ)| because |τ (x, ρ)| = |hρ (x)| =
|hρ (y)| = |τ (y, ρ)|.
Since τ (x, ρ) and τ (y, ρ) are complete, i(x, |τ (x, ρ)|−1, ρ) = |x| and i(y, τ (y, ρ)−1, ρ) = |y|.
Thus, by Lemma 7, the walk reaches (|x|, |y|).
Only If direction: We show that if hρ (x) ̸= hρ (y) then g(x, y, ρ) is not alive. Let k be
the smallest index such that the kth character of hρ (x) is not equal to the kth character
of hρ (y). At least one of these characters cannot be ⊥; thus either τk (x, ρ) = hash-match,
or τk (y, ρ) = hash-match. If xi(x,k,ρ) ̸= yi(x,k,ρ) , then gk (x, y, ρ) = stop and we are done.
Otherwise, xi(x,k,ρ) = yi(y,k,ρ) ; thus τk (x, ρ) = τk (y, ρ), and the kth character of both hρ (x)
and hρ (y) is xi(x,k,ρ) = yi(y,k,ρ) . But this contradicts the definition of k.
◀
We now bound the probability that the grid walk traverses each edge in G(x, y).
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▶ Lemma 9. Let x and y be any two strings, and for any k < 8d/(1 − pa ) + 6 log n let Ek be
the event that i(x, k, ρ) < |x|, i(y, k, ρ) < |y|, and xi(x,k,ρ) =
̸ yi(y,k,ρ) . Then if Prρ [Ek ] > 0,
the following four conditional bounds hold:
Pr[gk (x, y, ρ) = loop | Ek ] = p2a
ρ

Pr[gk (x, y, ρ) = delete | Ek ] = pa (1 − pa )pr
ρ

Pr[gk (x, y, ρ) = insert | Ek ] = pa (1 − pa )pr
ρ

Pr[gk (x, y, ρ) = replace | Ek ] = (1 − pa )2 p2r .
ρ

Proof. We have |τ (x, ρ)| > k and |τ (y, ρ)| > k from Ek . Thus:
Prρ (τk (x, ρ) = hash-insert | Ek ) = pa
Prρ (τk (x, ρ) = hash-replace | Ek ) = (1 − pa )pr
Prρ (τk (x, ρ) = hash-match | Ek ) = (1 − pa )(1 − pr ).
The respective probabilities for τk (y, ρ) hold as well. Combining these probabilities with
Table 1 gives the lemma.
◀
Transformations. We call a sequence of edits for a pair of strings x and y greedy if they can
be applied to x in order from left to right, and all operations are performed on non-matching
positions. We formally define this in Definition 10. With this in mind, we can simplify
a sequence of edits for a given x and y, with the understanding that they will be applied
greedily.
A transformation is a sequence of edits with position and character information removed:
it is a sequence consisting only of insert, delete, and replace. We let T (x, y) be the string
that results from greedily applying the edits in T to x when x does not match y. We say
that a transformation is valid for strings x and y if the total number of delete or replace
operations in T is at most |x|, and the total number of insert or replace operations in T
is at most |y|. The following definition formally defines how to apply these edits.
▶ Definition 10. Let x and y be two $-terminal strings, and let T be a transformation that
is valid for x and y.
If T is empty, T (x, y) = x. Otherwise we define T (x, y) inductively. Let T ′ = T [|T | − 1]
be T with the last operation removed, let σ = T|T |−1 be the last operation in T , and let i be
the smallest index such that the ith character of T ′ (x, y) is not equal to yi . Position i always
exists if T ′ (x, y) ̸= y because x and y are $-terminal; otherwise i = 0.13
We split into three cases depending on σ. If σ = insert, we obtain T (x, y) by inserting
yi at position i in T ′ (x, y). If σ = delete, we obtain T (x, y) by deleting the ith character of
T ′ (x, y). Finally, if σ = replace, we obtain T (x, y) by replacing the ith character of T ′ (x, y)
with yi .
We say that a transformation T solves x and y if T is valid for x and y, T (x, y) = y, and
for any i < |T |, the prefix T ′ = T [i] satisfies T ′ (x, y) ̸= y.
A classic observation is that edit distance operations can be applied from left to right,
greedily skipping all matches. The following lemma shows that this intuition applies to
transformations. Since Definition 10 does not allow characters to be appended onto the end
of x, we use the appended character $ to ensure that there is an optimal transformation
between any pair of strings.
13

The case where i is reset to 0 is included for completeness and will not be used in the rest of the paper.
It only occurs when x is first transformed into y, and then a sequence of redundant edits (such as an
equal number of inserts and deletes) are performed.
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▶ Lemma 11. Let x and y be two strings that do not contain $. Then if ED(x, y) = r,
there exists a transformation T of length r that solves x ◦ $ and y ◦ $, and
there does not exist any transformation T ′ of length < r that solves x ◦ $ and y ◦ $.
Proof. We prove a single statement implying the lemma: if Tb is the shortest transformation
that solves x ◦ $ and y ◦ $, then |Tb| = ED(x, y).
Let σ1 , . . . σr be the sequence of edits applied to x ◦ $ to obtain Tb(x ◦ $, y ◦ $) in
Definition 10. These operations apply to increasing indices i because Tb is the shortest
transformation satisfying Tb(x ◦ $, y ◦ $). Let σi be the last operation that applies to an index
i < |x|. Let yb = Tb[i + 1](x ◦ $, y ◦ $) be the string obtained after applying the operations of Tb
through σi . Clearly, x is a prefix of yb. We claim that because Tb is the shortest transformation,
the operations in Tb after σi must be |b
y | − |x| − 1| insert operations. Clearly there must be
at least |b
y − |x| − 1| operations after σi because i is increasing and only one character in yb
matches the final character $ of x. By the same argument, if Tb has any insert or replace
operations it cannot meet this bound.
With this we have ED(x, y) ≤ |Tb| because we can apply σ1 , . . . , σi , followed by |b
y − |x| − 1|
b
insert operations to x to obtain y. This totals to |T | operations overall.
We also have ED(x, y) ≥ |Tb| by minimality of Tb because any sequence of edits applied to
x that obtains y will obtain y ◦ $ when applied to x ◦ $.
◀
For a given x, y, and ρ, we obtain the transformation induced by x, y, and ρ, denoted
T (x, y, ρ), by removing all occurrences of loop and match from g(x, y, ρ) if g(x, y, ρ) is alive.
Otherwise, T (x, y, ρ) is the empty string.
In Lemma 12 we show that strings x and y collide exactly when their induced transformation T solves x and y. This can be seen intuitively in Figure 2 – the grid walk is essentially
a random walk through the dynamic programming table.
▶ Lemma 12. Let x and y be two distinct strings and let T = T (x, y, ρ). Then hρ (x) = hρ (y)
if and only if T solves x and y.
Proof. If direction: Assume T solves x and y. Since x ̸= y, T must be nonempty; thus
g(x, y, ρ) is alive. By Lemma 8, hρ (x) = hρ (y).
Only If direction: Assume hρ (x) = hρ (y); by Lemma 8 g(x, y, ρ) is alive.
Let g(x, y, ρ)[k] be the prefix of g(x, y, ρ) of length k, and let T k be g(x, y, ρ)[k] with loop
and match removed. We prove by induction that T k (x[i(x, k, ρ)], y[i(y, k, ρ)]) = y[i(y, k, ρ)].
This is trivially satisfied for k = 0.
Assume that T k−1 (x[i(x, k − 1, ρ)], y[i(y, k − 1, ρ)]) = y[i(y, k − 1, ρ)]. We split into five
cases based on the kth operation in g(x, y, ρ).
match: We must have xi(x,k−1,ρ) = yi(y,k−1,ρ) and T k = T k−1 . Furthermore, i(x, k, ρ) =
i(x, k − 1, ρ) + 1 and i(y, k, ρ) = i(y, k − 1, ρ) + 1. Thus T k (x[i(x, k, ρ)], y[i(y, k, ρ)]) =
T k−1 (x[i(x, k − 1, ρ)], y[i(y, k − 1, ρ)]) ◦ xi(x,k−1,ρ) = y[i(y, k, ρ)].
insert: We have i(x, k, ρ) = i(x, k − 1, ρ) and i(y, k, ρ) = i(y, k − 1, ρ) + 1. Thus,
T k−1 (x[i(x, k, ρ)], y[i(y, k, ρ)]) = y[i(y, k − 1, ρ)] and y[i(y, k, ρ)] differ only in the last
character. Then T k (x[i(x, k, ρ)], y[i(y, k, ρ)]) = T k−1 (x[i(x, k − 1, ρ)], y[i(y, k − 1, ρ)]) ◦
yi(y,k,ρ)−1 = y[i(y, k, ρ)].
replace: We have i(x, k, ρ) = i(x, k − 1, ρ) + 1 and i(y, k, ρ) = i(y, k − 1, ρ) + 1. Thus,
T k−1 (x[i(x, k, ρ)], y[i(y, k, ρ)]) = y[i(y, k − 1, ρ)] ◦ xi(x,k,ρ)−1 and y[i(y, k, ρ)] differ only
in the last character. By definition, the final character of T k−1 (x[i(x, k, ρ)], y[i(y, k, ρ)]
is replaced with yi(y,k,ρ)−1 , obtaining T k (x[i(x, k, ρ)], y[i(y, k, ρ)]) = y[i(y, k − 1, ρ)] ◦
yi(y,k,ρ)−1 = y[i(y, k, ρ)].
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delete: We have i(x, k, ρ) = i(x, k − 1, ρ) + 1 and i(y, k, ρ) = i(y, k − 1, ρ). Thus,
T k−1 (x[i(x, k, ρ)], y[i(y, k, ρ)]) = y[i(y, k − 1, ρ)] ◦ xi(x,k,ρ)−1 and y[i(y, k, ρ)] differ only in
the last character (which is deleted). Then T k (x[i(x, k, ρ)], y[i(y, k, ρ)]) = T k−1 (x[i(x, k −
1, ρ)], y[i(y, k − 1, ρ)]) = y[i(y, k, ρ)].
loop: We have i(x, k, ρ) = i(x, k − 1, ρ), i(y, k, ρ) = i(y, k − 1, ρ), and T k = T k−1 . We
immediately obtain T k (x[i(x, k, ρ)], y[i(y, k, ρ)]) = y[i(y, k, ρ)].
By Lemma 8, g(x, y, ρ) reaches node (|x|, |y|), so the above shows that with k = |g(x, y, ρ)|,
T (x, y) = y.
◀
We are finally ready to prove Lemma 13, which forms the basis of our performance
analysis.
▶ Lemma 13. For any $-terminal strings x and y, let T be a transformation of length t that
is valid for x and y. Then
pt − 1/n2 ≤ Pr[T is a prefix of T (x, y, ρ)] ≤ pt .
ρ

Proof. Define a grid sequence to be a sequence of grid walk operations.
Let GT be the set of all grid sequences g such that g does not contain stop, and deleting
loop and match from g results in a transformation Tg such that T is a prefix of Tg . Then by
definition, if T is a prefix of T (x, y, ρ) then g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT ; furthermore, if g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT
and g(x, y, ρ) is complete, then T is a prefix of T (x, y, ρ).
We begin by proving that Prρ [g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT ] = pt . We prove this by induction on t;
t = 0 is trivially satisfied. We assume that for any transformation T ′ of length |T ′ | = t − 1,
we have Prρ [g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT ′ ] = pt−1 , and prove the above for any T with |T | = t.
Let σ be the last operation in T , and let T ′ = T [|T | − 1] be T with σ removed. Thus,
g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT only if there exist (possibly empty) grid sequences g ′ and g ′′ satisfying
g ′ ∈ GT ′ ,
g ′′ consists of loop and match operations concatenated onto the end of g ′ ◦ σ, ending
with a match operation if g ′′ is nonempty, and
g(x, y, ρ) consists of zero or more loop operations concatenated onto g ′′ .
By definition of conditional probability,
Pr[g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT ] =

X
X
′
′′
′
′′
Pr[g ∈ GT ′ ] ·
Pr[g ∈ GT | g ∈ GT ′ ] Pr[g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT | g ∈ GT ] .
g′

g ′′

We bound these terms one at a time.
Clearly there is only one g ′ satisfying the conditions, which can be obtained by taking the
prefix of g(x, y, ρ) before the final insert, delete, or replace operation. By the inductive
P
hypothesis, g′ Pr[g ′ ∈ GT ′ ] = pt−1 .
We now bound Pr[g ′′ ∈ GT | g ′ ∈ GT ′ ]. The conditional means that we can invoke
Lemma 9 (as Pr[Ek ] = pt−1 > 0).
We have Pr[g ′′ ∈ GT | g ′ ∈ GT ′ ] = Pr[g ′′ ∈ GT | g ′ ◦ σ ∈ GT ] Pr[g ′ ◦ σ ∈ GT | g ′ ∈ GT ′ ].
We split into two cases depending on σ. Recall that pr = pa /(1 − pa ). Since T is valid,
if σ = delete or σ = replace we cannot have i(x, k, ρ) = |x| − 1; similarly if σ = insert
or σ = replace we cannot have i(y, k, ρ) = |y| − 1. Then by Lemma 9, if σ = delete or
σ = insert, Pr(g ′ ◦ σ ∈ GT | g ′ ∈ GT ′ ) = pa (1 − pa )pr = p2a . Similarly, if σ = replace,
Pr(g ′ ◦ σ ∈ GT | g ′ ∈ GT ′ ) = (1 − pa )2 p2r = p2a . For any k such that i(x, k, ρ) = i(y, k, ρ),
gk (x, y, ρ) ̸= stop by definition; meanwhile, if i(x, k, ρ) ̸= i(y, k, ρ) then gk (x, y, ρ) ̸= match.
P
Thus, g′′ Pr(g ′′ ∈ GT | g ′ ◦ σ ∈ GT ) = 1.
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Finally we bound Pr[g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT | g ′′ ∈ GT ]. Let ℓ be the number of operations
concatenated onto g ′′ to obtain g(x, y, ρ). Then by Lemma 9,
X
2
Pr[g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT | g ′′ ∈ GT ] =
p2ℓ
a = 1/(1 − pa ).
ℓ

Multiplying the above bounds, we have Pr[g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT ] = pt−1 p2a /(1 − p2a ). Noting
that p = p2a /(1 − p2a ), we obtain Pr[g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT ] = pt .
We have that if T is a prefix of T (x, y, ρ) then g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT ; thus
Pr[T is a prefix of T (x, y, ρ)] ≤ pt .
ρ

Meanwhile, T is a prefix of T (x, y, ρ) if g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT and g(x, y, ρ) is complete. By the
inclusion-exclusion principle,
Pr[T is a prefix of T (x, y, ρ)] = Pr[g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT ] + Pr[g(x, y, ρ) is complete] −
Pr[g(x, y, ρ) ∈ GT or g(x, y, ρ) is complete] ≥ pt + Pr[g(x, y, ρ) is complete] − 1.
We have that Pr[g(x, y, ρ) is complete] = 1 − Pr[τ (x, ρ) or τ (y, ρ) is not complete]. By union
bound and Lemma 6, Pr[g(x, y, ρ) is complete] ≥ 1 − 2/n2 . Substituting,
Pr[T is a prefix of T (x, y, ρ)] ≥ pt − 2/n2 .
◀

4.2

Bounds on Collision Probabilities

We can now bound the probability that two strings collide.
▶ Lemma 14. If x and y satisfy ED(x, y) ≤ r, then Prρ (hρ (x) = hρ (y)) ≥ pr − 2/n2 .
Proof. Because ED(x, y) ≤ r, by Lemma 11 there exists a transformation T of length r that
solves x and y. By Lemma 13, h induces T on x and y (which is sufficient for h(x) = h(y)
by Lemma 12) with probability pr − 2/n2 .
◀
The corresponding upper bound requires that we sum over many possible transformations.
▶ Lemma 15. If x and y satisfy ED(x, y) ≥ cr, then Prρ (hρ (x) = hρ (y)) ≤ (3p)cr .
Proof. Let T be the set of all transformations that solve x and y. By Lemma 12 and
Lemma 13,
X
Pr (h(x) = h(y)) =
p|T | .
h∈H

T ∈T

Thus, we want to find the T (for the given x and y) that maximizes this probability.
Since all pairs T1 , T2 ∈ T solve x and y, there is no pair T1 , T2 ∈ T such that T1 is a
prefix of T2 . Thus, T can be viewed as the leaves of a trie of branching factor at most 3,
where each leaf has depth at least cr.
We show that without loss of generality all leaves are at depth cr. Consider a leaf T1 at
the maximum depth of the trie i > cr, and its siblings T2 and T3 if they exist. Collapse this
leaf and its siblings, replacing them instead with a leaf Tp corresponding to their parent in
the trie; call the resulting set T ′ . Since we have added a transformation of length i − 1 and
removed at most three of length i, this changes the total cost of T by at least pi−1 − 3pi ;
this is positive since p ≤ 1/3. Repeating this process results in a set TM with all nodes at
depth cr, where TM gives larger collision probability than the original set T .
There are at most 3cr transformations in TM , each of length cr. Thus Prh∈H (h(x) =
h(y)) ≤ 3cr pcr .
◀
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The following special case is not used in our similarity search bounds, but may be useful
in understanding performance on some datasets. In short, strings that do not have any
matching characters achieve better performance bounds. It would be interesting to see if
this analysis can be extended to other special cases.
▶ Lemma 16. Let x and y be two $-terminal strings with ED(x, y) ≥ cr such that for all
cr
i < |x| − 1 and j < |y| − 1, xi ̸= yj . Then Prρ (hρ (x) = hρ (y)) ≤ (2p/(1 − p)) .
Proof. Let x
b and yb be arbitrary $-terminal strings of length cr with no other characters in
common. We use grid walks on G(b
x, yb) to reason about grid walks on G(x, y).
Let GR(i, j) be the set of all grid walks reaching node (i, j) in G(b
x, yb). Let W (i, j) =
Pr[g(b
x, yb, ρ) ∈ GR(i, j)]. We have W (0, 0) = 1.
Clearly, GR(i, j) is a subset of GR(i − 1, j) ∪ GR(i − 1, j − 1) ∪ GR(i, j − 1). In fact,
using a case-by-case analysis essentially identical to that of Lemma 13,
W (i, j) ≤ p · W (i − 1, j) + p · W (i − 1, j − 1) + p · W (i, j − 1).
We take W (i∗ , −1) = 0 = W (−1, j ∗ ) for all i∗ and j ∗ so that we can state this recursion
without border cases.
We show by induction that if max i, j = ℓ, then W (i, j) ≤ (2p/(1 − p))ℓ . This is already
satisfied for ℓ = 0.
Assume that the induction is satisfied for all W (i∗ , j ∗ ) with max{i∗ , j ∗ } = ℓ − 1. For all
(i, j) such that max{i, j} = ℓ, at most two of (i − 1, j − 1), (i − 1, j), and (i, j − 1) have max
ℓ − 1; the remaining pair has max ℓ. Thus

W (i, j) ≤ p

2p
1−p

ℓ−1


+p

2p
1−p

ℓ−1


+p

2p
1−p

ℓ


≤

2p
1−p

ℓ

All grid walks in G(x, y) that go through (|x| − 1, |y| − 1) must be in GR(|x| − 1, |y| − 1).
Since we must have max{|x|, |y|} = cr + 1, the proof is complete.
◀

4.3

Final Running Time for Approximate Similarity Search

In this section, we describe how to get from our LSH to an algorithm satisfying Definition 3,
proving Theorem 1.
Space and Preprocessing. To preprocess, we first pick R = Θ(1/p1 ) underlying hash functions ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρR . For each string x stored in the database, we calculate hρ1 (x), . . . , hρR (x),
and store them in a dictionary data structure for fast lookups (for example, these can be
stored in a hash table, where each hρ (x) has a back pointer to x). We set 1/p1 = 3r n1/c (see
e r n1+1/c ).
the discussion below), leading to space O(d3
We store the underlying functions ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . ρR so they can be used during queries. In
e
Section 4.5, we show that these functions can be stored in O(|Σ|dR)
space, which is a lower
order term if |Σ| = O(n).
In the common case that |Σ| = O(n/d), the underlying functions are cheap to store, and
we can further decrease the space. For each x, we can store a random log n-bit hash of
hρ (x) for all ρ, rather than the full hash string of length Θ(d). This gives a space bound of
e r n1+1/c + dn).
O(3
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Queries. For a given query q, we calculate h1 (q), h2 (q), . . . , hR (q). For each database string
x that collides with q (i.e. for each x such that there exists an i with hρi (q) = hρi (x)), we
calculate ED(x, q). We return x if the distance is at most cr. After repeating this for all R
underlying functions, we return that there is no close point.
Correctness of the data structure follows from the definition of p1 : if ED(q, x) ≤ r, then
after Θ(1/p1 ) independent hash functions, q and x collide on at least one hash function with
constant probability.
The cost of each repetition is the cost to hash, plus the number of database elements at
distance > cr that collide with q. The cost to hash is O(d/(1 − pa ) + log n) by definition,
and the cost to test if two strings have distance at most cr is O(dcr) by [36]. The number
of elements with distance > cr that collide with q is at most np2 in expectation. Thus our
total expected cost can be written
 

1
d
O
+ log n + (dcr)np2
.
p 1 1 − pa
This can be minimized (up to a factor O(log n)) by setting p2 = 1/ncr (recall that pa ≤ 1/2).
Thus, we set p2 = 1/ncr, which occurs at p = 1/(3(ncr)1/cr ). Using this value of p, we
get p1 ≥ pr = Ω(1/(r3r n1/c )).
e r n1/c ).
Putting this all together, the expected query time is O(d3

4.4

Approximate Nearest Neighbor

In this section we generalize Section 4.3 to prove Theorem 2. Let R = {i ∈
{1, . . . , d} | 3i n1/c ≤ n}. We build O(log n) copies of the data structure described in
Section 4.3 for each r∗ ∈ R.
Queries. We iterate through each r∗ ∈ R in increasing order, querying the data structure
as described above. If we find a string at distance at most cr∗ we stop and return it. If we
∗
reach an r∗ such that 3r n1/c > n, we simply scan through all strings to check which is the
closest.
Assume the actual nearest neighbor is at distance r. By Chernoff bounds, we succeed
with high probability when r∗ = r; that is, we return a string at distance at most cr. Thus,
Pr
e r n1/c ) with high probability.
e r∗ n1/c ) = O(d3
the cost is at most r∗ =1 O(d3
Space.
We build O(log n) copies of each data structure; thus the total space is
Pr∗ e r 1+1/c
2
2
e
e
O(d3
n
) = O(dn
) by definition of r∗ . We obtain preprocessing time O(dn
)
r=1
immediately.

4.5

Storing Underlying Functions

Our algorithm uses a large number of fully-random, real-number hashes; this causes issues
with the space bounds since we need to store each hash. In this section we relax this
assumption.
We modify ρ to hash to a uniformly random element of the set {0, ϵ, 2ϵ, . . . , 1}. Since
the domain of each ρ has size O(|Σ|(d + log n), this means that each ρ can be stored in
O(|Σ| log(1/ϵ)(d + log n)) bits of space.
Intuitively, setting ϵ = 1/n should not affect our query bounds, while still retaining the
space bounds of Theorems 1 and 2. We show this in Lemma 17.
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▶ Lemma 17. With pa and pr increased by ϵ = 1/n, and assuming d = O(n), if x and y
satisfy ED(x, y) ≤ r, then Pr(h(x) = h(y) ≥ Ω(pr −2/n2 ). If x′ and y ′ satisfy ED(x′ , y ′ ) ≥ cr
then Pr((h(x) = h(y)) ≤ O((3p)cr ).
Proof. For simplicity, we let pba = pa + ϵ and pbr = pr + ϵ.
r 1/c
Since p1 = Ω(1/(r3
n ), we have (omitting constants for simplicity) p = 1/(3n1/rc ).
p
Therefore, pa = 1/(1 + 3n1/rc ) ≫ 1/n, and thus pr = pa /(1 − pa ) ≫ 1/n. Thus, pa <
pba < pa (1 + 1/n) and pr < pbr < pr (1 + 1/n).
Let ϵ′ satisfy
p(1 − ϵ′ ) ≤

pba (1 − pba )pbr
≤ p(1 + ϵ′ )
(1 − pba 2 )

and

p(1 − ϵ′ ) ≤

(1 − pba )2 pbr 2
≤ p(1 + ϵ′ ).
(1 − pba 2 )

(1)

Then the proof of Lemma 13 gives that for any $-terminal strings x and y, and any transformation T of length t,
(p(1 − ϵ′ ))t − 1/n2 ≤ Pr[T is a prefix of T (x, y, ρ)] ≤ (p(1 + ϵ′ ))t .
ρ

So long as (1 ± ϵ′ )t = Θ(1) we are done. Clearly this is the case for ϵ′ = O(1/n) since
t ≤ 2d = O(n). We prove each bound in Equation (1) one term at a time for ϵ′ = O(1/n).
First inequality (recall that pa ≤ 1/2):
pba (1 − pba )pbr
pa pr
p
pa (1 − pa (1 + 1/n))pr
=p−
=p−
= p(1 − O(n))
>
1 − p2a
n(1 − p2a )
n(1 − pa )
(1 − pba 2 )
Second inequality:
pa (1 − pa )pr
pba (1 − pba )pbr
pa (1 + 1/n)2 (1 − pa )pr
=
<
2
2
1
−
(p
(1
+
1/n))
1/(1
+ 1/n)2 − p2a
(1 − pba )
a
pa (1 − pa )pr
pa (1 − pa )pr
=
<
1 − O(1/n2 ) − p2a
(1 − p2a )(1 − O(1/n2 ))
= p(1 + O(1/n2 ))
Third inequality (since pa ≤ 1/2, 2pa ≤ 4(1 − pa )2 ):
(1 − pba )2 pbr 2
(1 − pa (1 + 1/n))2 p2r
≥
2
(1 − pa 2 )
(1 − pba )
(1 − 2pa (1 + 1/n) + p2a (1 + 1/n)2 )p2r
=
(1 − pa 2 )
2
((1 − pa ) − 2pa /n)p2r
2pa p2r
>
=
p
−
(1 − pa 2 )
n(1 − pa 2 )
≥ p(1 − O(1/n))
Fourth inequality (this is largely the same as the second inequality):
(1 − pba )2 pbr 2
(1 − pa )2 pr (1 + 1/n)2
≤
= p(1 + O(1/n2 ))
1 − (pa (1 + 1/n))2
(1 − pba 2 )

◀
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One of the bottlenecks in parallel query processing is the cost of shuffling data across nodes in a
cluster. Ideally, given a distribution of the data across the nodes and a query, we want to execute
the query by performing only local computation and no communication: in this case, the query is
called parallel-correct with respect to the data distribution. Previous work studied this problem
for Conjunctive Queries in the case where the distribution scheme is oblivious, i.e., the location of
each tuple depends only on the tuple and is independent of the instance. In this work, we show
that oblivious schemes have a fundamental theoretical limitation, and initiate the formal study
of distribution schemes that are locality-aware. In particular, we focus on a class of distribution
schemes called co-hash distribution schemes, which are widely used in parallel systems. In co-hash
partitioning, some tables are initially hashed, and the remaining tables are co-located so that a join
condition is always satisfied. Given a co-hash distribution scheme, we formally study the complexity
of deciding various desirable properties, including obliviousness and redundancy. Then, for a given
Conjunctive Query and co-hash scheme, we determine the computational complexity of deciding
whether the query is parallel-correct. We also explore a stronger notion of correctness, called parallel
disjoint correctness, which guarantees that the query result will be disjointly partitioned across
nodes, i.e., there is no duplication of results.
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1

Introduction

Modern data management systems utilize the power of parallelism to efficiently process
huge datasets. These systems can often scale to hundreds, and even thousands of machines.
However, as the data and scale increases, massively parallel systems face a critical bottleneck:
the cost of communicating (or shuffling) data across different machines. The amount of data
shuffling required to process a given query depends on the initial data distribution, or data
partitioning. Given a query, it is desirable to obtain the query result with the minimum
possible shuffling of data, while making sure that no machine is overloaded. Ideally, we can
execute the query without any shuffling, by simply running it on the local fragment of each
machine/node, and then taking the union of all the results. This notion of being able to
execute queries with no data shuffling is called parallel correctness, or p-correctness for short,
and was first introduced in [3].
Previous works [3, 4, 9, 12, 13, 18] have studied the problem of p-correctness for different
classes of queries, including Conjunctive Queries (CQs), Unions of Conjunctive Queries
(UCQs), and Datalog programs. In all prior work, the data distribution is specified by a
distribution policy, where the location of each tuple depends only on the tuple, and not on
© Bruhathi Sundarmurthy, Paraschos Koutris, and Jeffrey Naughton;
licensed under Creative Commons License CC-BY 4.0
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the rest of the database. A distribution policy can hence be captured by a function P(t)
that maps a tuple t to a set of machines/nodes. Typical examples of distribution policies are
hash partitioning, where each relation in the database is hashed on a chosen subset of its
attributes, as well as hypercube partitioning [2, 3, 8, 12]. The latter distribution policy is
used for load-optimal single round algorithms that compute CQs [5, 15], when the initial
data distribution is arbitrary and thus any correct algorithm must take into account that
there is no knowledge of where the data lies.
In this paper, we consider a more general class of distribution schemes, captured by a
function P(t, I) that allocates a tuple using (possibly) additional information from the instance.
Distribution schemes that ignore I are called oblivious, and correspond to distribution policies.
Oblivious distribution schemes, although simple to understand, can often lead to suboptimal
partitioning, since the locality of the data across relations (or within the same relation) is
not exploited at all. As we will show in Section 3, any oblivious scheme that guarantees
p-correctness for some query q incurs a certain storage overhead that is unavoidable regardless
of the underlying instance.
To overcome this barrier, it is necessary to look into distribution schemes that are localityaware, in the sense that tuples are distributed taking into account tuples in other relations.
In practice, parallel data management systems partition data in smart ways [16, 17, 21] and
several parallel large-scale systems are deploying locality-aware data partitionings [7, 19, 20,
22, 23] to minimize, or even reduce to zero, the amount of data shuffling for a given query or
query workload.
Since it is generally infeasible to describe efficiently a non-oblivious distribution scheme,
in practice we are interested in schemes that can be concisely represented. In this work,
we will focus on a particular class of locality-aware distribution schemes that has been
widely adopted in practice called co-hashing. In such a scheme, a set of relations is initially
hash-partitioned. The tuples from the remaining relations are then collocated with tuples
from other relations according to specified join conditions. We illustrate co-hashing with an
example below:
▶ Example 1. Consider two binary relations R(A1 , A2 ) and S(B1 , B2 ). A co-hash scheme
partitions R by hashing on attribute A1 , and then distributes each tuple s from S to all
nodes that consist of a tuple r from R that joins with s on the join condition R.A2 = S.B1 .
The tuples of S that do not join with any tuple in R are hashed on attribute B1 . The
scheme is locality-aware since the nodes where a tuple from S is assigned depend on the
tuples that occur in R. It is easy to observe that, given the above co-hash scheme, the query
q(x, y, z) = R(z, x), S(x, y) is parallel-correct.
In a general co-hash scheme, we can chain together arbitrarily many relations, as long as we
are not introducing a cyclic dependency. Note also that a co-hash scheme strictly generalizes
(oblivious) schemes where each relation is hashed independently. Though co-hashing can
make join processing very efficient, determining whether a query is parallel-correct for a
given co-hash distribution scheme can be challenging, as illustrated in the example below:
▶ Example 2. Consider the setup from Example 1, together with a third table U (D1 ) that
is co-hashed with R on R.A2 = U.D1 . Let the tuples of U that do not join with R be hashed
on attribute D1 . Now, consider the Conjunctive Query q(x, y) = S(x, y), U (x). As we will
see later, this query is parallel correct for this co-hash scheme for any input instance.
Consider the naive approach of checking p-correctness for a CQ: look at one binary join
at-a-time, and check if this join appears somewhere in the co-hash scheme. This approach is
employed by the current state of the art technique [23], but it fails in this example, since
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S, U are not directly connected in the co-hash scheme (but only through R). Hence, the
system will conclude that data shuffling must be performed, even if it is not necessary. We
should note that p-correctness depends critically on how the non-joining tuples are handled.
For instance, if we choose to hash the non-joining tuples from S on attribute B2 instead, q is
not p-correct any more.
The notion of p-correctness guarantees that the union of the local results reconstructs the
query result. However, a query result may end up in multiple nodes, so obtaining the final
result may require an additional deduplication step. If we want to avoid this, we need to check
for a stronger condition, parallel disjoint correctness, or pd-correctness, which determines
whether tuples of a query result are disjointly partitioned across the nodes.
In addition to the correctness notions, we introduce and study in the context of co-hash
schemes two additional properties. The first property, obliviousness, tests whether a particular
relation can be oblivious in an otherwise non-oblivious scheme. This is important, because
such a relation can be easily maintained in a parallel setting. The second property, clustering,
tests whether tuples of a given relation that agree on a set of attributes are always located in
the same unique node. For example, relation R from Example 1 is clustered w.r.t. attribute
A1 . Note that this implies that any query that groups by A1 and aggregates can be computed
locally without any data shuffling. Clustering with respect to all attributes in a relation R
is equivalent to non-redundancy (i.e., each tuple in R is assigned to a unique node). For
instance, relation S from Example 1 exhibits redundancy, since an S-tuple can end up in
two (or more) nodes.
Our Contributions. In this paper, we study the formal foundations for locality-aware
distribution schemes. We next summarize our contributions.
1. Theoretical Framework. We introduce a general framework that captures localityaware distribution schemes. We describe several desirable properties, including pcorrectness, pd-correctness, obliviousness and clustering. Within this framework, we show
that oblivious schemes have a fundamental barrier on how well they can localize data.
2. Co-hash Schemes. We formalize the class of co-hash distribution schemes, which is
widely used in practice, by introducing the notion of a co-hash graph to concisely capture
how the input instance is distributed.
3. Deciding Properties: We study three properties of co-hash schemes: balancedness,
obliviousness and clustering. We first show how co-hash schemes can overcome the
limitations of oblivious schemes. Then, we show that we can decide both obliviousness
and clustering in polynomial time (in the size of the co-hash graph). We observe that
taking functional dependencies into account can lead to better reasoning about whether
a relation is clustered or not.
4. Parallel correctness: We study the complexity of determining parallel correctness for
co-hash schemes for the class of CQs. We distinguish two subproblems, depending on
whether we consider a specific instance, or we want to determine p-correctness across all
possible instances. We show that the former subproblem is Π2P -complete for CQs, but
coNP-complete when restricted to full CQs (CQs without projections). For the latter
subproblem, we show that it is NP-hard for general CQs, while for full CQs the complexity
drops to polynomial time.
5. Parallel disjoint correctness: Finally, we provide results for the complexity of
pd-correctness for CQs. Results for the instance-specific subproblem follows from pcorrectness. For the instance-independent subproblem, we show that pd-correctness for
full CQs can be determined in polynomial time (while it remains NP-hard for general
CQs).
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2

Preliminaries

Basics. We adopt the named definition of a relation: a relation is of the form R(A1 , . . . , Ar ).
Here, R is the relation name, and A1 , . . . , Ar are the attributes of the relation; we assume
that the attributes are disjoint across different relations. We say that ar(R) = r is the arity
of the relation. We denote the attribute set of a relation R by att(R). We also associate with
each relation R a collection of functional dependencies, which we denote by fd(R). Given a
subset of attributes A ⊆ att(R), we denote by A+ the fd closure of A w.r.t. the functional
dependencies in fd(R). A database schema Σ is a finite collection of relations.
We assume a (possibly infinite) domain dom. An instance of a relation R is a finite set
of tuples of the form R(a1 , . . . , ar ), where ai ∈ dom, and r is the arity of relation R. Given
a tuple t = R(a1 , . . . , ar ), and an attribute Ai , we write t[Ai ] to denote the value of t at the
position Ai , i.e. t[Ai ] = ai . We naturally extend this notation to t[A], where A ⊆ att(R). A
database instance I over a schema Σ is a collection of relation instances RI for each relation
R in the schema Σ.
Join Condition. Given two relations R, S, we define a join condition λ between R, S to
be a symmetric binary relation over att(R) ∪ att(S). Whenever (A, B), (B, A) ∈ λ, we will
simply write A = B. A join condition corresponds to an equi-join between R, S: for example,
the join condition {A1 = B1 , A2 = B2 } describes the equi-join R ⋊
⋉A1 =B1 ∧A2 =B2 S. This
formalization allows a join condition to contain equality on predicates that belong in the
same relation. Given a binary relation λ, we denote by λ⊕ the minimum equivalence relation
that contains λ.
▶ Example 3. Consider two relations R(A, B), S(C, D) and the join condition λ = {A =
C, B = C}. Then, the equivalence relation λ⊕ is {A = A, B = B, C = C, A = C, B = C,
A = B}.
Conjunctive Queries. A CQ is an expression of the form q(y) = R1 (x1 ), . . . , Rℓ (xℓ ). The
tuples y and x1 , . . . , xℓ consist of variables and/or constants. Here, q(y) is called the head,
R1 (x1 ), . . . , Rℓ (xℓ ) are called atoms and form the body. The symbols y, x1 . . . xℓ are vectors
that may contain variables or constants. The variables in the head must be a subset of the
variables that appear in the body. A CQ is full if every variable in the body appears in the
head as well, and it is boolean if the head contains no variables, i.e., it is of the form Q(). A
valuation v is a mapping from the variables in q to the constants in dom. We extend v to
be the identity mapping for constants. A valuation v satisfies q on instance I if for every
i = 1, . . . , ℓ, v(xi ) ∈ I. We define the output q(I) to be the set of all v(y), for a valuation v
that satisfies q on I.
Given a CQ q, a fractional edge packing is an assignment of a non-negative weight wi to
each atom Ri such that for each variable xi in q, the sum of the weights of the atoms that
contain xi is at most 1. The fractional edge packing number τ ∗ (q) is the maximum value of
P
the quantity i wi over all possible fractional edge packings of q.

3

Data Distribution Schemes

Let I be a database instance over a schema Σ. Given a set of p nodes, N = {1, 2, . . . , p}, our
goal is to distribute the tuples of I over these p nodes, such that each node i ∈ N receives a
subset Ii ⊆ I.
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▶ Definition 4 (Distribution Scheme). Let N = {1, 2, . . . , p} be a set of nodes, and Σ a
schema. A distribution scheme P is a function that takes as input an instance I over the
schema Σ and a tuple t ∈ I, and returns a set P(t, I) ⊆ N .
Given a distribution scheme P, we define the data chunk for node i as P(i) (I) = {t ∈ I |
i ∈ P(t, I)}. A distribution scheme can assign a tuple to the empty set, or even replicate a
tuple by assigning to multiple nodes. A distribution scheme is deterministic, but in practice
we often want to introduce randomness in how the input is distributed. We model this by
considering a family of distribution schemes P = {P1 , P2 , . . . } defined over the same set
of nodes N and the same schema Σ. Intuitively, to distribute the data we will choose a
distribution scheme from the family P uniformly at random.

3.1

Properties of Distribution Schemes

We next introduce several important properties that a distribution scheme can satisfy.
Obliviousness. A desirable property of a distribution scheme is that the set of nodes where
each tuple is assigned depends only on the relation it belongs to and its attribute values,
and not the entire instance.
▶ Definition 5 (Obliviousness). Let Σ be a schema, and R ∈ Σ. We say that R is oblivious
w.r.t. a family of distribution schemes P if for every P ∈ P it holds that P(t, I) = P(t, I ′ )
′
for every tuple t and pair of instances I, I ′ over schema Σ such that t ∈ RI , RI .
If every relation of the schema is oblivious w.r.t. P, we say that P is oblivious, and we
can simply express the distribution function as P(t) (for every P ∈ P). Such a scheme is
referred to as a distribution policy in [3, 4]. A standard example of an oblivious distribution
scheme is hash-partitioning, where each relation in the schema is hash-partitioned (according
to a subset of the attributes) independently of the other relations. Another example is the
Hypercube distribution scheme discussed in [3, 15].
An advantage of a distribution policy is that the location of each tuple can be decided by
just examining the particular tuple. On the other hand, as we will see later in this section, a
distribution policy often limits the way we can distribute data among the nodes, especially
when we want to increase the locality of the data in terms of join computation. Recent
work [23, 22, 7] has introduced distribution schemes that are not oblivious, and are designed
to support join computation locally.
Clustering. A second desirable property of a distribution scheme is that the tuples of a
relation R are clustered with respect to a set of attributes in R.
▶ Definition 6 (Clustering). Let Σ be a schema, R ∈ Σ and A ⊆ att(R). We say that R
is A-clustered w.r.t. a family of distribution schemes P over a set of nodes N if for every
P ∈ P, for every instance I, and any two tuples t, t′ ∈ RI such that t[A] = t′ [A], there exists
a (unique) node n ∈ N such that P(t, I) = P(t′ , I) = {n}.
In other words, if R is A-clustered, then all the tuples that have the same values for A
(i.e., are in the same group) always end up in the same node (and only one). In practice,
this means that any group-by query on R where the grouping attributes are a subset of A
can be computed locally, without any data shuffling. In the special case where A = att(R),
being A-clustered simply means that for every tuple t, |P(t, I)| = 1, or in other words that
there is no redundancy in the distribution of the tuples in R. In this case, we will say that R
is non-redundant w.r.t. to P.
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Balancedness. A third desirable property of a distribution scheme is that the storage
overhead is small, and the data is partitioned across the nodes in a balanced way. A
first attempt to model this would be using the replication factor, defined as r(P, I) =
P
maxP∈P i |P(i) (I)|/|I|. However, the trivial distribution scheme that sends all tuples to
a single node has perfect locality and the smallest possible replication factor (r = 1). To
overcome this problem, we define the notion of balancedness:
▶ Definition 7 (Balancedness). Let Σ be a schema, and N be a set of p nodes. The
balancedness of a family of distribution schemes P over Σ and N , and an instance I is


p
(i)
b(P, I) =
· EP∼P max |P (I)| .
i∈N
|I|
Here, P ∼ P means we sample uniformly at random a distribution scheme from P.
Intuitively, the balancedness tells us how much larger the (expected) maximum-sized
chunk is compared to |I|/p, which is what a perfect splitting of the data would achieve. Note
that we can define the balancedness at a relation-level as well. The lemma below gives some
intuition about the values that balancedness can take: it is at least as large as the replication
factor, but cannot exceed p.
▶ Lemma 8. r(P, I) ≤ b(P, I) ≤ p

3.2

Queries over Distribution Schemes

Given a distribution of an instance over the nodes, an important question is how a query q
can be computed over the given distribution. In this section, we introduce two notions that
capture when a distribution scheme is amenable to efficient distributed query computation.
First, we ask whether it is possible to compute a query q by performing exclusively local
computation, without any data shuffling. In the case that this is possible, we say that q is
parallel correct, following the definition in [3].
▶ Definition 9 (Parallel Correctness). Let P be a family of distribution schemes over schema
Σ and N = {1, . . . , p} nodes. A query q is parallel correct (p-correct) on instance I w.r.t. P
Sp
if for every P ∈ P, we have q(I) = i=1 q(P(i) (I)). A query q is p-correct w.r.t. P if it is
p-correct w.r.t. P on every instance I over Σ.
Parallel correctness implies that the query result is the union of the local query results
at each node. However, it is possible that a tuple is present in the local results of multiple
nodes (i.e., there is redundancy in the result). In this case, getting the correct result would
require a deduplication step after the result has been computed. To capture the case where
deduplication is not necessary, we need to define a stronger notion of parallel-correctness.
▶ Definition 10 (Parallel Disjoint Correctness). Let P be a family of distribution schemes
over schema Σ and N = {1, . . . , p} nodes. A query q is parallel disjoint correct (pd-correct)
w.r.t. P if for every P ∈ P and for every instance I over Σ, {q(P(i) (I))}i∈N is a partition
of the query result q(I).

3.3

Limitations of Oblivious Schemes

An ideal distribution scheme should be easy to compute (oblivious), cheap to store
(balancedness), and also able to minimize the amount of data shuffling in order to compute
a given query (parallel-correctness). With the next result, we show that there is a
fundamental limitation on what an oblivious distribution scheme can achieve. This result is
a straightforward corollary of existing lower bounds on parallel query evaluation [6].
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Figure 1 Depiction of a co-hash graph and the resulting data distribution. Figure (c) shows the
distribution of tuples induced by each of the co-hash trees. Each color corresponds to a different
node.

▶ Theorem 1. Let P be an oblivious family of distribution schemes over schema Σ and
nodes N = {1, . . . , p}. If a self-join-free join query q is parallel-correct w.r.t. P, then for
∗
every instance I, we have b(P, I) = Ω(p1−1/τ (q) ), where τ ∗ (q) is the fractional edge packing
number of q.
It is important to note that the bound holds for any instance I, even if the given instance
is easy to distribute efficiently. We should also remark that Theorem 1 holds even for
distribution schemes where a tuple t ∈ RI is distributed by taking all of RI into account
(but not any other relation). Hence, to overcome the lower bound from Theorem 1, the
distribution scheme has to use information from other relations in the instance.
▶ Example 11. Consider the conjunctive query q(x, y, z, w) = R(x, y), S(y, z), T (z, w). The
maximum fractional edge packing for q is τ ∗ = 2, hence Theorem 2 implies that any oblivious
scheme such that q is p-correct must have balancedness Ω(p1/2 ) for any instance I. We will
see in the next section how locality-aware distribution schemes can overcome this bound.

4

Co-Hashing

We now introduce a class of non-oblivious distribution schemes, which we call co-hash schemes,
that have been widely used in several practical settings [23, 22, 7].

4.1

Formal Framework

We start by recalling the definition of a rooted in-tree. A rooted in-tree is a directed tree
such that (i) a single designated vertex is called the root, and (ii) every other vertex points
towards the root.
ICDT 2021
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▶ Definition 12 (Co-Hash Graph). Let Σ be a schema. A co-hash graph G = (V, E, α, λ) for
Σ is an edge-labelled and vertex-labelled directed graph where:
the vertex set V consists of relations in Σ;
the label of a vertex R, denoted α(R), is a vector of attributes from att(R);
the label of an edge e = (R, S), denoted λ(e), is a join condition between R, S; and
the edge set E consists of the union of the disjoint sets of edges of the rooted in-trees.
Each rooted in-tree in G is called a co-hash tree. The root path of a vertex R is the unique
directed path from R to the root of its co-hash tree. A co-hash graph does not need to
include as vertices all relations from the schema. We will refer to the vertex label α(R) as
the hash signature of R, and denote the attribute at the i-th position as α(R)i .
▶ Example 13. Consider the schema: Σ = {R(A1 , A2 ), S(B1 , B2 ), T (C1 , C2 ), U (D1 )}, and a
co-hash tree with four vertices R, S, T, U . Let the vertex labels be: α(R) = ⟨A1 ⟩, α(S) =
⟨B1 ⟩, α(T ) = ⟨C1 ⟩, α(U ) = ⟨D1 ⟩.
There are three edges: eSR = (S, R) with join condition λ(eSR ) = {B1 = A2 }, eT S =
(T, S), with join condition λ(eT S ) = {C1 = B2 }, and eU R = (U, R) with join condition
λ(eU R ) = {D1 = A1 }. Figure 1a depicts the above co-hash tree.
Induced Distribution. We now explain how a co-hash graph G induces a family of
distribution schemes PG over a set of nodes N . Let I be an instance of the schema Σ.
For a tuple t ∈ R, we define its upwards join set J↑G (t, I) in G as follows. If R is a root of
some co-hash tree, then J↑G (t, I) = ∅. If R is not the root, then let S be its unique parent in
the co-hash tree. Then, J↑G (t, I) is the set of all tuples from S that join with t on the join
condition λ((R, S)).
For the following, we will assume a family of hash functions h = {h(1) , h(2) , . . .}, where
the hash function h(i) takes i attribute values as input and returns a value from N ; we will
simply use the notation h when the context is clear.
We can now define recursively the distribution scheme PhG of the instance I as specified
by the co-hash tree G and the hash family h. For every tuple t ∈ RI we define:
(
PhG (t, I) :=

h(t[α(R)1 ], t[α(R)2 ], . . . ),
S
h
s∈J G (t,I) PG (s, I),
↑

if J↑G (t, I) = ∅
otherwise.

In other words, if a tuple t has an empty upwards join set, then it is hash-partitioned
using the attributes in α(R). For simplicity of notation, we will often write α(t) to denote
the vector ⟨t[α(R)1 ], t[α(R)2 ], . . .⟩. If the upwards join set is not empty, then it is collocated
with every tuple in J↑G (t, I). The data distribution scheme is always well-defined, since we
require that the co-hash graph is a collection of disjoint rooted in-trees.
Given a co-hash graph G, we denote by PG = {PhG }h the family of all distribution schemes
PhG , parameterized by all possible hash functions.
▶ Example 14. Figure 1c depicts the induced data distribution on our example instance.
Since R is the root of the co-hash tree, the tuples of R will be hashed using attribute ⟨A1 ⟩.
For example, R(1, 2), R(1, 3) will always end up in the same node (color red). The tuples
from S will be co-hashed according to the join condition R.A2 = S.B1 . For instance, the
tuple S(3, 5) joins with two tuples from R, R(1, 3) and R(2, 3) and thus will be assigned to
where R(1, 3) is (red), and where R(2, 3) is (teal). On the other hand, the tuple S(8, 9) does
not join with any tuple from R, and hence it will be hashed on attribute ⟨B1 ⟩ (magenta).
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In the case where G has no edges, the resulting data distribution reduces to a hashpartitioning strategy, where each relation is distributed independently according to a subset
of its attributes.

4.2

Practical Considerations

Our definition of a co-hash distribution scheme is based on the concept of predicate-based
reference partitioning [23]. In the most general version, the join condition λ(e) can be any
predicate. However, as in [23], we restrict our study to equi-joins, since (i) they cover almost
all practical scenarios, (ii) other join conditions (e.g., disequality, inequality) may lead to
very large replication. We should note here a fundamental difference with [23]. If a tuple
in a non-root relation does not join with any tuple from its parent relation, we make sure
that the tuple is hashed. In predicate-based reference partitioning, such a tuple is instead
arbitrarily distributed to a node. However, this can hurt data locality, as the next example
shows.
▶ Example 15. Consider the query q(x, y) = S(x, y), U (x). As we will see in Section 6 q
is p-correct for the co-hash graph in Figure 1a. On the other-hand, if we do not specify
explicitly that the non-joining tuples of R, U are hashed according to B1 , D1 respectively,
the query would not be p-correct. To see this, consider the instance {S(a, b), U (a), R(c, d)}.
Note that the tuples S(a, b), U (a) satisfy q, but since neither of the two joins with R, they
will be assigned to arbitrary nodes.
The declarative framework of distribution constraints introduced in [11] also captures
predicate-based reference partitioning, but it cannot control how the non-joining tuples are
assigned to nodes as we do in this paper. As we show in the above example, this limitation
means that fewer queries may be p-correct for a given scheme.

4.3

Some Useful Notions

We next discuss notions and properties of co-hash graphs that will be used throughout the
paper.
▶ Definition 16 (Terminating Path). Let G be a co-hash graph, and I an instance. The tuple
sequence t0 → t1 → · · · → tk is a terminating path for t0 ∈ I if (i) for every j = 0, . . . , k − 1
we have tj+1 ∈ J↑G (tj , I), and (ii) J↑G (tk , I) = ∅.
Note that the above terminating path for t0 implies that t0 will be assigned to node
h(α(tk )) for the scheme PhG .
We also define a hash destination to be a vector of values that is passed to the hash
function h. For a tuple t ∈ I, H(t, I) is the set of hash destinations that is used to assign
tuple t to a node. For instance, if t ∈ RI and R is a root node in G with α(R) = ⟨A, B⟩,
then H(t, I) = {⟨t[A], t[B]⟩}.
Tuple Collocation. Given a co-hash graph G, an instance I and a set of tuples S ⊆ I, we
T
write I ▷G S if for every P ∈ PG we have s∈S P(s, I) ̸= ∅. In other words, I ▷G S if the
tuples from S are always collocated in some common node, no matter the choice of the hash
family. We show next that we can decide this problem in P. Intuitively, this holds because
of the acyclic structure of the co-hash graph.
▶ Lemma 17. Let G = (V, E, α, λ) be a co-hash graph, I be an instance, and S ⊆ I. Then,
we can decide in polynomial time whether I ▷G S.
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5
5.1

Properties of Co-hashing
Balancedness

We first discuss how co-hash schemes can overcome the lower bound for oblivious schemes.
▶ Example 18. Consider again the query we used in Example 11, q(x, y, z, w) =
R(x, y), S(y, z), T (z, w). Suppose that the relations R, S, T are distributed according to
the co-hash graph of Figure 1a. It is easy to see that q is parallel-correct.
We now turn into analyzing the balancedness of the distribution scheme induced by the
co-hash graph. Suppose that A1 is a key in R, B1 is a key in S, and C1 is a key in T ;
this is a common scenario, since many joins in practice are key-foreign key joins. In this
case, assuming that |I| ≫ p, one can show that the balancedness will be b = O(1), which is
asymptotically close to the best possible value of 1. On the other hand, as we showed in the
previous section, any oblivious scheme will have balancedness Ω(p1/2 ).
Our first result generalizes the above example. We show that if the hash signatures and
join conditions involve keys of the relations, balancedness is guaranteed to be constant. This
result captures a lot of real-world examples, since in practice co-hash graphs are constructed
by following the key-foreign key constraints of the schema.
▶ Lemma 19. Let G be a co-hash graph such that (i) for every edge e = (R, S), the attributes
in λ(e) form a superkey for R, and (ii) for every vertex R, the attributes in α(R) form a
superkey for R. Let I be an instance such that |I| ≫ p. Then, b(PG , I) = O(1).
Our second result shows that any (non-trivial) co-hash partitioning scheme has constant
balancedness when the input database has bounded degree. Formally, a bounded degree
database is one where the number of times each value appears in a tuple is bounded by a
constant d ∈ N. This is not a surprising result, since the constraint of bounded degree means
that each tuple can join with at most d other tuples. Contrast this result with oblivious
schemes, where even for bounded degree instances the balancedness is a non-constant function
of the number of nodes p.
▶ Lemma 20. Let G be a co-hash graph such that (i) no join conditions are empty, and (ii)
every hash signature is of size at least 1. Let I be a bounded degree instance with bound d
such that |I| ≫ p. Then b(PG , I) = O(dℓ ), where ℓ is the maximum height of a rooted in-tree
in G.

5.2

Obliviousness

Let Σ be a database schema and G a co-hash graph over Σ. The question we ask here is:
which relations in Σ are oblivious w.r.t. PG ?
CoHash-Oblivious
Input:
co-hash graph G, relation R
Question: Is R oblivious with respect to PG ?
Before we describe how we can decide the above property, we need some additional
technical machinery.
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▶ Definition 21 (Hash-Compatible). Let G = (V, E, α, λ) be a co-hash graph, and R, S ∈ V .
We say that R is hash-compatible with S w.r.t. an equivalence relation ρ over att, denoted
ρ |= R ∥ S, if:
1. α(R), α(S) have the same arity; and
2. for every position i, α(R)i =ρ α(S)i .
▶ Example 22. Consider the co-hash tree rooted at R in the co-hash graph presented in
Figure 1a. Consider relations R and S, and let ρ = {A1 = B1 , A2 = B1 }.
We claim that ρ⊕ |= R ∥ S. Indeed, |α(R)| = |α(S)| = 1, so the arities of R and S are
the same. Also, α(R)1 = A1 , α(S)1 = B1 , and A1 = B1 ∈ ρ⊕ . Hence, α(R)1 =ρ⊕ α(S)1 .
On the other hand, if ρ = {A2 = B1 }, then α(R)1 ̸=ρ⊕ α(S)1 , and ρ⊕ |= R ∥ S does not
hold.
e

e

e

e

1
2
▶ Lemma 23. Let G = (V, E, α, λ) be a co-hash graph, and R ∈ V . Let (R =)S0 →
S1 →
ek
⊕
. . . → Sk be the (unique) root path of R. If (λ(e1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ λ(ej )) |= R ∥ Sj for every node
j = 1, . . . , k, then for every hash family h and every instance I we have PhG (t, I) = {h(α(t))}.

We can now state the main theorem of this section.
1
2
▶ Theorem 2. Let G = (V, E, α, λ) be a co-hash graph, and R ∈ V . Let (R =)S0 →
S1 →
ek
. . . → Sk be the root path of R. The following are equivalent:

1. PG is oblivious for R.
2. R is hashed on α(R).
3. For every i = 1, . . . , k, we have ρi |= R ∥ Si , where ρi = (λ(e1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ λ(ei ))⊕ .
▶ Example 24. Consider the co-hash tree rooted at V in the co-hash graph presented in
Figure 1a. Consider relation X in the co-hash tree. The root path of X is X → V . We have
ρ1 = {G1 = E1 }, which means that ρ1 |= R ∥ V holds. Hence, condition (3) of Theorem 2
holds and X is oblivious.
▶ Proposition 1. CoHash-Oblivious is in P.

5.3

Clustering

In this section we consider whether a co-hash graph G induces a clustering of a relation in
the schema. Recall that by checking whether a relation is clustered, we implicitly also check
about the presence of redundancy.
CoHash-Clustered
Input:
co-hash graph G, relation R, A ⊆ att(R)
Question: Is R A-clustered w.r.t. PG ?
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Algorithm 1 Checking Clustering.
1: Input: G = (V, E, α, λ), R ∈ V , A ⊆ att(R)
e1

e2

ek

2: Let root path (R =)S0 → S1 → . . . → Sk
3: V0 ← A+
4: i ← 0
5: while i < k do
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

if ∃j s.t. α(Si )j ∈
/ Vi then
return false
if ∃(A, B) ∈ λ(ei+1 ) s.t. A ∈
/ Vi then
break
i++
Vi ← {B ∈ att(Si ) | ∃A ∈ Vi−1 : (A = B) ∈ λ(ei )}+

▷ (VC)
▷ (EC)

12: if i = k and ∃j : α(Sk )j ∈
/ Vk then
13:

return false

14: else

for j = i + 1, . . . , k do
16:
if (λ(e1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ λ(ej ))⊕ |= Si ∥ Sj then
17:
return false
18: return true ;
15:

▷ (HC)

An easy observation is that obliviousness implies that R is att(R)-clustered, and so it
is non-redundant. Indeed, from Theorem 2, an oblivious relation allocates each tuple to
exactly one location, and thus it is always non-redundant. The inverse is not true, as the
next example demonstrates.
▶ Example 25. Consider two relations, R(A1 , A2 ), S(B1 , B2 ), and a co-hash graph G =
(V, E, α, λ) with V = {R, S}, E = {(S, R)} and λ((S, R)) = {B1 = A1 }. Moreover, let
α(S) = ⟨B2 ⟩ and α(R) = ⟨A1 ⟩.
Observe first that S is not oblivious, since S is not hash-compatible with R w.r.t.
{B1 = A1 }⊕ . We will argue next that S is non-redundant. Consider any instance I and a
tuple s ∈ S I . If s does not join with any tuple in RI on A1 = B1 , then it is simply hashed on
⟨B2 ⟩ and is non-redundant. So suppose that s joins with tuples {r1 , . . . , rn } in RI . Hence,
s will end up in the nodes {h(r1 [A1 ]), . . . , h(rn [A1 ])}. However, for any two tuples ri , rj ,
we have ri [A1 ] = s[B1 ] = rj [A1 ], and hence h(r1 [A1 ]) = h(r2 [A1 ]) = · · · = h(rn [A1 ]), which
means that s will be assigned to exactly one node.
A second observation is that functional dependencies are now critical in deciding whether
there is redundancy (and in general clustering) in a relation or not.
▶ Example 26. Consider the same two relations R(A1 , A2 ) and S(B1 , B2 ), and a co-hash
graph G = (V, E, α, λ) with V = {R, S}, E = {(S, R)}, λ((S, R)) = {B1 = A1 }. Moreover,
let α(S) = ⟨B2 ⟩ and α(R) = ⟨A2 ⟩.
In contrast to the previous example, where the hash signature of R was ⟨A1 ⟩, S is now
redundant. However, if we add to relation R the functional dependency A1 → A2 , S becomes
non-redundant.
We now present an algorithm (Algorithm 1) that decides in polynomial time whether a
relation R is A-clustered for some A ⊆ att(R) (and hence also decides non-redundancy).
The algorithm takes as input the co-hash graph G, the relation R, and an attribute set
A ⊆ att(R). The algorithm starts from the node R, and then traverses the root path of R
bottom up. At each relation Si of the root path, it computes inductively a set of attributes
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(HC)✓
(EC) ✗

⟨B1 ⟩

S1 (B1 , B2 , B3 )

V1 = {B1 , B2 }

(VC)✓
(EC) ✓

⟨A1 , A2 ⟩

S0 (A1 , A2 , A3 )

V0 = {A1 , A2 }

(VC)✓

Figure 2 Example execution of Algorithm 1 to check whether relation S0 is A-clustered, where
A = {A1 , A2 }. The edges between attributes depict the join conditions.

Vi ⊆ att(Si ). While computing each Vi , we also take into account functional dependencies.
It then uses this set to check two conditions: one condition (EC) on each edge of the root
path, and one condition (VC) on each vertex of the root path. If the vertex condition fails,
the algorithm returns false. Otherwise, if the edge condition (EC) is not satisfied, then we
check the remaining path for hash compatibility (HC).
We illustrate the working of Algorithm 1 in an example:
▶ Example 27. Consider the co-hash graph depicted in Figure 2. Suppose there are
no functional dependencies between attributes in any of the relations. We will run the
algorithm to check whether S0 is A-clustered, where A = {A1 , A2 }. We initially have
V0 = A+ = {A1 , A2 }. The first vertex condition (VC) for i = 0 is satisfied, since both
attributes in the hash signature of S0 are in V0 . The first edge condition (EC) is also
satisfied, since the join condition between S0 , S1 only uses attribute A1 , which belongs in
V0 . Similarly, one can check that the second (VC) is also satisfied. However, the second
(EC) for i = 1 fails, since B3 = C3 ∈ λ(e2 ), but B3 ̸∈ V1 . The algorithm now enters the loop
in lines 15-17, where it checks for hash compatibility between S1 and all the relations up
to the root. In this example, we need to check only one (HC), between S1 and S2 . Since
B1 = C2 ∈ (λ(e1 ) ∪ λ(e2 ))⊕ , hash compatibility holds, and thus the algorithm returns true.
Thus, S0 is {A1 , A2 }-clustered. This also implies that S0 is {A1 , A2 , A3 }-clustered, so also
non-redundant.
▶ Theorem 3. Let G = (V, E, α, λ) be a co-hash graph, relation R ∈ V , and A ⊆ att(R).
Algorithm 1 runs in polynomial time (in the size of G) and returns true if and only if R is
A-clustered w.r.t. PG . Hence, CoHash-Clustered is in P.

6

Parallel Correctness

In this section, we investigate the problem of p-correctness for data distributions induced by
a co-hash graph. We start by considering the following decision problem, where we check for
p-correctness for an instance that is given as input to the problem.
I-CPC
Input:
Question:

co-hash graph G, input I, query q
Is q p-correct on I under PG ?

For CQs, the above problem is ΠP
2 -complete. Interestingly, the hardness result comes
from the observation that a co-hash scheme can implicitly encode an arbitrary oblivious
distribution scheme. More precisely, for each relation R, the scheme is encoded as another
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relation R′ that stores the node destinations for each tuple in R. However, we can obtain
a better complexity result if we restrict to full CQs, which correspond to joins without
projections.
▶ Theorem 4. I-CPC is ΠP
2 -complete for CQs.
▶ Theorem 5. I-CPC is coNP-complete for full CQs.
We next consider the problem of p-correctness across all possible instances.
CPC
Input:
Question:

co-hash graph G, query q
Is q p-correct under PG ?

The next example shows that deciding p-correctness is not always straightforward.
▶ Example 28. Consider the co-hash graph in Figure 1a, and the queries q1 (x, y, z) =
R(x, y), S(y, z) and q2 (x, y, z, w) = R(x, y), S(y, z), T (z, w). Both queries can be computed
locally without any data shuffling, since by construction of the co-hash distribution, tuples that
join are placed in the same node. Hence, both are p-correct. However, there are other queries
that are p-correct in more indirect ways. For instance, the query q3 (x, y) = S(x, y), U (x) is
also p-correct.
Our first result is that the above problem is NP-hard for general CQs. The hardness
comes from a reduction from the problem of query containment. It is worth noting that the
lower bound holds even for co-hash graphs with no edges, which correspond to oblivious
distribution schemes. On the other hand, for full CQs the decision problem for p-correctness
is in polynomial time.
▶ Theorem 6. CPC is NP-hard for CQs.
▶ Theorem 7. CPC is in P for full CQs.
Our polynomial time algorithm generates a polynomial number of small instances with
labelled nulls (denoted by ⊥o ) and constants, and then makes a collocation check for each
one of the generated instances.
Functional Dependencies. Each node R in the co-hash graph is associated with a set of
S
functional dependencies fd(R). Let F = R fd(R). We will need to apply the chase algorithm
to an instance I w.r.t. F , which results in a new instance I ′ (or the chase fails). It will be
convenient to capture the result of the chase by a homomorphism θ such that I ′ = θ(I). We
then write θ = chase(I, F ).
The Extension Step. We now describe a procedure, called extend(I, t), that takes as input
an instance I (with labelled nulls and constants) and a tuple t ∈ RI . The procedure can fail,
in which case it returns ⊥.
If R has no outgoing edge in G, the procedure fails. Otherwise, let e = (R, S) be the
unique outgoing edge from R. Intuitively, we will try to extend I with a fresh most general
tuple from S that joins with t on λ(e).
As a first step, we construct a homomorphism ζ that maps the labelled nulls of I onto
themselves (or constants) such that ζ(t[Ai ]) = ζ(t[Aj ]) whenever Ai = Aj ∈ λ(e)⊕ with
i ̸= j, otherwise it is the identity mapping. This step may fail when t[Ai ], t[Aj ] are distinct
constants, in which case the procedure fails. Let I ′ = ζ(I) and t′ = ζ(t).
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As a second step, we construct a new tuple s from S such that for every A = B ∈ λ(e)
with A ∈ att(R), B ∈ att(S) we have s[B] = t′ [A], and for every non-joining attribute we
introduce a fresh labelled null that does not occur in I ′ . Because of how we constructed I ′ ,
the tuple s is always well-defined. Finally, we apply the chase to the instance I ′ ∪ {s}. If the
chase fails, we return ⊥. Otherwise, let χ = chase(I ′ ∪ {s}, F ). The procedure returns the
pair (χ ◦ ζ, χ(s)).
Algorithm. Let D[q] be the canonical instance of q (we assume w.l.o.g. that we have chased
q w.r.t. F ). If the tuples in D[q] are not collocated, then D[q] is a witness instance that
proves that q is not p-correct. Recall that we can do this check in polynomial time using
Lemma 17. However, if the tuples are collocated, then this is not a sufficient condition for
p-correctness, and we need to check additional instances. We do this through Algorithm 2.
It starts with the canonical instance D[q] of the query q, and checks whether the tuples in
D[q] are collocated for this instance (Line 2). Then, for every tuple in D[q], it initiates a
sequence of extension steps: each step is applied using the tuple generated in the previous
step (if possible). The algorithm checks whether the tuples in D[q] are collocated in every
instance generated in this fashion; if so, it returns true, otherwise it terminates with false.
Algorithm 2 Deciding P-Correctness.
1: Input: co-hash graph G, full CQ q
2: if D[q] ⋫G D[q] then
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

return false ;
for each t̃ ∈ D[q] do
i ← 0 ; D0 ← D[q] ; s̃0 ← t̃ ; I0 ← D[q]
while extend(Ii , s̃i ) ̸= ⊥ do
i←i+1 ;
(ϕi , s̃i ) ← extend(Ii−1 , s̃i−1 ) ;
Ii ← ϕi (Ii−1 ) ∪ {s̃i } ;
Di ← ϕi (Di−1 ) ;
if Ii ⋫G Di then
return false ;
return true ;

We analyze the runtime and correctness of the above algorithm in the appendix. Here,
we present two examples of its execution.
▶ Example 29. Consider the co-hash graph in Figure 1a, and the query q4 (x, y, z) =
R(x, y), S(z, x). The canonical instance for this query is I0 = {R(⊥x , ⊥y ), S(⊥z , ⊥x )}. The
hash destination for R(⊥x , ⊥y ) is ⟨⊥x ⟩, and for S(⊥z , ⊥x ) it is ⟨⊥z ⟩, hence the two tuples
are not collocated. This means that the algorithm exits early and outputs false.
▶ Example 30. Consider the co-hash graph in Figure 1a, and the query q3 (x, y) =
S(x, y), U (x). The canonical instance for this query is I0 = {S(⊥x , ⊥y ), U (⊥x )}. The
hash destination for S(⊥x , ⊥y ) is ⟨⊥x ⟩, and for U (⊥x ) it is ⟨⊥x ⟩ as well, hence the two tuples
are always collocated in I0 .
The extension step for the tuple S(⊥x , ⊥y ) returns a tuple R(⊥w , ⊥x ) and the identity
homomorphism. Hence, I1 = I0 ∪ {R(⊥w , ⊥x )} and D1 = D[q]. Note that in I1 , both
S(⊥x , ⊥y ) and U (⊥x ) join with R(⊥w , ⊥x ), hence the hash destination for both is ⟨⊥w ⟩.
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Hence, the tuples are collocated in I1 as well. Since R is a root relation in the co-hash graph,
the next extension step fails and the loop terminates.
The extension step for the tuple U (⊥x ) returns a new tuple R(⊥v , ⊥x ) and the identity
homomorphism. Hence, I1 = I0 ∪ {R(⊥v , ⊥x )} and D1 = D[q]. As before, the two tuples
from D1 are collocated. The next extension step fails and thus the loop terminates. The
algorithm will now terminate and output that the query is indeed p-correct.

7

Parallel Disjoint Correctness

In this section, we study in analogy to the previous section the problem of pd-correctness.
I-CPDC
Input:
Question:

co-hash graph G, input I, query q
Is q pd-correct on I under PG ?

CPDC
Input:
Question:

Co-hash graph G, query q
Is q pd-correct under PG ?

The complexity landscape for pd-correctness follows the same pattern with the
corresponding problems for p-correctness.
▶ Theorem 8. I-CPDC is ΠP
2 -complete for CQs and coNP-complete for full CQs.
▶ Theorem 9. CPDC is NP-hard for CQs, and in P for the class of full CQs.
▶ Example 31. Consider the co-hash graph in Figure 1a, and the p-correct query q(x, y, z) =
R(x, y), S(z, x). The dominant atom, R, is the non-redundant root. This makes q pd-correct.
Consider another p-correct query q(x, y) = S(x, y), U (x) on the same co-hash graph.
Both atoms are dominant, and both are redundant. Hence, the query is not pd-correct.
However, if we add to relation R the fd A2 → A1 , then both become non-redundant and q
will be pd-correct.

8

Related Work

There has been a lot of work in studying parallel evaluation of queries. The massively parallel
communication (MPC) model was introduced in [14, 15] to analyze multiway joins and to
obtain bounds on the amount of communication and synchronization [1, 5]. The case of query
evaluation in a single round of communication has been of particular interest, where data is
shuffled once before a query is evaluated. The notion of parallel correctness was introduced
in [3, 4] to study query evaluation in one round w.r.t. a distribution policy. [13] extended
the study of parallel correctness of conjunctive queries to incorporate bag semantics and [9]
extended the ideas to unions of conjunctive queries with negation. Distribution policies and
parallel correctness results have also been studied in the context of Datalog [12, 18].
The studies mentioned above have focused on oblivious distribution policies, where the
destination of a tuple is independent of the input, whereas our work focuses on locality-aware
schemes. Further, we assume that the partitioning step (the data shuffling phase) is done
as a preprocessing step before any query is query evaluated. In effect, we study query
evaluation with “zero” rounds of communication. This mode of “partition once, run queries
multiple times” is the approach taken by multiple systems that are tuned for OLAP style
queries [7, 21, 17]. Recently, Geck et. al [11] introduced a declarative framework that captures
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constraints of distributed data; these constraints can capture several classes of non-oblivious
distribution schemes. The co-hash schemes we describe in this paper cannot be captured by
their framework because we explicitly hash tuples that do not join with the parent relation.
In addition, we go beyond the instance-independent p-correctness that was examined in [11],
and we study several other properties of theoretical and practical interest.
The idea of location-aware partitioning has been deployed in multiple systems. It has been
shown to improve query performance drastically for queries that can take advantage of the
collocation by reducing data shuffling across nodes [7, 16, 19]. Reference-based partitioning
has been proposed in [7] and join-predicate based partitioning in [22, 23]; it is also deployed
in [19]. However, none of these proposals study the properties of the resulting partitioning
scheme, or how to decide which queries can be executed without any data shuffling. In fact,
the query evaluation procedure of [23] ends up shuffling data for queries that could have
been evaluated without any data movement.

9

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we initiate the formal study of co-hash partitioning, a popular locality-aware
data distribution scheme. One immediate direction for future work is to extend the study
to UCQs (with negation as well), similar to the extensions in [10]. It is also interesting to
consider what happens for queries that are not p-correct for a given co-hash graph. In this
case, it will be useful to determine the best data shuffling strategy such that the amount of
communication and load per node is minimized. Finally, in this paper we study problems
when the co-hash graph is given; an orthogonal problem is to design co-hash schemes that
are optimized for a particular query workload.
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Proofs

Proof of Lemma 8. Since |P(i) (I)| ≤ |I| always holds, we have that b(P, I) ≤ p. Equality
is achieved by the distribution scheme that sends all its data to a single node. For the
P
other direction, for every P ∈ P we have i |P(i) (I)| ≥ r(P, I) · |I|. Hence, maxi |P(i) (I)| ≥
r(P, I)|I|/p and b(P, I) ≥ r(P, I).
◀
Proof of Theorem 1. The key idea is that if P is oblivious, then it can be turned into a
1-round algorithm for computing q in the MPC model. In the MPC model, computation
is performed in rounds, where each round includes local computation followed by a global
exchange of data. Initially, the input data I is distributed arbitrarily across p nodes, and at
the end of the computation, the query result must be the union of the local results of each
node.
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The algorithm works as follows: it chooses P ∼ P uniformly at random, and then sends
each tuple t ∈ I to the node P(t). Finally, each node i ∈ N computes the query q on its
local data, q(P(i) (I)). The correctness of the algorithm follows directly from the fact that q
is p-correct w.r.t. P. Additionally, the load of the algorithm L in the MPC model is at least
b(P, I) · |I|/p.
We now apply the result from [6], which tells us that any 1-round randomized MPC
∗
algorithm on p nodes that computes q correctly must have load L = Ω(|I|/p1/τ (q) ).
◀
Proof of Lemma 17. The polynomial time algorithm first computes for every tuple t ∈ I
the set of hash destinations H(t, I). This set is computed inductively starting from the
root(s) of the co-hash graph and moving to the leaves. For a tuple t in a root relation, we
have that H(t, I) = {α(t)}, i.e., the set of hash destinations is a singleton. For any non-root
relation, we look at the upwards join set of t. If it is not empty, its hash destination is
the union of the hash destinations of the tuples in its upwards join set; otherwise, it is
{α(t)}. This process terminates in polynomial time, since (i) the upwards join set can be
computed in polynomial time, and (ii) the possible hash destinations are at most |V | · |I|,
T
hence polynomially bounded. As a final step, we compute the intersection s∈S H(s, I). If
the result is nonempty, then for any choice of hash function (and hence any P ∈ PG ), the
tuples in S will be collocated in some common node. Otherwise, we can always pick a p large
enough and a hash function that does not assign all tuples from S to the same node.
◀
Proof of Lemma 19. Let ⟨a1 , . . . , ak ⟩ be a hash destination, where k ≥ 1. The key
observation is that ⟨a1 , . . . , ak ⟩ can be the hash destination of O(|V |) tuples, where V
is the vertex set of G. Indeed, by induction it follows that at most one tuple per relation can
be assigned to ⟨a1 , . . . , ak ⟩. Since each tuple will be assigned to at least one hash destination,
there must be at least Ω(|I|/|V |) hash destinations. Now, observe that the hash function h
sends each hash destination to a node independently and uniformly at random. Let H be the
number of hash destinations for instance I. Since |I| ≫ p, the expected maximum number of
hash destinations assigned to each node will be O(H/p). Finally, observe that H ≤ |I| and
p
that each hash destination has O(|V |) tuples. Hence, b(PG , I) = |I|
O(|I||V |/p) = O(|V |). ◀
Proof of Lemma 20. Let ⟨a1 , . . . , ak ⟩ be a hash destination, where k ≥ 1. Our main
observation is that ⟨a1 , . . . , ak ⟩ can be the hash destination of O(dℓ ) tuples. Since each
tuple will be assigned to at least one hash destination, there must be at least Ω(|I|/dℓ ) hash
destinations. Now, observe that the hash function h sends each hash destination to a node
independently and uniformly at random. Let H be the number of hash destinations for
instance I. Since |I| ≫ p, the expected maximum number of hash destinations assigned to
each node will be O(H/p). Finally, observe that H ≤ |I| and that each hash destination has
p
O(dℓ ) tuples. Hence, b(PG , I) = |I|
O(|I|dℓ /p) = O(dℓ ).
◀
Proof of Lemma 23. Let α(R) = ⟨A1 , . . . , Ar ⟩. Consider an instance I, a tuple t ∈ RI ,
and a terminating path t → t1 → · · · → ti , where i ≤ k. If α(Si ) = ⟨B1 , . . . , Br ⟩ is
the hash signature of Si , then t is assigned to node mh = h(ti [B1 ], . . . , ti [Br ]). But then,
since (λ(e1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ λ(ej ))⊕ |= R ∥ Si holds, it follows that for every position ℓ, Aℓ = Bℓ ∈
(λ(e1 )∪· · ·∪λ(ej ))⊕ . This implies that ∀ℓ, ti [Bℓ ] = t[Aℓ ], which means that mh = h(α(t)). ◀
Proof of Theorem 2. For 3 ⇒ 2, direct application of Lemma 23. 2 ⇒ 1 is trivial. For
1 ⇒ 3, let Sµ be the first relation in the root path such that ρµ |= R ∥ Sµ does not
hold. Let α(R) = ⟨A1 , . . . , Ar ⟩, α(Sµ ) = ⟨B1 , . . . , Br′ ⟩. We construct a tuple tj in Sj for
j = 0, . . . , µ as follows. First, we assign to each equivalence class C in the equivalence relation
ρµ = (λ(e1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ λ(eµ ))⊕ a distinct constant aC ∈ dom. Then, we set tj [B] = a[B]ρµ ,
where [B]ρµ is the equivalence class where B belongs.
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We will now construct two instances I, I ′ such that for some h, PhG (t0 , I) ̸= PhG (t0 , I ′ ):
(1) Instance I contains only the tuple t0 . In this instance t0 will be assigned to the
node mh = h(t0 [A1 ], . . . , t0 [Ar ]), and (2) Instance I ′ contains the tuples {t0 , t1 , . . . , tµ } as
constructed above. Observe first that tj+1 ∈ J↑G (tj , I ′ ) for every j = 0, . . . , µ − 1. Indeed, if
(C, D) ∈ λ(ej+1 ), then by construction C, D belong in the same equivalence class of ρµ and
hence we have that tj [C] = tj+1 [D]. Thus, in instance I ′ , t0 will be assigned to the node
m′h = h(tµ [B1 ], . . . , tµ [Br′ ]).
The key observation is that, since ρµ |= R ∥ Sµ does not hold, either r ̸= r′ , or there
/ ρµ such that Ai is not in the same equivalence class as Bi (in which case
exists (Ai , Bi ) ∈
t0 [Ai ] ̸= tµ [Bi ]). In either case, we can choose an h such that mh ̸= m′h .
◀
Proof of Theorem 3. The next two lemmas prove Theorem 3.

◀

▶ Lemma 32. Let G = (V, E, α, λ) be a co-hash graph, relation R ∈ V , and A ⊆ att(R). If
Algorithm 1 returns true, then R is A-clustered w.r.t. PG .
Proof. Assume that i = µ when the algorithm exits the first loop. Consider some instance
I, and let T be a set of tuples in RI such that all tuples in T agree on the attributes in
A. We will show that all tuples in T are assigned to the same unique machine. We define
J i (T, I) inductively as follows, for i = 0, . . . , k: J 0 (T, I) = T , and for i > 0, J i (T, I) =
S
G
i
I
s∈J i−1 (T,I) J↑ (s, I). It is easy to see that by construction J (T, I) ⊆ Si . First, we show the
following statement using induction: (S1) for any i = 0, . . . , µ, and any tuples s, s′ ∈ J i (T, I)
we have s[Vi ] = s′ [Vi ].
For the base case, where i = 0, by the definition of T we have s[A] = s′ [A], and hence
s[A+ ] = s′ [A+ ]. Since V0 = A+ , we also have s[V0 ] = s′ [V0 ]. For the inductive step, let
s, s′ ∈ J i (T, I). By the construction of J i (T, I), there exist r, r′ ∈ J i−1 (T, I) such that
s ∈ J↑G (r, I) and s′ ∈ J↑G (r′ , I). Define Vi′ = {B ∈ att(Si ) | ∃A ∈ Vi−1 : (A, B) ∈ λ(ei )}.
For any B ∈ Vi′ , there exists some A ∈ Vi−1 such that (A, B) ∈ λ(ei ). This implies that
s[B] = r[A] and s′ [B] = r′ [A]. Also, by the inductive hypothesis, it holds that r[A] = r′ [A].
Hence, s[B] = s′ [B]. Since Vi = (Vi′ )+ , we also have s[Vi ] = s′ [Vi ]. Second, we show: (S2)
for any i = 0, . . . , µ, and tuples r, r′ ∈ J i (T, I), we have J↑G (r, I) = J↑G (r′ , I). Indeed, let
s ∈ J↑G (r, I). By the edge condition (EC), for every (A, B) ∈ λ(ei+1 ), we have A ∈ Vi . By
(S1), for every A ∈ Vi we have r[A] = r′ [A]. Thus, s[B] = r′ [A], which implies that s joins
with r′ and hence s′ ∈ J↑G (r, I) as well.
We now distinguish two cases. ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , µ} : J i (T, I) = ∅. By (S2), all tuples in T are
colocated with the tuples in J i−1 (T, I). We will show that all the tuples in J i−1 (T, I) are
assigned to the same node. If α(Si−1 ) = ⟨B1 , . . . , Br ⟩ is the hash signature of Si−1 , then
any tuple t ∈ J i−1 (T, I) is assigned to the node mh = h(t[B1 ], . . . , t[Br ]). Some other tuple
t′ ∈ J i−1 (T, I) is assigned to m′h = h(t′ [B1 ], . . . , t′ [Br ]). By the vertex condition (VC), every
Bj is in Vi−1 , and hence by (S1), t[Bj ] = t′ [Bj ], which implies that mh = m′h . Hence, all
tuples in T are sent to the same unique node.
Otherwise, suppose t ∈ T is colocated with some tuple s ∈ J µ (T, I). Let α(Sµ ) =
I
I
I
⟨A1 , . . . , Ar ⟩. Consider any sequence of tuples t1 ∈ Sµ+1
, t2 ∈ Sµ+2
, . . . , ti ∈ Sµ+i
, such that
G
G
tj+1 ∈ J↑ (tj , I) for every j ∈ {0, . . . , i − 1} and J↑ (ti , I) = ∅. If α(Sµ+i ) = ⟨B1 , . . . , Br ⟩ is
the hash signature of Sµ+i , then s (and hence t) is assigned to node mh = h(ti [B1 ], . . . , ti [Br ]).
Since by condition (HC) it holds that (λ(e1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ λ(ei ))⊕ |= Sµ ∥ Si , it follows that for
every position ℓ, (Aℓ , Bℓ ) ∈ (λ(e1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ λ(ei ))⊕ . This implies that ∀ℓ, ti [Bℓ ] = s[Aℓ ].
Hence, tuple t is sent to node mh = h(s[A1 ], . . . , s[Ar ]). If t′ ∈ T is some other tuple
colocated with some s′ ∈ J µ (T, I), then similarly we can argue that it is sent to node
m′h = h(s′ [A1 ], . . . , s′ [Ar ]). But since for every attribute Aj we have Aj ∈ Vµ , it holds that
s[Aj ] = s′ [Aj ] and hence mh = m′h .
◀
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▶ Lemma 33. Let G = (V, E, α, λ) be a co-hash graph, relation R ∈ V , and A ⊆ att(R). If
Algorithm 1 returns false, then there h such that R is not A-clustered w.r.t. PhG .
Proof. We distinguish two cases, depending on whether only (VC) fails, or both (EC) and
(HC) fail together. Suppose that the algorithm returns false because (VC) fails for some
relation Sµ , µ ≥ 0. We then construct an instance I with labelled nulls as follows. First,
we assign to each equivalence class C in the equivalence relation (λ(e1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ λ(eµ−1 ))⊕
two distinct nulls ⊥C , ⊥′C . Every relation Sj for j = 0, . . . , µ contains two tuples tj , t′j such
that for any attribute A ∈ C, tj [A] = t′j [A] = ⊥C whenever A ∈ Vj , otherwise tj [A] = ⊥C
and t′j [A] = ⊥′C . All the other relations are empty. It is easy to see that I satisfies the
functional dependencies, and also t0 , t′0 agree on A. Moreover, for every j < µ, we have
tj+1 ∈ J↑G (tj , I) and t′j+1 ∈ J↑G (t′j , I). Let α(Sµ ) = ⟨B1 , . . . , Br ⟩. Then, tuple t0 is sent to
h(tµ [B1 ], . . . , tµ [Br ]) and tuple t′0 to h(t′µ [B1 ], . . . , t′µ [Br ]). Since (VC) failed at Sµ , there
exists some attribute Bk ∈
/ Vµ , in which case tµ [Bk ] ̸= t′µ [Bk ]. Hence, we can always choose
a hash function h such that PhG (t0 , I) ̸= PhG (t′0 , I).
Suppose that the algorithm returns false because (EC) and (HC) fail together. Let µ ≥ 0
be the first index with join condition λ(eµ+1 ) for which (EC) fails. Moreover, let Sl , l > µ,
be the first relation where condition (HC) fails. We construct an instance I with labelled
nulls as follows. First, we assign to each equivalence class C in the equivalence relation
(λ(e1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ λ(eℓ−1 ))⊕ two distinct nulls ⊥C , ⊥′C . We construct two types of tuples in I: (1)
tuples tj in Sj for j = 0, . . . , ℓ. For an attribute B ∈ C, we set tj [B] = ⊥C , and (2) tuples
t′j in Sj for j = 0, . . . , µ. For an attribute B ∈ C, we set t′j [B] = ⊥C if B ∈ Vj , otherwise
t′j [B] = ⊥′C .
It is easy to see that t0 , t′0 agree on the attributes in A. Moreover, t0 will be colocated
with tℓ , and t′0 will be colocated with t′µ . Now, since condition (EC) failed, there exists
(A, B) ∈ λ(eµ+1 ) such that A ∈
/ Vµ . Suppose that A belongs in the equivalence class
C. By our construction, this implies that t′µ [A] = ⊥′C , but tµ+1 [B] = ⊥C . Hence,
J↑G (t′µ , I) = ∅. Let α(Sµ ) = ⟨A1 , . . . , Ar ⟩ and α(Sℓ ) = ⟨B1 , . . . , Br′ ⟩. Then, t0 is sent
to mh = h(tℓ [B1 ], . . . , tℓ [Br′ ]), and t′0 to mh = h(t′µ [A1 ], . . . , t′µ [Ar ]). Moreover, since (VC)
holds for Sµ , every Aj ∈ Vµ , and hence mh = h(tµ [A1 ], . . . , tµ [Ar ]). Finally, since Sµ , Sℓ are
not hash-compatible w.r.t. (λ(e1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ λ(eℓ−1 ))⊕ , either r ̸= r′ , or there exists a position j
such that (Aj , Bj ) is not in the equivalence relation, which would imply that tℓ [Bj ] ̸= tµ [Aj ].
In both cases, we can pick a hash function h such that t0 , t′0 end up in different nodes. ◀
Proof of Theorem 4. To show membership in ΠP
2 , we will show that the complement is in
ΣP
.
To
this
end,
we
will
give
a
polynomial
time
algorithm
with the following property: there
2
exists a valuation v such that for every valuation v ′ the algorithm returns yes for (v, v ′ ) if
and only if q is not p-correct on I. First, the algorithm checks whether v, v ′ satisfy q. If
v does not satisfy q, it returns no. If v ′ does not satisfy q, it returns yes. Then, it checks
that v, v ′ agree on the head of q, and if not, it returns yes. Finally, it checks whether the
tuples {v ′ (x1 ), . . . , v ′ (xℓ )) are collocated in instance I. If not, it returns yes, otherwise it
terminates with no. It is easy to see that all the checks can be done in polynomial time
following from Lemma 17.
To show ΠP
2 -hardness, we construct a reduction from the problem PCI(Pfin ), defined
in [3]. In this problem, we are given a CQ q, an instance I, and a distribution policy P which
is explicitly enumerated as part of the input (i.e., for each tuple in I we know its destination
node). Then, it asks whether q is p-correct in I under P.
We construct a co-hash graph G = (V, E, α, λ) as follows. For every relation R(A1 , . . . , Ak )
in q, we introduce two nodes in V : one is R, and the other is a fresh relation R′ (C, A′1 , . . . , A′k ).
E contains edges of the form (R, R′ ), where λ((R, R′ )) = {A1 = A′1 , . . . , Ak = A′k }. Finally,
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we set α(R) = ⟨⟩ and α(R′ ) = ⟨C⟩. For this schema, we create an instance I ′ , where for every
tuple t = R(a1 , . . . , ak ) ∈ I we add the tuples R(a1 , . . . , ak ) and {R′ (κ, a1 , . . . , ak ) | κ ∈ P(t)}
to I ′ . Intuitively, each relation R′ encodes the destinations of the tuples in R according to P.
The reduction is in polynomial time. We now claim that q is p-correct in I under P
if and only if q is p-correct on I ′ under PG . Indeed, notice that for some hash function h,
tuple t ∈ I gets assigned to {h(κ) | κ ∈ P(t)}. Hence, if for a set of tuples T ⊆ I we have
T
T
T
κ ∈ t∈T P(t), then h(κ) ∈ t∈T PhG (t, I ′ ) for any h, which implies I ′ ▷G T . If t∈T P(t) = ∅,
then the hash function h(κ) = κ implies that I ′ ⋫G T .
◀
Proof of Theorem 5. We first show membership in coNP. Let q(y) = R1 (x1 ), . . . , Rℓ (xℓ )
be a full CQ, and an instance I. We will guess a valuation v over the variables of q, and
then check that (i) for every i, v(xi ) ∈ I, and (ii) I ▷G {v(x1 ), . . . , v(xℓ )}. Indeed, any such
valuation will be a witness that p-correctness is violated. It remains to show that (i) and
(ii) can be done in polynomial time. Indeed, (i) is straightforward. For (ii), we can apply
directly Lemma 17.
We show coNP-hardness by reduction from the problem of CQ evaluation. Consider a
boolean CQ q() = R1 (x1 ), . . . , Rℓ (xℓ ), an instance I, and the problem that asks whether
q(I) is empty or not, which is known to be NP-hard. We construct a full query q ′ from q
as follows: q ′ (. . . ) = S1 (z1 ), R1′ (z1 , x1 ), . . . , Sℓ (zℓ ), Rℓ′ (zℓ , xℓ ), where {z1 , . . . , zℓ } are distinct
fresh variables. To construct an instance I ′ , for every tuple Ri (ai ) ∈ I, we introduce
Ri′ (i, ai ) ∈ I ′ . Note that this means that a tuple in I can create many copies of it in I ′ (as
many as the number of times its relation occurs in q). Moreover, for every i = 1, . . . , ℓ, we
add the tuple Si (i). It is easy to verify that q(I) is true if and only if q ′ (I ′ ) ̸= ∅. Finally, we
construct a co-hash graph G = (V, E, α, λ) as follows: V contains all relations in the body of
q ′ , E = ∅, and α uses only the first attribute of each relation for hashing. Note that PG is
an oblivious distribution scheme!
We now show the following: q ′ is p-correct on I ′ under PG if and only if q(I) is false.
For the one direction, suppose q(I) is false. Then, q ′ (I ′ ) = ∅. Hence, no matter how PG
distributes I ′ , we trivially have p-correctness. For the other direction, suppose q(I) is true.
Then, there exists a valuation v over the variables of q that makes it true. This can be
extended to a valuation v ′ , where v ′ (zi ) = i, that makes q ′ true as well. Let t1 , t2 , . . . , tℓ ∈ I ′
be the tuples that correspond to v ′ for R1′ , . . . , Rℓ′ . These are all different (since their first
attribute must be different). Moreover, ti is assigned to h(i). This means we can choose an
h such that every ti goes to a different node, which shows that q ′ is not p-correct.
◀
Proof of Theorem 6. We show a reduction from the problem of query containment: given
as input two CQs q1 , q2 , is q1 contained in q2 ? Without any loss of generality, we assume
that both queries are boolean and use one binary relation R(A, B).
We construct a boolean CQ q as input to CPC as follows. The schema Σ contains
two relations, R′ (C, A, B) and T (D). For every atom R(x, y) in q1 , q contains the atom
R′ (w(1) , x(1) , y (1) ), and for every atom R(x, y) in q2 it contains the atom R′ (w(2) , x(2) , y (2) ).
Moreover, we add an atom T (w(1) ). Let q1′ (q2′ resp.) be the subquery of q that contains
atoms with variable w(1) (w(2) resp.). The input co-hash graph is simple: the hash signature
for R′ is ⟨C⟩ and for T is ⟨D⟩, and it contains no edges.
We now claim that q is p-correct under PG if and only if q1 ⊆ q2 . For the one direction,
assume that q1 ⊆ q2 . Then, it is easy to see that q is equivalent to q1′ . Consider any valuation v
that satisfies q1′ : then all the relevant facts will end up in the same hash destination h(v(w(1) )),
making the query p-correct. For the opposite direction, assume that q1 ⊈ q2 . Let I be the
canonical database of q, so q(I) is true. By our construction, we have D[q] = D[q1′ ] ∪ D[q2′ ]
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and D[q1′ ] ∩ D[q2′ ] = ∅. The facts of D[q1′ ] will end up on node κ1 = h(w(1) ), while the facts
of D[q2′ ] on node κ2 = h(w(2) ). Additionally, we can always choose the hash function h such
that κ1 ̸= κ2 . Since D[q2′ ] does not have any T -facts, we have that q(D[q2′ ]) is false. Since
q1 ⊈ q2 , we also have that q(D[q1′ ]) is false. Thus, I falsifies the p-correctness property. ◀
Proof of Theorem 7. To analyze the runtime, we first note that the canonical instance has
at most as many tuples as the number of atoms ℓ in the body of the query. Moreover, for
every such tuple, the while loop will terminate after at most k iterations, where k is the
length of the longest root path in G (k ≤ |E|). This means that the size of any instance
Ii generated by the algorithm is always polynomially bounded (in fact, it will be at most
|E| + ℓ). The check Ii ▷G Di can be done in polynomial time using Lemma 17, while the
extension step also runs in polynomial time.
For correctness, we claim that Algorithm 2 outputs true if and only if the query q is
p-correct under PG . The one direction is straightforward. Indeed, if there exists an instance
Ii such that Di ⊆ Ii and the tuples in Di are not collocated, then Ii is a witness that
p-correctness is violated (since any Di forms an answer for q(Ii )).
The other direction is more involved. Consider an instance I and any valuation v such
that ti = v(xi ) ∈ I for every i = 1, . . . , ℓ. Let T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tℓ }. To prove that the query q
is p-correct, it suffices to show that I ▷G T . Let T□ ⊆ T be the set of tuples such that none
of their terminating paths go through a tuple in T . It is easy to check that T□ =
̸ ∅. It now
suffices to show that I ▷G T□ .
If there exists a tuple s ∈ I such that every t ∈ T□ has a terminating path that goes
through s, then the claim I ▷G T□ follows directly. For the remainder of the proof, we assume
that this is not the case. Since D[q] is the canonical instance for q, there exists a strong1
homomorphism ξ : D[q] → T . Since the homomorphism is strong, for every t ∈ T there
exists a tuple t̃ ∈ D[q] such that ξ(t̃) = t. Note that all tuples in the set {t̃ | t ∈ T□ }
must have an empty upwards join set in D[q]. Since D[q] ▷G D[q], it must be that all
α(t̃) are equal to the same vector β (consisting of labelled nulls and constants) for every
t ∈ T□ . But then, α(t) = α(ξ(t̃)) = ξ(β). Consider any t ∈ T□ and a terminating path
(t =)s0 → s1 → · · · → sk in I. By our construction, none of the tuples s1 , . . . , sk are in T .
We will show that α(sk ) = ξ(β); this implies that all tuples in T□ are collocated in h(ξ(β))
for any hash function h, hence proving the claim. We start with two observations: (1) The
strong homomorphism ξ can be extended to a strong homomorphism from the instance Ik
generated by the algorithm for the while loop of t̃ to the instance J = T ∪ {s1 , . . . , sk },
and (2) Let ϕ = ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2 · · · ◦ ϕk . Then, for any hash destination γ (over labelled nulls and
constants) ξ(ϕ(γ)) = ξ(γ).
Note that some tuple u ∈ T□ must have an empty upwards join set in J; otherwise, every
tuple in T□ has a terminating path that goes through sk , a contradiction. Hence, the tuple
ũ ∈ Ik with ξ(ũ) = u has an empty upwards join set in Ik , which implies that α(ũ) = ϕ(β) is
its only hash destination. We can also see that t̃ has a unique hash destination in Ik , α(s̃k ).
Since ũ, t̃ must be collocated to guarantee p-correctness for the instance Ik , it must be that
α(s̃k ) = α(ũ) = ϕ(β). Thus, α(sk ) = ξ(ϕ(β)) = ξ(β), where the last equality is implied by
the second observation.
◀
Proof of Theorem 8. To show membership in ΠP
2 , we will show that the complement is in
ΣP
.
To
this
end,
we
will
give
a
polynomial
time
algorithm
with the following property: there
2
exists a valuation v such that for every valuation v ′ the algorithm returns yes for (v, v ′ ) if

1

A homomorphism h : I → I ′ is strong if for every tuple t ∈ I ′ , there exists a tuple s ∈ I such that
t = h(s).
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and only if q is not p-correct on I. First, the algorithm checks whether v, v ′ satisfy q. If v
does not satisfy q, it returns no. If v ′ does not satisfy q, it returns yes. Then, it checks that
v, v ′ agree on the head of q, and if not, it returns yes. Finally, it checks whether for some
T
hash family h, | i PhG (v ′ (xi ), I)| ̸= 1. If not, it returns yes, otherwise it terminates with no.
It is easy to see that all the checks can be done in polynomial time from Lemma 17. Indeed,
we can modify the construction in Lemma 17 so that is computes the intersection of the hash
destinations as well (instead of only checking for emptiness).
To show ΠP
2 -hardness, we first notice that the hardness proof for the problem PCI(Pfin )
in [3] can be modified to show ΠP
2 -hardness for the pd-correct variant of the problem.
Indeed, all p-correct instances for the proof in [3] are also pd-correct. Formally, we define
PDCI(Pfin ) as follows: we are given a CQ q, an instance I, and a distribution policy P
which is explicitly enumerated as part of the input (i.e., for each tuple in I we know its
destination node). Then, it asks whether q is pd-correct in I under P. The reduction is
exactly the same as the one in Theorem 4. We construct a co-hash graph G = (V, E, α, λ) as
follows. For every relation R(A1 , . . . , Ak ) in q, we introduce two nodes in V : one is R, and
the other is a fresh relation R′ (C, A′1 , . . . , A′k ). E contains edges of the form (R, R′ ), where
λ((R, R′ )) = {A1 = A′1 , . . . , Ak = A′k }. Finally, we set α(R) = ⟨⟩ and α(R′ ) = ⟨C⟩.
For this schema, we create an instance I ′ , where for every tuple t = R(a1 , . . . , ak ) ∈ I
we add the tuples R(a1 , . . . , ak ) and {R′ (κ, a1 , . . . , ak ) | κ ∈ P(t)} to I ′ . Intuitively, each
relation R′ encodes the destinations of the tuples in R according to P. We now claim that q
is pd-correct in I under P if and only if q is pd-correct on I ′ under PG . Indeed, notice that
for some hash function h, tuple t ∈ I gets assigned to {h(κ) | κ ∈ P(t)}. Hence, if for a set
T
T
of tuples T ⊆ I we have κ ∈ t∈T P(t), then h(κ) ∈ t∈T PhG (t, I ′ ) for any h. The result
follows by picking h(κ) = κ.
The coNP-hardness proof follows the same structure as the one for p-correctness
(Theorem 5). Indeed, in the reduction p-correctness holds only if the query result is empty,
in which case pd-correctness also trivially holds. To show membership in coNP, consider a
full query q(y) = R1 (x1 ), . . . , Rℓ (xℓ ) and an instance I. We guess a valuation v over the
variables of q, and then check that (i) for every i, v(xi ) ∈ I, (ii) for some hash family h,
T
| i PhG (v(xi ), I)| ̸= 1. Indeed, any such valuation will be a witness that pd-correctness is
violated.
It remains to show that (i) and (ii) can be done in polynomial time. Indeed, (i) is
straightforward. For (ii), we can modify the construction in Lemma 17 so that is computes
the intersection of the hash destinations as well (instead of only checking for emptiness). ◀
Proof of Theorem 9. It is easy to observe that if any relation in a query is non-redundant
(which we can check using Algorithm 1 by setting A = att(R)), then p-correctness implies
pd-correctness. However, this condition is not necessary. To address this issue, we consider a
generalization of non-redundancy from relations to atoms. Given a co-hash graph G and
a CQ q, we say that an atom Ri (xi ) in q is dominant if the root path of Ri contains no
other relation that appears in the body of q. To compute whether a dominant atom Ri (xi )
is non-redundant, we simply modify Algorithm 1 such that the closure in Line 16 includes
A = A′ whenever two attributes A, A′ of Ri have the same variable in Ri (xi ). Now, let G be
a co-hash graph, and q a full CQ such that q is p-correct under PG . Then, q is pd-correct
under PG iff there exists a dominant atom in q that is non-redundant.
One direction of the proof is straightforward. If some dominant atom Ri (xi ) is nonredundant, then the tuples for any valuation v must meet on the unique location where v(xi )
is assigned to. For the other direction, suppose that Ri (xi ) is a dominant and redundant
atom. Let D[q] be the canonical instance for q with labelled nulls (and constants). Let
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t ∈ D[q] be the tuple corresponding to the atom Ri (xi ). Following the proof in Lemma 33,
we can construct an instance I = P1 ∪ P2 such that t ∈ I, and P1 , P2 are two terminating
paths for t in I with hash destinations h1 and h2 respectively, where h1 ̸= h2 . Consider
now two instances: I1 = D[q] ∪ P1 and I2 = D[q] ∪ P2 . Since there is no other relation of q
in the root path of Ri , the tuple t must have h1 , h2 as its only hash destinations in I1 , I2
respectively. Moreover, since q is p-correct, it must be that all tuples in D[q] have the same
hash destination h1 in I1 , and h2 in I2 .
Finally, consider the instance I ′ = D[q] ∪ P1 ∪ P2 . We can now argue that all tuples
of D[q] will end up in both h1 , h2 , thus proving that the query is not pd-correct. Indeed,
suppose for the sake of contradiction that they end up in h1 but not h2 . Then, there exists a
tuple s ∈ D[q] that is assigned to h2 in I2 , but not in I ′ . For this to have happened, it must
be the case that some tuple s′ ∈ D[q] has an empty upwards join in I2 , but not in I ′ , where
it joins with some tuple from P1 . But then, the hash signature of s′ is equal to h2 . Since
P1 , P2 differ only in their non-join values, this implies that s′ would be equal to h1 as well,
so h1 = h2 , a contradiction. Since we can check non-redundancy in polynomial time, the
above algorithm implies a polynomial time algorithm for pd-correctness.
◀
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